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ABSTRACT 
THE HAGIC OF HETAPHOR 
Without metaphor there vould be no legs on the table, no hands on 
the clock. These are dead metaphors. Even that expression i s  a metaphor, 
for hov can something be dead that has never l i t e r a l l y  been born. I t  is 
an expression vhich ~ a n n o t  be taken l i t e ra l ly .  In its f i r s t  use i t  vas 
'alive' in the sense of being new or v i t t y  or apt and memorable. 
Without metaphor ve are reduced t o  the bare bones of language, t o  a 
kind of Orvellian Nevspeak. One can hardly avoid using metaphors t o  explain 
them. Even sc ien t i s t s  and mathematicians use metaphors but they usually 
refer t o  them as models. 
Hetaphor is a function of language vhich enables us t o  be creative. 
Not only the person vho coins, invents, or thinks of the nev metaphor but 
a lso the listener or reader vho constructs a personal meaning for him or 
her se l f .  
We speak of creat ivi ty  in education, as  a human capacity t o  be 
encouraged and developed. Hov creative can humans be? Do they ever rea l ly  
'create' anything nev apart from reproductions of themselves? Any creative 
ac t iv i ty  such a s  painting, building or gardening i s  real ly  re-organising 
elements already created. So humans enjoy 'creating' their ovn order, 
forms, or patterns which we c a l l  ar t .  
Language i s  capable o f  endless patterns. The basic patterns, 
usual ly  known as grammar, appear t o  be innate and i n  speech and w r i t i n g  we 
use these ' i nbu i l t '  structures t o  create new sentences of  our own. At i t s  
highest l eve l  we c a l l  t h i s  l i t e r a t u r e .  I t  has taken us sore time t o  
rea l i se  that  a word i n  i t s e l f  has no meaning as i t  i s  a symbol only. 
fo r  those aspects o f  experience which are d i f f i c u l t  t o  explain we 
t u r n  t o  metaphor. Thus re l i g ions  of ten use myths and symbols. Anthropology 
describes many human a c t i v i t i e s  as netaphoric, for example myths or 
totenism. 
Prac t i ca l l y  every sphere of  human a c t i v i t y  i s  imbued w i th  t h i s  
magical q u a l i t y  of metaphor, for  i t  extends our understanding o f  the world 
by g iv ing us a kind of 'e last ic1 way o f  describing our experiences. I t i s  
not the prerogative of v r i  t e r s  or poets but a power we a l l  possess and one 
which has been derided and abused a t  times i n  our history. Only now i s  i t  
increasingly being recognized as a human capacity worthy of study. 
I n  t h i s  work I delve i n t o  sore aspects o f  the use o f  metaphor t o  
show how we need t o  be aware o f  i t s  potent, pervasive power, especial ly 
those o f  us involved i n  teaching for  whom I w i l l  attempt t o  demonstrate 
that  teaching i s  i t s e l f  a metaphoric ac t i v i t y .  
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INTRODUCTION 
You'd be a brave human who would say where a l l  t he  in f luences 
come from, but I t h i n k  t h e  word sets  t he  whole t h i n g  up.1 
This study i s  p a r t l y  an enquiry i n t o  t he  nature o f  metaphor and i t s  
r o l e  i n  education but more p a r t i c u l a r l y  i n t o  t he  imp l i ca t i ons  o f  t ha t  
nature f o r  teaching and learning. fly spec ia l  concern i s  f o r  my fe l low 
colleagues, teachers o f  English, those members o f  the  teaching profession 
who have the  most e x c i t i n g  and daunting o f  tasks, t o  develop i n  t h e i r  
students both an understanding o f  language and an appreciat ion o f  l i t e r a t u r e .  
Within t h i s  b r i e f  there  i s  a wilderness o f  t e r r i t o r y  some o f  which has 
never been f u l l y  explored. 
The dichotomy between ord inary  language and l i t e r a t u r e  i s  not t he  
chasm some would have us bel ieve. To extend t h i s  basic metaphor; i f  language 
acqu i s i t i on  i s  the k i t t i n g  o f  oneself w i t h  map, compass and equipment, then 
becoming fam i l i a r  w i t h  l i t e r a t u r e  and l ea rn ing  t o  enjoy i t  i s  the  great 
c l imb t o  a far-reaching peak; an achievement w i t h i n  s i g h t  o f  a l l  but a t t a i nab le  
on ly  w i t h  determination and s k i l l .  The teacher i s  both guide and fe l low 
climber. 
Several years ago the  examiner's repo r t  fo r  t h e  bursary Engl ish 
1. Ke r i  Hulme, I p  Kgihpy Ihe Windeptgy, V i c t o r i a  Un i ve rs i t y  Press, 
New Zealand, 1986, P.12. 
examinations in New Zealand exhorted teachers to be sure their students 
understood metaphor for without this there could be no understanding of 
literature. When children first meet the term metaphor it is usually when 
they are grappling with the more condensed language of poetry. They discover 
that poets particularly have great expertise in conveying ideas and images 
by using language imaginatively. This may not be a novelty to students if 
they have been encouraged in creative writing and have written poetry. 
Similes are fairly easily understood because they are simply comparisons 
and the words !like1 or Ias1 are clear markers but metaphor is a little 
more difficult to recognise and understand. Here the writer says something 
or some person IS something or someone else. He or she makes a statement 
which cannot be taken literally. 
Language is confusing even in ordinary everyday situations. We speak 
of e.gSttaking a break'. What is a break ? Where are we taking it ? We 
speak of being 'in love1, but is it something you fall or climb into ? Every 
word we use carries a range o f  ~eaning which confuses learners especially 
second language learners. Hetaphors are not peculiar to literature alone. 
Even jokes and riddles have many of the attributes of metaphor. It is 
strange therefore that we tend to examine metaphor as a literary phenomenon. 
Often it is learnt as a literary term along with assonance and onomatopoeia, 
items on a checklist to be learned for tests. This is unfortunate, as an 
exploration of metaphor can become a fascinating mu1 ti-disciplinary study, 
possibly the kind of study which could break down subject barriers and 
enable students to appreciate learning in school more holistically. 
It is the ability to visualise, to imagine, which makes us human, not 
rerely intelligence or feeling or even language. 'The inagination' said 
Coleridge in his seventh lecture on New Systems of Education 'is the 
distinguishing characteristic of man as a progressive being.' Language 
aquisi  t i o n  i s  more than co l lec t ing  neu uords--i t embraces reanings uhich are 
d i s t i n c t  and unique for  each of  us. Hy concept o f  love or f a i t h  or even o f  
a house w i l l  be unique t o  r y  r i n d  and d i f fe ren t  t o  yours or that o f  any 
other person. This i s  a p r i va te  ren ta l  uo r ld  o f  irages, ideas, vhich I nay 
uish t o  t r y  t o  share u i t h  you, but t o  do so I have t o  create ressages uhich 
you can in te rp re t  even though your i rages and ideas can never be precisely 
the sane as mine. Communication therefore i s  sharing and f inding l i n k s  
betveen these p r i va te  worlds of ideas. Soret ires the common ground ray be 
i n  a metaphor. 
I t has been said tha t  'Hany t rad i t i ons  t r e a t  language as a sacred 
thing; they are j u s t i f i e d  i n  so doing, for  i t  i s  language that  gives order 
1 
and signif icance t o  pr imal chaos."Prophets and leaders often speak i n  
metaphoric terns of t h e i r  visions, dreams, ideals. The B ib le  for example i s  
f u l l  o f  metaphors as are other holy books. To my r i n d  one o f  the nost 
moving and mysterious expressions i s  the opening l i n e  of St. John's gospel: 
'In the beginning uas the vwd: and the vord uas u i t h  60d: and the word uas 
6od. ' 
I n  seeking for t r u t h  and understanding, language i s  the medium ue 
use. We communicate i n  symbols vhich can never express our exact meanings. 
When our oun language f a i l s  t o  be precise or descr ip t ive enough ue often 
tu rn  t o  other languages uhich sometires seer more expressive or i n  the case 
o f  science or technology ue rake up uords from ex is t i ng  uords. The way we 
organise our uords a l t e r s  the shade o f  meaning and by use of  analogy or 
aetaphor ue can suggest new meanings, for example love poetry i s  forever 
t r y i n g  t o  f i nd  ways t o  express the uonder o f  human love or t o  describe the 
1. R.H. Robins, 'The Structure of  Language, ' i n  h g u p y e  in klucchtion, 
Routledge and Kegan Paul i n  Association w i  t h  Open University, 
London, 1972.P.24. 
beloved. The endurance o f  c e r t a i n  images i s  i l l u s t r a t e d  i n  Etwek Anthology 
1 
by Lord Neaves, f o r  example i n  t he  f i r s t  pa r t  o f  a poem ascr ibed by some t o  
Rufinus, by others t o  Dionysius the  Sophist: 
Oh t h a t  I were some gent le  a i r ,  
That vhen the  heats o f  summer glov, 
And l a y  thy  pant ing bosom bare, 
I might upon t h a t  bosor blov!  
Secondly, i n  t h e  f am i l i a r  l i n e s  from Romeo and J u l i e t :  
Oh tha t  I vere a glove upon t h a t  hand, 
That I might touch t h a t  cheek! 
and f i n a l l y  from Burns: 
0 t h a t  my l ove  vere yon red  rose 
That g r o w  upon the  c a s t l e  wa', 
And I myself a drop o f  dev, 
I n t o  her bonny breast t o  fa ' !  
Whatever vay ve t w i s t  or shape or t u r n  the language we challenge the  
reader or l i s t e n e r  t o  i n t e r p r e t  our novel creat ions.  I f  ve share w i th  t ha t  
person s i m i l a r  f ee l i ngs  or experience or c u l t u r e  or  education then the  
chances o f  a mutual understanding a re  very high even though we can never 
know exact ly  what t h a t  understanding i s .  This i s  t h e  mysterious aspect o f  
retaphor vhich rakes i t  so fasc inat ing  t o  study. 
Hetaphor i s  not pecu l ia r  t o  poets e i t he r .  An earthquake i n  Neu 
Zealand i n  March 1987 vas recorded by ch i l d ren  i n  language r e f l e c t i n g  t h e i r  
feel ings.  One twelve-year o l d  knovn t o  h i s  f r i ends  as 'Pizza-face' ( i n  
i t s e l f  a desc r i p t i ve  although unkind metaphor) sa id  t h a t  they a l l  ' h i t  the  
ground.' Another boy ' vent v h i t e  as a sheet' and one g i r l  used a more 
o r i g i n a l  descr ip t ion  ' i f  a l l  the  school had got any more nervous we vould 
have moved the  lawn w i t h  our hands.' One has an anthropomorphic v i ev  'The 
earthquake decided i t  vould go t o  another tovn so i t  vent t o  Kaverau. 
1. Lord Neaves,The grgek h t m d o y y ,  ed. W. Lucas Col l ins ,  W i  l l i a m  
Blackwood and Sons, Edinburgh,HDCCCLXXIV,p.93. 
Kawerau people d idn ' t  want i t ,  but  i t  obeyed t h e  master's rules.' Another 
sa id  'Our house was turned upside down l i k e  a g ian t  had picked up our house 
and then j u s t  dropped it.' 
Other repor ts  from t h e  ch i ld ren inc luded the  fol lowing: "our desks 
were rov ing  from side t o  s i de  l i k e  boats i n  a g ian t  storm ... r y  hear t  f e l t  
l i k e  i t  had been r ipped t o  threads.. . .screams pierced the air.. .By heart  
f e l t  as i f  i t  had missed a beat and jumped up towards my throat. . I  rushed 
out i n  t e r r o r  t h a t  was f l o a t i n g  out o f  r y  ears...when the  earthquake s t ruck  
i t  looked l i k e  my s n a i l  was break-dancing ... i t  f e l t  l i k e  being on waves 
tha t  were about t o  burst...the courts were l i k e  j e l l y  and the  bu i l d i ngs  
l i k e  they had core t o  l i f e . . . i t  f e l t  as i f  you were very s r a l l ,  s i t t i n g  on 
a blanket being shaken out...The lamp-posts were j u s t  l i k e  bendy b i t s  o f  
p l a s t i c  ... The concrete was rov ing l i k e  t he  sea, but a t  the same t ime i t  
was jumping up and down l i k e  t h e  e l e c t r i c  bop ... The cars looked l i k e  they 
were p lay ing  junp-rope. V e t a p h o r s  abounded as repor ter  Richard Rau 
1 
noted. 
The i n t e r e s t i n g  t h i n g  about these examples i s  t h a t  they i l l u s t r a t e  
how f i g u r a t i v e  language i s  used n a t u r a l l y  by ch i ld ren t o  recount t h e i r  
experiences, i n  t h i s  case a f r i gh ten ing  and unusual one. Sore use c l i ches  
e.g.'white as a sheet1 from the corron stock o f  we l l  known expressions but 
others are  more fanc i f u l  and o r i g i na l ,  sore  a re  even i n  myth- l ike fora, bu t  
a l l  share a comaon factor,  t o  express t h i s  experience they have a l l  used 
s i r i l e s  and metaphors and most o f  the  references are based on associat ions 
w i th  experiences already known and f a m i l i a r  t o  them e.g. break-dancing, 
bop, jump-rope, g iants  from f a i r y  s t o r i e s  etc. That is ,  they use the known 
1. Br ian  Rudman, 'The Day Our Bu i l d i ngs  Care t o  L i f e ,  l Ljstliqer, 
New Zealand, A p r i l  11, 1987. 
t o  describe, explain and presumably accept and understand the  new. 
Fear, shock and v isua l  e f f e c t s  o f  movement a re  recorded i n  f i g u r a t i v e  
language which v i v i d l y  captures t he  moment and the mood, Hetaphor has t h i s  
cha rac te r i s t i c  o f  being invo lved w i t h  tension and emotion and w i t h  v i s u a l  
images. I t  i s  not iceable t ha t  i n  a repo r t  w r i t t e n  by s l i g h t l y  o lder  ch i l d ren  
1 
t he re  was a aore restrained, more l i t e r a l  s t y l e  o f  language. I t  would be 
i n t e r e s t i n g  t o  study the development o f  t h i s  f a c i l i t y  i n  ch i l d ren  and t o  
compare t h e i r  metaphors w i t h  those o f  adul ts.  
Language i n  sore senses seers t o  have a l i f e  o f  i t s  own over which 
we have minimal cont ro l .  You cannot own a word, but you can g i ve  l i f e  t o  a 
new one. Chi ldren o f t en  do t h i s  spontaneously. You cannot keep a word t o  
yourse l f ,  even one's own name i s  a k i nd  o f  abstract  symbol which you are  
known by. Everything spoken t r a v e l s  on sound waves ad i n f i n i t um.  
Ch i ld ren chant tha t  'St icks and stones may break my bones but names w i l l  
never hu r t  me, ' y e t  i n  fac t  nares can hur t  permanently. Words take on 
m u l t i p l e  and corplex reanings. They experience a k ind  o f  b i r t h ,  they 
evolve over time, and w i th  use; each has uniqueness but they can a l so  die.  
We speak o f  'dead1 aetaphors and 'dead1 languages such as Lat in,  though i t  
i s  not e n t i r e l y  defunct fo r  i t  i s  s t i l l  used but i s  no longer developing or 
evolv ing.  
One theory o f  how language developed says that  i n  i t s  i n i t i a l  stages 
there  was on ly  a l i t e r a l  use o f  words which had a bear ing on concrete or  
pe rcep t i b l e  th ings, qua l i t i es ,  occurences etc., but when there care  a need 
1. K ia  Gray, Edgecuabe Teenagers Look back on Quake, Chi ldrenls 
Express,Eveninq hmt, We1 l ing ton,  New Zealand, l a y  4,1987. 
2, J.J.A.Hooij,A Study gf Hetaphor, North Holland Pub.C0.,1976, 
P.11. For t h i s  theory l o o i j  r e f e r s  us t o  F.H. Hu l le r ,  Lectures on 
the science o f  language, ( 2  vols.,London 1861-18641, Ch.8. 
2 
t o  speak o f  abstract  ideas t h i s  was met by t he  use o f  retaphors. I f  we 
f i n d  t h i s  theory too s i r p l i s t i c  says Mooi j  t he  ' s t i l l  l e s s  acceptable i s  
t he  cont rary  view that  the  very i n i t i a l  stage o f  language would have been 
completely re taphor ica l '  because as i t s  opponents say ' the metaphorical 
\ 
use o f  language i s  only poss ib le  i f  a l i t e r a l  use o f  language i s  already i n  
1 
existence.' Many desc r i p t i ons  o f  phenomena perceived by t h e  senses do 
reveal  a metaphorical o r i g i n  e.g. 'high p i t ch1  and ' v i v i d  colours', which 
may i n d i c a t e  t h a t  retaphors have always played a pa r t  i n  t h e  development o f  
language. Hany abstract  words have concrete o r i g i n s  erg. 'grasp1 reaning t o  
understand, and the word 'retaphor' i t s e l f  reaning t o  'bear1 or  t rans fer .  
There i s  much speculat ion and research i n  t h i s  area o f  t he  h i s t o r y  o f  
language but as yet no d e f i n i t e  conclusions. 
Metaphor-making i s  an assoc ia t ive  process which has been l ikened t o  
recogn i t ion  i n  Rorschach tests.  We need retaphors t o  exp la in  but we are  
surrounded by them also. Even the spo r t s  and business pages o f  t he  newspapers 
are f u l l  o f  retaphors, eany o f  these taken from the language o f  war because 
o f  t h e i r  aggressive and compet i t ive nature. Others a re  frozen as i t  were 
i n  t he  a r t  around us. Even t h e  wi l low-pattern on a dinner p l a t e  might be 
t e l l i n g  us t he  sad s t o r y  o f  an unrequited l ove  and i s  a permanent and d a i l y  
reminder o f  another t i r e ,  another place and strange unknown people but w i t h  
whom we can i d e n t i f y  e r o t i o n a l l y  a t  leas t .  The 'bridge1 o f  t h i s  scene could 
be a metaphor fo r  metaphor i t s e l f .  Hetaphors are  more than uords. They can 
capture as they do i n  a r t  and l i t e r a t u r e  and i n  science, t i r e ,  h is tory ,  
cu l tu re ,  feel ings,  ideas. They i l l u s t r a t e  t he  t imes we l i v e  i n  t oo  fo r  as 
2 
Leavis has sa id  "people cannot l i v e  wi thout a sense o f  s igni f icance. '  
1. J.J.A.Mooij,fi study of Metaphor, North Holland Pub.Co.,l976,p.l1. 
2. F.R. Leavis, quoted i n  IlflMs Pro f i l e ,  London,February 17,1975. 
No-one can deny that  retaphors a re  ender ic but t o  understand them ue r e a l l y  
need t o  knou how the human r i n d  uorks. 
E a r l i e r  w r i t e r s  cap i t a l i zed  on t h i s  need f o r  imagery by soretimes 
supply ing voluaes o f  i n s t a n t  stock imagery fo r  u r i t e r s ,  sermon rakers or  
orators.  They were used i n  ruch t h e  same uay t h a t  a crossuord neophyte 
might use a d i c t i ona ry  or thesaurus. Carol Clark descr ibes these reference 
books i n  her Web of Maehhr i n  uh ich  she s c r u t i n i z e s  t he  i ragery  i n  
4ontaigne1s Essais. Apparently i n  h i s  t ime many stock i r ages  were i n  comron 
use. Although noted by c r i t i c s  f o r  h i s  l i v e l y  and novel imagery he d i d  
bor rou as others d id  from authors o f  a n t i q u i t y  and t h i s  uas expected: 'The 
c u l l i n g  o f  sentences, exarples and s i m i l i t u d e s  f r o r  t h e  work o f  one's 
1 
predecessors uas a recognized method o f  l i t e r a r y  composi t ion.' The source 
books uere know as commonplace books. 
Clark says t h a t  i n  the Rat io  Co l l igend i  Exerpla o f  Erasmus he g ives  
i n s t r u c t i o n s  on the c o l l e c t i n g  o f  such samples and hou t o  c l a s s i f y  then, 
and i n  h i s  Parabolae s i v e  s i a i l t u d i n e s  published i n  1513 i s  a c o l l e c t i o n  o f  
nea r l y  t uo  thousand simi les,  mainly f r o r  c l a s s i c a l  authors espec ia l l y  
P lu tarch and Seneca. There uas, 'a whole world o f  shared imagery.. .imagery, 
and the  arguaents f r o 8  analogy tha t  i t  provided forwed nothing l e s s  than a 
method o f  thought, or more accurately a subs t i t u te  f o r  thought fo r  ren o f  
1 
the  s ix teenth  century.. .' They uere used not merely f o r  f lowery adornment 
but i n  t h i s  p r e - s c i e n t i f i c  age as r h e t o r i c a l  devices t o  convince l i s t e n e r s  
or  readers i n  s i t u a t i o n s  where r a t i o n a l  argurent uas not avai lable.  One i s  
rer inded o f  P la to  r e s o r t i n g  t o  myth i n  s im i l a r  s i t ua t i ons .  
Clark i s  p a r t i c u l a r l y  i n te res ted  i n  Hontaigne because a1 though he 
uses stock i rages such as 'pedantsas b i r d s  ca r r y i ng  food t o  t h e i r  
He does not, indeed as a ran  o f  t h e  modern age would, s i r p l y  r e j e c t  
imagery as a means o f  invest igat ion--he s t i l l  t h i nks  images have sore 
power t o  reveal  r e l a t i o n s  between things, and tha t  these r e l a t i o n s  
have sore  fac tua l  r e a l i t y .  But t he  pa t te rns  thus disclosed a re  
fragmentary and a rb i t r a r y ,  mere g l i r p s e s  o f  a un iversa l  network o f  
connections which, i n  i t s  complexity, i s  irmeasurably beyond human 
power t o  grasp.! 
There are  several  ideas here which I w i l l  ex t rapo la te  and discuss i n  
fu r ther  chapters because they r e l a t e  t o  important aspects o f  retaphor; they 
are: pa t te rns ,  network, and the desc r i p t i on  o f  retaphor as a k ind  o f  
'grasping', o r  'gropingf f o r  reaning. These I bel ieve t o  be key issues 
inherent i n  t h e  study o f  metaphor. 
t letaphors are o f  i n t e r e s t  i n  Philosophy, Psychology, L ingu i s t i cs ,  
Science, Art, L i te ra ture ,  tletaphysics, Semantics, Ser io t ics ,  even Rel ig ion,  
and more recen t l y  Computer Technology, P r a c t i t i o n e r s  i n  each area a l l  have 
s l i g h t l y  d i f f e r e n t  views on metaphor but a l l  o f  them go back t o  A r i s t o t l e  
some o f  whose ideas are summarised i n  t he  next chapter. 
By g i v i ng  separate chapters t o  Art and Science I do not wish t o  
imply a d i v i s i o n  betwen them for  i n  f ac t  t he  evidence shows tha t  any gap 
tha t  may have ex is ted between them i s  narrowing q u i t e  rap id ly .  I f  metaphor 
i s  pa r t  o f  both the process and product o f  l i t e r a t u r e  i t  i s  equa l ly  pa r t  o f  
t he  process p a r t i c u l a r l y  o f  science. Wr i te rs  on the  subject  o f  retaphor 
are leg ion,  as a b ib l iography by Shibles t e s t i f i e s ,  but  among the  most 
i n f l u e n t i a l  appear t o  be tlax Black, I.A.Richards, and Paul Ricoeur. 
Every aspect o f  retaphor impinges on education both i n  t he  way we 
view teaching and ch i l d ren  and educational i n s t i t u t i o n s  and the manner i n  
which we i n s t r u c t  and educate t he  young. There are metaphors f o r  education 
i t s e l f ,  f o r  what goes on i n  educational i n s t i t u t i o n s  and for  t he  people who 
1. Carol Clark,lhp Web of #e!aehhr, French Forum, Kentucky,197E$p.43. 
administer them and those on the rece i v i ng  end. Ag r i cu l t u ra l  and h o r t i c u l t u r a l  
metaphors abound presumabl y because c h i l d r e n  are so vulnerable, so dependent 
on adu l t s  fo r  so long. This very  v u l n e r a b i l i t y  means t h a t  parents and 
teachers can choose t o  be p ro tec to rs  or bu l l i es ,  c u l t i v a t o r s  or destroyers. 
Even a t  our supposedly advanced evo lu t ionary  stage there  are  s t i l l  c h i l d r e n  
d e l i b e r a t e l y  maimed, abandoned, neglected, exploi ted,  tor tured, and sold. 
L e g i s l a t i o n  has t r i e d  t o  stamp out most inhumane pract ices,  espec ia l l y  the  
i n s t i t u t i o n a l i z e d  ones such as mining, and slavery, but soc ie ty  cannot 
prevent t h e  abuse and neglect  o f  c h i l d r e n  merely by laws. !t i s  i n t e r e s t i n g  
t o  examine some o f  the  metaphors concerning a t t i t u d e s  t o  ch i l d ren  as I have 
done here and t o  see and how these a re  r e f l e c t e d  i n  our educational p rac t ices ,  
a l so  t o  examine uhether t he  w r i t e r s  o f  a more s c i e n t i f c e  age s t i l l  r e v e r t  
t o  t he  same imagery and metaphors t o  exp la in  the educational imponderables. 
Th is  leads one t o  wonder j us t  what cons t i t u tes  knowledge and rakes one a lso  
aware o f  the  need t o  more f u l l y  understand j us t  what i s  involved i n  teaching 
and learning. letaphor seems t o  me t o  be an i n t e g r a l  pa r t  o f  th is .  
Uany metaphors have been used i n  education, some o f  which w i l l  be 
examined here, but I have come t o  be l i eve  that  the  journey one i s  s t i l l  
appropr iate,  w i th  the  teacher, parents and community as guides. The p u r s u i t  
o f  knowledge and t r u t h  i s  a well-trodden path which appears t o  get wider as 
we l l  as longer and we seee l i k e  so many hunters chasing an e lus i ve  quarry 
which pereptua l ly  s l i p s  forever j u s t  over another h i l l  i n  the  distance. 
E l l i o t  however considers the  guidance metaphor t o  be somewhat outdated and 
warns us t h a t  'no metaphor can g i ve  us i n s i g h t  i n t o  the  essence o f  education 
1 
fo r  i t  i s  not a natura l  species and does not have an essence.' Never- 
1. R.K.Elliot,!letaphor, Imaginat ion and Conceptions o f  Education, 
i n  fklae$r: cf Education, ed. W. Taylor, Heinemann, London, 1904,p.S2. 
theless  a aetaphor can have imaginative appeal, as  he says. I an also 
impressed by Sylvia Ashton Warner's aetaphor of the teacher a s  conductor of 
an orchestra where, each performer and instrument i s  individually in  tune 
and well prepared but needing the leadership of the conductor t o  produce 
1 
their  finest perforfiance. 
2 
Breal has said tha t  the topic of metaphor is inexhaustible and I 
have cone t o  agree with him, i t  is d i f f icu l t  t o  do justice t o  t h i s  inter- 
disciplinary topic which is none the less  fascinating, appearing as  i t  does 
wherever one turns. Shibles has even claimed that i t  ought to  be a subject 
3 
of study at  universities. There is no part of a school syllabus where i t  
is not relevant but not a l l  subjects are considered in t h i s  study. Mathematics 
and Art a re  two neglected ones that rust prove rich sources particularly 
in the area of learning and teaching. As a researcher one can be encouraged 
however by what 1.A.Richards has said in his  F''tiLtsophy of Rhetoric: 'In 
t h i s  subject i t  i s  better to  make a mistake that can be exposed than do 
nothing, better to have any account of how retaphor works (or thought goes 
on) than t o  have none.' 
This work, based as i t  i s  on a selection of readings relat ing to  
the topic, will add nothing to the theory o! metaphor b u t  aims t o  raise  the 
consciousness of teachers, particularly as  t o  the nature and importance of 
metaphor in teaching and learning. 
1. Sylvia Ashton Warner ,Teachey in heytca,Cassell ,London, !97?, 
p. 186. 
3. Will iaa Taylor ed., llelaphgr$ gf Educ&ition, Hei neaann,London, 
1984,p.7. 
CHAPTER I 
THE MATURE Of HETAPHOR 
Hetaphor has by nou been defined in so many uays that there is no 
human expression, uhether in language or any other medium, that would 
not be setaphoric in SOHEONEIS definition. 1 
Aristotle said metaphor uas a sign of genius, Locke called it an art 
3 
of fallacy, a cheat, a great fault, wholly to be avoided. Hobbes likeuise 
4 
believed it uas a form of playing with words and a way of deceiving others. 
According to Cohen it is a uonderful topic which has becoae academically 
5 
respectable. Questions uhich he thinks need to be applied concern : 
1.The relationship between 'poet icl metaphors and ordinary speech and 
prose. 
2.How to incorporate metaphor wi th theories of language and meaning. 
1. Wayne C. BoothI1!etaphor as Rhetoric:The Problem of Evaluation', 
in Sheldon Sacks,!& ilelqphgm,University of Chicago Press 1978, 
p.48. 
2. Aristotle, 'On Poetics1 ,Ihe &wks of iristotie Will, 
Encyclopaedia Brittanica publisher William Benton U.S.A. 1952,p.694 
3. J.Locke, quoted in W.Taylor ed. tjgdaehgrs of Education,Heinemann, 
London 1984,p. 115. 
4. Thomas Hobbes, Le~jath~~,Encyclopaedia Brittanica, William 
Benton U.S.A.1952,Ch.4,p.55. 
5. Ted Cohen, 'Hetaphor and the Cultivation of Inti~acy', in Sheldon 
Sacks tlelaehgr, University of Chicago Press 1978,~. 1. 
l letaphor appears t o  be something o f  an embarrassment t o  philosophers 
and causes problems between departments o f  schools and u n i v e r s i t i e s  when 
de f i n i ng  the  bounds o f  t h e i r  type o f  d iscourse or  f i e l d s  o f  enquiry. The 
subject  i s  problematic. 
Th is  chapter examines some o f  t he  many descr ip t ions  o f  metaphor and 
something o f  i t s  h i s t o r y  and i t s  problems. 
No-one seems t o  be able t o  g ive  us  a genera l ly  accepted or standard 
d e f i n i t i o n  o f  metaphor, but as Wayne C.Booth says we can a l l  recognise one : 
Y e  seem t o  have a k ind  o f  cowson-sense agreement about a f a i r l y  narrow 
d e f i n i t i o n ,  one that  survives even whi le  our theory expands the  o r i g i n a l  
1 
concept beyond recogni t ion. '  Because t h e  sub jec t  i s  so cont rovers ia l  and 
value-laden I w i l l  t u r n  f i r s t  t o  a semio t ic ian  f o r  a 'general' or supposedly 
t s c i e n t i f i c '  descr ip t ion  o f  metaphor. According t o  Bela Buky metaphors are  
fundamentally based on cosparisons: "Uhatever t h e  aim i s ,  there  i s  always-- 
2 
i n  any metaphor--a concept re la ted  t o  another one. " E a c h  of these can be 
c l a s s i f i e d  i n t o  one o f  f i v e  categories: 
1 = concept of a ( rea l  or imaginary) object ,  place, time, act ion,  
event or phenomenon, q u a l i t y  o r  any other abstract  notion. 
? = concept of a ( rea l  or imaginary) p l a n t  
3 = concept of a ( rea l  or imaginary) animal 
4 = concept of a ( rea l  or imaginary) human being 
5 = concept o f  a supernatural being (God,Satan etc.) 
L ikewise the  concepts t o  be compared f a l l  i n t o  the  sase 
1. Wayne C .  Booth,'Netaphor as Rhetoric:The Problem o f  Evaluation', 
i n  Sheldon Sacks, ltetaehw, Un ive rs i t y  o f  Chicago Press, 
1978,p.49. 
2. Bela Buky 'The system of  metaphors s e e i o t i c a l l y  considered ' i n  
$eaLo_t i~s  Unfgid j r ig ed. Tasso Borbe [outon, 1983, p. 783. 
categories. This resul ts  in at  least  twenty-five permutations. Buky also 
mentions a r t i s t i c  metaphors such a s  Iconic signs and Indexic s igns but 
these are  more properly related t o  a r t  so I will refer here merely t o  those 
comments on spoken or written metaphors. According t o  Buky : 
Uetaphors reach their  effect  through characterization (a type of 
qualification). There i s  always an abstractness characterized by a 
concrete quality. (When Simon is called Peter i.e.a rock, here e.g. 
Simon's personality (abstractness) is characterized by the quality 
of the rock (solidity-concrete quality.) 1 
2 
Buky says (as Carol Clark does when explaining Uontaigne's essais) that 
metaphors were used when sc ien t i f i c  terminology was not available t o  explain 
phenomena, and claims that the use of metaphors in science is on the 
decline but that they prol i ferate  in journalism and in l i t e ra ry  tex t s  where 
poetic metaphors prevail. In private conversations many emotive or phatic 
metaphors can occur, such as  endearments or nicknames. 
Buky confirms my ear l ier  comment that people have t o  decode metaphors 
in social groups : 
If one wants t o  adapt himself t o  the community of a group, he has t o  
learn to  use appropriately the a1 lusion-system and metaphor system 
current among the group members.3 
Shibles refers  t o  'universes of discoursey which Urban says are created not 
by individuals but b y  groups or speech communities: 'The word does not have 
4 
the same meaning in each universe of discourse in vhich i t  i s  used.' 
I t  i s  obvious that teachers need t o  be aware of t h i s  factor in their  
1. Bela Buky 'The system of metaphors semiotically considered ' in  
Smigtics lhfgldinq ed, Tasso Borbe Uouton 1983 p. 785. 
2. Carol Clark, I$: !& of Mpphhr , Studies in the imagery of 
Hontaigne's Essais, French Forum Pub1 ishers, 1978 
3. Buky p.759. 
subject areas where spec ia l i s t s  tend t o  use language without considering 
that i t  may be unfamiliar t o  children and also in preparing youths for 
adult l i f e  where they will meet many unfamiliar metaphors. As Buky says: 
To be able to decode, as  quickly a s  possible, the newest metaphors, 
the ones created in  the hurry of the spoken language, a high 
' e las t i c i ty  'of mind is needed. 1 
Interesting that the term 'e last ic i ty1 i s  used here which i s  one I have 
used myself in trying t o  describe metaphor. Implicit in netaphor there i s  
always a concept of stretching, of tension, of straining for new meanings. 
Literary c r i t i c s  particularly refer t o  t h i s  aspect of metaphor e.g. 
!.A.Richards speaks of ..'a resultant tension between the particular 
2 
similar i ty  employed and more s table  habitual classifications.. . '  and Philip 
Uheelvright stresses the 'energy tension1 vhich characterizes metaphor and 
believes that similes lack t h i s  'degree of intensity ... depth of penetration 
3 
(and) freshness of recombination.' 
Aspin believes that there are in fact some 'universal metaphors or 
key ideas in that they are cormon t o  a l l  cultures: 
... there i s  a universality about human language and the power to  
conceptualize that i s  a function of certain features that are  basic 
t o  a l l  huaan perceptions of ourselves and our environment and, 
vhether ve describe these as being fixed in time, space, quantity, 
quality, modality and relation; or based on colour, spat ial  extension, 
natural dirension and substance, the outcome i s  the same. I t  i s  
that there a re  certain fixed points that are the ground of our 
appraisal of rea l i ty .  ..4 
1. Bela Fuky, 'The system of metaphors semiotically considered ' in 
Semiotics Unfolding ed.Tasso Borbe, Houton, 1983 p.789. 
2. I. A. Richards, hriereretmtjgn iq kaghigg, Rout ledge and Kegan 
Paul, London 1949, 8.59 
3. David Cooper, l!!taphor, Blackwell, Oxford, 1986 p.59 and p.186, 
quoting Philip Uheelwright, The Burning Fountain (Indiana 
University Press, 1954)p.lOQ 
4. David Aspin, 'Hetaphor and leaning in Educational Discourse1 in 
Hetaehors of Education, ed. W.Taylor ,Heinemann, London 1904,p.30. 
---- ---- --------- 
Aspin quotes Hannah Arendt (1963) 'The categories and ideas of human reason 
have their  u l t i aa te  source in the human senses and, a l l  conceptual or 
1 
metaphysical language is actually and s t r i c t l y  metaphorical. " 
Aspin also re fe rs  t o  Bollinger who said 'fletaphor ... brings us t o  a 
2 
world t o  some extent prefabricated in our language.' And Quine 'Hetaphor, 
or something l ike i t ,  governs both the growth of our language and our 
3 
acquisition of it.' To Donald Davidson 'Hetaphor belongs exclusively t o  
3 
the domain of use.' He agrees also with what I said ea r l i e r  that metaphors 
can resemble jokes for they play with language, are  a novelty, a surprise 
which captures the imagination, and create a response which sometimes 
guarantees their  longevity and extended use. 'Dead' or 'cliche' nay be 
their  eventual designation but in fact they do not die, they become part of 
ordinary usage or part of our common word stock. 
There seem t o  be as many interpretations of metaphor as there a r e  
writers on the subject but without fa i l  they a l l  acknowledge a debt t o  
Aristotle, as  the f i r s t  person t o  describe i t s  use. According to Pau! 
Ricoeur 'It  i s  he [Aris tot le l  who actually defined metaphor for the en t i re  
subsequent history of Western thought, on the basis of a semantics that 
5 
takes the word or the name as  its basic unit. ' In h i s  t rea t i se  on Rhetoric 
Aristotle gives advice, for those who wish t o  excel in  pol i t ics ,  on how t o  be 
an effective speaker, for t o  persuade people i s  t o  use words uith consummate 
1. Davis Aspin, 'fletaphor and Beaning in Educational Discourserin 
klqehmrs of ~cjucqm~gq ed. W. Taylor, Heinemann London 1984, p. 31. 
2. Ibid.,p.32.citing Bollinger 1980 p.145. 
5. Paul Ricoeur,Thg Rude of t!gMpphtwr, trans. by Robert Czerny, 
University of Toronto Press, 1975, p.3. 
1 
s k i l l .  Persuasion i s ,  he says, a sor t  of demonstration. One of the 
techniques for t h i s  i s  the use of the enthyrere, a sor t  of syllogism. facts  
alone will not always win an argurent: 'Argument based on knowledge implies 
2 
instruction, and there are  people whom one cannot instruct.' Here one must 
use persuasion. To'argue well is also t o  see both sides of an argurent and 
rhetoric i s  useful 'to discover the reans of coring as near such success as  
3 
the circumstances of each particular case allow.' In t h i s  i t  resembles 
other a r t s  in that i t  depends on how and why i t  is used and on the user-- 
man. I t  may be defined as 'the faculty of observing in any given case the 
4 
available reans of persuasion. ' 
With the spoken word, persuasion depends on the personal character of 
the speaker, on how he puts his audience into a certain frame of mind as  
well as  on the proofs in his argument. A person of good character i s  aore 
generally believed says Aristotle but persuasion should be achieved by what 
the speaker says rather than what people think of him. To do t h i s  he needs 
to  s t i r  the eeotions of his  l is teners ,  for our judgments are affected says 
Aristotle on the rood ue are in as  we l is ten.  Persuasion therefore requires 
logical reasoning and an understanding of human character and human emotions. 
To Aristotle Rhetoric i s  an offshoot of Dialectic and of Ethical 
Studies which may be called pol i t ical  and sometimes masquerade as  pol i t ical  
science. In Prior Analytics (911 23.241 he says 'Every belief cores 
either through syllogism or induction.' The example i s  an induction the 
1. Aristotle,~F!etoric k I ,  Encyclopaedia Brittanica, University 
of Chicago 1952 trans. by W. Rhys Roberts p.594.1355a [51 
enthyrere a syl logism--and everyone who affects persuasion through proof 
does in fact use either enthyaeses or exarples. 
Aristotle states that when we base the proof of a proposition on 
descriptions of sisilar cases this is called deduction in Dialectic, 
example in Rhetoric. Having shown that certain propositions are true and 
that another proposition aust in consequence be invariably or usually true 
this is called syllogiss in Dialectic, enthyreae in Rhetoric. Both occur 
in different oratorical styles, 
Rhetoric deals with general subjects as does Dialectic but for a 
more general audience i.e. Dialectic for the layman, thus : 
The duty of rhetoric is to deal with such ratters as we deliberate 
upon without arts or systems to guide us, in the hearing of persons 
who cannot take in a cotplicated arguaent, or follow a long chain 
of reasoning. 1 
He proceeds to give us advice and says that aost of the things about which 
we flake decisions present us with alternatives i.e. 'all our actions have a 
2 
contingent character, hardly any of then are determined by necessity. ' 
The varieties of rhetoric are political (deliberative and dealing 
mainly with the future), forensic (legal) and epideictic (the ceremonial 
oratory of display). Each has a different audience and aim. He describes 
the nature of rhetoric which he clairs is a combination of science and 
logic, of the ethical branch of politics, partly like dialectic and part!y 
like sophisticated reasoning and believes that if we tried to rake it 
scientific we would destroy its true nature. In his day it dealt mainly 
with ways and means, war and peace, national defence, imports and exports 
and legislation. Not much different to our current affairs. The use of 
1. Aristotle, !thetgric 
Chicago 1952, trans, 
Bk,I, Encyclopaedia Brittanica, University of 
by W.Rhys Roberts, p.596. 1357a 
persuasive speech was intended t o  lead t o  decision-raking, 
Haxims a re  pa r t s  o f  enthymeres, and i n  arguments by  example one 
v a r i e t y  cons is ts  of mentioning ac tua l  past facts,  the  other depends upon 
the  invent ion  o f  fac ts  as i n  t he  p a r a l l e l  or fab le  e.g.( Aesop's fables).  
As he says, t he  i l l u s t r a t i v e  parable i s  t he  so r t  o f  argurent Socrates used. 
[ we are f am i l i a r  w i th  then i n  t h e  New Testament a l s o  I Fables, he says, 
a re  su i t ab le  f o r  addresses and popular presentations, as they are easy t o  
invent  ' a l l  you requ i re  i s  t h e  power o f  t h i n k i n g  out your analogy, a power 
1 
developed by i n t e l l e c t u a l  t ra in ing. '  
When we are  unable t o  argue by enthywemes we are t o  use Exarples and 
when we can use enthy~emes t o  use examples as supplerentary evidence. 
Haxirs are t o  be statements o f  a general k ind  about how t o  behave and not 
p a r t i c u l a r  facts.  The deronst ra t ive  enthyrere i s  formed, he says, by the 
conjunct ion o f  comparable propos i t ions  and the r e f u t a t i v e  by incomparable. 
One example he gives o f  a raxim i s  : 
Never should any aan where w i t s  are  sound 
Have h i s  sons taught more wisdom than t h e i r  fel!ows 
(Eur ip ides Hedea 2951 
Once the reason i s  added the  whole th ing  becomes an enthymere: 
I t  rakes them i d l e ;  and therewi th  they earn 
I l l - w i l l  and jealousy throughout the  c i t y .  
( Ib id .  2971 2 
Fol lowing on from t h i s  he goes i n t o  a l l  the  var ious types o f  proof and 
l i n e s  o f  argument tha t  r h e t o r i c i a n s  can fo l l ow  t o  be successful. He a lso  
makes an i n te res t i ng  comrent on why the r e f u t a t i v e  enthyrere has a greater 
reputa t ion  than the demonstrative: 
1. Aristotle,RheRgrjc k l ,  Encyclopaedia B r i t t an i ca ,  Un i ve rs i t y  
o f  Chicago Press, 1952, trans, by W.Rhys Roberts.p.641. 1394 I 5 1  
Because within a small space i t  works out two opposing arguments, 
and argueents put s ide by side are  clearer t o  the audience. But of 
a l l  syllogisns ... those are  eost applauded of which we foresee the 
conclusions fro8 the beginning, so  long as  they a re  not obvious at  
f i r s t  sight-- for part of the pleasure we feel is our own intel l igent  
anticipation; or those which we follow well enough t o  see the point 
of thee a s  soon a s  the l a s t  word has been uttered. 1 
The same I believe is true of netaphors also. Aris tot le  has made an 
important point here relat ive to  what one night ca l l  the rhetoric of 
teaching, that i s  the a r t  of 'leading onf one's l i s t eners  t o  take note of 
an important fact and also the necessity of keeping then with you along the 
way. What he says applies to  both metaphors and jokes. They both invi te  
and need participation from l is teners ,  who enjoy recognizing and making 
the links which the speaker has led thee to. They may be an important 
useful clue also to our way of thinking, the fact that we cope with two 
ideas sometimes more easily than with one. One balances or 'feedsf the 
other--do we in fact register and manipulate data in a binary fashion-- 
must we always be making links and chains such as those which computer 
programmers c a l l  'loops'? 
There are as Aristotle points out spurious enthymemes based on false  
misleading statements, but usually enthynemes a re  based on one or other of 
four kinds of alleged fact--they are, probabilities,  examples, in fa l l ib le  
signs and ordinary signs. 
In his  t rea t i se  on Rhetoric Aristotle also analyzes 'style1, for a s  
2 
he claims 'the way a thing i s  said does affect i t s  i n t e l l i g i b i l i t y "  
even though its purpose ray be merely t o  charm l i s teners  for no-one needs 
fine language t o  teach geometry. Dramatic ab i l i ty ,  which he considers a 
1. Aristotle, ghetgric B~,~,Encyclopaedia Brittanica, University of 
Chicago 1952, trans. by W.Rhys Roberts, 7.649 [ X I  
natural g i f t ,  can also be used t o  good effect .  
To poets he ascribes the development of f ine language in oratory: 
I t  was naturally the poets who f i r s t  se t  the movement going; for 
words represent things and they also had the human voice a t  the i r  
disposal, which of a l l  our organs can best represent other things. 1 
To be good, s ty le  must, he says, be clear and convey a plain aeaning. 
Horeover i t  must be appropriate, but some novelty in language i s  appreciated 
by l i s teners  'people l ike  what s t r ikes  them, and are struck b y  what is out 
.-, 
of the  way.' Naturalness he considers persuasive and he does not approve 
of strange, compound or invented words. On the other hand 'metaphorical 
terms can be used with advantage ..." for they occur even in 
3 
conversation, and are of 'great value both in poetry and prose." 
Prose writers rust however pay careful attention to their  use of aetaphor 
because they have not got the same resources as  poets. 
Metaphor, woreover, gives s tyle ,  clearness, charm and distinction a s  
nothing else can: and i t  i s  not a thing whose use can be taught by 
one man to another. Yetaphors, l i k e  epithets,  must be f i t t ing ,  
which weans that they gust fa i r ly  correspond to the thing signified: 
fai l ing this,  their inappropriateness will be conspicuous: the want 
of harmony between two things is enphasised by their being p!aced 
s ide by side.4 
Aristotle a lso draws attention to the need for wetaphoric expressions t o  
sound well: "A metaphor may be amiss because the very syllables of the 
5 
words conveying i t  f a i l  t o  indicate sweetness of vocal utterance.' The 
beauty of a metaphor can be, he says, in the sound or the meaning for 
he does not follow the school of thought which says there can be no foul 
1. Aristotle. !?h+gtmjc Ekj, Encyclopaedia Erittanica, University of 
Chicago, 1952,trans. Sy W.Rhys Roberts, p. 654. 
language: 'The ra te r ia l s  of metaphor must be beautiful t o  the ear, t o  the 
1 
understanding, t o  the eye or t o  some other physical sense."As an 
exarple he says i t  i s  better t o  say 'rosy-fingered morn' ( I l i ad  I 477) than 
'crimson' or 'red-fingered1. 
Hetaphors can be inappropriate even ridiculous. Some he thinks are  
too grand and theatrical and if far-fetched say be obscure. This seems an 
important point for as  he has said ea r l i e r  in h i s  work people l i k e  t o  feel 
they are  a step ahead of the speaker or a t  least come to the sase 
conclusion finally--so presumably when using metaphor ue have t o  bear in 
mind that the reader or hearer has t o  be able to follow our t rain 0 7  
thought and find our matching of ideas appropriate and convincing--almost 
a s  i f  he or she had thought of thee. 
Aristotle believes the S ie i le  a lso t o  be a metaphor uith only s l ight  
differences and more natural to  poetry: 
They are to be employed just as  metaphors are employed since they 
are really the same thing ... and those [ideas: which succeed a s  
metaphors will obviously do well also as s i s i l e s ,  and similes uith 
the explanation oaitted will appear as metaphors, But the 
proportional metaphor must always apply reciprocally to either of 
i t s  co-ordinate terms. For instance, i f  a drinking boul i s  the 
shield of Dionysus, a shield ray be f i t t ing ly  called the drinking 
boul of Ares. 1 
He gives ruch advice on good style .  One example is the right use of 
connecting words and punctuation, the avoidance of ambiguities and the need 
for c la r i ty  t o  ease delivery. Language of prose say use the devices of 
poetry such as metaphor but above a11 language must be appropriate. Erotional 
speeches can he says use compound words, fair!y plentiful epi thets  and 
strange words, as can ironical speeches also, b u t  they are more ' f i t t ing  
1. A r i s t o t l e , ~ h e t g ~ j c  k l ,  Encyclopaedia Brittanica, University 
of Chicago,l952, trans. by H.Rhys R0berts~p.656. 
1 
in poetry, which i s  an inspired thing.' The main difference is that  prose 
is t o  be rhythmical but not metrical and he explains the various types of 
rhythas. I t  is when he comes t o  describing how t o  make speeches l ively and 
interesting that he deals again with aetaphors in a way vhich i s  perhaps 
particularly interesting t o  teachers: 
We will begin by m a r k i n g  that we a l l  naturally find i t  agreeable 
t o  get hold of new ideas easily; words express ideas, and therefore 
those vords a re  most agreeable that help us to  get hold of new 
ideas. Now strange words simply puzzle us; ordinary words convey 
only what we know already; i t  i s  froa metaphor that we get hold of 
something fresh.2 
He considers the simile l ess  at t ract ive because i t  i s  longer; with which I 
agree. I t  i s a c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  of human n a t u r e a s h e s a y s  t o  find an idea 
a t t rac t ive  which i s  not made too obvious "Ue see then that both speech and 
reasoning are  lively i n  proportion as they make us seize a new idea 
3 
promptly." 
Aristotle describes the character is t ics  of metaphor: 
1, The antithetical which might include opposing ideas. 
2. Use of ~etaphorical  words--provided they are  not far-fetched. 
3. Those in which the words vividly create a scene for us, an 'actuality1 
by using expressions that  represent things as i f  in a s t a t e  of activity. 
4. The proportional (which he considers the most a t t ract ive)  e.g. Pericles 
describing the loss  a f  young men fror the country 'as i f  the Spring were 
taken out of the year. ' 
He considers Homer t o  be a master of aetaphor for he creates  an i l lusion of 
act ivi ty  and often personifies otherwise i n a n i ~ a t e  objects e.g. 'And the 
1. Aristotle, Ehettxrig R,l1 Encyclopaedia Erittanica, University 
o f  Chicago, 1952, trans. by U.Rhys Roberts,p.659. 
point of the spear in its fury drove full through his breastbone.' 
(Iliad XV 542) As Aristotle says: 
Liveliness is especially conveyed by metaphor, and by the further 
power of surprising the hearer, because the hearer expected something 
different, his acquisition of the new impresses him all the more. 
His mind seems t o  say 'Yes, t o  be sure; I never thought of that.'l 
Acquisition of nev ideas, words and concepts is a large part of learning. 
Epigrams and riddles and jokes are similar. T h e  more briefly and 
antithetically a saying is expressed says Aristotle the more effective it 
is 'for antithesis impresses the new idea more firmly and brevity more 
2 
quickly.' The best ones have personal application a s  well as merit of 
expression and are true without being commonplace. The more of these 
qualities that can be incorporated the better i.e. t o  be metaphorical, 
antithetical, balanced and conveying a sense of activity. 
Each kind of rhetoric says Aristotle, has its own style. The 
written is more finished and the ceremonial more literary. It would seem 
from Aristotle's account that a metaphor is like the conclusion to an 
argument without the argument that leads u p  t o  it, a contracted or 
cowpressed syllogism. 
Aristotle's analysis of poetry includes for him Tragedy, Comedy, 
Dithyrambic, Poetry and flute and Lyre playing--all arts of imitation 
(mimesis) their common elements being rhythm, language and harmony. H e  
claims that the origin of poetry is due to two characteristics in human 
nature: 
Initation is natural t o  man from childhood, one of his advantages 
over the lower animals being this, that h e  is the most imitative 
1. Aristotle, !?hettwlic k l ,  Encyclopaedia Brittanica, University of 
Chicago,1952, trans. by W.Rhys Roberts,p.664 1201 
I 
creature in  the world, and learns a t  f i r s t  by imitation, 
I t  is also natural,  he says, for us t o  take pleasure in works of imitation 
for: 
To be learning something is the greatest of pleasures not only to  
the philosopher but also t o  the res t  of mankind...for learning i s  
the gathering of the meaning of things. 2 
So imitation i s  natural t o  us, as  is the sense of harmony and rhythc which 
in poetry we cal l  metre and from t h i s  research I have come to believe that 
a sense of pattern i s  also probably innate and important. 
Aris tot le  i s  mainly concerned with epic poetry on serious subjects 
and grand scale, such as  Homer's Odyssey. He says such works are 
pleasurable and contain certain general t ru ths  and represent human action, 
for; 
All human happiness or misery takes the form of action; the end for 
which we l ive is a certain kind of act ivi ty ,  not a quality. 
Character gives us qual i t ies ,  b u t  i t  is in our actions, what we do, 
that we are happy or the reverse. 3 
This is why in a tragedy the plot i s  of utmost importance. And in a 
painting even the most beautiful colours will f a i l  in their effect he says 
i f  they are la id on without order. Eeauty i s  a matter of proportion "of 
4 
size and o r d e r h n d  must be 'of a s ize to  be taken in by the e y e . " I n  a l l  
of these aspects Homer i s  t o  hin the a r t i s t  par excellence. 
O f  poetry he says that i t  i s  'something more philosophic and of 
graver inport than history, since i t s  statements are of the nature rather 
1. Aristotle, Oq Poetics, Encyclopaedia Erittanica, 
University of Chicago, 1952, trans. by U.Rhys Roberts, p.602. 
1 
of universals, whereas those of history are  singulars."It  depends on 
cer tain elements of language for i ts  a r t .  Among these are nouns which 
can be 1) the ordinary word for the thing 2) a strange word (foreign) 3) a 
metaphor 4) an ornamental word 5)  a coined word 6) a lengthened word 7) a 
word curtailed 8) one altered in form. I t  i s  to  t h i s  statement that many 
la te r  writers turn and are  c r i t i c a l  because i t  tends t o  deal with metaphors 
a s  s ingle  words. Aris tot lers  actual definition of metaphor follows: 
Yetaphor consists in giving the thing a name that  belongs t o  
sorething else the transference being either from genus to  species, 
or from species t o  genus, or on grounds of analogy. 2 
He gives examples of these and then says there i s  also another form that 
qua l i f i es  as  aetaphor 'Having given the thing the alien name, one may by a 
negative addition deny one of i t s  a t t r ibu tes  naturally associated with i t s  
3 
new name.' He gives the example of 'the cup of Aresf referring l i t e r a l l y  
t o  a shield, as 'a cup that holds no wine,' 'Coined' words appear to  be 
those created by  the poet [ which we would probably term examples of poetic 
licencel.  A word lengthened i s  one with a short vowel made long or an 
extra syl lable  inserted. 
Perfection in diction Aristotle says, is ' to be at  once clear and 
4 
not m e a n . V l e a r ,  by using ordinary words as far as possible, and 'mean' 
is  i l lus t ra ted  b y  reference to  the poetry of Choptra and Stenelus, for 
meaning can become unclear by  use of unfamiliar terns  i.e. strange words, 
metaphors, lengthened terms etc , ,  for overuse a f  these leads t o  barbarism and 
1. Aristotle, F'xt&gs, Encyclopaedia Brittanica, 
University of Chicago, 1952, trans. by W.Rhys Roberts, p.606. 
r iddles  which provoke laughter. What Aristotle advises is that 'a certain 
admixture ... of unfamiliar terms i s  necessary'. ..[for1 the strange word, the 
retaphor the ornarental equivalent etc. will save the language from being 
mean and prosaic, while the  ordinary words in i t  will secure the requisite 
1 
clearness. ' 
The poet is not t o  be ridiculed Aristotle says, for h i s  unusual use 
of words but must be aware that 'the rule of moderation applies t o  a l l  the 
constituents of the poet's vocabulary; even with wetaphor, strange words, 
2 
and the rest. .  . ' A b u s e  rakes for a laughable effect b u t  on the other 
hand one has only to  subst i tute  ordinary language into poetry t o  see 
sometimes what effect is lost  by th i s .  Choice of words is c r i t i c a l ,  for 
changing a single word can make the difference between a fine l ine  or 
otherwise. 
I t  i s  at t h i s  point that he gives his  vell-known coawent on 
metaphor : 
I t  i s  the greatest thing by far t o  be a master of netaphor. I t  i s  
the one thing that cannot be learnt from others; i t  is  also a sign 
of genius, since a good metaphor inpl ies  an in tu i t ive  perception of 
the s i f l i lar i ty  in dissimilars.  3 
O! the kinds of words that  he describes, he believes that compounds sui t  
the dithyramb, strange words the heroic s tyle ,  and metaphor iambic 
poetry. Iawbic verse models i t s e l f  on the natural rhythms of speech and can 
contain the words one might have in an oration, such as  ordinary words, 
retaphors and ornamental equivalents. Epic poetry can contain t h i s  sane 
mixture for ' i t  i s  to  be remembered that there i s  not the sane kind of 
1. Aristotle, gq Poetics, Encyclopaedia Brittanica, University 
of Chicago, 1952, trans. by U.Rhys Roberts, p .  634. 
1 
correctness in poetry as  in pol i t ics ,  or indeed any other a r t . "  
This does not excuse faulty expression, but he does say that  c r i t i c s  need 
t o  be aware that expressions which seer strange ray in fact be instances of 
eetaphor and "For the purpose of poetry a convincing ispossibi l i ty  is 
2 
preferable t o  an unconvincing possibility. '  Where confusion and 
contradictions seen t o  occur Aristotle believes these can be tested by 
dialect ical  argument. Finally he s ta tes  that of the two a r t s  Tragic and 
Epic Poetry the f i r s t  is t o  his mind superior. 
Aristotle 's s ta te ren ts  about the nature and use of retaphor have, as 
I said previously , becore the basis for a l l  subsequent study of metaphor 
which i s  why I have summarised his  work. His influence has been acknowledged 
b y  most writers and he i s  also blamed for what some see as a rather 
limited view, One thing i s  certain he has established an ongoing dialectic 
on t h i s  now controversial topic. 
Rax Black i s  currently recognized as  a seminal writer on metaphor 
and he poses questions that he would l ike answered e.g. how do we recognize 
thee--can we translate  then l i teral ly--are  they mere decoration--what are 
the relat ions between metaphor and simile--is metaphor creative--what is the 
point of using i t--and what do we real ly  mean by metaphor? This in sp i te  
of the fact that 'To draw attention t o  a philosopher's metaphors i s  to  
3 
b e l i t t l e  him.' 
Black's choice of quotation in his introductory chapter gives a clue 
as to  why eetaphors are considered with some contempt: 
1. Aristotle, On @ic:, Encyclopaedia Erittanica, Vniversity 
of Chicago 1352, trans, by W.Rhys Roberts, p. 696. 
3. Rax Black, lode& p ~ d  W a h g ~ s ,  Cornell University Press, 
New York 1362,p.25. 
'Hetaphors are not arguments, 
Hy pret ty  maiden.' 1 
Black se lec t s  a bundle of 'obvious' metaphors which he t rus t s  we would 
accept as such ( l ike Booth he obviously believes we do easily recognize 
metaphors 1 and makes the statement: 
In general when we speak of a relat ively simple retaphor we a re  
referring t o  a sentence or another expression in which SOME words 
are used metaphorically while the remainder are used non- 
metaphorically. An attempt to  construct an en t i re  sentence of 
wards that are used metaphorically resu l t s  in a proverb, an 
allegory or a riddle...cases of symbolism also need separate 
t reatrent  . 2  
His f i r s t  example i s  the sentence 'The chairman plowed through the 
discussion?... 'plowed' being the word retaphorically used he ca l l s  t h i s  
the FOCUS of the metaphor and the rest of the  sentence the FRAME. In a 
different FRAME the same word might not create a retaphor. The metaphor 
used (i.e.the whole statement 1 could be translated into another language 
which leads h i s  to  infer that "to cal l  a sentence an instance of wetaphor 
i s  to  say something about i t s  MEANING, not about i ts  orthography, i t s  
3 
phonetic pattern, or i t s  gra~matical form.' Hetaphor therefore belongs to  
semantics not syntax and, as  he adds in a footnote, "any part of speech can 
be used metaphor i~a l ly .~  
Using the same word 'plowed 'metaphorically in different frames he 
says i t  would be diff icul t  to  decide whether t h i s  constituted two metaphors 
for 'retaphor' i s  a vord ill-defined and "he established rules of language 
4 
leave wide la t i tude for individual variation, i n i t i a t i v e  and creation." 
1. Sir  Walter Scott, If! Fortunes of !$q!d, 9ook 2, Chapter 2. 
2. Max Black, !!gd!r!g and Ijgdndmfms, Cornell University Press, 
New York, 1962,p.27, 
Therefore one has to note the 'particular circurstances " o f  i t s  use. How 
serious, intense or meaningful a retaphor is intended t o  be, is always 
dubious, because, as Black says there are 'no standard rules for the degree 
of WEIGHT or EHPHASIS...yet t h i s  somewhat elusive 'weight1 of a (suspected 
2 
or detected) metaphor i s  of great practical importance in exegesis.' 
Because the 'rules of language ' are  not a great deal of help there 
i s  a sense in which he believes metaphor also belongs t o  'pragraticsl 
rather than t o  semantics. Uhere anyone believes that a metaphor i s  used 
in place of a !itera1 expression Plack c a l l s  t h i s  a SUBSTITUTION VIEW OF 
METAPHOR. According t o  him aost u r i t e r s  have held t h i s  viev of metaphor 
and he gives examples such as  : 
1. Whately E l e m t s  of Rhetoric 7th rev. ed London 1846 p.280 
2. The Oxford Dictionary definition: 'Hetaphor: The figure of speech 
in which a name or descriptive term i s  transferred to  some object 
different fros, but analogous to ,  that t o  which i t  is properly 
applicable; an instance of this ,  a metaphorical expression. " 
[Interesting to  note that a l a te r  version has no reference to 
analogy: "application of name or descriptive term t o  an object t o  
which i t  i s  not l i t e r a l l y  applicable (e.g.a glaring e r ror ) ,  
instance of this; mixed retaphor, combination of inconsistent 
metaphors." This i s  from the Pocket Oxford 1964. The example given i s  
actually one of personificationl. 
3. Owen Barfield in "Poetic Diction and Legal Fiction", in Essays 
presented to Charles Williams (Oxford 19471 pp.  106-!27 who 
defines metaphor as  "saying one thing and leaning another'. 
The substitution viev means metaphors have a l i t e r a l  equivalent: 
The author substitutes t! (~ean ing  the metaphorical expression) 
for L ( l i t e ra l  expression 1; i t  is the readergs task t o  invert the 
substitution, by using the l i t e r a l  meaning of !'I as a clue to  the 
intended l i t e ra l  meaning of L. Understanding a retaphor i s  l ike  
deciphering a code or understanding a riddle.2 
This is only true I believe with never metaphors, Bany are understood as  a 
1, Hax Black,ljg~ml~s yd Hetaphgm, Cornell University Press, 
New York, 1952,p.30. 
code e.g dead metaphors, jokes, jargon. for Black, metaphor 'plugs the gaps 
1 
in the l i t e r a l  vocabulary', by supplying words of equivalent meaning where 
no subst i tute  ones exist.  Science and maths for example use netaphors in 
t h i s  way. So used, says Slack, 'metaphor i s  a species of CATACHRES1S"i.e. 
'the use of a word in some new sense in order to  remedy a gap in the 
2 
vocabulary; catachresis is the putting of new sense into old words." 
[ I t  a lso usually means improper use of words, which he acknowledges b u t  
chooses t o  ignore.) He feels  that any living language absorbs 'new' meanings 
for words in t h i s  way--and c i t e s  as  an exaaple the word 'orange' for both 
f ru i t  and colour; which we would no longer consider as  metaphor. However 
'when catachresis cannot be invoked, the reasons for substituting an indirect,  
3 
metaphorical expression a re  taken t o  be s ty l i s t i c . "  
Words are used to give pleasure t o  readers-both in the solving of 
analogies and iaages created, and t o  add novelty. This subterfuge explains 
the function of metaphor when there i s  no real explanation for i t s  use. 
This i s  therefore the decorative use of metaphor and Whately i s  quoted as 
saying that they are always a deviation fron the 'plain and s t r i c t l y  
appropriate style. '  If t h i s  i s  so Black says they are  scarcely useful for 
philosophy. His view of most figurative language i s  that i t  likewise 
inverts  meanings as in e.g, irony, saying the opposite to  what one means or 
hyperbole when one exaggerates ~ean ing .  What then he asks i s  the 
characteristic TRANSCOR!!INh FUNCTION involved in aetaphor? He sums u p  what 
he has said so far: 
[ I t  is I either ANALOGY or SIflILA4ITY. H i s  either s i r i l a r  or 
1. Hax Black, ~xlcll~ 2nd l$tnehohz, Cornell University Press, 
Mew York, 1952, p.32. 
2. and 3. Ibid.,p.33. 
analogous in meaning t o  i t s  l i t e r a l  equivalent L. Once the reader 
has detailed the ground of the intended analogy or s i f i i le  (with 
the help of the frame, or clues drawn from the wider context) he 
can retrace the author's path and so reach the original l i t e r a l  
meaning (the meaning of 1). 1 
My criticism of t h i s  view of metaphor is that i t  i s  assumed that the 
receiver of the metaphor wants t o  get back t o  the original l i t e r a l  meaning 
which i f  this is so, does make the use of metaphor merely a t r i ck  or decoration, 
an unnecessary diff icul ty for the listener or reader. If helshe is struggling 
with the metaphor t h i s  ray be needed. However, an apt metaphor tunes in as 
i t  were to  i t s  audience, is clever and yet reasonably obvious in most cases 
a s  with jokes e.g. a Fi j ian chief recently in an interview ( a t  time of the 
Fijian coup) cleverly twisted the usual translation of Aotearoa 'Land of 
the long white c!oud'to 'Land of the wrong white crowd'. few New Zealanders 
would need t o  have t h i s  pun explained and traced back to the original 
expression. This sharing of autually understandable infornation ref lects  
our ab i l i ty  to  play imaginatively with words and ideas, part of a necessary 
ab i l i ty  t a  cope with a co~p!ex world. 
Black says that  "if a writer holds that a retaphor consists in the 
PRESENTATICY of the underlying analogy or similarity, he will be taking.. . 
2 
a comparison view of metaphor.' This i s  real ly  the sane as  a condensed 
or e!liptical SMILE 'for i t  holds that the metaphorical statement might be 
2 
replaced by an equivalent l i t e r a l  c o n p a r i s o n . " H e  quotes Whately as 
saying: 'The Siwile or Comparison ray be considered a s  differing in form 
only from a Metaphor; t h e  resenb!ance being in that case STATED, which in 
3 
in the metaphor i s  imp!ied." 
1. and 2. lax Black, Mgdlls 2nd !lglahtms, Cornell University 
Press, New York, 1952, p.35. 
An objection t o  this description or definition can be made on the 
grounds that LIKE or AS is not as  strong (in weight or suggested emphasis) 
a s  IS; that in  fact a metaphor i s  much more a statement of fact than a 
simile which simply invi tes  comparison and can be rather tentative whereas 
a metaphor rakes a defini te  declaration e.g. If I describe a place saying 
' I t  is Hell' rather than ' I t  i s  l i k e  Hell' surely the l a t t e r  expression is 
saying i t  is similar t o  or resembles Hell but gives no idea how much l ike  
Hell i t  is. I t  could also be l ike many other places also, whereas the 
metaphor s ta tes  categorical1y IT IS HELL which must embrace every possible 
connotation of that place. Ironically my choice is a place of uhiih we have 
no concrete evidence but nevertheless we have a concept of Hell (from 
religion, l i t e ra ture ,  mytho!ogy) as the ultimate in discomfort, degradation, 
misery and hopelessness. If t h i s  IS Hell can we go further? 
This same strength can be seen in metaphor even when the copula is 
not used e.5.' Thatcher the milk-snatcher' a catch cry some years ago in 
the U.K.  Yo doubt as  t o  what the original inventor of that epithet thought 
of the British Pat!. who was then Hinister for Education and had stopped 
free milk issue in the schools. If we change th i s  t o  'Thatcher i s  l ike  
soeeone who snatches milk from young children' the force of the expression 
is gone, partly because of wordiness which weakens i t .  
Alexander Bain, quoted b y  Black says that 'the metaphor i s  a conparison 
1 
implied in the mere use of a term. " T h i s  idea of metaphor as condensed 
simile or comparison was a widely held view. Yet surely something condensed 
i s  wore compressed and generally stronger than the original.  Black thinks 
the comparison view stems from Aristotle in a l l  probability because in the 
1. Hax Black, $d!ls and fletaphors, Cornell University Press, 
New York, 1352, p.36. 
POETICS he says: 
Metaphor consists in giving the thing a name that belongs t o  
something else; the transference being ei ther  from genus to  
species, or from species t o  species, or on grounds of 
analogy. 1 
Black says the comparison view is accused of vagueness, b u t  'metaphorical 
statement is not a subst i tute  for formal comparison or any other kind of 
l i t e r a l  statement, but has i t s  own dis t inct ive capacities and 
2 
achievements'. 
Another view of metaphor which Black describes i s  the INTERACTION 
VIEW of metaphor, as expounded by I..A.Richards, "where the reader i s  
forced t o  'connect' the two ideas. !n t h i s  'connection' resides the secret 
3 
and mystery of metaphor.' Further reference to  t h i s  view i s  made in more 
detail  in the next chapter. 
Black says we now have t o  use metaphor to  explain metaphor, a point 
I rade previously. For instance he uses the metaphor ' f i l t e r '  t o  analyse 
what a aetaphor does. I t  a s s i s t s  the reader to  use his systen of associated 
commonplaces ( t h i s  i s  a kind of folkwisdom or a~cumulated experience?. So 
the important fact here i s  not that the reader knows exactly what a l l  the 
associations are, for a word used as a metaphor, but he has a range of 
experience which i s  'readily and freely evoked'. For t h i s  reason a metaphor 
does not always translate into another culture or language with precisely 
tbe same impact. What I believe i s  being called on here i s  that cu!tural 
experience we a l l  acquire, possibly some mythology, beliefs,  ideas 
philosophy, religion, comaon practices and knowledge, the !ore of one's 
1. Max Rack, ~ m l p ~ s  pi! ktaphors ,  Cornell University Press, 
Yew York, 1952, p.36. 
t i r e  and place. I t  does not even have t o  be f i r s t  hand experience, for 
example one need not have experienced an earthquake t o  have some idea of 
the effect  of such an event. Likewise vicarious experience from l i t e r a t u r e  
can also be part of our knowledge. As Black says of the 'man a s  wolf' 
retaphor ' i t  suppresses sore de ta i l s  and erphasises others, in short [and 
1 
this I feel is VERY important1 ORGANIZES our view of man." 
Another analogy Black draws on is that of !ooking through the  night 
sky through smoked glass  which has some clear lines. What one sees is 
limited and controlled by those clear l ines  or spaces. Hetaphor thus 
focusses our attention on just some aspects of a field of vision. S i r i l a r l y  
in a game of chess the language used circumscribes how the game can be 
described to anyone else. 
This circular account takes in a l l  the various metaphorical 
s h i f t s  that occur in the understanding of particular metaphors. If there 
is too much metaphor, confusion occurs, as in mixed retaphors. In l i t e ra ture  
Black suggests the writer creates his ovn f ie ld  as "a novel pattern for 
implications for the l i t e r a l  uses of the key expressions, prior t o  using 
them as vehicles for h i s  wetaphors,"or, a s  he says, "they can be made t o  
2 
measure and need not be reach-re-downs."This i s  l ike the author 
drawing us into his night sky or chess game, He reminds us also that  a 
metaphor vorks in two directions e.g.if ve call  a man wolf-like we a re  
also at t r ibut ing something of human character is t ics  t o  the wolf. 
!t i s  probably vorthwhile t o  give in f u l l ,  Elark's surmary of the 
'interaction' view and i t s  seven claims: 
1. !ax Black, ggddis p110 f!g!pehghs, Cornell University Press, 
New York, 1952, p.41. 
2. 151d.,p.43. 
(1) A metaphorical s ta terent  has two dis t inct  subjects--a 
"rincipaln subject and a 'subsidiary" one. 
(2) These subjects are often best regarded as 3ystems of 
things' rather than 'things. ' 
(3) The metapyor works by applying t o  the principal subject a 
system of 'associated iaplications' characteristic of the 
subsidiary subject. 
(4)  These imp1 ications usually consist of 'commonplaces' about 
the subsidiary subject, but way, in suitable cases consist of 
deviant implications established ad hoc by the writer. 
(5) The metaphor selects ,  emphasises, suppresses, and organizes 
features of the principal subject by implying s tateeents  
about i t  that normally apply t o  the subsidiary subject. 
(6) This involves s h i f t s  in aeanings of words belonging t o  the 
sa@e family or syster as the metaphorical expression; and 
some of these s h i f t s ,  though not a l l ,  say be setaphorical 
transfers. (The subordinate metaphors are, however, t o  be 
read less memphatically.n) 
(7) There i s ,  in general, no simple 'ground' for the necessary sh i f t  
of meaning--no blanket reason why some aetaphors uor k and 
others f a i l .  1 
As he points out (1) i s  incompatible with the simplest forms of a 'substitution 
view', and (7) i s  formally incompatible with a "comparison viewn, while the 
remaining points elaborate reasons for regarding Yonparison viewsn as 
inadequate. 
Black's analysis sakes i t  clear that the term 'setaphor'as we have 
t radi t ional ly used i t  i s  too loose, too vague, too wide. Uithin the set of 
metaphors there are obviously many sub-sets. There i s  room as he says for 
the 'substitution viewT,the 'comparison view' and the ' interaction view'. 
These ' labels '  f i t  di f ferent s i tuat ions and different examples, but he 
believes i t  i s  the l a t t e r  group which are of interest t o  philosophers. I 
would add that th i s  area must also be of interest  t o  teachers. He says : 
Substitution-metaphors and comparison metaphors can be replaced 
Sy l i t e r a l  translations ( with possible exception for the case of 
catachresis) by sacr if ic ing some of the charm, vivacity, or wit of 
the original, but with no loss  of cognitive content. But 'interaction 
-metaphors1 are not expendable tan important point]. They require 
1. Max Black, flgkds g d  flelaehghs, Cornell University Press, 
New York, 1952, p.44. 
a dis t inct ive intel lectual  operation (though one familiar enough 
through our experiences of learning anything whatever), demanding 
sirultaneous awareness of both subjects but not reducible t o  any 
comparison between the two.! 
Any l i t e r a l  meanings we t r y  t o  replace them with will lack force and 
2 
effect-  most importantly ' i t  f a i l s  t o  give the insight that metaphor d i d . '  
Explication of such aetaphors does not reduce this pover viz: l i t e ra ry  
criticism or Black's exapple of analysis of music. 
His final comment in the chapter i s  'no doubt aetaphors are  dangerous 
and perhaps especially so in philosophy, But a prohibition against their 
3 
use would be a vilful'and harmful restr ic t ion upon our power o f  enquiry.' 
He might have added that  they are also exciting, intriguing and endlessly 
fascinating. 
Has Black in fact answered the questions he posed? He has given 
us clues for recognising metaphors but there i s  no specific definition or 
c r i t e r i a  to  seasure !$em with. 41s reference t o  a frame, a focus and a 
context are useful. He says translation i s  possible with those that are 
more nearly l i t e r a l  i .e.  the analogous or comparative type ( i .e ,  akin t o  
simile) and that some are merely a form of catachresis.  They can be 
decorative and used for creating interest ,  surprise and novelty. At their  
most creative they involve their readers, Black always refers  t o  readers 
and never l is teners  a s  i f  the metaphor were peculiar t o  writers only, yet 
they are  important orally too. The t e r r  'metaphor' i s  too vague to give a 
defini t ive definition. To recognize a metaphor i s  to  understand i t s  allusive 
meaning (sometimes elusive). I t  will drau our attention either to  an analogy 
1. Uax Black, Yodels 2nd !!g!aeblmrs, Cornell University Press, 
New York, 1952, p.45. 
or the equivalent of a l i t e r a l  transcription (substitution) or to  a network 
of linked ideas t o  form new meanings. The t radi t ional  view has tended to be 
dominated by the netaphor as  a type of s i n i l e  and emphasis has been on i t s  
s t y l i t i c  use. The new view sees a potential in  the study of metaphor for 
revelations about how we think and perceive and communicate i .e,  the focus 
now is on how and why we create netaphow-how they work-- what effect do 
they have--rather than whether they are real ly  necessary. I t  i s  for t h i s  
reason that  philosophers and others are interested in them especially in  
the ' interaction view' of metaphor as f i r s t  propounded b y  I.A. Richards. 
Their greatest merit then i s  the challenge presented by trying t o  under- 
stand their  construction and their  function. 
One noted expert on metaphor i s  Paul Ricoeur of the universities 
of Paris  and Chicago. Uis preoccupation with metaphor stems partly from 
his  philosophical studies of such terms as  evi l ,  gu i l t ,  s in  etc. because 
direct language does not adequately describe them: 'We speak of evil by 
1 
means of aetaphors such as estrangement, errance, burden and bondage. " 
These terns are also often interwoven with narratives of myth 
explaining for exanple the origin of evi l .  Firs t  he wanted to inquire into 
the s t ructure of symbolism and myth--then into hermeneutics as  a genera! 
theory of symbolic language, before i t  becase for him less  rorantic and 
more objective through the influence of structura!ism: 
For structuralism, language does not refer to anything outside of 
i t s e l f ,  i t  constitutes a world for itse!f, Not only the reference 
of the text t o  an external world, but also i t s  connections to  an 
author who INTENDED i t  and t o  a reader 4'10 INTERPRETS i t  a re  
excluded by structuralisn.2 
1. Paul Ricoeur ,The !?!tie of t!e'!egebgr, trans. by Robert Czerny, 
University of Toronto Press11977,p.316. 
Thus he distinguishes between the 'objective' meaning of text as opposed t o  
the 'subjective1 intention of the author. Uhat has t o  be interpreted in a 
text  is vhat i t  says and what i t  speaks about, the 'world' i t  creates. So 
f i r s t  he questions what i t  i s  to  interpret  synbolic language and secondly 
vhat i t  is to interpret text but the connection between the f i r s t  and 
second definition i s  he says an unsolved problem. His concern therefore i s  
for a philosophical hermeneutics. 
Ricoeur ls conclusion i s  that  ordinary language in no way approxinates 
t o  those 'ideal' languages constructed by logicians and rathematicians. 
The variability of seaantic values, their sensi t ivi ty  to  contexts, 
the irreducibly polysemic character of lexical terms in ordinary 
language, these are  not provisory defects or diseases which a 
reformulation of language could eliminate, rather they are  the 
permanent and frui t ful  conditions of the functioning of ordinary 
language. This polysemic feature of our words in ordinary language 
now appears to  me to he the basic condition for symbolic discourse 
and in that way, the most p r ia i t ive  layer in a theory of metaphor, 
symbol, parable etc. 1 
Influenced by Wi ttgenstein and Austin, he also believes that ordinary 
language is 
. . . a kind of conservatory for expressions which have preserved the 
highest descriptive power as  regards huean experience, particularly 
in the realms of action and feelings .... the whole problem of text-  
interpretation could be renewed by the recognition of i t s  roots in 
the functioning of !anguage i t s e l f . ?  
Ricoeur seeas to  be saying 'back t o  basics'..look closely a t  language f i r s t  
t o  understand i t s  uses, and also that in any discourse, coflaunication, 
there are three e!ements the sender (whose exact meaning nay not be clear 
in his words) t5e receiver (who in te rpre t s  according to ab i l i ty  with that  
mode of discourse) and al ternat ive interpretations which may be construed 
1. Paul Ricoeur,Ihe of !!g!aghhr, trans, by Robert Czerny, 
University of Toronto Press,!9??,p.3?!. 
by other !isteners, readers, observers. They are not necessarily fused as  
in  'understanding '....can one ever know what interpretation another puts on 
what one has said or written? A word may not have meaning in t r ins ic  to 
i t s e l f  b u t  once i t  is patterned in language i t  assumes shades of meaning 
a s  d i f f i cu l t  t o  understand sometimes as t o  t ranslate  into another language. 
I s  t h i s  unknown element the 'world' of structuralism ? I t  is certainly the 
challenge to the poet, t o  create t h i s  world. In functional discourse as  in 
commands t h i s  is the element which one t r i e s  to  eliminate, In areas where 
personal interpretation i s  irportant as in say prayer the language i s  more 
open. Who worries for instance what our interpretation of heaven is whereas 
i t  i s  vi ta l ly  important in human terms t o  be able t o  read, for example, 
a poison warning or a job instruction. 
Rhetoric was origina! ly important because speech was: 'A weapon, 
intended to influence people before the tribunal,  in public assem5ly, or 
eulogy and panegyric; a weapon called upon to gain victory in ba t t l es  where 
2 
the decision hung on a spoken word. V u t  rhetoric died when the fashion for 
classifying figures of speech supplanted i t s  pol i t ical  function. A clever 
rhetorician could be dangerous. One reason why Plato condemned i t ,  because 
i t  could be an a r t  of i l lusion and deception. Rhetoric and sophistry 
created doubt and suspicion, Fetaphor has inherited some a f  t h i s  and been 
stigmatised as mere decoration or as  l i e s  until  quite recently when the 
mystery of how i t  actual!y uorks has become of more concern, particularly 
as  we have developed nore insight into thinking processes and the nature o f  
creat ivi ty  in huaans. 
1. Paul Ricoeur,I& of Mppmw,trans, by Robert Czerny, 
University of Toronto ?ressl!?7!,p.16. 
Aristot le7s RHETORIC according to Ricoeur was an attempt 'to 
1 
inst i tut ional ise  rhetoric from the point of view of philosophy', especially 
the s k i l l s  of argument from which i t  l a te r  got separated. He developed a 
link between the rhetorical concept of persuasion and the logical concept 
of the probable, as  a necessary component of philosophy. Greek rhetoric 
'had not only a much broader program, but also a probleratic decidedly more 
2 
drarat ic  than the modern theoryof figures of speech.' Poetics was a 
separate field of study: 
Poetics--the a r t  of cowposing poems --as far as  i t s  function and 
i t s  situation of speaking are concerned, does not depend on 
rhetoric, the a r t  of defence, of deliberation, of blame, and of 
praise. Poetry i s  not oratory. Persuasion i s  not i t s  aim; rather i t  
purges the feelings of pi ty  and fear .... Yetaphor however $as a foot 
in each domain. With respect to  structure, i t  can real ly  consist in 
just one unique operation, the transfer of the weanings of words, h u t  
with respect t o  function, i t  follows the divergent destinies of oratory 
and tragedy. YetapRor wil: therefore have a unique structure b u t  two 
functions: a rhetorical function ant a poetic function.3 
Thus Ricoeur perceives the problew of defining ~e taphor  t o  l i e  in these two 
differences in structure and function. The semiotic description I have 
quoted ear!ier does not distinguish these two aspects, i t  i s  more concerned 
with structure. The rhetorical ( in  the sense of po l i t i ca l  e!oquencel or what 
Aristotle defines as 'the a r t  of inventing or finding proofs7 i s  one field 
of metaphor and the poetic another where the aim i s  not to  prove but to  
speak the truth by means of fiction, fable and t ragic  muthos, what Riroeur 
c a l l s  two dis t inct  universes of discourse, These divisions persist in 
some minds to  the present day. 
To Ricoeur aetaphor i s  a strategy of discourse and he thinks that 
1. Paul Ricoeur , I%p EM! of Maphhr, trans. by Robert Czerny, 
University of :oronto ?ress,l?7!,p.!l. 
3. Ibid. ,p.!Z, 
iragination rust  cease being seen as  a function of the irage, in the quasi- 
sensorial sense of the word, for i t  consists rather in 'seeing as ' ,  a 
Wittgensteinian expression. So for Ricoeur "metaphor i s  the rhetorical 
process by which discourse unleashes the power that  certain f ic t ions 
1 
have t o  redescribe reality.' By linking f ic t ion  and redescription in this 
way he believes that we restore ful l  depth and weaning to Aristotle 's 
discovery that  the PCIESIS (poetry! of language a r i ses  out of the connection 
between HUTHOS (fable or plot)  and tlI!ES!S ( i r i t a t ion) .  He therefore 
concludes that :  
... the 'place' of metaphor, i t s  rost intimate and ultimate abode, i s  
neither the name , nor the sentence, nor even discourse, but the 
copula of the verb TO BE. The ~e taphor ica l  ' is '  a t  once s ign i f ies  
both ' i s  not' and 'is like1. If t h i s  i s  real ly  so, we are alloved t o  
speak of netaphorical t ruth,  but in an ~qua!!y 'tensive' sense of 
the word ' truthY.2 
Ricoeur concludes that there i s  a plural i ty  of !nodes o f  discourse and each 
impinges on the other but no philosophy for instance flows directly from 
poetry. Nor i s  there "a non-aetaphorica! standpoint from which one could 
look upon eetaphor ani a l l  the other figures for that matter, as i f  they 
3 
were a gawe played before one's eyes.' 
?!ore recently Ricoeur has considered a particu!ar aspect of metaphor 
theory, exploring the metaphorical process as  cognition, imagination and 
feeling--a prob!em fal l ing between semantic and psychological theories of 
retaphor. He i s  interested in the capacity of metaphor to  give us information 
and insights about rea l i ty  in a form not easily translated. Images and 
feelings, he says, are usually only considered in those theories which do 
I. Paul Ricoeur, 13~ Rude of !!e!aghhr, trans. 5y Robert Czerny, 
University of Toronto Press, :9??,p.7. 
not inform or claim to reveal truth, in such they are considered 'substitutive 
1 
explanatory factors," that is they evoke images and feelings which are 
~ i s t a k e n l y  taken as  t ruths  or insights. 
Ricoeur's thesis  is that 'it is not only for theories which deny 
netaphors any informative value and any t ruth claim that images and feelings 
2 
have a C0NST:TUTIVE function.' He believes that theories such as  those 
of Richards, Black, Beardsley and Berggren, fa i l  t o  achieve their  goals, 
i f  not "assigning a SEHANTIC function t o  what seem to be mere PSYCHOLOGICAL 
features and without, therefore, concerning i t se l f  with some accompanying 
3 
factors  extrinsic to  the infornative kernel o! metaphor.' He claims 
that  feeling as we!l as iaagination are genuine conponents in the grocess 
described in an interaction theory of metaphor 'They both achieve the 
4 
semantic Searing of aetaphor.' I t  is also Heidegger's thesis  that we are 
attuned t o  real i ty  mainly through feelings. 
Ricoeur believes that Aris tot le  hinted at the semantic role  of 
imagination, and therefore by  implication, feeling also, in a wetaphorical 
sense for he refers to the PICTURING NNCTION of metaphorical meaning. We 
speak says Ricoeur of FIGURES of speech "as though tropes gave to discourse 
a quasi-bodily externalization. By providing a k i n d  of figurabiity to  the 
5 
message, [humanizing then1 the tropes make discourse appear. " Other 
writers such as  Jakobson, Todrov and Genette have also contmented on t h i s  
giving of form to language. What therefore i s  th i s  semantic role  asks Ricoeur. 
" I t  s e m s  that i t  i s  in the work of RESEMELANCE that a pictor ial  or iconic 
1. Paul Ricoeur,'The Metaphorical Process as  Cognition, Imagination, 
and Fee! ing', in Yq ilelaphgr, Sheldon Sacks,Universi ty of 
Chicago Press, l W , p .  141. 
1 
moment i s  implied.' 
Metaphor in classical rhetoric was described as  a term of DEVIANCE, 
2 
but, ' th is  deviance was mistakenly ascribed t o  denominat ion only, " merely 
a change of name. So chiefly i t  was used t o  name new things, t o  decorate 
discourse and t o  persuade or p!ease. In Black's interaction theory (as 
opposed t o  substitutive theory) we see that 'The bearer of the metaphorical 
3 
meaning i s  no longer the word but the sentence as a whole.' I t  i s  no 
longer simply a name for a name, which is real ly  metonymy b u t  'an interaction 
4 
between a logical subject and a predicate." 
If metaphor consists in some deviance--this feature is not denied 
but i s  described and explained in a new way-- t h i s  deviance concerns the 
predicative structure i t s e l f ,  Ietaphor then has to  be described a s  a 
5 
deviant predication rather than as a deviant denominat ion. " J e a n  Cohen 
has described t h i s  as  semantic impertinence. A new pertinence or new 
congruence ar ises  as a result.  Classical rhetoric overlooked the 
prodaction of t h i s  'seeantic twist' a t  the level of sense and W i f e  i t  i s  
t rue that the effect of sense i s  focussed on the word, the production of 
sense i s  borne i y  the whole utterance...the theory of metaphor hinges on a 
6 
seaantics of the sentence.' Ricoeur !ocusses nov on the metaphor-naker: 
The YAKER of metaphors i s  t h i s  craftsman with verbal skil!s WHO, 
from an inconsistent utterance for a l i t e r a l  interpretation, draws a 
significant utterance for a new interpretation which deserves t o  be 
called metaphorical because i t  generates the metaphor not only as 
deviant but as  acceptable, "7 
There are two aspects of t h i s  which I would draw attention to ,  one i s  that 
vhere he uses the term 'inconsistent' i t  i s  suggesting that the aaker of 
1. 2. 3. 4, and 5. Paul Ricoeur,'The fletaphorical Process as  Cognition, 
Imagination, and FeelingV,in O_l M p e h h r ,  Sheldon Sacks,University 
of Chicago Press, 1978.p. 143. 
6. and 7. Ibid.,p.144. 
fletaphor i s  perhaps not aware of his  inconsistence but presumably he is in 
fact deliberately inconsistent for a metaphorical purpose. Acceptance of a 
metaphor is not guaranteed either. What a metaphor-waker considers a metaphor 
can in fact fa i l  l ike  a misunderstood joke can fai l .  This also does not 
take into account the reception of the metaphor by the  l is tener  or hearer, 
a factor scarcely ever considered by the various theories of metaphor, i t  
only implies that the maker i s  aware of his own metaphor. However what 
Riccoeur says i s  true and disagrees with Hooijfs idea of a 'clashf: 
In other words metaphorical meaning does not eere!y consist of a 
semantic clash but of the NEW predicative meaning which emerges from 
the collapse of the l i t e r a l  aeaning, t5at i s  from the col!apse of 
the meaning which obtains i f  we rely only on the coeaon or usual 
lexical values of our words. The aetaphor is not the enigma but the 
solution of our enigma.1 
Qiioeur's ideas g u t  soye emphasis on the creat ivi ty  of the person 
constructing the metaphor and also on the effect i t  has even i f  he does not 
specif ical ly   ent ti on the receiver. He is concerned then with the 
received weaning which a r i ses  as  a result of the making of a metaphor. 
!t i s  in the autation characteristic of the sesantic innovation that 
Ricoeur says that s imilar i ty  and iflagination play a role--not in Humean 
terns of the iwage as a faint inpression or perceptual residue--or 
t radi t ion inherited by Jakobson in which imagination "can be reduced to 
2 
alternation betueen tuo aodal i t ies  of association." What we have 
the 
the 
to  
understand says 2icoeur i s :  
... a mode of functioning of s imilar i ty  and accordingly of imagination 
which i s  immanent--that i s ,  nonextrinsic--to the predicative process 
i t s e l f .  In other words, the work of rese~hlance has t o  be appropriate 
and homogeneous t o  the deviance and the oddness and the freshnesss 
and of the semantic innovation i t s e l f .  3 
1. and 2. Paul Ricoeur, 'The Fetaphorical Process as Cognition, 
hagination, and Feeling9, in LIq &&ehhr, Sheldon Sacks, 
University of Chicago Press, 1978.p. 144. 
The answer, Ricoeur thinks, began vi th the interaction theory of 
metaphor i n  delineating but not solving 'the transition from l i t e r a l  
1 
incongruence t o  metaphorical congruence betwen two semantic fields." 
He nov uses a metaphor of space, a logical space. 
I t  is a s  though a change of distance between meanings occurred 
within a logical space . The NEW pertinence or congruence proper to  
a meaningful metaphoric utterance proceeds from the kind of semantic 
proximity which suddenly obtains between terms in sp i te  of their  
distance. Things or ideas vhich were remote now appear as  close. 
Resemblance ultiwately i s  nothing else  than this rapprochement vhich 
reveals a generic kinship between heterogeneous ideas. 2 
This transfer or shif t  of meaning is what Aris tot le  called the epiphora of 
the metaphor. An appropriate theory of i ~ a g i n a t i o n  must draw on Kant 
rather than Hume, thinks Ricoeur, and on Kantfs concept of productive 
iflaginat ion a s  'SCHEIATIZING A SYNTKETIC @PEEAT!@N. ' T h e r e  are three 
steps; in the f i r s t ,  imagination is understood as the 'seeing', s t i l l  
ho~ogeneous t o  discourse i t s e l f ,  which e f fec t s  the sh i f t  in logical 
distance. This i s  insight into likeness vhich i s  Scth a thinking and a 
seeing and he s q g e c t s  that we ca l l  t h i s  productive character of the insight 
"PREDICAT!VE ASSllILATION." This i s  likened to the at t ract ion of atons. I t  
i s  interesting that he uses a sc ien t i f i c  analogy to explain what has 
t radi t ional ly been considered a !i terary pheno~ena. 'The assimilation consists 
precisely in !lAK!!!G s i s i i a r ,  that i s  semantically proxisate, the terns that 
3 
the metaphorical utterance brings together." The tension created i s  
not that between a subject and predicate b u t  betveen semantic incongruence 
and congruence. Imagination therefore produces under vhat Ricoeur c a l l s  i t s  
quasi-verbal aspect rather than i t s  quasi-optical aspect new kinds of 
1. and 2. Paul Ricoeur, 'The 2etaphorical Process as Cognition, 
Imagination, and Feelingf, in Eq llelg~hpr, Sheldon Sacks, 
University of Chicago Press, 1978.p. 145. 
assimilation. 
"Remoteness"is preserved within 'proximity". To see THE LIKE is t o  
see the sane in s p i t e  of, and through, the different.  This tension 
between sameness and difference characterizes the logical s t ructure 
of likeness. Inagination, accordingly i s  t h i s  ABILITY 'to produce 
new kinds by  assimilation and t o  produce them not ABOVE the differences, 
as  i n  the concept, but i n  s p i t e  of and through the d i f fe rences1  
Gadamer has concluded says Ricoeur that  metaphors allow us t o  glance a t  the 
general procedure by which ue produce concepts. Presuaably concepts are  
more embedded in our geological layers as Vygotsky ca l l s  thee. This whole 
process Ricoeur describes as  scheeatise of metaphorical attribution. He 
believes that  the visua! or what he c a l l s  the pictorial dimension is not 
ful ly  accounted !or by Richard's dis t inct ion between tenor and vehicle. 
Henle has said t5at Yf there i s  an iconic element ic  aetaphor i t  i s  
equa!!y clear that that the icon is  not presented, hut merely described.' 
2 
And further 'What i s  presented i s  a formula for the construction of icons." 
I t  i s  the discourse which s e t s  the ieaging in aotion: 
Imaging or imagining, thus, i s  the concrete milieu in which and through 
which we see s imilar i t ies .  To imagine, then, i s  not t o  have a rental 
picture of something but to  display relations in a degicfing mode.3 
This i s  why as previously mentioned Ricoeur sees Mittsenstein's 'seeing as1 
extended t h i s  concept t o  poetic or bound images where "the metaphorical 
sense is generated in the thickness of the imagining scene displayed by the 
4 
verbal s t ructure of the poea.' Ricoeur sees that the intui t ive grasp of a 
predicative connection functions in a similar way. 
1. Paul Ricoeur, 'The netaphorical Process as Cognition, Imagination, 
and Feeling', in Op t!e!;etm, Sheldon Sacks, University o f  
Chicago Press, 1975.p. 166. 
2,  and 3. !hid. , p .  145'. 
Vetaphorical meaning is then says Ricoeur 'the inner functioning of 
1 
the proposition as a predicative operation' as  in Black's ' f i l t e r '  
or the 'screen' effect of the  subsidiary subject on the main one, fleaning 
i s  what Frege ca l l s  SINN (sense) as  opposed to BEDEUTUNG (reference or 
denotation). The referent ial  and the poetic function of metaphor sees 
soaewhat probleratical. Ricoeur says that there i s  a point when the theory 
of metaphor tends t o  merge with that of nodels and they becone a way of 
looking a t  the world. They are what has been called 'insightful.' Besides 
reference we assume sone search for truth. Ricoeur suggests that  the 
expression ' sp l i t  reference' takes care of th i s  problem, and he reminds us 
of flajorcan s torytel lers  who begin their  t a les  with: AlXO ERA Y NO ERA ( i t  
was and i t  uas not). Likewise the poetic metaphor, What t h i s  suggests i s  
that we can find in a netaphor several levels of reference which cay re la te  
t o  various levels  of thinking ~f which we are capable. Cirlot describes 
various levels: 'the subconscious ( inst inct ive and affective thought); 
consciausness (ideological an2 reflexive thought; and superconsciouness 
( intui t ive thought and higher tru:?~!', though in Jungian terms he says 
that 'subconscious7 would be called 'unconscious7. T5is Pay be what Riceour 
is sqgest ing when he speaks of primordial reference that 'suggests, reveals, 
unconceals...the deep s tructures  of real i ty  to  which we a re  related as 
3 
morta!s uho are born into t h i s  world and who DWELL in i t  for a while." 
One can see that t o  explain metaphor becones eetaphysical for there 
i s  an element of rystery not about how a metaphor appears t o  be constructed 
1. Paul Ricoeur,'The tletaphxical P r m s s  as Cognition, laagination, 
and Fee!ingf, in k&ai$m, Sheldon Sacks, University of 
Chicago Press, 1979.p. 146. 
or recognized but both how it cores about and how it achieves its effect. 
The sense of a novel metaphor says Ricoeur 'is the etergence of a 
new semantic congruence or pertinence from the ruins of the literal sense 
1 
shattered by semantic incompatiblity or a b s u r d i t y . V I l  of which has led 
people such as Berggren t o  conclude that: 'The possibility or corprehension 
of metaphorical construing requires, therefore, a peculiar and rather 
sophisticated intellectual abili t y h h i c h  has been described by !d.Bedell 
II 
Stanford as W e r e o s c o p i c  vision.' Ricoeur believes this t o  be the same 
a s  'split reference', Jakobson's term , or ambiguity in reference. 
Iragination he thinks does not merely SCHE!?AT!ZE or PICTURE the sense froa 
the images aroused it is a!so involved in what Ricoeur terms EPOCH! or 
suspension, :$at is 'CI the PROJECTION of new possibilities of redescribing 
the world. ! have said elsewhere that in making eetaphors we are only ever 
truly creative and this assertion by Ricoeur upho!ds this idea. He says 
3 
the poet is "this genius who generakes split references by creating fictions." 
haginat ion and feeling have always been !inked in classical theories 
of metaphor, and he be! ieves that feeling and iragination are genuine coeponents 
in the process known as the interaction theory of metaphor "They both 
4 
achieve the semantic bearing of metaphor. V i c o e u r  distinguishes 
between erotion and fee!ings which accoepany imagination in the work of 
SCHEMAT!ZATION, For the new congruence is 'felt7 as well a s  'seen1. As a 
person we are assirilated in the predicative and "We feel LIKE what we see 
1. Paul Ricoeur, 'The Yetaphorical Process as Cognition, Imagination, 
and Feeling', in gg tlelgehw, Sheldon Sacks, University of 
Chicago Press, 1978.p. 146. 
3. and 4. Ibid.,p.153. 
1 
LIKE.' Feelings help to  make the schematized thought our own. When we 
speak of poetic feeling he says that i t  abolishes the distance between 
knower and known, i t  is not contrary t o  thought 'It  is thought made 
2 
ours.' Frye explains this ,  when he speaks in  Anatomy of &iiti$is! of 
'mood', which is how the poem affects  us a s  an icon, and according t o  
Goodman's concept of DENSE v.DISCRETE symbols 'Dense symbols are f e l t  as  
3 
dense.' Feelings also have s p l i t  reference for when reading says 
Ricoeur we do not l i t e r a l l y  feel e.g. anger or fear. The terror and p i t y  
experienced in tragedy for example 'are both a denial and transfiguration 
4 
of fear and coapassion," Ricoeurls suggestion i s  that: 
There is a STRUCTURAL ANALOGY between the cognitive, the imaginative, 
and the emotional components of the complete eetaphorical act  and 
that the metaphorical process draws i t s  concreteness and i t s  
completeness from th i s  structural analogy and th i s  complementary 
functioning.5 
Yetaphors then are quite complex even if they are  easy t o  recognize. A 
nusical analogy seems appropriate, for l ike  the separate notes which make up 
a new sound or chord in flusic the parts of a retaphor create new weaning. 
Nelson Goodman has described metaphor as  both imporiant and odd for: 
Yetaphorica! use of language d i f fe r s  in s i ~ n i f i c a n t  ways from l i t e r a l  
use but i s  no less comprehensib!e, no more recondite, no less  practical,  
and no more independent of truth and fa:sity than i5 l i t e r a l  use. 
Far from beins a mere ~ a t t e r  of ornament, i t  participates ful ly  in 
the progress of knowledge: in replacing soee s t a l e  "natural kinds 
with novel and illuminating categories, in contriving facts,  in 
!. Paul Vicoeur, 'The Metaphorical Process as  Cognition, !magination, 
and Feeling1, in up #eWqehor, Sheldon Sacks, Univfrsity of 
Chicago Press, 19?E.p, 154. 
2. Ibid. ,p.i54, 
1 
revising theory, and in bringing us new worlds. 
In one of the most recent works on netaphor David Cooper explains 
why an understanding of the phenomenon of metaphor i s  'an urgent task for 
2 
the philosophy of languagem, and not just for poetics and rhetoric. He 
reca l l s  l i t t l e  useful teaching on metaphor at  school, but two writers have 
impressed him with their  work on metaphor--#ietzsche and Pascal. 
Nietzsche, because he considered retaphor the basic principle of language 
3 
and so-called ' l i t e ra l '  ta lk "a kind of frozen sedisent of aetaphor.' 
Pascal was interested in the figurative !anguage of the 3ible  which he 
believes i s  in ciphers which only the good can truly understand but which 
has some meaning for a l l  of us for we are fond of symbols and "the things 
4 
of 60d are  inexpressible, they cannot be said in any other way.' He is 
intrigued, as i s  Hegel, as t o  why people ta lk metaphorically. As Cooper 
says, of Pascal 'his thoughts on metaphor nicely encapsulate some of the 
5 
perennial tensions in ref lect ions on t h i s  subject,' even if he himse:: i s  
not' aware of 5 i s  teniicn. 
Bost other writers are divided, he believes, on whether eetaphor i s  
a 'cognitive' tool or aE 'aesthetic9 device, :hey vaci l la te  between "a 
6 
metaphor is a condenied model"or 2 metaphor i s  a poem in ~ i n i a t u r e . '  
The f i r s t  thing we need t o  know about metaphor says Cooper i s  what i t  i s ,  
!. Nelson Goodman, netaphor a s  tloonlighting, in @ta[hoy, 
Sheldon Sacks, University of Chicago Press, 19?9, p,!75. 
2. David Cooper. Pjgtaphgh,E!asil Elackwell,Osford 1986,p. 12. 
b u t  there are no defini t ions available, therefore we must see where 
1 
metaphor resides or 'What are  the bearers or vehicles of metaphor.' 
f i r s t  Cooper thinks we should decide on two major categories--the l i t e r a l  
and the non-literal and how t o  distinguisb these; also how t o  distinguish 
metaphor from i t s  re la t ives  such as wetonywy, irony and synecdoche. He 
looks a t  various examples of figurative language and decides 'there i s  no 
2 
generally intuitive ab i l i ty  t o  identify metaphors ."Aris tot le  included 
thew a l l  under the umbrella of metaphor and was c r i t i c i sed  for so doing. 
Now says Cooper we a re  seeing a reversal t o  h i s  more generous term because 
of dissatisfaction with terms such as trope, figure etc. This ref lects  a 
genera: s h i f t ,  he believes, from an inte:lectual preoccupation with class- 
i f icat ion to  more recent demands for theories of language. 
lobbes and Locke typify the old school who sau eetap5or as an 
'abuse' and inimical t o  'ratiocination'. lax Black rescued metaphor and 
showed i t  t o  be a d i s t inc t  mode of activity. Cooper says that Symbolic 
theories such as those of Mallatre and Valery w e  influential also. 
V a l ~ r y  be1 ieved metaphor evoked ear l ier  stages of language and that the 
poet who multiplied figures was only finding within himself language in i t s  
natural s t a t e  and seeing a world of extraordinary associations. Among 
others Ullman subordinates wetonymy to aetaphor and Umberto Eco writes: 
A metaphor can be invented because language, in i t s  process of 
unlimited semiosis, constitutes a multi-diaensional network of 
metony~ies., .all  associations...are ( f i r s t )  grasped as  a contiguity 
internal to semantic f ie lds .  3 
I t  i i  diff icul t  to  distinguish metaphor from so-called l i t e r a l  
1. David C o o p e r , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ f i ~ ~ , B a s i 1  Blackwell ,Oxford, 19E6,pP5. 
note: not vehicles in Richards' sense of the word. 
language because some would assert that even words l i k e  'at' or 'up to' can 
he used metaphorically and l i t e r a l  t ranslat ions can also contain 
metaphors. Sore authors ins i s t  that phrases such a s  'win an argument' or 
'attack another's position ' are not poetic, fanciful or rhetorical and 
cannot be claimed t o  be metaphoric--they are t o  a l l  intents and purposes 
literal--Cooper would say they were merely dead metaphors and I would 
agree with him. People who refuse t o  accept wch as  metaphor are avoiding 
the issue and the fact that the most 'ordinary' language i s  imbued with 
metaphor, i t  is almost inescapable. Cooper s t a t e s  h i s  view quite clear!y 
'If expressions real ly  are r~etaphorical, then they a re  not literal--however 
1 
familiar and mundane they may be.' 
Jacques Derridals uork say; Cooper, shows us how 'the Ianquage of 
metaphysics--the language of 'ideas', 'concepts', 'substances', 'essences1, 
2 
and so on i s  imbued with faded %etaphor."'White Rythology', to  which 
Cooper i s  referring is q p a ~ e r t l y  taken from Anatole France's story and the 
words "sat poets, they take the cc!our out of ancient fables, and are no 
9 
%J 
more the collectors of fables. They produce a white nythology." 
Hegel said dead metaphors had !@st their  power t o  ca!! up ideas and 
4 
Heidegger that 'the metaphorical ex i s t s  only within metaphysics."l!errida 
suns up the diff icul ty ..." what constitutes the concept of metaphor i s  the 
opposition of l i t e r a l  (propre) and non-literal...of intuition and speech, of 
thought and language. ' T h i s  statewent comes closer t o  embracing the 
complexity of metaphor. As he says senses although non-physical, have to 
!. David Cooperl~~~p2$py,Basi1 Blackwell ,Oxford, 1986,p.21, 
2. Ibid. ,p.23. 
3. Ibid.,p.23. 
4. Ibid.,p.25. 
be portrayed in 'a language saturated with the terminology of the 
1 
physical.' That i s  t o  say that we only have the physical t o  explain the 
non-physical. I t  r es t s  as Derrida says on '!'unique these de l a  
2 
philosophie. " 
Cooper agrees that  @any theories so far have sim?ly confused the 
issue. The nominalist perspective says that s i a i l a r i t y  is an il!usion 
which we create with words, so the nominalist must e i ther ,  says Cooper, 
deny the l i t e r a l  metaphysical dis t inct ion or draw i t  in a to ta l ly  circular 
manner and thus ~etaphor re jec t s  nonina l i s~ .  The rost obvious signal for 
retaphor is that of the fa l s i ty  of any l i t e r a l  ' translation',  but those 
analysing i t  so far have usually concentrated on "the rea l i ty  or otherwise 
of certain related distinctions: the necessary and the contingent, the 
conceptual and the empirical, and above a l l  perhaps, the analytic and 
synthetic ... Any definition of oetaphor which re l i es  on unreflective adherence 
3 
to  these distinctions i s  unsatisfactory for t h i s  reason alone.' So those 
who focus on how a metaphor Vio la tes  the senantic rules and boundaries 
between categories' are wrong in Cooper's estieation, for the terns they 
4 
use are  equal!y unclear. Such a one is Jean Cohen who says that 
"a l l  sewantic figures of rhetoric [are] violations of fundamental principles 
5 
of logic "... !!eaddsits t o a  degreeof violation but Cooper argues that 
there cannot be degrees of contradiction or validity. He has also co~pared 
speaking t o  chess-playing where 'unstab!e' or 'implicit' rules  can be broken. 
If there are rules says Cooper, he f a i l s  to  give an account of them. 
!. and 2. David Cooper ,~e%?a~hh~,Easi! Flackwel l ,Oxford, !986,p.26. 
Recent philosophizing on metaphor has therefore looked t o  a eore 
hol is t ic  view of eetaphor and the division between the l i t e r a l  and the non- 
l i t e r a l  The disciplines part icular ly involved are semantics, pragmatics, 
poetics and rhetoric--but i t  has also cone to the at tent ion of 
psychologists and sociologists. Jakobson has told us how sufferers  from 
aphasia confuse metaphor and metonymy--handling only one or mistaking one 
for the other--which has led hie  t o  consider that we have two basic modes 
of relation 'the internal relat ion of s imilar i ty  (and contrast) underlies 
the metaphor; the external relation of contiguity (and reroteness) 
! 
determines the retonymy." Cooper agrees with t h i s  and considers t h i s  work 
seminal b u t  not with Jakobsonls attempts to  integrate his idea with Saussurean 
semiotics and a theory of discourse, because such attempts "treat non- 
l i t e r a l  talk as  if i t  were a detachable l inguist ic  sk i l l  which sight be 
2 
studied in isolation.' 
Sociologists have been interested, particu!arly since the frankfurt 
Srhoo!, in social intercour;~ and the pol i t ical  functions of metaphor. 
Lakoff and Johnson wrote that "a aetaphor in a ~ o l i t i c a l  or economic system 
2 
by virtue of what i t  hides, can lead to human degrada t ion ."They  give us 
an example, the persistent metaphorizing of human labour as  a natural 
resource t o  be tapped. This i s  endemic in current j05 advertisements where 
the phrases 'human resaurces' and 'huflan resource development ' are used. 
Roland Barthes draws interesting links with myth where the speakers 
can never be pinned down to be responsible for what they speak of. This 
device i s  used in ordinary language and can become a powerful tool,  in his 
1. David Cooper,!g$ag)pr,Basil Blackwell,Oxford, lSB6,p.25. 
2. Ibid.,p.38. 
eyes, the hands of the bourgeoisie. So language i s  a powerful force which 
power groups can use t o  wield control even by suggestion. Advertisers 
exploit th i s  power also. Cooper speaks also of the Child as poet myth. 
"This is one favoured by 'progressive' educators, of the child as  a naturally 
creative being, the organic development of whose ta len t s  must not be interfered 
1 
uith, but gently nurtured by h i s  green-fingered t e a c h e r s . " k  suspects 
t h i s  myth as well he might for we are aware that even gardeners can poison 
plants and the environment i s  not always healthy for growing organises. The 
aetaphor of education he is so sceptical of i s  discussed nore fully in a 
l a t e r  chapter of th i s  work, 
As Cooper sees i t  metaphor $as 5eioae a: iz?:v'ait topic because of 
three main factors: Cur need to f i t  metaphor into an overall account of 
language, our awareness of how pervasive setaphor i s  and therefore of the 
need to understand i t s  workings and the recognition of i t s  power "as a 
2 
vehicle of knowledge and t r u t h . V o o p e r  looks at  metaphor from a 
philosophical angle though he i s  aware of al! the other interested 
viewpoints too. However, l ike them, even when he describes their definitions 
and standard views he s t i l l  seems t o  be searching for one hinse!f. The 
problem  see^ to be haw t o  define the undefinable. 
Qeading a metaphor sight well be likened t o  reading a very complicated 
nap and trying to discern not only the direction of a route but a l l  the 
relational aspects such as road levels,  nature of the locality, flora, 
fauna and weather conditions, a l l  in an instant. Faffiiliarity with the 
terrain would be helpful but the impact of a metaphor comes fron i t s  novelty 
so one is never to  know in advance what map page one uil! need t o  read. 
1. David Cooper ,~~il~~~!w,Basi1 Blackwel! , E x  ford, !90b1pP43. 
2. !5id.,p.43. 
Many writers t es t i fy  t o  the rich use of netaphor in  the writings of 
Nietzsche. J.P,Stern finds i t  d i f f i cu l t  t o  decide whether Nietzsche's 
s ty le  i s  philosophic or l i terary.  He t e l l s  us that Nietzsche had a 
loathing of democracy and for the fragmentation of knowledge. He also 
claimed that language 'far from giving us a t rue account of things as  they 
are in  the uorld, and far from having i t s  grounds in real i ty ,  is in fact no 
1 
nore than a referentially unreliable s e t  of alnost arbitrary signs." 
Language, he said i s  related t o  'the hygiene of l i f e 1 ,  i t s  principal function 
to hide the host i le  universe from nen and from i t  we would get no knowledge 
of a world beyond. 
In 'The Birth of Tragedyf says Stern, 'a pre-rational, inst inct ive 
intuition of prima! suffering and fear i s  postulated as the grounding of 
2 
humanity.' The uorld, t o  Nietzsche, works on an i l lusion,  on an 'as i f 7  
principle. We act a s  if we were in touch with a benevolent real i ty .  This 
i s  a key theme in his work says Stern and explains his s ty le  which captures 
"ith netaphorical intimations of divers spheres o! experience.,.the 
3 
metaphorically inexact intimation of our being in the world." That i s ,  
that the relationship between words and the real  uorld i s  a metaphoric or 
aesthetic one. To Mietzsche a l l  words are metaphors: 
What then IS t ruth? A mo5ile arny of eetaphors, metonyaies, 
anthropomo~phisfls--in short, a sun of human relat ions which 
poetica!:~ and rhetorica!!~ intensified, Secane transposed and 
adorned, and which a f te r  long usage b y  a geop le  ssss  fixed, canonical 
and binding on  then. Truths are  i l lus ions  which one has forgotten 
ARE illusions... 4 
1, J.P.Stern, 'Nietzsche and the idea of netaphorf , in  !ijelgskhei 
Imagery yd Thouqht ed. !!a!coi~ Pasley, Methuen,London, 1978.p.67. 
--- 
They are likened to coins no longer current. Concepts are described a s  
1 
'the residue of metaphors' and sc ien t i f i c  language i s  said t o  come also 
from the common ground of metaphor. So truth is sorething we agree on 
merely to  play a game as we right do vith dice. 
Nietzsche considers language primarily as  an aesthetic phenomenon. 
Hetaphors becose 'hard1 and 'fixed1 in reaning fro8 long usage and can 
become ins t i  tuionalized just as  individual experience can. Stern finds that 
Nietzsche seems to have l i t t l e  t i # e  for single discrete insights or feats  
of human endeavour 'he alvays favours the unique against iepet i t ion,  genius 
2 
against justice' and assigns t o  aesthetic act ivi ty  a central role  in  human 
experience: 'his understanding of i t  as a mode of experience which, more 
than any other mode, escapes the sphere of association and l ives  by the 
9 
d 
appearance of uniqueness. ' 
The person who epitomizes th i s ,  says Stern, i s  not Goethe but Rilke 
'ONCE, each thing but ONCE. ONCE and no wore. And ve also are  ONCE. 
4 
Never again.,.' Wietzsihefs rejection of the sphere of association 
i s  cr i t ic ized by Stern and seen by him as a German tradition vhich can be 
traced back t o  Luther and beyond. 
Our real experiences, Nietzsche believed, cannot be communicated 
with words: 
... Whatever ve have words for, we have already outgrovn. In a l l  
talk there i s  a grain of contempt. Language, i t  seems, has been 
invented only for the average, for the middling and cormunicable. 
Language vu!garizes the speaker. 5 
1, J.?.Stern, 'Nietzsche and the idea of metaphorf,in 
t4le&u4$eihagwy y d  h u g h &  ed. Halcol m Pasley, Bet huen, 
London, l97E.p.7:. 
2. 3. and 4. Ibid.,p.73. 
Yet, he had a passion for writing. Perhaps he should have been a painter 
for a r t  can also be seen a s  metaphor, Eetaphors, Nietzscbe thinks, are  
perhaps a s  near as we can get t o  an ideal vord-free vorld. In the vorld we 
have, the a r t i s t  i s  suprere 'Art i s  then neither esoteric and rarginal,  nor 
in any way dispensable, but becomes the human ac t iv i ty  PAR EXCELLENCE: i t  
1 
IS creative existence.' 
Our existence appears t o  be just i f ied by aesthetic experience and 
expression. Heaning i s  imprinted on the world b y  man-made metaphors. 
Nietzsche has suggested "the existence of a hostile universe of silence 
before and beyond language within which the l i t t l e  human vorld of language 
2 
i s  an oasis of l i f e ,  of comfort and sustenance, but not of truth.' Language 
then aerely enables us t o  cope with living in the vorld, i t  is not t ruly 
part of i t .  
Ian can only experience harmony vith the world in the act of 
creation. The a r t i s t  i s  nevertheless aware of the metaphorical and 'lying' 
nature of a l l  his productions. This i s  what Nietzsihe c a l l s  the divine 
comedy of life--living and suffering with the scenes or shadovs of l i f e .  
For Nietzsche l i f e  i s  never a concept but a vision, a retaphor: 'The metap- 
3 
hysics of metaphor i s  a sasple and para dig^ of the metaphysics of being.' 
Life i s  seen by Nietzsche as  a gar~e, a sport [We are  as  vanton f l i e s  
to  the Gods ?I His ideas have been c r i t i c i sed  and he i s  seen as. indulgent 
in metaphor-mindedness. Cri t ics  t ry  t o  demythologise him says Stern and 
others see him as a poet. Stern sees him as  using "a mode of vriting 
1. J.P.Stern,'Nietzsche and the idea of aetaphorl, in Nigtzs~hgl  
Imaqewy pgg Rguqht ed. !aliolm Pasley, lethuenlLondon,i?7S.p.75. 
--- 
2. Ibid,,p.76. 
somewhere between the individualism and concern with particulars which is 
the language area of fiction and poetry, and conceptual generaiities and 
abstractions which rakeup the language area of traditional Kantian and 
1 
post-Kant ian philosophy. " T h e  metaphor that  he uses for language that of 
currency or coinage ' i s  intended as  an intermediary between two modes of 
thinking and writing, as  a pattern which determines neither a narrative 
l ine  nor a piece of philosophical poetry or 'Begriffsdichtungl but a 
2 
philosophical argument."It i s  neither poetry nor prose nor aphorism b u t  a 
middle rode which Stern c a l l s  'literary-philosophical' to  preserve "the 
dynamic, unsteady, the irregular and above a l l  the individualized nature of 
3 
l i fe . '  
Nietzsche therefore created a s ty le  of h i s  own as i f  he refused to 
acknowledge any order, ru!es or laws because in rea l i ty  there are  none. As 
Stern says Yanguage, metaphor and thought are  related to the real world 
4 
as patterns and paradigms of our b e i n g k n d  dietzsche challenges the 
divisions we fiake so a r t i f i c i a l l y  between science and imagination, between 
'concept and 'metaphor', ?abstractp and 'concrete'. For hir  philosophy and 
l i t e ra ture  intertwine, The fragrentation of knowledge, says Stern, Yarx, 
Carlyle and Fathew Arnold also saw as  one of the chief blights of Western 
civi l isat ion.  1 believe they would now also consider them one of the 
greatest blights in education where the various disciplines find i t  d i f f i cu l t  
t o  cormunicate with each other. 
1. J.P.Stern, 'Nietrsc9e and the idea of metaphor', inNietzKcbel 
Imagery h g q h t e d ,  !!alcola Pasley, Fethuen,London, l97E.p. 79, --- 
2. Ibid.,p.79. 
Ted Cohen sees that  a t t i tudes t o  metaphor have changed part icular ly 
since lax Black's seminal work, arguing a s  we have seen for their  'cognitive' 
s t a tus ,  To prove whether metaphors do contribute t o  meaning Cohen considers 
that  we have t o  explore and understand how metaphors are made and responded 
t o  and whether they are  r a t t e r s  of reaning, For h i s  own part he is content 
t o  consider what use they are and he is led to  believe that they are 
peculiarly crystal!ized works of a r t  which achieve intimacy. 
Even though there can be intimacy in the litera! use o! language 
sowetiaes we wish to share a "cooperative act of comprehension ... sorething 
2 
more than a routine act of understanding."?ktaphors create wore than 
basic comwunication, they offer a sense of community. Like jokes and jargon 
they create a sense of comradeship, 'for a figurative use can be inaccessible 
t o  a!l but those who share information about one another's knowledge, 
bel iefs ,  intentions and attitudes. I think the community can be as smal! as 
you l ike,  even a so l i t a ry  pair ... surely the self-dialogue of the sou! i s  
3 
often figurative.' 
Cohen concludes that "There can be no effective procedures for 
4 
dealing with metaphors"n0 routine method, for one must detect them as one 
does jokes and unravel them as they come. One must not presume however 
that such intinacy is always desirable for i t  can be generated as he says 
for ral ic ious purposes. The m e !  joke is one example but propaganda and 
advertising also exploit the power of metaphor, 
I. Ted Cohen,Metaphor and the Cultivation of Intimacy,in uq fle'la~hgr, 
e l .  Sheldon Sacks, The University of Chicago Press, Cticago, 
1979, p . 4 .  
Susanne Langer in her study of the symbolism of reason, r i t e  and a r t  
seem to favour a theory of language origin which re la tes  t o  how sound 
became symbolic, particularly t o  one advanced by J. Donovan, that  the voice 
was used l ike  a musical instruaent which played with rhythm and patterns of 
sound enjoyed particularly in early dance and r i tual  r i t es .  His theory is 
interesting because it advances the idea that the original use of language 
1 
consisted in 'NAMING, FIXATING, CONCEIVING objects' and the communicative 
use of words is a secondary application of something already developed at  
a deeper psychological level.  Langer favours t h i s  idea because ' i t  suggests 
the very early, very primitive operation of YETAPHOR in the evolution of 
2 
s p e e c h , " f o r  to  her mind the nature of aetaphor cannot be understood 
without a symbolistic rather than a s ignal is t ic  view of language. 
Literal language she describes as  'a s t i f f  and conventional aedium, unadapt~d 
t o  the expression of geouinely new ideas, which usually break in upon the 
3 
mind through some great and bewildering metaphor. "he strength of 
metaphor i s  i t s  generality, a vita! 7rinciple of language and perhaps a l l  
symbolism. Our language i s  of course full  of now 'faded' metaphors and 
4 
"only the novel predication can be metaphorical," 
Metaphor i s  our most s t r iking evidence of ABSTRACTIVE SEEING, of 
the power of human minds t o  use presentational symbols. Every new 
experience, or new idea about things evokes f i r s t  of a l l  sore 
metaphorical expression., ..The use of wetaphor can hardly be called 
a conscious device. I t  is the power whereby Ianguage, even with a 
very seal1 vocabulary, manages to  embrace a mult imillion things; 
whereby new words are born and merely analogical meanings become 
stereotyped into l i t e r a l  definitions.. . 
1. Susanne K. Langer,PhilMsg$y in p bey ky,Harvard University 
Press,Caabridge,Yassachusetts, U.S.A., 194?,p.132. 
One might say that ,  if r i tua l  is the cradle of language, metaphor 
is the  law of i t s  l i f e .  I t  i s  the force that  makes i t  esent ial ly  
RELATIONAL, intel lectual ,  forever showing up new, abstractable FURUS 
in rea l i ty ,  forever laying down a deposit of old, abstracted concepts 
in an increasing treasure of general words.1 
Every word has a history says Langer and Vygotsky who speaks of language 
and speech as  a psychological tool also says that ,  l i k e  the genetically 
differentiated layers in human behaviour a concept may have different roles  
depending which layer is activated. He found that word meanings are dynamic 
rather than s t a t i c  formations, and that thought and word are not cut fro8 
one pattern "The structure of speech does not simply mirror the structure o! 
thought; that  i s  vhy words cannot be put on by thought l ike a ready-made 
2 
 garment."^ understand another's speech i t  i s  not sufficient t o  under- 
stand his words we must understand his  thought and also his motivation. 
This i s  the point Cohen makes about understanding metaphors. Vygotsky 
concludes from his research into the relation between thought and speech 
that: 
Thought and speech turn out t o  be the key t o  the nature of human 
consciousness...Consciousness i s  reflected in a word as the sun in a 
drop of water. A word relates  t o  consciousness as  a living ce l l  
re lates  t o  a vhole organisa, as  an atom re la tes  t o  the universe. A 
word i s  a microcosm of human consciousness.3 
A setaphor as  we have seen can be constructed from one word or many. The 
origin of Ianguage i s  s t i l !  in dispute but what ve know of the nature of 
metaphor, even if i t  i s  almost impossible to  define, i s  obviously s ignif i iant ,  
for we are  wetaphor-makers moulded in part by the metaphors of those uho 
have gone before us, 
1. Susanne K. Langer ,PhiWgsghy in a New hy,Harvard University 
Press,Canbridge,!assachusetts, U.S. A , ,  i942, p. 141. 
2. Lev Vygotsky,Vmgqht and Laqgguqe,lIT Press, Cambr idge, 
Massachusetts, 1987, 2:9. 
CHAPTER I1 
HETAPHOR AS LITERARY DEVICE 
The poet by his conscious use of metaphor, is actively engaged in a 
'stretching1 process whereby new areas of reality are constantly 
enclosed in the language, new dimensions of experience recorded, and 
made available uithin its confines. 1 
Terence Hawkes gives a clear overview of metaphor in literature. 
From an explanation of the original meaning of the word !ETA meaning 'over' 
and PHEREIN 'to carry', to a realisation that the very notion of metaphor 
'itsel f is shaped at any given tine by linguistic and social pressures, as 
2 
well as by its own history: it has no pristine f o r m . ~ u i n t i l i a n ,  he 
thinks, summarises the classical attitude to metaphor as something to be 
used on appropriate occasions, to achieve the 'sublime'. This is the 
legacy inherited by writers since. 
Where Aristotle had simply isolated metaphor and distinguished four 
types of it ... Quintilian and others seemed to REDUCE metaphor to 
one of a group of tropes which themselves form part of the merely 
decorative category of figures of Speech. As such, it has no real 
claim to positive 'meaning' in its own right, since it works 
negatively by subverting the proper meanings of words.3 
Consequently some have considered that we could well do without metaphor. 
1. Terence Hawkes,&dp~hm, Hethuen,London, 1972,p.63. 
3. Ibid. ,p. l 4  
To the  Chr is t ian  mediaeval soc ie ty  t he  wor ld appeared, says Hawkes, 
l i k e  a book wr i t t en  by 6od and the  world was f u l l  o f  His metaphors. The 
poetls task was not t o  express h i s  own view o f  the  world but t o  discover 
6od1s meaning. And by t h e  t ime o f  Donne poets looked f o r  order i n  t he  
wor ld not t o  express personal responses t o  i t . So 'The seventeenth century 
poet.. .constructs h i s  metaphor from 'publ ic1 elements w i t h  'established1 
1 
ranges o f  re lat ionships. '  To us they may seer ra ther  a r t i f i c i a l ,  but  
they act, says Hawkes, as an 'ordering1 imposed on nature. 'Elizabethan 
2 
metaphors speak, and they ask f o r  a response' as i f  t o  draw t h e i r  
audience i n t o  completing t he  metaphor. One i n f l u e n t i a l  vo ice  a t  t h i s  t ime 
was tha t  o f  Raaus who def ined metaphor i n  terms o f  a log ic .  To the  Rar is t  
3 
metaphors are arguments. Th is  fu r ther  emphasised the a d d i t i v e  or a r t i f i c i a l  
aspect o f  metaphor. An e f f e c t  o f  t h i s  i n f l uence  i t  i s  now thought, was t o  
c reate  a d i v i s i o n  between speech and the v r i t t e n  word g i v i n g  a superior 
s ta tus  t o  the  l a t t e r .  ' 
Not su rp r i s i ng l y  t h e  Pur i tans  favoured what was c a l l e d  P l a i n  Style. 
Pletaphor, i f  used, vas f o r  a r h e t o r i c a l  purpose ra ther  than a semantic one. 
The not ion  o f  metaphor as ornament i s  a r e s u l t  o f  such a t t i t udes .  The 
search f o r  c l a r i t y  a l so  meant a l oss  o f  the mu l t i - l eve l  na ture  o f  reaning 
i n  language. This search fo r  p l a i n  c lear  language vas g iven the  b less ing 
o f  the  Royal Society. So t h a t  by the t ime ve come t o  Johnson's d i c t i ona ry  
d e f i n i t i o n  says Hawkes the re  i s  a sense o f  metaphor being an ABUSE o f  
language. 
1. Terence Hawkes, klaphgr, llethuen, London, 1912, p. 19. 
2. Ibid.,p.22. 
I t  was the Romantics vho re jec ted  t h i s  c l a s s i c a l  view o f  metaphor 
and could f i n d  some j u s t i f i c a t i o n  i n  Platols no t i on  o f  organic un i ty .  I t  
i s  important t o  understand, Havkes stresses, t ha t  'the Rorantic no t i on  o f  t he  
imaginat ion es tab l ishes and stresses t h a t  facul  ty ls  CONNECTIVE power, and 
s e t s  i t  against  the  DIVISIVE character o f  another f a c u l t y  sometimes termed 
the Reason, but which fo r  convenience r a y  be thought o f  as a f a c u l t y  o f  
1 
d iscurs ive  analysis. '  So for  them the  d i f f e rence  betveen P la to  and 
A r i s t o t l e  could be s i m p l i f i e d  as t he  d i f f e rence  between Imagination and 
Reason, and 'It f o l l o v s  t h a t  Imagination w i l l  embody i t s e l f  i n  man's d i s t i n c t i v e  
2 
feature o f  language i n  t h e  form of  metaphor.' She l ley  thought a l l  language 
' v i t a l l y  metaphorical1 and that  ve had a l l  been poet ic  o r i g i n a l l y  and now 
the  poet 
... marks the before unapprehended r e l a t i o n s  o f  t h i ngs  and perpetuates 
t h e i r  apprehension u n t i l  t he  vords vhich represent them become, 
through time, s igns  fo r  po r t i ons  or c lasses o f  thoughts instead o f  
p i c tu res  o f  i n t e g r a l  thoughts.3 
Vico i n  I t a l y  had a lso  sa id  t h a t  p r i m i t i v e  ran  possessed an i n s t i n c t i v e  
'poet ic1 visdom "hich evolved through metaphors, symbols and myths tovards 
4 
modern abst rac t  and a n a l y t i c a l  modes o f  thought.' He sav the developrent 
o f  ch i l d ren  as a m i r ro r  o f  what had happened t o  us w i t h  language, and 
bel ieved tha t  myths vere not ' l i e s 1  but 'poetic HETAPHORICAL responses t o  
5 
t he  world on the p a r t  o f  wholly responsible people.' Retaphor there- 
fo re  i s  not merely f a n c i f u l  but  a vay o f  experiencing r e a l i t y .  
Wordsvorth i n  the  same Rorant ic node as Shel ley a lso  sought f o r  
metaphors vh ich  vould aost n a t u r a l l y  express h i s  v i s i o n  o f  the  vor ld.  He 
1. Terence t!avkes,Ij~d~~~hy, Hethuen,London, 1972,p.36. 
3. and 4. Ibid.,p,3B. 
saw no essent ial  d i f ference between the language of  prose and that o f  
poetry. So now we see a move away from the idea that metaphor i s  an 
ornament t o  be applied t o  language. Likewise Coleridge sought t o  estab l ish 
the l i n k  between imagination and language. To him says Hawkes the mind was 
'an active, se l  f-forming, se l  f - rea l i z ing  system' and imagination played the 
aost important part  i n  i t s  work, so tha t  'the process, whereby words construct 
a ' rea l i t y1  from within themselves, and impose t h i s  on the world i n  which 
1 
we l i ve ,  i s  a process of metaphor.' He even went so far as t o  say that  
language i s  the 'armoury o f  the human mind' containing the 'weapons o f  i t s  
2 
fu ture conquests.' I.A. Richards said o f  him 'With Coleridge we step 
across the threshold of  a general theoret ica l  study of language capable o f  
3 
opening t o  us new powers over our minds.' We r i g h t  say the same of  
Richards himself for most wr i ters  on metaphor acknowledge a debt t o  him as 
one of  the f i r s t  to analyse metaphor meaningfully with h i s  context theory of 
meaning. 
I n  1936 Richards gave a series of  lectures on Rhetoric which he 
ca l led 'a tangled subject1. These lectures are now h i s  book I$! Pht~losophy 
of f jtwtoric. He begins and ends i t  with an in junct ion that  
4 
'Rhetoric.. .should be a study of misunderstanding and i t s  remedies,' Bad 
w r i t i n g  he says spreads fa lse ideas but i s  good wr i t ing necessarily p l a i n  
or simple? He believes not. A study o f  words i n  i so la t ion  i s  not f r u i t f u l  
e i ther ,  for a chief cause o f  nisunderstanding i s  he thinks 'The Proper leaning 
1. Terence ~aukes,~~k~~hh~, Hethuen and Co.Ltd., 1972, 
p.47. 
4. I . A .  Richards,PhiWgsop$y of fj$ekg&ig, Oxford Universi ty Press, 
New York, 1936, p.3. 
1 
Supers t i t ion '  or common b e l i e f ,  supported by t he  t r a d i t i o n a l  textbooks, 
t h a t  a word has a meaning o f  i t s  own. To study merely t he  words o f  a 
discourse i s  t o  misunderstand i t s  composit ion i n  toto... 
We have t o  s h i f t  the focus o f  our ana lys is  and attempt a deeper 
and much more minute grasp o f  t h e  STRUCTURES [my emphasisl o f  t h e  
smal lest  discussable u n i t s  o f  meaning and the ways i n  which these 
vary as they are put w i t h  other uni ts.2 
Because words change meanings over t ime and i n  d i f f e r e n t  contex ts  
Richards be l ieves that  a theory  o f  language may have something t o  l e a r n  
from the no t i on  o f  ' s t a b i l i t i e s '  i n  physics 'But much closer analogies are  
3 
poss ib le  w i  t h  some o f  the PATTERNS t r y  emphasisl o f  b io logy'  and i t s  
theory o f  in terpre ta t ion .  
Some t r a d i t i o n a l  mistakes causing confusion, according t o  Richards, 
have been the  opposi t ion between form and content and between matter and 
form. For, he says, language i s  not a dress which thoughts put on 'we 
s h a l l  do be t te r  t o  th ink  o f  meaning as though i t  were a p l a n t  t h a t  has grown 
--not a can that  has been f i l l e d  or a lump o f  c lay  t h a t  has been 
4 
moulded.' (Croce i s  c i t e d  as an example o f  a perpet ra tor ) .  Even worse he 
th inks  are  oversimple mechanical analogies such as Associationism which 
doesn't go fa r  enough, f o r  "Language and Thought are not ... one and the 
5 
same. '. . . 'Thought i s  accessible t o  study l a r g e l y  THROUGH language. * 
1. I. A. Richards, I$! P h i l o s g h y  pf ghgttwrjg, Oxford Un i ve rs i t y  
Press, Hew York, 1936, p.3. 
2. Ibid., p.9. 
4. Ibid.,p.lZ.Siailar metaphors are o f t en  appl ied t o  children.See Ch.IV 
t h i s  text .  
Rhetoric i n  the olden days as ve have already seen vas concerned 
mainly v i t h  s k i l l s  of dispute but persuasion i s  only one possible aim of 
discourse. Richards asks us t o  consider two problems, the functions o f  
language and the re la t ionship betveen things and names, vhich leads us 
inev i tab ly  t o  considering the or ig ins o f  thought. I t i s  i n  our nature he 
1 
says that  've are things pecul iar ly  expressive of other things.' We 
respond t o  s t imul i ,  for example, loud music, not merely phys ica l ly  but v i t h  
experience also. He asks: 'Do ve ever respond t o  a st imulus i n  a way vhich 
i s  not influenced by the other things that  happened t o  us vhen more or less 
2 
s i a i l a r  s t imu l i  struck us i n  the past?' This factor has t o  have relevance 
t o  our react ion t o  metaphors or any language t o  vhich ve react v i t h  our 
whole person. 
Richards says i f  we t r y  t o  t race meanings we go back and back i n  
3 
time, for 'meanings grov out o f  one another much as an organism grows.' We 
do not merely have sensations but perceptions also from the past as wel l  
as the present. Which leads h i r  t o  a major statement that: 'All th ink ing 
4 
from the lovest t o  the highest--vhatever else i t  may be--is sorting.' 
He bel ieves that a lack o f  awareness o f  t h i s  factor l ed  t o  the developnent 
o f  Nominalist, Realist, and Conceptual controversies o f  the eighteenth century 
about the o r ig ins  of  abstract ideas and t h e i r  nature. Richards1 theorem i s  
that : 'meanings from the very beginning have a pr imordial  general i ty and 
1. I. A. Richards,PhilWgsgehy gf l?hgtgr~g,Oxford Universi ty Press, 
New Y0rk~l936.p.29. 
3. Ibid. ,p.30. This 'grovth' metaphor dominates the l i t e r a t u r e  on 
education. 
4.Ibid.,p.30. This re la tes also t o  the importance o f  patterns. 
1 
abstractness.' Thus the l o w l i e s t  organism i f  i t  learns  a t  a l l  from 
i t s  past , i s  a conceptual th inker.*  
The theorem holds t h a t  we BEGIN wi th  t he  general abstract  anything, 
s p l i t  it, as the world nakes us, i n t o  s o r t s  and then a r r i v e  a t  
concrete p a r t i c u l a r s  by the  over lapping or  common membership of  
these sor ts .  2 
fleaning, t o  Richards then i s  'DELEGATED EFFICACY, t ha t  desc r i p t i on  app l ies  
above a l l  t o  the meaning o f  words, whose v i r t u e  i s  t o  be subs t i t u tes  
exe r t i ng  t he  powers o f  what i s  not there. They do t h i s  as other s igns  do i t ,  
3 
though i n  more corplex fashions, through t h e i r  contexts.' One can see how 
t h i s  i s  pe r t i nen t  t o  metaphor also. 
'Context' i s  a f am i l i a r  l i t e r a r y  t e r r  and can be extended he says 
t o  inc lude t h e  circumstances i n  which anything was w r i t t e n  and said--or t o  
the  period, as for  example the Shakespearean age--but f o r  t h i s  p a r t i c u l a r  
purpose i t  i s  none o f  these but nore p a r t i c u l a r l y  'given condi t ions1 as we 
would have i n  any cause and e f f e c t  s i tuat ion-- i .e.  we say under ce r ta in  
condi t ions,  o f  tuo events, i f  one happens then the other does, or v i c e  
4 
versa. Richards' theory o f  reaning i s  a causal theory o f  meaning: 
The nodes of causal theory on which meaning depends are  pecu l i a r  
through delegated ef f icacy. ,  . I n  these contex ts  one i tem - - t yp i ca l l y  a 
word--takes over the  du t i es  o f  pa r t s  which can then be omit ted from the  
recurrence. There i s  thus an abr idgerent o f  the context on ly  shown i n  
t he  behaviour o f  l i v i n g  things, and aost ex tens ive ly  and d r a s t i c a l l y  shown 
by ran. When t h i s  abridgement happens, what the  s ign or word--the i t e n  
1. I.A.Richards, I!! F'hj'gsoehy of !Vwttw~~g.Oxford Un ive rs i t y  
Press,New York 1936,p.31. 
* The a b i l i t y  o f  even the  smallest organisms t o  l ea rn  i s  i l l u s t r a t e d  
by t h e  body's immune system defence against invading germs. 
See I jh! nay 23,1988. 
2. I b i d .  ,p.3l. 
v i t h  these delegated powers--means i s  the missing part  o f  the 
context. 1 
No one knows exact ly how t h i s  happens, how a s ign evolves from an 
o r i g i n a l  cause and condition. t One might c a l l  i t  a theory o f  ' i nv i s ib le '  
context.1 If we d id  know, Richards says we would come nearer t o  
understanding the nature o f  l i f e  i t s e l f .  I n  summary then 'what a word 
means i s  the missing par ts  o f  the contexts from which i t  draws i t s  
2 
delegated efficacy. ' Heanings come from 'sor tings, recognitions, l oss  o f  
3 
response, recurrences o f  l i k e  behaviours.' He goes so far as t o  say 
4 
tha t  *Things...are instances o f  laws.' They evolve over time or as Bradley 
t o  whom he refers, says, 'association marries only universals, and out o f  
these laws, these recurrent l ikenesses of  behaviour, i n  our minds and i n  
the world-not out o f  revived dupl icates of  ind iv idual  past impressions-- 
5 
the fabr ic  o f  our ~eanings, which i s  the world, i s  composed.' 
!leanings develop then over time. To appreciate t h i s  one only has t o  
r e f l e c t  on how a current 'new1 word i s  changing s l i g h t l y  every day. The 
acronym AIDS for acquired immune def ic iency syndrome has become, i n  a 
r e l a t i v e l y  short time, a word synonymous not only v i t h  a medical condi t ion 
but l inked t o  a l l  kinds of  publ ic fear and prejudice. The acronym has become 
the disease i t s e l f  and a soc ia l  or rather ant isoc ia l  one a t  that. So much so 
tha t  I doubt at the moment i f  one could read the word aids such as i n  
'v isual aids1 without associating t h i s  with the other AIDS even though 
1.1. A. Richards,Phjl%ogoehy of h & ~ ~ j c , O x f o r d  Univers i ty  Press, 
New York, l936.p.34. 
3. Ibid. ,p.36. 
there i s  no normal connection and however absurd t h i s  nay seem on 
ref lect ion.  I n  time i t  nay become a label  for a period of  medical h i s to ry  i n  
the same way that  we refer  t o  the Black Death. I n  terms o f  'contextF then 
t h i s  'new' word as i t  has become i s  pecul iar t o  our time, has entered general 
vocabulary ext raord inar i ly  fast  because i t  has an emotive context as wel l  as 
medical. Nevertheless the term w i l l  mean d i f fe ren t  th ings t o  d i f fe ren t  
people depending on t h e i r  medical knowledge, the i r  experience of  people with 
or l i k e l y  t o  get the disease etc. What each person understands by the term I 
depends on personal context as wel l  as the publ ic one. A d e f i n i t i o n  o f  the 
word can never include a l l  o f  onef$ personal meaning or the meaning of  i t  as 
used a t  any one par t icu lar  time--even whi le i t  i s  newly coined i t  i s  evolving 
i n  meaning, i n  reference--in contexts. This i s  how I in te rp re t  Richardsf 
descript ion of  meaning context. 
RichardsF theorem discourages us f r o 1  t rea t ing  any passage as having 
only one possible meaning: 'This theorem.. .regards a1 1 discourse-outside the 
techn ica l i t i es  o f  science as over-determined, as having m u l t i p l i c i t y  o f  
1 
neaning. ' An awareness o f  t h i s  he says could even help people t o  s e t t l e  
controversies, as these normally exp lo i t  misunderstandings:' The context 
theory of  meaning w i l l  make us expect ambiguity t o  the widest extent and of 
2 
the subt lest kinds nearly everywhere.' Classical Rhetoric would have 
considered t h i s  a fau l t ,  but as Richards sees i t  t h i s  i s  the source of  i t s  
potent ia l  power and only i n  very l i m i t e d  s i tua t ions  can language be 
neutral. 
We discover by the study of rhe to r i c  that 'the world so far from 
1.1. A. Richards, I h e  Philosoehy of Ih~?y~~,Oxford Universi ty Press 
New Y0rk~1936.p.39. 
2. Ib id .  ,p.4O. 
being a s o l i d  matter o f  fact - - is  rather a fabr ic  o f  con~en t ions~uh ich  for 
1 
obscure reasons i t  has su i ted us i n  the past t o  manufacture and support.' 
Richards says that ue have tended since the seventeenth century ' to  take 
r i g i d  discourse as the norm and impose i t s  standards on the res t  o f  
speech. At the other end of  the scale i n  poetry the v i r t u e  of  words i s  ' to 
have no f ixed and se t t l ed  meanings separate from those of the other words 
2 
they occur uith.' What ue have i n  an utterance he claims, i s  'not one 
3 
aeaning but a HDVEHENT among meanings.' There i s  progressive movement i n  
the l o g i c a l  progression o f  any sentence but what he i s  suggesting i s  that 
meaning grows as ue extend our appreciation o f  e.g, sone l i nes  from 
Shakespeare and ' in  the extreme case i t  w i l l  go on roving as long as we 
4 
have fresh w i t s  t o  study it.' 
To re tu rn  to  poetry. Where does one f i n d  the 'meanings1? Cer ta in ly  
not i n  any book--they have t o  come from us--there are no f ixed meanings. 
I n  prose, uhich i s  more akin t o  the  s c i e n t i f i c  or r i g id ,  one has t o  
wait fo r  the sense. As Richards points out, the v i r tues  of prose s t y l e  core 
from s k i l l  i n  combining various language functions, such as those uhich might 
be indicated by voice tone and intonation. As a consequence the words ue use t o  
judge language i n  a l i t e r a r y  context are rather mysterious e.g. 
harnony, grace, tone, rhythm, texture, etc.  
A uord has no i n t r i n s i c  worth, goodness or badness, nor can i t  be con- 
sidered correct  or incorrect, and i t  i s  for t h i s  reason that he c r i t i c i z e s  
1. 1. A. Richards,jhe fhjlo2oehy of ~hgth~j~,Oxford Universi ty Press, 
New York, 1936.P.41. 
4. Ib id .  ,p.49 
the doctr ine o f  Good Usage and textbooks purveying t h i s  idea, even though 
they suggest tha t  usage i s  based on the pract ices of  the best wr i te rs  and 
speakers, for  who can ob ject ive ly  decide on these. He admits tha t  common 
usage demands some degree of conformity i n  word in terpretat ion but t h i s  i n  
no way f i xes  word reanings for  ever. Wordsworth apparently had t h i s  same 
problem wi th  people who confused the  poet ic product with the poet ic 
process, and expected poetry t o  conform t o  s ty les  and standards of previous 
authors. Richards says meanings are ' resultants we a r r i ve  at only through 
the in terp lay of the in te rp re ta t i ve  p o s s i b i l i t i e s  o f  the whole 
utterance.. .we have t o  guess them and we guess them much better vhen we 
1 
r e a l i s e  we are guessing. ..' He n ight  have approved of  modern teachers 
o f  reading who have learnt t o  appreciate the importance of  guessing. What 
Richards i s  emphasising i s  probably what sakes language such an a t t r a c t i v e  
study because i t  i s  dynamic, creat ive, innovative, pecul iar t o  mankind and 
in te rp re ta t i ve  of  times, moods, dreams etc. 
Because words sometimes sound akin t o  that which they are describing 
i t  has often been imagined that  t h i s  i s  a possible basis o f  t h e i r  
or ig in .  Richards discounts t h i s  theory. What l i n k s  words, he says, i s  very 
o f ten t h e i r  common rorphemes and "the existence of  a group of  vords 
wi th  a common morpheme (as e.g.flash, f lare, flame, f l i cke r  etc.) has an 
inf luence on the formation o f  other words, and on the pronunciation o f  
2 
other words--assimilating them t o  the group.' The sound i n  i t s e l f  i s  
v i r t u a l l y  meaningless and the context theorem of  meaning u i l l  help us t o  
avoid assumptions and false be l ie fs .  A r i s to t le  also said that  there can be 
1. I.A. Richards,I$e Wlosoehy of Rhetoric,Oxford Univers i ty  
Press, New York, 1936.p.55 
2. Ibid. ,p.59. 
no natura l  connection between the sounds of  any language and the thing 
s ign i f ied.  Richards takes note also of  the fact  that 'The reaning of  a 
word on some occasions i s  qu i te  as much i n  what i t  keeps out, or a t  a 
1 
distance, as i n  what i t  br ings in.' To use the language as a uhole or i n  
a masterly way would he claims be t o  use i t  as Shakespeare uses i t  but not as 
technical discourse does. 
To examine a word i n  i so la t ion  i s  t o  have no appreciat ion o f  i t s  
r e a l  value--behind i t  i s  a wealth o f  history, meaning and interconnections 
wi th  other words and other meanings; so we begin by analysing i t  not as a 
s ing le  u n i t  but as par t  o f  the sentence or utterance i n  which i t  
occurs. Richards seems t o  me t o  be saying that  t o  examine words i n  i so la t ion  
i s  l i k e  t r y ing  to  understand a complex organism merely by sc ru t in i z ing  a 
sample o f  i t s  t issue under a microscope. Much can be learnt  from t h i s  but 
i t  gives l i t t l e  idea o f  the uhole. His view would nowadays probably be 
label led a h o l i s t i c  approach. I t  i s  not d i f f i c u l t  t o  accept i t  i f  we re la te  
i t  t o  music and the way a s ing le  note makes harrony wi th  others and 
l ikewise a colour i s  only s ign i f i can t  i n  r e l a t i o n  t o  the whole range of 
colours or those near t o  i t :  'Everywhere i n  perception we see t h i s  
2 
interanimation.' The more we focus narrowly the more we lose s ight  o f  t h i s  
interrelatedness o f  words. Richards i s  adamant that  'the view that 
meanings belong t o  words i n  the i r  own right--and the more sophisticated 
views which have the same effect--are a branch of  sorcery, a r e l i c  of the 
2 
magical theory of  names.' He believes that  obsessive 'naringl as i n  'many 
1. I.A. Richards,I& Phj igsge~y of lWtWyjg,Oxford Univers i ty  
Press, New York, 1936.p.63 
schools of study is what hinders their  progress. This desire for fixed 
meanings 'leads us to  think that a sh i f t  of meaning is a flaw of discourse, 
1 
a regrettable accident, instead of a virtue'  but outside the technical 
languages of the sciences such a re  not possible. We must assume then, if 
we are t o  follow Richard's thinking, that words have a l i f e  of their  
own t o  l i v e  and even though they are  our servants we do not own them. What 
we have t o  do he says is to learn t o  follow and interpret s h i f t s  in 
meaning. ' They recur in the same forms with different words; they have 
similar plans and common PATTERNS [my emphasis1 which experience enables us 
2 
t o  observe and obey in practice.' [Who is master and servant here?] 
Richards believes that 'A new era of human understanding and cooperation 
in thinking would be at  hand' i f  only we would take 'systematic cognizance 
3 
of even a small part of the s h i f t s  we f leet ingly observe'. This might 
seen an incredible claim but if i t  i s  t rue  then he is saying that many of 
our problems come simply from r ig id i ty  in  thinking based on the belief in 
fixed word meanings or what he c a l l s  the 'Proper Heaning Superstition1 and 
i t  i s  of course with abstract words that we have the most d i f f i cu l ty  but if 
we can master abstract word s h i f t s  'thereby we ray better find out what we 
4 
and others a re  thinking.' Wiiters he says often have their greatest 
successes by 'making a single phrase pull with or against large ranges of 
5 
language. ' 
1. 1.A.Richards ,Philosoehy 
New York, 1936, p.72. 
2. Ibid., p.73. 
3. Ibid., p.73. 
4. Ibid.,p.74. 
5. Ibid.,p.75. 
of Rhetoric, Oxford University Press, 
Our language grows faster and faster  and new words create problems 
in pronunciation, and even in t h i s  convention dominates. Deviations from 
custom are frowned upon because there is a large degree of 'social or snob 
3 
control' in language and 'one of the tasks of improved Rhetoric is t o  
question i t ,  whether i t  concerns pronunciation or matters of meaning and 
4 
interpretation.' In Shakespeare's day he believes there was l e s s  of t h i s  
snobbery but since the seventeenth century i t  has increased and become a 
aeasure of c lass  and s tatus .  This preoccupation wi th 'correctness' has 
created what he c a l l s  a 'Club Spi r i t '  and has become the obsession of 
gralmar book merchants. At the same time a real sense of culture has been 
lost.  So v i ta l  i s  t h i s  appreciation that he would be happy to see i t  
5 
become the central discipline of education. I t  is for t h i s  reason that I 
feel sympathetic to h i s  cause. There i s  def ini te ly a need at  some level of 
schooling not for traditional grammar study but for courses which give 
young people an understanding not only of their  own language but a lso an 
appreciation of others. 
Richard's analysis of metaphor begins with Aris tot lefs  definition 
which t o  my mind he misinterprets s l ight ly.  He says that  there a re  three 
assuaptions which have rarred our thinking since his time. One--that the 
a b i l i t y  t o  create metaphor i s  a g i f t  only some have. Two--it cannot be 
imparted t o  another. Three--It i s  something exceptional or a deviation 
from the norm. What I believe Aris tot le  is saying, i s  about metaphor, not 
1. I. A. Richards,PhlWgsohy of W t g r j c ,  Oxford University Press, 
Mew York, 1936.p.74. 
2. Ibid., p.75. 
3. and4. Ibid., p.78. 
5. Ibid., p.86. 
about metaphor-making. I t  i s  a self-taught process perhaps from experience. 
One cannot be taught a metaphor because i t  has t o  come new-ainted as i t  
were from the mind. One can only be shown types of  metaphors [models o f  
metaphors?l how t o  recognise a metaphor and be taught how they seer t o  be 
constructed and work. We cannot invent metaphors for someone e lse no more 
than we can compose music or poetry for another person. Even i n  advertising, 
copywriting or ghost-writ ing where metaphor i s  sold for publ ic  use, i t  belongs 
even i f  only for a short t i r e  t o  i t s  inventor j us t  as a pa in t ing  i s  the 
'property' o f  i t s  painter whereas a business l e t t e r  for example i s  hardly 
personal property i n  the same sense. This i s  a d i f f i c u l t  area t o  define i n  
the sane way that one can doubt whether one teaches ch i ldren t o  be poet ical ,  
ausical or a r t i s t i c  by t r a i n i n g  and teaching or how much i s  one only 
modifying what i s  essent ia l ly  innate, I t  i s  possible that  there are people 
who have never wri t ten or spoken i n  retaphor i.e. created or coined a new 
o r ig ina l  phrase or word use but they may s t i l l  th ink metaphorically as 
chi ldren appear t o  do e.g. a four-year o ld  who thought my comb was a 
'bridge1 something I could not appreciate u n t i l  I looked a t  i t s  curved 
shape and teeth and began t o  'see' what he might be seeing, the curved back 
as a br idge top and the ' teethf as i t s  supports. Whether t h i s  i s  how he 
'sees1 i t  i s  something I can never know. 
Perhaps raking metaphors i s  not cormon but sure ly  everyone has the 
potent ia l  and i f  i t  i s  a question of  genius I an inc l i ned  t o  bel ieve l i k e  
1 
Katherine nansf ield tha t  'genius l i e s  dormant i n  every soul'. Richards i s  
r i gh t ,  language i s  imparted t o  us by others but the a b i l i t y  t o  create 
metaphor i s  part  of our unique creat ive a b i l i t y  perhaps our most ind iv idual  
1. Katherine tlansf ield,lgghqgi gf Katheriqg npqsf 1jQ4!l1j22, 
ed. John Hiddleton Hurry, Hutchinson, New lealand, 1984, p.37. 
ta lent .  As a resu l t  o f  Ar istot lels inf luence Richards believes metaphor 
has been treated as 'a sor t  o f  happy ex t ra  t r i c k  u i t h  uords therefore i n  
b r ie f ,  a grace or ornament or ADDED power o f  language not i n  i t s  cons t i tu t i ve  
1 
form.' I t uould I feel  be fa i re r  perhaps t o  b la re  the inf luence o f  sophistry and 
the subt le  a r t s  o f  rhe to r i c  uhich i t  exploi ted as being a t  the root  cause o f  
o f  the tarnished image of  metaphor. Richards agrees u i t h  Shelley uho sa id  
that: 
Language i s  v i t a l l y  metaphorical; that i s ,  i t  marks the before 
unapprehended re la t ions  of  things and perpetuates the i r  apprehension, 
u n t i l  uords, vhich represent them, become, through t i r e ,  signs for  
por t ions or classes of  thoughkand  then, i f  no new poets should a r i se  
t o  create afresh the associations vhich have been thus disorganized, 
language w i l l  be dead t o  a l l  the nobler purposes of  human 
intercourse.2 
Richards i s  sure tha t  the impl icat ions of  t h i s  'exceptional1 utterance 
have never been realised. Histor ians of  language he says have knovn that  
i n t e l l e c t u a l  operations are described u i  t h  metaphors based on physical 
happenings and Jeremy Bentham, Bacon and Hobbes l ikewise real ised also 
that 'the mind and a l l  i t s  doings are f i c t i t i o u s . '  I t  i s  easy t o  observe 
says Richards that "metaphor i s  the omni-present p r i n c i p l e  o f  
3 
language.' Even i n  science i t  cannot be avoided, and i n  philosophy the ro re  
abstract i t  becomes the ro re  i t  r e l i e s  on metaphor. Thus 'a vord i s  
normally a subst i tu te  for (or means 1 not one d iscrete past impression but 
4 
a combination of general aspects.' [ that i s ,  Richardslcontext-theory of  
meaning1 So ' In  the simplest formulation, vhen ue use a metaphor we have two 
1. I. A. Richards, F'hilosoehy of Rhetgris ,Oxford Universi ty Press, 
Neu York, 1936. p.90. 
thoughts o f  d i f fe ren t  things ACTIVE t r y  emphasis1 together and supported by 
a s ing le  word, or phrase, which meaning i s  a resu l tant  o f  t h e i r  
1 
INTERACTION.' This sare idea led Dr Johnson t o  the view tha t  'it i s  a 
great excellence i n  style, when i t  i s  used w i th  propriety, for i t  gives you 
2 
two ideas for one.' What i s  r i s s i n g  i n  t h i s  view says Richards i s  the 
3 
' i r rense va r ie ty  i n  these modes of  interact ion. '  This leads h i r  t o  
speculate tha t  the Elizabethans vere probably more aware o f  and sens i t ive 
t o  metaphor than we are. [Has language becoae r o r e  fosss i l ised and therefore 
we too ? I  This he says made Shakespeare possible, vhereas l a t e r  centur ies 
have narrowed the i r  s k i l l s  u n t i l  the Romantic rebel l ion. T rad i t i ona l l y  
retaphor was l imited: 
And thereby i t  rade retaphor t o  seem a verbal ra t te r ,  a s h i f t i n g  
and displacement o f  words, whereas fundamentally i t  i s  a borrowing 
between and intercourse of  THOUGHTS, a transact i o n  between 
contexts. THOUGHT i s  metaphoric, and proceeds by corparison, and the 
metaphors of language derive therefrom.4 
Therefore he believes we rus t  analyse what exact ly s k i l l  i n  thought reans, 
which supports my contention that  a study of  metaphor i s  v i t a l l y  important 
for teachers above a l l ,  because i f  we are aware of metaphor and attempt t o  
appreciate i t s  existence, persistence and complexity 'we f i nd  that  a l l  the 
questions that  ra t te r  i n  l i t e r a r y  h i s t o r y  and c r i t i c i s m  take on a nev 
5 
i n te res t  and a wider relevance t o  huran needs.' What we are r e a l l y  doing 
i s  asking 'how thought and and fee l ing and a l l  other modes o f  the mind's 
6 
a c t i v i t y  proceed' --which must sure ly  i n te res t  those responsible for 
1. I. A. Richards, W l o g h y  of R w t g ~ i c ,  Oxford Universi ty Press, 
Nev York , 1936. p.92. 
2. and 3. Ibid., p.93. 
5. and 6. Ibid.,p.R. 
teaching young people. The measure of our success in  th i s  says Richards 
will be what practical application we make with i t .  I t  is signif icant  only 
in its applications and implications. 
Having put metaphor i n  a his tor ical  perspective and bemoaned its 
his tor ical  neglect Richards then gives h i s  own analysis of metaphor. For 
the two essential parts of a metaphor he uses the terms tTENOR' and 
1 
tVEHICLE1. The vord HETAPHOR is reserved for the whole double unit. A 
lack of def ini t ive t e r r s  has helped t o  create confusion, s imilar ly with 
terms such a s  meaning, expression etc. and especially figure and image: 
'they bring in a confusion with the sense in  which an image is a copy or 
revival of a sense-perception of some sort...no image of t h i s  sor t  need 
2 
come in a t  any point.' This fact i s  stressed by him repeatedly, that 
words may conjure up mental images, but they do not necessarily have to 
do so 'for words can do almost anything without them, and we must put no 
3 
assumpt ion about their necessary presence into our general theory. ' For 
t h i s  reason he berates teachers of poetry vho suggest such a necessity to  
their  pupils. [Presumably where one does imagine 'pictures' which 
i l l u s t r a t e  metaphors these would be a kind of mental metaphor--an extra 
metaphor?] Too morals he dravs from Elements of Criticis! by Lord Kames 
a re  , f i r s t  'not to see how a word CAN vork i s  never by i t s e l f  suff icient  
proof that i t  v i l l  not work...and t o  see how it ought t o  work will not 
4 
prove that i t  does.' 
Apparently Kames makes clear that rules  about metaphor as 
1. I.A.Richards,Ph~lo~&y of I77brbc,Oxford University Press, 
New York, 1936.p.98. 
2. and 3. Ibid.,p.98. 
4. Ibid. ,p ,  106. 
comparisons are exposed as fau l t y  when we examine those which do not r e l y  
on resemblances between tenor and vehicle. Kames argues that when 
a t t r i bu tes  are bestowed on a subject t o  which they do not belong t h i s  i s  
not mere l icence on the wr i ter 's  par t  but based on a p r inc ip le  o f  
1 
lcontiguous association'. The mind works i n  such a way tha t  i t  eas i ly  
passes along a l inked chain of  objects. This leads Richards t o  s ta te  
that  'the process of metaphor i n  language, the exchanges between the meaning 
o f  words which we study i n  e x p l i c i t  verbal metaphors, are superimposed upon 
a perceived world which i s  i t s e l f  a product o f  e a r l i e r  or unwit t ing 
2 
metaphor.. .' Richards believes we need some general theories of  meaning 
but Coleridge perceived t h i s  w i  t h  h i s  theory of  imagination and conception 
o f  imaginative growth. For him a symbol represents a whole but i s  s t i l l  par t  
o f  that which i t  represents. So meditation on one aspect o f  nature for 
example helps us key i n  t o  the 'universal mode of imagination'. I n  t h i s  way 
nature i t s e l f  has fed the imagination of  'gentle and pious minds' and 
assisted the i r  understanding of  the s p i r i t u a l  world. ( A quote from 
Appendix C o f  The Statesman's Journal - Coleridge) 
This point leads i n  t o  Richard's s i x t h  and f i n a l  l ec tu re  on The 
Command o f  Hetaphor. F i r s t  he stresses the importance o f  the study of  
metaphor which was abandoned i n  the nineteenth century as unprofitable. 
S k i l l  i n  using retaphor and understanding i t  are d i f f e r e n t  things but we 
need the l a t t e r  t o  help teach mastery o f  the s k i l l .  
He divides metaphors i n t o  two broad categories, those which are 
based on resemblance o f  two things--the tenor and the vehicle--and 'those 
1. I.A.Richards,Philg:&y of l h t g r ~ g , O x f o r d  Univers i ty  Press, 
New York, 1936.p. 107. 
2. Ibid.,p.l09 
1 
uhich uor k through sore corron at t i  tude' ( for  reasons not always 
recognised). 'A uord ray be simul taneously both 1 i t e ra l  and metaphoric, 
jus t  as i t  may simultaneously support rany d i f f e r e n t  metaphors, ray  serve 
2 
t o  focus i n t o  one meaning many d i f fe ren t  meanings.' Fa i lure t o  rea l i se  
th is ,  he says, causes misinterpretations, and whether a word i s  being used 
l i t e r a l l y  or  metaphorically i s  not always easy t o  decide. ' I f  ue cannot 
d is t inguish tenor from vehicle then we may prov is ional ly  take the word t o  
3 
be l i t e r a l . '  Richards i s  aware also that, i t  i s  'a contemporary fashionable 
4 
abberation t o  juxtapose extremely un l i ke  things for comparison' and he 
c i t e s  Andre Breton leader o f  the French Super-realists as an exponent o f  
such doctrine. Johnson, he says, would never have approved of  far-fetched 
comparisons uhereas Hax Eastran i n  I h g  LjtArary n j n l  apparently does. 
Richards puts extreme vieus down t o  excessive react ion t o  for rer  views and 
asks us t o  consider more c lose ly  what happens t o  the r i n d  when we push i t  
t o  connect disparate ideas: 
The r i n d  i s  a connecting organ, i t  works only by connecting and i t  
can connect any two things i n  an i n d e f i n i t e l y  large number o f  
d i f f e r e n t  ways. Which o f  these i t  chooses i s  se t t l ed  by reference 
t o  sore larger whole or a i r ,  and, though me may not discover i t s  
a i r ,  the r i n d  i s  never aimless. 5 
He says tha t  i n  a l l  in terpretat ions we are rak ing connections. I n  poetry 
we have more work t o  do t o  make these connections. Del iberately s t ra in ing  
t h i s  process of  connection 
u l t ima te ly  baffles, fatigues 
by presenting ideas d i f f i c u l t  t o  connect 
and bores the mind [a famil iar classroom 
1. and 2. I.A.Richards, 
New York, 1936.p. 110. 
3. Ibid., p.119. 
4. Ibid.,p.123. 
5.Ibid.,p.l25. 
W ~ j l m p h y  of l?hetgdjg,Oxford Universi ty Press, 
syndrome1 unless the discourse containing them helps us tovar ds 
understanding. This is I believe an important aspect of literature. It 
seers to re that the writer who knows the breaking-strain point for hisfher 
readers, who knows how to stretch our minds and imagination in making 
connections, is the skilful one i.e. who respects the reader's intelligence 
and offers puzzles just challenging enough to tease, to titillate, to carry 
the reader's interest along. At a basic level this is probably the 
attraction of 'who-dun-its1. Is this also the attraction of the poer to 
which we keep returning and from which we extract deeper and deeper levels 
of meaning? Our minds want to be challenged and stirulated, not merely 
fed. So much teaching forgets this aspect of learning, the thrill of 
discovery, of making our own connections instead of being offered a 'ready- 
mix1 in the form of notes, worksheets etc. 
Forgetting the extremist view, Richards insists that differences are 
as important in metaphor as similarities. He calls this 'disparity action1: 
... talk about the identification or fusion that a retaphor effects 
is nearly always misleading and pernicious. In general, there are 
very few metaphors in vhich disparities between tenor and vehicle 
are not as much operative as the similarities. Some similarity will 
comronly be the ostensive ground of the shift, but the peculiar 
modification of the tenor which the vehicle brings about is even 
more the work of their unlikeness than of their likenesses.1 
Critics he says, have neglected to take full enough account of this and do 
not fully understand the nature of language as a medium. One example he 
gives is that of T.E. Hulme whose doctrine of metaphor was, to Richard's 
view, incomplete, because he considered 'Plain speech as essentially 
2 
inaccurate. It is only by new metaphors. ..that it can be made precise.' 
1. I. A.Richards,lhe I%iosoehy of f!hpt_orig,Universi ty of Oxford 
Press, New York, 1936.p.127. 
2. Ibid., p. 128, quoting T.E.Hulme. 
One can appreciate what he probably meant by t h i s  that seeing th ings i n  a 
new way makes us r e a l l y  see them, but Richards objects t o  h i s  use of  
'alwaysf %sualf  and 'seef and proves h i s  po in t  by quoting from Shakespeare 
where one does not always have t o  'seef what one reads for  so~e t imes  the 
abstract cannot be made concrete. He admits tha t  Hulme may have used the 
word 'seef metaphorically. I f  so h i s  statement i s  acceptable but otherwise 
not. According t o  Richards teachers constant ly make t h i s  mistake, exhorting 
ch i ldren t o  'see1 and 'look' for  things. He reminds us: 
... language wel l  used, i s  a COHPLETION and does what the i n t u i t i o n s  
o f  sensation by themselves cannot do. Words are meeting points a t  
which regions of experience which can never combine sensation or 
i n t u i t i o n ,  cone together. They are the occasion and means of  that  
growth which i s  THE HINDfS ENDLESS ENDEAVOUR TO ORDER ITSELF.[my 
emphasis I That i s  why we have language. I t i s  no mere s igna l l i ng  
system. I t  i s  the instrument o f  a l l  our d i s t i n c t i v e l y  human 
development, o f  everything i n  which we go beyond the other animals.1 
Coleridge said 'I would endeavour t o  destroy the o ld  an t i thes is  o f  words 
and things; elevating, as i t  were Words i n t o  Things and l i v i n g  things 
2 
too.' This i s  not so far-fetched an idea. Words are created, 'born', have 
t h e i r  id iosyncrat ic l i f e ,  jus t  as humans do. They are also a human creat ion 
which nothing else t r u l y  i s .  Richards accepts what Coleridge says. We aust 
do so i f  we are to  study metaphor prof i tab ly .  
Analogies taken too far break down says Richards but the r e l a t i o n  of  
tenor and vehicle are not l imi ted.  Wri ters however o f ten s t r a i n  words by 
t r y i n g  t o  use then t o  copy l i f e  whereas ' the i r  t rue work i s  t o  restore 
l i f e  i t s e l f  t o  order.' Histaking tenor-vehicle re la t ionships for the 
r e l a t i o n  between tenor plus vehicle together has consequences beyond l i t e ra tu re ,  
I s  the Divine Comedy or the Bible, he asks, one vast metaphor? Taking an 
1. I.A.Richards,PhilosoeSy of Iht?yig,Oxford Univers i ty  Press, 
New York, 1936, p.130. 
utterance l i t e r a l l y  or metaphorically or analogically there are four levels  
of interpretation, for us t o  consider: 
We can extract the tenor and believe tha t  a s  a statement, or extract 
the vehicle; or taking tenor and vehicle together, conterplate for 
acceptance or rejection sore statement about their  relations vhich 
together they uould give t o  our living. 1 
A command of metaphor is therefore important t o  hou ue understand our 
uorld. In psychoanalysis the notion of 'transference' has i l lur inated 
understanding of psychological problems for 'In happy living the same 
PATTERNS t r y  emphasis1 are  exemplified and the same risk of error are  
2 
avoided a s  in tactful  and discerning reading.' Therefore understanding of 
the nature of metaphor i s  akin t o  understanding ourselves our relationships, 
our uorld. Richards believes that a s t u d y o f  Rhetoric l eadsusa long  the 
same path a s  Plato and Spinoza tovards the only end for the sciences, and 
that  'Above a l l  things a method must be thought out of healing the understanding-- 
purifying i t  a t  the beginning, that i t  may vi th the greatest success understand 
3 
things things correctly.' 
A study of rhetoric can help us and therefore we can help children t o  
see true, Richards ends vith PlatoFs myth from Tiraeus, with the hope that 
man might learn to: 
regulate the Revolutions in h i s  Head vhich vere disturbed vhen the 
Soul vas born in the Flesh and by thoroughly learning the Harmonics 
and Circuits of the All ray make that  vhich understandeth l ike  unto 
that uhich i s  understood, even a s  i t  uas in the beginning; and having 
made i t  l ike, ray at ta in unto the perfection of that Best Life uhich is 
offered unto them by the 6ods, for the  present time and for the t i a e  
hereafter.4 
1. I.A. Richards, I%%gsghy gf Rhetoric, Oxford University Press, 
Nev York, 1936.p. 135. 
2. Ibid. ,p. 136. 
C.Day Lewis c l a i r s  tha t  metaphor i s  the l i f e - p r i n c i p l e  o f  poetry and 
c a l l s  on Herbert Read t o  support him, who says 'we should always be 
prepared t o  judge a poet. ..by the force and o r i g i n a l i t y  o f  h i s  metaphors' 
and a lso Hiddleton Hurry who has sa id  tha t  i f  one t r i e s  t o  be precise one 
1 
i s  i nev i tab ly  bound t o  be retaphorical, Hetaphor i s  necessary says Levis 
t o  express the re la t ionship between things, and roreover w i th in  a poem there 
should be sore l inking, that  i s  ' irages should be l inked by sore 
i n t e r n a l  necessity stronger than the re re  tendency o f  words t o  congregate i n  
2 
patterns.' Yeats, he says, stated that  'wisdor speaks f i r s t  i n  irages' and 
H.W.6arrod said that metaphor was i n  e a r l i e r  t i r e s  the natura l  way t o  
speak. Several people mention t h i s  f a c i l i t y  as though i t  i s  a power tha t  
w i th  the exception of  poets we now have only i n  diminished for r .  For 
exarple Vico i s  quoted as saying: 
Poetry ... i s  the primary a c t i v i t y  o f  the human r ind. Han, before he 
has ar r ived at the stage o f  forming universals, forms imaginary 
ideas. Before he r e f l e c t s  with a clear r ind, he apprehends wi th  
facu l t i es  confused and disturbed: before he can ar t icu la te ,  he 
sings: before speaking i n  prose he speaks i n  verse: before using 
technical terms, he uses aetaphors, and the metaphorical uses o f  
words i s  as natural  t o  h i r  as that  which we c a l l  'natural1 3 
This seers t o  i r p l y  that  we have not only f a l l e n  from a s ta te  of  Grace but 
have l o s t  powers we once had, which rakes one wonder i f  we are searching t o  
f i n d  t h i s  again and whether prophets, poets and perhaps a r t i s t s  have e i ther  
retained i t  or rediscovered i t .  
Poetic t r u t h  un l i ke  s c i e n t i f i c  t r u t h  does not have t o  be v e r i f i a b l e  
says Lewis rather i t  causes pleasure of  the kind that Kant has said i s  a 
furtherance o f  l i f e .  Lewis quotes Keats who said that  'The imagination ray 
1. C.Day Leuis,Ihe rgddc Iraye, Jonathan Cape, London, 1947. p. 17. 
be coapared t o  Adam's dream--he awoke and found i t  truth.' and Blake who 
1 
said that  'Everything possible t o  be believed i s  an image of  truth.' 
Poetry gives us an image-pattern o f  the r e a l  world 'Hetaphor i s  the  redium 
through which these correspondences are rade known t o  the reader...the 
2 
poet ic image ... t e l l s  us that, i n  the rea l  world too, there i s  a pattern.' 
Because metaphors deal w i th  re la t ionships they g ive us p a r t i a l  i n t u i t i o n  
o f  the world which Blake says we would see as i n f i n i t e  i f  our perception 
were clear. The poet's task i s  t o  recognize pattern. Hyths created by a 
c o l l e c t i v e  consciousness brought us forward from our brute state, says Levis 
and now we have outgrown then 'they have per foraed t h e i r  evolutionary 
3 
task' and are needed no more. Now we have the poet ic image which he c a l l s  
the myth of  the individual:  
I t i s  not merely that, t ime and again, we f i nd  i n  the images of  
modern poetry forms and impulses derived from the myths; but the 
very nature of the  image--of poetry i n  i t s  metaphysical aspect-- 
invokes that consciousness, as though man, even at h i s  most individual,  
s t i l l  seeks emotional reassurance from the sense of  community, not 
communi t y  w i  t h h i s  f e l  low-beings alone, but w i  t h  whatever i s  1 i v ing  
i n  the universe, and with the dead. 4 
What poetry t e l l s  us says Lewis i s  that, l i k e  the Ancient Mariner 
discovered, i f  we shoot a b i r d  we shoot ourselves, or as Hardy sa id  'The 
8 
human race.. . t i s l  as one great netuork or t issue which quivers i n  every 
5 
par t  when one point i s  shaken, l i k e  a spider's web i f  touched.' And 
Shakespeare also t o l d  us that  there i s  a special providence even i n  the 
6 
f a l l  o f  a sparrow. 
1. C.Day Lewis,Ihe !!!wig hag!, Jonathan Cape, London, 1947.p.27. 
2. Ibid.,p.2B. 
3. and 4. Ibid.,p.32. 
5. Ibid.,p.33. 
6. Will iam Shakespeare,Ha!ket,Oxford edition,V,ii,232. 
Classical poets says Lewis t r i e d  t o  make h o r r i b l e  things pleasing but 
modern poetry t r i e s  t o  accept them as par t  o f  the pattern. I suppose t h i s  i s  
s imi lar  t o  the way i n  which humans t r y  t o  accept misfortune and i l l - h e a l t h  
as par t  o f  l i f e  that  they do not understand nor seem t o  have control  over. 
There i s  considerable unanimity over t h i s  idea o f  harmony, un i t y  or 
pat tern i n  the vo r ld  says Lewis and 'poetry's task i s  the  perpetual discovery, 
through i t s  imaging, metaphor-making faculty,  o f  new re la t ionships wi th in  
1 
t h i s  pat tern and the rediscovery and renovation o f  o l d  ones.' However 
because the pat tern i s  aluays changing, absolute t r u t h  i s  never achieved 
which reminds one o f  the atoms which sc ien t i s t s  can prove t o  us ex is t  but 
yet we cannot see them or at least  not u n t i l  very recent ly  for since I 
2 
f i r s t  wrote t h i s  there i s  a report  that  i n  fact  t h i s  i s  now possible. 
Lewis states that 'the poetic image ... searches for connections by the 
l i g h t  o f  an irpassioned experience, reveals t r u t h  and makes i t  acceptable 
3 
t o  us.' As he says we nay ask uhy we need poetry when we have science. 
His  answer i s  that  there are unver i f iab le  t ru ths which i n  poetry carry the 
convict ion of  t ru th .  Even with an image that  can be construed l i t e r a l l y  as 
true, we w i l l  not get the same e f fec t  as the pa t te rn  the irage creates i n  
the poem because i t  i s  the pattern which gives us pleasure and s a t i s f i e s  
our human need for order and completeness; 'Beneath the pleasure ue receive 
from the verbal nusic, the sensuous associations of  a s im i le  or a metaphor, 
there l i e s  the deeper pleasure of  recognizing an a f f i n i t y .  I t  has been 
1. C.Day Lewis,Ihe h e t j c  ~BIB!~, Jonathan Cape, London, 1947.p.34. 
2. Dominion Newspaper, New Zealand 1019187 Reporting on the work o f  
Or Peter Knight and Or Richard Thompson i n  London, who have 
discovered a method o f  capturing and suspending ind iv idual  atoms 
by using laser from which they absorb rad ia t ion  and are revealed 
t o  the naked eye as t i n y  spots o f  fluorescence. 
3. C.Day Le~ is~p .34 .  
1 
ca l led the perception o f  the s imi lar  i n  the dissimilar...' Leuis 
describes the  threefo ld  e f fec t  o f  a metaphor by Ben Jonson describing 
l i l i e s  as l i g h t  and the richness o f  t h i s  and i t s  layers o f  meaning. 
Cynics may scof f  he says but the uords o f  a Danish physicist  N ie l s  Bohr 
bear witness t o  s imi lar  thinking: 'the abiding impulse i n  every human being 
[ i s 1  t o  seek order and harmony behind the  manifold and the changing o f  the 
2 
ex is t i ng  uorld.' 
So the  poet seeks patterns says Leuis, and looks for the love uhich 
binds the uorld. He has t r i e d  t o  express t h i s  i n  poetry o f  h i s  oun but 
doubts i f  uords suff ice. L i ke  Niettsche he uses the metaphor o f  dance 
'Perhaps one should be content t o  l e t  the p r i n c i p l e  emerge o f  i t s e l f  from 
tha t  dance of  words i n  uhich l i f e  and ar t ,  the r e a l  and the iragined, so 
de l i ca te l y  interweave themselves that even the poet can hardly t e l l  one 
from the other.' For as Yeats said 'Hou can ue know the dancer f r o r  the 
3 
dance.' Keri  Hulme speaks s im i la r l y  o f  t h i s  same 'strange-paced dance' 
o f  'the dance of  ecstasy' and 'the mead-reel, h i s  dance' as i f  ue are a l l  
partners i n  a universal dance yet ue are unauare of the tune and who plays 
4 
i t .  
Leuis believes that  poetry appeals t o  the unconscious i n  us and a r t  
i s  t o  give pleasure. Images he says are t o  be distinguished from symbols 
uhich are denotative and stand for one th ing  only, uhereas images, i n  
poetry are ra re ly  simply syrbo l ic  for they are affected by t h e i r  context 
and by the reader's response. I f i n d  i t  d i f f i c u l t  t o  accept t h i s  t o t a l l y  
1. C.Day Leuis, ,The Pgecdjc h g e ,  Jonathan Cape, London, 1947. p.35. 
2. lbid.,p.36. 
4. Keri  Hulre,Ihg Bghe hell,Spiral, Neu Zealand 1983.pp.2,459,461. 
for af ter  a l l  if a syrbol e.g. a cross or a crown, i s  a well-known and 
entrenched syrbol in our cul ture each person s t i l l  has individual responses 
t o  or connotations of that syrbol. If one were for example t o  ask people 
about the syrbolisr of the  marriage ring there would be a variety of 
responses. Symbols differ fro# metaphors I believe because they lack the 
novelty and hence dramatic irpact of newly-coined retaphors. A syrbol can 
spring fror a metaphor, such as  the fan used t o  denote radio-activity danger. 
Levis says Shakespeare understood the consummate a r t  of fusing 
intel lectual  and sensual reaning in h i s  irages. This is one key t o  the lure 
of l i t e ra ture ,  i t  invites intel lectual  and aesthetic response of an 
intensely personal kind. 
Drama gave great scope t o  iragery which has had t o  be #ore 
restr ic ted and confined in lyr ic  verse which was also often reant to  
accompany music, says Levis, 'bold, intense and closely wrought irages are 
inappropriate t o  verse written for music, since they tend t o  destroy the 
1 
balance between the word pattern and the melodic 1 i n e . V o v i n g  away fror 
rusic affected poetry , i t  roved towads the retaphysical school and the 
pursuit of the 'conceit'. Symbolic of the seventeenth century says Levis 
is Donne's notion of ran a s  a telescope. One sees here the  beginnings of 
introspection and a l s o o f  sc ien t i f i c  observation leading on to our even 
more self-conscious post-Freudian t i res .  Eventual 1 y some poets developed 
medleys of iragery which were label led 'wi t-wri ting' . Hathew Arnold conderned 
2 
poetry which was rerely 'a show of isolated thoughts and images.', 
In Romantic poetry says Levis 'the image-raking f a c i l i t y  i s  unleashed 
and wanders a t  large, whereas with the Classical i t  is tethered t o  a 
1. C.Day Lewis,Ihe ! b & j c  hpge ,  Jonathan Cape, London, 1947. p.49. 
2. Ibid.,p.54. 
1 
thought...' The Romantics observed the  world of nature and the human 
condition but the roralizing element became more concealed in  the iragery. 
Whatever the s ty le  or the statement i t  rakes, i t  s t i l l  seers  t o  Lewis that  
Ar i s to t le f s  statement is true, that Poetry is the most intense and 
philosophical of the ar ts .  
The creative image cores from imagination which is d i f f icu l t  t o  
define. To Shelley imagination uas a 60d and he a prophet. I t  is, says 
Lewis, s i rp ly  the capacity t o  put oneself in the place of another--a going 
out from onesel f--the nature of poetic sympathy is revealed in images and 
'The identification of the poet with objects which appeal t o  his  sense in  
2 
the i n i t i a l  stage of image-raking.' I t  was Keats who spoke of 'negative 
capability' as  a s t a t e  of mind necessary t o  creat ivi ty .  
The creative mind does not impose pattern but perceives i t  as  Louis 
Mac Niece said 'The poet is often not completely sure what he i s  trying t o  
say unt i l  he has said it .  He works up t o  his meaning by a dialect ic  of 
3 
purification.' A key image right lead t o  others and a process of revising 
and reviewing leads t o  the final work. Huch the same happens in Science 
vhen a creative thinker breaks out f ro r  a fa i r ly  fixed pattern of thinking 
and in the desire t o  solve a problem sees a nev possibi l i ty .  I believe 
that  a similar process goes on in metaphor-raking in ordinary language, i t  
is the fast thinker, the intui t ive person, who produces a nev way of using 
words. 
Image patterns rust in  fact be patterns and not random 
collections of 'vord-pictures' , A mixed metaphor , says Leuis, lacks 
------------------- 
1. C.Day Lewis,Ihe @gtjc h j e , J o n a t h a n  Cape, London, 1947.p.59. 
2. Ibid.,p.67. 
3. Ibid.,p.71. 
'congruity of images'. Consistency is important, othervise statements lack 
poetic t ruth and cannot be coamunicated. Richards has said that the  poet's 
capacity 'is only part of a more amazing capacity for ordering his 
1 
experience.' Images have t o  persuade t h e  reader that they are  natural 
language and that they came fro# the poet without s t ra in  but 'unless 
passionately realised.. . [they tend to1 produce conventional ornaaent. ' 
Levis admi ts that  sore poetry is flawed, and obscured by a sur fe i t  of 
imagery for poetry needs a good rind behind it: 'Behind the conscious g i f t  
that creates  coherent image patterns there l i e s  the deep pover t o  organize 
3 
experience.' He says that Rilke, in h i s  Notebook of Halte Larids Brigge 
vrote of t h i s  need t o  have seen, f e l t  and lived through the experiences one 
4 
vr i t es  of a t  the point vhere 'they have turned t o  blood within us.' 
All imaginative vri t ing, says Levis, goes through t h i s  process, 
uhich is presumably uhy ue use the uords 'creative' and 'creativity1 t o  
indicate the giving of l i f e  or form t o  ideas t o  be shared uhether in  poetry , 
music or a r t .  Sometimes, he says, poets are  cr i t ic ized for excess of this 
pover, as  vhen Trevelyan vrote of Heredith, t e l l i n g  us '...you a re  reant t o  
catch the f i r s t  light that f l i e s  off the metaphor as  i t  passes: but i f  you 
seize and cling to  i t ,  as though i t  vere a post, you v i l l  be drowned in the 
5 
flood of fresh metaphor that follovs.' 
A poet, says Levis, is a person of intense sensi t ivi ty  t o  the times in 
uhich he l ives .  Images therefore are  often conterporary and poets attempt 
t o  come t o  grips with the i r  experiences through metaphor vhich is 'the 
1. C.Day Levis,I$e Poetic h p j e ,  Jonathan Cape, London, 1947.p.74. 
2. Ibid.,p.82. 
3. and 4. Ibid.,p.85. 
1 
language of tension' which helps us t o  face real i ty .  Arnold believed 
impatience t o  be a poet's faul t and t h i s  causes his  problems vi th isages 
that  f a i l .  Rilke agrees that  patience is needed and Professor Livingston 
Loves believed v i t a l i t y  also t o  be necessary otherwise poets were l i k e  
2 
hermit crabs living i n  the  s h e l l s  of the i r  predecessors. Lewis says these 
q u a l i t i e s  cannot be developed l i k e  one builds body muscle but when they 
ex is t  the vork survives for posterity. Teachers of l i t e ra ture  l i k e  t o  
believe I think that some of these qua l i t i es  can be developed. Hore and 
more we a re  finding that given the right conditions rany minds can flourish. 
Those who are now aware of the r ight  and l e f t  brain dichotoay which has 
influenced education knov that many ta len t s  have atrophied through lack of 
3 
use, Hovever we can appreciate what Lewis i s  saying, that a poet may 
speak with a voice that i s  not understood in his  time [likewise the a r i s t l  
for he sees as  no-one e l se  sees at  that  time. 
Even traditional themes can be seen vith new images a s  in the seventeenth 
century poetry vhich collected metaphors from science and developments in 
machinery. Some think that increasing urbanisation drove nineteenth 
century poets t o  a keener appreciation of and observation of nature. Even 
var kindled insights which vere presumably heightened by the intensi ty  of 
war experiences. 'In general poetry vr i t ten during t h e  war was l e s s  
4 
strained, less  anxious, l ess  eccentric' says Levis. 
I. C.Day Lewis,Ihe Poetic hmje,Jonathan Cape, London, 1947.p.74. 
2. Ibid.,p.100. 
3. See Betty Edvards h ~ j ~ j  the l??jht Side of the h j n , F o n t a n a l  
Collins,l979 which describes a cogni tive-shi ft model of teaching, 
encouraging a rental s h i f t  from verbal, logical thinking t o  a 
sore global, in tu i t ive  mode. 
Sadly though, when uar i s  over these poets become nonentit ies, the fate 
of many poets. Even i n  our own times i t  i s  t r u e  that poets are not 
always valued for the i r  i ns igh ts  or the i r  prophecies. haginat ion,  says 
Lewis i s  the instrument w i th  which the poet explores the patterns of 
rea l i t y .  He also thinks that r e l i g i o n  and poetry overlap and that  atrophy 
o f  the general imagination i s  the resu l t  of a divorce between the s p i r i t u a l  
and the material meanings o f  things. Graves considered that we had con- 
centrated on developing analyt ic powers and neglected the co-ordinat ing 
a r t s  of the poet, t o  t h i s  he a t t r i bu tes  'the modern coma o f  r e l i g i o n  among 
our educated classes and for the disrespect i n t o  which poetry and the f ine  
1 
a r t s  have fallen.' This neglect of poetry and poets creates a 
nervousness i n  their  uork, and conscious mannerisms t o  claim our attention: 
'the violence and discordance o f  h i s  imagery i s  p a r t l y  a more or less 
del iberate shock treatment, by vhich he hopes t o  break dovn t h i s  reader's 
2 
too c i v i l i s e d  resistance.' A good example I believe would be the uork o f  
New Zealand poet David Eggleton whose image-packed 'shockf poetry l i k e  much 
modern music seems t o  have few spaces for silence, no melody t o  the ear, 
only the ja r r ing  of nerve-endings. 
Levis believes that images which are too personal f a i l  'Images must 
3 
have some emotional or sensual source outside the poet.' Nodern poetry ray 
re f lec t ,  with i t s  i n t e n s i t y  o f  imagery, the complexity of modern l i f e  but 
t h i s  cannot just i fy ,  i n  h i s  eyes, a disintegrated poem. Lewis gives a 
lean and simple de f in i t i on  o f  what a poem i s  t o  him: 
A poem--let us be qu i te  frank about the physical facts  o f  it--must 
1. C.Day Lewis,Ihe Po_ebic h g g e ,  Jonathan Cape, London, 1947.p. 113. 
2. Ibid.,p.l14. 
3. Ibid.,p.llL. 
have a beginning, a r i d d l e  and an end, otherwise i t  w i l l  not be a 
whole thing. I t must have rhythm, which means one group o f  
i n f lec t ions  not merely fol lowing but caused by another. I t s  irages 
drawn from the w r l d  o f  time and space, must develop i t s  there, or 
develop out o f  i t s  theme, i n  a cer ta in  order and a certain re la t ion -  
ship: one image begets another as surely as one day t e l l e t h  another. 
Horeover, the reader w i l l  not take i n  the whole o f  a poem 
sirultaneously: for him too i t  i s  a series o f  experiences. 
Whatever rodern philosophy may do, the poet cannot i n  fact discard 
sequence, cannot discard cause and effect,  cannot work t o  
a continuous present . 1 
So the poet creates order out o f  chaos and produces formal pattern. Levis 
i s  c r i t i c a l  o f  Gerard Hanley Hopkins because he occasionally f a i l s  t o  create 
structure wi th  h is  images. Herbert Read claims that  poetry which i s  pure 
imagery i s  too f rag i le  for use. An incomplete poem i s  l ikewise flawed for 
i t  w i l l  f a i l  t o  sat isfy. 
Because iragery i s  destroyed by our too curious probing much l i k e  a 
del icate specimen being rudely dissected, we can never be f u l l y  sa t i s f ied  . 
with our study of it, and t h i s  has caused Hiddleton Hurry t o  say that such 
work can d r i ve  us t o  insanity. The poet 'can only a r r i ve  at  the t r u t h  o f  
2 
h i s  own experience by a c i rcu i tous route, by an ind i rec t  use of language.' 
Spender's poem Seascape proves, for Lewis, that  there i s  a law of imagery and 
that is ,  that  word-pictures only become irages i n  re la t ion  t o  a general 
truth. Keats has said that a reader should f i n d  the words matching h i s  
own highest thoughts as i f  he remembered them. Which again supports the 
idea that imagination may be memory. Lewis's quote from Coventry Patsore 
bears t h i s  out wi th  reference t o  the words 'Let not ay heart forget the 
things mine eyes have seen.' And Spender also believes that memory i s  a 
facul ty  o f  poetry, and imagination an exercise o f  memory. I ar inc l ined t o  
believe that  the same i s  t rue o f  dreams, tha t  we can i n  fact only dream 
1. C. Day Lewis,l$g Pogwig hggg, Jonathan Cape, London, 1947.p. 120. 
2. Ibid.,p.i36. 
what ue already knou, no matter how confused, distorted or strange i t  
seems. But a s  Levis says the poet applies h i s  experience t o  different 
s i tua t ions  and thus metaphors or memories a r e  created. 
A theme, says Levis, is the individual poet's interpretation of a 
general t ruth or one interpreted through the language of the poet's experience. 
This gives us two levels  of imagery in  a poem, those relating t o  a theme 
and the theme imaging a general truth. Not the same truths  of science and 
philosophy but recognizable through the i r  emotional effects. There a re  
t ru ths  of unusual potency and universality. Jung has attributed these 
e f fec t s  of 'great1 poetry t o  unconscious forces or 'primordial images' or 
archetypes. So, a s  Levis sees i t ,  ve have private memories which are  
expressed in one's poems, but beneath t h i s  a re  'archetypal patterns of 
1 
response t o  nature, inherited fror nurberless generations of ancestors.' 
Jung apparently distinguished too types of a r t i s t i c  creation, the 
'psychological and the 'visionary1, the f i r s t  drawing on ordinary experience 
but raised t o  the level of poetic experience and the second surfacing from 
'the hinter-land of man's mind1. Lewis himself does not see such a clear 
division--he believes that  the aesthetic emotion derived from a poem 'arises 
2 
fror  the sat isfact ion of man's desire for pattern, for wholeness' and that 
the archetypal images of poetry indicate our desire, even when we draw 
apart from fellow human beings, t o  associate with the community. For he 
believes 'they point us back t o  a world vhere the community, hardly a s  yet 
different iated into individuals, f e l t  a s  one and projected its feelings 
3 
in to  myths.' This desire for contact vith communal experience is part 
1. C.Day Lewis,Ihe P~g'ig h q y e ,  Jonathan Cape, London, l947.p. 141. 
2. Ibid. ,p.lB. 
also of the uish for uholeness and ray be as T.S.Eliot said: 
... the end of all our exploring 
will be to arrive uhere ue started 
and knou the place for the first tire. 1 
Levis says that Haud Bodkin has suggested that The Ancient Hariner for 
example portrays the 're-birth archetypep--of one uho descends into Hell and 
is, as it uere, reborn to rise again. 
The theory of archetypes, is, just a theory, but appeals to Levis. 
He believes that no subject is unworthy for poetry, if the poet 'brooding 
passionately over the object' sees it as part of the scheme of things, the 
2 
universal pattern. To uould-be-poets he would say, that the poem 
is a re-birth, a re-creation or resurrection of the body after its life 
journey, and will affect other ren too. He is conscious that the new 
generation after hir lives in a different uorld, one threatened by atoric 
warfare--but he still believes that the poet can create 'gestures of 
3 
perranence arid the passing, signs of love in the valley of the shadow.' 
A brooding concentration is uhat produces poetry, says Levis, or uhat 
he calls 'the prayer of the intellect' uhich interprets in irages. The new 
irages needed in this neu world are 'images of virtue--natural, consoling, 
heartening.' To poets is revealed the mystery and vision of these things. 
Richards hinted as others have that we ray have lost some of our 
poetic powers. Robert Graves has an interesting theory that the language 
of poetic myth anciently current in the Mediterranean and Northern Europe 
a magical language bound up uith popular religious cerenonies in 
1. C.Day Leuis,l& Poetic hmge,Jonathan Cape, London,i947.p.144. 
2. Ibid.,p.i54. 
3. and 4. Ibid.,p. 156. 
honour of the moon-Goddess, or Ruse, some of thea dating froa the 
Old Stone Age and that  t h i s  remains the language of t rue  poetry-- 
'true1 i n  the nostalgic modern sense of 'the unimprovable original, 
not a synthetic substitute1. The language was tampered with in l a t e  
ninoan t i r e s  when invaders from central Asia began t o  subst i tute  
patr i l inear  for aa t r i l inear  inst i tut ions and remodel or fa l s i fy  the 
myths t o  justify social changes. Then came the ear ly Greek 
philosophers who were strongly opposed t o  magical poetry a s  threatening 
their new religion of logic, and under their  influence a rational 
poetic language (now called the Classical) was elaborated in  honour 
of their  patron Apollo and imposed on the world a s  the l a s t  word in 
sp i r i tua l  illumination: a view that has prevailed pract ical ly  ever 
since in European schools and universities, where myths are now 
studied only as  quaint r e l i c s  of the nursery age of mankind.i 
So the myths by the time of Socrates became forgotten or kept a close 
rel igious secret which we only have evidence of in rel igious a r t  and fairy 
ta les .  Graves proves for himsel f that the study of mythology 'is based 
2 
squarely on tree-lore and seasonal observation of l i f e  in  the fields. '  
He also believs that Socrates in rejecting poetic myths was rea l ly  turning 
h i s  back on the noon-goddess and replacing worship and love of her with 
Platonic love, that is away from women and representing 'the male intel lect  
3 
trying t o  make i t se l f  sp i r i tua l ly  self-sufficient. '  The reif icat ion of 
Socrates a f te r  his death further helped t o  push the poetic myths into the 
background, so  that they were only preserved in secret mystery cul ts  
unt i l  suppressed by the early Christian eaperors. So for Graves English 
poetic education should not begin with the C_an_t_mr_b_yr_y Ig!ds [as i t  s t i l l  
does in  U.K., with Shakespeare in N.Z.1, the klyss_ey or even Genesis, but 
with the %my of Amerqirt, an ancient Celtic calendar-alphabet. His theory 
helps t o  explain how 'aythicall has come t o  mean 'fanciful, absurd, unhistoricalf.  
' The function of poetry is the religious invocation of the Huse' 
1. Robert Graves, Ihg White hlhlgzz, faber and Faber Ltd, London, 
1961, p.9 
says Graves, but poetry i s  now dishonoured for i n  our world 'the noon i s  
despised as a burned-out s a t e l l i t e  o f  the earth and woman reckoned as 
'aux i l iary  State personnelf. I n  which money w i l l  buy almost anything but 
1 
truth, and a l ros t  anyone but the truth-possessed poet .' The concept of a 
creat ive goddess was, he says, banned by Christ ian theologians a l rost  two 
thousand years ago and by Jewish theologians long before that. I t seers t o  
Graves that i t  i s  just  as unsc ient i f ic  t o  bel ieve i n  a father or mother 
authorship of the universe. I f  the source o f  poetry's creat ive power i s  
insp i ra t ion  and not s c i e n t i f i c  in te l l igence then he can see no reason why 
we cannot a t t r i bu te  i t  t o  the Lunar ruse. For him: 
True poetic pract ice implies a r i n d  so miraculously attuned and 
i l luminated that  i t  can form words, by a CHAIN t r y  emphasis1 o f  
nore-than-coincidences, i n t o  a LIVING ENTITY [my emphasisl--a poem 
that goes about on i t s  own ( fo r  centuries a f te r  the author's death 
perhaps) af fect ing readers with i t s  stored magic. 2 
The l i n k s  between l i t e r a t u r e  and r e l i g i o n  are evidenced i n  p r im i t i ve  
song as C.H.Boura i l l u s t r a t e s  when he exarines the songs of p r im i t i ve  
2 
people. As he says the story of ran covers a r i l l i o n  years but we have 
records only for  the l a s t  f i v e  thousand years. Songs he says are one o f  
the rost  elemental forms o f  poetry. Early ran always had music o f  some 
kind for f l u tes  and pipes have often been found, so we can presure that he 
also danced. 
Bowra's study looks at sore groups which are s t i l l  l i v i n g  as the 
Stone Age peoples did. Their l i v e s  he f inds ind icate a corron pattern 
evolving around hunting, noradic habits, social  groupings such as f a r i l i e s  
etc. and usual ly l i v i n g  a very hard and exacting l i f e .  Change i s  very slow 
1. Robert Graves, I h g  !&Me htdess, Faber and Faber Ltd., London, 
1961fp.14. 
2. C.H.Bowra,~~fhjtfy~ h g ,  Weidenfield and Nicholson, London, 1962. 
and custom i s  extremely important. 
The uords of the songs are only par t  o f  a complex un i t  we cannot 
take them a t  t h e i r  surface meaning t o  us. 'They take us i n t o  the consciousness 
o f  p r i m i t i v e  man at  i t s  most excited or exalted or concentrated moments, 
and they throu a l i gh t ,  [ that l i g h t  metaphor yet again1 uhich almost nothing 
1 
else does, on the movements o f  h i s  mind.' 
Singing i s  usual ly a coamunal a c t i v i t y  and uords are t rad i t i ona l ,  
passed doun from one generation t o  another. They are spoken not ur i t ten.  
An Eskimo, Orpingalik, said o f  songs : 
Songs are thoughts sung out, sung out with the breath when people 
are moved by great forces and ordinary speech no longer suffices.. .When 
the words we want t o  use shoot up of themselves--we get a new 
song. 2 
Sometimes there are formulas and ready-made phrases one i s  expected t o  use. 
Special occasions such as a b u r i a l  ray c a l l  for a sacred song. 
Sacred songs are i n  the f i r s t  place, intended t o  establ ish a 
r e l a t i o n  with supernatural pwers and t o  influence them i n  a d i rect ion 
desired by the singers. They are composed against a background o f  
accepted bel iefs, and use i t s  assumptions t o  make themselves f e l t .  
P r im i t i ve  aan i s  surrounded by forces vhich he cannot control  or 
understand, and he hopes that by f ind ing the r i g h t  uords he may gain 
sore hold on them.3 
One cannot help thinking that perhaps the p r i m i t i v e  has an adavantage here 
over so-called c i v i l i s e d  people who also cannot understand many o f  the 
forces r u l i n g  the i r  l i ves .  We seem t o  lack magic metaphors for t h i s  
purpose. 
Sore sounds i n  p r im i t i ve  song have no know meaning says Boura, and 
p r im i t i ve  language uses i ~ a g e s  uithout the least  e f f o r t  or premeditation. 
1. C.tl.Boura,P~i~t'tj~e %my, Weidenfield and Nicholson, London, 1962. 
p.29. 
They also f a l l  eas i ly  i n t o  symbols, which are not the same. The powers o f  
nature for instance are of ten described i n  human terms. For example, some 
l i n e s  from an Australian song o f  the Mudbara Tribe of Wave H i l l  i n  the 
Northern Ter r i to ry  celebrating the sun: 
The day breaks--the f i r s t  rays o f  the r i s i n g  Sun, s t re tch ing her 
arms. 
Daylight breaking, as the Sun r i s e s  t o  her feet.... 
Wearing her waistband o f  huaan hair. 
She shines on the blossoming coolibah tree... . l  
The sun i s  portrayed as a kind of goddess i n  human form. Such songs says 
Bowra contr ibute t o  the general task o f  elucidat ing universal ryster ies, 
enabling us t o  comprehend the incomprehensible. The use o f  symbols d i f f e r s  
from that  i n  c i v i l i z e d  poetry says Bowra, where we use an image t o  give a 
new signif icance or cast a neu l i g h t  on something dul led by fami l i a r i t y ,  t o  
echo or revive a mystery rather than explain one. They are not as v i t a l  t o  
modern poetry as they are t o  the pr imi t ive.  He concludes'In the i r  use o f  
2 
symbols p r im i t i ve  song and rodern poetry d i f f e r  not i n  kind but i n  degree.' 
They are used t o  express something ordinary words do not adequately deal 
with. With regard t o  nature 'Pr imi t ive ran i s  so deeply rooted i n  h i s  
se t t i ng  that  he does not t rea t  i t  as a mere set t ing but forms sore more 
3 
i n t i r a t e  t i e  with i t  i n  the b e l i e f  that i t  af fects  h i s  l i f e . '  
Boura f inds that dance has p r i o r i t y  over song 'Dance i s  one o f  man's 
ear l i es t  attempts t o  move i n  an imaginary world of h i s  own creation, 
which none the less stands i n  a close re la t ion  t o  the actual world 
and f u l f i l s  some function i n  i t ,  whether magical or re l ig ious  or 
ceremonial or merely diverting.4 
1. C.M.Bowra,P~jght~~e h g ,  Weiden f i e l d  and Nicholson, London, 1962. 
p.252. 
The adaptation o f  words t o  songs must he thinks have been a very 
slow process but songs arose from dance. I t i s  d e f i n i t e l y  not a r t  for a r t s  
sake. When we speak now o f  the enchantment o f  words what i s  now a metaphor 
uas once a rea l i t y .  P r im i t i ve  song i s  close t o  prayer uhere a sense o f  
mystery pervades. 
El izabeth Cook considers the Nythological 
t o  be important. Her reason i s  that 'these stor 
children's l ives,  and provide an answer t o  
1 
t r a d i t i o n  i n  European a r t  
i e s  f i t  i n t o  the pat tern of 
some modern problems i n  
teaching.' They also have inherent poetic greatness for 'The best s tor ies 
are l i k e  extended l y r i c a l  images o f  unchanging human predicaments and 
2 
strong, unchanging hopes and fears, loves and hatreds. ' 
Jung has t o l d  us tha t  myths embody 'race memoriesp and there are 
many other theories. Cook believes none o f  them t o  be exclusively r i g h t  but 
a l l  o f  them col lect ive ly ,  for 'The human experience brought t o  mind by 
myth and f a i r y  t a l e  extends beyond the s i tua t ion  described by psychologists 
3 
and anthropologists. ' Susanne Langer says that myths are essent ia l ly  
dream material: 
I t s  ul t imate end i s  not w i l f u l  d i s to r t ion  o f  the world, but serious 
envisageaent of i t s  fundamental truths; moral or ientat  ion, not 
escape.. .Because i t  presents, however metaphorically, a word picture, 
an ins ight  i n t o  l i f e  generally.4 
Childhood reading contr ibutes something irreplaceable Cook believes, 
t o  l a t e r  l i t e r a r y  experience. L ike Frye uho advocates a reading o f  the 
1, Elizabeth Cook, It~g hlinlaty and the MI~I~~I?, Cambridge 
Universi ty Press, 1969,p.vii. 
4. Susanne K. Langer,ehjlf%ggphy i n  a _Ney Key, Harvard Univers i ty  
Press, Cambridge, Hasachusetts, 1942,p. 171. 
Bib le as a s to ry  of human t r i b u l a t i o n  and hope she believes, that mythology 
conveys a sense of the mysterious o f  which we are a l l  aware: 
Religio, i n  one Lat in  sense o f  the uord, impl ies a sense of the 
strange, the numinous, the t o t a l l y  other, o f  vhat l i e s  qu i te  beyond 
human personality. This kind o f  ' re l ig ionf  i s  an indest ruct ib le  
part o f  the experience of many human minds, even though the vhole 
temper o f  a secular society does not encourage it, and the whole 
rovement of rodern theology runs counter t o  i t  .'I 
Provided they have access t o  myths ch i ldren can experience 'those queer 
2 
prickings o f  del ight,  excitement and terror.' Hagic, she says, i s  not 
the same as mysticism but i t  may lead towards it. 
Fairy s to r ies  were not o r i g i n a l l y  for ch i ldren they vere t r a d i t i o n a l  
fo l k  ta les uhich nurses often passed on t o  children. I t  was the nineteenth 
century she t e l l s  us that  saw a natural a f f i n i t y  betveen the childhood o f  
the race and the childhood of the ind iv idual  human being. 
I n  present day schools Cook sees that s to r ies  are often read t o  
chi ldren which bear l i t t l e  relat ionship t o  the l i v e s  and experience of some 
o f  them uho may come from d i f fe ren t  races, cultures and socio-economic 
classes. Thus 'Children cannot be expected t o  share a JOKE about the l i v e s  
3 
o f  people very l i k e  some o f  them and very unl ike others.' She could 
have said retaphor for joke because the same i s  true, but everyone can 
i d e n t i f y  i n  sore way with the s i tuat iorns and emotions i n  myths and f a i r y  
tales. They can grasp the patterns a t  least. Such s to r ies  also encourage 
act ive response as they lend themselves t o  in terpretat ion i n  drama, music, 
song, dance and paint ing etc., that i s  they can be recreated i n  ind iv idual  
ways. 
1. Elizabeth Cook, I)! IJrdiJary 2nd [pbyloys, Cambridge 
Universi ty Press, 1969,p.S. 
According to Lionel Trilling 'The piety which descends fror 
religion is not the only possible piety' though that is likely he thinks to  
have the quality of transcendence we expect 1 i terature to have. He sees 
this quality rissing in vhat he calls  the present day liberal and derocratic 
writing, which lacks to his rind 'The sense of largeness, of cogency, of 
the transendence uhich largeness and cogency can give, the sense of being 
1 
reached in our secret and primitive rinds.' Perhaps this i s  something we 
can give to  children with ryths and folk tales to begin with, progressing 
later to the classics of literature. Trilling thinks that religion has i n  
the past been an effective means of transmitting this and the current lack 
i s  not necessarily because liberal and democratic ideas are unworthy. I t  
i s  he thinks because if: 
we conceive ideas to be pellets of intellection or crystallisations of 
thought, precise and completed and defined by their coherence and 
their procedural recorrendations, then we shall have accounted for 
the k i n d  of prose literature we have. But if we are drawn to  revise 
our habit of conceiving ideas in th is  vay and learn to think of IDEAS 
AS LIVING THINGS [my emphasis1 inescapably connected with our v i l l s  
and desires, as susceptible of growth and development by their very 
nature, as shoving their l i f e  by their tendency to change, as being 
liable, by this very tendency, to deteriorate and become corrupt and 
work harm, then ve shall stand in a relation to ideas which rake an 
active literature possible.1 
There are other voices speaking for the power of 1 
Bodkin examines Junggs hypothesis that the psychological 
poetry is attributable to 
iterature. Naud 
significance of 
the stirring in the reader's rind, vithin or beneath his conscious 
response, of unconscious forces uhich he terms 'pr irordial imagesf, 
or archetypes.. . 'psychic1 residua of numberless experiences 
of the sane type, experiences which have happened not to the individual 
but to his ancestors, and of uhich the the results are inherited in 
1. Lionel Trilling,Ihe Liberal hqyinpiign, Mercury Books, 
London, 1950, p. 301. 
the structure of the brain, A PRIOR1 determinants of individual 
experience. '1 
Bodkin examines this hypothesis. Gilbert Hurray she finds also believes 
that rany stories and situations are 'deeply irplanted in the rerory of the 
2 
race' She uses the term archetypal patterns in her consideration of 
tragic poetry in particular and she assures that: 
we ray identify themes having a particular form or PATTERN try 
erphasisl vhich persists arid variation from age to age, and which 
corresponds to a pattern or configuration of emotional tendencies in 
the rinds of those who are stirred by the there.3 
Her difficulty lay in assessing the responses of those experiencing a play 
or poem which is exactly the difficulty teachers have in schools trying to 
assess the interest in, understanding of, and appreciation of literature. 
Her ovn interpretation of the Ancient Mariner for instance leads her 
to conclude that it syrbolizes for the reader the consciousness of lonely 
frustrations and personal mortality warring with an imperial vision of a 
vast inheritance and far-reaching destiny--that is its erotional reaning. 
The design of such a vork is she believes determined by forces that do not 
lie open directly to thought. With the assistance of a psychologist and 
his analysis of vorks for their erotional syrbolisr she concluded that 
it represented a Rebirth archetype. 
Bodkin perceives that a magic is corrunicated in such works that 
vould not be in a drear where ve find it hard to rererber enough to, as it 
4 
were, translate its syrbolisr. The patterns or rain there of the Ancient 
1. Haud Bodkin, h $ e t y p l  Patterns jn Poetry, Oxford University 
Press, 1963, p.1 
3. Ibid. ,p.4. 
nariner can be compared says Bodkin t o  the theme of the  'night journey1 or 
rebir th  in  the Book of Jonah, and she s t a t e s  that Jung has noted how a s t a t e  
of introversion and regression precedes a kind of rebir th  in to  a new way of 
1 
l i f e ,  has been recognized and organized by religions of a l l  times. Poetry 
uses what Bodkin c a l l s  the sensuous resources of language: 
Just a s  the undifferentiated bel iefs  of leverydayl are  
intel lectual ly ordered, extended and cr i t ic ized,  by the help of an 
exact terminology, t i l l  they become science, so they a re  emotionally 
ordered, extended and cr i t ic ized,  by help of the sensuous resources 
of language, t i l l  they become poetry.2 
One might ca l l  t h i s  an expression of the d i s t i l l a t ion  of human experience. 
In t h i s  sense, a r t ,  says Bodkin, has been said by T.S.Eliot t o  approach the 
conditions of science. I t  i s  observation from a distance-Jung used the 
term 'psychological real i ty1.  Richards she says is afraid that if we coin 
3 
terms for t h i s  experience we may be led into t intel lectual  bondagef. 
Hiddleton Hurry describes it a s  a unity of rind and heart. 
Nietzsche speaks of the essential nature of tragedy a s  that of a 
vision generated by a dance 'Poet and spectator, he says, undergoing the 
Dioysian excitement a re  enabled t o  transform themselves and find expression 
4 
through the bodies and souls of others--the actors upon the stage.' 
Bradley speaks of Shakespeare creating 'a mass of t ruth about l i f e ,  
which was brought t o  birth by the process of composition, but never 
preceded i t  i n  the shape of ideas, and probably never, even a f te r  
1 
i t ,  took that shape i n  the poetP.s mind.' Shelley thought that a poem's 
t r u t h  was recognized by successive readers and which maybe even the poet 
does not understand. When we view Hamlet or Lear perhaps Bodkin sugggests 
'that something i s  present corresponding t o  the emotional meaning that 
belonged t o  ancient r i t u a l s  undertaken for  the renewal o f  the l i f e  o f  the 
2 
tribe.' Our t rag ic  heroes ray d i e  but the i r  s to r ies  l i v e  on. Which 
rer inds one o f  what Robert Braves said i n  h i s  poem 'To Juno a t  the Winter 
3 
Solst icef  'There i s  one story  and one s to ry  only' 
V i rg in ia  Woolf noted t h i s  same sense of pa r t i c ipa t ion  says Bodkin 
when she said 'Let us trace the PATTERN [my emphasisl, however disconnected 
and incoherent i n  appearance, which each sight and incident scores upon the 
4 
consciousness.' Bodkin concludes that  the function o f  poetry 
and i n  par t icu lar  of poetry i n  which we feel the pattern we have 
ca l led the Rebirth archetype, we may say that  a l l  poetry, laying 
hold o f  the ind iv idual  through the sensuous resources of language, 
communicates i n  sore neasure the experience o f  an erot ional but 
supra-personal l i f e ;  and that poetry i n  which we rel ive, .. ..affords 
us a means o f  increased awareness, and o f  f u l l e r  expression and 
control  of our own l i v e s  i n  t h e i r  secret and momentous obedience t o  
universal rhythms.5 
These archetypes which she discusses further i n  her vork seem t o  characterize 
the flow, or texture o f  universal experience. The patterns do not a r i se  
casually and can i l luminate that other source o f  great images, re1 igion. 
To c r i t i c s  who say that analysis destroys the very p r inc ip le  o f  
1. Haud Bodkin, Arghetypai Patterns i n  f b t ~ y ,  Oxford Universi ty 
Press, 1963, p.84. 
poetry she rep l ies  that  i t  need not be c r i t i c i s m  o f  the hard destruct ive 
type but can t r e a t  the poem with the reverence i t  deserves. Mainly she 
f inds that 'The patterns here i l l u s t r a t e d  i n  d e t a i l  from d i f ferent  kinds o f  
poetic material  seem t o  converge upon t h i s  r e l a t i o n  o f  the ind iv idual  t o  a 
1 
l i f e  wi th in  and beyond him...a power present w i th in  the community.' 
This sense o f  comntni t y  she f inds present i n  our l i t e r a r y  heritage and 
i n  r e l i g i o n  where for instance the notion o f  komrunionf i s  an important 
one and where the wr i t ings embody the same archetypes as found i n  poetry 
and from whence many o f  the poets have drawn some o f  the i r  inspirat ion. 
We cannot escape metaphor because as Karsten Harries says 'We do not 
have an unmediated understanding of anything real,  not even o f  our own 
2 
selves.' Heidegger she says has alerted us t o  the way metaphors, t h e i r  
o r ig ins  effaced, continue t o  shape philosophical dscourse and h i s  own 
metaphor o f  a clearing that l e t s  i n  l i g h t  j o ins  'the distance and l i g h t  
metaphors that  have long governed philosophical speculation, which has 
tended t o  take for granted that the model provided by vision i s  adequate t o  
3 
human understanding' but t h i s  i s  about as useful as saying that metaphors 
give us p ic tures i n  our rind. As Harries says each philosophical tex t  re fe rs  
us back t o  others, t o  what Derrida has dismissed as vh i  t e  mythology. We 
cannot he says f ind a saying o f  unveiled presence 'We cannot step outside 
language. .. .. .What remains i s  play with words.. . .we are imprisoned by 
4 
language' But even i f  there can never be a f u l l y  adequate descript ion 
o f  what i t  i s  says Harries we can nevertheless d is t inguish between more or 
2. and 3. Karsten Harries,Metaphor and Transcendence, On Maehv,  
Sheldon Sacks, Universi ty o f  Chicago Press, 1978, p.83. 
less proper descriptions. As soon as ve recognize a perspective as just  
that then ue have transcended language and i t  i s  no longer a prison. 
We are wrong t o  t rea t  the poet as a godl ike creature she th inks 
because h i s  vork i s  as much a g i f t  of the earth as h i s  own. He have t o  
re ra in  open, both the poet and the l is tener  t o  vhat transcends us and w i l l  
i l luminate . 'First ve have t o  l i s t e n  rore a t t e n t i v e l y  t o  the many voices of 
1 
the earth.' Which i s  d i f f i c u l t  vhen we are already caught up as she says 
i n  ways o f  looking, seeing and thinking. ' He understand things without 
having rade then our own. The adequacy o f  vords i s  taken for granted, 
2 
t h e i r  o r ig ins  forgotten. I t i s  only against the background of si lence 
3 
that the presence o f  things manifests i t s e l f .  Such words captured 
soret i res i n  poetry close the gap betueen language and real i ty .  'Things 
speak t o  us' i f  uea l lovourse lves  tohear .  Th isv ievsees  poetry 
not as an aesthetic se l f -suf f ic ient  un i t y  but as 'a rore or less inadequate 
and fragaentary repe t i t i on  of that speech i n  vhich nature, or perhaps God, 
4 
addresses us. ' 
The current metaphor for the study o f  l i t e r a t u r e  i s  an arch i tectura l  
one--structuralism, vhich according t o  Rarthes i s  a descendant o f  Rhetoric 
Science i s  a structure already i n  existence vhich ve describe and nare i n  
our attempts t o  understand and explo i t  i t .  L i terature says Rarthes has a 
'grand cosrogenic unity '  and l i k e  science i t  i s  methodical: 
L ike science, l i t e r a t u r e  has i t s  moral i ty;  a cer ta in  uay o f  ext ract ing 
i t s  ru les  and procedure from the image i t  assures of i t s  being, and 
consequently of submitting i t s  enterprises t o  a cer ta in  absolute s p i r i t .  5 
1. and 2. Karsten Harries,tietaphor and Transcendence, Of! !l_elahr, Sheldon 
Sacks, Universi ty o f  Chicago Press, 1978, p.87. 
3. and 4. Ibid.,p.88. 
5. Roland Barthes, Itie RKI!~ of h y u ~ y e ~ t r a n s .  by Richard Houard, 
H i l l  and Wang, Neu York, 1986,p.3. 
One feature both unites and divides ther; both are discourses. For 
science, language i s  an instrument made as  neutral as possible whereas 
1 
'language i s  the BEING of literature, i t s  very world:. .' 
I t  occurs to r e  that if  I catch a fish already named and classified 
according to science, i t  will be labelled a s  such by myself or any onlookers 
even if we do not know the correct official  Latinate or Greek name. If I 
catch a hitherto unknovn species vhich I name myself, i s  my speech act 
literary or scientific? If I t e l l  a story i n  writing about my catch i t  i s  
literary. If on the other hand an account i s  written as a piece of research 
and my fish i s  officially named perhaps even with my name then this constitutes 
science. Explanations fror the past which are not deemed scientific are of 
course referred to as myths. There does seem at  times to be a very fine 
line betveen the mythological or the literary and the scientific. 
Structuralism i s  a science created to  explore and understand 
language, particularly literary language. Words are explored at  different 
levels. A sentence has not only a l i te ra l  or denoted meaning i t  is 
2 
'cramred wi th supplementary significations' I t  can be at  the same time a 
cultural reference, a rhetorical model, a deliberate ambiguity of the 
speech act, or a simple unit of denotation. Barthes introduces his recurring 
notion of %pace1: 
... the 'literary' word has the depth of a space, and this space i s  
the field of structural analysis i t s e l f ,  vhose project is much 
greater than that of the old stylist ics,  entirely based as i t  was on 
the erroneous idea of 'expressivity.3 
Literature retains what Barthes thinks science rejects, that i s  the 
sovereignty of language. He sees a change coming however: 
1. Roland Barthes,Ihg Rustle of h~quggt?, trans. by Richard Hovard, 
Hill and Wang, New York, 1986, p.4. 
2. and 3. Ibid.,p.6 
... science will become literature, insofar as literature--subject, 
moreover, to a growing collapse of traditional genres.. .--is already, 
has always been, science; for what the human sciences are discovering 
today, in whatever realm: sociological, psychological, psychiatric, 
linguistic etc.,literature has always known; the only difference is 
that literature has not SAID what it knous, it has WRITTEN it.1 
In many areas of science scientists are almost lost for words to 
describe their findings and the truth of Barthesf statement becomes apparent 
if one looks for instance at the current writings on the brain and nervous 
system. Jeffrey Saver reviewing a work by Allan Hobson refers to this 
phenomenon. Hobson has presented an act ivation-synthesis model of the 
human capacity to drear; one which draws on introspection as well as techniques 
of neurophysiological inquiry, and built up a grammar of dreams. He and his 
colleagues have sought to make a science of dreams. Saver says of these 
findings: 'Hobsonls integrative, synthetic, interdisciplinary spirit is 
palpable on every page, His interpretations of neurophysiological findings 
2 
yield an enriched view of mental function.' Similarly Bergland also 
speaking of the brain uses figurative terms which one would never normally 
expect from a scientist, He believes the brain is a gland and therefore has 
to work in harmony with the whole sytem: 
Those who discern the pattern of the tapestry will stand in awe, 
knowing that its [the brainlsl static fore cannot produce 
thought: molecules, some from the brain and others from the body, 
rust caress each other --as the violinistfs bow kisses the violin 
strings--to create the music of the mind.3 
Which suggests that we HAVE reached a point in time where the poet has 
become a scientist and the scientist a poet. The traditional divisions 
1. Roland Barthes, & Rustle of L~guuye, trans. by Richard Howard, 
Hill and Wang, New York, 1986, p. 10. 
3. Richard Bergland,Ihe fdvjc_ of Kid_, Penguin Books, Australia, 
1985, p.176. 
between them were only imaginary. 
Barthes believes we should change our attitude to l i terature rei fied 
as i t  has been i n  the division of subjects and the pursuit of the history 
of l i terature as an end in i tself .  We should nou he thinks treat  history 
backwards, beginning with the text and making ourselves the centre of th is  
history, substituting TEXT for author, school and movement; treating it  not 
as a sacred object but essentially a s  a space in language, the s i t e  of an 
infinite number of digressions, and trace the codes of knowledge invested i n  
them. Like Ricoeur he advocates the polyseaic reading of the text, 
In Barthesl view the reader becomes the important factor not the 
writer. For too long he thinks we have concentrated on authors and been 
distracted from the reality of the text which i s  meaningless without the 
active involvement of the reader. 'The most subjective reading imaginable 
1 
i s  never anything bu t  a game played according to certain rules.' these 
rules do not come from the author: 
... these rules core from an age-old logic of narrative, from a 
symbolic form which constitutes us even before we are born--in a 
word, from that vast cultural space through which our person (whether 
author or reader) i s  only one passage.2 
The game however i s  not a mere idleness but a piece of work involving the 
3 
body and by which 'we imprint a posture on the text.' 
Where the author was previously considered to have fed or 'fathered 
the book the modern SCRIPTOR i s  not the subject of which his book would be 
the predicate "there i s  no time other than that of the speech-act, and every 
4 
text i s  written eternally HERE and NOW.' The text i s  'a fabric of 
Roland Barthes, Ihe Rustle of L_gyu_aye, trans. by Richard Howard, 
Hill and Wang, New York, 1986, p.31. 
and 3. Ibid.,p.31. 
Ibid.,p.51. 
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1 
quotations, resulting from a thousand sources of culture.' S o  there can 
2 
be no claim to ownership for 'life merely imitates the book' and once 
the author is distanced in this way any claim to decipher a text becomes 
futile, although this is what critics have traditionally done. 
,..by refusing to assign to the text, a 'secret' i.e.an ultimate 
meaning, liberates an activity we may call countertheological, properly 
revolutionary, for to refuse to halt meaning is finally to refuse 
60d and his hypostases, reason, science, the law.3 
To Barthes this is illustrated in the Greek notion of tragedy where the 
listener realises the tragic double reanings of which the speakers are 
unaware. Likewise a text: 
... consists of multiple writings, proceeding from several cultures 
and entering entering into dialogue, into parody, into contestation; 
but there is a site where this multiplicity is collected, and this 
site is not the author, as has hitherto been claimed, but the reader: 
the reader is the very space in which are inscribed, without any of 
them being lost, all the citations out of which the writing is made; 
the unity of the text is not in its origin but in its 
destination...4 
The reader is a repository of all those same traces from which the writing 
itself is drawn so 'the birth of the reader must be requited by the death 
5 
of the author.' The metaphor Barthes uses to describe a Text is that of 
a network whereas the traditional text is seen as a developing organism 
like something one gives birth to. 
Barthes' emphasis on the reader appeals to me because I believe the 
receiver of metaphors has likewise been neglected in theories of metaphor. 
No matter what the author of a metaphor literary or scientific intends, 
1. Roland Barthes,Ihg llys?le of ~pimgu~ge, trans. by Richard Howard, 
Hill and Wang, New York, 1986, p.52. 
2. Ibid.,p.53. 
3. and 4. Ibid.,p.54. 
5. Ibid.,p.55. 
in the metaphor, it has almost a literal meaning, as Davidson says, to the 
one who reads or hears it, it has one meaning, for that person even if 
other levels of meaning occur later or are hidden uithin it as in poetry 
uhere layers of meaning become apparent on further readings. The making of 
metaphors and the reasons for their use seem to have been the main preoccupation 
of uritings on metaphor rather than their effect. The signification of a 
metaphor is entirely personal or idiosyncratic to the receiver whether or 
not that is appreciated or understood by the metaphor-maker. 
Barthes has stressed the importance of a study of psychoanalysis (as 
uell as psychology and 1 inguistics) for students of language, particularly 
literary text. Robert Rogers does precisely this in his study of metaphor 
from a psychoanalytic viev. He is concerned uith 'the dynamic processes 
involved in creating and responding to metaphor, vith the ambiguity 
underlying these dynamics, and ui th the correlation betueen imagery and 
1 
imagination.' 
The most expressive artists rely on the resources of imagery, or 
metaphor vhich in Hauthornels kaivlet LgtAer as Rogers explains is 
symbolized by the 'tongue of flame' uhich Dimresdale the preacher possesses 
to the annoyance and chagrin of his otheruise superior colleagues and to 
the delight of his uorshipping congregation--an irony of course because he 
is a guilty man, but he has this magical ability to commune uith people 
through the use of FAHILIAR words and figures. 
This kind of magical ability to transmit turbulent messages through 
unconscious channels accords vell uith a vide array of modern 
assumptions about the psychology of artistic communication. Corrunication 
of this kind can only involve the old, not the new, the known, not 
the unknown, the universal, not the arcane. It must be based on a 
1. Robert Rogers,~eflaehor A Psyghopcalyttc Vie!, University of 
California Press, l978,p.4. 
measure of shared l i f e  experience or else no significant 
communication of the kind Dimmesdale specializes in can take place. 
Psychoanalysis locates this shared l i f e  experience in man's epigenetic 
development. 1 
The 'tongue of flame' is a metaphor and Hetaphor i s  the Tongue of Flame' 
that is to say i t  i s  a source of power. The poet's use of such power i s  
already well documented. Shelley has said that poetry is 'vitally 
2 
metaphorical' Gaston Bachelard decided that 'a poetic mind is purely 
3 
and simply a syntax of metaphors.' Hetaphor focusses both thought and 
emotion in a particularly intense, economical way, says Rogers, and one 
which has led cr i t ics  and others to describe i t  as having verbal tension 
and verbal energy which i s  transferred from the poet t o  the reader. 
Having rejected the stat ic conception of metaphor as an ornament 
derived from the Renaissance idea of style as a garment, modern 
writers almost always speak of metaphoric intensity in dynamic terms 
of some kind.4 
Unfortunately i t  i s  true, as I.A. Richards has said of Hax Easton's view of 
art arousing reaction and yet impeding i t ,  
5 
about the central nervous system. ' Tr 
that 'We do not yet know enough 
. i l l ing says that 'the devices of 
art  --the most extreme devices of poetry, 
to the mind of the a r t i s t  b u t  are characte 
for example--are not particular 
6 
!ristic of mind itself. '  
Rogers1 answer to  th i s  dilemna i s  to explore psychoanalysis as a 
framework for the s t u d y  of metaphor--not because psychoanalysts have had 
much to say about retaphov-but to formulate a model for the dynamics of 
1. Robert Rogers,k!qehhl A kyghgqna!yttg yjfy, University of 
California Press11978,p.3. 
2. and 3. Ibid.,p.6. 
4. Ibid. ,p.B. 
6. Lionel Trilling,rhe hiberg! h~ig~nai~gn,Hercury Books,London, 
p. 179. 
response to  significant metaphor. John Hiddleton Hurry be1 ieved that 
exploring any primary data of consciousness could lead t o  the borderline of 
sanity for 'it would be nothing l e s s  than an investigation of the genesis 
1 
of thought i tself . '  [Interesting that  he uses t h i s  word genesis for the 
book of Genesis opens with 'The Word1] Rogerst study therefore explains 
elelental  types of mental functioning in order t o  better understand 
metaphors, even though, as  he is aware, they a re  not simply something one 
finds fixed in a text but dispersed even among readers. 
Lionel Tri l l ing t e l l s  us that the mind, as  Freud saw i t  'is in the 
2 
greater part of of its tendency exactly a poetry-making organ.' even 
though he considered metaphor unreliable a s  a rethod of thought he was 
forced to use i t  himself, a s  in h i s  metaphors of the topography of the 
mind, but, Tri l l ing points out, that ,  a s  i t  is not a thing of space a t  a l l ,  
h i s  metaphors a re  inexact. 
In the  eighteenth century Vico spoke of the metaphorical, imagistic 
languages of the early stages of culture; i t  was l e f t  to  Freud to 
discover how, in a sc ien t i f i c  age, we s t i l l  feel and think in 
figurative formations, and t o  create, what psychoanalysis is, a 
science of tropes metaphor and its variants,  synecdoche and 
retonomy.3 
I t  has been said by people such a s  T.S.Eliot and Hiddleton Hurry that 
a r t i s t s  do not begin with ideas but perception, intui t ion and emotional 
conviction. Coleridge also spoke of two d i s t inc t  types of thought, one of 
which controlled the other. Rogers says that  instead of accepting Hurry's 
idea that a r t i s t i c  thought does not involve reason, i t  might be better t o  
1. Robert Rogers, k!p[hoy A kychoacglyttc ! k t ,  University of 
California Press, 1978,~. 10. 
2. Lionel Trilling,Ihy Liberal hpgination,Hercury Books,London, 
p.52. 
go along v i th  Coleridge, supposing i t  t o  be dual in nature 'combining a 
'streaming', associative, pictor ial  kind of thought with a rore rigorous 
1 
and rational type.' 
If there are  two levels  of thought, one 'concrete, pictor ial ,  perceptual, 
emotional, in tu i t ive  and rore iraginative' the other, 'abstract, conceptual, 
2 
less  emotional , analytical, more controlled, and less  spontaneous' then 
language v i l l  reflect this.  Psychoanalysis seems t o  Rogers t o  have the  
descriptive terms ve need. Freud called them 'prirary process' and 'secondary 
3 
process' mentation. The f i r s t  ray be unconscious as  in dreams--and take 
over during periods of reduced ego control--and sometimes in t h i s  s t a t e  ve 
4 
express what is knovn as  'omnipotence of thought.' This is seen in the 
mental ac t iv i ty  of neurotics, schizophrenics and people under the influence 
of drugs, in highly emotional s ta tes ,  and in the inspirational phase 
of creat ive imagination. All of t h i s  suggests that it is somewhat chaotic. 
For the most part, primary-process mentation is concrete, usually 
pictor ial ,  as in dreams. I t  employs syrbolism in a crudely associative 
vay.. . . I t  can equate almost anything vi th anything e l se  vhere even 
the most rudimentary s imilar i ty  exis ts ,  such as  an isomorphic one. 
According t o  the primary process the syrbol equals reality.5 
Language can reflect t h i s  primitivism. Thus ve begin t o  see that  retaphors 
somehow combine aspects of both of these processes, building associations 
that  a re  dissimilar and s i r i l a r  and both creative or iraginative and rational 
or logical. In ordinary language the vord a s  a syrbol is not the object or 
1. Robert Rogers,fletauhoc A kychoanalytig yjgy, University of 
California Press, 1970,p.14. 
3. Ibid. ,p. 15. 
rea l i ty .  Another characteristic of the primary process says Rogers is that 
there can be no negation, except indirectly. 
The primary process operates mainly in the service of the id a s  a 
mode of discharging free, mobile psychic energy. I t  employs a crude, 
analogical, associative form of symbolism in a magical, wishful 
fashion without regard for ordinary real i ty ,  time, space, and logical 
consistency. While the mentation i t se l f  may be conscious, its 
sources a re  apt t o  be dynamically repressed. The secondary process 
operates mainly in the  service of the ego, The psychic energy a t  
i t s  disposal is bound, or neutralized, or sublimated energy. As a 
node of expression i t  is rational,  conceptual, analytical.  I t  
u t i l i z e s  higher, more abstract forms of discourse such a s  conventional 
lexical language and standardized mathematical signs.1 
Analog and digi tal  communication have similar differences. The f i r s t  
compares categories, the second operates by substitutions. 'Metaphor 
2 
communicates both analogically and digi tal ly . '  I t  says something IS and 
a l so  says i t  is LIKE. 
In simple nursery rhymes and nonsense verse l ike  Three Blind Mice 
and Jabberwocky 'communication takes place in  an astonishingly effect ive 
way but not a t  conscious levels. The primary process a s  a channel of 
communication is in many ways equal--and in some superior-- t o  that  of the 
3 
secondary process, but the messages are  encoded in a different uay.' 
Such messages also t ranslate  eas i ly  from one language t o  another. The 
reader therefore responds t o  f ic t ion almost as  a child responds. In the 
case of naive metaphors, they a re  ' uords with fa i r ly  concrete referents  
uhich appear t o  be l i t e r a l  but uhich a t ta in  a metaphoric dimension by 
4 
effecting a symbolic transfer,  usually an unconscious one.' 
Rogers says that in the Ancient Mariner for instance ue meet a 
1. Robert Rogers,nekphr A hyghopcalyttc !,by, University of 
California Press, 1970,p. 18. 
3. and 4. Ibid.,p.23. 
mixture of primary and secondary process material uhich is normal in 
l i t e ra ture  but in Kubla Khan 'uhich radiates  emotion and floods us with 
1 
associations' ue have what is closer t o  pure primary process. Some have 
at t r ibuted the l a t t e r  t o  the belief that Coleridge uas under the influence 
of opium uhen he urote it. He himself apparently published i t  'rather as  a 
psychological curiosity, than on the grounds of any supposed poetic 
2 
merits.' 
There is no such thing says Rogers, a s  a primary process uord, so 
the division into primary and secondary is an a r t i f i c i a l  one, t o  indicate 
'that certain words in certain contexts have potential for mobilizing 
primary or secondary process mentation--as the case nay be --in the 
3 
reader.' I t  is rather l i k e  saying they a re  childish and adult but i t  is 
almost impossible t o  separate them in l i t e ra ry  criticism, and 'neither can 
the primary and secondary components of an image be distinguished with 
4 
sc ien t i f i c  rigor by some kind of fractional dis t i l la t ion. '  for analytical 
purposes sore useful presumptions are  made 'as t o  the type or degree of 
mentation a given word or phrase IN A PARTICULAR CONTEXT u i l l  express or 
5 
generate. ' 
Rogers has developed a psychological theory of poetic language based 
on the tension model : 
Under certain contextual conditions language mobilizes primary and 
secondary process mentation in the reader in  such a way that endo- 
psychic tension develops, a passage being f e l t  a s  v i ta l  or pouerful 
or imaginative in proportion t o  the amount of tension generated 
1. Robert Rogers, Ijetaehor 4 kychgcnalyttc yihy, University of 
California Pre~s~197R~p.27.  
3. Ibid.,p.27. 
4. and 5. Ibid.,p.28. 
between drive and defense structures--including memory structures and 
identity configurations. 1 
According to th i s  theory and assuming the reader to be what he describes as 
a self-regulating hoaeostat ic system, a metaphor promotes a homeostatic 
shift  i n  the reader's cognitive and emotive equilibrium. Each metaphor 
i s  a puzzle t a shock to the system?l containing a variety of possible 
interpretations but at the time there i s  no expectation that i t  will 
conform with reality. Scientific models are similar but used with the full 
realisation that they are merely pragmatic devices which can be disposed 
of after use. Psychoanalysis hovever rel ies as Crews has said an the 
relative precision of the metaphors i t  uses, what he calls  'their relative 
capacity for economically describing a vast range of evidence for which no 
2 
other descriptive terms have been found.' 
To Coleridge the ideal poet could bring 'the whole soul of man into 
3 
activity.' He alsobelieved that poetry had 'a logic of itsown assevere 
4 
as that of science.' Rogers i s  convinced that the more we know about the 
rind and how i t  vorks the more we can understand the movement of poetry. 
He says that Ella Freeman Sharpe was the f i r s t  analyst to give explicit 
attenton to the role of metaphor in therapy--she said; 'words both reveal 
and conceal thought and emotion.. .metaphor fuses sense experience and 
thought in language. The a r t i s t  fuses them in a material medium or in 
5 
sounds with or without words.' She also had a theory 'that metaphors 
only evolve i n  language or in the arts  when the body orifices become 
1. Robert Rogers,~ytqehgt 4 Psychoanal ytig M y ,  University of 
California Press, 197Et1p.28. 
3. and 4. Ibid. ,p.36. 
controlledn and concluded that retaphor 'is personal and individual even 
1 
though the uords and phrases used are not of the speaker's coinage, ' 
The patterns of a writer's imagery may even be as individual as his fingerprints 
Rogers believes. Clinical interest in imagery is grouing as patients metaphors 
are utilized to assist in corrunication at  a suitable distance and i n  
training patients to explore their own imagery as part of their treatment. 
After examining sore of Keatsl poetry Rogers reiterates that i t  may 
be impossible to discern the arount of primary process and secondary process 
in any piece of poetry--1ikeuise as Ray Schafer has said the same is true 
in clinical uork, when trying to  'assess the balance of the primary and 
2 
secondary processes and shifting levels of organization in the patient.' 
This variation i s  particularly marked in schizophrenics, according to  
Harold Searles. 
When Rogers speaks of regression to the primary process, he 
emphasises that this i s  not pejorative , 'on the contrary, such regression 
operating synergistically with higher ego functions i s  a vital aspect of the 
3 
creative process and the responses i t  evokes.' It i s  difficult however 
to deronstrate in any direct uay 'that the sensed vital i ty or beauty of a 
passage of poetry for a given reader at  a given t i r e  i s  proportional to the 
4 
arount of tension created.' For one thing, response may be unconscious. 
Ernst Kris and Abraham Kaplan have, says Rogers, produced a 
classic psychoanalytic paper on the subject of aesthetic arbigui ty, in 
which they concluded that: 
1. Robert Rogers,nytk_ap)h!: 4 hyghoanalytjc jw, University of 
California Press, 1978,p.37. 
2. and 3. Ibid.,p.49. 
The potential of a symbol contributes to a specifically aesthetic 
experience only if the interpretation of the symbol evokes the 
resources of the primary process.1 
They speak of aesthetic DISTANCE and psychic LEVEL and draw attention to 
the way that an artist vill criticise a work in progress. The intellectual 
component of the aesthetic process is in their consideration important. 
Good metaphors, says Rogers, unlike dreams which are almost pure 
primary process--are characterized by a combination of primary and secondary 
process. 'In poetry, emotion gets inCORPorated in language, especially in 
2 
body imagery.' Bowlby has also noted the human dependency on 
attachment, which leads Rogers to comment that : 
People spend most of their lives clinging to one another, in one vay 
or another--and of course soretimes at several reroves, vhere the 
attachment is to pets, money, material goods, or rituals. Whatever 
forms they take, from an hierarchical point of viev these attachments 
must necessarily hark back to an original clinging of one body to 
another. 3 
Psychosis can be vieved as a meeting place of rind and body '..integrity of 
the body self underlies the integrity of the behavioral self.....The 
intimate relationship of soma to psyche appears in its most dramatic 
manifestation through the distorting mirror of psychotic thought 
4 
processes.' One can see this when viewing psychotic art vhich 'reflects 
5 
the serious impairment of the body ego' and not to be confused with 
deliberately playful art. Rogers describes the poet Sylvia Plath as symptomatic 
of schizoid entanglement, a confusion of love and hate, which ended tragically 
in her self-destruction. ' In psychotic art the primary process overvhelms 
1. Robert Rogers, lleliehg[ A kychgqcilytt~ Yiry, University of 
California Press, 197fl,p.65. 
3. Ibid. ,p.96. 
4. and 5. Ibid.,p.98. 
1 
the ego.' In Plath 'much of the power of her work to  touch us to the 
quick l i e s  in the way her body imagery generates an a lws t  cancerous 
2 
primary-process mentation i n  the reader.' Becauseshe draws so much on 
3 
'the wellsprings of her own primary process.' 
People need psychological space for their imaginations to relieve 
the strain of relating inner and outer reality according to Winnicot and 
4 
'Artspace is therefore the playspace of grownup children.' Hetaphor 
serves to generate an expanded boundary or potential space in the mind of 
the reader. By creating what has been called void or absence the writer 
'creates the space of illusion where the reader can enter into literature's 
5 
symbolic discourse. ' He concludes that 'everyone possesses a magical 
tongue of flame almost from birth except for those unfortunate emotional 
6 
outcasts who become autist ic and who often relapse into mutism.' The 
rest of us may lose sore of this  power but yet re-experience i t  through the 
work of the poets. This can only happen when children develop a love of 
literature, bu t  this  i s  something the community must also possess as they 
seem once to have had. 
Beggren t e l l s  us that the comprehension of metaphorical construing 
requires a peculiar and rather sophisticated intellectual ability which 
W.Bedel1 Stanford called 'stereoscopic visionf. Black and Richards have 
given us the main theory of metaphor and the tension theory as described 
1. Robert Rogers,Mg~hoy 4 hychoanalytig Yjey, University of 
California Press, 197flfp.l12. 
2. and 3. Ibid.,p. 107. 
6. Ibid. ,p.l40. 
by Berggren is that: 
any v i t a l  metaphor should be defined a s  a plurisignificative sign 
focus whose referents can be univocally conjoined or fused only at  
the  expense of absurdity, but which implici t ly  involves a process of 
assimilative construing whose cognitive import cannot be ent i rely 
resolved into 1 i t e ra l  or non-tensional assertions. 1 
So metaphor can never more be considered a mere comparison or type of 
synonym. Poetic meaning and poetic truth he says must always be tensional 
in character. We have t o  conceive of metaphor says Robert Weimann no longer 
a s  a figure of speech but as  'a process of language, and, what is more, we 
have t o  inquire into the his tor ical  forces underlying the tension and 
2 
energy that  inform t h i s  process.' 
Poets says Wayne C. Booth have always given their vision of uhat 
stands for human happiness and 'metaphor in t h i s  viev i s  not a means to  
other ends, but one of the main ends of l i f e ;  sharing metaphors becomes 
3 
one of the  experiences we l ive  for.' We sometimes turn t o  l i t e ra ture  and 
not religion he thinks because i t  contains claims t o  universal truths. 
James Deese a psychologist claims that  a f te r  a metaphor is said one 
i s  in fact a different person and 'a good metaphor allovs into the mind 
just those intersecting features between the  l i t e r a l  and figurative concept 
that a r e  the right ones--not the right ones in the objectivity of the uorld 
4 
but the r ight  ones in the subjectivity of human experience in that world.' 
He examines metaphors from the perspective of a theory used in l inguist ics  
Douglas Beggren, The Use and Abuse of Metaphor,IVie Reywyy of 
fietaphysikr, Vol. XVI, No.2, Issue N0.62~p.244. 
Robert Weimann, Shakespeare and the Study of Metaphor,ky 
Ljt_gr_gry lijsio~,Vol.6,No. i .Autumn 1974,p. 166. 
Wayne C. Booth,Metaphor as  Rhetoric, in! fietgehhy,ed. Sheldon 
Sacks,Universi ty  of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1979,p.67. 
James Deese,Mind and Metaphor: A Commentary,T& !ley Weyqyy 
History,Vo1.VI,Autumn 1974,p.215. 
that of marking. The marked term is derived, specialized and less commonly 
used. Deese concludes that value cannot be extricated from meaning or from 
the structure of the language as a whole: 
Any utterance reveals a total state of mind, our feelings and 
attitudes as well as the formal message we wish to convey.. .So much 
is true of the language of the grocer as that of the poet, of the 
scientific document as of the oration. There is no widespread or 
universal negation attached to the metaphor, as linking it with the 
theory of marking might suggest, but it is the case that each decision 
to use a word, metaphorically or not, carries the potential of 
reveaiing something; not only of our intellectual processes but those 
that are indissolubly linked with the intellectual, our emotional 
ones. And there is no escaping. 1 
f.T.C.Moore also reminds us that metaphor is not merely a semantic phenomenon 
that we do in a sense take metaphors literally by exploring relationships 
2 
and meanings otherwise unobserved in ordinary language. Jonathan Culler 
says no statement is metaphorical in itself, we make it so 'by taming the 
strange' when reading poetry ve 'read the constructed detour as an index of 
3 
wonder and poetic intensity.' But to make a kind of sport of identifying 
metaphors is to trivialize the process of interpretation. It is not for 
this reason that we read literature. 
We all seem to need a deeper understanding of metaphor than is 
currently prevalent. As Richards said 'A better understanding of metaphor 
is one of the aims which an improved curriculum of literary studies right 
4 
well set before itself.' 
1. James Deese,Mind and Metaphor: A Commentary,Ihe !I! Ljterary 
Hi~to~y,Vol.VI,Autumn 1974,p.217. 
2. F.C.T.Noore, On Taking Hetaphors Literally, in tlelap&gtiPhgblerq 
and kwzeect ives, ed. David S. Mia1 1 ,Harvester Press, 1982. 
3. Jonathan Culler,Commentary,Ney l.jt.rary History, Vol.VI,No.l, 
Autumn 1974,p.225. 
CHAPTER I11 
METAPHOR IN RELIGION 
Every theology en ta i l s  a metaphor for man's relat ion t o  60d, and the 
great theologies are  those that have survived af ter  generations 
of criticisms. 1 
David Tracy has said that  'the study of metaphor may well provide a 
clue t o  a better understanding of that elusive and perplexing phenomenon 
2 
our culture ca l l s  religion' for a l l  major religions contain cer tain root 
retaphors. 'These networks describe the enigma and promise of the human 
3 
si tuat ion and prescribe cer tain remedies for that situation. '  Western 
theology has paid l i t t l e  a t tent ion says Tracy t o  the l inks between the 
poetic and religious aspects of the human s p i r i t  which surprises  him particularly 
because Western religions a re  based on books which codify root metaphors. 
The ear l iest  Christian texts  (the parables of Jesus), a s  recent 
scriptural scholarship has clar i f ied through the  use of modern 
l i terary-cr i t ical  modes of analysis, achieve their  parabolic s tatus  
as  conjunctions of a narrative genre and a metaphorical process.4 
1. Wayne C. Booth, in Sheldon Sacks 14 ttgtpehhr, University of 
Chicago Press, 1978, p.66. 
2. David Tracy, Vetaphor and Religion: The Test Case of Christian Texts1, 
Sheldon Sacks, k!pph~~,Universi t y  of Chicago Press, 1978,p. 104. 
They have previously of course fallen victim to the fashion of considering 
metaphor as rere synonym or substitute and have been interpreted as 
l i te ra l  paraphrases uith ethical, conceptual, dogmatic or political meaning 
or been seen as rere ornarent to  dress the uords. 
Re1 igious language ui thin ordinary language has also been 
scrutinised says Tracy by people such as Tillich and Jaspers influenced by 
Kierkegard, and also by Gabriel Harcel, Ramsey, Frederick Ferre and Stephen 
Toulain. Each analysis yields characteristics of a religious dimension 
which i s  limited by ordinary language. Such are recognized in what Tracy 
ca l ls  'limit experiencesf such as anxiety, or belief in rants uorth. 
The central concern of theologists i s  however wi t h  root retaphors 
says Tracy. In Judaism and Christianity 60d i s  referred to  as father, lord, 
shepherd and kingor a s l igh t ,  truth, loveanduisdom. If theseuords 
are substitutions for real, l i te ra l ,  ideational meanings then as Tracy says 
ue do not need to study them, b u t  'if they function by means of some 
theory of tension or interaction (on the three levels of the uord, the 
phrase and the text, then the move to replace these decorative images 
1 
with concepts seems a precipitate one.' 
To understand the Christian religion's metaphorical network one 
must, as Tracy acknouledges, study the major metaphorical expressions of 
the Neu Testament which Northrop Frye does in a work I will refer to later. 
Has metaphor a specific religious function Tracy wonders, and examines two 
examples for consideration, the parables of Jesus and the expression '60d 
i s  Love.' 
Host parables begin says Tracy, uith the uords "6od i s  like... and 
1. David TracyflHetaphor and Re1igion:The Test Case of Christian Textsft 
Sheldon Sacks, On tl~lq~~h~,Universi ty of Chicago Press, 1978,p.93. 
modern New Testarent scholars often erploy a tensive or interaction theory 
of metaphor to interpret the narrative and metaphorical elements in the 
stories. Hany follow the lead of Paul Ricoeur who also uses the theory of 
models developed by flax Black, and Hary Hesse who interprets heuristic models 
as heuristic fictions which serve to redescribe reality. Likewise the 
metaphor in p a r a b l ~  may be so interpreted and redescribe human possibility. 
In Aristotelian language says Tracy the parable is a mythos (a heuristic 
fiction) uhich has the miretic power of redescribing human existence. 'The 
metaphorical PROCESS, therefore, is the epiphor or the diaphor which 
1 
transfers the meaning of the story from fiction to redescribed reality.' 
The extravagant actions in the parables such as the feast for the 
prodigal son disorient the reader, but in so doing: 
serve the function of reorienting the reader by disclosing a new 
religious possibility: a way of being in-the-uorld not based on the 
ethics of justice and merit but pure gift, pure graciousness, indeed 
in Wesley's famous phrase, of 'pure unbounded love.' 2 
The opening phrase '60d is like'... serves a sirilar function, by serving 
as a radical qualifier upon the whole model. The referents of the parables 
are therefore concerned with Christian love. The narrative is a heuristic 
model of extravagant actions set into a realistic narrative. 
The staterent '60d is love' is set uithin John's letter. The focus 
in this retaphor is on the word 'love.' Nygren has clarified the central 
tensions between the two types of love in his study Agape and Eros. Agape 
is a higher, sacrificial, spontaneous, overflowing love conferring value 
on the loved object. The other is desirous, acquisitive, egocentric, 
human, recognizes value (e,g. beauty) and then loves. One cannot therefore 
1. David Tracy, 'Hetaphor and Re1 igion: The Test Case 
Sheldon Sacks,ill tkligh~r, University of Chicago 
2. Ibid.,p.98. 
of Christian Texts,' 
Press, 1978,p.98. 
substitute love in this statement by an Eros type of love. The tension i n  
the statement can only be appreciated says Tracy if one is aware of the 
religious-as-limit language and the available interpretations of the metaphor 
i n  its Christian context. 'The statement '60d i s  love' does not say l i te ra l ly  
what 60d i s  but produces a metaphorical meaning for what 60d is 1 ike. In 
th i s  redescriptive sense, the statement defines who, for the Christ 
1 
is.' One would need the same care in interpreting the Buddhist idea 
of 'compassion' or the Jewish understandings of 'covenant' as the study of 
metaphor i n  these circumstances is not a luxury b u t  a necessity and 'moves 
2 
to the very centre of contemporary theological studies.' 
Hermann Hesse speaks of this same mysterious 'lovef in the expression 
'Love thy neighbour as thyself' as one of the wisest sayings ever: 
... the equilibrium of love, the ability to love without being at fault 
here and there, th is  love for oneself that i s  not stolen from anyone, 
th is  love for others that does not diminish one's own I or do 
violence to i t !  The secret of a l l  happiness, a l l  blessedness is th is  
saying. And if one wishes, one can turn to its Hindu side and give 
i t  the meaning: Love your neighbour for he i s  yourself! ... Ah, a l l  
wisdom i s  so simple, has been so precisely and unambiguously expressed 
and formulated for so long! 3 
His conclusion was that a l l  opposites merge into each other and: 
For me the highest utterances of mankind are those few sentences in 
which this duality has been expressed i n  magic signs, those few 
mysterious sayings and parables in which the great world antitheses 
are recognized simul taneously as necessaary and as i l  lusion.4 
The Chinese Lao-tse invented such sayings, says Hesse, and Jesus did this 
even more nobly, rore simply even more intimately. The irony to him i s  
1. David Tracy, 'Metaphor and Re1igion:The Test Case of Christian Texts,' 
Sheldon Sacks, IIJ M a e h w ,  Universi t y  of Chicago Press, 1970,p. 103. 
3. Hermann Hesse, 'A .Guest at  the Spat,Autobiogr_aehjcql kjljngs, 
Jonathan Cape, London, p, 162. 
4. Ibid. ,p. 168. 
that all this 'mst precious and dangerous wisdom' is offered free and it 
might be a good thing if it were not and we had to struggle to obtain it. 
Northrop Frye developed, for teaching purposes, a course based on a 
literary critical study of the Christian Bible. He rerinds us that it 
is not really one book but a collection of books beginning with the 
Creation and ending with the Apocalypse, in which there is also a body of 
concrete images: city, mountain, river, garden, tree, oil, fountain, 
bread, wine, bride, sheep and many others which recur so often that they 
clearly indicate some unifying principle, What Frye observes is a unified 
structure of narrative and imagery that Blake called the Great Code of Art. 
To Frye, a teacher is one who attempts to recreate the subject for 
the student's rind by getting him to recognize what he potentially already 
knows. A study of the Bible is pertinent to us Frye believes because: 
Han lives, not directly or nakedly in nature like the animals, but 
within a mythological universe, a body of assumptions and beliefs 
developed from his existential concerns. lost of this is held 
unconsciously, which means that our iraginations may recognize elements 
of it, when presented in art or literature, without consciously 
understanding what it is that we recognize. Practically all that we 
can see of this body of concern is socially conditioned and culturally 
inherited. Below the cultural inheritance there must be a c o r m  
psychological inheritance, otherwise forms of culture and imagination 
outside our own traditions would not be intelligible to us.1 
Criticism can help, Frye believes, to make us more aware of our 
rythological conditioning. The Romantics w r e  accused o! confusiay 
literature and religion but there is awareness he says of the 
relevance of Biblical criticism to secular literature. \any people are 
sensitive to such a study because it involves their personal belief 
system. 
Frye is concerned then with the Bible as an iraginative influence on 
1. Northrop Frye, I$! @!at Cqd! I$! IigM! and Mgratur!,  Harcour t 
Brace Jovanovich,New York, 1982,p. xviii. 

and are the outward expression of an inner rea l i t y .  nut t h i s  
r e a l i t y  i s  not merely 'inside.' Thoughts ind icate the existence o f  a 
transcendent order 'above,' which only th ink ing can coarunicate w i th  
and which only words can express. Thus metonymic language is,  o r  
tends t o  become, analogical language, a verbal i r i  t a t i o n  o f  a 
r e a l i t y  beyond i t s e l f  tha t  can be conveyed most d i r e c t l y  by words. 1 
So the f i r s t  phase o f  language uas poetic, the second that o f  Plato i s  
d ia lect ica l .  Synonyrous wi th  t h i s  says Frye cores the development o f  
continuous prose uhich does not have the loose associative rhythr  o f  
natural ordinary speech. He also bel ieves tha t  there was a movement i n  
philosophy f r o r  metaphor touards what we now think of as science. The 
inf luence o f  A r i s to t le  was that, 
He worked out the organon o f  a deductive logic based on a theory o f  
r u l t i p l e  causation, and provided a technique for arranging words t o  
make a conquering march across rea l i t y ,  subjects pursuing objects 
through a l l  the obstacles of predicates ... 2 
I n  what Frye l ikens t o  the m i l i t a r y  s t y l e  o f  the conquering Alexander. 
I n  metaphorical language says Frye the central  conception which 
u n i f i e s  human thought and imagination i s  tha t  o f  a p l u r a l i t y  o f  gods which 
i n  metonymic language becores a monotheistic '60d' and as Christ ian 
theology developed thought became more deductive and followed from the 
per fect ion o f  60d. Where inconsistencies arose they were smoothed out by 
allegory. This developrent o f  a continuous deductive prose s t y l e  led, says 
Frye, t o  some confusion with older s to r ies  and also t o  a tendency t o  
r i g i d i t y  i n  thinking. 'Analogical language thus came t o  be thought o f  as 
3 
sacramental language, a verbal response t o  God's oun revelat ion'  
and retained i t s  cu l tu ra l  ascendancy up t o  the time o f  Kant and Hegel. 
1. Nort hrop Frye, Ihe @mat god! I h g  fj j b i g  y d  I jtmpthre, Harcour t 
Brace Jovanovich,Neu York, 1982,p.7. 
Before this says Frye a new s ty le  was developing as in the work of 
Bacon and Locke 'Continuous prose is s t i l l  employed, but a l l  deductive 
procedures are increasingly subordinated to a primary inductive and fact 
1 
-gathering process' and language is treated as primarily descriptive of an 
objective natural order. This phase f i t s  into Vico's 'vulgarf cycle or 
Fryels 'derotic.' Meaning and truth becore rore abstract and in this 
inductive scientific era illusion and reality are a probler. As Frys says 
after Copernicus, expressions 1 i ke 'sunrise1 and 'sunset1 became metaphors 
or illusory descriptions. Einstein likewise changed ratter  to an illusion 
of energy. Now the observer became observed also. 
If we have corpleted the cycle says Frye, fror Homer where word 
evokes t h i n g  t o  our own t i r e  where the thing evokes the word we seer once 
rore to need retaphor. He observes that we are currently witnessing much 
interest in language and linguistics. nark Johnson has also said that 'We 
2 
are in the ridst of a retaphorrania.' 
'Hetonyricf to Frye means: 
1) a figure of speech in which an irage i s  'put for' another irage: th is  i s  
really a species of retaphor. 
2) a rode of analogical thinking and writing in which the verbal expression 
i s  'put for' something that by definition transcends adequate verbal 
expression 
3) i t  i s  a rode of thought and speech in which the word i s  "put for' the 
object i t  describes (the descriptive phase) 
1. Northrop Frye,lhe Gr_ept Code Ihe lib!! and L i  teraturg, Harcourt 
Brace Jovanovich,New York, 1982,p.13. 
2. nark Johnson,Phi losogh jc_a_! Pers~ect ives l!gMa_@Cb, University 
of Hinnesota Press,Hinneapolis, l981,p.i~. 
The language of irmanence i s  founded on retaphor and the language of 
transcendence on retonyry. 
So in the f i rs t  retaphorical phase of language the unifying verbal 
element is the 'godD or personal nature-spirit. In the second a 
transcendent '60dD is a t  the centre of the order of things and in the 
third phase the criterion of reality is the source of sense experience in 
the order of nature. In the lat ter  there i s  no '60d' and 'gods' are no 
longer believed in. ~ythological t i r e  and space become separated fror 
scientific t i r e  and space and help to push the concept of 60d almost out 
of the third phase. Frye says ve right core closer to  an understanding of 
the word 60d if ue understood i t  as a verb as in the early retaphoric 
phase but which in fact right also rake sense in ter rs  of rodern physics. 
Words in the retaphoric phase vere elements of pouer says Frye as in 'vord' 
i t se l f ,  for in Genesis 1:4,'6od said ,Let there be light, and there was 
light.' Hayawaka says that primitive people believed the name of a 
person to be part of that person and to knov soreonels name vas to have 
pouer over him. Thus 'real' nares vere soretires known only to parents. 
1 
This belief i s  illustrated he says by the story of Rurpelstilskin. 
The language of the Homeric age has a vitality ue can never repeat 
says Frye but 'It has been recognized from earliest t i r e s  that the prirary 
social function of the poet i s  connected vith sorething very ancient and 
2 
primitive in society and society's use of vords.' In the second phase 
retaphor i s  recognized as a figure of speech. I t  i s  surprising that Aristotle 
praises Homer's aetaphors vhen he rust have known that to h i r  they were 
1. S. I. Hayawaka,Cpnguggg i n  h u g h t  ktign,6eorge A1 len and 
Unuin,London, 1966.p. 8%. 
2. Northrop Frye,Ih_g k i t  Code Ih_e !jb_!g gd_ Ljt_g~a_ty~g,Harcourt 
Brace Jovanovich,New York, 1982,p.22. 
not metaphors. By the third phase use of metaphor is conscious and deliberate 
and a tension arises says Frye between figurative and what is called 'literal1 
meaning and some writers will deliberately avoid metaphor as interference. 
Frye says it is difficult for sore people to accept that poetry is genuinely 
primitive. I can sympathise with their view. If we have been conditioned 
to think of poetry for exarple as high on a hierarchic scale of literature 
it is likewise difficult to equate it with priritiveness even though primitive 
in the artistic sense means rore pure and unadulterated than it means base 
or inferior. To be RADICALLY metaphorical is the only way, says Frye, that 
language can convey the presence of a numinous personality in the world. 
It is poetry which keeps metaphorical language alive says Frye even 
though it has lost the magic power of original metaphor. When words were 
treated as ragic they could not vary by a syllable . Now the poet is free 
to say what he likes but whether we believe what he says is for us to 
decide. fExistentialf writing as it is known is synonymous with the 
second period 'that conveys the sense of anchoring an interest in the 
1 
transcendental in the seabed of huran concern.' Frye illustrates this 
3 
development or evolution of language expression in the forr of a diagram: 
('Revelation') -) Metaphor -) Metonyry -) Descriptive [Fourth Phase1 
Writing ? 
I A A  
: ........ 'E~istential'.~~..~l ? : 
. Writing I : 
:.I.....,.,.., .... ,,...Poetic or .......... I ? 
I 
.......... :, .................................... 'Kerygma', . . I  
1. Nor t hrop Frye,Ibe k y a t  Code The Bible arid j t e ~ g t u ~ e ,  Harcour t 
Brace Jovanovich,New York, 1982,p.25. 
The Bible originates in the f i rs t  stage but much of i t  i s  contemporary with 
the second, hence i t s  retynoric '60d'. Rational argument is not a feature 
of i t s  style. Oratorical rhetoric is a transitional stage between one and 
two for 'oratory at  i t s  best i s  really a corbination of metaphorical or 
poetic and 'existential1 idioms: i t  uses a l l  the figures of speech, but 
within a context of concern and direct address that poetry as such does not 
1 
erploy.' I t  is a powerful use of language for good or evil. Nowadays we 
rarely experience i t s  use except in advertising and propaganda. Huranisr 
rose in the third phase says Frye and clari ty and lucidity of style became 
i t s  rain concern to distinguish reality from illusion. 
The idiom of the Bible i s  essentially oratorical says Frye. In such 
figurative language the reality of subject and object becomes tenuous. I t  
i s  thought to core from a t i r e  almost before t i r e  and to be the rhetoric of 
60d spoken through his agents. I t  really therefore does not belong to  one 
particular phase but  has a style of its own which he ca l ls  'kerygra' or 
proclaration, the vehicle of revelation, and as he says 'The Bible i s  far 
too deeply rooted in a l l  the resources of language for any simplistic 
2 
approach to i t s  language to  be adequate.' This term 'kerygra, i s  usually 
associated says Frye ui th the theology of Bultrann who sees i t  as opposed 
to ryth. Frye on the other hand believes that ryth i s  the linguistic 
vehicle of kerygra. 
Fryefs definition of ryth i s  'rythos, plot, narrative, or in general 
3 
the sequential ordering of words.' To him a l l  verbal structures are 
ryths in this primary sense. In the metaphorical phase most verbal 
narratives take story form, where the propelling force is the link between 
personalities and events. In the retonyric stage this narrative is 
generally an argument. 
The word ryth has tended to becore linked to story rather than 
history. Even works we have thought of as histories are mythical, and he 
cites Gibbon's Decline and Fall as an exarple, because it follows a narrative 
thread. So to Frye the Bible tells a story and is a ryth, 
Sore stories however have special functions over tire they are not 
for entertainment as folktales right be but to tell what is irportant for 
society to know, and become 'sacred'. They also interconnect in a mythology 
or canon and deal with specific aspects of a culture. Frye describes them 
1 
in another diagram: 
Myths as Hythoi or Narratives 
.................................................. 
. 
Story-myths Ar guren ts 
................................... .................... 
I 
Myths in Folktales Hetonyric Descriptive 
Secondary Legends,etc. : Arguments Narratives 
Sense 
. 
.......................... m............ 
Parables, Allegories, 
Fables,etc. Platonic ryths,etc. 
Hythology is irportant because 'rooted in a specific society tit1 transmits 
a heritage of shared allusion and verbal experience in tire, and so 
1. Northrop Frye, Ihe !hpt Code I t~g  Bib!~ and Lite~pture, Harcourt 
Brace Jovanovich,Neu York, 1982,p.34. 
mythology helps to create a cultural history.' 
Frye commends the uork of the scholar 
myths 'as interlocking story patterns like a 
Frazer because he treats 
2 
literary critic. '  He 
believes that 'myth i s  not a direct response to  the natural environment; it 
i s  part of the imaginative insulation that separates us from that 
3 
environment. ' Is  l i terature develops says Frye, mythology i s  
absorbed into i t  and indeed inspires later authors. And as to the truth of 
myths he says that 'A myth is designed not to  describe a specific situation 
but to contain i t  in a uay that does not restr ict  i t s  significance to that 
4 
one situation, Its truth i s  inside i t s  structure, not outside.' Running 
throughout the Bible is a legal retaphor as if man uere on t r i a l  and 
through myths he i s  shoun uhat to do or uhat i s  possible. The central myth 
of the Bible i s  one of deliverance. 
I t  i s  ironic says Frye that ue use the expression 'gospel truth' 
to wear to the validity of something uhen in fact the Bible i s  full of 
figures of speech, many puns and much hyperbole. netaphors of the type 
this-is-that or A i s  B abound, and yet they are profoundly illogical if not 
anti-logical. Jesus also refers to himself metaphorically, as in 'I am the 
vine, ye are the branches.' So prevalent are such expressions that ue 
cannot consider them as merely incidental or ornarental. 
Translators have had difficulty with many Biblical sayings 
especially the more metaphysical, but i t  i s  'a linguistic fact that many of 
1. Northrop Frye, lhe Gppt Code I! B@le and M g ~ p t y ~ e ,  Harcourt 
Brace Jovanovich,Neu York, 19B2,pm34. 
2. Ibid.,p.35. 
3. Ibid.,p,37 
4. Ibid.,p.46. 
the centra l  doctr ines o f  t rad i t i ona l  Chr i s t ian i t y  can be grammatically 
1 
expressed only i n  the for8 o f  metaphor.' The doctrines may be 'more' 
than metaphor, says Frye, but they can only be stated i n  metaphorical th i s -  
is - that  form. For B i b l i c a l  purposes metaphor i s  functional. 
E x p l i c i t  metaphor according t o  Frye, usual ly contains a predicat ion 
i n  the word * isF, but other more i r p l i c i t  metaphors do not have this. He 
c a l l s  t h i s  metaphor by juxtaposition. The impact a word has may convey the 
d ic t ionary or conventional meaning but also what he c a l l s  inward speci f ic  
contextual meaning. As we read material i t  i s  un i f i ed  syntact ica l ly  as a 
Gestalt, This centr ipeta l  organizing e f f o r t  o f  the mind i s  primary. The 
referents form a secondary layer o f  meaning which we can pursue i f  we wish. 
Nowadays we scan much wr i t ten material of vhich there i s  increasing abundance, 
merely i n  t h i s  primary fashion e.g, newspapers, select ing from t h i s  f i r s t  
visual scan those par ts  ve actual ly  wish t o  read and assimilate. 
Figures o f  speech, says Frye, become the  focus o f  our at tent ion i n  
l i t e r a r y  language because they erphasise the interrelatedness o f  words. 
The juxtaposit ion o f  words creates meaning so that a word changes meaning 
according t o  i t s  posit ion. Hermeneutics apparently began i n  the exegesis 
o f  the Bib le  where much at tent ion i s  given t o  *hiddenp meanings based on 
word juxtaposition. Accuracy of descript ion i s  not possible v i  t h  vords 
so: 
The events the Bib le  describes are what some scholars c a l l  'language 
events,' brought t o  us only through words; and i t  i s  the words 
themselves that  have the authority, not the events they describe. 
The Bib le  means l i t e r a l l y  just what i t  says, but i t  can mean i t  only 
without primary reference t o  a correspondence o f  what i t  says t o  
something outside what i t  says.. . We could almost say that even the 
existence o f  6od i s  an inference from the existence of the Bible: 
1. Nor throp Frye, Ihe [gig Ihe B ib le  g d  jtr[:ta[e, Harcour t 
Brace Jovanovich,Nev York, 1902,p.55. 
1 
in the BEGINNING uas the Word. 
To Frye all verbal structures have a centripetal (literary) and a 
centrifugal aspect. The primary and literal meaning of the Bible is its 
centripetal or poetic meaning. 'This primary meaning, uhich arises simply 
2 
from the interconnection of the uords, is the metaphorical meaning' 
and there are secondary meanings subordinate to the metaphorical meaning. 
If ue read the Bible sequentially, he says, ue read it as a myth (all 
myths are narrative). As a complete unit it is a giant complex metaphor. 
With the Bible ue are involved in a more complex theory of meaning 
and truth than ue are uith other books. The sequential stage of reading 
any work is the pre-critical phase. 'After the experience has been complete, 
3 
ue can move from experience to knouledge. ' detail then becomes relevant 
and images are linked to fit into a structure or pattern. 
It has been questioned uhy poets and myth-makers express themselves 
in such a complex way. The ansuer has been 'They wrote this way to conceal 
their deeper meanings from the profane and vulgar, and reserve them for 
4 
an initiated elite.' this uas the metonymic or 'hieraticf ansuer, and 
one ue may sympathise with for in past times it has been an elite such as 
priests vho have had responsibility for establishing moral codes and for 
teaching. As this lore passes on it is obvious that those responsible 
must interpret it according to their own mental 'setr also. Perhaps it is 
in our oun more 'demotic' era as Frye uould call it, that individuals feel 
1. Northrop Frye,Ihe !eat_ Cpdg Ihe Bible 2nd Literatu~w,Harcourt 
Brace Jovanovich,Neu York, 1982,p.60. 
more confident to  take on this responsibility for themselves. 
A similar situation exists  in other religions. This is illustrated 
by Lufti Abas in his study of communication by means of poems with esoteric 
symbolic meanings. He gives as an example poetry from the work of Kemala 
(pen-name used by Ahmad Kamal bin Abdullah of Halaysia). It i s  claimed that 
only those of us who have shared the same mystical experiences as the 
writer can understand some of the words. Certain abbreviated le t ters  
'separate non-mystic and ordinary Husl ims from mystic Huslims. The former 
are happy to believe that the abbreviated le t ters  are known only to 60d 
himself, while the lat ter  claim that, by God's grace, they know the 
1 
meaning of the abbreviated letters. '  
Apparently, when a mystic i s  enlightened about certain mysteries he 
cannot reveal the truth as he i s  under oath. I t  i s  believed that the truth 
will confuse ordinary non-mystic Huslims so i t  must be indicated to  them 
symbolically; Another reason given i s  that 'Truth is beyond language to 
2 
explain.' For instance, a metaphor in Al-Quran Story XXIV refers to 
'glassf, and : 
... the glass is regarded as the transparent medium through which the 
Light (symbol for Truth) passes. On the other hand, the glass protects 
the light from moths and other forms of low l i f e  (lower motives i n  
man) and from gusts of wind (passions), and on the other hand, i t  
transmits the light through a medium which i s  made up of and akin to 
the grosser substances of the earth (such as sand, soda, potash, etc.) 
so arranged as to admit the subtle to the gross by i t s  transparency. 
So the spiritual truth has to be filtered through human language or 
human intelligence to  make i t  intelligible to  mankind. In other 
words, i t  i s  only a grosser Truth, a simplified Truth, an indication 
of Truth which is revealed to  the non-mystics, and th i s  i s  the only 
thing that a human language can do. 3 
1. Lufti Abas, fSymbols in Kemalats Poems:AStudy of Signs in Mystical 
Poemst , in sggietig? hfo_td_jn_g, Vol . 11, Houton, 1979,p.682. 
Language i s  too constricting for a mystic to express his experience. 
Poetry is the one redium of communication open to him 'uhich is filled with 
metaphors and similes uhose meanings are to be understood only by other 
1 
mystics ...' Sore mystic poets throughout history have died, says Abas 
because their uork was misinterpreted. Coarunication i s  therefore, among 
Islamic mystics, not a tuo-way but  a one-uay process and 'there i s  no 
agreerent between the emi t te r  and the receiver explicitly or imp1 ici t l  y. 
The codebook i s  then just the similarity of the spiritual experience 
2 
betueen the tuo.' 
As Abas i l lustrates,  communication is not aluays a reciprocal 
process. His description f i t s  in quite uell with uhat Frye explains about 
the Christian Bible as repository of a similarly mystical and sometimes 
obscure code. 
Brunton says something similar in his uork, to the effect that those 
who seek Divine enlightenment should not be over-eager to pass on the 
truths they know t o  those uho ray not be ready for them: 'Do not rake a 
spiritual or intellectual g i f t  to a person uho i s  not ready. ..as Jesus said 
3 
'cast not pearls before swine'.' This ray seer harsh and e l i t i s t  as I 
suggested previously but perhaps human spirituality develops or evolves to 
various stages or levels i n  each individual and enlightenment has to be 
sought for. As Brunton later says, Christ did not refuse help or teaching 
to any uho desired i t ,  regardless of their intelligence, wealth or status. 
If this  is true then perhaps ue should not force people to accept truths 
1. Lufti Abas,'Symbols i n  Kemalals Poems:AStudy of Signs i n  Hystical 
Poems1, in Semiotics Unfolding, Vol. 11, Houton, 1979,p.683. 
2. Ibid. ,p.687. 
3. Paul Brunton,Ihe Inn!!. Retify, Rider fi Co. ,London, l970,p. 181. 
they are not ready for or are not seeking. 
Hetaphor both obscures and enlightens uhich is uhy Paivio likened it 
1 
to a solar eclipse. What is mystifying is uhether an understanding and 
appreciation of it is sorething ue had and then lost or whether it is 
something ue strive yet to fully understand and perfect. According to 
Jacques Derrida : 
Since the first motives uhich led man to speak uere passions, his 
first expressions were tropes. figurative language uas the first to 
be born, and proper meaning uas the last to be discovered.2 
It is particularly in the East, especially the later literature of Hohammedan 
poetry, uhich makes use of the indirect or figurative modes of expression, 
says Derrida. He sums up what metaphor is to philosophers: 
..p rovisional loss of meaning, a form of economy that does no 
irreparable damage to what is proper, an inevitable detour, no 
doubt, but the account is in vieu, and uithin the horizon of a 
circular reappropriation of the proper sense.3 
Evaluation of it is therefore aluays ambiguous: 
... the whole teleology of sense, uhich constructs the philosophical 
concept of metaphor, directs it to the manifestation of truth as an 
unveiled presence.. .4 
Attempts to define truth are as many and as varied as those of metaphor. 
The 'God1 of the Bible and 'Christ1 of the Neu Testament appear to 
be metaphorically one, says Frye. The tuo testaments mirror each other but 
are not a reflection of the vorld outside of them. There is for instance 
no evidence for a 'real1 life of Jesus. This is generally explained in the 
expression 'In the Old Testament the Neu Testament is concealed, in the Nev 
1. A1 lan Paivio, 'Psychological Processes in the Comprehension of 
Hetaphor l ,  in Metaphor ~MJ d_Ih_l~gh~, ed. Andreu Ortony, Cambridge 
University Press,Nev York, 1980,p.lSO. 
2. Jacques Derrida,'White Hytho1ogy:Hetaphor in the Text of 
Phi 10sophyl, Ng Literary tliltog Vol .VI Autumn 1974 No. I,p.72. 
3. and 4. Ibid.,p.73. 
Testament the Old Testarent is revealed1. 
There is, says Frye, another form of identification other than the 
simple type of metaphor of the illogical A is B type, one that we do not 
think of as metaphorical but as the basis of all ordered thinking. That is 
when we identify not only WITH but AS, and A is identified as an individual 
of the class to which it belongs. 'When we combine these two forms of 
identification, and identify an individual WITH its class, we get an 
1 
extremely powerful and subtle type of metaphor.' He calls this the 'royalf 
metaphor because it symbolizes kingship, as a king symbolizes the unity of 
his subjects in their society. The same technique is used when one speaks 
of a person but identifies a whole country with the name. In earlier times 
as Frye says a ruler did physically appear to embody his country, he was 
assumed to have 'Divine1 attributes and if his country suffered or flourished 
likewise so did he. We speak sometimes mockingly of the Royal 'WE1 which I 
suppose represents vhat Frye is referring to, a head of state is in some 
sense the state. When Paul speaks of Christ living within him, this, says 
Frye is the same kind of royal metaphor, but inverted. 
Instead of an individual finding his fulfillrent vithin a social 
body, however sacrosanct, the metaphor is reversed from a metaphor of 
integration into a wholly decentralized one, in which the total body is 
complete vithin each individual lcollective responsibility? I. The 
individual acquires the internal authority of the unity of the Logos, and 
2 
it is this unity that makes him an individual.' Such metaphors are so 
forceful they can be difficult for us to accept, particularly those uho 
1. Nor throp Frye, The &ept Code Ihg jble and Ljteraty~e, Harcourt 
Brace Jovanovich, New York, 1902,p.07. 
2. Ibid. ,p. 100. 
seek an equivalent or a l ternat ive metaphor for society. 
Frye questions what i t  i s  about the Bib le  that a t t rac ts  poets and 
other creat ive a r t i s t s  especial ly o f  the Western world. To him each o f  the 
r a i n  phases o f  the Bib le  gives a broader perspective on the e a r l i e r  parts. 
The Christ ian Creation r y t h  speaks o f  a Father f igure and l i f e  i s  SPOKEN 
i n t o  existence. 'The Genesis myth s t a r t s  with what Ar i s to t le  would c a l l  the 
TELOS, the developed form toward which a l l  l i v i n g  things grow, and the 
1 
cycle o f  b i r t h  and death follows after.' 
The 'beginning1 which i s  the central  metaphor i s  not r e a l l y  b i r th ,  
says Frye, but an awakening 'a sudden coming i n t o  being of a world through 
a r t i c u l a t e  speech (another aspect o f  logos), conscious perception, l i g h t  
2 
and stabi l i ty . '  
I n  the Genesis account the world of the F a l l  i s  symbolized by the 
serpent and 'the assumption that the serpent was a disguise for Satan came 
3 
r u t h  later.' I t  i s  with t h i s  Fal l ,  says Frye that the pers is tent  
' legal1 metaphor begins 'of human l i f e  as subject t o  t r i a l  and judgement, 
4 
w i  t h  prosecutors and defenders.' Jesus represents the counsel for the 
defence--Satan the accuser. An all-seeing, ever watchful, po ten t ia l l y  
h o s t i l e  God i s  presupposed by the Creation myth. 
Frye speaks o f  the recurr ing symbolism o f  l i g h t  which i s  not the 
l i g h t  of sun or moon, Jesus i s  described as a l i g h t  shining i n  the 
darkness and af ter  the catastrophe a new l igh t ,  the o r ig ina l  l i g h t  o f  
1. Nor throp Frye, I)! &ept Code I)! 1jb& and Literaattt!, Harcourt 
Brace Jovanovich,New York, 1982,p. 106. 
3. Ibid. ,p. 100. 
creation, u i l l  enlighten the redeeeaed. There i s  also the metaphor of 
creation as a designed unity, the work of a craftsman, uhich has been 
interpreted as our abil i ty to create or recreate, 'a transforming of the 
1 
chaos uithin our ordinary experience of nature.' 
Frye notes that i n  the second phase of the Bible the emphasis i s  on 
metaphors of the ear as compared to the eye and there is avoidance of any 
suggestion of the possibility of actually seeing 60d. As he expreeses i t  
'History i s  a period of listening in the dark for guidance through the 
2 
ear.' There is a great deal of visual imagery in the Bible which he 
believes has to be internalized and made the model of a transformed uorld. 
The Bible seems to regard moral and natural order as controlled by 
the same divine uill says Frye. Wisdom i s  init ial ly interpretation of and 
comment on the law, with experience and tradition as a guide. Education i s  
'the attaining of right forms of behaviour and the persistence in them, 
3 
hence, like a horse, one has to be broken in to then.' [an unfortunate 
0 
metaphor on which subsequent treatment of children has often been based1 
Secondly uisdor i s  prudence in facing the future, and advice i s  received 
4 
from Proverbs, and Fables for the 'lover ranks of society.' The proverb 
uas cultivated, says Frye, throughout the Near East, often in the form of a 
father's advice to his son. 
The central source of uisdom in the Bible i tself  is the Book of 
Ecclesiastes and the key word here i s  'vanityf. 'This word has a metaphorical 
kernel of joy, mist or vapour, a metaphor that occurs in the Neu 
1 
Testament (James 4;14).' There is also the suggestion that 60d put 
something like OLAN into man's mind (3:ll). 'This uord usually means 
something like 'eternity,' but in this context has rather the sense of 
2 
mystery or obscurity.' Keats has said this teases us out of thought 
because ue do not knou what it means and makes us dissatisfied with 
simplistic solutions. The main idea seems to be that in life ue are as in 
a fog searching for a uay out--uhich is via uisdom. 
The origin of the work ethic also springs from this source. We are 
behested to live joyfully (9:9). Frye prefers the Latin Vulgate translation 
from the Book of Proverbs LUDENS IN ORBE TERRARU!, playing all over the 
earth. Interesting that the notion of play which is to loom large in 
educational theory later is emphasised here. 
Prophecy faded as a cult says Frye, and he notes that Milton thought 
that modern prophecies may core from the press. Prophets often make 
unpopular prophecies he says, much like modern creative artists or scientists 
do. One thinks iamediately of 'ozonef predictions and the like, or the 
works of rebel uriters. These people may be obeying the dictates of the 
laus within their oun sphere even in the face of public opposition. 
Nany metaphors refer to 'level1 as in the higher level of heaven 
compared to earth, but, 'It seers clear that the real distinction betwen 
initiated and uninitiated is betueen those uho think of achieving the 
spiritual kingdom as a uay of life and those uho understand it as 
1. Northrop Frye,Ihe Great Code Ihe Bible ~ l d  l.jtg[.tu[g, Harcourt 
Brace Jovanovich, Neu York, 1982,p. 123. 
2. Ibid.,p.l24. 
1 
merely doctrine.' This uay of l i f e  is described in the Authorized version 
as MTANOIA, translated as repentance, uhich really means 'a change of 
outlook or spiritual metamorphosis, an enlarged vision of the dimensions of 
2 
human life.' The uord 'sin', says Frye, means nothing outside of a 
religiousand individualizedcontext. I t  doesnot wan illegal o ran t i -  
social behaviour but the 'deadly' or mortal sin uhich destroys the soul-- 
pride, urath, sloth, envy, avarice, gluttony, lechery. Sin is uhat blocks 
6od1s activity and curtails human freedom. The imagery of Hell is 
3 
described as 'an undying worm and an unquenched fire.' 
Frye finds that 'uhat distinguishes Christianity (and Judaism) from 
most Oriental religions.. . i s  this  revolutionary and prophetic element of 
4 
confrontation with society.' Thus the root of evil i s  not ignorance nor 
i s  the cure enlightenment. Jesus was not simply compassionate as uas 
Buddha. Christ vent through martyrdom and death vhich signifies to Frye 
that man has to fight his uay out of history and that any society i s  
incapable of completely absorbing the individual. The death of Socrates 
uas an illustration of th i s  fact. 
The radical meaning of atonement, says h y e  i s  'unifyingr--that of 
60d and man. The metaphor i s  not one of an invisible objective power to  uhom 
ue make conciliatory gestures--but of a power that can do anything through 
the man uho is a channel of Divine energy. 
Theist and Atheist are one in regarding personality as the highest 
attribute knoun to experience. Whether i t  i s  possible for human 
I. Nor throp Frye, Thy great @dy Ihy Bill! 91d L jtyrqtqry, Harcour t 
Brace Jovanovich,Neu York, 1982,p.129. 
personal i ty t o  be connected wi th  and open t o  a d iv ine one that  i s  i t s  
own i n f i n i t e  extension may s t i l l  be a question, but the more s o l i d  
the metaphorical basis for each side, the more p o s s i b i l i t y  there i s  
o f  ru tua l  understanding. 1 
Truth was o r ig ina l l y  thought o f  as a kind o f  unvei l ing but i n  modern 
terms says Frye 'perhaps what blocks t r u t h  and the emerging of revelat ion 
2 
i s  not forget t ing but repression.' The l a s t  book Revelations and 
Apocalypse i s  a mass o f  a l lus ions t o  the Old Testarent. There i s  
transformation promised for those who pers is t  i n  faith--but t h i s  i s  not a 
not ice o f  things t o  happen externally--they are the inner form o f  what i s  
happening now--what we c a l l  history. 
What i s  symbolized as the destruct ion o f  the order o f  nature i s  
the destruction of the way o f  seeing that  order that keeps man 
confined t o  the uor ld  o f  time and h is to ry  as we know them. This 
destruction i s  what the Scripture i s  intended t o  achieve.3 
A t  the f i r s t  reading of t h i s  book o f  Revelations, Frye says we might 
consider i t  an insane rhapsody but i t  r e f l e c t s  nothing worse perhaps than 
the repressions i n  our own minds--nightmares o f  anxiety and triumph. 
As i n  The Tibetan Book o f  The Dead which the p r ies t  reads t o  a corpse, 
t e l l i n g  him that these v is ions are h i s  own repressed mental forms now 
released by death. Perhaps t h i s  i s  s imi lar  t o  our dreams where we drear o f  
things that we already know but i n  a chaotic, d is tor ted form u i t h  no 
log ica l  p l o t  (narrative or mythos). Likewise the Old Testamant gives us 
'drearst or 'nightmarest based loosely on the kinds of experience we do 
know are possible or can a t  least imagine as possible but put i n t o  a larger 
than l i f e  scenario, as we might now view the f i l m  of a preposterous S,F.story. 
1. Northrop Frye,I& !hqt Cod! Ihe BjM! p114 I jterabure,Harcourt 
Brace Jovanovich,New Yor k t  1982,p. 134. 
The apocalyptic or ideal uorld i s  expressed in imagery of sheep and 
pasture, harvest and vintage, c i t ies  and temples and also oasis imagery of 
trees and water, the la t ter  a strong and relevant image as Frye says, for 
desert people. The garden of Eden is just such an image. 
Each apocalyptic or idealized image has a demonic counterpart, for 
example uater as a blessing, or as a deluge. There i s  the t ree  of knouledge, 
and a l l  mythologies have the tree of l i f e  as a symbol of a food provider or 
of l i f e  i tself .  'The Scandinavian Yggdrsail and the beanstalk of a famous 
nursery ta le  are relatives of th is  uorld tree, whose roots are in the lover 
1 
uorld but whose branches r i se  into or beyond the sky.' Apparently Blake 
suggested that before his fal l  Adam would have been metaphorically himself 
a tree of l ife.  The cross also has tuo significations, a deaonic image 
(crucifixion) and one of of salvation. 
Pastoral and agricultural iragery overlap uith the oasis imagery of 
paradise. The demonic side of animal imagery i s  represented by birds of 
prey but the horse conveys a uarrior aristocracy. The ass too has high 
symbolic value. In the Bible the dragon i s  a sinister syrbol but in other 
mythologies i t  uas a f e r t i l i t y  symbol. 
In the 6ospels, harvest and vintage are often symbols of the 
apocalypse, and the eucharist a fusion of the vegetable uorld and the body 
of Christ. If ue ask, says Frye, what i s  the apocalyptic or idealized 
irage for human l i f e  i tself  ue return to the royal metaphor. The 
relationship of 60d and man i s  symbolized by the bridegroom and and bride 
i n  their union asone. Thus a l l  'souls1 aresyrbolically femaleand he i s  
the only individual uho can truly say 'I am'. Wedding imagery is 
frequently used in parables of Jesus about his kingdom. The demonic parody 
of the bride and groom i s  the Great Whore of Babylon, mistress of the 
Antichrist--who holds i n  her hands the cup containing the blood of saints 
and martyrs. Note, says Frye, the retaphorical identification of blood and 
wine and the sexual image of the cup--its apocalyptic counterpart the cup 
held by Jesus when he instituted the Eucharist, which becomes also the Holy 
The myth of a Rother 6oddess of Nature was widespread in ancient 
times. The sky  wasassociated with maleand the earth ferale. The Bible 
counteracts th is  and de-idolizes nature 'to suggest that there is no 
nurinous presence or personality i n  nature that responds to such gestures, 
1 
except something evil and treacherous. ' 
As the Bible proceeds says Frye, the area of sacred space shrinks 
'The conception of a violation of the sacred space i s  a very ancient 
2 
one.' I t  can be seen in the elaborate precautions taken for instance to 
protect royal tombs in Egypt. 
There are @any urban images of c i t i e s  and highways, and above a l l  
this  vorld i s  a place of spiritual beings or angels, retaphorically 
associated with the sky. Life i s  imaged as a f i r e  which does not burn 
up 'On metaphor ical principles a l l  the categories of apocal yptical existence 
3 
can be thought of as burnhg in the f ire of life. '  The Holy Spirit i s  
imaged as a bird. Devils are also associated with sky  imagery. Satan fal ls  
fror heaven. 'No demonic God.. .can exist as such, but the chief of the 
devils may set himself up as 60d and be incarnated in various agents of 
1 
Anti-christ. 
Saint Paul, says Frye, tends to think that the pouers of nature are 
the most formidable enemies of 60d and man. ' Whenever they are taken by man 
to be, not creatures Of 60d and therefore fellou creature of himself, but 
2 
to be charged uith numinous and mysterious pouer independent of man.' 
 hen man becomes enslaved--mindlessy observing rituals out of superstition-- 
or customs out of habit. Dewnic pouers therefore are granted through 
human ignorance. 
In the Apocalyptic vision the body of Christ is the metaphor holding 
all categories of being in identity. There is only one knouer existing 
also within our consciousness. The eucharist is the enduring symbol of 
this, but, as Frye says, our awareness of this has tended to duindle to the 
mere ritual of communion. 
Frye says he pursues this study of the Bible not as an interest in 
doctrines of faith as such but in the expanding of vision through language. 
This is the very same rationale that w usually have for teaching literature 
in schools. His royal metaphors are interesting because on reflection they 
are fairly pervasive. As I urite this there is a toffee tin turned tea 
caddy in front of me inscribed 'A Royal Assortment1, the picture on the tin 
houever is not one of royalty but of mediaeval peasants labouring 
industriously in field and cottage. They are symbolic presumably of a busy 
organized uorld, uhere the ruler has established order, and suggesting a 
1. Northrop Frye,& Egg! Code Ihe Bib! and Ute~a!ure,Harcourt 
Brace Jovanovich,New York, 1982,p.164. 
The main images of Apocalyptic and Demonic imagery are given by 
Frye in summary table form on pages 166-7 
state of peace uhere in Brouningls uords '60dfs in his heaven all's right 
uith the uorld.' Perhaps this is one of the most enduring themes in our 
literature. Nan loves to work and play and he loves to uorship. To do 
this requires stability and order and a sense of direction. The source of 
this direction has traditionally come from *inspiredf w r k s  such as the 
Bible but interpreted for us by those in pouer. This is the traditional 
source of metaphor, to help us understand our oun metaphoric condition. 
We have a duality in our nature and an indefinability just as metaphor has. 
We are a puzzle ue spend our life solving. 
Frye suggests ue turn the traditional metaphor inside out. 
'Instead of a metaphor of unity and integration ue should have a metaphor 
of particularity, the kind of vision Blake expressed in the phrase 'minute 
1 
particulars1 and in such lines as 'To See a uorld in a grain of sandf.' We 
can all identify with this sense of our oun minuteness and yet distinctive 
existence in the vastness of time and space. Frye says such thinking leads 
us to notions such as that of interpenetration in Buddhism, a type of 
visionary experience uhich has been described as 'an infinite mutual fusion 
or penetration of all things, eachuith its individuality yet uith 
2 
something universal in it.' But he reminds us that 'Netaphors of unity and 
integration take us only so far, because they are derived from the finiteness 
3 
of the human mind.' We have to follou a way beyond this where ue are 
both innocent and lost again, but in a neuly lighted direction. 
Frye sees the Bible narrative as a U shaped pattern similar to that 
1. Nor t hrop Frye, ~ B E  fimt Qoe 1he ~ ) M E  y14 Uteraturg, Harcour t 
Brace Jovanovich,Neu York, 1982, p.167. 
3. Ibid. ,p. 168. 
in a comedy where a series of misfortunes brings the drama to a low point 
but which eventually reaches a happy conclusion. One can view the Bible i n  
i t s  entirety as a 'divine comedy1. All the high and low points relate 
metaphorically to one another. In a sense the exodus is mythically the 
only important event says frye, i t  i s  ' the definitive deliverance and type 
1 
of a l l  the rest.' The Resurrection of Christ i n  the New Testament is i t s  
anti-type. The Gospel writers synchronize the Crucifixion and the feast of 
the Passover and see the Passion as the anti-type of the Passover sacrifice. 
frye reminds us that mythological and typological thinking are not 
rational thinking and ordinary distinctions such as time are irrelevant. 
The 'herof of the Bible, i f  we consider i t  a narrative, i s  the Messiah, 
whose name and identity are withheld, as so often happens i n  romances, until 
the end: 
he i s  the creator of Genesis, the secret presence i n  the Old 
Testament history, the rock that followed the Israelites with water, 
... He enters the physical world a t  his Incarnation, achieves his 
conquest of death and hell in the l o w  world after his death on the 
cross...he reappears in the physical world a t  his Resurrection and 
goes back into the sky with Ascension. 2 
One can see this Messianic quest as a cycle, paralleled by a demonic cycle. 
As a 'herof a l l  types of authority figures are represented by Christ--prophet, 
priest, king. Such prophets as frye points out are often martyred. But the 
Bible i s  not concerned with the Greek idea of a hero, 'the figure greater 
than ordinary human size, power, descent and articulateness, who so often 
3 
seems to have a divine destiny almost within his grasp.' 
In a l l  great tragedy there is a suggestion of malice within the 
1. Northrop frye, lhe @at Code Ihe giblg and I&rgiutg, Harcourt 
Brace Jovanovich,Neu York, 1982, p.171. 
divine nature t keeping man dovn to  size?]. The Romantic movement 
syrpathised ui t h  those heroes uho uere its victims. The theme of the 
neglected heir or the passed-owr firstborn son i s  common. I t  is a human 
characteristic says Frye, to uish for a clear line of descent. The choice of 
a younger son uhich occurs so often, represents a divine intervention in 
1 
huran affairs  'that breaks i t s  pattern.' Another seering contradiction 
by human standards i s  the birth of sons to uoren la te  in l ife,  another 
symbol of 6odrs revolutionary activity. Israel represents the hero and one 
is reminded of the folktales uhere it i s  the younger son vho succeeds after 
his brothers have failed in the quest. 
flanfs creative work is an expression of human energy. He struggles 
against natural huran enemies and the chaos of nature. In huran terms the 
hero i s  usually not the worker bu t  the leader against the enemy. Nature i s  
propitiated with sacrifices because i t s  forces are a mystery. Israel 
represents the human condition. As in the structural pattern behind many 
stories , the hero has to  enter a place of danger perhaps to rescue a 
heroine. The heroine of the Gospels says Frye, is the 'bride1 Jerusalem 
2 
'the total body of redeemed souls uho are symbolically a single female.' 
In the Jonah story uhich represents the Passion of Jesus the sea, the 
monster and foreign lands uhich he experiences are symbols as i s  his 
redemption from the subterranean depths. 
There have traditionally aluays been two monsters, says Frye, as i n  
the book of Job, Behemoth and Leviathan, land and sea monster respectively. 
This i s  because our habitat can be thought of symbolically as subterranean 
1, nor throp frye, !he @gat Code Ifg l i b l e  and Literature, Harcourt 
Brace Jovanovich,Neu York, 1982, p. 182. 
2. Ibid.,pl91. 
or submarine in comparison with the reality of the restored world of 
Israel. The strong tradition of associations with the sea persist in the 
fishing stories of the Gospels. The figure of the wise teacher or culture 
hero as a fish is an ancient one. If the monster that svallows us is 
metaphorically death then whoever delivers us has to be dead too. This 
happens in the tale of St. 6eorge and the Dragon where he dies and is 
revived by the doctor. The narrative of the Bible is a series of ups and 
downs, bondage and rescue. 
frye suggests that the Book of Job is the epitome of the narrative 
of the Bible and the Book of Revelations, of its imagery. 'The Book of Job 
is usually classified among the tragedies, but it is technically a comedy, 
by virtue of its happy ending...he attains the flash of prophetic insight 
that breaks the chain of wisdom, and on to the final vision of presence and 
1 
the knowledge that in the midst of death we are in life.' 
The Bible is concerned with narrative or HYTHOS vheras the the 
Buddhist sutras employ little narrative and the Koran consists of 
revelations with no visible narrative sequence. In most scholarly fields 
there is a central body of data generally treated as established fact. In 
the sphere of Biblical studies he finds this is surprisingly small. Authorship 
has been the most researched aspect, unnecesarily so he thinks. He believes 
it is futile to try to establish what is loriginall in the Bible, because 
editing and translating have made this too difficult. A similar process 
vent on trying to establish the authorship of the Iliad and the Odyssey 
until a metaphoric Vomerf was established and the poers read as unities. 
The Bible displays a unity. 'From one point of vieu the Bible is as 
unified and continuous as Dante., .from another...it is as epiphanic and 
1 
discontinuous as Rimbaud. ' In its linguistic conventions Frye says it 
is close to the conventions of the spoken word and the oral tradition. 
Poetry developed before prose in the history of literature. The devices of 
poetry such as metre, rhyme, a1 li teration etc. 'make verse the simplest 
2 
and most direct uay of conventionalizing uords for cormunication.' 
The parallelism of Biblical style has this advantage also. 'It is an 
admirable rhythm for conveying the feeling of a dialogue initiated by 60d, 
3 
uhich the reader completes sirply by repetition.' He chooses Psalm 91:2-6 
as an example. This antithetical rhythm of Hebreu verse persists also in 
the Neu Testarent but the editorial process has probably obliterated many 
metrical patterns uhich existed. An authoritative voice tends to be 
impersonal says Frye uhich is another reason for less concern about 
authorship. The Bible's prirary interest is in ethical action 'its 
4 
style.. .is of the battlefield rather than the cloister...' 
The rhythm of the Bible expands from what Frye calls 'kernels1 
5 
proverbs, aphorisms, oracles. commandments, pericope. In Paul's letters 
there are many business and commercial metaphors and a more continuous 
5. 'pericopel is described by Frye as a short discontinuous 
unit norrally rarked by a paragraph sign in the Authorized version. 
It is the crystalisation as it uere of the parable or the climax 
to an event, the 'kernel1 of a story or 'nugget1 of truth. 
prose but s t i l l  exhortative in style. In the Bible the spoken vord takes 
precedence over the written. Spoken verse says Frye, as i n  Bewulf, has 
much repitition. Shakespeareoften summarised his plots and rusic repeats 
its themes for ' In listening ve demand that a certain rhythmical period be 
1 
filled out, regardless of the repetition involved.' An illustration of 
such repetitive detail is seen in the instructions for the building of the 
ark of the covenant (Exodus 25ff). Detail i s  meant to irpress but i t  is 
also oral literary convention: 
Traditionally, the Bible speaks vith the voice of 60d and through 
the voice of man. I t s  rhetoric is thus polarized betveen the oracular 
and the authoritative, and the repetitive on the one hand, and the 
more immediate and familiar on the other. The more poetic, repetitive 
and metaphorical the texture, the more the sense of external authority 
surrounds i t ;  the closer the texture comes to continuous prose, the 
greater the sense of the human and familiar. 2 
The rhetorical style of the Bible i s  oratorical 'it combines poetic uith 
3 
magical influence.' 
In Shakespeare's youth says Frye, there was much more interest in 
extracting from literature, truths about the human condition and the work 
of ar t  became part of one' s oun l i f e  and possesssions. This i s  one of the 
arguments for the study of literature in schools. Literature therefore has 
the same decentralizing element as the Bible, and vice versa. There i s  
also a certain effectiveness in the Bible, created by some of i t s  images, 
which have imposed themselves on our consciousness, such as can only be 
achieved by a unity of context, vhich Frye calls  RESONANCE. 
The Bible includes an imaense variety of material, and the unifying 
forces that hold i t  together cannot be the the rigid forces of 
1. Northrop Frye,If! @eat  Cod! If! BlbM! and Li terature,Harcourt 
Brace Jovanovich,Nev York, 1982, p.214. 
cultural stress, but the rare flexible ones of imaginative unity, 
which i s  founded on metaphor. l!etaphor...is an identity of various 
things, not the sham unity of uniformity in which all  details are 
alike.1 
This i s  an example of the kind of unity of detail one stands in awe of 
before a cathedral's architectural design. Likewise the Bible i s  a single 
creation put together by many people but  inspired by one designer. Shakespearels 
genius says Frye displays this same decentralising ability and i s  the 
result of exquisite care and craftsmanship in the unity of his design, 
He need to return, says Frye, in our attempts to interpret the 
Bible, to the neglected theory of polysemous meaning. Ricoeur also refers 
2 
to this need, That is, we look for the layers of meaning to be gained fror 
many readings--just as ve do with poetry when each reading reveals more to 
us. 'This 'something newf i s  not necessari 1 y something ue have overlooked 
3 
before, but may come from a new context in our experience.' In Dantels 
Epistola X he explains such a schenata and says that polysemous meaning 
i s  a feature of all deeply serious writing for which the Bible i s  a model. 
leaning therefore i s  relative %hat i s  irplied i s  a single process grouing 
in subtlety and comprehensiveness, not different senses, bu t  di f ferent 
intensities or vider contexts of continuous sense, unfolding like a plant 
4 
out of a seed.' 
Polysemous meaning, says Frye, i s  the development of a single 
dialectical process as in Hegel ls Phenomenology. In Dantels schemata the 
literal level, hearing the word or seeing the text, i s  sense experience. 
1. Nor t hrop bye, The !hi! _Code 1ht1 Bible y_d _Liler_at_u~e,Harcourt 
Brace Jovanovich,Neu York, 1982, p.218. 
2. Paul Ricoeur , Ruig of Maeh~r,Universi ty of Tortonto, 1975, p.321 
3. Frye, p.220. 
4. Ibid.,p,221.This idea utilised i n  notion of a spiral curriculum. 
The allegorical level i s  that of contemplative reason which sees the world 
objectively. The third one i s  the moral level of faith 'that transcends 
and yet also fulfil ls the reason, and the anagogic level i s  at the centre 
1 
of the beatific vision that fulfil ls faith.' So, literally, the Bible 
i s  a gigantic myth: 
... a narrative extending over the whole of time from creation to 
apocalypse, unified by a body of recurring imagery that 'freezesp 
into a single metaphor cluster, the metaphors all being identified 
with the body of the Hessiah, the man who i s  all men, the totality 
of LO601 who i s  one Logos, the grain of sand that i s  the world.2 
So we start with the 'literalf Bible of myth and metaphor--the centripetal 
body of words or primary data. This gives us in Horace's phrase a 
'speaking picture, (ut Pictura P m i s  a kind of verbal magic which 
dis t i ls  the past into the present. Then there i s  the 'royalf metaphor--the 
sense of individuals forming one body and a sense of unity and identity. 
This represents a move from the level of knouledge and understanding to an 
existential level, from Dantef s lallegoricalt to his ttropologicalf and 
Kierkegaardfs 'eitherf and lorf. This i s  a movement froa knowledge to 
action--from aesthetic pleasure to ethical freedom leading to lfaithV. 
Professed 'faithf i s  adherence to abody of belief for a specific 
community. [Patriotism seems like a form of this.] Professed belief i s  
instinctively aggressive--it i s  limited too by man's finite capacities. 
Doubt i s  not an enemy of faith says Frye but i t s  complement, i t  expresses 
the search for something more and beyond the community to one of vision. 
The only thing we know beyond l i fe  i s  death. 
Paul speaks of enlightenment, says Frye, as where the ego dissolves 
1. Nor throp Frye,Ihe !%eat Cqdg Ihe BjbMg 2nd L jtgcbtu~e,Harcour t 
Brace Jovanovich,New York, 1982, p.223. 
and there i s  an uncertainty of whether one i s  'in1 or 'out1 of one's body, 
and he speaks of an unintelligible and awful language vhich he i s  unable to 
translate or carrunicate. The language of the Bible, says Frye, is the 
language of love which is said t o  outlast a l l  forms of communication. I t  
may be that 'only through the study of works of human imagination that we 
1 
can rake any real contact with the level of vision beyond faith.' Frye 
says man's fear of freedom may be symbolised by original sin. Wilton said 
man d i d  not naturally seek or want freedom, i t  i s  something given because 
60dwisheshim to haveit .  Man in fact prefersaraster-slave dualityand 
builds structures to preserve i t .  Our attitude to the Bible reflects 
therefore our own anxieties and prejudices and as Frye finally says 'anxiety 
2 
i s  very skil lful  at distorting languages.' 
What Frye says is largely corroborated by Professor Phylis Trible 
Baldwin, Professor of Sacred Literature at New Yorkls Union Theological 
Seminary when she was visiting New Zealand recently, She explained her 
theories about the Bible which i s  speaking to us in terms of our own time: 
Every culture lives by ryths. By that I mean stories, not 
falsehoods. Stories that t e l l  them about their origins, what they 
are and who they right become. For the Western world the major myth 
has been the biblical text.3 
She believes that i t  has emotional and intellectual appeal whether one 
accepts i t s  teachings or not. As a feminist biblical scholar her specialist 
interest is i n  researching the Bible from this  perspective. Our culture i s  
predominant1 y patriarchal she says, but even Israel had a counter-cul ture 
1. Northrop Frye,Ihg @eat Code Itte 1I)Mg gad l.i&et.turg, Har court 
Brace Jovanovich,New York, 1982, p.232. 
3. Phyllis Trible, 'Feminism and Scripturer, reported by Yvonne van 
Dongen, Auckland Star,Neu Zealand, 27th July 1986. 
o f  vomen. Sore o f  the B ib le  ray wel l  have been wr i t ten  by vomen; she c i t e s  
the Song o f  Songs and the s tory  o f  Ruth. I n  the Genesis story ran and 
woman were both made i n  God's image. She also f i nds  much female imagery i n  
the Bible, for instance the retaphor for 6od using the Hebrew word for 
womb ( i t s  p l u r a l  meanscompassion). Thereare also images o f  60d the 
mother, 60d the midwife assist ing with b i r t h  and 60d i n  labour pains. ('You 
forget the 60d who writhed i n  labour a t  b i r th '  Deut 32:18) We need she 
believes, a feminist t rans la t ion of the Bible. Already she has rewr i t ten 
1 
soee of  the s to r ies  from the viewpoint o f  women. 
As for the archetype hero o f  r y t h  t o  which the s to ry  o f  Christ  and a 
Redeemer belong, they occur i n  every generation. Says Jung 'The hero f igure 
2 
i s  an archetype which has existed since time immemor ia l . "The term 
archetype t o  h i8  means conscious representations tha t  can take any form 
'they reproduce themselves i n  any time or i n  any par t  o f  the world--even 
where transmission by d i rec t  descent or 'c ross- fer t i l i sa t ion '  through migration 
3 
can be ru led out.' The f igure of the Cosric Han appears i n  many myths and 
re l i g ious  treachings according t o  von franz. He appears as Adam t o  Christians, 
as the Persian Gayomart, and as the Hindu Purusha. This f igure may even be 
described as the basic p r i n c i p l e  o f  the whole world as with the Chinese 
4 
Plan Ku who created heaven and earth. I n  the Jewish t r a d i t i o n  Adam 
personif ies the t o t a l  oneness of  a l l  human existence. 
Jung states that i t  i s  the r o l e  o f  re l i g ious  symbols t o  give meaning 
1. Phy l l i s  Tr ible, reported by Yvonne van Dongen,Auckland Star, 
New lealand, 27th Ju ly  1986. 
2. Carl Jung, &q !I$ his Sy&mds,Picador, London, l964,p. 61. 
3. Ib id .  ,p.S8. 
t o  the l i f e  o f  man. We need, he says, t o  c u l t i v a t e  thoughts that cannot be 
proved and 'Myths go back t o  the p r im i t i ve  s to ry te l le r  and h i s  dreams, t o  
1 
men moved by the s t i r r i n g  of the i r  fantasies.' Jung t e l l s  us what 
happens t o  societ ies which lose the i r  s p i r i t u a l  values: 
I n  e a r l i e r  ages, as ins t inc t i ve  concepts welled up i n  the mind o f  
ran, h i s  conscious r i n d  could no doubt integrate them i n t o  a coherent 
psychic pattern. But the ' c i v i l i zed '  man i s  no longer able t o  do 
th is .  His 'advanced1 consciousness has deprived i t s e f  of the means 
by which the aux i l i a ry  contr ibut ions o f  the ins t inc ts  and the 
unconscious can be assimilated. These organs of assimilat ion were 
numinous syabols, held holy by corron consent . 2  
Today for instance when we t a l k  of 'matter' i t  i s  re re ly  a concept, there 
i s  no associated syabol t o  ind icate the psychic significance t h i s  term may 
hold and no sense of emotional energy. The only source of t h i s  that i s  
l e f t  t o  us says Jung i s  i n  our dreams and herein may be the answer for 
3 
modern mechanized ran 'For 60d speaks c h i e f l y  through drears and visions.' 
Lloyd Geering speaks of myths as creat ing order fron chaos and 
believes that  we cannot l i v e  adequately without a complex series o f  myths. 
Myths possess organizing value . We recognize i n  myths not the t r u t h  but a 
truth. For instance the Last Judgment i s  no longer taken at face value, 
What i t  i s  saying i s  that everything you do i n  l i f e  has ult imate significance, 
there i s  judgrent on you a l l  the time. A myth can become the organizing 
p r inc ip le  i n  your l i f e  e.g, i f  you bel ieve i n  f l y ing  saucers. With t h i s  
new appreciation of myth the Christ ian sees other re l ig ions i n  a new l i g h t ,  
for myths have an in ternal  logic self-evident t o  the cu l ture they belong 
to. To the Aboriginals of Australia for instance there i s  the myth of the 
Dreamtire. I n  co l lect ive consciousness we can share i n  basic symbols which 
1. Carl Jung, !Ian hjs Sywbghs,Picador, London, 1964,p.78. 
1 
occur i n  a l l  cul tures i r respect ive of  race. 
An in terest ing comment on crow-cul  t u r a l  communication was made by 
Father Tom Ryder o f  Auckland who bel ieves that the Chr is t ian message has 
been communicated by the Catholic church i n  a s t y l e  that  i s  foreign t o  a 
Haori way of  thinking. He bel ieves tha t  they are a profoundly r e l i g i o u s  
people because of  t h e i r  t r a d i t i o n  o f  mystery, magic and stor ies. He 
not iced i n  h i s  work with them how wel l  ch i ldren responded t o  s t o r i e s  and 
tha t  the language of the Bib le  was i n  a s t y l e  they d id  not f ind unfamil iar.  
"They took i t  for granted that  there was a message behind the 
stories.. , they would respond t o  images rather than matter-of-fact th ings 
2 
l i k e  a European might do.' His f ind ings have obvious impl icat ions for 
teaching. The language of  mythology i s  not a l i en  t o  these chi ldrea and use 
could be rade of  i t  for the i r  learn ing experiences, i f  t h i s  i s  not already 
being done. B i b l i c a l  language i s  also fami l iar  t o  many Polynesian 
immigrant chi ldren i n  New Zealand who hear the Bib le  read at church and at 
home, and evidence o f  i t s  s t y l e  i s  sometimes seen i n  the i r  oun wr i t ing.  
Geering says there are those who believe ue need t o  rev ise the 
r e l i g i o u s  symbols and doctrines inher i ted from the past. Such a one i s  
Gordon Kaufman of Harvard D i v i n i t y  School who says i n  h i s  Theology for  a 
Nuclear Age that our capacity t o  self-destruct makes i t  urgent for us t o  
re-evaluate our re l i g ious  stance and construct re l i g ious  concepts and 
symbols that w i l l  enable us t o  respond t o  current human needs. 
A cu l t i va t ion  of  Eastern mysticism has enjoyed a vogue i n  the twentieth 
century Western World. The a l l u r e  i s  often the deceptive s i m p l i c i t y  of 
1. Lloyd Geering,Lecture a t  Dowse Art Gallery, New Zealand, on Hyth 
the Ultimate Truth, 23rd Apr i l  1986. 
2. Father Tom Ryder, quoted i n  the Auckland Herald, 29th June 1987. 
Eastern faiths as opposed to the materialism of the West. Even a slight 
exploration of the literature in the field reveals many proverbs, 
aphorisms, and guides to living. The Enneagram for instance taught by 
Jesuits in South America, came from Afghanistan two thousand years ago 
uhere the oral tradition uas knoun only to the Sufi masters. Once again 
the main symbol is that of a journey, of discovery of the self. It is a 
process of self-enlightenment, The basic step is to discover uhich of nine 
categories of human personality one most closely fits into. One then 
applies this knouledge to guiding precepts from the scriptures. Of 
interest to teachers is the analysis of the teachings of Jesus as used by 
those who follou the enneagram. They note his love of symbols and analogies 
and the uay he simplified things, reducing the commandments for instance to 
tuo precepts, Love of 60d and of one's neighbow( i.e. anyone of human race). 
His forte as a teacher uas speaking simply as he did in the parables and 
aluays being ready to repeat his explanations. The uriters who extol this 
system of enlightenment tell us that the w r d  religion cores from the word 
religare root word for 'rely'. The metaphor of the universal dance cores 
in here too. 'Ones li.e. one of the personalityttypesf I may become auare 
of a wonderful harmony of complementarity in creation as a sacred dance of 
opposites attracted to one another and then see themselves ui thin that 
1 
uhole as draw by the magnetism of an all- pervading love.' 
The same symbols occur again and again in different belief systems 
and all are couched in similar language. Frye referred to the cycles of 
human devel oprent and Par amahansa Yogananda in his autobiography also 
speaks of cycles the yogis have described such as 'The 3600 year period of 
1. Maria Beesing O.P.,Robert Noyosck C.S.C.,Patrick H.O.Leary S.J., 
The Enneagram, Dimension Books, New Jersey, 1984,p. 195. 
--- ----- --- 
Treta Yuga uill start in A.b.4100; the age uill be marked by common 
knowledge of telepathic communications and other time annihilators. During 
the 4800 years of Satya Yuga, final age in an Ascending Arc, the 
intelligence of ran will be highly developed; he will uork in harmony uith 
1 
the divine plan.' These cycles are the eternal rounds of HAYA. The Vedic 
scriptures declare that the physical uorld operates under one fundamental 
lau of Haya, the principle of relativity and duality. 60d the sole life is 
Absolute Unity; to appear as the separate and diverse manifestations of a 
creation. Heuearsa falseor unreal veil. That illusoryor dualistic veil 
is Haya. Yogananda explains that Nwton's lau of motion is a lau of Haya. 
To have a single force is impossible there rust aluays be equal and 
opposite forces. Studies of electricity and the atom reveal similar 
opposites. Haya is therefore the very fabric and structure of creation a 
metaphor for the illusion of reality. To one vho is auare of this says 
2 
Yogananda 'creation is only a vast motion picture.' 
Because he depends on his senses man can never have proof of 6od 
says Yogananda uhose w n  faith uas inspired by the teachings of his guru 
uho also explained the Christian mythology to him. He maintained that the 
great Yogis of India moulded their lives by the same ideals as Jesus. He 
explained to his student that 'Genesis is deeply symbolic and cannot be 
grasped by a literal interpretation...Its 'tree of life' is the human 
3 
body.' Yogis believe that the Lord is heard only in silence, hence their 
practice of deep concentration and meditation. The divine purpose of 
.................... 
1. Paramahansa Yogananda, Wobipjr@ty of g yogi, Self-Realization 
Fellowship, California, 1979p. 194. 
2. Ibid.,p.320. 
creation is explained for them in the Vedas. The Rishis taught that a11 
men are endoued uith a facet of the Divine Individuality and are equally 
dear to God. 'Distinctions by race or nation are meaningless in the realm 
of truth uhere the only qualification is spiritual fitness to receive...lod 
is Love.,.Every saint uho has penetrated to the core of reality has 
testified that a divine universal plan exists and that it is beautiful and 
1 
full of joy.' One of the aims of Yoganandas devotees is to unite East 
and West and to unite science and religion through realization of the unity 
of their underlying principles. Huch of his book is devoted to drawing 
analogies from scriptures and scientific discoveries uhich point to the 
same truths. 
'Truth1 is a debatable concept. Frye has said that truth has been 
defined as whatever doernlt disturb the pattern of what ue already knou, 
This hardly fits new knouledge in all cases. Just a feu days ago a family 
driving across a central Australian plain claimed to have been folloued and 
harassed by an unidentified flying object. The press is full of comment 
and speculation fromeyevitnessesand fexpertsl. The family is still 
convinced that it experienced contact uith extra-terrestial beings, this is 
uhat they believe so for them that is the truth. Their experience has been 
enlarged by something they did not expect or presumably uish to undergo, 
they nou have to internalise it into their own personal mythos. The rest 
of us can either dismiss it as an illusion or categorize it as a scientific 
phenomenon for uhich there will eventually be a rational explanation. 
The uritings of Kahlil Gibran the Arab mystic and poet are 
admired by many people. His words especially in The Prophet are very 
1. Paramahansa Yogananda, htgbjagrrphy of a b g i ,  Self-Realization 
Fellouship. California, 1979,p[.S72. 
saying. His statements are ful l  of wonderful metaphors but 
enigmatic puzzles just as many of the biblical sayings are. 
voice i s  the most significant t r a i t  in such vri t ings vhich 
be a dominant feature of writing that  s t i r s  the erotions. 
they are  often 
The imperative 
have found t o  
appealing and soothing, but i t  is not easy t o  vork out exactly what he is 
I 
One is reminded for instance of a New Zealand short s tory Tangi by 
Witi Ihiraera where the simple command 'Do not look up" i s  repeated and 
has an amazing effect on the reader although i t  i s  supposed t o  be an 
admonition t o  the young boy in the story. One thinks also of l ines  such as  
'Do not go gentle into that good night' ... equally as compulsive and 
moving in i t s  effect.  We seem t o  have a basic drive t o  obey an inner or 
higher voice or an innate desire  for a guide, for a leader, someone vho can 
t e l l  us what t o  do, how t o  behave, how to succeed. This say be a factor ve 
look for in our religions. To understand t h i s  use of imperative language 
would be a key I believe t o  understanding religious language. We a l l  seek 
guidance, t o  knov right from wrong, to find the ultimate Platonic Good and 
t o  understand our individual place in the temporal time sphere. If our 
unique asset,  compared t o  the res t  of creation, i s  language, i t  is not 
surprising that i t  i s  in language that we look for signs of understanding. 
Our nature ref lects  some remnant a t  least perhaps of i t s  creator. Those 
with greatest power over language seem t o  have had greatest power over 
their  fellow creatures. Even today those vho control communications vield 
enormous pover. Perhaps a bet ter  understanding of language, religious, 
sc ien t i f i c  or l i terary,  v i l l  help us a l l  to  share our planet and understand 
each other better and l i v e  more peacefully. If we a l l  share a primitive 
metaphorical mythology i t  should be possible for us t o  identify those 
religious or spir i tual  dimensions t o  huran l i f e  which a re  necessary or 
desirable for the race and for the individual. Adhering t o  our differences 
has produced nothing but bigotry, bloodshed and misery. The idea 
suggested by Frye i n  h i s  f i n a l  analysis i n  h i s  study o f  the B ib le  as 
l i t e r a t u r e  was that  the ind iv idual  has t o  f i nd  h i s  own personal meaning 
eventually. This f i t s  i n  t o  the Eastern philosophies also and t o  
Nietszchels idea of establ ishing personal authent ic i ty  by 'genealogical1 
enquiry, that  i s ,  establ ishing the basis o f  one's be l ie fs ,  values and 
att i tudes. 
What Urban says about re l i g ious  language summarizes many of  these 
f indings so far. The philosopher he says, attempts t o  understand r e l i g i o n  
from a s c i e n t i f i c  or ob ject ivev iev.  He wonders i f  t h i s  i s  possible or 
desirable for he bel ieves that one must f i r s t  have an understanding of  
one's own communal re l i g ion .  I f  we wish t o  understand a poet i t  i s  
necessary he thinks, t o  share some of the eaotional a t t i t udes  which h i s  
b e l i e f s  generate even i f  we do not share h i s  bel iefs.  And what i s  t rue  o f  
poetry i s  t rue also o f  re l ig ion.  ' In  order t o  understand the essence o f  
r e l i g i o n  i t  i s  necessary t o  l i v e  i t  only on the plane o f  the developed 
re l i g ious  consciousness, on that  l eve l  on which the values which r e l i g i o n  
1 
embodies and expresses tend t o  become universal.' He uses the analogy 
o f  a pyramid t o  describe a t  the base various leve ls  o f  r e l i g i o n  according 
t o  race, time and culture, but at the top he places the moral geniuses such 
as Jesus, Buddha and Confucius, where 'We f ind a s t r i k i n g  unanimity and, as 
2 
i t  were, completeness of  communication.' 
Abelard t e l l s  us, says Urban that  'What i s  sa id  o f  6od i n  bod i l y  
f o r t  i s  not t o  be understood as the l a i t y  commonly do, corporeally and 
1. Wilbur Harshall Urban,I&agnmty 2nd M $ y ,  George Allen and Unvin, 
London, 1951,p. 19. 
1 
l i terally,  but mystically and allegorically.' There are therefore 
says Urban, two kinds of truth, the human and the Divine. Reason leads us 
to truths of nature but 'The truths of Grace need not theuselves be 
2 
rationalized in order to be accepted.' 
In his examination of the language of religion Urban finds that 
there is a principle embodied by the theory of Croce, that intuition and 
expression are inseperable. One doesnot intuit  and then find uords-- 
the two core together. Urban says that there is also n6 expression without 
the correlative understanding 'Communicability is not an irrelevant 
ADDENWH of expression--even i n  the aesthetic--it is the very heart of 
3 
it.' The mystical experience has been explained as one of pure immediacy 
but to be expressed, i t  'can only be in the language and symbols of the 
4 
native region of the mystic.' 
The f i r s t  characteristic of the language of religion then, i s  that 
i t  i s  poetic. I t  i s  therefore emtional in character. I t  i s  also intuitive 
and figurative, but i t  is not HERELY poetry, its 'alivenessf is heightened 
and deepened in a unique uay.'It i s  so to speak, poetry transposed to 
another scale, a scale so transcendent that t o  call i t  any longer poetry, 
in the ordinary sense of the uord, is to stult ify both poetry and 
5 
religion.' This i s  the lyrical language of hymns, psalms and prayers-- 
which cover the uhole range of h u m  emotions. There i s  also says Urban, a 
1. Wilbur narshall Urban,thIgLty y ~ d  M t y ,  6eorge Allen and Unwin, 
London, l%l,p,2l. 
tonal quality, which has been described as fholyl. This can be seen in 
songs of praise and of love divine. 
Religious language is then evocative and invocative, it evokes 
feelings but it also invokes ob jects--spirits, saints, angels, even 60d 
himself. Religious language can also be dramatic, as in the way the 
'actions1 of the deity are described. 'It is therefore primarily the 
language of fNYTH' from which the original syrbolisr of all primitive 
religion is derived...a dramatic and anthropomorphic way of relating the 
events of nature and history in contrast to the physico-mathematical way of 
1 
science' .' 
The prirary forms of the language of religion are the lyrical and 
the dramatic but there is also theological language. The latter is what is 
'wrapped' as it were into the poetry 'certain relations of the divine 
2 
subject or objects to real life.' This is presumably the 'kernelp of 
which Frye spoke, the lesson or punch line hidden as in a parable. 
Urban describes the poetry of religion as numinous--a term taken fro# 
Rudolf Otto, which refers to the sacred or mysterious element with which 
the language is charged. The words 'sacred1 and fholyl refer to it. This 
is its unique aspect. It is our recognition of the numinous which is at 
the heart of worship and of religion. Not even music with its range of 
expression can express 'holy1, says Urban 
He states that the language of the Bible is 'alive', it has not been 
devitalised for the purpose of science. It is man's humanity which rakes 
him a poet and his poetry is not a special language or 'language of the 
1. Wilbur Harshall Urban,hrqttjty 2nd M t y ,  6eorge Allen and Unwin, 
London, 1951,p.57. 
6odsf. 'Nurinws poetry i s  the supreme expression of a power shared by a l l  
forus of poetic language--to convey the sense of things which l i e  i n  the 
tw i l igh t  zone between the f i n i t e  and the inf inite--a sense o f  things which 
1 
the language of  science cannot express. ' Urban i s  speaking two decades ago 
and i n  t h i s  t i r e  as Yogananda says the theories of  science, and of  physics 
part icularly, core nearer t o  re l ig ious language as i n  describing energy or 
l i g h t  which i s  alrost indescribable. Urban says that the Russian theologian 
Nicolai Berdyaev has said that 'behind myths are concealed the greatest 
2 
real i t ies,  the original phenomena of the sp i r i tua l  l i fe . '  
The symbolic forr  o f  poetry, according t o  Urban, i s  anthropororphic 
and i t s  opposite i s  rechanororphic, a forr  developed not for understanding 
but for control, according t o  Bergson. 'It r i gh t  alrost be said that i n  
order t o  control one rust renounce real understanding of ran, and i n  order 
3 
t o  understand one rust cease to  control.' Poets and a r t i s t s  believe what 
they say and i n  order t o  understand the# we rust believe also. 
There are clearly no exp l ic i t  propositions i n  painting or music he 
says, but l inguist ic  a r t  contains both exp l ic i t  and imp l i c i t  assertions 
about i t s  objects. What poets say ' i s  potent ia l ly  propositional and rust 
4 
be taken up in to  discursive knowledge.' Poets and a r t i s t s  have a philosophy 
and what they t e l l  us about ran and huran l i f e  i s  rore representative and 
rore revealing than science which has no interest i n  persons, as such. 
Only the poet can 'objectify1 the meanings and values that rake him huran. 
1. Wilbur Marshall Urban,Hllmnjty qid Deity, 6eorge Allen and 
Unwin, London, 1951,p.64. 
Scienti fic psychology, says Urban, is always psychology wi thout a soul. 
Poetry alvays speaks of %oulsl even when, as in naturalistic poetry, it 
denies their existence. 'The tension betveen what i s  and vhat ought to be, 
whether the 9s' be a lav of society or a law of nature, is man's deepest 
character and to have th i s  character i s  t o  be a%oull. The language of 
science therefore destroys poetry. 
What poetry does always say i s  that man i s  unique, free and self- 
determining. This is said implicitly i n  the dramatic way of presenting 
l i fe ,  especially in tragedy. 'A naturalistic view of man--cannot r ise to 
2 
tragedy.' The death of a man is tragic as that of a t ree  or a dog cannot 
be. There are sore vho vould disagree with this. Urban says this i s  the 
basis of a dilemma in modern drama. 
All ar t  says Bergson i s  'une metaphysique figuree' and to Coleridge 
3 
a 'covert metaphysic'. This retaphysic may be l i t t l e  more than vague 
pantheism says Urban, but can rise to a full and rich theism in which 'even 
a common dandelion has a quality and a glory which takes the thoughtful man 
beyond nature; the important point is, that, whatever i t s  form, i t  is 
3 
always a retaphysic i n  which nature i s  a symbol of the divine.' 
The implicit pronouncements of poetry are similar to those of religion 
--which suggests a close relation between the humanities and religion. 
Urban t e l l s  us that th is  has given r i se  to a Humanism, in vhich vhat is 
human can only be understood when related to the Divine and negates pure 
Naturalism. 'that same presupposition of the MORE THAN HUHAN i s  necessary 
1. Wilbur Marshall Urban,flu@ty 2nd Deity, 6eorge Allen and 
Unwin, London, 1951,p.404. 
1 
t o  the very existence and meaning of the human, i s  rather widely felt.. 
Urban i s  not accepting of new sc ien t i f i c  theories of 60d. To him when 
ve speak of 60d ve always have i n  mind the idea of a perfect being, i n  
knowledge, pover, goodness, holiness and beauty--this i s  the only adequate 
idea of 60d, he thinks. 'To take the notion of the superhuman seriously i s  
2 
also to  imply the notion of the supernatural.' Huranity and Deity are 
the two fundamental issues of the philosophy of religion, says Urban. 
Hystic experiences, Urban says, are d i f f i c u l t  to  explain with language 
yet everyone experiences moments of insight and realization, usually at a 
time o f  concentration or stress. We should therefore have some 
appreciation of what mystics are trying t o  do vhen they t e l l  us of their 
experiences of God. 'Even mystic experiences of God cannot be wholly 
3 
mediated. ' They have t o  be expressed i n  language. nyst icism appears 
to  be a characteristic of human consciousness--an essential element i n  
religion, theology and philosophy. It vas t h i s  element i n  Plato for 
instance vhich gave us says Urban the exp l i c i t  mystics of Plotinus and 
similar elements are seen i n  Bristotle. I f  60d i s  s i rp ly  an idea, says 
Urban, then the l i f e  of re l ig ion i s  an i l l us ion  and the l i f e  of reason 
also. It has to be more than th i s  he thinks. The fusion of which Plato 
4 
speaks, can only be realized i n  experiences that trench on the mystical.' 
Temporal forms of expression are therefore symbolic and with them i s  the 
underlying assumption that a Being rust exist t o  whom nothing may attach 
1. Wilbur Marshall Urban,Hmmjty and k j t y ,  6eorge Allen and 
Unwin, London, 1951,p.414. 
which could present i t s e l f  t o  thought as an imperfection; only a r o s t  
perfect Being can, for re l ig ious  thought--and u l t imate ly  for re l ig ious  
1 
fee l ing also--be ca l led 60d.' Hen constantly t a l k  as though they have had 
experience and knovledge o f  the t i re less:  
With respect t o  the highest poetry, there i s  a language i n  vhich 
Wme,place and number are not,' and t h i s  i s  one o f  the chief characters 
o f  the language of r ys t i c i s r - - tha t  language vhich, as w have seen, 
has as one o f  i t s  ra jo r  characters the pouer t o  'st ing t o  l i f e 1  
those absolute qua l i t i es  and essences vhich are t i r e l e s s  and t o  
rake o f  them the rediur  of corrunicat ion o f  the intense and eternal  
l i f e  which i s  h i d  wi th  6od.2 
Space and time are l inked v i t h  r a t t e r  and i f  ue speak o f  60d as terporal we 
reduce him t o  bodi ly form. The Chr is t ian r y s t i c s  witnessed a 60d uho 
transcends t i r e  and space. Yogis such as Yogananda quoted ear l i e r  speak o f  
a transcendental s ta te where t r a v e l  through t i r e  and space i s  par t  o f  
t h e i r  s p i r i t u a l  pouer. We have the capacity t o  understand these things 
says Urban, just  as ve have the capacity t o  becore ' lost1 i n  a piece o f  
music, a t  one v i t h  it, and yet t h i s  experience vould be hard t o  describe 
and define. Of those vhor ve deer r y s t i c s  the i r  dominant a t t i t ude  has been 
one o f  acceptance and transcendence and t h i s  he believes ve rust  respect. 
Their humanity also i s  the i r  endearing quality. 
We cannot escape the 'snares o f  metaphor1 says Urban, and 
anthropororphisr i s  inevitable. The r y s t i c s  rescue us he thinks f r o r  the 
delusions o f  the l i t e r a l  rind. Rel igions o f  re re  Hurani t y  and Dei ty  have 
no place for the mystic. For the Huranist the i n f i n i t e  i s  human. For the 
others they think the r y s t i c s  are deluded i n  thinking they can see 60d. 
It i s  only a recognition of the natura l  r y s t i c i s r  i n  every soul tha t  rakes 
1. Wilbur Harshall Urban,Hulgtlity Deity, 6eorge Al len and 
Unvin, London, 1951,p.454. 
possible a real understanding of the Mysticism of Grace according to Urban, 
and i t  is only in our hearts that we can know this  i s  true for our faith i s  
based on reciprocal love between 60d and man. 
When we examine the language of religion Urban says we see that i t  
is unique, and that while the words are human and the emotions they 
express, they are transposed on a scale which renders them revelatory of 
the object towards which they are directed. This i s  the numinous quality 
which makes human language that of 60d. A quality of Deity i n  the words 
makes thew no longer human but Divine and if we examine the wrds  of the Song 
of Songs he says we will witness how what can appear a highly erotic 
poem becomes the aedium of the most exalted experience of man's relations 
to the Divine. There is a quality in religious language which makes i t  
speak for a l l  t i w .  
Frye has said that the Bible i s  a complex metaphor and the anthropologist 
Fernandez conceives of religious experience as the actual iring of metaphor 
'Religious metaphors recast the inchoate (and ineffable) whole of primary 
1 
experience into various manageable perspectives.' He cores to  this conclusion 
after examining the religious r i tuals of various tribes such as the Fang 
reformative cult of Bwiti a polymorphous one combining ancestor worship of 
various tribes and some elements of Christianity. His proposition i s  that 
metaphors provide organising images which ritual action puts into effect. 
In their ceremonial religious rituals 'in acting as well as in speaking 
2 
persons have an image of the pattern to be completed and make plans according.' 
This was observed by Frake (1964) but Fernandez believes that these images 
1. James. W. Fernandez, 'The Performances of Ritual letaphors, ' from 
The Social Use o_f fiet;!hhr ed. J.D.Sapir & J.C.Crocker. 
--- ------ --- 
University of Pennsylvania Press, 1977,~. 126. 
are contained in metaphors. In their weekly all-night ceremonies he identifies 
four key metaphors for as he says 'metaphor i s  an organising element in all  
1 
of these cult movements.' These metaphors are: 
bi ne esamba--Ue are a trading team (in file through the forest). 
bi ne ayong da--We are one of a clan. 
me ne (e ne) emwan mot--1 adhe is)  the son of man (man child). 
bi ne nlem wore--Ue are one heart. 
These metaphors ererge in the liturgical cormentary says Fernandez but 
they also run through cult l i fe  and provide a periodic fariliarizing 
reinforcement or leitmotif, [One cannot help but think of similar metaphors 
arising at professional and trade conferences or in many other Western 
institutions which deliberately try to create group solidarity.1 
'The fitness of ritual,' says Fernandez, 'lies in the aptness of 
1 
metaphor. ' The metaphor of one-heartedness i s  affirmed in their ceremonies 
by the candle-lighting, filing out into the forest and back into the 
chapel, spiralling more and more closely until as !onef they raise their 
candles to form one flame. Their liturgy i s  also laden with symbols such 
as the cult harp. 
Fernandez questions what role metaphors play in such rituals. His 
analysis was based on a model which suggested that a metaphor i s  not only 
an image but  also a plan for behaviour. If we imagine a cult member 
hypothetically, as isolated, alienated or whatever, i t  i s  not difficult to 
see that he emerges from the ceremonial 'incorporated, empowered, activated 
and euphoric.' [From a more sophisticated society one can also ererge in 
1. James. W. Fernandez,'The performances of Ritual Metaphors,' from 
1h_1 Social gf l!y!gh_gr ed, J.D,Sapir & J.C.Crocker. 
University of  Pennsylvania Press, 1977, p. 107. 
these states--1 envisage gregarious drinkers, or fanatics exiting from a 
concert or sports arena.] In a religious cult, such as Fernandez 
describes people escape their corporeality. His observations lead him to 
deduce that metaphors provide a sufficient base for the understanding of 
ritual as change in motion: 
... one must suppose that at some point in the history of the cult 
these metaphors were ejaculated out of the inchoate I, ue, they etc. 
by the visionaries who gave and continue to give prophetic impetus 
to this religion. Hetaphoric innovation like innovation of any kind 
rests with the feu and not with the many. 1 
Those who are attracted by these visions, says Fernandez, need only 
entertain social consensus rather than cultural consensus, but over time 
they inductively come to an understanding of the metaphor that controls it. 
The power of a leader operationalizes a metaphor, and dispute, uhen it arises 
is often over the aptness of a metaphor. We can see that this same 
principle fits our oun social world even in metaphors of education uhich 
are accepted then ultimately questioned and new ones take their place. As 
Fernandez says, each participant has different levels of participation and 
focus may be heightened by neu metaphors or other aids as in this case the 
use of narcotics in initiation. 
According to Fernandez as ttime-bindersf we need to fill the 
inchoate present with activity, and religious movements, as a particular 
paradigm of metaphors, do this. Hetaphor becomes metonymy or as Levi- 
1 
Strauss says 'the transformation of metaphor is achieved in metonymy.' 
This is illustrated for him by Hr Wemmick of Great Expectations whose 
lifestyle is transformed into ritual actions by 'the paradigmatic relations 
1. James. W, Fernandez, 'The Per formances of Ritual Hetaphors, from 
TItt $ocjgl Ugq gf Ma_ghg!: ed. J.D.Sapir & J.C.Crocker. 
University of Pennsylvania Press, 1977,p.115. 
between two equally unreal syntagmatic chains. That of the castle which has 
1 
never existed and that of the village which has been sacrificed.' 
Fernandez says most metaphorical images potentially imply action: 
The utterance of metaphor itself as well as the actions undertaken 
to realize it is attended by a set of associations which 'belong' to 
it by reason of contigiuties in previous experience. The assertion 
of metaphor thus provokes a metonymous chain of elements or 
experiences associated with it as part to whole, cause to effect, or 
other contiguity in time or space. 2 
A Hetaphor does not simply excite associations says Fernandez but imposes a 
schema on them, It is a hypothesis which makes other things in the world 
relevant or irrelevant, that is, the associations are conceptually mediated 
by the metaphor. Apt metaphors in religious experience 'combine in themselves 
some satisfactory representation of both social experience as well as primary 
experience.. .a fundamental transformation is thus accorplished by 
3 
metaphor...' Victor Turner has argued he says, that the apt metaphor is 
the fundamental capacity of dominant religious symbols and the ritual 
dramas in which these symbols are manipulated create an exchange between 
physiological and social experiences, ennobling the former and investing 
the latter with erotional significance. Religion, particularly Christian, 
aims to do more than this, says Fernandez, it aims to transcend the 
physiological and the social. What is difficult to understand he says is 
how chains of association appear in relation to each metaphor and hov 
metaphors are associated within paradigms, even how they first appear. It 
is thought that most associations rest on cul ture-bound analogies. He 
1. James. W, ~~rnandez,'The Performances of Ritual Hetaphorstf fror 
Ihe sa~iq! Uqe_ of flelaphor_ ed. J.D.Sapir P J.C.Crocker. 
University of Pennsylvania Press, 1977,p. 119. 
gives an example of hou 'snake' for instance i s  linked with uell-being by 
association uith honey, i tself  intrinsically attractive, and uhich is 
associated uith the season of fine wather. The mind, he thinks, i s  
bound to  realize the unity of i t s  experiences at some level of abstraction. .. 
tandl ' To a sufficiently religious mentality practically everything in the 
1 
world can be brought into association a s  manife~tation of spirit. '  He 
suggests that the latent principle by which religious associations are 
brought into being i s  the inchoate i tself .  I t  i s  'ntaphors [uhichl s tar t  
2 
up the syntactic machinery focusing our intentions by their predication' 
but their origin i s  s t i l l  a mystery. Fernandez concludes that for social 
structural experience we need metaphors for --ideas of adequacy, inadequacy 
and exaltation. These are social and corporeal needs, uhich are mediated as 
the cult under his observation showed, by re1 igious celebration. 
Metaphors will differ according to  the needs or frames of the group 
involved. Everything he has witnessed among the Banzie supports the idea 
that '...the primordial self can f i r s t  be incoroporated into some body 
social and these together can be surpassed to the quite insubstantial 
3 
spiritual. ' His evidence seems to be a microcosmic view of what Frye and 
others have surmised from their study of the Bible particularly. The religious 
metaphors are the glue uhich welds the primitive society together. They are 
expounded i n  myths and acted out in rituals. I t  is not diff icult  to see 
analogies betueen the uay such metaphors occur and permeate re1 igious 
history and the 'metaphors we live by' of Lakoff and Johnson. 
1. James. W. Fernandez,'The Performances of Ritual Hetaphors,' from 
I!: jgcig! vsg of M g e h g r  ed. J.D.Sapir t J.C.Crocker. 
University of Pennsylvania Press, 1977,~. 129. 
The emphasis in this chapter has been on Western and Christian 
religion because th is  i s  more familiar t o  me, but there is evidence that a l l  
religions share common symbols and forms of revelation. They a l l  have 
their special people to  interpret truth for them, and th is  truth is often 
in the form of myth. Thesymbolismof a father figure or source of 
enlightenment i s  endemic. The language which expresses religion i s  in a l l  
instance poetic and sometimes mysterious. Hyth, symbol, metaphor and 
poetry are natural methods of teaching us about human nature and human 
values. We neglect this rich source of knowledge in our schools, 
particularly where they are secular and where the emphasis in curriculum 
has fallen on the practical career-oriented training as in Communications 
English in place of Literature. Our literary heritage includes the Bible 
as Frye demnstrates and i s  a source of inspiration to other races and 
cultures also. In his opinion 'It should be taught so early and so thoroughly 
that i t  sinks straight to the bottom of the mind, where everything that 
1 
comes along later can se t t le  on it.' Uhen people refer to the importance 
of 'basics' this i s  not the kind they usually have in mind. If ,  as Hoggart 
has said 'Education must aim to introduce us not just to intellectual 
values bu t  t o  human values and to  the massive contemporary challenges to 
2 
those values ...' ue ray find that classical mythology has much to offer 
us which we have neglected to our cost. 
1. Northrop hye,Ihg Educated iwginaiign, Indiana University 
Press, l964,p. 110. 
2. Richard Hoggart ,An English htee!,Chatto and Windus,London, 1902,p.40. 
Other areas of human behaviour besides religious beliefs are also 
prescribed by metaphor as Crocker points out and he refers to sexual mores 
and eating rituals as exa~les. Rhetoric, he says 'does more than just 
1 
encompass these dirensions: it creates them.' Anthropologists have 
demonstrated the social impact of certain analogic systems and 'The social 
utility of the analogic capacity derives, implicitly, from its ability to 
handle a virtually unbounded range of recurrent issues within a single 
2 
paradigmatic formula.' It is language he concludes which dictates action. 
Lloyd Geering tells us that worship as the etymology of the word reminds us 
is, any form of activity in which we are 'celebrating or manifesting the 
3 
values, hopes and goals, which are the greatest worth to us.' And it is 
in this sense that life itself can be an act of worship, an idea which is 
probably rarely explained to young people. 
Theories about the nature of religious practices and beliefs are 
supported by what Emile Durkheim has said about the nature of religion, 
that it is eminently social and that religious rites are social affairs, 
the product of collective thought. We inherit what he calls intellectual 
capital . Furthermore 'Religion has not confined itself to enriching the 
human intellect, formed beforehand with a certain number of ideas; it has 
4 
contributed to forming the intellect itself.' 
1. J. Christopher Crocker, The Social Functions of Rhetorical Forms, 
in I~II Social U_lg o_f flgt_a_phr, eds.J.D.Sapir and J.C. Crocker 
University of Pennsylvania Press, 1977, p.16. 
3. Lloyd Geering, Acts of Worship,~jlh~m~, New Zealand, April 2 
1988, p.77. 
4. Emile Durkheim, Elementary Forms of Religious Life,in Sc$o_gl and 
Society,Routledge and Kegan Paul in assoc. with Open University, 
1971,p.206. 
We oue much of our knowledge and the form uhich knowledge has taken, to 
religion. The basic essential ideas which dominate all of our intellectual 
life, says Durkheim, what have been called by philosophers since Aristotle, 
categories of the understanding such as notions of time. space, class, 
number, cause, substance, per~onality~etc., correspond to the most universal 
properties of things. 'When primitive religious beliefs are systematically 
analyzed, the principal categories are naturally found. They are born in 
1 
religion and of religion; they are the product of religious thought,' 
The eternal debate over knowledge is whether it is innate or constructed by 
the individual. Durkheim states that if ue recognize their social origin 
ue can accept a neu attitude accepting that there are individual and social 
levels of meaning. 
Collective representations are the result of an immense co-operation, 
uhich stretches out not only into space but time as uell; to make 
them a multitude of minds have associated, united and combined their 
ideas and sentiments; for them, long generat ions have accumulated 
their experience and their knowledge. A special intellectual activity 
is therefore concentrated in ther which is infinitely richer and 
complexer than that of the individual.2 
Ran is double says Durkheim, there are two beings in him, the individual, 
and a social being 'which represents the highest reality in the 
intellectual and moral order that we can know by observation--the 
3 
individual transcends hiaself both when he thinks and when he acts.' 
So much so that there is an inner authority which he must obey, and uhich 
is why men do not feel completely free. This is presumably what Korzybski 
refers to when he says that 'healthy uell-balanced people are naturally 
1. Emile Durkheim, Elementary Forms of Religious Lifefin Sc_ht~l gn_d 
Spc_we_h, Rout ledge and Kegan Paul in assoc. wi th Open University, 
1971,p.206. 
2. and 3. Ibid.,.209. 
'#oralr and 'ethicalf, unless their educations have twisted their types of 
1 
evaluations.' 
Bergland also speaks of this capacity to pass on information from 
one generation to the next, using the term 'reresf developed by R. Dawkins 
2 
in I$! Srlfi~h @II. The idea is that genes pass on physical characteristics 
which enter a corron pool but culture is passed on by m e s  which spread 
like an infectious virus. 
One right still ask what is the place for religion in education even 
i f  convinced that literature and particularly rythology are a source of 
spiritual nourishrent for mankind. Professor Jeffreys answers this 
question fro8 a Christian vievpoint for he is concerned that we have lost 
irportant personal values in the modern world. As he says 'there is no 
3 
magic in democracy that rakes it sel f-support ing and self-perpetuating' 
and our educational systems have encouraged an individualisr which in the 
end is self-destructive. Education he believes rust be seen in relation to 
the ultimate problems of life. It can never be a rere ratter of adaptation 
because culture is in a state of tension with civilisation and education 
cannot be discussed in general terrs only for 'If the general air alone is 
4 
stated, we find ourselves presented with indubitable but useless truths.' 
So we need to state both general and special aims for education. 
Tension exists also says Jeffreys betven the individual's needs and 
1. A1 fred Korzybski ,Science and %njty,The International Non- 
Aristotelian Library,Lancaster, Pensylvannia, 1941,p.xi. 
2. Richard Bergland,Ih_e hb_r_ic_ gf hd_,Penguin Books, Australia, 
1985,p.7. 
3. H.V.C. Jeffreys,I$e Ajgr qf Edgcatjqn, Pitran Publishing, 
London, 1972,p.x~. (first published as Glaucon 1950) 
those of the community. All the wisest sayings so far point to the fact 
that not love of oneself but  love itself i s  the secret of a successful 
life. We need freedor but  'We begin to approach true freedom in proportion 
1 
as we lose ourselves in something greater than ourselves.' The greatest 
artists have known this experience. Not every kind of service i s  
liberating. This love he speaks of i s  that which i s  personal. 
Love right in fact be defined as the relationship that treats people 
as persons--i.e. treats thea as sacred. It i s  love that COWSTITUTES 
the personal: i t  i s  through loving and being loved that persons grow 
as persons, 2 
In human l i f e  i t  i s  found only irperfectly. Sore institutions says Jeffreys 
are rore compatible with the principle of love than others. 
Man transcends the t i re  process because he i s  able to think about 
i t  and relate events across tire, so he Ishe i s  both irranent and 
3 
transcendent. Korzybski speaks of our tire-binding capacity. Collective ran 
appears to be under the sare constraints as individual ran, as history 
show us, but ran has the power of raking reasoned choices. 
It i s  by virtue of the power to transcend the strear of events that 
the self can act as a coherent whole, in relation to a situation as 
a who1 el surroning a1 1 resources of knowledge and imagination, 
raking the action his own, taking full responsibility for it--acting 
that i s  to say, as a person.4 
This power of choice needs to be educated says Jef freys. 'Freedor ensues, 
therefore in proportion as the self transcends the stream of events, acting 
5 
as a whole in relation to the situation as a whole.' From a 
1. M.V.C. Jeffreys,IL! 
London, 1972,p. 17. 
Airs of Education, Pitran Publishing, 
(First published as Glaucon 1950) 
3. A1 fred Korzybski ,$gigfig! and %mmfy,The International Non- 
Aristotelian Library,Lancaster, Pensylvanniall94l,p.39. 
4, and 5. Jeffreys, p.37. 
behaviourist point of view th i s  would be seen as merely stimulus and 
response. The historian might view it  a l l  mainly as series of causes and 
effects. But both views only see humans from the outside not within. The 
work of art  or the truth of philosophy hwever has to be understood in 
terms of entering within i t  'to enter the transcendent inwardness of 
1 
personal experience.' The work of a r t  is a personal creation 'it is 
the personal quality of the activity that makes i t  art .  When we say 
colloquially that an a r t i s t  put his whole soul into his work we are saying 
2 
something quite l i terally true.' The same i s  true says Jeffreys of a l l  
activity intellectual or moral which has this quality of identification 
between the activity and the person. 'The same i s  true of the prophet and 
3 
his message. The man i s  his vision and the vision i s  the man.' 
In Jef freys' view i t  is only i n  proportion as a person approximates 
to  full personal stature that one can expect to be master of oneself and 
history. In a world with a deterministic view there is less  personal 
responsibility and more mass activity 'In such a society the masses would 
be more or less blindly immersed i n ,  and therefore subject to, the process 
of cause and effect, while the ruling group would be living on the 
4 
advantage that the process happened to bring to them.' This corwnt 
seems particularly apposite i n  our own times. What we can see says Jeffreys 
i s  increasing tension in modern Western civilisation between technological 
devlopment on the one hand and human bewilderment on the other. So in his 
estimation 'It i s  clear that the suprere need of the modern world i s  for 
1, H.V.C.Jeffreys,The & of Muhatigrt, Pitman Publishing, 
London, 1972,p.40. (First pub1 ished as Glaucon 1950) 
2. and 3. Ibid.,p.QO. 
the maintenance of personal values and the creation of personal living. 
Any attempt to  achieve the truly personal level i n  living and thinking must 
1 
also be an attempt t o  create true freedom and true community.' Which 
lat ter  are two sides of the same thing, true freedom found in the service 
2 
of community 'in uhich persons are treated as ends and not means.' 
Therefore for Jeffreys the true aim of education is the creation of 
personal freedom in the community. No one style of education i s  good for 
a l l  times and places Jeffreys thinks, and the charateristic of our times is 
the increased tension in the microscosm and the macrocosm. One might say 
that we are in fact stretched on a rack of nuclear tension. 
For many centuries in England at least says Jeffreys common knowledge 
of the Bible was a factor i n  creating a sense of community. No other 
source gives so ruch access he thinks to the meaning of l i fe .  To create 
unity among people and classes of people he thinks a s  Berdaev saying: 
Only religion i s  capable of making such a combination neither philosophy 
nor science nor enlightenment, neither art nor l i terature can do 
this. Deprived of religious basis, any high and qualitative culture 
inevitably becomes separated from popular 1 i fe and an isolated cultural 
e l i t e  i s  produced, which keenly feels i t s  uselessness to the 
people.3 
Tension increases as the self-interest of the successful are continually 
forced to make concessions to the have-nots. So there i s  tension between 
the classes and between the individual and the state. 
I t  appears that we lack a bonding agent. Fernandez said i t  was 
religion which acted as th is  glue. 'The failure of modern individualized 
1. M.V.C. Jeffreys,rhr hi!~ of Education, Pitman Pub1 ishing, 
London, 1972,p.45. (First published as Glaucon 1950) 
3. Ibid.,p,49.(The Fate of Man in the Modern World p1114.1 
1 
man to create communi ty accounts for his loneliness and his bewilderment' 
for taken to its limits individualism means the negation of community. 
Education therefore in Jeffreys eyes has to be the agent of redemption. 
We need he says a faith by which to live. For him this means the 
'indoctrination' of people for he believes that 'The cult of the open mind 
is a way of camouflaging the poverty of an education which has no view of 
2 
life to communicate.' To him indoctrination, the very idea of which many 
of us would find repulsive, is not a crime but as necessary as learning 
table manners. The challenge as he sees it is to present it in such a way 
that the recipient comes to terms with it on his own responsibility. We 
need he thinks a uay to understand our world and our place in it, and to 
recover a sense of vocation. This cannot always come through work except 
for those fortunate enough to work at what they love. 
This idea of the importance of work is confirmed by writers like 
Willis Harman who says that 'Work is placed at the heart of humane living-- 
not a compulsive Protestant work ethic, nor work for economic gain, but 
3 
the joy of vital and creative work.' This is a challenge which will never 
be easy to meet. Jeffreys thinks we can gain much insight from the 
voluntary work done in cormunties and the joy and love with which people 
are prepared to offer their services. This was illustrated in a recent 
4 
report on ambulance officers who often take a drop in salary from previous 
1, H.V.C.Jeffreys,Ihe 4115 of Uucatjgn, Pitman Publishing, 
London, 1972,p.52. (First pub1 ished as Glaucon 1950) 
3. Willis Harman,The Coming Transformation,Ihe Fgturizt, April, 
1977,p.llO. 
4. Iona HcNaughton, Life at the sharp end of an emergency, Doymgjog 
Su_gda_y hhs,New Zealand, October23, 1988, p. 19. 
jobs to do this uork, for the satisfaction i t  gives the#. Perhaps ue need 
to give more people opportunities for this kind of fulfilment. Both Jeffreys 
and Harran see hope in thegrouing decentralisation of p o w  and in 
increasing voluntary social c~munity effort. 
Jeffreys thinks that ue also need to recover the meaning and 
importance of the family. He actually acknowledges the value of housewi fery 
'The most important thing of all ,  perhaps i s  to get society at large to 
take the houseuife's job seriously as one that calls for much specialized 
1 
knouledge in varied fields, much skill ,  and great persoanl qualities.' 
Wherever the state seeks ornipotence he sees the family unit as ueakened. 
The root serious ueakness in education to Jeffreys i s  i t s  lack of 
2 
aims. This metaphor i s  discusssed by Peters. We can appreciate 
what Jeffreys means, for as he says, and i t  i s  borne out by those ubiquitous 
researches into excellence, 'the most vital systems of education have 
envisaged their objectives quite concretely, in terms of personal qualities 
3 
and social situations.' This i s  not to say that he necessarily accepts 
their airs, but finds that, by contrast, in liberal democracies the airs 
often seer fairly nebulous, Even a glance at our own recent policy docurents 
on education such as the Curriculum Revieu and the Picot report rake very 
generalized statements and lack a clear philosophical stance as to what 
their conception of education i s  or i s  for. Jeffreys quotes a Harvard 
Report which said that: 
The ideal of free inquiry i s  a precious heritage of uestern culture; 
1. tt.V.C. Jef freys,lhy &I? of Ed&aai_on, Pi tman Publishing, 
London, 1972,p.59. (First published as Glaucon 1950) 
2. R. S. Peters,Mprjty, l k g o n z  jb_ j!ity qn_d_ E_d_gcat ion, 6eorge A1 len 
and Unuin,London, 1973,p.87. 
yet a measure of firm belief i s  surely part of the good life. A 
free society reans toleration, which in turn cores from openness of 
mind. But freedom also presupposes conviction; a free choice-- 
unless i t  be wholly arbitrary (and then i t  would not be free)--cores 
from belief and ultimately from principle. A free society then 
cherishes both toleration and conviction.1 
And therein l i e s  our problem. Jeffreys says there is only one possible 
solution of the contradiction between individual freedom and a common faith 
in which personal freedom is central, and the human soul of infinite value. 
Education has to enable people to reach deep and strong convictions about 
the nature and destiny of man. The Renaissance he thinks freed man from 
the old authorities but now ran has to  synthesize individual and societal 
liberty. If w fail t o  achieve community i t  means a choice between anarchy 
or depersonalized collectivism. 'That i s  why depersonalization i s  the 
great and disconcerting fact about rodern civilization, and why the redemption 
2 
of the personal i s  the supreme task of education.' 
Jeffreys believes that the curriculum has drifted away from real 
needs. A prime need i s  to understand the world in which we live. The 
curriculum needs to  be both remote and contemporary for we can learn from 
the past and the present. Secondly he thinks we need direct experience of 
community living. We also need to  reveal what has been called the 
'Vision of Greatness' by a knowledge of our heritage in history and literature. 
From this vision we may hope that faith will grow for i t  i s  something we 
cannot manufac ture. Through knowing of great persons Jef freys believes that 
we can come to  learn the meaning of the personal in human l ife.  'The true 
aristocrat i n  any age and i n  any country is he whose behaviour i s  most 
1. H.V.C. Jef freys,Ih_e bibs gf M ~ g l t i _ o n ,  Pitman Publishing, 
L~ndon, l972,p.61. (First published as Glaucon 1950) 
1 
fully personal.' His views donot seem far-removed, at  this  point, from 
those of Nietzsche and his pursuit of autonory, moreover Jef freys i s  convinced 
that right thinking is connected with right feeling and the Vision of 
Greatness can release intellectual as well as emotional forces, promoting 
behaviour more noble and more intelligent which is more the measure of a 
person than is I.Q. 
School i tself  does not have to be an image of the world says 
Jeffreys but has to connect with i t  at as many points as possible. He 
reiterates that the real measure of a society is how much i t  values personal 
values. For those who consider that producing good citizens is i t s  highest 
aim he argues for a liberal education for 'The highest purpose of education 
i s  to produce good men, and the production of good tradesmen and even of 
good citizens, is an inferior operation which must not be allowed to 
inter 
'and 
civil 
2 
fere with the other.' 
Jeffreys t e l l s  us that the rodern world originates with Christianity 
3 
i t s  keynote i s  the affirmation of the divinity of man.' Our 
isation and the value of the individual springs form this. This idea 
and the sp i r i t  of experimental science can be traced back says Jeffreys to 
roots in Hebrew culture. Science and reason appeared to be a path to 
perfecting our world, a faith which has been badly shaken bu t  by th is  t i r e  
he says we had less religion to fal l  back on. That this  kind of humaniw 
has failed us leads us to despair says Jeffreys. The answer ray be to  seek 
a synthesis of humanism with Christianity which respects human dignity 
1. H.V.C. Jef freys,The Ajgs af Educ&jy, Pitman Publishing, 
London, 1972,p.72. (First published as Glaucon 19501 
2. Ibid.,p.87. 
3. Ibid.,p.l29. 
without worshipping ran. The only alternatives seem to be those which set 
1 
up the mass, theclassor the party asgod. Then in h i sv iw  love, pity 
and mercy lose their claim. The irony of our situation, in his view, i s  
that i t  was Christianity which gave huran personality value, so that people 
fight for such things as equality who are anti-Christian yet this i s  a 
Christian concept. So 'the Antichrist arises out of the failure of 
2 
Christians.' 
The real struggle as he sees i t  i s  not between classes but between 
good and evil, Any system can provide the context of the perfect cormunity 
with enough goodwill, but  no systen can guarantee such. Christian goals 
therefore can never fully equate with political goals. The churches 
themselves have shortcomings says Jef freys bu t  Christianity always meant 
reception into a corrunity, Modern psychology has not shown us new truths 
but shed light on old truths, about childhood for instance. 
The central revelation of rodern child study i s  the oldest truth of 
all  about education-- that the first  and last principle of education 
i s  love, that i s  to say that we rust respect the personality of the 
child and treat him as an end in himself and secure his PRESENT 
needs. 3 
What has been termed original sin represents to Jeffreys the essential 
conflit within ran hirself not with his environrent. For Jeffreys the task 
of the teacher i s  to lead others to the same conviction that he has that 
Christianity i s  a faith of rederption. This will meet with resistance 
because 'The language of religion has become not only metaphor but dead 
retaphor' yet to his mind religious experience i s  not: 
1. M.V.C. Jef freys,rhg &at of Edtlg&ipn, Pi tman Publishing, 
London, 1972,p.135. (First published as Glaucon 1950) 
2. Ibid. ,p. 137. 
3. Ibid. ,p. 155. 
a strange and uncanny sort of experience but is normal experience 
understood at full depth. If we can help people to discern the 
religious truth implicit in everyday experience which they take for 
granted--the painfulness of creation, the warfare of love against its 
rejection, the power of love to redeem where other forces have failed-- 
we shall have done a great deal to break down the barrier which the 
rodern mind has erected against the light.! 
That impenetrable and apparently inescapable metaphor of light again. 
Jeffreys concludes that we need to be reeducated which is difficult 
as ue have become ignorant in his view of the Bible particularly. To have 
a right to an opinion should necessitate understanding which presumes study 
which requires discipline. A panic return to religion would not achieve 
what is necessary nor can one plead a rational 'case1 for this return. 
2 
'Conviction cannot come by intellectual processes alone' one needs to 
study not only the books of religion but the world also. He even speaks of 
the need for an arry of missionaries. At the heart of the schoolls teaching 
would be the Christian gospel 'and this Gospel must spread its light out 
3 
through all the other subjects of study.' and 'At the heart of the 
4 
school life must be worship.' Above all its supreme concern will be with 
persons. 
What Jeffreys says does not shed any more light t ! 1 on the nature of 
metaphor but it does explain why those aspects of the curriculum most 
involved wi th metaphor and metaphor-raking and understanding are absolutely 
vital to the young. Huch of what he says affirms the findings of Northrop 
Frye and remphasises the importance of the development of a strong and 
individual personality which many others also stress, but unless one is of 
1. H.V.C. Jeffreys,Ihy af Ed&tcgtaqn, Pi tman Publishing, 
London, l972,p. 158. (First published as Glaucon 1950) 
3. and 4. Ibid.,p.162. 
Christian faith or inclination then his conclusions lose their force because 
they lack universal application. 
Peters has pondered on similar problems and comes to the conclusion 
that schools CAN set guidelines for moral behaviour or a rational form of 
morality ' For science and a more rational, universalistic type of morality 
gradually emerged precisely because sot ial change, economic expansion and 
conquest led to a clash of codes and conflict between competing vieus of 
1 
the uorld.' Certain underlying principles as he calls them gradually 
emerge. Rather than supplying a code they sensi tize us to ways of thinking 
of people for example. This is not to circumscribe individuality but to 
give parameters uithin uhich the individual can make choices with knouledge 
of likely consequences. The content of science is, he says no more uniformly 
acceptable than the content of morality, and like science the principles or 
theory can be taught but the actual practice is left to the person 'The 
2 
content of morality, therefore, can be taught ; but its form develops.' 
This idea comes mainly fror Piaget and from Kohlberg's study of the development 
of morality. He apparently is opposed to a 'bag of virtues' conception of 
morality but as Peters says uithout adequate experience one may stay at a 
very base level of moral conviction. The difficulty as Peters sees it is to 
inculcate a sense of honesty for example uithout coercion or reuards or 
simply relying on good models of behaviour to have sufficient influence. 
Indoctrination he says is getting people to adopt a fixed body of rules and 
where a person has no critical or autonomous attitude touards them. In the 
past it was erbedded by contrivances such as the shaming techniques described 
1. R. S. Peters, guthol jty, meqnsjbil jty and education, 6eor ge A1 1 en 
and Unuin, London, 1973,p.143. 
in the follouing chapter and is often a method to develop strong loyalty to  
a group. Peters concludes that these are the problems teachers and parents 
need to address. 
One uonders if it u i l l  ever be possible for the spiritual values 
of diverse religions such as are embodied both i n  mythology and i n  religious 
writings to  be combined so that ue can find some measure of harmony for us 
al l  to share in a reeducation, if  not for the faith Jeffreys wishes for 
us, then a t  least a faith in our oun abil i ty to  learn from our mistakes and 
to heed the uisdom gathered for us in the past. Perhaps when ue no longer 
educate for uork only u i l l  we discover uhat other aims there may be for 
education and then the unerployed ui l l  in fact be the richest. 
If religion is primarily social and natural and necessary as these 
authors a l l  seem to suggest; and i t  has r purpose, t o  help the individual 
come to  terms uith himlherself in the forming of relationships uith others 
and society at  large, then ue can hardly afford to ignore i t .  I t  has i t s  oun 
language and literature and if  Oakeshott i s  correct one uay into the language 
1 
of any form of activity i s  through i t s  literature. There i s  a vast 
treasury of religious literature--not only that in the Christian Bible-- 
which many children and probably some teachers are not familiar uith, If ue 
uere able to explore this, uithout preconceived ideas of meaning or truth, 
then ue right profit from the richness of i t s  many metaphors. The most 
pouerful metaphors have a mystery and magic that might only be appreciated 
uith enlightenment, uhatever that really means. Perhaps i t  comes eventually 
to those uho bother to look for i t .  Religion is said to be social bu t  uhat 
one learns from this participation may be uniquely personal as a mystic 
Arabic poet Kahlil Gibran suggests in I l e  Clopbet: 
And even as each one of you stands alone i n  God's knouledge, so must 
each one of you be alone in his knouledge of 60d and in his 
understanding of the earth. 
CHAPTER 1V 
OUR PERCEPTION OF CHILDHOOD 
The l i terary historians, mistaking books for l i fe ,  construct a 
fictional picture of childhood; as though one could know what 
really happened in the nineteenth century American home by reading 
Tom Sawyer. 1 
In th i s  chapter I am not concerned to  document i n  detail the rigours 
of childhood such as have been portrayed by historiansnor to catalogue 
the children i n  literature but to  extract from both the view each century 
has of children, what status they have as a group, and in a subsequent 
chapter how this has influenced their education. This overviev will 
examine particularly the language used to describe children, the epithets 
and metaphors which reveal attitudes towards them, of parents, churchmen, 
reformers, teachers; and wherever possible to supplement th is  with memories 
of childhood recorded for us in diaries, letters, journals and biographies. 
Metaphors of childhood and parenting emerge which are distinctive at  different 
periods and in different countries but in evolutionary terms possess a 
discernible overall pattern. I t  is quite a long journey from the child as 
mere animal to  Erikson's notion of a partnership of equals and one which 
1. Lloyd de Nause,Ihg History of U~lldhood, Souvenir Press, 
London, 1976,p.4. 
1 
many people are still travelling. 
Readers of literature over the past three hundred years could be 
deceived into thinking that the children portrayed there are realistic. 
According to Pattison they are merely figurative. It is religious and 
intellectual debate which gives rise he believes to the child figure we 
observe in literature which is a symbol of tvo fundamental approaches, one, 
that the child is inherently evil, the other that it is innocent and good. 
These attitudes obviously affect child care in the hole and family. 
Classical literature apparently almost ignored children. The only 
instance Pattison could find of an affectionate scene between parents and 
2 
children was that between Hector and his wife and son Astyanax, The reason 
for this neglect was the prevalent attitude to children in early 
times. Greeks and Romans considered them almost as lover order animals. 
Plato says of them: 
Of all the animals, the boy is the most unmanageable; inasmuch as he 
has the fountain of reason in hi@ not regulated, he is an insidious 
and sharp-witted animal and the most insubordinate of them a11.'3 
His ideal Republic is an attempt to correct this bestial condition. 
Aristotle says: 'Both children and the lower animals share in voluntary 
action, but not in choice, and acts done on the spur of the moment we 
3 
describe as voluntary, but not as chosen.' Aristotle refers also in his 
%erron' on self-indulgence in adults, to childish appetite 'children in 
fact live at the beck and call of appetite,..and as the child should live 
1. Erik H. Eri kson,W!dhggd aid $gc jet~, Penguin Books, London, lRO. 
2. Robert Pattison Ihe Ct1114 Eiygwe ji Eilllsh litgratu~g, 
University of Georgia Press, Athens, 1978,p. 1. 
according to  the direction of his tutor, so the appetitive element should 
1 
live according to rational principle.' 
To the classicist the child was not important because it was unforred, 
unreasonable, reflecting primal chaos. I t s  c h a m  were rarely recorded in 
literature. Boas says 'The only child in classical l i terature who is 
presented to  us at  length, as far as I know, Ion in Euripides tragedy of 
2 
that nare.' Derocritus said that if children were allwed to  do as they 
pleased they would not learn eusic and l e t t e r s  or understand virtue. He 
even went so far as to  recommend adopting a child rather than begetting one 
3 
for then you could choose what you wanted. No doubt he would have 
approved of sore of the latest redical technology which gets nearer to 
ordering the type of child one wants. Socrates in The Laws speaks of 
children as creatures whose f i r s t  sensations are pleasure or pain and th is  
i s  how vice and virtue enter their soul for they are incapable of reason. 
He bemoans the fact that sore never develop beyond enjoying children's 
puppet shows and comedies. Such complaints are s t i l l  fari l iar  t o  us. 
Boas rerinds us however that i t  i s  inpossible from such scant 
information to state what 'Greek opinion as a whole was on anything or even 
4 
if there was a Greek or Roran opinion as a whole.' He i s  surprised that 
one phrase which occurs i n  Cicero several t i r e s  did not receive more attention. 
I t  was when he described beasts and children as SPECULA NATURAE, mirrors 
1. Aristotle(384-322)ficg!agheg!! EMcsBook 311 lbtrans. by 
W.D.Ross.6reat Books of the Western World ,Chicago:Williar 
Benton, 1952,p.356. 
2. 6eorge Boas, Ihe Cqd& gf Chi!dhggd,London:The Warburg Institute, 
University of London,1966,p. 13. 
3. Ibid. ,p. 14. 
4. Ibid.. 
1 
or reflections of nature. But to  Stoics and Epicureans alike they were 
dark mirrors. 
Education was seen as a means to bring order to  the chaos. Without 
education Plato thought they would turn into the wildest creatures on 
earth. The child uas important for his potential only. What was really 
prized was maturity. The Stoics thought the age of reason was fourteen. 
Therefore no peculiar interest was shwn in children or childhood or i n  
personal biographical details such as form a large part of popular l i terature 
nowadays. Modern interest in psychoanalysis has also helped to  develop 
this genre. 
Platols contribution to  education and the formation of a concept of 
childhood lay in his belief that the seeds of huran knouledge exist in 
every soul 'the teacher's task i s  to help the soul in i t s  movement towards 
2 
the light, a moverent which i s  entirely natural' and will help the learner 
to discover the truth for himself. He recognized some of the stages of 
growth and developrent in children. He had l i t t l e  influence Castle thinks 
on the ordinary Greek citizen. They had no vieus on child care. They gave 
toys to infant children, employed nurses (often Spartans 1 for their care 
and limited farily size by exposing infants at  the father's discretion. 
Parents appeared to be reasonably tolerant and look upon childhood as a 
t i r e  of waiting. 'The purpose behind Greek education uas t o  make good 
adults, particularly good men, and they did not believe that infancy had 
3 
much to do with the process.' 
1. 6eorge Boas, JLII Cudf of Chlldttogd,London:The Warburg Institute, 
University of London, 1966,p. 14. 
2. Elizabeth Laurence, IIII O_r_igiis yd_ !r_oyth_ of hd_e_m Ugcation, 
Penguin Books, England, 1970,p.26. 
Aristotle realized the importance of feelings and the need for their 
education, for, 'a right disposition of the feelings seems to  be the principle 
1 
that leads to virtue rather than the reason.' For the Greeks self- 
realization and development from uithin, uas the means and aim of education. 
I t  uas a process of evolution of the soul. The theory of INNATE IDEAS in 
the Phaedo makes the infant the repository of IDEAS in their purest form, 
since the child comes directly from that world of Ideas. 
As Boas states, 'though there are hints of the cult of childhood i n  
2 
classical antiquity, i t  does not seem to have had much popularity.' 
Lyman found the same. Some uords of Juvenal suggested a tender nature 
touard children 'You oue the utmost reverence to a child' he said and also 
3 
spoke out against abortion and infanticide from exposure. Killing of 
children by this method uas rampant and persisted for centuries. Girls 
particularly were rare likely to be the victims as uere i l legi t i ra te  children. 
So-called Barbarians, says Lyman were sometims less brutal t o  children than 
the Romans, bu t  where there uas interest, concerns seemed mainly to centre 
around fer t i l i ty ,  paternal pouer and education. He also perceives signs of 
some positive contributions from them touards a perception of childhood as 
a time of slow grouth, and enjoyment of children as an integral part of 
farily l i fe .  
I t  vas Ruintilian uho said 'boys commonly shov prorise of many 
accomplishrents, and uhen such promise dies auay as they grou up this i s  
1. Elizabeth Laurence, Ihp hlgiis 2nd &gl(t_!! of tgfldln Eflgc__at_ion_, 
Penguin Books, England, 1970,p.31. 
2. 6eorge Boas,Ih_e_ QII~ gf Childho_pd_,London:The Warburg Institute, 
University of London, 1966,p. 12. 
3. Richard B.Lyman, Jr., 'Barbarism and Re1igion:Late Roman and Early 
Medieval Chidhood', inI& History gf Childhood ed.de Hause, 
Souvenir Press, London, 1976,p.82. 
plainly due not to the failure of natural g i f t s  but to lack of requisite 
1 
attention.' He recognized the importance of the early years and the fact 
that a child should enjoy learning. For his reason he approved of learning 
through play, considered corporal punishment undesirable and saw the need 
to cater for the individual learner and his level of abilities. He advised 
on the need for a good relationship betueen teacher and pupil and was also 
aware of the needs of disadvantaged children. The soil metaphors, as Carol 
Clark notes, are favourite metaphors of Ruintilian which he uses sensitively 
and with variety, i t  i s  later in the sixteenth century that she finds them 
2 
falling into rigid categories. Erasrus observed in 1512 that Quintilian 
3 
had already told us al l  ue needed to know about education. From this  
stage of thinking says Lyman i t  is but a short step to the notion that each 
child has a soul to be saved. In spite of some signs favourable to children 
much ambivalence towards thea carries over from the Pagan to the Christian 
era for 'the conservation of old customs and belief systems is a pouerful, 
4 
tenacious and resourceful force.' 
To the early Romans, says Lawrence self-control, modesty and obedience 
uere more inportant than intellectual achievement. ' Children and youths 
learned by watching and imitating, at home, on the farms, in the army and 
5 
in the forum.' Under Greek influence th i s  changed to the point where 
1. Richard B.Lyman, Jr., 'Barbarism and Re1igion:Late Roman and Early 
Hedieval Childhood' , inrh_~ thir_y gf Ch_iid_h_ggd_ ed. de llause, 
Souvenir Press, London, 1976,p.83. 
2. Carol Clark,Ihe !Ilk of t lhehgr ,  French Forum Pubs.,1978. 
education became overorganised and as Patt ison notes the treatment of 
children in Roman schools in the first century of the empire became mechanistic, 
unreasoning, students given 'assignments the modern world reserves for 
1 
lunatics-repeti tious measuring, counting and reciting. ' To produce eloquent 
orators was the new ideal, but the basis was laid for the narrow curriculum 
of future schooling. 
There were people who spoke out in defence of children in every age. 
Plutarch said 'Childhood is a tender thing and most easily wrought into any 
shape. The very spring and root of honesty lies in the felicity of lighting 
2 
on good education.' In his treatise on the education of children he 
uses a farming metaphor for he saw education as a grwth process: 
For lyke as in tillage fyrste it behoveth that the noulde...be good. 
Secondarily that the husband or ploughman be experte in sowinge. 
Thirdely that the sede be clene and wothout faute. So (in bringinge 
up of youre children) ye shall applie and resemble to the moulde 
your childrens nature, to the ploughman, their instructour or 
maister, to the sede, instruction of lernynge and precepts...If a 
grounde fertile of nature be yll housbandried for lacke of good 
tillage it appereth foule and yl favored. 3 
Moreover he believed that a child's mind is not 'a vessel to be filled', but 
'a fire to be kindled' and that 'children of gentle nature take more 
4 
profite by praise or lyghte rebuke, than by stripes.' He did not believe 
either in overtaxing children with work for they needed recreation also, 
one must seek balance just as the Greeks had believed. 
The Christian concept of original sin, according to Pattison reversed 
all of this. The child, says Boas, becomes a microcosm or metaphor of fallen ran , 
1. Robert Patti son, Iltt child figgug jn h g l  is& I jte!$turg, 
University of Georgia Press, Athens, 1978,p.2. 
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man doomed for everlasting hell. What we can see developing alongside the 
new consciousness of the nature of children is an inevitable concern with 
methods of education. 
According to Lawrence the Talmudic writers also came to recognize 
children no longer as possessions but as personalities in their own right. 
Early education came from vithin the family and was mainly concerned with 
spiritual matters although from the time of Ezra a book becare the centre 
of Jewish religion and necessitated the teaching of reading. 
Some spoke on behalf of the child, but now in the Christian era 
there is a notion of sin and shame revealed perhaps by an obsession in the 
writings, vhich Lyman notes; with mothers, fathers, flowing breasts, semen 
and birth pangs predominating. Tertullian for example referred to 'The 
man that is hardened in the vomb of uncleanness and comes forth through the 
1 
parts of shame.' Hothers were expected, until quite recently to attend a 
church purification ceremony after giving birth and known as tchurching'. 
Jerome praises matrimony because it produces virgins , but at the same 
time this reduces the married voman to a lower status than a nun. The 
pinnacle of human desire has to be not human birth but a rebirth in the 
faith. There is also the mystery of the virgin birth for people to accept. 
One early figure stands out speaking favourably of the child--Pelagius, 
a Briton who defended his faith in the innocence of children, vas opposed by 
Augustine, a proponent of original sin, whose views became doctrine and 
thus was bred a new and what Boas considers a perverted interest in childhood 
and children though this took aeons to fully develop. Quintillian spoke of 
children as 'vessels with narrow mouths, empty creatures into whom the soul 
1. Richard B.lyman,Jr.,tBarbarism and Re1igion:Late Roman and Early 
Medieval Childhoodf,inlh_e Ikkpq o_f Shildhood ed.de Wause, 
Souvenir Press, London, 1976,p.85. 
of grammar and oratory i s  t o  be poured once they break out of the shell of 
1 
childhood.' This 'empty vesself metaphor persists to the present and has 
more recently been dubbed the 'bankingv method. A more idealistic view was 
enshrined in the theory of innate ideas in Platofs Phaedo for there the 
child in essence has the potential for human perfectibility, Pelagius eight 
hundred years later believed this too bu t  the doctrine of original sin 
negated this: 
In this inclusive, religious view of the original nature of 
man, i n  which the accent has been shifted from reason to will as 
the primary object and vehicle of human melioration, the child 
rose to  a station of great i~or t ance .2  
Pelagius believed i n  the perfectability of man without 6odfs grace. This 
was of course heresy to the Church which propagated belief that even the 
infant bore the burden of Original sin. This was to  be expiated by baptism 
initially. All are considered sinners living in a perpetually flawed state 
to be absolved only by the redemption, 
Pattison researching the child in English Literature perceives this 
to be the most marked influence on attitudes to children since classical 
times. He says that 'if a concept of Original sin did exist i n  the classical 
mind, i t  was not powerful enough to stimulate the elaborate mechanisms of 
expiation which come with the Christian notion of universal Fall and personal 
3 
responsibility.' 
So far from early times we have had the metaphor of the child as a 
rejected unwanted object to be killed , sacrificed or exposed, as an aniral 
or wild creature, but also as a tender plant, as a wax tablet and an empty 
..................... 
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3. Ibid.. 
vessel or as a f i r e  to be kindled and childhood itself a shell to be broken 
out of. The more positive o n e s a r e s t i l l  current but a l l  were to be 
modified by Christianity from which a new metaphor arises, the child as the 
'fruit of sin1. The earlier metaphors suggest something wild or subhuman 
which has to be refined and domesticated l ike an animal, the religious one 
presupposes a tendency to evil which must be curtailed. Both views are t o  
give a strong basis to notions of correction, obedience and discipline as 
a necessary force to be applied to  children. As a result, in both eras, 
corporal punishment was practised with justification in spite of the rinority 
who perceived i t  as less than human behaviour towards other albeit 
undeveloped human beings. 
To Christians the child seemed a replica of Adam before the Fall, 
unspoiled by knowledge and civilisation. The problem of innate wisdom 
versus acquired knowledge was not new. Boas says i t  was mooted by Theognis 
and Pindar that 'If there i s  such a thing as congenital wisdom and other 
1 
virtues, then i t  ought to appear in childhood.' , and he makes a similar 
comment to Pattison that in general the Ancients had a low opinion of 
children if  they appraised them a t  al l .  Their nature i s  described and their 
education discussed but no-one wishes to emulate them for they are i n  
general irrational, disorderly, and according to Aristotle 'dwarflike'. Cicero 
described children as 'specula naturae' but this  idea was never taken up 
even during the Renaissance or age of Enlightenment. I t  was Christianity 
which developed new ideas about children. One wonders what influence the 
concept of an infant saviour had on attitudes to children but the paradox 
of the wise child as saviour Boas downplays because he believes that an 
1. George Boas,Ihg Ed! of M!ddogi,The Uarburg Institute, 
University of London,l966, p.11. 
incident such as the ch i ld  Jesus preaching i n  the temple refers t o  a 
part icular precocious ch i ld  and i s  described as such even i n  Hi l tonfs 
Paradise Regained. Oft-quoted references such as 'suffer l i t t l e  children' 
li keuise have no particular signi ficance for: 'The early Christian Fathers 
and ecclesiastical u r i te rs  made l i t t l e  use of these New Testament verses 
1 
uhich might induce them i n t o  an adoration of the chi ld as such.' There i s  
one posit ive element i n  t h i s  ear l ier  concept, that, i n  Pattison's words 'the 
chaotic state of childhood contains i n  i t  the possib i l i ty  of human, rat ional 
perfection, and the attainment of t h i s  goal i s  ent i re ly u i th in  the reach of 
2 
human effort.' from now on we see an evergrouing e f fo r t  t o  educate 
children and perpetual controversy over whose responsibi l i ty i t  is, uhat 
i t s  aims should be and the uays and means of providing this. This study 
u i l l  shou the church taking on auch of the responsibility a t  f i r s t  and i t s  
control gradually being encroached upon by the state. 
By the end of the fourth century John Chrysoston i n  Antioch 388 
advises parents: ' I f  good precepts are impressed on the soul uh i le  i t  i s  
yet tender no man u i l l  be able to  destroy them when they have set firm, 
3 
even as does a uaxen seal.' He i s  remarkably humane concerning discipl ine 
which he thinks should be by stern looks and reproachful words or u i t h  
gentleness and promises, so that the chi ld fears blous but does not receive 
them. Christian ur i te rs  did not have the same distaste for children as 
ear l ier  ones says Pattison but i t  was some time before they did u r i t e  about 
1. George Boas,Ibe cult qf Childbgoi,The Warburg Insti tute, 
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them. Augustine (d.430) uas to have the greatest influence. he stressed 
that one's place in a family is physical but each of us belongs to a 
spiritual family far more important, for 'our real selves are not our 
1 
bodies. ' Hevertheless he advocates discontinuing sore of the old child- 
rearing practices based on custom--such as hitting innocent children. He 
considers children to have unreliable judgments for they would value a 
pet's life above that of aran but they are educable, and relatively 
guileless. Infant deaths vex him for all creatures have a place in 6od1s 
plan: 
In view of the encorpassing netuork of the Universe and the uhole 
creation--a netuork that is perfectly ordered in time and place, 
uhere not even one leaf of a tree is superfluous--it is not possible 
to create a superfluous man. 2 
Although it is not part of this study to examine human treatment of animals 
one wonders how this right parallel the attitudes to children and uhether 
the Christian view improved their lot as well as that of the human infant, 
to a certain extent. Distress caused to parents by the ailrents of their 
children Augustine sees as a moral lesson for them to pursue more virtuous 
lives-- it is a warning. One might refer to this as the Christian 'martyr' 
metaphor. He sees that children are not truly innocent at birth for they 
are self-centred and grasping but have had no tire to sin. Church councils 
frequently inveigled against infanticide which uas still endemic. By 500 
A.D. progress was made says Lyran but empathy was still not part of the 
psychological equipment of parents. 
Pelagius' theory of the pefectible soul met Augustinefs firm 
opposition. At the Council of Carthage in 416 most of Augustiners thought 
1. Richard B.Lyman,Jr.,'Barbarisn and Re1igion:Late Roman and Early 
Hedieval Chi ldhoodl, inThg History d_f Childhood ed.de Hause, 
Souvenir Press, London, 1976,p.88. 
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passed into Christian doctrine 'making infant baptism a central feature of 
1 
dogma opened a whole neu role for the child.' Now helshe was the centre of 
attention uhich had once been an object of neglect. The child is now a 
creature of uill, a sinner from the aoment of conception. 'This stress on 
corruption of the uill, even in childhood, removed reason from the supreme 
2 
position it had held in the mainstream of Greek and Roman thought.' As 
Patt ison expresses it Autobiography and Original Sin enter the uorld together 
and the author of them both is Saint Augustine. Interestingly this doctrine 
gave us the beginnings of the child a s  a literary image 'He had made the 
infant an adult of sorts' where Pelagius had argued for primary innocence. 
The only concession uas the notion of Limbo 'a void spot for the innocent 
3 
but unbaptised child.' 
These neu doctrines did not implant themselves immediately, they took 
a long time to be absorbed into general belief. As Lyman says 'the influence 
4 
of ideas on daily lives is informal, slow and hard to pin doun.' The 
evidence is found in the literature and art of each period as uell as in 
the scant evidence ue have of household management and of the organisation 
of the provision of education for children. There is some confusion caused 
by the fact that the term 'child1 is used to refer to anyone depending on 
context and literary convention, from infancy to old age. But from nou on 
the child ererges as 'a literary figure around whoa ideas of our original 
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1 
nature, our fallen condition, and our hope for salvation cluster.' This 
view persists down to our own century. Arthur Adrian finds that discipline 
of children was especially stern in Dissenting and Evangelical families of 
the nineteenth century. Hurdstone in Dgvid Cgggrf jell refers to all 
children for example as ' a swarm of little vipers'. Discipline was based 
on belief in original sin. They were,' cansidered innately depraved, for 
2 
they had been conceived in sin.' Sensitive children therefore suffered 
guilt and share. 
Erikson rakes interesting 'corrents on the nature of share which show 
what effect it has on a developing child: 
Share...is essentially rage turned against the self. He who is 
ashared would like to force the world not to look at him, not to 
notice his exposure. He would like to destroy the eyes of the 
world, instead he rust wish for his own invisibility. This potent- 
iali ty is abundantly used in the educational rethod of %haring' 
used so exclusively by sore primitive peoples. Visual share precedes 
auditory guilt, which is a sense of badness to be had all by oneself 
when nobody watches and when every thing is quiet--except the voice 
of the superego, Such shaming exploits an increasing sense of being 
small, which can develop only as the child stands up and as his 
awareness permits him to note the relative reasures of size and 
power. Too much sharing does not lead to genuine propriety but to a 
secret determination to try to get away with things, unseen--if, 
indeed it  does not result in defiant shamelessness. 3 
Parents of earlier tires obviously had little idea of the psychological 
effects of their beliefs, attitudes and practices but by the seventeenth 
century and even later we will see this sharing rethod being used quite 
extensively in schools. 
Poetry of earlier periods also has sore references to children which 
1. Robert Patt ison, I!! Child Figuug in Englizh Li teratur!, Athens: 
University of Georgia Press, 197B,p.20. 
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give a hint of concerns at the time. 'The Rape of Proserpine' by Claudian 
written probably t w a r d s  the end of the fourth century highlights the 
distress of a mother vho finds that her daughter who was sent away to be 
brought up elsewhere, has in fact been kept a prisoner. The mother's guilt 
says Lyman probably found expression in many of those who read it. 
Situations could be reversed however and he gives an example of 
schoolboys who murdered their teacher with their writing instruments. The 
story indicates he thinks the amount of repression and buried hostility in 
these children. Basic patterns become established says Lyman. Infanticide, 
for instance, public consciousness is gradually turning against it. It 
still occurs as do abortions but they are disapproved of particularly by 
the church. Children are seen as needing 'strengthening' in order to be 
roral, those who show any tendency to become religious are idealized and 
parental love is by now recognised as a normal thing. 
Another record of child rearing practices is found in Einhard's Life 
of Charlemagne who was educated as a boy in a monastery. His own sons were 
brought up to ride, fight and hunt, but girls were taught household skills 
1 
'rather than fritter away their time in sheer idleness.' So beautiful were 
his daughters and so protective of them was he that they never married but 
did produce some illegitimate children which he describes as 'a number of 
unfortunate experiences.' A child's level of skill development was 
probably the threshold thinks Lyman between childhood and adulthood. 
One thing becomes patently clear, that throughout our history 
the attitude towards children is a reflection of the society within which 
they live and is particularly influenced by the selfconcepts parents have. 
1. Richard B.Lyman, Jr., 'Barbarism and Re1igion:Late Roman and Early 
Medieval Chi ldhoodl, inThg History o_f childhood ed.de Rause, 
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Aries studies the a r t  of a period t o  see hou i t  r e f l e c t s  the concept 
1 
o f  the c h i l d  and family from the tenth century on par t i cu la r l y  i n  France. 
Major influences appear t o  be the  gregarious nature o f  family l i v i n g  which 
i n  a large household o f ten  comprised many people including relat ives, 
servants, apprentices from other fami l ies and v i s i t o r s  including professional 
people uho i n  those days v i s i t e d  t h e i r  cl ients. Recreational a c t i v i t i e s  
were shared by young and o ld  i n  the house or a t  public fes t i v i t i es .  The 
s t ree t  uas the meeting place for the large society. Work dominated l i f e  t o  
a degree ref lected i n  t h e i r  a r t  and d e f i n i t e  notions o f  behaviour proper 
t o  each tage' or part  o f  the l i f e  cycle. Children were viewed as miniature 
adul ts  and subservient generally t o  the l o r d  of the household. Education 
was la rge ly  i n  the form o f  observation and par t ic ipat ion i n  the seasonal or 
household a c t i v i t i e s  unless i n  the more pr iv i leged instances there uas 
tu to r ing  i n  music, use o f  arms and dancing--the cour t ly  a r t s  uhich uere 
pr ized as a sign of a gentleman. The e f fec t  uas a paradox i n  that childhood 
uas not seen as special, chi ldren uere petted, played u i th ,  given amusements 
but no-one took them seriously or gave them special attention. The death 
o f  an in fant  uas scarcely mourned uhen not unexpected and large fami l ies 
made up for the losses. Nursing uas of ten the duty of a surrogate mother 
or uet-nurse t i l l  thechi lduasueaned.  Schooling as a formal i n s t i t u t i o n  
uas the prerogative only of c ler ics .  The break from childhood t o  manhood 
came with the independence o f  s t a r t i n g  work or joining the army i n  uhich 
many o f  the soldiers were i n  t h e i r  teens. 
Aries sees the inception o f  organized schooling as the product 
mainly o f  a small group o f  i n f l u e n t i a l  pedagogues concerned with protect ing 
the innocence of childhood from the coarse at t i tudes and manners o f  the 
.................... 
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servant class particularly. Among these influences were the Jesuits and 
the founders of Port-Royal. The fashion of boarding sons out with 
neighbburs friends and relatives was seen as barbarous by visitors from some 
countries. The division betveen childhood and adulthood was fairly abrupt, 
for m e n  it usually came with marriage for which they had been trained in 
household duties and management of servants all their young lives. The 
duties of the head of household reflected strong moral duties also for he 
was responsible for everyone within it. 
Hajor influences came from the primitive belief in the cycle or ages 
of man, a lack of awareness of child psychology or biological development, 
and church influence on morals and its attitude to marriage which was seen 
as inferior to a vocation. The nature of the home itself varied f r ~  
extremes of large, busy and productive households to inadequate hovels which 
barely sustained any notion, if they had one, of convivial conjugal family 
life. Society tended to be made up of interdependencies, so individuality 
and private space were not a consideration. Ambition was esteemed a virtue 
and good manners were the gloss on a successful life. Politics of course 
played their part but often sheer pressure of public usage established new 
custom as in the case of the gradual extinction of the rule of primogeniture. 
Those who advocated formal insti tutionalised schooling began a 
movement which Aries thinks they could hardly have anticipated. Its success 
was immediate, No longer did children have to live away from home for long 
periods. Rich and poor mixed together in classeswhichwere too large and 
a curriculum developed which later became divided between two types of 
school. This re-affirmed class status, for only the rich could afford the 
extended classical education. Others had to be content with a more practical 
or technical curriculum which prepared them for the workplace. 
Hodern educationists such as Bowles and Gintis with their reproduction 
theory uould no doubt see this as a prime example of a pouer group in 
society ensuring its oun survival through the education system, by reproducing 
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its oun kind in limited numbers. So far from establishing an egalitarian 
society uith the passing of primogeniture the country established a neu 
privileged social class group by reason of its education system. Girls and 
younger sons did houever benefit to some degree. It is easy to see how the 
schools gradually took over rany of the moral and socialising duties of the 
family. At the same time uith neu interest in education the parents focussed 
more attention on their children's health, hygiene and academic progress, 
and discipline became a major concern. 
Aries observes that in the tenth century artists were unable to 
depict a child except as a man on a smaller scale. The rediaeval concept of 
the 'ages1 of the cycle of life uas a scientific categorisation and one of 
the commonplace ways of understanding human biology, in accord uith the 
universal system of correspondences (symbolisr, of numbers, patterns 1. The 
first age recognised is childhood to age seven, then pueritia till fourteen; 
the third adolescence at twenty-one, uhich can last to thirty-five. Afke: 
follous youth to forty-five and then senectitude folloued by old age. By 
the fourteenth century this uas symbolised in much of the art, the first an 
age of toys, the second the age of school, the third the age of love or 
courtly and knightly sports, folloued by the ages of uar and chivalry. The 
sedentary final age is depicted by men of lau, science and learning. 
All ages w r e  typified by their social roles. He says that 'It uill 
be noticed that since youth signifies the prime of life, there is no 
room for adolescence' as ue knov it for until the eighteenth century it 
1. S. Bowles and H. Gint is, WtodtUgg Itj h e  j h l  j$ hlhjgg, Rout ledge 
and Kegan Paul, London, 1976. 
1 
was confused with childhood. In school Latin the wrds puer and adolescens 
were interchangeable. 
nary HcLaughlin, in her study of childhood in earlier Yestern 
2 
society explores the more intimate world of feeling and relationship and 
says that when people say there was no place for children in the wdiaeval 
world they mean no specially designated place for children only, such as 
nurseries and schools, but they were everywhere in society. She exarines 
records of the l i f e  of Peter Damian of the eleventh century who became a 
leading spiritual reformer of his t i r e  in Italy. He was born into a large 
poor family to  a mother worn with child-bearing, whose elder son criticized 
her for bringing another child into the world. The mother's distraught 
reaction was to reject her baby. Fortunately a woman roved by compassion 
for the child upbraided the mother to such effect that she thereafter 
lavished care and affection on th is  son. He was orphaned while s t i l l  
young and left  to the untender mercies of the older brother and a harsh 
wife. After being a swineherd for some time heeventually by age twelve 
was with another kinder brother who provided care, and gave hir  an 
education which eventually led to his priesthood. So far his l i f e  mirrors 
many of the corron problems of his era as detailed by other writers also. 
First the dejection of a mother in such circurstances often led to rejection, 
exposure, infanticide or 'accidental' death such as overlaying, that i s  
where the infant smothers in the adult bed. To lose a parent very early 
was corron because of war, disease, plague or childbirth raladies. To be 
then sent to another fanily was as cormon as i t  was to  have one or more step- 
1. Philipe Aries,htm[jes of Ch jdhrhod,Penguin Books,England, 1973,p.23. 
2. nary Hartin HcLaughlin,'Survivors and Surrogates: Children and 
Parents fror the Ninth to the Thirteenth Centuriesl,in I h f ~  
tbior_y gi Chi ldhgo_d,ed.de Hause ,Souvenir Press,London, 1976.p. 101 
parents especially step-mothers. Hothers themselves were often very young. 
Half a century later Guibert of Nogent born to a noble family 
entered a monastery a t  age twelve, but wrote his own story, a precedent for 
the time. The main theme of this  work is a passionate attachment to his 
mother. At birth he was not expected to  survive. By eight months his 
father was dead. Henceforth the mother expended a l l  her care on t h i s  
child. She was a naturally religious even ascetic woman who resisted 
pressure to remarry and remained a widow, a s ta te  she preferred. She 
employed a s t r i c t  tutor for the boy and he was excluded from the company of 
other children. The tutor's excessive discipline of the boy distressed the 
mother but he refused the chance to become a knight and wished to be a 
clerk. He seems to  havebeen extremelyawareof what thisunnatural l i f e  
was doing to  him for he records that 'while others of my age wandered 
everywhere at will and were unchecked in the indulgence of such inclinations 
as were natural at  their age, I hedged in by constant restraints and 
dressed in my clerical garb, would sit and look at the troops of players 
1 
l ike a beast awaiting sacrifice.' This was said in retrospect as an 
adult. One wonders if his father had been a knight to lose his l i f e  so 
soon and this may have influenced the boy' choice. 
I t  i s  typical of the time to put so young a child into the service 
of the church. NcLaughlin wonders if the mother's reclusive l i f e  style made 
the boy feel rejected and guilty creating in him a jealously possessive and 
dependent child. I t  i s  probably truer to say that the word *sacrifices which 
he himself used was indicative of perhaps the mother's wish, by offering him 
to the church, to expunge her own distaste for marriage--who knows--we 
1. nary Mart in McLaughlin, *Survivors and Surrogates: Children and 
Parents from the Ninth to the Thirteenth Centuriesf,in I$! 
History gf W!d_h!!d_,ed.de nause ,Souvenir Press,London, 1976.p. 108 
cannot easily analyse historical figures in the light of modern psychological 
thinking but his story does give a human dimension to  a child's history 
which was probably fairly typical of one section of the society. 
As Hc Laughlin says i t  is rarely parents who speak of their role i t  
is others who corrent on i t .  She says sorething which appears to contradict 
other writers, that about the twelfth century 'For a l l  classes the mother 
who nursed her ovn children reflected the image of the ideal maternal 
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image.' Bartholorew of England praised natural feeding for the bond i t  
produced between the mother and infant but the practice of wet-nursing 
s t i l l  rultiplied. There always seem to have been a rinority of women who 
fed their oun children but from most authors one gets the impression that 
i t  was more often arong the poor and then i t  was done from necessity rather 
than from choice. From the Twelfth century on NcLaughlin notes a new 
tenderness and concern for babies. This is seen i n  the exhortations not to 
take children into parental beds and by this time infanticide was a crime. 
The father's role she describes as ambiguous for in a military and 
expansionist society he was often away from home and rarely do we get a 
father and son relationship portrayed sympathetically. The practice of 
'oblation1, of sending sons into monasteries she sees as one way of providing 
for one of the farily, which would be a consideration when the estate had 
to go to one son. Another stress factor of such l i f e  for young people was 
the constant supervision and discipline. Guibert refers to the 'omnipresence 
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of the Devil and his minions, the lurid visions and nightrares' which he 
experienced. 
1. Hary Hart in HcLaughlin, 'Survivors and Surrogates: Children and 
Parents from the Ninth to the Thirteenth Centuriesf,in It12 
History gf Childhood,ed.de Hause,Souveni r Press, London, 1976.p. 115. 
2. Ibid. ,p. 128. 
One consolation for boys o f  poorer fami l ies uas that even i f  they 
wrked hard they were less l i k e l y  t o  be separated from t h e i r  parents. Not 
a l l  uere tyrannical towards children. Anselm uas cer ta in  that continual 
beating uas unnecessary for i t  made them i n  tu rn  suspicious and jealous and 
he urged h i s  superiors t o  feel some empathy for children. A i l red o f  Riveaulx 
uas understanding and considerate, A new p i e t y  and devotion t o  veneration 
o f  Mary and her Son also engendered a mood of emotional tenderness. Signs 
o f  t h i s  can be seen i n  painting, sculpture and i n  l i t u r g y  and drama: 
The dramatic enactment o f  the gospel s to ry  i n  a r t  and l i t u rgy ,  uas 
i n  fact, among the novel experiencesof the the I a t e  eleventh 
and t w l f t h  centuries, and here a grouing stress on the 
Infancy o f  Christ and especial ly on the Nat i v i t y  and the Adoration 
of the Magi, gave the images o f  Mother and Chi ld a much greater 
prominence and of ten an appealing humani ty. 1 
As t i r e  vent on the 'poses'of the Madonna became more affect ionate and 
there was a neu image o f  maternal tenderness expressed i n  uorks such as The 
Massacre o f  the Innocents. Gospel s to r ies  being t o l d  i n  the vernacular 
must also have had some influence. Poetry also often has separation o f  
sons from mothers as i t s  theme and the mothers become ideal ized distant 
persons. 
It appeared t o  Aries, judging by i t s  art ,  that there was no place 
for childhood i n  the Mediaeval uorld. Pictures o f  chi ldren uhen they do 
appear are simply miniature adults. Not u n t i l  the th i r teenth century do 
they appear more r e a l i s t i c  t o  our eyes and 'the touching idea o f  childhood 
remained l i m i t e d  t o  the In fant  Jesus u n t i l  the fourteenth century, uhen... 
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I t a l i a n  a r t  vas t o  help spread and develop it.' Bradually other chi ldren 
1. Mary Martin McLaughlin, 'Survivors and Surrogates: Children and 
Parents from the Ninth t o  the Thirteenth Centuriesl,in Ihe 
tlis_lo_ry gf Childhood,ed.de Mause, Souvenir Press,London, 1976.p. 133. 
2. Phi l ippe Aries,Cfihnyriis gf ch_i@hggd,Penguin Books,London, 1973, 
p.33. 
were added t o  holy pictures and later by the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries 
children were frequently included in paintings. 
Ross believes that the children i n  many paintings are idealized 
images rather than real. He finds i t  difficult  to explain the apparent 
obsession uith children in Florentine art .  The children portrayed are 
uell-fed, naked and happy, the antithesis of reality uhere a baby uas 
waddled and put in the careof auet-nurse or balia. He believes such 
paintings may represent a secular fantasy of unknown maternal intimacy, 
perhaps to blot out painful childhood memories, and that: 
Pictorial recognition of the small child as a distinct individual 
emerges in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries and reaches i t s  
culmination in the uork of Titian in the 1 5 4 0 1 ~ ~  most notably in the 
portrait of a l i t t l e  girl ,  age tuo, full length, alone except for 
her dog. ('Clarice Strozzim,Berlin State museum) 1 
In Italy merchant fathers uere often auay from home for periods up 
to several years. Sometimes u i l l s  specified that a uidou should not 
remarry; th is  uas to preserve the inheritance for the children. Advice 
from one Dominican Giovanni Dominici uas for mothers not to pet or embrace 
their sons between the ages of three and tuenty-five and in this period 
they should be separated from the g i r l s  and become used to harsh conditions. 
Boy babies uere more welcome than g i r l s  because of doury problems. 
Parents are warned to keep gi r l s  busy and auay from doors and uindous uhere 
they might be seen acting frivolously. 
There i s  no doubt that some parents enjoyed their children and 
dressed them up. If fathers uere not aluays present they were troubled by 
their children's illnesses. Italian physicians were pioneers in uriting about 
the diseases of children, most of their information houever came from 
1. James Bruce Ross, 'The Hiddle-Class C h i l d  in Urban Italy, 
Fourteenth to Early Sixteenth Century', inIhe tliltq~y of 
Childhood, ed. de Hause, Souvenir Press, London, 1976, p. 224. 
c lass ica l  t rea t i ses ra ther  than c l i n i c a l  observation. Plagueuas a r e a l  
threat and one from uhich only the r i c h  could af ford t o  flee. I n  the 
fourteenth century a father uas considered responsible for h i s  son's 
education, i f  t h i s  was not possible he employed a tutor.  Middle c lass 
ch i ldren a t  about seven entered tcomeunef or c o r m  schools uhich uere 
vieued as dens of i n i q u i t y  by Dominici who recommended small br ibes and 
inducements t o  encourage chi ldren t o  learn. The normal stages of learning 
for a merchant's son uere, learning reading and accounting, and apprentice- 
ship i n  a bank or shop. Teachers and tu to rs  uerechanged a s o f t e n a s  the 
b a l i a  uhich the chi ldren had been subjected t o  earl ier.  
Petrarch commented on the horrors o f  the classroom, the dust, 
noise, screams, prayers and tears under the rod. A paint ing which 
encapsulates the trauma o f  going t o  school i n  these times i s  that of Saint 
Augustinefs f i r s t  day a t  school, as painted by Benozzo 6oggoli (1420- 
At the l e f t  stand the parents, the sad-eyed Monica l i g h t l y  res t ing  
her l e f t  hand on the boy's head, the stern father ra is ing h i s  hands 
as i f  t o  project the c h i l d  i n t o  the eager hands o f  the black-clad 
master uho i s  about t o  seize the boy by the neck. The c h i l d  uhose 
head i s  thus between three sets of hands stands proudly, arms crossed, 
but f ixes an uneasy eye, not on the raster but on one o f  the b i g  
boys t o  the r igh t ,  who holds a small bare-backed boy on h i s  own back 
t o  receive the blous o f  a rod held a l o f t  by another master, 
accompanied by a good l i t t l e  boy reading a book. Within the arcaded, 
crowded schoolroom i n  the background, confusion reigns; some l i t t l e  
faces look out curiously a t  the neucomer. 1 
As ROSS says a11 the elements of the schoolroor are depicted here u i t h  
special emphasis on the rod uhich would be approved o f  by the t r a d i t i i n a l  
mora l is ts  but challenged by humanist educators. One such was Guarino o f  
Verona (1435-1460) uho thought i t  i n f l i c t e d  moral and i n t e l l e c t u a l  i n ju ry .  
1. James Bruce ROSS, 'The Middle-Class Child i n  Urban I t a l y ,  Fourteenth 
t o  Early Sixteenth Centuryf, inIh_r Ihs_kgry o_f Chi ldhg~ i ,  ed. 
de Mause, Souvenir Press, London, 1976, p. 224. 
There were some parents such as Paula o f  Certaldo who a lso 
gentle and cautious correction. 
A ch i ld 's  l i f e  was marked by severe physical 
adjustments, separated f roa h i s  mother t o  be nursed 
saw the value o f  
and emotional 
by a stranger, 
returning home t o  be reestablished with h i s  family, a t  seven being thrust 
i n t o  the classroom, and eventually the shop. For a g i r l  the choice was 
a nunnery or marriage. A l l  t h i s  combined with r i s k s  of natural disasters 
or a loss o f  a parent and remarriage. One posi t ive reform i s  i n  the 
indictment o f  i n fan t i c ide  though the punishment i s  h o r r i f i c .  An exanple i s  
recorded o f  one Francesca o f  Pistor ia, found g u i l t y  o f  in fant ic ide,  who was 
'led through the steets wi th  her dead c h i l d  t i e d  t o  her neck and burned t o  
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death' i n  1407. Ross i s  bemused by the paradox that the comparatively 
neglected in fants  o f  these times developed the vigour and c r e a t i v i t y  t o  
herald the Renaissance. We may understand t h i s  better he bel ieves by using 
the methods o f  inqui ry  o f  psychology and psychoanalysis. 
By the th i r teenth century there are increasing numbers o f  didact ic 
works displaying some sense o f  the d i f fe ren t  stages o f  c h i l d  development 
and needs. They are popular and there i s  a growing number o f  people able 
t o  read them. One o f  the ear l i es t  and nost i n f l u e n t i a l  was by Bartholomew 
of England which conveys 'a now more a r t i c u l a t e  sense o f  ea r l y  childhood as 
2 
a carefree and p lay fu l  stage o f  l i f e . '  Such ideas were beginning t o  
gain hold i n  learned c i rc les.  Ph i l i p  o f  Navare as one such recommended 
af fect ion towards ch i ldren but with rest ra in t .  He s t i l l  believed i n  beating 
1. James Bruce Ross, 'The Middle-Class ChiId i n  Urban I ta l y ,  
Fourteenth t o  Early Sixteenth Centuryf, i n  Ih_q tijs_igr_y of 
Childhood, ed. de Hause, Souvenir Press, London, 1976, p.  220. 
2. nary Martin nclaughlin, 'Survivors and Surrogates: Children and 
Parents froa the Ninth t o  the Thirteenth Centuriesf,in Ihq 
History of C_h_i!d_h_ggd_,ed.de Hause,Souvenir PresslLondon,1976.p.136. 
and imprisonment for boys who must be prepared for the noble profession 
o f  'c lergief or 'chevalrie1. As for g i r l s :  
... they w r e  t o  be indoctr inated from the beginning i n  the one 
v i r t u e  that  was su f f i c ien t  for them, obedience; for the l o r d  wished 
women t o  remain always i n  subjection.1 
Only those who were t o  be nuns needed t o  learn how t o  read and wr i te  and 
carefu l  custody o f  a g i r l ' s  chast i ty  was t o  be the prime concern o f  parents, 
an idea most o f  h i s  contemporaries shared. 
The f i r s t  work o f  vernacular l i t e r a t u r e  i n  which a c h i l d  i s  the 
2 
centra l  f i gu re  throughout isHar tmannvonAuefsDer armeHeinrich. This 
book gives the  impression that the ch i ldren of prosperous parents were 
treated more indulgently and gently than the ch i ldren o f  noble b i r t h  and 
such works says kLaughl in  lead us t o  the image o f  the evolving conjugal 
family. Bad c h i l d  rearing pract ices s t i l l  ex is t  and opposition t o  them i s  
growing over time, but 'The idea o f  the c h i l d  as the possession and property 
o f  i t s  parents continued t o  dominate parental a t t i tudes and act ions i n  
3 
these, as i n  ear l i e r  and l a t e r  centuries.' She sums up her ovn findings: 
Tenderness, compassion, the capacity t o  comprehend the needs and 
emotions of others; these are f r a g i l e  and late-maturing p lants  of 
fee l ing and they flowered slowly i n  the hard and sometimes 
v io len t  l i v e s  of parents who were themselves often l i t e r a l l y  as well 
as emotionally, l i t t l e  more than children. 4 
Other wr i te rs  confirm that g i r l s  often wed at  twelve and boys a t  fourteen. 
One cannot help thinking o f  Shakespeare's Romeo and J u l i e t  as t yp i f y ing  
many o f  these findings. The fact that J u l i e t  i s  fourteen, the only surviving 
c h i l d  o f  her parents, dominated by a tyrannical father and neglected by a 
1. nary Martin McLaughlin,~Survivors and Surrogates: Children and 
Parents from the Ninth t o  the Thirteenth Centuriesf,in Ih_e 
&tory of CMdh_gg#,ed.de Hause,Souvenir Press,London, l976.p. 137. 
3. and 4, Ibid.,p.l40. 
mother submissive to him, she turns for help to  the nurse who rothered her 
as an infant, and who mentions using wormwod to wean the child. Her father 
1 
threatens that she will 'hang, beg, starve, die in the streets'  if she 
dares t o  disobey him. 
In France especially among the nobility marriage was a t  a very young 
age and a bride of twenty was considered undesirable. At the start  of the 
eighteenth century the legal pwer of a father over his household was 
virtually absolute, l i terally power over l i f e  or death 'A 1611 review of 
the criminal code enumerates the conditions under which a father has the 
2 
right to k i l l  an adult son or daughter.' 
In the fourteenth century Chaucer used a child, the young martyr, as 
a weapon against the sentimentality of the prioress but i t  was the Pearl 
poet who invested the infant uith i t s  full Augustan solemnity to give 
English l i terature i t s  f i r s t  true child figure, according to  Pattison. One 
of the functions of the poem i s  to correct the Pelagian complaint made by 
the drearer of the poem. The young gi r l  i n  the poem who died in infancy, 
is at once a child, a pearl and a maiden, three aspects of one phenomenon, 
an innocence possible to a l l  Christians. The dreamer str ives towards th is  
3 
s ta te  of 'adult' perfection achieved by the child. The preaiss of 
Pattison's work i s  that children are figurative, at least as they appear 
over the the past three hundred years. Readers are tempted to believe in 
the child figure 'The fact that the child is not regarded as a figure gives 
1. William Shakespeare,ljoleo artd hidpi, Act 111 Scene V Line 194. 
2. Elizabeth Wirth Harvick,'Nature Versus nurture:Patterns and 
trends in Seventeenth-Century French Child-RearingP,in 
History of ghbldhood,de Hause ed. ,Souvenir press,London, 1976,p282. 
3. Robert Patt ison, fie Child E i y  ufe hg! jsh kft_erat_ut_g,University 
of Georgia Press Athens, 1978, p.22. 
it  added potency, for the truth is that this particular depiction of 
1 
reali ty i s  relatively nev to  English literature.' The Ancient vorld uas 
l i t t l e  interested in the child as we have seen. I t  f i r s t  becomes prominent 
in the early church's debate over original Sin, and: 
... religious doctrine requires a substantial incubation period before 
i t  can translate i t se l f  into symbolism and imagery...a thousand 
years were required before th is  idea uas fe l t  as part of the unconscious 
viev of l i f e  from which l i terature dravs i t s  figures and symbols.'2 
So ve observe the gradual evolution of the child figure as i t  begins to 
embody certain themes such as the question of free will, innocence and the 
means of salvation, vhich says Pat tison had previously been expressed 
mythically, allegorically, and through other conventional imagery. 
Gradually by the sixteenth century says Aries the iconography included 
significantly the family as a subject and one which becaae increasingly 
popular. Even the calendars depicted the months and ages of men as family 
members. Host of the iconography of the Hiddle Ages depicted the outdoors 
or public places. Before the fifteenth century interior scenes are rare. 
But nou pictures become not only ornaments for public or sacred places but 
more frequently for homes too and family portraits become popular. In many 
of these never paintings the action i s  centred on a child, in the cradle, 
at  the breast, even having head l ice removed. Aries believes that the 
concept of the family, vhich was unknown in the Hiddle Ages ererges i n  the 
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, and is inseparable from the 
concept of childhood. 
A child's nature uas considered to come from his basic constitution 
(complexion), any one of four types--aqueous, melancholic, choleric or 
1. Robert Pattison,Ihe Child Figure in English Ljtgriturg,University 
of Georgia Press Athens, i978,p.44. 
2. Ibid.,p.45. 
sanguine, Heroard the Dauphin's physician for instance pronounced him t o  
be basica l ly  sanguine but on the choler ic side. He l e f t  us int imate 
detai led records o f  h i s  small charge but mainly the pract ices are 'governed 
1 
by unwrit ten t rad i t i on '  which i s  why i t  i s  d i f f i c u l t  for us t o  knou 
prec ise ly  what went on. Froa b i r t h  t o  age s ix  or seven the ch i ld 's  world 
was one o f  face-to-face contacts and the spoken word. Aries may see at tent ion 
t o  ch i ldren i n  p las t i c  a r t  says narvick but 'The c lass ica l  Renaissance i n  
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French imaginative l i t e r a t u r e  ignored the in fant  and small child.' 
Common t o  a l l  French views o f  infancy she f inds that  the survival i n  the 
f i r s t  f w  months depended absolutely on the formation o f  a sat is factory  
nursing re la t ionship wi th  a woman 'the nursing re la t ionship was seen as 
more profoundly i n f l u e n t i a l  on the developng nature o f  the c h i l d  than the 
3 
pre-natal experience, ' To suppress the milk was equivalent t o  
abortion. Doctorls believed that motherfs milk was menstrual blood diverted, 
and that with t h i s  milk a c h i l d  absorbed the nurse's character ist ics. 
Children who fa i led  t o  th r i ve  were sometimes considered t o  have been conceived 
froa insemination by the devil. Children often developed a close and lov ing 
re la t ionship u i t h  the i r  nurse rather than t h e i r  mother. A good nurse 
therefore became 'a jewel beyond price'. 
Swaddling was s t i l l  practised ostensibly t o  encourage good posture 
and Parisian chi ldren had the i r  heads bound t o  such an extent that t h e i r  
shape becaae recognizable. The use o f  enemas and purgatives was widespread 
and chi ldren were held down t o  have them forced upon them. The seventeenth 
1. Elizabeth Mir th  Harvick, 'Nature Versus nurture:Patterns and 
trends i n  Seventeenth-Century French Child-Rearingl,in Ihe 
kipty pf Childhood, de Hause ed, ,Souvenir press, London, 1976,p260. 
century was unaware says Harvick, o f  stages o f  natural development. To 
encourage walking 'leading s t r ingst  were attached t o  clothes for children, 
and 'walkingt stools were i n  common use as wel l  as cane baskets t o  keep 
babies upright. These helped t o  keep them o f f  the floor, which was often 
earthen, but d i d  not prevent persistent sk in  complaints from which even 
a r i s toc ra t i c  babies suffered. Washing was not considered good nor was soap 
on the Continent, but i n  England, water, o f ten i c y  cold was considered healthy 
and bracing. Children tended also t o  be overdressed. Robertson says that 
German babies were also swaddled t o  s i x  months o f  age and only changed 
1 
twice a day. I n  Russia the pract ice was t o  swaddle for nine months and 
persisted t o  the twentieth century: 
While the custom o f  swaddling newborn in fan ts  i s  widespread, the 
ancient Russian extreme i n s i s t s  that the the baby be swaddled up 
t o  the neck, t i g h t l y  enough t o  make a handy 'log o f  wood1 out o f  the 
whole bundle, and that swaddling be continued for nine months , for 
the greater part of the day and throughout the night. Such procedure 
does not resul t  i n  any las t ing  locomotor deficiency, although the 
swaddled infant apparently has t o  be taught t o  crawl.2 
What in te res ts  Erikson i s  whether t h i s  has psychological e f fec ts  on the 
c h i l d  and he believes i t  i s  a symptom o f  the image of the whole culture, 
and may p a r t l y  account for the nature o f  characters i n  Russian l i t e ra tu re .  
Dunn's study o f  Russian childhood found tha t  i n  the eighteenth century i t  
was an ordeal, a precarious existence. Only about ha l f  survived t o  
adulthood because o f  poor diet, climate, inadequate medical care and 
t r a d i t i o n  as compared t o  Norway with only one t h i r d  loss i n  s imi lar  c l i r a t i c  
conditions. 
Parents i n  Russia considered ch i ldren and chi ldrearing unimportant; 
1. P r i s c i l l a  Robertson, 'Hare as a nest: Middle Class Chidhood i n  
Nineteenth Century Europet,in Ih_q History of C_h_Ul~h_ppd_, ed.de 
Hause, Souvenir press, London, 1976. 
2. E r i k  H.Eri kson,C_h jldhlood ~III ~ocjgty,Penguin,London, l%O, p.378. 
children had to be cared for, but underlying that care was parental 
neglect, even hostility towards the children. The convenience of 
the parents had priority over the wellbeing of the child.1 
No-one hitherto has spelled out the basis of child neglect as being parental 
selfishness before. This must be an important factor especially to explain 
the abandonment of babies through the centuries and the practice of 
farming children out for nursing particularly. We know l i t t l e  about the 
relationship for instance between husbands and wives and whether they felt  
that a child interfered with their work or their lifestyle. Were husbands 
jealous of children and w r e  parents as some writers seem to suggest rather 
infantile themselves i n  their needs and expectations. These are areas of 
history we can only guess at. Lack of understanding of child needs and the 
harsh t i r e s  people existed in are problems we can have some idea of but how 
much people were influenced i n  their attitude by such things as inability 
to plan children and personal inadequacies we do not know. We have swung 
as Boas says to a cult of the child in which i t  i s  sentirentalized and 
commercially exploited but the reality i s  that a newborn child requires a 
commitment to i t s  care for nearly quarter of a century and at  inevitable 
cost both financial and emotional to the parents. A realist ic view of 
childhood cannot ignore these factors. 
Once the seventeenth century French child uas weaned i t  was considered 
eligible for corporal punishment. The traditional method was for one child 
to bear the other on i t s  back. Henry IV recommended whippings for his son 
and administered sole himself. His wife disapproved and believed that i t  
betrayed failure of those in charge. A leading educator Jeanne Freyot said 
that children could respond to  kindness just as well as to  harshness. 
1. Patrick P.Dunn,"That Enemy i s  the Baby':Childhood i n  Imperial 
Russia1, inIhe_ H_Ls_lgr_y gf childhood, ed.de Hause,Souvenir Press, 
London, 1976,p.385. 
'Hanipulation rather than domination was the key to a newly popular strategy: 
1 
more flies could be caught with honey than with vinegar.' Fear of 
bogeymen was still used and of castration. Shame is appealed to in order 
to get compliance. Even at Port Royal a girlsf convent school the 'lazyt, 
the 'negligent1 or the 'liar, might have to wear labels designating them as 
such. The aim was to substitute inner notivation for good behaviour as soon 
a5 possible. Religious asceticism was enjoying a revival and had its 
influence 'The new tactics w r e  designed to heighten guilt rather than 
2 
induce shame.' In schools such as Port Royal every activity vas designed 
. to encourage this and children w r e  watched over at all times. Jacqueline 
Pascal admitted that it was easier to control such a regire in her institution 
than it would be with an individual at home. 
Before the Catholic reform movement the old style of frightening 
children was vith fear of the devil, hellfire and possession, which haunted 
them. 'In contrast vith this imagery of extreme dangers, the 'new stylef of 
fantasy shoved the effects of an aim to reform conscience and character 
WITHIN the child rather than to achieve mere formal compliance with adult 
demands.. . the new model vas the inward-looking sel f-abnegating man or 
3 
woman. Aggression was to be turned against the self .' Everything was 
to be offered up for God's greater glory even forbidden desires and incestuous 
wishes, Dedication to Christ as in becoming a nun is the 'ideal1 for a 
woman. 
Harvick reminds us that children still witnessed brutal animal 
1. Elizabeth Mirth Harvick,lNature Versus nurture:Patterns and 
trends in Seventeenth-Century French Child-Rearingf,in Ih_i 
tliltory gf ch_i!dh_ood,de Hause ed. ,Souvenir press, London, 1976,p277. 
killings and public executions which probably also haunted their minds, 
The religious revival preached the virtues of a large family and advised 
that one should not wish only for sons. Bourdaloue a popular preacher at 
the end of the century admonished parents who dragged their daughters off 
to convents 'feet and hands tied, not daring to complain for fear of 
1 
unleashing the rage of her father and the obstinacy of the mother.' The 
world cared l i t t l e  about the souls of females said one reform leader. 
Orphanages which had been for boys only now accommodated gi r l s  also. The 
fate of discarded children was often ghastly, and they were soretires sold 
or maired in order to beg alms. Vincent de Paul worked to save such 
children. Haternal affection towards children was not taken for granted 
says Harvick. The #other's role was prescribed as was the father's. When a 
#other died another was quickly put i n  her place. 
The seventeenth century in France was one of reasonable stabil i ty.  
Aries thought the high infant death rate made tenderness towards them taboo 
says Harvick who believes i t  was merely suppressed. When children did 
survive some of the r i tuals associated were propitiatory acts such as 
promising to  offer the child to the church. (symbolic of earlier blood 
sacrifices?] Some catholic reformers protested at  too much maternal 
tenderness, even affection they thought should be diverted to Divine service. 
I t  could be suggested that PROPITIATION was the traditional mode of 
coping with anxieties and longings that concerned children; sublimation 
was required by the new morality. But i n  neither case was there a 
denial of the tender feelings fel t  for children in spite of the 
cultural overlay that half-disguised ther.292 I! 
Harvick believes that parental sentiments are universal and increase once a 
1. Elizabeth Mirth Harvick,Vature Versus nurture:Patterns and 
trends in Seventeenth-Century French Chi ld-Rearingf , in Ih_e 
History qf C_hildhood, de Hause ed. ,Souvenir press,london, 1976,p285. 
bond is forged by the child's development even uhen it may appear lacking 
at birth. 
Illick finds evidence of much the same attitude to children in 
seventeenth century England and Aaerica. In England life expectancy declined 
and the fertility rate, perhaps due t o  contraception. The riduife had been 
ecclesiastically licensed since the sixteenth century and physicians still 
did not attend births. 'She engendered both respect and fear, as did the 
1 
act of childbirth over which she presided.' The first treatise on childhood 
diseases uas Thomas Phaerfs gf C_Md_r_e_n_. He recormended that rothers 
nourish their babies and also looked on uet-nursing practices as tantamount 
to abortion. Some even called it a forr of infanticide. Laws concerning 
bastardy usually showed no concern for the child involved excepting the Act 
of 1623 'to prevent the Hurthering of Bastard Children' but it uas not 
aluays executed. 
Teething uas aluays a uorrying time for children and parents and 
Robert Pemell physician first suggested the lancing of gums. It has been 
claimed says Illick that the middle period of the century uitnessed the 
auakening of medicine from its sleep of nearly tuo thousand years. Generally 
speaking 'It seers probable that the child care manuals were reaching more 
people in the late seventeenth century, and that children were receiving 
2 
more attention.' An earlier fascination uith magic still persisted but a 
concern ui th religion could be noted as also a neu analytical spirit. Lady 
Waruick for example on the loss of her father and tuo children is said to 
have tried not to grieve too much for she felt 'some inward persuasion that 
1. Joseph E. Illick, 'Child-Rearing in Seventeenth-Century England 
and Americaf ,in IItt K~lo_r_y o_f Childhood, ed, de flause, 
Souvenir press,London, 1976,p.306. 
1 
60d uould, i n  some uay or other, punish me for my doing so. ' Resignation 
t o  the w i l l  o f  60d uas paramount and g i r l s  uere taught t o  sublimate anger 
2 
or aggression through re l ig ion,  thus 'repression and r e l i g i o n  uere complimentary.' 
Education was seen by the more pur i tan ica l  as mainly necessary t o  
protect a c h i l d  against h i s  own s e l f  destruction t much l i k e  the arguments 
for  suaddlingl. 'The a t t i t u d e  t o  be fostered i n  a c h i l d  would have t o  be 
one o f  constantly questioning himself, making himself fee l  inadequate, 
3 
engendering self-doubt.' others considered the c h i l d  t o  be t o t a l l y  
innocent. This uas the v ieu o f  John Earle (1628):' A c h i l d  i s  a man i n  a 
small l e t te r ,  yet the best copy o f  adam before he tasted o f  Eve or the 
apple...His soul i s  yet a uh i te  paper unscribbled u i t h  the observations o f  
4 
the world.,.he knous no ev i l , '  The tabula rasa metaphor once more. Education 
uould f i g h t  the uor ld fs  corrupt influences. I t was r e l i g i o n  which taught a 
c h i l d  about h i s  oun mor ta l i t y  and there uas i n  the seventeenth century 
says I l l i c k  a chi ld 's l i t e r a t u r e  uhich emerged concerned u i t h  impending 
death. Jane Janeuay's 4 Igken_ fgr_ $t~j!~r_gn_ (16711 uas f u l l  o f  s to r ies  
o f  ch i ldren converted jus t  before death, and admonishing parents not t o  
grieve but t o  re jo ice i n  t h e i r  deaths. 
The ar is tocrat ic  ideal  o f  the Seventeenth century was moderation 
uhich hinged on self-control. John Locke i s  a symbol o f  t h i s  
and he believed that ' l i t t l e  or almost insensible impressions o f  our tender 
5 
infancies, have very impor tant or las t ing  consequences.' He stood between 
the two poles o f  in fant  innocence and depravity. He i s  one o f  the f i r s t  t o  
1. and 2. Joseph E. 11 l i ck ,  'Child-Rearing i n  Seventeenth-Century 
England and Americaf , in  Ih_g liieigg nf Childhood, ed. de Hause, 
Souvenir press,London, 1976,p.315. 
3. and 4. Ibid.,p.317. 
mention toilet  training and is against corporal punishment 'The rod should 
be avoided as well as rewards. Shame should be the instrument used to  
1 
motivate children.' But he did appretiate the importance of play and 
of dancing and ' took an honest (and refreshingly realist ic)  vieu of 
2 
educational approaches to children. ' He recommended that early reading 
be entertaining, as i n  Aesop's fables, and commended learning the Lord's 
prayer, Creed and Ten Commandments--also learning of a foreign language. 
Surprisingly he considered the benefit of studying grammar as of negligible 
use, a fact s t i l l  not recognized generally, He believed each parent should 
make his oun decisions on child-rearing. 
Encouragement for education came from several sources, those uho 
wished to imitate the gentry--humanists uho sau schooling as the road to  a 
universal improvement uhich uould eliminate the need for special protection 
of the innocent--and puritans uho vieued ignorance as the root of a l l  
evil. One can perceive as Illick does that a separate uorld for children 
uas gradually efierging and i s  reflected in the ar t ,  costume, leisure 
activit ies and l i teratureof the period. Parents were tending to keep 
children home longer by the middle of the century. Grammar schools nou 
proliferated in England-only tuo counties did not have one. Parents may 
have had many reasons for sending children to school says Illick. One may 
have been to keep them auay from the servants or out of the uay of step- 
parents for they uere not uncommon. One uonders if th is  i s  the reason for 
their preponderance in children's literature. 
The typical seventeenth century father uas apt to be secularist 
1. Joseph E. Illick, 'Child-Rearing in Seventeenth-Century England 
and America' ,in I~_I History pf Chi!lh_o_o_#, ed. de Hause, 
Souvenir press,London, l976,p.319. 
while his uife uas inclined to religiosity and inculcated these values in 
her children. The lat ter  may have been a symptom of oppression rather than 
a question of free-thinking. Discipline in the schools uas harsh and the 
regimen follwed str ict  principles in keeping uith i t s  missionary spiri t .  
60d having ordained schools of learning to be a principal1 means to 
reduce a barbarous people to civilite...' and Christianity. The 
challenge uas to gain 'the verie savage amongst them unto Jesus 
Christ, whether Irish or Indian...' or Brinsley right have added 
*childf. 1 
Apprentices were equally beleagured by rules and prohibitions 
against 'dance dice cards mum or any musick' amongst other things such as 
extravagant dress and long hair. They could also be fined or imprisoned 
for 'toying uith the maids, teaching children baudy uords' or even wearing 
2 
'a foul shirt  on Sunday.' Autonomous development uas not considered or 
alloued for. As Erikson says th i s senseof  autonoryis vital to the 
3 
preservation in economic and political l i f e  of a sense of justice. 
Those who emigrated to America often fel t  like children leaving a 
mother. The noveltyof their si tuationsays I l l ickuaseven revealed in 
the nares they gave their children such as Oceanus, Hercy, Reform etc. At 
one t i r e  in history siblings often shared the sare name but as time goes on 
one's name becomes more important and distinctive. In the new country even 
the practic of taking one's parent's forename declined. There i s  no 
evidence of children being waddled and they appear to have been breast- 
fed. Johncotton (1646) taught hischarges t o r e c i t e D I  uasconceived i n  
s in and born i n  iniquity...Adam's sin imputed to re and a corrupt nature 
4 
dwells i n  me.' So even in the neu country the same beliefs in inherent 
1. and 2. Joseph E.Illick,'Child-Rearing in Seventeenth-Century 
England and Americaf ,in Ihe tii~iory of Childhood, ed. 
de Hause, Souvenir press,London, 1976,p.323. 
evil and propensity to wickedness were carried wi th them over the seas. 
We can judge the affection felt for the young however by the considerable 
tire and care devoted to raking christening gowns, coverlets, children's 
furniture and so forth. Infanticide was the fate of bastards only. Parents 
w r e  still exhorted to oppose self-assertion or wilfulness in their children 
so that 'The child w w l d  doubt his own abilities, repress his strivings and 
1 
look to a higher authority', initially the parent. In some places it uas 
a crime for a child of more than sixteen to strike his parent. The rod uas 
still applied unless other means vere used such as emotional blackmail 
which Cotton used, telling his daughter he was about to die and therefore 
she must not dishonour him. Host education took place in the home and at 
six children began to dress as adults. Practices in the United States rare 
nearly matched the ideas of John Locke says Illick. Parents were being led 
away from the concept of 'callingf as a summons to the priesthood ---the 
newer method was 'the use of the gifts of 60d8, which meant sublimation of 
sexuality and a caring concern for community through one's work and relations 
in the family. These seem like rather convenient and practical precepts 
for beginners in a new country. 
A historial change in attitudes to primogeniture in Europe had also 
had far-reaching effects on the development of the farily as a social unit 
and on attitudes to children other than firstborn sons. Historians distinguish 
say Aries between the blood line for a single ancestor and the farily or 
, 
mesnie with all its relatives and with a tendency to joint possessions, 
which gave rise to nineteenth century theories on the patriarchal family: 
'The modern conjugal family is thus considered to be the consequence of an 
1. Joseph E. Illick, 'Child-Rearing in Seventeenth-Century England 
and America1 , in Th_g Ibs_tgr_y of ch_id_~o_pd_, ed. de Hause, 
Souvenir press1London,l976,p.327. 
evolution which, at the end of the Hiddle Ages, is supposed to have weakened 
1 
the line and the tendency to joint possession.' Aries offers Dubyls 
findings that lineal solidarity and joint possession developed as a result 
of the dissolution of the State which led to the knights, after the year 
1000, seeking refuge in lineal solidarity. In the tenth century a husband 
and wife managed their o w  property. By the eleventh and twelfth joint 
ownership was established protecting lineal right over an estate. The 
village community became to the peasant what the blood line was to the 
nobles a source of strong support and shared possessions. By the thirteenth 
century because of political and economic changes joint ovnership tended 
to be abandoned but the father still retained the authority he had established 
over the joint estate. In the thirteenth century the law of primogeniture 
spread among the families of the nobility in the Hacon country. 
The substitution of the law of primogeniture for joint ovnership and 
the joint estate of husband and wife can be seen as a sign of the 
recognition of the importance of paternal authority and of the place 
assumed in everyday life by the group of the father and children.2 
The blood line always aroused more feeling says Aries and this no doubt 
explains its pre-eminence in literary themes: 'In the domain of feeling, 
the family did not count as much as the line. One might say that the 
concept of the line was the only concept of a family character known to the 
3 
Hiddle Ages.' The wife's position slowly eroded until the 'husband is 
4 
finally established as a sort of domestic monarch.' Thus a value was 
attributed eventually to the family which had previously gone to the blood 
line. 
1. Philippe Aries,Cgnkhrjgs of Childhood ,Penguin,London, 1973, p.341. 
2. and 3. Ibid.,p.343. 
The a t t i t ude  o f  the church d i d  not g l o r i f y  marriage, i t  was a leg i t imate 
contract but a lso a concession t o  the  weakness o f  the flesh. It was not 
u n t i l  the end o f  the sixteenth century tha t  'the church recognized the 
p o s s i b i l i t y  o f  sanct i f icat ion outside the r e l i g i o u s  vocation, i n  the 
1 
pract ice o f  onefs profession.' One 
donating o f  stained glass vindows 
Sometimes i n  the sixteenth century 
sign o f  a new development was the 
portraying families, t o  the church. 
a patron sa int  i s  included w i th  the 
2 
family and 'the c u l t  of the patron saint becomes a family cult . '  Weddings 
had previously been portrayed as taking place outside the church, now the 
ceremony moves t o  the in te r io r .  The great co l lec t i ve  fest iva ls  also give 
way t o  more int imate scenes of family celebrat ions such as Christmas with 
i t s  emphasis on g i f t s  t o  children. Stein's p ic tu re  o f  the feast o f  Saint 
Nicholas shows 'the same modern feel ing for  childhood and the family, for 
3 
childhood i n  the fa r i1y " tha t  we experience i n  Western countries now. 
The saying of grace at  the end of meals becomes the task o f  the youngest 
c h i l d  as described i n  manuals o f  e t iquet te  i n  the sixteenth century, another 
ind icat ion o f  grouing focus on the child, %ace had become the model for 
4 
the family prayer.' A r t i s t s  l i k e d  t o  portray such scenes because they 
evoke three emotional forces, piety, the concept of childhood and the 
concept o f  the family. The Holy Family was considered a model and was 
portrayed frequently , an obvious l i n k  wi th  the concepts o f  childhood and 
family. The family aluays existed i n  the Hiddle Ages but never aroused 
such sent i rent  t o  inspi re a r t i s t s  for i t  held l i t t l e  value. Erasmus 
held the modern idea that  ch i ldren un i te  a family and one of the reasons i s  
1. Phil ippe Aries,hmy~ jes cf Ch j~dh~~d,Penguin,London, 1973,p.345. 
2. and 3. Ibid.,p.347. 
4. Ibid.,p.349 
the habit of looking for family likenesses. 'What counted most of a l l  was 
1 
the emotion aroused by the child, the living image of his parents.' 
An Italian writing in the fifteenth century criticized the English 
for putting their sons out to service in other people's homes at age seven: 
The alleged aim was to  enrich their manners: 'It was by means of domestic 
service that the raster transmitted to a child, and not his child but 
another man's, the knowledge, practical experience, and human worth which 
2 
he was supposed to possess. ' Parents of ten complain nowadays that 
children are prone to listen to anyone's advice but that of their own 
parents, so perhaps our forefathers understood more of child psychology 
than we give them credit for. As Aries notes many times in his study 
children's education really came from participating i n  adult l i fe  and this 
rich source i s  often now denied to  them. There was no existential attitude 
existing between children and parents says Aries, they were valued for the 
real contribution they made. The family was a moral and social rather than 
a sentimental reality, especially among the poor who identified with a 
village or farm rather than their own home, if they had one. 
The most enduring influence on the changing nature of the family 
was the provision of education: 
Starting in the fifteenth century, the reality and idea of the 
family were to change: a slow and profound revolution, scarcely 
distinguished either by contemporary observers or later historians, 
and quite difficult to recognize. And yet the essential event i s  
quite obvious: the extension of school education. 3 
Apprenticeship in another's house was the first type of education. We have 
international exchanges for secondary school students nowadays which are in 
1, Philippe Aries,htmfig_s of Chillthopi, Penguin, London, 1973,p.352. 
some ways a modern version of th is  idea. Early schools were confined to 
clerics but eventually they became 'the normal instrument of social 
1 
initiation, of progress from childhood to manhood' due to the influence 
of the pedagogues uho wished to  protect the child from adult temptations 
and the desire of families to have their offspring supervised more closely. 
Apprenticeship persisted at  both social class poles but the origin of the 
modern family arises alongside the growing habit of educating children at  
school , 
Schools were to grow in nuaber and in influence and to considerably 
extend school life. Aries believes that once a person's loyalties were 
removed from the street or community or workplace they were replaced by a 
new concept of family consciousness. The art  of succeeding had always 
2 
previously been based on 'the art  of being agreeable in society'. As 
Cassio bemoaned in Othel lo 'reputationf was everything, Friendship bonds 
were also important as were good manners and sociability and apprenticeship 
had been the school for these. Writing had never been very important. In 
the schools there were neu priori t ies and not everyone was happy about 
thea. Debate about the value of private tuition versus public began to be 
waged. Some were appalled that what had once been the exclusive right of a 
few should now be made available to many. Some things did not change :'The 
great development of the school did nothing to diainish the contempt fel t  
3 
for the schoolmaster.' People began to question the traditional celibacy 
of the teaching profession. One might assume that the increasing number of 
married teachers had beneficial influences as did the family ren in the 
1. Philippe Aries,Centh~jes of Childhood, Penguin, London, 1973,p.357. 
2. Ibid.,p.363. 
clergy. No-one actually refers to this, 
At the same time as schools were making their impact the changing 
nature of family loyalties were also having some effect: 
Primogeniture which had favoured one child in the family had 
declined by the eighteenth century 'this lnewl respect for equality 
among the children of a family bears witness to the gradual move 
from the family viewed as a 'house' to the modern sentimental view 
of the family. People tended to attribute a new value to the affection 
between parents and children.1 
Some thought school discipline was too s t r i c t  and many opposed the passing 
of practical apprenticeship, others did not approve the new emphasis on 
learning from books. As one seventeenth century c r i t i c  said 'The world is 
a great book tandl...habitual conversation with two or three wits can be 
2 
more useful to  us than a l l  the university pedants in the world...' In 
defence of education Coustel said that i t  provided regular hours of study 
and children did not run the risk of being spoiled. They were also removed 
from the company of lewd persons and talk, particularly of servants. Apparently 
this lat ter  argument found much favour. Furthermore said Coustel in colleges 
friendships are formed and they enjoy the benefits of emulation. They also 
gain confidence on speaking in public. All of these points concern social 
or civil behaviour says Aries rather than tuition. 
Classes however were too big, sometimes a hundred, and the children 
were unruly. 'As soon as young children set a foot in th is  sort of place' 
said Cordier' they s tar t  losing that innocence, that simplicity and that 
modesty which hitherto made them 
Erasmus favoured small groups wi t h  
.................... 
1. Phil ippe Aries,Cg!htur jgs 
2. Ibid.,p.366. 
3. Ibid.,p.367. 
3 
so pleasing to 60d and men alike.' 
one tutor i n  a private house. In spite 
cf Childhood, Penguin, London,1973,p.359. 
of such c r i t i c i sms the demand for col lege places increased. Handbooks o f  
e t iquet te  had flourished because of the importance o f  ambition and reputation. 
They now said i t  was unseemly for a c h i l d  t o  be dressed l i k e  a man. Ambition 
was considered a virtue, one should bet ter  oneself but vhat was valued was 
not i n t e l l e c t u a l  or technical competence but the admiration o f  one's peers, 
which required dedication t o  the heroic idea l  and persisted as a way o f  
thinking t o  the middle o f  the seventeenth century. This Renaissance ideal  
which looked t o  the n o b i l i t y  as endowed wi th  Divine a t t r i bu tes  which everyone 
should seek was gradually replaced says Aries by the concept not of a 
cour t ier  ideal  but a new one of the 'honnete hommef and now the court 
inf luence was replaced by society. There was a search for the happy mean 
'a dist inguished mediocrity.' Good manners vere s t i l l  important but less 
elevated as a moral virtues. Manuals o f  e t iquet te  now included how t o  
behave i n  school 'This vas a consequence o f  the development o f  the school 
l 
and o f  the growing awareness o f  the special  nature of childhood.' One 
such manual Le C i v i l i t e  Nouvelle of 1671 recommended chastisement of 
the c h i l d  by the parent for minor offences and birching for any acts 
verging on crime. Pract ica l  t reat ises t e l l i n g  parents the i r  dut ies and 
respons ib i l i t i es  pro l i ferated influenced especial ly by Port-Royal. 
The ' l i t t l e  schools' o f  seventeenth century France are the o r i g i n  o f  
the primary school system. Their curriculum corprised reading and singing, 
et iquette, arithmetic and wr i t i ng  which vas studied as a c r a f t  rather than 
a form o f  s e l f  expression. Pupi ls were between the ages o f  seven and 
twelve. An inspector o f  1033 recorded 'Children cannot be sent t o  school 
before the age of seven or eight...at the age of eleven or twelve they are 
1. Philippe Aries,Ceith[jes of Childhood, Penguin, London, 1973, 
p.376. 
1 
sent to uork.' These schools replaced the louer college classes of 
former times and private pensions. One influence says Aries was the development 
of a new piety touards the poor in England and a roverent t o  cater for 
their needs: 
In those circles most affected by the neu piety in France and 
England it uas felt that the children in question should be given 
the religious instruction hitherto reserved in practice for the 
choirboys of the Latin school, and at the same tire taught reading 
and writing, which uere nou regarded as necessary for the exercise 
of any trade, even a manual job. In this uay it uas hoped to make 
pious, serious workers out of uhat had been depraved adventurers. 2 
Thus ue see the beginnings of the social notion of organised training, 
discipline and deployment of children uho will develop into'human resources'. 
Classical humanities uere not the concern of these schools but a 'modernt 
curriculum to stamp out poverty .and immorality, Such charitable Christian 
schools proliferated in France, evidence of uhat Aries calls pious humanism. 
The schools flourished and attracted not only the poor but the better off 
even though they were often segregated uithin the school: 
The segregation of rich and poor at school offends our modern 
sensibility. But the spatial proximity uhich it irplies and the 
familiarity inevitable uithn the same room if not on the same benches 
are also repugnant to us. And here ue have the great difference 
betueen the tuo societies, that of the seventeenth century and that 
of the twentieth or at least the nineteenth century: the difference 
between a society in uhich people were carefully ranked but were 
mixed up in a common space, and a society which is egalitarian 
but in uhich the classes are kept apart in separate spaces.3 
Their growth bears uitness to an increased interest in younger schoolchildren. 
However a neu spirit of social conservatism in the eighteenth century 
denied access to secondary education for louer class children. It uas to 
be confined to the rich otherwise there would be a shortage of manual 
1. Philippe Aries,_Cphtgrjis of Childhood, Penguin, London, 1973,p.288. 
labour. Ideasabout educatingpeople for their future roles i n  lifebegan 
to surface. The developrent of the boarding-school system which only the 
rich could afford and the disappearance of the country colleges both kept 
the lower classes out. 
These pupils could not hope to  go to the big colleges i n  the great 
urban areas, where l i f e  was more expensive, where the mediaeval 
tradition of lodging students had disappeared and where the school 
authorities no longer tolerated day boys who were free fror both 
parental control and academic supervision. Having rid itself of 
i t  lower class pupils, the college would becore exclusively middle- 
class, 1 
The r i se  of public schools i n  England was a parallel roverent. 'The result 
was that what had been a virtually unrestricted secondary education became 
a class ronopoly, the syrbol of a social stratur and the reans of i t s  
2 
selection.' The l i t t leschoolsrerained for thelower classes who 
were debarred fror the secondary schools. Aries sees in these developments 
clear indications of a trend towards distinguishing and separating children 
from their parents and rich fror poor 'a tendency not unconnected with the 
3 
Cartesian revolution of clear ideas.' 
As Aries sees i t  'a rinority wedded to  ideas of order, clarity and 
authority tried to introduce into society by reans of education a new way 
4 
of l i f e  opposed to the anarchical irpulsiveness of the old manners.' 
. 
This rinority was t o  influence childhood particularly. 
Changes in the style of hores are also significant. In the fifteenth 
century they were at  two extreres, large and fi l led with dependants and 
servants or so s ra l l  they hardly f i t  our idea of a house. The 'chaosf of 
the large house was one reason why the pedagogues recommended S C ~ O O ~ S ,  but  
they were social centres with many comings and goings. The children were 
part of the scene and the servants were often young. 'The idea of service 
had not yet been degraded. One nearly always tbelonged' to somebody.. .society 
1 
s t i l l  appeared as a network of tdependencies" Where good relations 
obtained between masters and their servants strong bonding occurred. The 
head of the household was recommended 'to control his wife, bring up his 
2 
childrenandgovernhisservants'  Servantswerenot paidbut rewarded 
for ' a master's relationship with his servant was not based on justice but 
3 
on patronage and pity, the same feeling that people had for children.' 
Scarcely anyone lived alone, not even the king 'until the end of the 
seventeenth century, nobody was ever lef t  alone. The density of l i f e  made 
isolation virtually impossible. .. *, and those who sought solitude were 
4 
considered odd. This highly social nature of everyday l i f e  hindered 
the formation of the concept of the family as we perceive i t  now. I t  i s  
probably true to describe the earlier families as microcosms of the entire 
society. As time went on rooms in houses became more specialised in use 
and more private, for example beds confined to bedrooms rather than all 
over a house. This change satisfied a new desire for isolation. Servants 
began to  be called by bells from their own quarters rather than being part 
of the general melee. The newer code of manners respected privacy. Practices 
such as the use of visiting cards indicated this. Heals became briefer and 
less formal and 'The rearrangement of the house and the reform of manners 
lef t  more room for private l ife;  and this was taken up by a family reduced 
1. and 2. Philippe Aries,hnturiys of Childhood, Penguin, London, 1973,p.299. 
3. Ibid.,p.384. 
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t o  parents and children.' The formal address of women changed from 
Madame to Haman, which even a husband used. Children were given nicknares. 
Correspondence between a husband and wife often was concerned with children's 
health, behaviour and hygiene. Health and education were becoming the 
chief preoccupations of parents and rather than being accepted stoically 
the death of an infant was a tragedy. The correspondence of Montaigne 
reflects this new attitude. From the end of the sixteenth century a l l  of 
the children of a family were supposed to be treated equally and Aries 
believes th i s  was the result of the influence of manners and custom rather 
than any legislation or the revolution. The greatest change was that the 
child was no longer put out to strangers. 'This return of the children to  
the home was a great event: i t  gave the seventeenth century family i t s  
2 
principal characteristic, which distinguished i t  fror the mediaeval farily.' 
By the end of the Middle Ages the word enfant extensively referred 
to small children and adolescents. In the seventeenth century i t  was 
applied to  a boy of fourteen who was teaching younger children. By this 
time the word child became more restricted among the riddle class to i t s  
modern meaning. Childhood was always synonymous with dependence rather 
than biological development. The term ' l i t t l e  boyi right refer to a young 
servant. Furetiere's dictionary of the eighteenth century explained that 
'Yhildf i s  a l soa  term of friendship used to greet or f lat ter  someone or 
3 
to induce him to do something.' 
Lack of words for children hampered expression in seventeenth century 
French and English where 'babyf was s t i l l  applied to big children. Schools 
1. Phil ippe Aries,Cghtul jeq of Chjldhgpd, Penguin, London, 1973, p.387. 
such as Port Royal inspired new terrinology. Jacqueline Pascal's pupils 
were l l i t t l e  ones1, 'riddle ones1 and lbig ones1. She said that 'with 
regard to the l i t t l e  children, they even more than al l  the others rust be 
1 
taught and fed if possible like l i t t l e  doves.' People began to refer to 
' l i t t l e  souls1 and ' l i t t le  angels1. So even though the seventeenth century 
seered to scorn children i t  brought into usage expressions says Aries 
which we s t i l l  have today. Dirinutives gradually becare more corron but 
people had no idea of what we call adolescence. The first typical adolescent 
of modern tires says Aries was Wagner's Siegfried : 
The rusic of Siegfried expressed for the first t i re  that 
combination of provisional purity, physical strength, naturism, 
spontaneity and joie de vivre which was to rake the adolescent the 
hero of our twentieth century, the century of adolescence. 2 
By 1900 Youth had becore a literary there and a subject of concern for 
roralists and politicians. In France writers such as Hassis and Henriot 
explored the youthful rind. Society passed says Aries fror a period ignorant 
of adolesence to one in which i t  i s  the favourite age. 'We now want to 
3 
core to i t  early and linger in i t  as long as possible.' He thinks that 
the technological idea of preservation i s  replacing the biological and 
roral idea of old age. The findings of Boas are sirilar. It seers to 
Aries that each century has a corresponding privileged age. Hilitary youth 
i s  the privileged age of the seventeenth century, childhood of the nineteenth 
and adolescence of the twentieth. 
At one tire records and pictures of children were rarely kept. To 
lose children early in l i fe  was such a corronplace event people seered to 
1. Philippe Aries,Centkries of Childhood, Penguin, London, 1973,p.25. 
2. Ibid.,p.27. 
become almost indifferent and not so far removed from the callousness of 
Roaan or Chinese societies. 'Nobody thought, as we ordinarily think today, 
1 
that every child already contained a man's personality.' By the sixteenth 
century the appearance of the portrait of the dead child marked a development 
in attitudes towards children. One of the first to record her sentiments 
about young children was Uadame De Sevigne but to Aries she represents what 
he calls a fcoddlingf attitude to children, amused by their antics but not 
with the new intense concern which focussed on children. Uarvick tells us 
that everyone in France wished for 'un beau fils' and girls were unwanted. 
Hadame de Sevigne rejected her daughter at birth. She was cared for by a 
grandmother and incarcerated in a convent at nine 'a burnt offering to the 
2 
future of her brother' who when he was born was doted on. 
By the seventeenth century children's clothes no longer imitated 
those of their parents. There was, up to the nineteenth century, little to 
distinguish boys from girls by their clothes. School uniforms were inspired 
by military dress and rapidly adopted by the middle classes. Trousers and 
the ubiquitous sailor-sui t also became popular because of mili tary influence. 
The idea of childhood profited the boys first of all, while the 
girls persisted much longer in the traditional way of life which 
confused them with the adults: we shall have cause to notice nore 
than once this delay on the part of women in adopting the visible 
forms of the essentially masculine civilization of modern times.3 
Lower class children for much longer were undifferentiated in their dress 
from the adults. 
The childhood of Louis XI11 was recorded in detail by the court 
2. Elizabeth Uirth Har~ick,~Nature Versus Nurture: Patterns and 
Trends in Seventeenth Century French Chi ld-Rearingf , in Kqkor_y 
of Childhood, ed. de Uause, Souvenir Press,London, 1976,p.283. 
doctor Heroard, so we know that he was for instance introduced to music and 
dancing a t  a very early age and this custom i s  the reason for so many 
infant prodigies Aries thinks. We have l i t t l e  appreciation he says of just 
how important, music, singing and dancing was in ordinary everyday life. 
Even monks and nuns danced on occasion as the style of dancing did not 
evoke the sexual overtones of its modern expression. By four Louis was 
being taught to read and write. Whilst s t i l l  playing with toys and dolls 
he practised archery, played cards, chess and many adult games for there 
seemed l i t t l e  division between adult and child games. He was in fact well 
socialised by the royal family and the court and participated in seasonal 
festivities. By age seven hewas in thecharge of a master and s t i l l  
occasionally received a whipping. At age fourteen he was married. 
Games were generally enjoyed without discrimination except by a 
powerful and rigid minority of rigid moralists who also frowned on games of 
chance which enjoyed tremendous popularity. Children areoften portrayed 
playing many of these games. As late as 1830 there was gambling and heavy 
betting in English public schools. Attitudes changed later when people 
attempted to protect young people's morals more assiduously. The Hediaeval 
church frowned on games especially among student scholars but according to 
Aries the Jesuits restored them to favour in the seventeenth century and 
even included some form of them in their curriculum. The need for physical 
exercise was recognized and by the eighteenth century exploited for war 
training. 
Listening to story telling was also a popular pastime up to  the time 
of popular printings of stories and newspapers and i t  was not confined to 
children. As Aries says most of the games and pastimes of the past were 
enjoyed by young and old and a l l  classes which we now see mainly as the 
province of the young. 
One of the oldest taboos is that of referring to  sexual ra t ters  in 
the presence of children. In the records of Louis's upbringing the freedor 
of expression concerning sexual ra t ters  arongst the courtiers, servants and 
children would seer shocking to  us today, but by the age of seven which 
Aries ca l l s  the 'fateful' age the child uas expected to suddenly becore 
rore reserved 'The boy of ten was forced to  behave with a modesty which 
nobody had thought of expecting of the boy of five. Education scarcely 
began before the age of seven. One historian wrote: 'The respect due to 
children uas (in the sixteenth century) completely unknoun. Everything 
was perri tted in their presence: coarse language, scabrous actions and 
1 
situations; they had heard everythingandseeneverything.' I t  is 
interesting that the same charge i s  laid now against the media particularly 
television for i t s  albeit vicarious exposition of the best and uorst of 
human nature to  children, But scenes such as those depicted by Heroard are 
s t i l l  played out in the tventieth century says Aries relating an incident 
in the novel The Statue of Salt by Albert Herri, where a small boy in the 
care of his father i s  publicly accosted ruch to his discomfort and the 
merriment of the onlookers. I t  i s  a well knoun fact that children in rany 
parts of the world are s t i l l  bought and sold and exploited in vays that 
rore fortunate parts of the world are shocked and sickened by. Amnesty 
International can bear uitness to this, but even in Neu Zealand there i s  
ample evidence of current child sexual abuse and incest and there is l i t t l e  
legislation to protect the rights of children. 
Aries says there uas a reason for the attitude which allowed 
children to witness public festivals such as circurcision: 
In the f i rs t  place the child under the age of puberty was believed 
.................... 
1. Philippe Aries,Centuries gf Childhood, Penguin, London, 1973,p. 101. 
to be unaware of or indifferent to sex. Thus gestures and 
allusions had no meaning for him; they became purely gratuitous and 
lost their sexual significance. Secondly the idea did not yet exist 
that references to sexual matters, even when virtually devoid of 
dubious meanings, could soil childish innocence, either in fact or 
in the opinion people had of it; nobody thought that this innocence 
really existed. 1 
6ersonfs studies of 1706 shoved an understanding of childhood sexuality 
which was to influence childrearing. He advised that one should speak 
decently to children and avoid promiscuous situations for them. His 
theories were put into practice in the school of Notre-Dame-de-Paris and 
influenced the Jesuits, Port Royal and the Christian brothers. 
By the seventeenth century says Aries a great movement which 
recognised the innocence of childhood uas under way, evidenced in a rich 
moral and pedagogic literature, in devotional practices and a new religious 
iconography. It is illustrated by the caption to an engraving by F.6uerard: 
This is the age of innocence, to vhich ue must all return in order 
to enjoy the happiness to cone vhich is our hope on earth; the age 
when one can forgive anything, the age when hatred is unknovn, uhen 
nothing can cause distress; the golden age of human life, the age 
vhich defies Hell, the age vhen life is easy and death holds no 
terrors, the age to vhich the heavens are open. Let tender and gentle 
respect be shown to these young plants of the Church. Heaven is 
full of anger for vhosoever scandalizes them. 2 
The plant metaphor is one which will occur often in the writings about 
child care and education. This new movement vhich led to a proliferation of 
educational institutions being set up also advocated more supervision for 
children and laid greater emphasis on discipline. 
As Aries says ue in the twentieth century can see a contradiction in 
this idea of childish innocence, vhich protects the young but also develops 
youthful character and reason, for on the one hand childhood is preserved 
1. Phil ippe Aries,C&ulLeg pf Childhgd, Penguin, London, 1973,~. 103. 
[and extended1 and on the other hand i t  i s  made older than i t s  years. 
Changes i n  at t i tudes t o  d isc ip l ine  also marked new a t t i tudes  t o  
childhood. Aries recounts the b r u t a l i t y  o f ten suffered by wandering mediaeval 
scholars and the tortures o f  i n i t i a t i o n  i n t o  male societ ies which nevertheless 
bred l o y a l t y  and comradeship. Aries says references t o  corporal punishment 
before the end o f  the fourteenth century are r a r e  because i t  was accepted 
as r norm. 'From the f i f teen th  century on, the whip takes on a degrading, 
1 
b ru ta l  character, and becomes increasingly common.' By the sixteenth 
century 'Corporal punishment had become the 'scholastic punishment' par 
2 
excellence.' Hontaigne t e s t i f i e s  t o  the b r u t a l i t y  o f  school punishment 
as does Watson who re fe rs  t o  school as 'a place o f  execution1. The 
degrading character of such punishments nevertheless d id  not deter parents 
from i n f l i c t i n g  the same on the i r  children, The birch, was used on pupi ls  
o f  a l l  ages: 
... confined at  f i r s t  t o  the youngest children, i t  was extended a f te r  
the sixteenth century t o  the whole school population, which often 
approached and sometimes passed the age o f  twenty. There was therefore 
a tendency to  diminish the d is t inc t ions  between childhood and adolescence, 
t o  push adolescence back towards childhood by subjecting i t  t o  an 
iden t i ca l  discipl ine. Inside the school world,the adolescent was 
separated from the adult  and confused with the child, wi th  whom he 
shared the humiliaton o f  corporal punishment, the chastisement 
handed out t o  v i l le ins.3 
Humil iat ion was therefore a method o f  control .  I t was usually the Church 
author i t ies especially the Jesuits who brought more order and d isc ip l ine  
i n t o  education. Para l le l  with t h i s  was the developing not ion says Aries o f  
the weakness o f  childhood and the concept o f  the moral responsib i l i ty  o f  
themaster. By the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries i t  becameone o f  
1. Phi l ippe Aries,Chturies pf Chjllthppd, Penguin, London, 1973,p.247. 
the essential principles of education. By the eigtheenth century more 
people were opposing the harshness of corporal punishment. St. Jean Baptiste 
de la Salle for example did not ban the birch but did not recommend it. 
This developrent did not necessarily reflect the progress of liberal 
ideas says Aries, for harsh discipline still existed in the army. The 
explanation lies in 'a new orientation of the concept of childhood, which 
was no longer associated with the idea of the weakness of childhood and no 
1 
longer recognized the need for its humiliation,' Now it was a question 
of awakening in the child an adult sense of responsibility and dignity, and 
this was to be a gradual process. 'This was the new concept of education 
2 
which w u l d  triumph in the nineteenth century' the idea of awakening the 
man in the child. In France no-one would revive the former harsh disciplines 
but under Napoleon his penchant for order and discipline permeated from the 
forces into education where the use of the whistle, moving about in 
squares, lining up in columns, and sometires solitary confinerent became 
practices not unfamiliar even inschools today. Hilitary ideas appear in 
parallel with rising liberalism says Aries and arise in the second half of 
the eighteenth century. Previously schools had been ecclesiastic, even 
monastic but as the Jesuits became suppressed their style was supplanted by 
that of the military in french schools. The mediaeval schools did not 
distinguish between the child and the adult. Colleges merged adolescence 
and childhood and combined militarism. The consequence was that uniform 
and discipline became part of the mystique of education. The concept of 
adolescence had emerged says Aries and a new value was put on toughness and 
virility. 
Boarding schools of the English type never flourished in France 
.................... 
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until the la te  eighteenth and early nineteenth century and caused Taine to 
write ' In order to receive a secondary education, more than half the boys 
in France have to endure seclusion in ecclesiastical or lay boarding 
1 
schools, seclusion under mili tary or monastic discipline. ' In earlier 
t i r e s  boys weresent to collegeand boarded i n  privatedwellings. Later, 
because more discipline was required they were often under the supervision 
of college staff but s t i l l  boarded out. 
The development of the boarding school system after the end of the 
eigtheenth century bears witness to  a different concept of childhood 
and i t s  place in society. Henceforth there would be an attempt to 
separate childhood from the other ages of society: i t  would be 
considered important-at least in the middle class- to shut childhood 
off i n  a world apart, the world of the boarding school. The school 
was substituted for society i n  which all  the ages were mingled 
together; i t  was called upon to mould children on the pattern of an 
ideal human type.2 
By the end of the nineteenth century Aries notes that day boys proliferated 
bu t  s t i l l  there persisted this tendency to set children apart. Now however 
i t  was the family which was the dominant moral influence. 'The central 
3 
concern of the individual family was i t s  own children.' Which according 
to him represented the triumph of demographic Halthusianism. If family 
control eases then he sees childhood and youth regaining sore of the freedom 
they enjoyed as far back as the eighteenth century. Childhood he believes 
has now lost some of i t s  special characteristics in favour of adolescence. 
Children once went to school armed with weapons which they had to 
hand over for safe keeping. Riots and rebellions of young students were 
not unknown. Sometimes they even turned the tables on those who had inflicted 
corporal punishment on them. Violence flared in England too especially in 
the la te  eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. Students of the Middle 
2. and 3. Ibid.,p.273. 
Ages had been fairly lauless and often feared by the populace. 
In the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries public opinion 
regarded the student as a libertine and the terror of fathers and husbands, 
a sort of adventurer after the fashion of Villon, with all  the risks that 
that implied. The Jesuits exhorted stricy morality in their colleges 
and 'this uas the beginning of the sexual claustration uhich would henceforth 
1 
characterize college life.' Woren uere either exalted or ridiculed 
depending on their status 'woran was the intruder, ridiculed by a masculine 
2 
corrunity uhich desired her and excluded her at the rare tire.' 
Schoolboys uho lived away fror hore often lived by their wits if gifts from 
home wre insufficient. Begging by children was accepted practice in the 
sixteenth century Gerrany. Attendance at school uas also often lax. The 
day school syster and the practice of living in lodgings rade this easier 
than when the boarding schools operated or children schooled from hore. 
Students vere variously described at the t i re  as 'verrinp and 'free rent 
and a version of our modern word truant which reant vagabond. The concept 
of the uell-bred child scarcely existed in the sixteenth century says Aries 
a neu moral concept in the seventeenth set hi# apart 'it uas the product of 
the reforming opinions of an e l i t e  of thinkers and roralist uho occupied 
3 
high positions in Church or State' and uas to protect the l i t t l e  
bourgeois and 1 i t t l e  English gentleran fror the roughness and irmorali ty 
of the lover classes and effectively protect a threatened aristocracy fror 
the progress of democracy. The hooligan ue nou despise i s  in Ariesr view 
the last vestige of Hediaeval unruliness. 
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Aries overview of childhood in historical terms sees tuo different 
v i w s  of children emerging. One of creatures to be coddled, that is in 
infancy only, and a second uhich was aware of the ueakness and innocence of 
childhood and the adult's duty to protect and safeguard it. The latter 
attitude being mainly restricted to a small minority of lawyers priests and 
moralists. Childhood uas always brief in the louer classes. 
These ren of influence on childhood and who extended its duration 
uere: 
The moralists and pedagogues of the seventeenth century, heirs of a 
tradition going back to Gerson, to the fifteenth century reformers 
of the University of Paris, to the founders of the colleges in the 
late Middle Ages.. .l 
Age groups in society tend to be organised by institutions. Thus adolesecence, 
never defined or recognized under the ancien regime, was distinguished in 
late eighteenth and early nineteenth century by conscription and later by 
military service. Schools were indifferent to age differences for a long 
time because education was not their chief aim. The mediaeval school was 
not designed for children but as a technical school for clerics. To describe 
someone as being of school age had little significance unless it indicated 
that person's limited learning ability. Education was confused with culture 
says Aries both by the humanists of the Renaissance and the pedagogues of 
2 
the Hiddle Ages 'without giving a special value to childhood or youth' 
The real innovators uere the scholastic reformers of the fifteenth century, 
Cardinal dfEstouteville, Gerson, the organisers of the colleges and 
pedagogicas, and particularly the Jesuits, the Oratorians and the Jansenists 
of the seventeenth century. With them we see the appearance of an awareness 
1. Phillipe Aries,Centbriys of Chi ldhgmd ,Penguin, London, 1973,p.316. 
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of  the special nature o f  childhood, knwledge o f  c h i l d  psychology, and the 
1 
desire t o  devise a method su i ted t o  that psychology.' 
Women o f  the seventeenth century uere excluded from education so 
they changed l i t t l e  from the Middle Ages i n  that  the i r  childhood uas b r ie f ,  
most o f  t h e i r  early l i f e  spent i n  the household preparing for when they 
would have one of t h e i r  own uhich might be a t  a very young age. A feu 
schools for g i r l s  uere set up but they uere not catered for generally for 
another tuo centuries. 
The youths who attended the colleges uere subjected says Aries t o  a 
d isc ip l ine  grounded i n  ecc les iast ica l  or re l ig ious  d isc ip l ine  and 
concerned u i  t h  moral behaviour and s p i r i t u a l  improvement. Authori ty over 
the young gradually devolved therefore from the family t o  the schools, and 
parents began t o  observe and respect the school cycle. One e f f e c t  of t h i s  
deprivat ion o f  l i b e r t y  and enforced years o f  d i sc ip l ine  uas t o  extend the 
length o f  childhood. Up t o  the eighteenth century there uas i n  France 
v i r t u a l l y  one education system and generally o f  no dist inguishable class. 
Some youths escaped i t  t o  j o i n  the army and g i r l s  were excluded. The dual 
educational system which came la te r  uas based not on age group but on 
class, the lycee or the col lege for the middle class (secondary education) 
and the school for the lover class (primary education). As Aries points  
out the longer the education cycle the less l i k e l y  some students are t o  
uish t o  p r o f i t  by i t  or t o  be able t o  do so. 
Those uho helped t o  establ ish the education system uere sometimes 
appalled by the i r  success for they began t o  see the problems uhich could 
ar ise from an overabundance o f  i n te l lec tua ls  and a shortage of manual 
labour. They vere unable t o  h a l t  uhat they had started says Aries but not 
.................... 
1. Phi l ippe Aries,Centhcigs of Childbood,Penguin,London, 1973,~. 318. 
everyone remained faithful to the principle of universal education. Those 
members of the Enlightenrent uho uished to call a halt tried to do so by 
limiting access to a long classical education to a privileged class and 
conderned the lower classes to an inferior, exclusively practical type of 
instruction. The concept of childhood 'found its most rodern expression 
in these same circles of enlightened bourgeois who admired Greuze and Read 
1 
Eaile and Pamela.' The demand for child labour in the nineteenth century 
probably he thinks created a retrogression and some aspects of the old ways 
of life rerained in the lower classes 'Child labour retained this characteristic 
2 
of mediaeval society: the precocity of entry into adult life.' 
De Hause has criticised Aries for implying that children vere 
happier in former times because their lives uere more social, they took more 
part life of the community. He does suggest I think that the modern youth 
has lost a sense of affinity with the corrunity and the uorkforce particularly. 
This is a rodern problem, hou the two can beneficially overlap. Perhaps 
the modern street kid or vagabond is also trying to capture this lost 
freedor uhich has core about through enforced schooling. Rousseau sau 
that childhood had lost its essential joie de vivre as did the Rorantic 
poets. De Hause is critical of what he calls Aries1 etyrological vieu ,and 
approaches the study of childhood from another vieupoint, his psychogenic 
theory. Although he does not define the terr it appears to him that 
society evolves. There have been references for instance to the 
'childishness1 of parents in former times but uith the acquired uisdom of 
the ages the human psyche matures and over tire ue see evidence of this in 
changing attitudes to children. 
1. and 2. Philippe Aries,Centuries of ~hildho~d,Penguin,London, 1973, 
p. 323. 
One effect of the French Revolution and the Napoleonic Wars had 
been to rake public l i fe  insecure and rany of the religious educational 
institutions had been closed. Farilieswere driven into their homes and 
parmts particularly middle-class took rote interest in their children. 
Robertson quotes C.W. Cunningham as placing the changeover fror physical to 
rental punishrent at about 1840, though in the British schools caning never 
ceased to be used and we s t i l l  have i t  to this day in New Zealand. Corporal 
punishment for girls was hotly discussed in the pages of the Englishworanfs 
Domestic magazine fror 1867-1869. I t s  adherents supported i t  strongly, 
whilst others abhorred i t  but i t  was sore 'prevalent in England than in 
France. Foreign observers often considered French children rather spoiled. 
They in turn were astonished at the precocity and discipline of German 
children. Deprivation of food was always a corron punishment and often 
children did not dine with their parents but ate sirple food in their nursery. 
Hasturbation was believed to lead to insanity so children sometimes 
had their hands tied in bed. One of the first to speak out against this 
was Dr Albert Holl in his Sexual l i fe  of the Child early in the twentieth 
century. Other writers passed on Rousseaufs ideas. Haria Edgworth in 
Practical Education concluded that 'we should not prejudice either by our 
1 
wisdor, or by our folly, children's assertion of their own values,' But 
Hannah Hore in 1820 had the opposite view that children are naturally bad. 
A cheap French paperback handbook the Livre de Farille,later in the century 
'described the child as cruelty and egoisr personified-- an angel only when 
2 
he sleeps. Waking, he had to be brought into absolute subrission.' 
1. Priscilla Robertson, 'Home as a nest: Hiddle Class Childhood in 
Nineteenth-Century Europef,in !he_ Ihlo~y gf Childhoodfed. 
de Hause, Souvenir press,London, 1976,p.420. 
Nevertheless chi ldren had become in te res t ing  and a serious concern, and 
people became divided says Robertson i n t o  those who l i k e d  them and those 
who d i d  not, and s t i l l  believed i n  t h e i r  need for a harsh regime. I t  was a t  
t h i s  time that  E l len Key predicted tha t  the twentieth century would become 
the century o f  the chi ld. 
Those who believed i n  the newer ideas set out t o  prove them and many 
began t o  th ink that a happy home l i f e  was indeed the best preparation for 
l i f e .  Eleanor Farjeon recounts how her father t o l d  s to r ies  on t h e i r  walks, 
an a r t  Robertson believes i s  being lost .  V is i to rs  t o  Paris o f ten commented 
on the happiness of the fami l ies v i s i t i n g  the Tui ler ies or the Luxembourg 
Gardens. Fami l iesvereo f ten  smaller. Thenew concept o f  a PeoplelsState 
may have inspired more paternal fee l ing thinks Robertson and the new laws 
o f  equal inheritance gave value t o  each c h i l d  but boys were s t i l l  preferred 
because the army needed them. 
Society i n  the nineteenth century was i t s e l f  becoming more paternal. 
State-run orphanages were set up i n  France and at  t h i s  time the f i r s t  Factory 
Acts were going through i n  England. Only l a t e r  wai the s tate t o  consider 
that  i t  might be responsible for education generally: 
I t i s  clear that the Government in terest  was not exclusively 
humani tarian, for i t  became apparent t o  economists and especial ly 
m i l i t a r y  s t ra tegis ts  tha t  the prosperi ty and safety o f  the State 
depended on having a class of healthy citizens.1 
This was something they could have learned from Plato but now Rousseau was 
interpreted as 'giving c i t i zens  t o  the country, whi le he appeared only t o  
2 
th ink of  g iv ing mothers t o  t h e i r  children.' Thus we see that  those i n  
power were not slow t o  cap i ta l i ze  on the new wave of ch i ldrear ing 
1. and 2. P r i s c i l l a  Robertson,'Hwe as a nest: Hiddle Class Childhood 
i n  Nineteenth-Century Europel,in ]kg tljsho_ry of Childhogd,ed. 
de Hause, Souvenir press,London, l976,p.427. 
philosophy. In 1895 The society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children 
received its Royal Charter, a humane move but nevertheless an indictment of 
a society that needed it and unfortunately still does. Robertson said that 
1 
the 'The chief enemies of children were poverty and ignorance' but to this 
one right also add superstition. In general says Robertson: 
The nineteenth century was the time when public bodies began to 
think of children as children, with special needs because of their 
helplessness and vulnerability, rather than as small adults with the 
right to hire themselves out for sixteen hours a day, or as the 
chattels of their parents.2 
This change affected not only children but society itself. 
Walzer who looks at attitudes in eighteenth century Anerica is 
surprised at the ambivalence people had towards children, that they could in 
fact be both desired and unwanted and 'Quite normal parents harboured 
unconscious wishes of such an extreme nature that they could not be 
3 
admitted to the conscious mind.' One might imagine that in a new 
country the need for people would swing the balance. Certainly in America 
babies were rarely abandoned as they had been so often in the home country. 
Infanticide also was practically unknown though chidren often faced risk 
from accidents and carelessness and they were still put out to nurse where 
possible, put into schools and sent to relatives. 'The situation might be 
said to have been closer to that which exists in a primitive tribe where 
the child is seen as a child of the tribe as much as a child of a 
4 
particular couple.' Walzer does not develop this idea but is obviously 
interested in the strange [to us1 psychological make-up of these early 
1. and 2. Priscilla Robertson,'Home as a nest: Middle Class Childhood 
in Nineteenth-Century Europev,in Ih_g History c! C_h_j!d_h_gd_,ed. 
de lause, Souvenir press,london, 1976,p.428. 
emigrants mainly from Europe. Children o f  Puritans were constantly 
described as !seedf uhich were t o  give r i s e  t o  a neu generation t o  serve 
60d. Parents obtained a sense o f  duty from t h e i r  chi ldren t o  the extent he 
thinks tha t  they seemed t o  have more care for parents than they fo r  them. 
This i s  r paradox several authors have commented on. 'The c h i l d  held on 
t o  properly, betomes the parent, and the aging parent can re tu rn  t o  the 
1 
comfortable encapsulation o f  chidish dependency.' Perhaps t h i s  goes 
back t o  those calendars o f  the cycles where the aged are seen as feeble and 
ch i ld i sh  or i n  uhat ue more recently have label led second-childhood, a s ta te  
that modern society i s  f i gh t ing  t o  postpone as Boas says but uhich might 
have concerned ear l ier  famil ies i n  d i f fe ren t  uays. 
We can learn far more about the c u l t i v a t i o n  of f lax than we can 
about t h e i r  child-rearing pract ices says Hal zer. The 'book' however 
syrbolized c i v i l i z e d  refinement and ch i ldren uere constantly nagged t o  be 
busy with the i r  books. A feu parents could af ford a tutor. Putt ing them 
out t o  school Walzer sees as a form o f  abandonment and 'What ch i ldren i n  
2 
school were protected from uas a uorld uhich offered too much freedom.' 
The rod and uhip were s t i l l  used for punishment and for wetting the bed one 
3 
father made h i s  son 'drink a p i n t  o f  p i ss  ' yet the same man 
remonstrated u i t h  h i s  u i f e  who had her maid burned for some small mis- 
dereanour. Painful  forms o f  medication uere also of ten administered as 
well as bleedings and suchlike and the subt ler forms o f  shaming uhich have 
been referred t o  ear l i e r  uere used as uas the pract ice o f  shut t ing chi ldren 
i n  dark c losets  and threatening them w i th  death. One increasingly has the 
1. John F.WalzerltA Period o f  Ambivalence: Eighteenth Century American 
Childhoodl,in Ih_e tiistory of QLldhood ed. de Hause, Souvenir 
Press,London, 1976,p.363 
2. and 3. Ibid.,p.368. 
feeling that parents in fact were afraid of children. 
Gradually the voices pleading for milder treatrent of children were 
beginning to be heard and by the second half of the eighteenth century 
books for children were coming from the American presses. Instruction for 
children was now more often in language suited to them, but as Walzer says 
1 
'A heavy dose of sugar sweetness was no substitute for real empathy. ' 
The same ambivalence is seen in children as in parents for they want to be 
both dependent and independent. This desire for independence becores a 
stronger force: 
Both are clearly related to two of the most central developments 
of modern Western history:the growth in the importance of the individual 
as an increasingly independent and responsible entity who was no 
longer prirarily a member of a corporate body and the replacement 
of hierachical relationship by egalitarian relationships as an 
ideal .2 
These people who travelled across the world have moved not only physically 
but psychologically away from the traditional interdependencies of the 
'families' of mediaeval and even later periods in Europe. He wonders if we 
have in fact evolved psychologically as well as biologically even if slowly. 
Melanie Klein he says once thought that in pre-Hellenic tires there may 
have been no super-ego. Our attitudes to children now are both possessive 
and desirous for their independence. This ray change 'to a new state 
characterized by interdependence, or the recognition of the mature dependence 
3 
of equal and fully developed individuals on one another' which is similar 
to Eriksonls idea of equal partnership. Whatever the outcome Walzer believes 
that attitude is shaped by a linear sense of tire and history. 
1. John F.Walzer, 'A Period of Ambivalence: Eighteenth Century American 
Childhoodt ,in I)! History of C)j!d_)qo_d_ ed. de Hause, Souvenir 
Press, London, 1976,~. 372. 
2. and 3. Ibid., p. 374. 
I n  the h is to ry  o f  Russia biographers apparently give some 
consideration t o  childhood but there i s  l i t t l e  a t tent ion t o  i t  i n  other 
l i terature.  Russians were influenced by Western wr i t ings o f  the 1760's but 
what par t i cu la r l y  appalled them when they d id  study the s i tua t ion  was the 
incredib ly  high r a t e  o f  in fant  deaths. Half  o f  f i v e  hundred thousand 
in fan ts  died before they reached three. The persistence o f  swaddling has 
already been mentioned. The bath house publ ic or p r i va te  was often the 
del ivery room, Babies were also subjected t o  great extremes o f  temperature 
t o  harden them and the ear l y  baptism reant they had t o  endure immersion i n  
i c y  co ld water. Homes for foundlings admitted t h i r t y  seven thousand between 
1766 t o  1706 and t h i r t y  thousand of these were lost.  
I n  a t rad i t i ona l  agr icu l tura l  society new mouths reant more derand 
on food supplies rather than more production. Knowledge o f  b i r t h  control  
methods were lacking. I n  Russia also the erphasis was not on the individual 
and the pos i t ion one achieved but on the family and the pos i t ion ascribed 
t o  one by v i r tue  o f  b i r t h  i n t o  that family. 'The good of the family 
1 
superseded that of any o f  i t s  members.' The author i ty  structure was 
patr iarchal,  ei ther the father or eldest male reigned. 
Russian parents i n  general i n  the eighteenth and nineteenth century 
can be described as detached rather than involved with the i r  children, 
h o s t i l e  rather than warm i n  the i r  in teract ion wi th  them, and r e s t r i c t i v e  
rather than permissive i n  handling the spontaneous behaviour of the 
chi ld. L i f e  for the c h i l d  was dominated by a detached, hostile, 
sometimes v io len t  father who determined the course o f  the ch i ld 's  
l i f e ,  and by the lack of a warn re la t ionship with the mother.2 
The l a t t e r  i s  indicated by the use o f  wet-nurses and the use o f  servants 
as supervisors and playmates. When the mother o f  Sergei Aksakov 
1. Patr ick P. Dunn, "That Enemy I s  The Baby':Childhood i n  Imperial 
Russia, i n  IIII Hiztbr_y of ch_iid_h_gpd_,ed. de Hause, Souvenir 
Press,London, l976,p.391. 
personally put her infant daughter to the breast of the nurse and rocked 
her child to sleep she was told 'Such exaggerated love was a crime against 
1 
60d, and he would surely punish it. '  t h i s  was reinforced by the child's 
subsequent death and turned the mother's heart against later children. One 
wonders how ruch jealousy arose between mothers and nurses and what the 
attitudes of most mothers was i n  any country to these surrogate 
'mothers1, whether they treated them merely as a convenience or as a partner 
in the process of child-caring--little i s  said on th is  aspect. 
Ihe Dymt~o: a guide for parents penned by churchmen warned fathers 
not to be soft with their sons 'Do not smile at him, do not play with him, 
2 
for having been veak i n  l i t t l e  things, you will suffer in great ones.' The 
Eighteenth century nobility lived by th is  guide says Dunn, and 60901 
recommended i t .  One Novikov warned them in 1783 that such severity would 
eventually cause their children to treat their parents with contempt. 
Alexander Herzen remembers his childhood in the f i rs t  quarter of the 
nineteenth century 
Hockery, irony, cold, caustic; utter contempt, were the tools which 
he Chis father1 wielded like an ar t i s t ;  he employed them equally 
against us and against the servants.3 
Baron Wrangel believed that such harshmess reflected a society where i t  had 
become a moral principle with them that to show benevolence was to be weak, 
to be cruel was to be strong. Dunn comments that 'Power assertive 
discipline, like the disinclination to care for one's own children, 
4 
correlates highly with parental hostility toward their offspring.' 
1. Patrick P. Dunn, ''That Enemy Is The Baby':Childhood in Imperial 
Russia, in Ih_e_ tlis_k~r_y o_f C_h_i!d_M!d_,ed, de Hause, Souvenir 
Press, London, 1976,p.392. 
2. and 3. Ibid.,p.292. 
Parents seered to  have l i t t l e  understanding of chidrents needs and they 
looked elsewhere for company and a f f e c t  ion. 'Parents especial ly fathers, 
conceived o f  chi ldren as 'objects, t o  be nourished and directed but not 
1 
understood.' This extended t o  careers and marriage where the parents 
d i d  the choosing. What Erikson c a l l s  the b a t t l e  for autonomy prevai led 
throughout childhood. Parents cont inual ly  blocked t h e i r  childrens' 
del ineat ion o f  autonory and 'personal autonory was not t r a d i t i o n a l l y  valued 
i n  Russian society, and i t  was i n  the f a r i l y  that the personal autonomy o f  
2 
fu ture c i t i zens  was repressed,' obedience was obligatory. Father even sent 
t h e i r  newly married sons away t o  work and appropriated the bride. Even 
r a r r i e d  people were s t i l l  under the ju r i sd ic t ion  of the head of the 
household which ended only with h i s  death. The Tsar was the rodel . Dunn 
bel ieves that  one cannot blame the State for the family s i tua t ion  for 
b l i n d  tyrannical power over the i r  ch i ldren r igh t  represent blocked autonory 
i n  t h e i r  own early l ives.  I n  1767 the Aristocrats demanded from Catherine 
even #ore power over the i r  sons, t o  send the more s h i f t l e s s  o f f  t o  poor 
houses. Not a l l  sons became tyrannical fathers therselves. Dunn says tha t  
the key t o  change appears t o  be when sore external force allows the 
ind iv idual  t o  begin t o  delineate autonomy outside of the far i ly,as "repressed 
3 
dr ives can surface i f  soc ia l  condit ions allow the i r  expression.' Which 
reans presumably that a concept o f  autonory has t o  f i r s t  be formed through 
experience. Individual Russians through circurstant i a l  change and governrent 
act ion found therselves i n  new s i tuat ions.  Dunn believes one has t o  experience 
1. Patr ick P. Dunn, '"That Enemy I s  The Babye:Childhood i n  I r p e r i a l  
Russia, i n  1t11 !iizkkr_y cf ChildhmJ,ed. de Hause, Souvenir 
Press,London, 1976,p.393. 
autonomy oneself in order to be able to grant it to sowone else. 
Catherine I1 saw that traditional Russian family patterns were 
holding her p ~ p l e  back and she favoured education to begin at age five. 
Those who did eventually by force of circumstance and opportunity acquire 
new ideas faced considerable conflict with their families. We call this 
the generation gap, for even now parents and grandparents look sometimes 
with disfavour on 'new1 ideas concerning child care. An intelligential 
says Dunn beginning in the eighteenth and extending into the nineteenth 
century stressed personal values over traditional values and brought up 
their own sons and daughters with more warmth and understanding than the 
previous generation. 
De Hause who has been a leader in this recent research on the 
history of childhood found that it is a subject neglected by historians as 
if not worthyof consideration. The further back hegoes in this history 
the worse he finds the treatment of children. His study of the history of 
the attitsdes and practices of parents towards their children concludes 
that there has been a general improvement in child care over the ages. 
His evolutionary 'psychogenic theory of historyf attempts to prove 
that the central force for change in history, in this case, is 'neither 
technology nor economics, but the 'psychogenic1 changes in personality 
occurring because of successive generations of parent-child 
1 
interactions.' what he describes is something like a mirror-effect. The 
parent sees his former self in the child, the child sees a model of his 
future self in the parent; throughout their relationship this reflective 
effect is like a mirror reflecting another mirror w that the original 
1. Lloyd de Nause, 'The evolution of Childhoodt. inlhg lljshgry gf 
~Md_h_pgd_, ed. de Nause, Souvenir Press,Londontl976,p.3. 
becomes distorted and hard to distinguish. be Hause likens i t  to the 
experience of regression i n  psychoanalysis. He is interested then in the 
psychological influences and effects whereas Aries puts the emphasis on 
societal influences. 
From both angles we get clear glimpses of what i t  was like to  be a 
child or parent in former times. be Hause i s  cr i t ica l  of Aries believing 
that he perceived childhood in earlier ages to have been a happier experience. 
Aries did see that personal freedom and social experience (particularly 
mixing with a l l  ages and classes) had diminished through enforced 
institutionalised and extended education, implying that w have both gained 
and lost something over time i n  the development of the concept of childhood, 
we have more care for and interest in children and their education but more 
public control over individual lives. I t  i s  true, for a child can no , 
longer 'run away to sea1 or wherever, hislher l i f e  i s  more regulated and 
documented than ever before. Tom Sawyer would probably find i t  intolerable 
but the modern schoolboy even if he goes unwillingly to school i s  corpelled 
to  go either by law or i n  the later stages by necessity, for entry into 
the workforce or for further education and training. 
Even though they view their field differently both writers are 
concerned with the raised consciousness in the public and private minds 
about what i t  means to be a child and the corollary of this  i s  what a 
complex and perhaps daunting task i t  i s  to be a parent. It i s  after al l  
one occupation for which there i s  l i t t l e  or no training and almost unlimited 
access. Works such as these whatever their particular academic bias must 
surely help us to assess what we have done i n  the past that i s  worthwhile 
in child-rearing practices and influence our thinking and planning for 
future generations. Leavis puts a perspective on th is  in the preface to 
Coveney speaking of Blake's thought that '...lives can't be aggregated, 
generalized or dealt with quantitatively in any way' such studies like 
massive detective work can only give us parts of any pattern or general 
outlines. De Hause does recomrend the works of 6eorge Payne, 6.Rattray 
Taylor, David Hunt and J,Louise Despert for their insights into this area. 
De Hause1s interest in childhood then is to discover what goes on 
between parent and child which will influence the psyche of the next 
generation. According to his findings adults have three major reactions to 
children: 
1. The adult uses the child as a vehicle for projection of the contents of 
his own unconscious (projective reaction). 
2. He can use the child as a substitute for an adult figure important in 
his own childhood (reversal reaction). 
3. He can empathize with the child's needs and act to satisfy them 
(empathetic reaction). 
An example of the first would be people towards psychiatrists, the second 
'battering1 parents and the third similar to free-flowing attention or what 
Theodore Reik calls listening with the 'third ear1. According to De Hause 
'projectives and reversal reactions often occurred simul taneously in parents 
in the past producing an effect...vhere the child was seen as both full of 
the adults1 projected desires, hostilities and sexual thoughts, and at the 
1 
same moment as a mother or father figure.' The child is thus both bad and 
loving. This could account says De Hause for some of the more bizarre 
treatments of children in the past. When a child is cruelly beaten it is 
justified for instance with remarks such as that of a father horse-whipping 
his four year old for not being able to read something ' I felt all the 
1. Lloyd de HauseITThe evolution of Childhoodl.inIke ljj&ry of 
Midhood, ed. de lause, Souvenir Press,London, 1976, p. 7. 
force of Oivine authority and express command...it made me almost sick to whip 
1 
him' but he feels morally justified and proceeds remorselessly. 
Adults often believed too that accidents which befell their children were 
some portion of blame for their own past misdeeds. This notion of the 
child as a 'toilet' for adult sin is s y n o n y m s  with the concept of original 
sin, says De Hause. There was also the belief in demons and changelings 
which provided themes for literature also. One thinks of Heathcliff the 
foundling in Wuthering Heights referred to as though he were some demonic 
changeling. There was also no reason for swaddling children so tightly 
even though it might be asserted as it still is in some places that it 
protects the child from sel f-injury. 
The frightening of small children with stories of ghosts uas common 
practice. Like religion, based on fear of Hell and the Devil, this was to 
create fear of wrongdoing. No doubt it also gives some people a thrill of 
sadistic power to wield such power even over children, though De Hause 
1 
claims that 'Even contemporary child-beaters are not sadists.' Perhaps 
each age has its 'baddies' to haunt childrensl dreams and games. For rodern 
children perhaps they are alien monsters or for older ones the nuclear 
threat is a constant shadow over their thoughts as evidenced in a recent 
3 
international report on chi ldrenls writing. '60d sees you everywhere' the 
4 
60d Boy was told and he believed it even though he had the courage to 
to swear at this ornipotent foe. 
1. Lloyd de Nause,'The evolution of Childhoodf.inIhe History of 
C_h_ihdhopJ, ed, de Nause, souvenir Press, London, 1976, p. 8. 
3. Hilary F.Lanb,Wr i tin! Pyrfgrtgngg in N y  Zealand Schogl~, an 
I.E.A. Study, Dept. of Education, Wellington, 1987. 
4. Ian Cross,~h_~ $94 b y ,  Uhitcoabe and Tombs,New Zealand, 1974. 
Punitive figures were personified says De Nause and adults even 
dressed up as these characters or used masks to frighten children. Sometimes 
adults subjected children to gory sights and corpses vith what De Nause 
calls  'projective care' rather than 'empathetic care' which i s  
distinguished from the other by being either inappropriate or insufficient 
to the child's actual needs. The case of a father letting his daughter see 
a mass grave and encouraging her to overcome her fear by touching a corpse 
i s  an exarple he gives of 'projective care.' Others he ci tes are mothers 
who comfort children on demand or give to a child-related task more time 
and care than the thinks1 i t  merits. 
I t  i s  very easy for a writer i n  this  century to  cri t icise such 
child-rearing habits which were used in good faith and vhich .we nou view 
with deeper insight into the human psyche and vhich have been replaced in . 
some instances by practices vhich later generations will probably find no 
less abbhorent. I find i t  hard to accept his theory that parents lacked 
empathy rather I believe they were bound by tradition and custom, the folk 
wisdom of their elders and those vho spoke vith authority just as they were 
later to embrace Spock or Freud. I t  was probably more difficult to change 
people's ideas in days vhen education uas limited as were the means of 
communicating and propagating new ideas. 
Novadays ue have services to give exactly what earlier mothers may 
have been grateful for had i t  been provided, that is informed information 
on the effects of childrearing practices. We have only to witness the 
current failures in this area to appreciate that i t  is hard to change a 
person's faith and that i s  vhat their attitudes amounted to, a faith i n  
past practices just as we depend on past law cases to judge new ones. 
A new mother involved for the f i r s t  time in the mystique of birth is 
prey to a l l  the accumulated traditional uisdom of the past and needs a 
great deal of faith in her oun instincts and intuitions to oppose those who 
seem to  be vise and offer her advice. This is a type of peer pressure uhich 
has perhaps not been sufficiently explored. I t  is not unlike that experienced 
i n  the macho ri tuals of initiation experienced by male groups uhich Aries 
describes and i n  uhich l i t t l e  thought i s  given to their propriety or otheruise, 
t o  their good or bad effects, they are traditional and inevitable until a 
strong enough personality or pressure group outlaus then. They s t i l l  go on 
1 
as evidenced in a recent newspaper report. One survives as a 'blood' 
brother and in the sane way a neu mother survives her experience of childbirth 
subjected to  custors and practices uhich are not always understood by her. 
Host of our major l i f e  rituals, birth, marriage and death are redolent with 
such mystique. 
If as De Mause suggests modern parents are an evolved species so 
that some knowledge i s  genetically passed on for that i s  uhat his theory 
presupposes, i t  issurprising that u e s t i l l  haveplentyof examples of 
three of his types. Also uhen he says that parents lacked empathy he is 
saying they lacked imagination. If ue are more empathetic now than formerly 
i t  i s  strange that ue lack the empathy to be free of such blights as racial 
prejudice. We can of course suppress th i s  empathy as Jones has said in 
another context, that of the classroom teaching situation: 
... ue often choose to be unimaginative i n  order to be effectively 
conventional, and we do so by remaining aloof from the collateral 
and emotional references uhich orbit preconsciously around our 
conscious lines of thought. This i s  obviously a l l  to the good; 
nothing less than civilisation depends upon it.2 
1. Sharon Crosbie,'The Drinking Games People Play', Dominion Sunday 
Times, Nw Zealand,llth March 1988,p.16. 
2. Richard H. Jones, Fpnmqsy and feeling jn Edugpt jm, Penguin, 
London, 1972, p. 149. 
It i s  a human f a i l i n g  t o  go along wi th  the majori ty and not 'rock the  boat1 
t o  be d i f fe ren t  or unconventional singles one out and inv i tes  publ ic  
c r i t i c i s m  or derision. We have examples such as the parent who recent ly  
vaged a personal 'varl on h i s  son's school rather than l e t  the boy wear 
school un i for r .  There r u s t  be rany parents who see no benefi t  i n  u n i f o r r  
but go along with the idea because i t  i s  a convention. 
It seems doubtful that as De Hause says parents are r e a l l y  that  
much d i f fe ren t  t o  those o f  former t i res.  They think and feel i n  the sare 
ways but v i t h i n  d i f fe ren t  social  and in te l lec tua l  as v e l l  as moral and 
r e l i g i o u s  paradigms. Childrearing pract ices are passed on there i s  no doubt 
and as parents often a d r i t  one learns by one's mistakes but there are no 
f ixed irmutable laws on these r a t t e r s  i n  any one period, i t  i s  the ideas 
and habi ts  that  evolve more than the people, vho adapt t o  each new generation 
i n  the i r  own nev vays, for i t  i s  one o f  the d is t inc t i ve  aspects o f  huranity 
tha t  each o f  us i s  d i s t i n c t l y  unique for h i s  or her rorent i n  t i r e .  I 
favour the conceptual development vhich Aries describes even though i n  h i s  
sometimes confusing f l i t t i n g  from century t o  century he does not alvays 
trace i t  clearly,  but as with most paradigr s h i f t s  there i s  no one rorent  i n  
time that  can be precisely pinpointed as the moment of change. A psychological 
change such as De Hause describes i s  a re f lec t ion  o f  t h i s  rather than a 
cause o f  it. There r u s t  have always been good parents and bad ones judged 
by the standards of any period. 
One example o f  an empathetic awareness o f  childhood i s  described 
by De Hause from Richard Steele vhere he recounts what i t  i s  l i k e  t o  be a 
1 
n w l y  born in fant  from the ch i ld ' s  point of view. I n  the Bib le  he f inds 
1. Lloyd de Hause,'The evolut ion o f  Chidhoodf.inIh~ tljstoy of 
ChhLdhoo_d_, ed. de Hause, Souvenir Press, London, 1976, p. 16. 
a decided lack of images of childhood uhich are not about sacrifices, 
stonings, beatings and suchlike. What parents of the past lacked says De 
Mause i s  not love for their children but 'rather the emotional maturity 
1 
needed to see the child as a person separate from himself.' Aries also said 
that ue would probably find the general populace childlike by our oun 
standards for adults and children participated in a uealth of games and 
played uith toys. 
Even nouadays families like to establish uhich parent or grandparent 
a baby looks like but in earlier times people sometimes believed that an 
ancestor uas reborn i n  the neu child. One even receives the impression 
says De Mause that the perfect child uould be the one that rothers i t s  oun 
parent. Perhaps th i s  i s  linked to the idea in some cultures that one 
should have children to provide for one's old age. Children have always 
been involved i n  caring for parents as in the apprentices serving at table. 
One curious fact uhich be Mause notes i s  that in the majority of Madonna 
and child paintings i t  i s  the infant uho fondles or caresses the mother 
rather than viceversa. Healso findsHeroardfsdiaryof Louis XIIIfs 
childhood days a rich source of information but believes that i n  many of 
the comments the uriter i s  projecting his oun image rather than the truth 
about the child for he finds sore of the 'factsf incredible. The r i t e  of 
circumcision he also finds to be an example of 'double imagef, where the 
glans represents the nipple for sucking. 
Infanticidal thoughts of mothers are well documented says De Hause 
and he believes that the further back into history one goes the more 
evidence there i s  of uish becoming action. 
1. Lloyd de Mause, 'The Evolution of Childhoodf, inIhe lijsigry of 
C_hildhood_, ed, de Mause, Souvenir Press,London, 1976,~. 17. 
... enough is known to establish that, contrary to the usual 
assumption that i t  is an Eastern rather than a Western problem, 
infanticide of both legitimate and illegitimate children uas a 
regular practice of antiquity, that the killing of legitimate children 
uas only slovly reduced during the Hiddle Ages, and that illegitimate 
children continued regularly to be killed right up into the nineteenth 
century. 1 
This practice was justified by such as Aristippus ' do ue not cast away 
from us our spi t t le ,  l ice and such like, as things unprofitable, which 
2 
nevertheless are engendered and bred out of our oun selves.' 
The images here reveal the concept of a child as a rere 'thingt 
spauned, a parasite, to be got rid of, if not of any value. The ratio of 
boys to g i r l s  in population figures also proves that g i r l s  uere particularly 
prone to this fate. Until the fourth century A.D. infanticide uas not 
illegal in Greece and Rome and the most common method uas to put the child 
out into the wilderness to die of exposure. Sacrificing of children uas 
also practised by 'the Irish Celts, the Gauls, the Scandinavians, the Egyptians, 
the Phoenicians, the Hoabites, the Ammonites, and in certain periods, the 
3 
Israelites.' 
Dateo of Hilan in 442 A.D. founded the f i r s t  asylum for abandoned 
infants and throughout Europe they proliferated up to the eighteenth 
century to cope with the flood of wan ted  children. Even by 1890 says De 
Hause the sight of a dead baby uas not an uncommon sight in a London 
street. One uriter Adamic records hearing a wet nurse speaking to a baby 
she uas about to kil l  '...fruit of sin through no fault of your own but 
sinless in yourself.. .' 30. This lat ter  metaphor i s  probably the most 
I. Lloyd de Hause, 'The Evolution of Childhood,, inIhg History of 
C)i!d)god, ed. de Hause, Souvenir Press, London, 1976, p. 25. 
pervasive one throughout the history so far. In spite of a minority aluays 
having faith in the child's potential for good from Classical times onwards 
th i s  religious belief has given r i se  to what amounts almost to a fear of 
children that they ui l l  develop into some kind of monster that will perhaps 
overpouer the parents, much as in science fiction a recurring theme is that 
of animals uhich take over or man made robots uhich do the same. 
Much credit has gone to Rousseau for changing many of the assumptions 
about children's nature but even before him there uere people intelligent 
and observant enough to observe uhere parents were failing. Liselotte a 
Lutheran-raised German princess for instance in the seventeenth century 
found child-rearing patterns at the French court old-fashioned and 
unsympathetic and urote that she preferred children a l i t t l e  u i l l fu l ,  
because i t  shous that they are intelligent. As tlarvick says she foreshadow 
the Enlightenment yet to come and uhich ue realise has s t i l l  to permeate 
right through society for as Boas t e l l s  us even the new and good ideas get 
distorted i n  actual practices. 
Seeing childhood through the eyes of historians gives us an idea of 
hou children fitted in to the general scheme of society. We are dependent 
as both Aries and De Mause show on written records, art and artefacts. We 
never really know exactly what i t  was to  be a child in earlier years, only 
more recently have uriters kept records of their oun memories of 
childhood and the autobiography i s  a fairly recent literary genre. 
Robert Pattison and Peter Coveney both study the images of childhhod 
as  represented in literature to find as Coveney expresses i t  the general 
1 
l i terary sensibility towards children. 
1. Peter Coveney,Ih_e hag! _of Childhod, Penguin Books, England, 
1967, p.12. 
Attitudes to children in former t i w s  depended seemingly on belief as 
to whether the child was inherently evil or good. The first school of 
thought is led by the religious concept of the Fall of Han and Original Sin 
represented mainly by Augustine and his followers to whom 'the child is a 
1 
sinner at one day old.' The second are the adherents of Pelagius vho 
inspired Rousseau and Wordsvorth particularly. Robert Pattison in examining 
the child figure in English Literature finds clear evidence of these two 
fundamental approaches to children, and attitudes which affect child care 
in the home and formal education. Overall it is this religious debate 
which gives rise to the child figure we observe in literature. This child 
becomes symbolic of all the fears, hopes, guilt, repressions and mortality 
of those who write about it. 
He finds for instance that Traherne and Vaughan chose to bleach out 
the realistic aspects of childhood and dwell exclusively on its symbolic 
value, and Harvell presents his child figures with realism and a sense of 
humour akin to Lewis Carroll's Alice. In Hopkin1s 'Spring and Fall: To a 
Young Child' the child is identified with fallen nature, and 'Increasingly 
2 
children become the realistic counter-part of the mythic Eden couple.' 
In general, in their imagery says Pattison the Augustinians tried to combine 
the mythic and the matter of fact. Gray's Ode on a Distant Prospect of Eton 
College (1742) demonstrates the way in which they developed the actual and 
mythic apects of the child in a single image 'which, in form if not substance, 
3 
was bequeathed to the Romantics, the Victorians and our own era.' Throughout 
Robert Pattison,lhg Ch_jld Lggug 
The University of Georgia Press, 
Ibid.,p.29 
Ibid.,p.30. 
the Eton ode adulthood is used as a metaphor of the 'balefulJ fallen 
condition of civilization, it is a doomed state. Childhood on the other 
hand becomes a vehicle for investigating the original condition of society 
and questioning man's role in it. Gray uses the child figure to point out 
that the rational state of adulthood is not the highest form of evolution 
of the human species as Locke asserts but one in uhich man is auare of his 
fallen nature. Children then are 'little victim ' who cannot understand 
because they are undeveloped and like Aristotlels children cannot participate 
fully in the benefits of civilization. At the same time the child is 
unaware of its oun state and that of the uorld. The child is caught in a 
painful paradox says Pattison, to be a man, he rust accept this painful 
knouledge, but to remain a child is to fail to reach one's human potential. 
Those who are auare of this, experience a 'fearful joy' (lines 31-40 of the 
Ode). Gray throughout the Ode is therefore suspended betueen an exuberant 
romanticism, and a careful, relancholy empiricism deriving from Locke. 
Gray, as Locke does, rejects the innate ideas theory. The Etonians are 
thoughtless; their minds tabulae rasae awaiting the imprint of understanding 
uhich the poet already possessses. Not all innate ideas are rejected for 
this would be to reject the concept of Original Sin on uhich says Pattison 
so much Christian and especially Protestant dogma rests. 'The child figure 
in Gray represents the human happiness possible before the understanding 
develops, bringing ui th it the unhappy organization of humanity ui th 
1 
civilization.' 
In Sterne's Tristam Shandy eighteen years later, he tells us that 
life begins in misunderstanding, disfigurement, confusion, pain, quarrels, 
1. Robert Pattison, Ihe Chad figure jrj hgljlh Literature, 
The University of Georgia Press, Athens,197fl,p.37. 
and separation of each creature from every other and the child-figure ever- 
present is a continual reminder that the absurdity and pain of childbirth 
is an omnipresent condition of life itself. Reason, rather than solving 
our problems, compounds them. Sterne, says Pattison, is a believer in 
Grace and in Tristram Shandy this Grace is laughter. In Fielding's Tor 
Jones the bastard child represents a triumph over Original Sin, and the 
childfs early years are glossed over, Pattison considers Fielding to be a 
mixture of Pelagius and Calvin. 
Shakespeare's children are 'drawn with a flourish of sentimenthore 
like the Victorians Both Shakespeare and More are 'not concerned with 
childhood itself as with the sentiment inherent in the representation of 
childhood, the one using this sentirent for partisan history, the other for 
1 
melodramatic effect.' Often the children are murder victims or otheruise 
helpless innocents as in Hacbeth. 'Shakespeare's brand of sentiment elicits 
an emotional response by demonstrating that the innocence of childhood is a 
2 
short-lived phenorenon in an otheruise blighted world.' 
In all of the writers Pattison has described so far they see a 
Golden Age from uhich ue have moved further auay. Some believe that 'total 
dissolution [is1 necessary for the apocalyptic restoration of the primal 
3 
golden state.' This view often evolves round the death of a child as in 
4 
Richard 111 or in Dickens 'who uas master of this kind of sentimentality.' 
God's Grace is seen as necessary to restore the individual and the Cosmos 
as a uhole. 
1. Robert Pat t ison, Ihe Child f l g w e  j n  h g l  j& &~&rg, 
The University of Georgia Press, Athens, 1978,pn4E. 
2. and 3. Ibid,p,49. 
4. Ibid. ,p.SO. 
I n  Wordsuorth and Rwsseau the chi ldren are di f ferent,  they grou, 
says Pattison, from Augustinian theology. This i s  the same change he 
th inks that one can see i n  the educational system uhich became more humanist 
rather than scholastic. I f ,  he says, Rousseau i s  react ing against Locke 
when he says i n  Emile (1762) 'of a l l  man's fau l t s  Reason, uhich i s  a 
combination o f  the rest, i s  developed l a s t  and with great d i f f i c u l t y m  then 
Locke i s  react ing against H i l t o n f s  theory that 'the end... o f  learning 
i s  t o  repai r  the ru ins  of our f i r s t  parents regaining t o  knou 60d aright,  
1 
and out of that knowledge t o  love him.' H i l ton  i n  tu rn  r id i cu led  the 
univers i ty  curriculum i n  which he had been trained. Whatever t h e i r  separate 
views there remains an overa l l  increasing sympathy for chi ldren i n  uhich 
Patt ison sees Rousseau as the foremost proponent of the Pelagian position, 
for as he says i n  Emile: 
... the f i r s t  promptingsof na tu reare  a luaysr igh t .  There i s  no 
o r ig ina l  corruption i n  the human heart...The only passion natural t o  
man i s  self- love or egoism...a c h i l d  should do nothing that  impl ies 
a re la t ion  t o  others, but only what i s  required by nature: he w i l l  
then do nothing urongmm 2
The fundamental theses of Rousseauls philosophy match the two cardinal 
tenets o f  Pelagian heresy uhich Augustine said were: 
i) New born in fants  are i n  the same condit ion as Adam before the f a l l ,  and 
ii) A man can be without s in  i f  he chooses. 
Rousseau d i f f e r s  from the o r ig ina l  Pelagians says Pattison, i n  the emphasis 
he gives t o  childhood, uhich has potent ial ,  i s  progressive and looks FORWARD 
t o  a Golden Age that i s  not mythic but palpable. Even Wordsuorth he th inks 
cannot render the whole o f  t h i s  v i s ion  of childhood. 
1. Robert Pat t ison, Ihe & jld Elgutwe jn hgl&h l..terqture, 
The Universi ty of Georgia Press, Athens,1978,p.50. 
Thomas Day took Rousseaurs ideas into literature but in Pattison's 
view his fable Sandford !!er!gn has the more traditional vieu of nature 
1 
and childhood 'which seems to inhere in English Literature.' It was 
Wordsuorth who in his opinion transformed the essentially French sentiments 
of Emile and the Confessions, from uhich Day and others merely borrowed. 
Each stage of Wordsworthfs writing varies houever. He imitates Rousseau at 
first and is closest to him at the centre of his career. In the earlier 
uorks there is an emphasis on solitary and pathetic children. The first two 
books of The Prelude best express his vision of childhood, the child is 'a 
naked savage' like RousseauFs 'noble savage.' 
The child of The Prelude is as mystical as the child of Church dogma 
uho is saved in baptism by prevenient grace. Here, houever, the 
mysticism lies in the child's physical being, and the grace of 
which he is a model resides not beyond the material world but at 
its core--in the 'grandeur in the beatings of the heart.2 
For Wordsworth childhood is not a state man passes through on his way to 
adulthood but a state uhich is lost too soon. As in Marvel1 and Gray 
childhood is 'a lost realm soreuhere in the past of our lives and the past 
3 
of our culture' which only poets remember. The Ode is closer to Rousseau, 
looking not back to Eden but forward to the 'year that brings the 
4 
philosophic mind.' In The Excursion he bemoans the inhumanity of the 
Industrial revolution and increasing value is attached to education. As 
Pattison says he reverts back to an orthodox position but his later work 
demonstrates the resilience of the Augustinian child figure in English 
Literature and which is seen throughout the nineteenth century. 
1. Robert Patt ison, Ihe Ch j jd Figure jn hgjjlh I#erdure, 
The University of Georgia Press, Athens,197Elp.55. 
2. and 3. Ibid.,p.57 
Blake saw this heresy in the Ode says Pattison and saw love of 
nature as the work of the devil . He sees that innocence is partly ignorance. 
His work according to Pattison is basd on Orthodox Church preachings 'the 
Augustinian belief in the originally sinful nature of ran and the world he 
1 
has corrupted is one of these beliefs.' Hanls journey on earth is a 
desperate one and children are inevitably corrupted. Blake is therefore 
in the rain tradition of English literature 'using the child to connote 
2 
both the lost Eden and the coring Apocalypse.' 
By the nineteenth century the child is established in Literature as 
a rediur to discuss the pros and cons of Original sin, and its consequences, 
and for the Church the child is an object of philosophic and dogmatic 
dispute. Wordsworth and Blake 'both employ the child figure not to rake 
3 
their readers understand a truth, but to rake them feel it.' It has becore 
an object of sentirent in the nineteenthh century. The social legislation 
of the tire, containing the Factory Acts (designed to help children, not 
the working ran), the ragged schools, abolition, suppression of the opium 
trade, and establishment of Sunday schools, is also indicative of the rood 
of the century, and was largely the work of Anthony Ashley Cooper Seventh 
Earl of Shaftesbury. The second Coring was a recurring there in his diaries. 
He saw his work as a battle against irresistible, evil forces. Pattison 
calls this the politics of sentirent which is Augustinian to the core. Many 
had written of horrors such as those endured by the chimney sweeps and 
Shaftesbury got massive support because of a bond of sentiment 
1. Robert Pattison, Ihg Ch jld fjguig jn hyllsh l&~r&~re, 
The University of Georgia Press, Athens, 1978,p. 67. 
and sympathy. Victor ian c h i l d  f igures says Pattison are nearly a l l  indebted 
t o  the Augustinian image o f  childhood 'The joyous, transcendent immediacy 
o f  Rousseauf s and the ear ly  Wordsworthfs chi ldren has at t racted many 
1 
admirers and few imitators.' One cannot help but consider some o f  the 
sentimental methods s t i l l  used t o  a l l e v i a t e  social  i l l s  such as poverty and 
c h i l d  neglect world-wide through char i tab le organisations rather than 
ra t iona l  cooperative in ternat ional  planning. 
Dickens i n  L i t t l e  Nel l  used t h i s  sentiment t o  f u l l  advantage. 'Her 
innocence, l i k e  the innocence and beauty of nature, i s  somehow f a t a l  and 
c r i t i c s  who have found the character o f  L i t t l e  Nel l  deadly, cone closer t o  
2 
the mark than they know.' Innocent ch i ldren says Patt ison always have a 
ce r ta in  morbid qual i ty,  Major Chr is t ian images i n  Dickens work are p a r t l y  
due t o  h i s  devotion t o  the Neu Testament and t o  the work o f  Bunyan. 
Another standard f igure i n  L i te ra tu re  i s  that o f  the 'old man' and i n  
Dickens he appears of ten with h i s  counterpart 'the ch i ld f .  Fagin has 
Oliver, Scrooge Tiny Tim and Riah h i s  Jenny Wren. I n  each o f  these 
the 'veteres hominesf are p a r t i a l l y  redeemed by the i r  connection wi th  the 
c h i l d  figure. The c h i l d  becomes a type of 'regenerate man,,[for these 
ch i ldren are u l t imate ly  the precursors o f  new l i f e ,  but a kind o f  new l i f e  
3 
which i n  Dickenfs version of Chr is t ian imagery i s  a product of death.' We 
see that  i n  The Old Curiosi ty Shop for instance death i s  rhapsodised. These 
o l d  men and ch i ld  f igures are not the same as those o f  allegory, they do 
not equate with concepts but generate ideas such as whether goodness i s  
1. Robert Pat t ison,lhg ! X i d  fiyuug j g  Egyll~h Qtgrqtgg,  
The Universi ty of Georgia Press, Athensf1978,p.74. 
possible i n  a corrupted world. The c h i l d  f i gu re  does not always d i e  but 
o f ten only survives when the forces of  the Old Dispensation frequently 
represented by the o ld  man, are ei ther regenerated or destroyed. One 
th inks not only of S i l as  Harner but also of  more recent f i c t i o n  such as 
1 
Simon i n  the Bone People which continue t h i s  l i t e r a r y  t rad i t i on .  George 
E l i o t  rakes her old man a Calv in is t  and Eppie's baptism i s  the means by 
which S i las  i s  returned t o  the community. I t  i s  both a h i s to ry  and a 
parable says Pattison. The c h i l d  leads us t o  the Apocalypse and t o  Paradise. 
I n  I$! !ill gq the flghs she approaches nearer t o  Wordsworth's conception 
of  childhood. E l io t  even prefaced Siia: narlgr with l i n e s  from Wordsworth's 
I i chae l  but i s  i n  fact nore l i k e  Dickens. Childhood had a fascinat ion for 
r a t i o n a l i s t s  such as E l i o t  for they believed tha t  by observation they would 
see and understand cause and ef fect .  It i s  t h i s  he says which v i t i a t e s  
the i r  s i m i l a r i t y  t o  Wordsworth. He believed i n  the per fect ion of the 
present moment, not the p e r f e c t i b i l i t y  o f  the future. 
In terest  i n  childhood was further stimulated by observational 
studies, Pestalozzi (1740-1827) recorded three weeks o f  h i s  young son's 
a c t i v i t i e s  and Wilhelm T.Preyer(1841-1897) recounted the f i r s t  four year's 
2 
of  h i s  son's l i f e  which i s  a classic i n  psychology. Charles Darwin 
(1809-1882) wrote a biographical sketch about h i s  f i rs t -born in fan t  
son i n  1840 and 6eorge Henry Leves i n  h i s  lConsciousness and Unconsciousness' 
o f  1877 looked at an area Freud was l a t e r  t o  explain. The B r i t i s h  accepted 
Freud's theory when i t  came, says Pattison, because i t  appeared t o  be nothing 
more than a quasi-scienti f i c  rendi t ion of  Augustinels o r i g i n a l  s i n  argument. 
1. Keri  Hulme,I$e Bgq! f"gelh,Spiral,New Zealand, 1983. 
2. Donald B. Helms and Jeffrey Turner,Ekelgr jy Chi ld  M g y j g u r ,  
W.B.Saunders,Philadelphia, l976,p. 13. 
The religious and intellectual debates which gave rise to the child figure 
in literature also stimulated introspective and confessional attitudes 
which took the form of autobiographies and first-person narratives. There 
is a belief common in autobiography according to Pattison from Augustine 
onwards that the importance of the individual is a function of the role he, 
as a fallen man, plays in a fallen world. Such a view naturally implies 
the idea of confession. The individual is nou recognized as important in 
and of himself but admits to the imperfections within himlherself. One work 
which Pattison recommends and which traverses two epochs is f_a_t_h_er $on_ 
by Philip losse. Trollope's autobiography shocked his generation by its 
frank admissions of monetary gain and businesslike artistry. The child in 
literature reveals these sale aspects of the real world through the corruption 
of his own will or as in Dickens is an innocent foil to human depravity. In 
each case i t  is adults who corrupt the child. 
Freud's analysis of his oun childhood led him to assert that 
children are born with sexual urges and their first sexual objects are 
their parents. He felt, says Pattison that he had discovered the riddle of 
the Sphinx. The child had been seen as closer to sin and nearer to truth 
1 
than an adult 'a position developed and reinforced by Freud.' The 
child's view of the world seems absurd to us and as depicted by 6osse. 
Such absurdity, says Pattison, would seem fully logical and realistic to 
the perfect man. David Copperfield's world is also absurd. He rejects 
adulthood and is an eternal juvenile. This is the most convincing and 
realistic vieu of things as they really are Pattison believes, and because 
of this it is Dicken's best and most convincing work, whose vitality comes 
1. Robert Pattison,lhe Child figure in hyllsh Literature, 
The University of Georgia Press, Athens, 1978,p. 118. 
from Dickenls personal involvement 'like a fairy-tale, almost beyond 
criticism--so much so that the title almost becomes synonymous uith literature 
1 
itself.' He looks at the world of adults as an absurd spectacle as 
children are accustomed to see it in nursery rhymes but even when he grous 
up he still sees as a child. 
The child's vieu uas also a rich source for Victorian pornography 
It differs from literature uhere the narrator allous us to see through a 
child's eyes : 
... the narrator who allows himself to be the medium through uhich 
the child's amoral vision passes, operates like the Freudian ego, 
softening and refining the uilful messages of the id before transmitting 
them to the strict and aspiring superego; the child's perspective is 
that of the id; the reader is asked to play the role of superego; 
and the mature narrator wst mollify uhat might prove to be a 
vicious correspondence.2 
In pornography this guidance is uithdraun and ue see directly out of the 
child's eyes an unmitigated vision uhich either titillates or repels. In 
Wh_a_t na_is_jg Kn_hv_ James uses this device. He gives us an account of 
marriage ,sex, and society seen directly through Maisie1s eyes. She remains 
innocent with no moral sense and this is essential to the novel's structure. 
What Dickens accomplishes by sentiment Henry James does by ambiguity says 
Pattison. 
James Janeuay's uritings for children are among the first of their 
kind with their moralizing tales for 'Every Mother's child of you are by 
3 
nature Children of Wrath.' They presuppose that children are capable of 
understanding and correcting their fallen condition. He established a 
1. Robert Pat t ison,lhe Child Figure in English Literqtulg, 
The University of Georgia Press, Athens, 1978,p. 125. 
3. Ibid. ,p. 136. 
model for children's literature. Many stories, such as those of Mary 
Martha Brett Sherwood, were used to convey religious dogma and sold throug- 
out the nineteenth century, giving terrifying accounts of Hell and damnation 
which attend the evil actions of children as in Ihe fliplory of the F&@i!d 
hi!y (1818)she says 'All children are by nature evil, and uhile they 
have none but the natural evil principle to guide them, pious and prudent 
parents must check their naughty passions in any way that they have in 
1 
their pouer. ' Hore pleasant books for children, such as Rob j m n  Cryso! 
and $g!UMer!r hye_!r, were often satires of adult life. The excessiveness 
of the earlier stories gradually diminished says Pattison with the Anglicanization 
of children's literature for these writers were more secure and less overly 
concerned ui th their dogma. 
Lewis Carroll, Charles Kingsley are among the neu breed. Christina 
Rossetti also produced temperate and pleasant works for the young uhilst 
still maintaining a highly orthodox view of the relationship between the 
child and original Sin. The 6oblin Harket poem for instance is similar to 
Miltonfs Comus and has a w r b i d  concept of nature where Laura must choose 
between abstinence and excess for 'nature is a raw, sensual pouer which 
2 
must either be met on its own terms or must not be met at all.' In this 
poem nature is not satisfied until it has violated childhood innocence and 
'The 60d uho lies behind these images and whose sacrifice is figured in 
3 
them is hardly the sane 60d uho presides over Wordsuorthts nature.' Here 
nature has become the devil's realm. Children's literature as a species of 
1. Robert Pat t ison,Ihe Qh!d f i y w e  hgllqh I.-iterature, 
The University of Georgia Press, Athens,1978,p.137. 
compressed adult reading 'naturally lends itself to Augustinefs notion that 
1 
the child i s  only a l i t t l e r  replica of his sinful, mature parents.' 
Janeuayfs type of uork is concerned to  overcome the vanity of the uorld, 
uhereas more neutral nursery rhymes and Learls verses merely observe i t  
for they 'arrive at  a self-contained uorld of nonsense uhich becomes the 
2 
basis for a broad vieu of the uorld' uhich sees i t  as perfectly absurd. 
Fairy tales do likewise but they also have a strong sense of justice. Levis 
Carroll brings both together, belonging to the Anglican writers s t i l l  with 
a concept of original sin. The world into which Alice fa l l s  i s  not unlike 
the goblin market, a fallen universe, which is condemned but contains 
essential truths. Carroll seems to Pat tison a Semi-Pelagian who cannot 
bear to see children as part of the uorld of sin. 
Peter Coveneyfs interest i s  in adult l i terature of mainly the 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries and only those uorks through uhom the 
development of sensibility touards the child may be said to have moved. 
Before th is  time children occasionally appear in poetry but othervise they 
are mainly i n  the background of the adult world in drama and novels. He 
might have added that they are rarely mentioned in history either. Leavis 
in the introduction to this work reminds us that lives cannot be aggregated, 
generalized or dealt with quantitatively i n  any way. The period Coveney 
examines i s  largely that knoun as the Romantic period which has a distinctive 
sense of responsibility touards l ife.  Dickens for instance can feel with 
intensity that the world begins again with every child. 
Children really appear in. l i terature says Coveney with Blake and 
1. Robert Pat tison, Ihg Child fiyuye in Er~ylilh IAgrAture, 
The University of Georgia Press, Athens, 1970,p. 147. 
Wordsworth 'the appearance o f  the rodern l i t e r a r y  c h i l d  was c losely  re la ted 
1 
t o  the revolut ion i n  s e n s i b i l i t y  which we c a l l  'romantic rev iva l "  This 
c h i l d  i s  then a rorant ic fabrication. The a r t i s t  can i d e n t i f y  with the 
c h i l d  he says for the i r  chief source o f  d i f f i c u l t y  and pain often l i e s  
i n  adjustment and accorrodation t o  environment: ' In childhhod lay  the 
perfect image o f  insecur i ty  and iso lat ion,  o f  fear and bw i lde r ren t ,  o f  
2 
vu lnerab i l i t y  and potent ia l  violation.' As he points out i f  neurosis i s  
the r e s u l t  o f  a f i xa t ion  o f  the personal i ty  a t  an i n f a n t i l e  stage o f  
erot ional  development, there would o f ten  seer a neurotic connexion between 
sore modern authors and t h e i r  exclusive preoccupation w i  t h  children, but 
only a few o f  ther can be charged wi th  th is .  
For Blake, Wordsworth, Dickens and Hark Twain the c h i l d  becomes a 
syrbol o f  the greatest signif icance for the subjective invest igat ion o f  the 
Self, and an expression o f  the i r  ro ran t i c  protest against t h e i r  experience 
of society. Their basic tenet i s  b e l i e f  i n  the o r ig ina l  innocence o f  the 
chi ld, a not ion coring par t i cu la r l y  f r o r  Rousseau and i n  contradict ion o f  
the Chr is t ian t rad i t i on  o f  Original sin. The rood o f  the l a t e r  eighteenth 
century changed from an emphasis on Reason t o  Feeling. One can trace t h i s  
i n f  luence back as Coveney does through Newton, Loc ke, Addison, Shaftesbury, 
H i l l ,  Hartley, Priestley, 6oduin and Benthar. The l a s t  four o f  whom, Rousseau, 
Blake and Coleridge reacted against. A long h is tory  o f  Hebrew and Chr is t ian 
l i t e r a t u r e  had also postulated the uncorrupted nature of the c h i l d  which i s  
evident i n  Vaughan and Traherne. The perfect pre-existent s ta te  was also 
an idea corron t o  the Cambridge Platonis ts  Shaftesbury and Hutcheson. A l l  
o f  these care before E r i l e  captured the i rag inat ion o f  the general populace: 
1. Peter Coveney, I)! h g g g  gf MlX)ggd, Pengui n, London, 1967, p29. 
2. Ibid.,p.31. 
Rousseauls great contribution was to  give authoritative expression 
t o  the new sensibi l i ty ,  and t o  direct its in te res t s  towards childhood 
a s  the period of l i  fe when man most closely approximated t o  the 
s t a t e  of nature.1 
For Blake children were a syrbol of innocence and t o  him, says Coveney, 
Bacon, Newton and Locke were a malignant brood; Bacon for h i s  experimental 
method, Newton's materialist  physics and Lockets sensationalism. They 
represented t o  him the baneful influence of Reason, the  power of the abstract 
Intel lect  a s  a force against Life. He saw evidence of the denial of Ian's 
individuality and of h i s  'Imaginative Vision', for men were enslaved by 
%ysters9. He also deplored organised religious creeds for ' A s  a ran is, 
2 
so  he sees.' He was essent ial ly  a humanist and believed that  through 
lvisionr ran might perceive the divinity in  hiaself.  For him love was the 
absolute expression of human l i f e  and its rejection that  of l i f e  i t s e l f .  To 
deny i t s  physical expression was t o  deny the pover of l i f e  against death. 
Love was the s t a t e  of grace into which the child should continually grow; 
an extension of the universal compassion which the child enjoys in  his  
innocence and which can be wrecked by possessive love and society. He 
therefore at tacks the inhumanity of society, especially to  children. 
Wordsworth, Coveney see a s  more orthodox, sent i  rental and influenced 
by Hartley. His concern with h i s  own childhood became h i s  means of 
establishing general t ruths  about childhood and about the nature of man: 
Until the Ode on Intimations of Irmortality, where, for poetic 
purposes, he made use of the Platonic myth of the child's immortal 
nature, Wordsworth adhered s t r i c t l y  t o  the Hartleian concept of the 
child a s  a tabula rasa, impressed, and only impressed by the informing, 
lintertwining' influences of Nature.3 
1. Peter Coveney,Ihe hmyg of Childhood,Penguin, London, 1967,p.42. 
2. Ibid.,p.SZ. 
Virtue to Wordsworth was therefore not innate in the sense that Rousseau 
saw it. The Prelude is in a sense an educational treatise, says Coveney. 
Coleridge likewise wished to formulate a philosophy of man's 
consciousness, a philosophy of the total Self. He dismissed Hartley and 
said deep thinking is attainable only by a man of deep feeling and that 
all truth is a species of revelation. He also saw the modern mind as 
having been contaminated by mechanic philosophy and believed it was the 
poet's task to fuse the perceptions of everyday life into a new organic 
whole. He believed in the intuitive soul. 
This intuitive, imaginative quality of the soul he saw in the 
child., . this power could only survive i f  the discontinuity between 
childhood and maturity were avoided; if indeed the development of 
the self-consciousness were continuous, organic; i f  there were wholeness. 
The 'feelingsf of childhood should be carried into the powers of 
manhood--feel ings of freshness, wonder and spontaneous joy in 
existence. 1 
The genius and the child both shared this ability in his view. He did not 
approve of the negative education ideas of Rousseau for i t  was the 
integrity of the child that he most wished to enforce and preserve. 
Two things we may learn from little children...that it is a 
characteristic, an instinct of our human nature to pass out of 
self....kd not to suffer any one form to pass into me and becone a 
usurping sel f.2 
Maintenance of integrity in the child should therefore be the chief aim of 
education. No doubt he would have approved of Nietzschefs demand for 
Authenticity above all things. 
By the nineteenth century Coveney finds that the romantic child was 
established mainly as a poetic symbol. From then on the novel became the 
major literary genre and closely concerned with society. Dickens is the 
1. Peter Coveney,Ihg h g e  gf Childhogd,Penguin, London, 1967,p.02. 
2. Ibid.,p.07. 
central figure now for transferring the romantic child into the Victorian 
novel. He failed in Coveneyfs opinion,and many agree with him, to avoid too 
closely identifying his own miseries of childhood and those of children in 
general. He did however in his opinion express a moral and symbolic reality 
only previously achieved in poetry and g!iygr_ Ivipt is the first novel in 
1 
the language with its true centre of focus on a child.' He may be 
sentimental but he is always sincere and powerful and is able to see the 
world with children's eyes. 6eorge Eliot also sentimentalizes children in 
her novels in Coveney's view. Hark Twain's ttuck!tbgrry Fjhn he sees as a 
literary rarity, a significant novel of a boy's escape from society. Tom 
Sawyer is in fact lark Twain's hymn to 'the child of naturef, born for 
Blake's 'Joy1. A less vell knovn English writer, Jeffries, in Wood ktgjg 
tells a fable of a child abroad in Nature and in his lBevisl vividly 
evokes his Yorshire boyhood 'he [tool saw childhood constricted by the 
disciplines of learning, destroyed by the death of cities and 
2 
civilisation.' J.H. Barrie presents what Coveney considers a sickly 
glorification of rotherhood. Hugh Walpole tells us of his emotionally 
deprived childhood and the horrors of boarding school life in Ihe hy~sa! 
Box. Farrer and Reid were obsessed he thinks with the distress of boyhood 
turning into man. 
The nineteenth century turned says Coveney from the assumption of 
original innocence to the scientific investigation of the infant and child 
consciousness. The influence of Freud was to redirect, clarify, sometimes 
enrich an already existing interest. In Coveneyfs opinion which differs 
from that of Boas : 
1. Peter Coveney,Ihg h g g  of Childhood,Penguin, London, 1967,p. 127. 
2. Ibid.,p.239. 
Innocence for Blake had been a syrbol of r i c h  def in i t ion,  containing 
u i t h i n  i t  B lakefsounpos i t i veasser t ionof  ' l i fe ' .  B y t h e  r i d d l e  
century, houever, innocence had becore closely asociated u i  t h  pathos; 
and once the syrbol had necore pathetic, i t  became the convenient 
vehicle for the expression o f  regret and uithdraual.1 
I n  t a l k i n g  o f  childhood then the great Romantics uere r e a l l y  ta l k ing  o f  the 
uhole condit ion o f  Man. For Blake , Uordsuorth and soret i res Dickens the 
c h i l d  was an act ive irage, an expression o f  huran potency i n  the face o f  
huran experience. Innocence uas valuable for uhat i t  r i g h t  becore, i f  i t  
could survive corrupting experiences. Therefore 'We can see hou, i n  i t s  
or igin, the syrbol o f  rorant ic  innocence uas very ruch a syrbol o f  secular 
humanist re l ig ion,  And t h i s  is the d is t inc t ion  t o  beradebetueen the 
o r i g i n a l  rorant ic and the debased-rorantic, Victor ian concepts o f  
2 
innocence.' A t  i t s  uorst ue have examples such as the saccharin LjAklg 
L_g& hntmlrgy. The only uay t o  resolve the c o n f l i c t  between innocence 
and experience uas thought t o  be death. I n  t h i s  way the Victor ians i n  
Coveney's estimation negated the pouer o f  the rorant ic  i rage of childhood: 
I t  i s  as i f  so rany placed on the image the ueight o f  t h e i r  'oun 
disquiet and dissat isfact ion, t h e i r  i rpu lse t o  uithdraual, and , 
i n  the extremity, t h e i r  oun u ish for death...It i s  a remarkable 
phenorenon, surely, when a society takes the c h i l d  ( u i t h  a l l  i t s  
potent ia l  s ignif icance as a syrbol o f  f e r t i l i t y  and grouth) and 
creates o f  i t  a l i t e r a r y  irage, not only of f r a i l t y ,  but o f  l i f e  
extinguished, o f  l i f e  that i s  better extinguished, of l i f e ,  so t o  
say, rejected, negated a t  i t s  very root.3 
I f  the j u s t i f i c a t i o n  o f  secular a r t  i s  the respons ib i l i t y  i t  bears 
for the enrichrent o f  huran auareness and for the extension of the readers 
consciousness then the c u l t  o f  the c h i l d  i n  cer ta in  author's uorks a t  the 
end o f  the nineteenth century const i tu tes a denial o f  t h i s  respons ib i l i t y  
i n  Coveney's vieu. 
I f  the rorant ic t r a d i t i o n  uas r i g h t  says Coveney, seeing the dissociat ion 
1. 2. and 3. Peter Coveney,Ih_e l m g e  of M!dkood,Penguin, London, 
1967,~. 192. 
of  Han and nature as an urgent problem o f  modern c i v i l i s a t i o n  i t  found 
expression par t i cu la r l y  i n  the boyhood novels of Nark Tvain, and i n  
the novels o f  D.H.Lavrence. Regret for childhood sometimes takes on the 
same obsessive emotional q u a l i t y  as the exi l e f  s nostalgia for hone. 
One curious th ing  i s  that  'From i t s  or igin, the romantic c h i l d  vas 
1 
alvays seen i n  the context of a f a l s i f y i n g l y  benign 'Nature1' as i f  there 
i s  i n  the a r t i s t  a perpetual search for an Elysium. One cannot detect any 
sense of 'divine homesicknessf hovever i n  Shakespeare. 'It i s  a denial o f  
2 
the a r t i s t ' s  f i n a l  responsib i l i ty ,  involvement.' I n  Samuel Butler 's I~II 
b y  of 111 [!ekh_ ve have what Coveney sees as an indictment o f  a whole 
poch of English behaviour tovards children. 
What nearly every novel raises i s  the question o f  the adjustment o f  
ind iv idual  l i b e r t y  and one's re la t ion  v i t h  the larger society. Freud's 
essay on i n f a n t i l e  sexual i ty  looks at t h i s  problem. He hoped that psycho- 
analysis vould help t o  solve t h i s  . 
The vhole plea o f  psychoanalysis vas that the individual 's 
adjustrent t o  society should not be imposed so harshly during childhood 
as t o  prevent h i s  development tovards a stable, s e l f - f u l f i l l i n g  
r e l a t i o n  betveen h i s  ins t inc t i ve  sat is fact ions and the demands of 
soc ia l  necessity i n  adul thood.3 
He i s  therefore fundamentally i n  sympathy v i t h  the o r i g i n a l  romantic 
assertion o f  chidhood's importance and i t s  vu lnerabi l i ty .  He i s  
par t i cu la r l y  avare o f  the damage that parents and teachers can do t o  a 
chi ld 's development especial ly concerning h i s  innocent sexual i ty  vhich t o  
the nineteenth century uas a taboo subject. 
I n  the psychology of sexual repression and i t s  ever attendant 
g u i l t  ue may indeed f ind  part o f  the explanation o f  the popular i ty 
of the myth o f  innocent childhood and the savagery tovards chi ldren 
1. and 2. Peter Coveney,Ihe hag! of @ j!d$ood,Penguin, London, 1967,p.272. 
3. lbid.,p.297. 
in practice, which seems to have existed so astonishingly-- 
otherwise--side by side. 1 
This myth of childhoodts innocence may be a way says Coveney of coming to 
terms with the guilt created by a widely imposed repressive sexual morality, 
and as an escape from a widespread immaturi ty towards it. The Romantic 
image of the child started he thinks with Blakets free acceptance of i t s  
innocent sexuality and i t  i s  therefore: 
... ironic indeed that a l i terary image initiated i n  th is  way should 
have become one of the most powerful obstacles to the acceptance of 
the sexual character of the child a century later.2 
Freud's theories matched the dissatisfaction experienced by many literary 
minds of his t ire.  Virginia Woolf noted the precise time of the change as 
December 1910. Freud started a dialectic which is s t i l l  going on in our 
own time. He said himself that writers had discovered the unconscious 
before he did, and that he merely articulated what was already in many 
minds. From then on reality became more truthfully depicted and Joyce's 
Portrait gf the &tizt a_ bung i s  an example of the new approach to 
the child. The stream of consciousness technique was influenced by psychology. 
Virginia Woolf also attempted to  convey the inner sensibilities of a child 
and Hrs Ramsay i n  lg  th_q lighth_1u2g has a childlike capacity for enjoyment 
of l ife.  Lawrence particularly shows intense psychological insight especially 
the relationship between child and parent, mother and son, husband and 
wife. 'The intensity and vital i ty of his children represent important 
3 
qualities he intended to express through them.' 
For a l l  the writers Coveney examines the child is a symbol of their 
concern for Han and especially concerning h i s  relations with other men 
1. and 2. Peter Coveney, I& h g g  of Wlt~hggd, Penguin, 
London, 1967,~. 302. 
3. Ibid.,p.323. 
and the society in uhich he finds himself. Particularly they are concerned 
says Coveney with the sensitive individual child or man in an insensitive 
society and his experiences of alienation: 
For them--the child uas a creative symbol; a focal point of contact 
between the growing human consciousness and the 'experience' of an 
alien uorld, about uhich they could concentrate their disquiet, and, 
importantly, their hopes for human salvation. 1 
For writers then the child is a prop onto uhich they can put all their 
hopes, fears and visions. Hany of them had the sensitivity and compassion 
to be aware of the special difficulties of childhood not only from their 
own often well-remembered experiences but fro# uhat they uitnessed about 
them and often they could see uhere society was urong and they had the 
courage to point thisout. Sometimes they toouere deluded by long-held 
religious beliefs and traditions but they helped to develop a thinking 
concern for children that uas gradually to improve the lot of generations to 
come. Certain people stand out because they appear to have had revolutionary 
ideas, Rousseau for example, but as we look backwards ue can see that 
sometimes they merely crystallised the gradual evolution of thinking and 
feeling that had been going on for some time. Literature tells only part 
of the story that history scarce as it is also tells us. Children uere used 
and abused according to dictates even their parents did not understand and 
in the rare instances uhere they uere treated uith humanity and sometimes a 
kind of reverence they still had to grow up into a uorld that uas less than 
kind. 
Most people think of Dickens as being a champion of children and one 
uho has portrayed the harshness of Victorian life for the children of the 
poor particularly. Literary critics slate him for his sentimentality as ue 
1. Peter CoveneyiI$g h g g  of &hildhood,Penguin, London, 1967,p.339. 
have seen , for his too subjective view and personal emotional involvement. 
Nevertheless he does give us insight not only into the feelings of sral l  
children but draw a picture of family l i f e  and schools which we can hardly 
ignore. I t  is probably true that rany of his characters with their apt 
nares are often no rote than caricatures of real people but  they are based 
on what he a sensitive and clever person observed around hir. 
Arthur Adrian has rade a study of the parent-child relationships 
portrayed by Dickens and realises that 'Identifying his own early suffering 
with theirs he lashed out against a harsh society that victirised defenceless 
1 
youngsters.' Victorian parents denied children individuality and rights 
and as we have already seen their ideas about discipline vere based mainly 
on this persistent idea of ingrained sinfulness. Obedience to  parents was 
in fact synonymous with obedience to 60d. In 1h1 b y  of A!! F_!e_hh Saruel 
Butler said that no duty was more important than to teach a child obedience 
to his parents. In Dodxy 2nd Son Susan Nipper says 'that childhood like 
roney, rust be shaken and rattled and jostled about a good deal to  keep i t  
2 
bright.' Even in prosperoushoressaysAdrianlife for children was 
fairly Spartan, consequently only the f i t  survived. Augustus Here in 
&a_rs_ vith IMIyr describes his Aunt's callous treatment vhen he had 
chilblains and in the Sherwood's History of the Fairchild h d l y  the children 
endure endless sermonizing and redi tate in dark closets as punishrent for 
their transgressions. The lower classes had l i t t l e  concern for their 
offspring and often they were lef t  t o  the untender mercies of the workhouse. 
Rousseau hirself left al l  his  offspring in public care. Abandoned vagrants 
1. Arthur A. Adrian, _Dickknl and thy Pg~yntmChill llylgtionshie, 
Ohio University Press, 1904,p.2. 
wandered the streets of London, filthy, hungry and forced to beg or steal. 
The State treated miscreants brutally uith flogging and even capital punishrent 
or deportation. In one of his last works TIII &wkwtgd Dickens describes 
such a 'fiend1: 
A baby savage, a young ronster, a child uho had never been a child, 
a creature uho right live to take the outuard form of a ran, but 
uho, uithin, would live and perish a rere beast.1 
The child chimney sueeps and those working in the nines uere conderned to 
stay there by an apathetic public and exploitative ouners until the Factory 
Acts began to take effect. 
Dickens folloued a tradition says Adrian, directly opposed to the 
Puritan and Wesleyan vieu of the child as inherently depraved. 'He upheld 
the cult of innocence, which stressed primeval goodness and natural 
2 
piety.' Inspired by Rousseau, as uere Blake and Wordsuorth, he sau as 
they did that children were seers and spiritually uiser than adults. He 
hated the fire and brirstone oratory he had been subjected to in his 
boyhood and the terrifyirg bed-tire stories. His own story tells us ruch 
about the attitudes towards children of his tire. His parents uere 
feckless and kept hir from school. Even his bed uas pawned and his books. 
He uas put to work in a blacking-house whilst his family lived in prison. 
His rother apparently did not uish hir to return to school uhen the 
opportunity arose and this ray, says Adrian, account for his rather jaundiced 
vieu of mothers in his novels. 'He saw hirself as a victim of a ruthless 
money ethic that ignored the sufferings of the poor. Gradually he enlarged 
his self-pity to erbrace all those children uhor an indifferent society 
1 
condemned to lives of hunger, disease and crime.' This then i s  the 
basis of a l l  the child characters in his novels. Others also wrote of the 
prevalent callous treatrmt of the young. Bulwer-lytton 1830 published 
Pam! cliffgr,d the story of a boy condemned t o  death by a judge who turns 
out to be h is  oun father. Frances Trollope 1840 wrote Ar_rshr_ong The 
hxry b y  about the abuse inflicted upon an orphan indentured to a cruel 
mill-owner. Charlotte Elizabeth told of another orphan, a girl  who goes to 
work at sixteen i n  a textile mill and eventually dies because of the 
unhealthy working conditions there. 
Dickens took up the cause of the lonely and alienated child says 
Adrian and one can observe persistent patterns in his work.: 
i )  orphans l e f t  to mercy of surrogate parents 
i i )  unwanted or slighted children who must cope with hard or insensitive 
parents 
i i i )  misguided or corrupted children who are the products of pernicious 
parental influences 
iv) exploited children. 
A11 of the above match well with the findings of the historians previously 
quoted. By the nineteenth century the lot of children in general and 
particularly those in poorer circumstances had not improved a great deal. 
They were s t i l l  a trouble to their parents and to the authorities. Dickens 
like Blake realised that innocence i s  destroyed by sinister forces in 
society. He used irony as one effective means of assault. In hhey and 
Son the father views his son merely as a business asset and rushes him 
through the stages that should come naturally. For his daughter he has 
1, Arthur A. Adrian, Dickens aid the Parent-Child Redat jonmhie, 
Ohio University Press,1984,p.29. 
nothing but cold indifference. This novel says Adrian ' is the most 
clearly analogous to nineteenth century England in its treatment of 
1 
materialistic parents.' The union of father and daughter is symbolic 
for Dombey represents Society and Florence the Heart and Soul. Their union 
becomes a symbolic rebirth. This domestic situation is a ricrocosm of a 
national one and Dickens implies that a society dominated by greed, insular 
pride, and ruthless competi tion can be regenerated through dedicated love. 
Thus the story as Adrian sees it becomes a fable for its time. Dickens was 
convinced that parents were responsible for the way their chidren developed. 
H_gmJ Iirys attacks nineteenth century philosophical radicalisr, pointing 
out the absurdity of a utilitarian system that ignores human values and 
demonstrates that a parent reaps as h e  sows. 
Gradgrind is notorious for the way he dehumanizes life 'as he moulds 
his children by an impoverished curriculum that inhibits imagination, 
stultifies independent thought and devalues the arts... In the Gradgrind 
system there is no room for fancy, no time for wonder; all must give way 
2 
to hard facts and gloomy statistics.' This diet impoverishes the spirit 
of all children including his own. 
In his observation of human behaviour 'Dickens anticipated theories 
of the human psyche that were not to be articulated until after his 
3 
time.' Although he was able to see as a child as others have said he 
did not condone adult irresponsibility. The muddle of society as he saw it 
is portrayed in B!hk !h~s_e and is symbolised by the fog metaphor in the 
1. Arthur A. Adrian, Digkeqs thy &rgntwChi!d kldtio~sdti~, 
Ohio University Press,1984,p. 107. 
2. Ibid.,p.114. 
3. Ibid.,p.123. 
opening chapter. !l!hgk H,oisg says Adrian is one of Dickens most 
persuasive arguments that abnorral farily relationships invariably abound 
in a degenerate society. In b j t t l e  D w j t  England i s  viewed as one vast 
prison. I t  is in nuthal  fr_ihng that he presents his darkest vision of 
the warped family and the warped society. In th i s  work, two unrcrupulous 
and degraded men are unfit to be the fathers of the daughters who defend 
and care for then. This theme is common in his work but: 
These inversions [of parent and child1 function as unifying 
metaphors to carry his total vision of English society, just as 
family after family i s  portrayed with the natural guardian assuming 
no control, so Victorian England i s  to be viewed as one vast family 
with indifferent and incompetent leadership.'l 
Aries also pointed out th i s  t r a i t  in children to act as parents to  their 
own parents. Host of Dickensf heroes are fatherless and where one exists 
good communication i s  usually absent. Host of Dickens good parents are in 
fact foster-parents. He believed that rather than suffer rigour and cruelty 
i n  childhood children should be allowed to dream and wonder, to experience 
the full play of fancy and developcreative imagination. He supported 
Rousseaufs idea that 'nature wants children to be children before they are 
men.' Hebelievedthat ifwedeliberatelyprevent thisdeveloprent we 
get 'premature fruits which are neither ripe nor well-flavoured, and which 
2 
soon decay.. . " 
If a child is allowed to  mature normally Dickens thought he would 
become adult rather than merely a grown-up juvenile. He thought they nmust 
be treated as individuals and not things for 'nothing so robs a human 
3 
being of dignity as to depersonalise him.' The family was seen as the 
2. and 3. Ibid.,p.l39. 
important basis of human l i f e  and the parent-child relationship of the 
utmost importance. The recurring patterns in his work demonstrate this  
philosophy. His uork as Adrian sees i t  is a fusion of art  and social 
criticism uhich functions metaphorically to anatomize nineteenth century 
England. Unfortunately as he says 'Selfish parents, alienated and lonely 
1 
children, indifferent and calloused officials  --are s t i l l  uith us.' Parental 
permissiveness i s  an easy alternative to  disciplined training says Adrian. 
As a result many young people have developed a nomadic sub-culture. This is 
true in our own society now uhere ue have the problem of 'street kids1. 
The only reredy says Adrian i s  the one Carlyle advocated 'Love i s  the 
2 
remedy.. .ui thout love men cannot endure to be together. ' Numerous other 
writers and thinkers on the subject of education echo the same sentiments 
right up to our present time, the personality must be cherished above a l l  
things and that love extended first  to the infant and then in the family to  
the immediate social circle can then permeate throughout society but when 
this vital ingredient i s  missing the result i s  a uarped and repressed 
personality uhich takes i t s  anger out on those nearest to i t .  
Many of the authors nentioned have duelt on the suffering imposed by 
parents and society on the children in their care but in a uork by Boas ue 
see another side to th i s  picture of childhood for i t  is his contention 
that ue have in fact gone to an extreme in the tuentieth century uhere 
childhood has become something of an obsession. Far from neglecting the 
child, he believes that ue sometimes take too much interest in i t  and what 
i s  wrse  ue emulate the things of childhhood in order to  prolong our oun 
youthfulness. 
6eorge Boas traces the development of a peculiar adult interest in 
childhood as evidenced by thinkers, writers and artists over many decades; 
leading to what he believes is a cult i.e, worship or idolatrous attitude 
towards children, reaching its zenith in the rodern pursuit of eternal 
youth, imitation of things childish such as dress, games etc. and in the 
current liberal attitudes to young people. 
He considers this part of an anti-intellectual movement going back 
to the sixteenth century and parallel to the advancement of the natural 
sciences. One expression of this anti-intellectualism is a marked interest 
in Primitivism. Several cults have arisen fror this and he cites The Woran, 
The Child, Folk(rural), The Irrational or Neurotic, The Collective Unconscious. 
Each of these was considered to have some attributes of the Noble Savage: 
intuitive wisdom, appreciation of natural beauty, sensitivity and moral 
values. Boas says that Primitivism was one way of coping with the degenerative 
aspect of the Creation. Presumably he means a way of accepting the doctrine 
of original sin. 
It is the cult of childhood which interests Boas particularly. He 
says 'If there is such a thing as congenital wisdom and other virtues, then 
1 
it ought to appear in childhood.' His evidence of this cult relates to 
my search for the metaphors of childhood, particularly as they relate to 
education. He explains some of our present day behaviour in the light of 
his study: 'If adults are urged to retain their youth ,to 'think young1, to 
act and dress like youngsters, it is because the Child has been held up 
2 
to them as a paradigm of the ideal man.' It is not difficult to see his 
1.6eorge Boas,Ihe Cult of MMdhod,London:The Warburg Institute, 
University of London, 1966,~. 11. 
point if one reflects on the zealous interest many have nowadays in health 
and beauty regimes, jogging, aerobics etc. wearing the regulation blue 
jeans, sweat shirts and sneakers, passionately pursuing games of all kinds 
and worshipping the preserved 'youthfulsf in the media hype. Boas notes 
also the relaxed discipline in the schools, pursuit of self-expression and 
the lack of any techniques being taught in the Arts as all symptomatic of 
the idealisation of youthfulness. 
Sylvia Ashton Warner would concur I believe with Boas on his implied 
criticism of modern liberated youth. In her book lga_c_h_er_ jn  A_r_gmjgg she 
gives a vivid picture of what Boas was hinting at. She is newly arrived in 
the States to set up and organise, but without any hierarchical authority 
1 
structure, a new 'openf school, in the 'organic 'style. 
Authority turns out to be a very dirty multi-letter word 
indeed ,though all very sweetly implied in the kindliest and 
sincerest voices and which I learn at once. Direct, please, but 
don't direct. 'What about picking up your blocks,Henry?' 
'I dowanna.' 
'You used them. Come on, If 11 help you.' Kneel and start. 
'I said I dowanna and I don have to.' 
Where do you go from here? 'Well who else is to pick them up?' 
Long legs planted firmly apart, he looks me contemptuously in the 
eye :'Not me you dum-dum!' and sticks out his tongue for emphasis 
So he wins for we are equal. Equality on board [for she has 
likened the school to a ship1 appears to mean inverted authority. 
There's authority here but not from re. 2 
To my mind this scene encapsulates the ultimate end of the cult Boas 
describes. She is aware too of 'having commi tted carelessly the indefensible 
3 
offense of aging' and realises that at this point in time 'children are 
4 
the lords of creation whose desires and whims are law.' 
1. The term 'organic refers to her system of teaching vocabulary 
and reading,as described in her book Im<h_rr_. 
2. and 3. Sylvia Ashton Warner ,Teacher America,London:Cassell t 
Co.,1974,p.9. 
4. Ibid.,p.23. 
Where d i d  i t  or ig inate t h i s  c u l t  o f  the ch i ld? Boas bel ieves i t s  
h i s t o r i c a l  roots  come from Europe, i t s  re l ig ious  roots  from the New Testament. 
Hontaigne and Agrippa von Nettesheim were influences and a Swedish seer 
who prophesied the twentieth century would be the 'Century o f  the Child1. 
Eighteenth century France was where the uniqueness and i n d i v i d u a l i t y  o f  the 
c h i l d  received most recognition. Thus began what Boas terms 'paidolatry. l 
I n  mediaeval Lat in  l i t e r a t u r e  there are poems re fe r r ing  t o  ch i ldren 
but the c h i l d  as a model fo r  adults never occurs. He f inds the  r e a l  
beginnings o f  the c u l t  of childhood i n  the scepticism of the s ix teenth 
century when s c i e n t i f i c  advances made men fear fu l  of the new ra t iona l  world. 
'There emerges almost step by step with the growth o f  natural Science a 
fear o f  reason. We turn now t o  the c u l t  of childhood i n  the Scepticism o f  
1 
the sixteenth century.' Authori ty was weakened i n  that  century by many 
factors, including the recovery o f  ancient texts, explorations, new astronomy 
and physics, inventions, Protestant Reformation, consolidation o f  new nations, 
and the r i s e  o f  vernacular l i t e ra tu re .  A l l  combined he thinks t o  destroy 
the not ion that everything worth knowing was already known. He l i s t s  some 
o f  those with influence: Agrippa von Nettesheim (1407-15351, Rabelais, 
Hontaigne, Vanini , Sanchez, Charron, Vayer , Sorbiere, Glanvi 11 and Bayle. 
They questioned authority, t r a d i t i o n  and s c i e n t i f i c  pr inciples. Agrippa 
questioned the value of knowledge, bel ieving learning t o  be e v i l  and turning 
men from f a i t h  and divine truths. Animals i n  the i r  ignorance (equated wi th  
innocence) were deemed superior t o  thinking men. Another precursor o f  the 
c u l t  o f  the simple. Hontaigne does not maintain that goodness i s  the 
c r i t e r i o n  o f  truth, simply tha t  t r u t h  which does not support goodness i s  
1.6eorge Boas,lhe Cult of Chfldhood,London:The Warburg Ins t i tu te ,  
Universi ty o f  Londonl1966,p.21. 
not worth possessing but he believes i n  ins t ruc t ion  for ch i ldren without 
punishrent or force. This idea ray have gone sore way th inks Boas t o  
mi t igat ing the generally harsh,punitive d isc ip l ine  o f  ch i ldren i n  schools. 
Rwsseauls truism that the c h i l d  i s  not a ran was a novel idea then, but he 
d id  not ask men t o  be children. His metaphor was 'The c h i l d  i s  t o  the ran, as 
2 
Spring i s  t o  Auturn.' Two o f  h i s  followers vho had much inf luence were 
Bernadin de St. Pierre and Pestalozzi who care nearer t o  the c u l t  of 
childhood 'The c h i l d  i n  h i s  opinion requires training, just  as every one 
does. But there are ce r ta in ly  h igh ly  desirable t r a i t s  o f  childhood which 
3 
are innate. One of these i s  be l ie f  i n  60d.' This i s  not the consequence 
o f  t ra in ing  and education 'it i s  the consciousness o f  the pure and simple, 
who with innocent ear l i s t e n  t o  Nature's voice and know that  60d i s  the i r  
4 
Father.' This echoes, says Boas the seventeenth century doctr ine o f  
innate ideas subscribed t o  by the English Platonis ts  and Descartes but they 
never said that these ideas were clear t o  babies. Therefore i n  Pestalozzils 
5 
terms 'To inst ruct  men i s  nothing more than t o  help huran nature.' 
The c u l t  of childhood was reinforced by bel les l e t t r e s  and theology 
and the seventeenth and eighteenth century poets absorbed these ideas. I n  
Racine's Athalie for instance there i s  a precociously r e l i g i o u s  c h i l d  Joas 
but 'there i s  enough s i r i l a r i t y  between him and an ordinary c h i l d  i n  h i s  
very s incer i t y  and lack o f  pr ide t o  rake him a pref igurat ion o f  the twentieth 
6 
century chi ld, a l l  innocence and innate wisdor.' Seventeenth century 
1. and 2. 6eorge Boas,Ihg Cult of Childhood,London:The Warburg Ins t i tu te ,  
Universi ty of London, 1966,p.21. 
3. and 4. Ibid.,p.36. 
France was not enthusiastic about children says Boas but by the time of 
Rousseau the idea that childhood was more natural than maturity even permeated 
into the writings of Diderot. He thought children were closer than adults 
to 'la poesie naturelle' but he did not advocate that adults imitate them. 
Most writers however chose to  write about the sorrws of the child rather 
than happiness. 
One of the earliest expressions of the cult of childhood is John 
Earlels Ikc_r_!~rogc_r_rph_je_ (1628) which opens with a sketch called The child: 
... is the best copy of Adam before he tasted of Eve or the apple.. . 
He is nature's fesh picture, neuly drawn i n  o i l ,  which time and 
much handling dims and defaces. His soul i s  yet a white paper 
unscribbled with observations of the world....at length i t  becomes a 
blurred notebook. He i s  purely happy because he knows no evil... 
He is the Christian's example, and the old man's relapse; the one 
imitates his pureness, and the other f a l l s  into his simplicity....l 
What Earle says reflects the thinking of his t i re ,  that neu born babies go 
straight to  Heaven if  baptized, to Limbo otherwise but  they have inherited 
the sin of Adam. John Hersey of New England said i t  is necessary to break 
the child's will at whatever cost. This as we have already witnesed i n  the 
records from history i s  the Augustinian view as opposed to the Pelagian. 
The cult of childhood flourished more in Protestant communities than 
Catholic Boas thinks. Thomas Traherene wrote of a happy childhhood and 
said he 'knew by intuition those things since my Apostasy, I collected 
2 
again by the highest reason.' ' I s  i t  not strange [he said1 that an 
infant should be heir to the whole world, and see those mysteries which the 
books of the learned never unfold.' What is certain says Boas, i s  that as 
the child grows he does lose some of those instinctive truths just as the 
1. Seorge Boas,lhe Cult gf Childhggd,London:The Warburg Institute, 
University of London, 1966,p.43. 
fruit  of the Tree of Knowledge lost the only knowledge that was of importance, 
The Swedish seer Swedenborg dwelt also on the innocence of childhood because 
children do not know the difference between good and evil. Children are 
not the highest form of l i f e  but the highest form this side of Paradise. 
Sir Aubrey de Vere (1788-1846) said: 
All holy influences dwell within 
The breast of chi1dhood:instinct fresh from 60d 
Inspire i t ,  ere the heart beneath the rod 
O f  Grief hath bled, or caught the plague of sin.1 
Blake i s  not the next step in this cult says Boas. Except for the distinction 
made by him between innocence and experience 'there is very l i t t l e  that he 
2 
contributed to the development of the cult of childhood' To Boas, Blake's 
vision of childhood reserbles a nightmare with his preoccupation with the 
sorrows of childhood. Wordsworth has more influence, though as others have 
already said his attitude varied. He did however express the delight that 
most people feel in the sight of children, but 'one cannot construct a 
3 
consistent philosophy out of the works of William Wordsworth.' His well- 
known lines on the child being father to  the man had already been said by 
Hi1 ton, Dryden, Chat terton and even Pope. Wordsworthts contemporary Emerson 
was subjected to the same Platonistic post-Kantian influences but Boas does 
not seem impressed by his work. In i t  there i s  a hint he says of what was 
to become a popular belief that children represent the f i rs t  stages of 
civilization in their sincerity and spontaneity. 
In nineteenth century France the best example of a poet's adoration 
of childhood is in Victor Hugo's LPArt dfEtre Grandpere. In one of his 
1. 6eorge Boas,Ih~ Cult of Wldhggd,London:The Warburg Institute, 
University of London, 1966,p.47. 
poems the innocence o f  a c h i l d  overcomes the fe roc i t y  of a beast. I n  
another work Le Syllabus when he l i s t e n s  t o  the are pure o f  a chi ld, he 
seems t o  penetrate i n t o  heaven. He even goes so far says Boas as t o  say 
that  i n  the gurgling o f  babies there i s  a profound sense which he cannot 
a r t i cu la te  and he i s  contemptuous o f  the dogma o f  o r ig ina l  sin. To Boas 
one o f  the most in terest ing poems on childhood i s  Les Griffanages de 
LIEcolier where a boy scr ibbles on the margins o f  h i s  book and i s  punished. 
This poem as far as he can discover i s  the only one vhich deals w i  t h  the 
a r t i s t i c  genius of the ch i ld .  Histor ians he says see i n  these scr ibb l ings 
an ant ic ipat ion o f  what was t o  be the a r t  o f  the unconscious i n  a la te r  
century. One i s  reminded i n  t h i s  o f  the more recent s tory  o f  ny N_qhg j s  
L_gv by Chair Potok where an a r t i s t i c  Jewish boy i s  punished for doing 
the same thing. I n  another poet's work Carles Peguy 'there i s  a plea for 
recognizing that i n  the supposed innocence o f  childhood there i s  a d i rect  
1 
and int imate communication with 60d.' 
Of Swinburne Boas says that  h i s  ecstat ic en thus ias~  i n  h i s  poems on 
childhood and babies become simply ludicrous. I t  was 6eorge E l i o t  he 
believes who d i d  most t o  spread the idea that the presence o f  a c h i l d  was a 
beneficent influence ' perhaps the f i r s t  novel v r i t t e n  by a serious author 
i n  which the c h i l d  becomes a redeemer simply because of i t s  c h i l d l i k e  
2 
nature,' speaking natura l ly  o f  S i las  tlarner. Dickens he describes as the 
inventor o f  that angelic boy David Copperfield and other s a i n t l y  children. 
From h i s  time there has been a procession of authors wr i t i ng  about chi ldren 
and not a l l  o f  them good children, some recent ones, he i s  re fe r r ing  
1. George Boas,Ihe CM! gf C~jld$ggd,London:The Warburg Ins t i tu te ,  
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particularly t o  601dingfs Lord of the Flies, downright wicked, which is a 
new trend. The climax t o  a l l  of these is t o  be found i n  Ellen Key who made 
one of the few prophecies about cultural history which Boas believes have 
come true, i n  her work Ihq Cqntriry of the CMd(1909). Her conclusions, 
dealt with in more de ta i l  la ter ,  are  based on The Law of Recapitulation. From 
the time of Augustine mediaeval writers conceived of human history under 
the metaphor of Ages, which have been referred t o  ea r l i e r  i n  t h i s  chapter 
and can be viewed as  a rode1 of history 
This metaphor gave thinkers of l a t e r  dates a background against . 
which they could, if so disposed, appraise each age, seeing history 
either a s  a growth and decline ending i n  death, or a s  an undulatory 
process swinging from good t o  bad and back again. To see history a s  
i f  it were the biography of a s ingle  individual becomes comronplace.1 
The Law of Recapitulation has two forms one the biological and second the 
sociological or psychogenetic. In the f i r s t  ontogeny recapitulates phylogeny 
that i s  the evolution and development of the individual re f lec t s  general 
evolution, an idea which goes back t o  the eightenth century and is u t i l i sed  
by Darwin as  part ia l  evidence of h i s  theory of the evolution of organic 
species. The second asser t s  a parallelism between the child and primitive 
man which i s  psychological not physiological. The savage was considered t o  
think l ike  a child and many of the character is t ics  of children's a r t  and 
be l ie f s  were held t o  be l ike  that of savages. Anthropologists did not agree 
with the idea that  some people a re  chronologically a t  a s tands t i l l  or a t  a 
point where the civi l ised imagine they right have been in the past. 'We speak 
of primitive religion, primitive a r t ,  primitive society a s  if we were 
2 
talking about observable phenomena and not about conceptual constructs.' 
1. 6eorge Boas,Ihq cult gf M!Mhgpd,London:The Warburg Inst i tute ,  
University of Londonf1966,p.61. 
Vico in his outline of history pu t  emphasis on growth and development 
from worse to  better as if humanity were moving in a definite direction. 
History is seen to begin with the age of gods, proceed to an age of heroes 
and end with the age of humanity, Each age has features which are common 
to i t s  customs, laws forms of government, language and culture. The first ,  
the religious, was the most poetic. All things were supposed to be animated 
by spi r i t s  or gods. Vico does not consider these primordial ancestors as 
i n  any way inferior even though not so rational we are. The heroic age was 
more pugnacious in character and aristocratic i n  government, The humane age 
i s  supposed to be intelligent, modest, benign, and reasonable, following 
thelawsof conscience, reasonandduty. I t  believes in theequali tyof 
intelligent citizens, and governs by means of argument not force. 
Boas says that similarity between the development of a nation and 
that of an individual i s  obvious. Because children enjoyed fables and 
rhymes and such1 i ke they were considered pre-rat ional and adolescents who 
enjoy rough and tumble seem more like the heroic. Vico himsel f did not 
emphasize these analogies but Boas thinks they l i e  behind his thinking as a 
basic metaphor and Herder seemed to think likewise. Anyone biased in favour 
of the poetic therefore especially if they have a primitive bent would a l l  
too easily in Boas1 opinion idealize the stage of collective childhood, 
whereas the rationalist and anti-primitive would be unlikely to do this. In 
general the tendency of the eighteenth and nineteenth century philosophy of 
history was to  be optimistic and look forward, expecting that the future 
would improve on the past. I t  uas Auguste Comte 'who did most to create 
1 
the belief that the child represented the childhood of the race as a whole.' 
1. George Boas,I& @I& of Chi ldhood,London:The Warburg Institute, 
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He agreed uith Vico that  the uay t o  interpret history uas on the  basis  of 
hou ren think. His lau had three stages. Vestiges of ear l ier  modes of 
thought can be found i n  any period l a t e r  than when they f i r s t  occurred, 
Corte thought that there i s  a tendency t o  believe that change is produced 
by sore agency conceived in anthropororphic t e r r s  and t h i s  is t h e  uay the 
child thinks. According t o  h i s  thinking the l i f e  of an individual reproduced 
in miniature the l i f e  of the race, beginning with the theological stage and 
passing through the metaphysical and on t o  the psychological. 'The social 
and psychological applications of t h i s  lau belong on the uhole t o  the 
1 
twentieth century.' 
As l a t e  as 1911 Boas says ue find in an Encyclopaedia of Religion 
and Ethics the follouing s taterent ;  
'The childhood of the racef ,  originally a metaphor, has become an 
almost technical t e r r ,  through the establishment of the lau of 
recapitulation.. .2 
I t  explains that t h i s  lau connects the development of the individual with 
the evolution of the race, that  is not that the child will be f i r s t  a 
savage, then a barbarian etc. but that  i t  u i l l  indicate what kind of 
interest  will prevail in  each period of growth. This uhole thesis  Boas see 
a s  being for t i f ied by Freud for in his uri t ings the psychology of the child 
is frequently ut i l ised as a subs t i tu te  for that of p r i r i t i v e  or ancient 
ran and the adult is said t o  retain infant i le  desires and aggression. He 
ray, thinks Boas, have been influenced by Schopenhauer uho sau in the child 
sorething akin t o  genius. His idea of a genius uas of someone uho could 
not be objective about hirsel  f .  He a l so  considered the brain t o  be developed 
by the age of seven. He speaks of 'childhood is the t i r e  of innocence and 
1. and 2.6eorge Boas, Ihg Cult of Wldh_o_od,London:The Warburg Inst i tute ,  
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happiness, the paradise of l i f e ,  the lost  Eden on which we look longingly 
1 
back through the remaining course of our l i fe . '  Children have in h i s  
opinion the  naivete and sublime simplicity which is character is t ic  of t rue 
genius. Freud's theory of infant i le  sexuality contradicts Schopenhauer. 
Norman Of Brown an exponent of Freud sees a s imilar i ty  between the l i f e  of 
the a r t i s t  and that of the child. Art is he says a form of play which 
recovers childhood. Schiller equates the child with nature and naturalness. 
To Kant the child represents a 'holy object1. He thinks we a r e  nostalgic 
for childhood and in the work of a r t i s t s  and poets he looks for the quality 
of naivete or the childlike. 
Ellen Key thought that the development of the child mirrored the 
development of mankind a s  a whole for children combined realism and idealism 
as epic national poetry does. Boas believes she is influenced by Heder 
and the popular notion that a l l  people were once able t o  write ballads and 
epics. She says that  chidren are not drawn t o  abstract things and have a 
r e a l i s t i c  conception of heaven which is the g i f t  of the  poetic imagination. 
Children in her view also have invulnerable logic, They a re  clear-sighted 
in their  view and cannot reconcile what they are  taught with vhat their 
teachers acually do. When they question us they are given rel igious answers. 
She also believed that  the child was a natural aesthete and appreciated 
a r t ,  he is therefore an ideal being and superior to  most adults. Some, l ike  
Rilke found t h i s  too idealised a concept of childhood. What happens t o  
spoil t h i s  ideal child asks Boas, Rousseau, Pestalozzi and Froebel would 
blame education, for a l l  these admirable qua l i t i es  with which they come t o  
school a re  gone by t h e  end of it. 
1. and 2.6eorge Boas, Ihe Cult of Ct~!d~ood, London:The Harburg Inst i tute ,  
University of London, 1966,p.65. 
As art became less constricted in style with the advent of Dadaism 
s o  art became praised for its natural, childlike qualities. The nineteenth 
century saw the rise of psychological studies of childhood and the 
beginnings of scientific anthropology. Childrens drawings were now 
studied as evidence of their mental functioning and people became 
interested in the aesthetics of children's art and creative work. 
Toepflerls work combined both says Boas and he said that beauty was to be 
found in works of art as sign of an ideal beauty, which idea when pursued 
to the ultimate is a sense of 60d himself. Hegel defined beauty as a 
a sensuous manifestation of the Absolute. We can all conceive of beauty 
but some are more capable of creating signs of this and this is the reason 
why he examines the art of children. By loooking also at graffiti in Pompei 
and the sculptures at Easter Island he fused ideas of the immature, the 
uneducated and the savage. Attention to reality and detail was not art to 
him and stone images were only gross if considered t o  be representations. 
Their beauty lay in their conception. This power which children once had, 
they lost through schooling. 
One of the first psychological studies of childhood was by James 
Sully in 1895 and because the fusion of child art and the savage was such a 
well established concept by now he did not question it. To him the child's 
drawings were pre-artistic, the first atterpts aimless and chaotic but they 
were not destitute of artistic qualities. His acceptance of the status 
quo did in fact strengthen the ideas of the cultural primitivists. 
Others after him accepted it as incontrovertible truth. By 1922 Hartlaub 
saw the art of simple folk and children as based on anthropomorphic materialism' 
1. George Boas,I'he Cud! of ChllXh_ood,London:The Warburg Institute, 
University of Lond0n~1966~p.87. 
and he has l i t t l e  faith i n  Freud's thery of infantile sexuality. 
There is ample evidence as Boas sees i t  of a nostalgia for 
childhood. Sylvia Ashton Warner in 1963 considered that we should 
encourage the child to express 'inner vision' and we should avoid forcing 
our ideas and emotions onto them for 'The expansion of the child's mind was 
1 
to be a beautiful grouth.' . Boas can accept th is  but wonders whether th i s  
prepares the child for a l i f e  in which disequilibrium, discord and movement 
will be the rule. I believe that her comments in her last book quoted 
earlier uould find more accord with him. 
The theory of pedagogy in the United States is in opposition says 
Boas to the long tradition springing from the New England Calvinism 'For 
if we are a l l  born in sin and elected by 60d regardless of merit, then 
2 
there is no likelihood of setting up the child as an ideal' Education 
was organised to prevent badness escaping. As adults are the ones accused 
of introducing evil into the world of the child and these adults uere 
themselves children can ue ever solve the question of where the evil originally 
comes from. Marion Richardson had no illusions about the inner vision of 
children, she believed that the importance of a child's art  is what i t  does 
for the child in feeling his imagination and many of the comments about 
children's ar t  are loose statements which should not be taken too seriously. 
Kleee uho was quite frank about a desire to return to childhood reffered to 
Herder's simile of art  as a tree. The a r t i s t  i s  the trunk i n  t h i s  figure 
of speech and his work of art  the crown. but though the crown has i t s  
origin i n  the roots, i t  does not resemble them. There i s  says Boas a 
mysterious something in the conception of a l l  works of art just as there i s  
1. and 2.6eorge Boas,U~g CIJJ~ of Childhood, London:The Harburg Institute, 
University of London, 1966, p. 90. 
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'in the forration of scientific hypotheses. 
Klee believes that the spectator has no right to demand anything of 
'the artist. A painting says Spulages i s  a metaphor made by an artist  uho 
lives suspended betueen two worlds that of his rind and the external 
uorld. Even uhen painters do not clair the status of children critics 
often give it t o  ther. The adjective most often used in praise of the 
child i s  'innocentf: 
Just uhat aesthetic innocence consists in i s  more difficult, if 
indeed possible, to define, the question boils doun to uhether the 
incapability of corriting an act should be called innocence or 
sirply incapability....0ne rust revert to Rousseau and declare 
flatly that the child i s  a special variety of the species HOMO 
SAPIENS, uith standards of his oun to be understood in his oun 
terms. 1 
This being the case ue cannot judge adult art by principles only relevant 
to the child. Likeuise one should not judge a child by adult standards. 
The fact that children because of the lau of recapitulaton were 
confused uith priritives 'led to the vogue of innocence, naivete, freshness, 
2 
and kindred qualities' The tradition of writers thinking childhood to 
be specially blessed rerged uith the identification of the child uith 
primitive ran and led to a cult uhich becare reflected in everyday lives 
and led to : 
... an erphasis upon the necessity of looking young, feeling young, 
thinking young, acting young, that in sore cases uas grotesque....it 
becare general to deny the reality of death as uell as of old age, 
and all the evasions of the Arerican funeral ri tes seer to have 
resulted from this denial...The ultimate in the cult of childhood 
... in ... the opinion of Dr Norran 0. Broun Cis that1 l i fe  will 
conquer death only uhen ue accept the excremental vision of the child 
as final.3 
...................... 
1. 6eorge Boas,Ihg @I!& gf Chi!hhggd,London:The Warburg Institute, 
University of London, 1966,p. 100. 
2. Ibid.,p.lOl. 
3. Ibid. ,p. 102. 
Jeffreys in the previous chapter thought the only hope for society 
was to become Christianized. Ellen Key of Sweden, lauded in her tire but 
now apparently alrost forgotten, sees our salvation a s  lying in a different 
direction. She believes that we need to transform huran nature itself, and 
this will happen not when the whole of huranity becores Christian, but when 
the whole of humanity awakens to the consciousness of the 'holiness of 
1 
generation.' The central work of society will then become the new race, 
its origin, its ranagerent, and its education, for she sees the training of 
youth as the highest function of a nation. 
It is her belief that we rust in fact abandon the Christian view 
because it has given us the wrong attitude to rarriage, to our bodies, to 
the begetting of children and their education. Instead of seeing ran as 
'fallen' we will see a new ran core into existence for she thinks that we 
can transforr to a higher type than known so far, by use of the huran will. 
It will take the scientific view of ran to restore what the ancient world 
saw as the significance of the body which after Plato and Socrates was 
looked down on. The Renaissance she thinks tried to restore this view but 
did not go far enough . 6oethe in her opinion saw that this task rust be 
faced with sore seriousness, and we are only just beginning to understand the 
reciprocal relationship of soul and body and to be aware of 'a second 
2 
higher innocence in relation to the holiness and rights of the body.' 
The greatest obstacle to our developrent, is she thinks the Christian 
way of looking at the origin and nature of ran, which sees everything 
concerning the continuation of the race as impure, as 'For Christianity, 
1. Ellen Key, Ittt C ehtwy of the Child, 6.P. Putnar and Sons, New 
York and London, 1909, p.2. 
1 
eternal l i fe ,  not l i f e  in the world, i s  ever the significant factor.' 
She would prefer that we treat a l l  the questions children have with 
complete honesty so  that they develop personal responsibility, thus ve 
2 
would achieve 'a higher type of sex with a higher type of morality.' 
School she thought was not the place to  give this kind of information, but 
literature was important 'As erotic idealism can awaken enthusiasm for 
3 
chastity--as found in stories, histories and belles lettres.' She i s  
convinced that we need to revive antique love for bodily strength and 
beauty. One vonders what she would think of the modern cult of the body 
decried by Boas, perhaps she would see i t  for what i t  right be, a step on 
the road to her ideal. Likewise the intense international pursuit of sport 
might be part of th i s  evolution towards a greater respect for the human 
body even though a t  the moment i t  seems sometimes almost to be to be an 
anology for traditional warfare. 
Ellen Key i s  interested in genius and how it  cones about and what she 
appears to believe i s  that we can do much to encourage the production of 
superior children and that this  i n  fact should be our aim in l ife,  almost to 
a degree that we night find repulsive, for there are almost faint odours of 
Nazism, i n  her statement that we have been amiss i n  the past in encouraging 
the weak to multiply. She cites the Hiddle Ages for instance as a period 
when the human race deteriorated because the best 'stockf fled to the 
monasteries and the worst reproduced. 
Nietzsche, says Key, considered man as a bridge between the animal and 
1. Ellen Key, I)! Century of the C)t~ld, 6.P. Putnam and Sons, New 
York and London, 1909, p.0 .  
superman, speaking she thinks vith poetic and prophetic voice rather than 
vith scientific proof, and she believes his ideas are a consequence of 
Darvinism vhich he did not foresee. She also makes an interesting comment 
that exceptionally gifted men have mostly inherited their characteristics 
from their mothers and daughters from their fathers. The emerging viev 
hovever is that ue develop through adaptability to our surroundings, so ue 
need to look at the best conditions vhich do not over-exert us. It is a 
time she thinks vhen 'man's spirit is resting on the uaters; gradually a 
1 
nev creation will be called forth from them.' 
She does not seem averse to the idea of euthenasia for she makes the 
comment that heathen society used to expose weak or crippled children 
vhereas Christian society prolongs life to make it a torment yet condones 
var and the death penalty. She might also have added corporal punishment. 
Hovever she feels that only 'When death is inflicted through compassion, 
vill the humanity of the future shou itself in 
under control and responsibility can painlessy 
2 
extinguish such suffering.' She certainly 
such a vay, that the doctor 
[but not to him one presumes1 
touches on issues vhich are 
still contentious and I drav attention to this feature in her vriting 
because it may seem at odds vith her regard for the 'holinesst of the child, 
hovever this reverence for childhood is not the sentimental or the possessive 
attitude perceived by Boas in the cult of childhood, it is a recognition of 
a kind of holy duty that one generation should have for the next, alvays 
caring for the future. 
Her attitude to marriage is not conventional either for she believes 
1. Ellen Key, Ihe htwtuly of ti! Mil, 6.P.Putnam and Sons, Nev 
York and London, 1909, p.32. 
i t  should be a bond o f  ru tua l  respect and f ide l i t y ,  not a re l ig ious  or 
c i v i l  contract; a notion which drew c r i t i c i s m  i n  her day. The Christ ian 
concept o f  l e g i t  i r a t e  and i l l e g i t i m a t e  ch i ldren she believes has obstructed 
a r e a l  e th ica l  conception o f  the dut ies o f  parents: 
Every c h i l d  has the sane r i g h t s  i n  respect of both father and 
mother. Both parents have j u s t  thesameobl igat ion t o e v e r y  ch i ld ,  
U n t i l  t h i s  i s  recognized there w i l l  be no basis for the fu ture 
mora l i ty  o f  the common l i f e  between man and woman. 1 
Perfect f i d e l i t y  between couples could only be possible i n  her estimation by 
per fect  freedom which alone creates complete unity. Whereas the type o f  
f i d e l i t y  proposed by the church has developed a sense o f  possesssion. To 
2 
her 'Voluntary f i d e l i t y  i s  a sign o f  great nobi l i ty. '  Society t r i e s  
t o  rou ld  and pressure us i n t o  a sphere o f  duty imposed upon us, but 
marriage must be free. Above a l l  the c h i l d  must not be born i n t o  a 
discordant marriage and love rust  not be debased as simple sensuousness, 
She bel ieves that antiquated legal  conception started our t ra in ing  i n  
mora l i ty  but must give way t o  a higher mora l i ty  so that 'The time w i l l  core 
3 
i n  which the c h i l d  w i l l  be looked upon as holy...' 
From the ear l iest  age she would l i k e  t o  see people taught about t h e i r  
fu ture dut ies as parents : 
Children must be taught from t h e i r  earliest years about the i r  existence 
and the i r  future dut ies as ren and woren. So mothers and fathers 
together can impress on the conscience o f  the chi ldren not any 
abstract conception of pur i ty ,  but the concrete comrandment o f  
chast i ty  i n  l e t t e r s  o f  f i re .  So they w i l l  keep t h e i r  health, t h e i r  
atractiveness, t h e i r  guilelessness, for the being they are t o  love; 
for the children who from t h i s  love w i l l  receive t h e i r  l i f e .3  
1. E l len  Key, Ittt Cgnmgry of the Child, 6.P. Putnam and Sons, New 
York and London, 1909, p.32. 
3. Ibid. ,p.44. 
What we lack i n  El len Key's estimation i s  aesthetic feel ing and re l ig ious  
reverence for the mystery o f  existence and that ' In t h i s  mystery there are 
I 
s t i l l  hidden f i e l d s  only penetrated by the in tu i t ion. '  She consider that 
Nietzsche who i n  her opinion knew l i t t l e  about women nevertheless spoke 
more profoundly on the subject o f  parenthood than any contemporary wri ter.  
He saw what impurity, what poverty are concealed under the name of 
marriage. He sau how meretricious, how ignorant education is.  I n  
h i s  wr i t ings are t o  be found prophetical and poetical words describing 
the end aimed at  i n  parenthood, and showing what t r u e  parenthood 
should be. 'Living memorials shalt  thou b u i l d  for thy  victory, and 
for thy emancipation2 
To El len Key Nature has decided the r o l e  o f  women and she cannot or should 
not go beyond these bounds for t o  do so i s  t o  in te r fe re  u i t h  the r i g h t s  of 
the child. This i s  not t o  say that  every woman should be a mother, but for 
those who do desire i t  she believes that they need t o  be protected, 
I t does not occur t o  the dogmatic advocates o f  women's r i g h t s  that 
the i r  t a l k  about ind iv idual  freedom o f  the woman t o  contro l  her own 
career, the i r  contention that no l i m i t a t i o n  should r e s t r i c t  woman's 
power o f  deciding her own vocation, because they are married or are 
mothers, mean the most crying injury, not only t o  children, but 
t o  women themselves. For the demand of equality, where nature has 
made inequality, br ings about the i n j u r y  o f  the weaker factor. 
Equal i ty i s  not just ice. Often i t  i s  just  the opposite, the most 
absolute injustice.3 
She believes that  Ruskin's judgment on modern indust r ia l ism which k i l l s  the 
rea l  humanity i n  man holds good for both men and women. We are so taken up 
with the improvement and use o f  nature we neglect the improvement and 
refinement o f  our own souls. By competing with men i n  the work force she 
claims that men's work i s  reduced and women's bodies are worn out by work 
making then u n f i t  t o  be mothers. I n  the future she sees a time when i t  
1. El len Key, I! ktmury of the Child, 6.P.Putnam and Sons, New 
York and London, 1909, p.56. 
w i l l  be a crime for a woman t o  neglect her body i n  t h i s  way, or by use o f  
stimulants etc. 
The mother i s  the most precious possession o f  the nation...so 
precious that society advances i t s  own highest well-being when i t  
protects  the function of the rother.1 
She foresees a t i r e  when the cost o f  maintenance of chi ldren w i l l  not f a l l  
so le ly  on the parent but on the s tate because t h i s  work w i l l  be valued. I n  
t h i s  respect she and Jeffreys are i n  agreement. Like him she wishes t o  
see family l i f e  strengthened. 
I n  her view ind iv idua l i s r  leads t o  con f l i c t ,  class against class, 
sex against sex, unmarried against rar r ied,  young against old, therefore 
we need a d i f fe ren t  transformed society, one where women are not forced 
i n t o  competitive struggle, for occupation does not equal emancipation for  
them. ttoreover every social  regulat ion should be tested t o  see i f  i t  brings 
for an adequate wage. 
Women have begun t o  t rea t  love as a game she f inds but they are not 
solely sexual beings dependent on man, the home, and the family and must 
have free choice t o  f u l f i l  t h e i r  destiny as mothers. The t ransforrat ion 
necessary t o  society w i l l  begin she th inks wi th  the unborn c h i l d  
This requires an e n t i r e l y  new conception o f  the vocation o f  rother, 
a trenendous e f f o r t  of w i l l ,  continuous inspi rat ion .... The long 
continued habit o f  a l ternate ly  caressing and s t r i k i n g  one's chi ldren 
i s  not education, I t  needs tremendous power to  do one's duty t o  a 
s ing le child.2 
This means tha t  one's soul has t o  be f i l l e d  en t i re l y  by the c h i l d  
just  as the sc ien t i s t  or a r t i s t  i s  i s  consumed by h i s  work, for the c h i l d  
1. E l len  Key, I$! fenmury of the chXl4, 6.P. Putnam and Sons, New 
York and London, 1909, pp.84-85. 
must be aluays i n  one's thoughts. At present no-one i s  trained for 
motherhood or fatherhood but t h i s  she th inks must change so that together 
they can b r ing  up a neu generation. 
E l len  Key i s  impressed by the uords o f  Madame de Stael who said tha t  
only people uho can play u i  t h  chi ldren are able t o  educate them far one 
must become a ch i ld  oneself, be absorbed i n  h i s  or her l i f e  and t rea t  the 
c h i l d  as an equal, u i t h  confidence; not t o  inf luence the c h i l d  t o  be uhat 
ueuish, nor todeceive but t o  t rea t  w i th  seriousnessandsincerity. The 
greatest e v i l  ue perpetrate i n  our re la t ions  u i t h  chi ldren i s  not leaving 
them i n  peace. To understand them the deepest character ist ic o f  love must 
be present but ue are over tender, ever v ig i l an t ,  zealous, in ter fer ing,  
advising, helping the c h i l d  'to become a complete example i n  a model 
1 
series.' 
The a r t  o f  natural education she bei ieves i s  t o  ignore the iauiis of 
chi ldren nine t i r e s  out o f  ten. The ideal  i s  t o  be a companion uhich 
requires that  one also develops under the constant influence o f  the best 
things i n  one's oun t i r e .  The chi ld 's ch ief  uork i s  t o  think over those 
things u i t h  uhich he comes i n t o  contact. and "even mild pressure touards 
2 
conformity can rake the whole of childhood i n  torment.' The ways o f  
i n j u r i n g  a c h i l d  are i n f i n i t e  she says and the ways of helping him are feu. 
We need also t o  preserve the ind iv idua l i t y  which interference destroys. 
Because people do not rea l ise hou neu types are formed the o ld  ones 
constantly repeat themselves and the o l d  fashioned crude t ra in ing  produced 
characters o f  what she c a l l s  a f ixed type. Our crude methods o f  education 
1. E l len  Key, 1t11 Century of !$I Mid, 6.P.Putnam and Sons, Neu 
York and London, 1909, pp.111. 
will change and must change for 'A grown man would become insane if joking 
1 
Titans treated him for a single day as a child is treated for a year.' 
Her prediction for the future is that as 'as the evolution of man's soul 
advances to undreared of possibilities, of capacity, of profundity; as the 
spiritual life of the generation becomes more manifold in its combinations 
2 
and in its distinctions....' Children she thinks will be restored t o  
the home which will become a home for the souls and not bodies alone. We 
already see in our oun time a distinct movement away from formal schooling 
institutions by a growing number of people who are dissatisfied with the 
effects of formal educational institutions. Key says we create artificial 
environments for children who no longer work alongside us, but they need 
real occupations. Hothers she thinks do too much for them and train them to 
be always receptive rather than giving. We encourage acquisitive irpulses 
and 'Tie worst feature of our system are the piaythings uhich iiiitrte 
the luxury of grown people.' Anyone who has recently toured a toy store 
would probably agree with her on this point. To play with children in the 
right way she says is a great art. 
We must realise that every pebble by which one breaks into the 
glossy depths of the child's soul will extend its influence through 
centuries in ever widening circles...we can in a certain measure, as 
free beings, determine the future destiny of the human race...by 
seeing the whole process in the light of the religion of 
development . 3  
This will happen when we learn how to treat children and we will thereby 
become more like them ourselves for getting old is not a necessity she says 
but a bad habit. Of the true artists in education she includes, Socrates, 
1. Ellen Key, The Century gf the Mid, 6.P.Putnam and Sons, New 
York and London, 1909, pp. 130. 
Jesus, Corenius, nontaigne, Basedow, Pestalozzi ,Sal zrann, Froebel,Herbert, 
Lesing, Herder, 6oethe, Kant , Locke and Spenser. 
Ellen Key is convinced of the theory which says that the history of 
the species is repeated in the history of the individual. Of  the school 
1 
curriculur she says that i t  'files down ran's brain.' and she refers to 
'soul murder' i n  the schools for what she thinks they have destroyed is the 
desire for knowledge, the capacity for acting for oneself, and the g i f t  of 
observation. She cri t icises the pursuit of individualism but nevertheless 
advocates the training of the individual as the basis of schooling developing 
towards advanced independent study. Sore free t i r e  rust be given and only 
the study of literature for horwork i s  what she recorrends. Class sizes 
should be no more than twelve in number. She i s  also aware of the need to 
give a holistic view of a subject or period as in history and thinks that 
no more than two subjects should be studied at one t i re ,  tor: 'She imagination 
of children requires full, deep irpressions, as material for their energies 
2 
that are incessantly creating and reconstructing.' 
High schools and colleges she considered absolutely destructive of 
personality. Exarinations she would obliterate from the face of the earth. 
3 
'Our age cries for persona1ity"she says and this i s  the very thing that 
wesuppress. She blaresparents for accepting thesyster as i t  i s  and the 
incapacity of teachers to cri t ically evaluate i t .  Schools she says are 
everlastingly talking about the child but harrony cannot be uorked up from 
pedagogical forrulas. Nothing less than a revolution would satisfy her for 
1. Ellen Key, I$! hhyty of !$I U~jld, 6.P. Putnar and Sons, New 
York and London, 1909, pp.189. 
the school she thinks has only one great end, that i s  t o  rake i t s e l f  
unnecessary. 
A t  the t i r e  o f  her wr i t i ng  E l len  Key considered that schools 'roulded' 
children, a metaphor we have seen i n  use for sore centuries. I n  her school 
for the future there uould be no reports, rewards, exarinations. 
Each scholar would keep hislher oun records and observations. The 'readerf 
would disappear and the school l i b r a r y  uould be the largest and most a t t rac t i ve  
roor. The school would be set i n  a t t r a c t i v e  gardens. One recorrendation 
which ray surprise rodern readers i s  that  kindergarten and primary schools 
would be replaced by ins t ruc t ion  at  hore, for these places are re re  subst i tutes 
i n  her eyes for the qua l i t y  education that  can go on at hore. 
One o f  the tasks of the fu ture i s  the creat ion o f  a generation o f  
trained rothers, uho among other things w i  11 erancipate ch i ldren 
from the kindergarten syster. 1 
Her reason i s  that she beiieves ikri uiiies:iained p ! q  deepefts !he s ~ u ! ~  
increases the capacity for invention and s t i ru la tes  the imagination a 
hundredfold. She i s  convinced that  'The kindergarten syster i s  ... one of 
the most e f fect ive reans to  produce the weak d i le t tan te  and the s e l f -  
2 
s a t i s f i e d  average ran.' Children need freedom as an i ra ls  do and 
rothers need t o  be acute observers learning t o  knou t h e i r  children. 'The 
3 
kindergarten i s  only a factory' The espr i t  de corps breeds pass iv i ty  
and lack of public conscience she th inks rather we should be a i r i n g  t o  
produce people not rasses. Schools encourage only super f ic ia l  re la t ions  
but i n  the hore which i s  a natural comrunity, emotional elerents can be 
1. El len Key, I h e  h t w y  gf t h r  UIII~~, 6.P. Putnar and Sons, New 
York and London, 1909, pp.235. 
deepened and tenderness can be developed. I n  schools we a t t a i n  on ly  a 
standard o f  stupidi ty.  Some o f  our ros t  successful people as she says had 
l i t t l e  formal schooling. 6oethe as an example learnt  the B ib le  a t  h i s  
mother's work-table, French from a theatr ica l  company, English from a 
language master i n  company wi th  h i s  father, I t a l i a n  from hearing h i s  s i s t e r  
being taught, Haths from a household friend, he corresponded w i th  r e l a t i v e s  
around the world i n  d i f fe ren t  languages, studied geography from books o f  
travel,  accompanied h i s  father frequently on travels, observed d i f fe ren t  
kinds o f  handwork and t r i e d  experiments o f  h i s  own s k i l l .  
E l len Key has l i t t l e  good t o  say about schools for she bel ieves that 
they destroy memory, s t i f l e  the emotions and generally b e l i t t l e  l i f e .  She 
sees the values o f  legends as su i tab le for chi ldren's minds before they 
come t o  great l i terature.  Her idea that a l l  study should be voluntary has 
great personal appeal. She has great f a i t h  i n  the a b i l i t y  o f  ch i ldren t o  
recognize and choose the best. Speaking of teachers she recommends that 
they have improved conditions o f  work and a shortened work l i f e  so that 
they can only give o f  the i r  best. 
Key makes am in terest ing observation on the teaching o f  r e l i g i o n  i n  
schools t o  the ef fect  that i t  shows how deeply re l ig ious  we are by nature 
when re l ig ious  inst ruct ion has so far not managed t o  destroy re l ig ion.  
L ike Frye and Jeffreys she sees value i n  l e t t i n g  chi ldren read the Bib le  
but without formal instruct ion. She considers that  i t  has been a grave 
r i s t a k e  t o  teach the Old Testament as i f  i t  were binding truth. Rather she 
would l e t  people come t o  t h e i r  own conclusions about t r u t h  and morality. 
She sees people abandoning formal re1 ig ion  because i t  i s  unnecessarily 
author i ta t ive yet r e l i g i o n  i s  a natural element i n  our nature. For chi ldren 
the most important consideration i s  t o  always t e l l  them the t r u t h  and not 
o f fe r  ther  p ie ty  and hypocrisy. She abhors the concept o f  man as sin-laden 
because this in her eyes has kept him where he is. Rather she thinks: 
We must bow down before the infinities of our earthly existence and 
of the world beyond. We must distinguish between and select real 
ethical values; we must be conscious of the solidarity of mankind, 
of man's individual duty, t o  construct for the benefit of the whole 
race a rich and strong personality. We must look to the great 
models. We must reverence the Divine and the regular in the course 
of the world, in the processes of the development of man's mind. 
These are the new lines of meditation, the new religious feeling of 
reverence and love that will make the children of the new century 
strong, sound, and beautiful. 1 
Patriotism she sees as a godlessness nourished by egoism and both militarism 
and clericalism representing authority opposed to individual standards of 
right. We will continue to be burdened by military preparations: 
until mothers implant in the souls of their children the feeling for 
huranity before the feeling for their country; until they strive to 
embrace all living things, plants, animals and men; until they 
teach them to see, that sympathy involves not only suffering with 
others but rejoicing with others, and that the individual increases 
his own emotional capacity, when he learns to feel with other individuals 
and with other peopies.2 
The word soldier would eventually become ennobled when patriotism died and 
come to mean one who protected sacred human and civil rights. Children 
will understand that evil not resisted becomes power over others so they 
will learn self defence as a personal and natural duty. 
Considering the fact that Ellen Key wrote this nearly a century ago 
it is rerarkable how many of her ideas are very ruch in vogue now and how 
sensitive she was to the problems both of child care in the family and 
formal education, What she says of children is true as we have seen from 
both history and art but the scientific theory she claims to start from is not 
very convincingly explained. As always the nature of the relationship 
1, Ellen Key, I h g  (enfury of the Child, 6.P. Putnam and Sons, New 
York and London, 1909, pp.308. 
between the body and any notion of a soul are difficult to justify. Her 
perception of the need for freer discussion of sex has been realised to 
sore extent since her t ire.  The idea that an appreciation of chastity 
could core fro8 simply reading l i terature is possible but  once more hard to 
prove. I t  i s  true as she says that religious and scientific instruction 
do not always educate in such ratters satisfactorily. I t  is noticeable 
that she puts the rain burden of education on the mother a factor which 
uould be resisted by rany i n  the uoren's roverent at present and also the 
responsibility for developing the idea of peaceful coexistence. Her ideal 
schooling reflects rany ideas already explored but the concept of voluntariness, 
and home schooling for the youngest children have yet to be realised. She 
gives a uarning that Sylvia Ashton Warner uould doubtless concur uith, and 
Boas, that there i s  a tendency uith many parents to  rake the child the 
centre of their universe and to do too much for ther, even soretires 
1 
treating ther as equal to adults. This i s  not uhat she reans by reverence 
for the child, for the parent needs a personality and l i f e  too and the 
richer this  is the better parent they will rake. As a realist  she know 
that 'My school will not core into existence uhile governrents rake their 
2 
greatest sacrifices for r i l i ta r i s r . '  . 
I t  i s  noticeable hou often the sare values are cherished by the 
recent writers, the importance of personality, farily and corrunity but 
there i s  s t i l l  no universal consensus on the true nature of children, 
their ideal nurture and education. They rerain in the pouer of often risguided 
adults. 
1. Ellen Key, Ihg  Century of the CbMld, 6.P.Putnar and Sons, Neu 
York and London, 1909, pp. 195-6. 
From the evidence surveyed so far we see that i n  e a r l i e r  times the 
human c h i l d  was sometimes seen r e r e l y  as human excrement, something t o  be 
destroyed when spawned, o f  no p rac t i ca l  use t o  the parent but an object t o  
be exposed t o  perish i n  the uilderness or when older t o  be sold i n t o  
slavery or p ros t i tu t ion  o r  bartered as a p o l i t i c a l  hostage or sacr i f iced t o  
an offended 60d or 60ds. 
For centuries those in fan ts  which d i d  survive and were not smothered 
or over-layed i n  bed, were swaddled l i k e  a parcel which was l e f t  i n  
any convenient place and thrown about for a joke. A baby was ra re ly  
breast-fed by i t s  own mother up t o  the eighteenth century but put out t o  
nurses where conditions for chi ld-rearing were often abysmal or where 
a l te rna t i ve ly  the in fant  formed an affect ionate bond wi th  h i s  surrogate 
mother from whom he was eventually suddenly separated t o  re tu rn  home at  h i s  
natural parent's convenience, 
From t h i s  point i t  was chastised harshly and suffered agonies o f  
abuse i n  the form of enemas, purgatives and poor d ie t .  I t  was of ten l e f t  
i n  the company o f  servants i f  noble-born or mixed up i n  the general melee 
o f  street, farm or workplace i n  the lower classes, At the hands of 
servants wi th  whom i t  sometimes slept i t  might also suffer sexual abuse. 
Having survived t h i s  far the c h i l d  dressed l i k e  a miniature adult 
but treated often more l i k e  a domestic animal and at  the beck and c a l l  o f  
h i s  elders, might not only experience fr ightening dreams due t o  the ear l i e r  
traumatic events i n  h i s  l i f e  but also be scared by s to r ies  o f  ghosts, 
dev i l s  and demons and be forced t o  uitness h o r r i f i c  events such as 
executions and circumcisions. 
For centuries ch i ldren o f  wealthier parents were farmed out t o  
other homes t o  be trained i n  social  mores. Where formal schooling d id  
ex is t  they were s t i l l  the v ic t ims o f  harsh corporal punishment and a 
res t r i c ted  s t y l e  o f  teaching which suppressed the i r  natura l  curiosi ty,  
ebull ience and need for physical ac t i v i t y .  They l i ved  i n  constant fear not 
only o f  punishment from parents and teachers but o f  an al l -seeing 60d who 
might s t r i k e  them dead. They were also r idd led  with g u i l t  because they 
carr ied the stigma of o r i g i n a l  s i n  and were consequently ashamed o f  t h e i r  
own bodies and feelings. A l l  o f  the above was compounded for female 
chi ldren because i n i t i a l l y  they were not as desirable as boys, who carr ied 
on the family blood l ine, and l i k e  the i r  mothers before them were expected 
t o  stay a t  home and without benefi t  of education prepare t o  r a i s e  the next 
generation o f  chi ldren by being a household drudge. 
* 
Parents of the past were obviously i n  a quandary as t o  how t o  t rea t  
t h i s  'object', often regarded as a product o f  sinfulness. I t was therefore 
a receptacle o f  g u i l t  which they t r i e d  t o  purge by acts o f  pu r i f i ca t ion  
and atonement which included sacr i f i ce  i n  ear l i e r  days, circumcision and 
other barbaric pract ices and beating the e v i l  out o f  ch i ldren the moment 
they appeared t o  do wrong. I n  each age there have been some who recognized 
the value o f  chi ldren and t h e i r  potent ial  for growth both i n t e l l e c t u a l  and 
s p i r i t u a l  and the basic need for a loving care. Whatever they said the 
more perverse habits seem t o  have survived for we are s t i l l  l e f t  with many 
of these primal patterns o f  c h i l d  care. 
There appear t o  be only two a l ternat ive views, e i ther  t o  look back 
l i k e  some o f  the classicists, the Pelagians and the Romantics t o  a time of 
innocence, joy and beauty, the primal garden o f  Eden metaphor where the 
in fant  i s  innocent and pure and su l l i ed  only by human baseness; or t o  the 
Christ ian concept t o  whom l i f e  i s  a process o f  searching for renewal. 
redemption and grace, tha t  i s  looking t o  an a f te r  l i f e  for the highest 
level o f  being, i n  i r i t a t i o n  o f  Christ. One th ing i s  clear, t o  construct 
any kind of philosophy about childhood we cannot ignore our past any more 
than we can be sure of our future. Our only hope seers to be to learn fror 
our past mistakes and select those practices which produce the kind of 
people we would wish our children to be, but there's the rub, for we none of 
us agree apparently on th i s  basis preriss. We have an advantage over our 
ancestors because we have their experiences to draw on as well as the 
1 
benefits of scientific knowledge. Perhaps Ellen Key i s  right, if we began 
with the child's needs for the future and l e t  every other concern flow on 
fror this. If she i s  right then woren have made the wrong choice to 
compete with ren on their terns for men rade the same error says Robert 
1 
Graves when they turned fror worship of women and the Noon Goddess and 
idolized therselves and their own thoughts. If they are both right then we 
ray sirply replace the patriarchal heritage with a matriarchal one and we 
fall  into the sane trap. Our retaphors of childhhood will reveal our 
stance. 
We cannot escape having a state of childhood for each generation i s  
succeeded by another. Attitudes to childhood can change and be reflected 
by each new decade possibly reversing everything a previous one believed. 
We s t i l l  live with vestiges of former beliefs for example the adage that 
children should be seen and not heard, that one spares the rod and spoils 
the child. Innurerable people s t i l l  believe in corporal punishrent. In 
yesterday's news in th i s  country a judge publicly exonerated a father for 
1. Ellen Key,Ihe Century of the &bid, 6.P.Putnar and Sons, 
New York and London, 1909. 
2. Roberts Graves,Ih_e lh_ jk Boddess,Faber and Faber , London, 
1975, p.11. 
beating his tuo young sons. The follouing day I read of a healthy baby a 
feu ueeks old killed by its parents, and there are still numerous abortions 
performed [7,130 in N . Z .  19861 and occasional cases of infanticide. In 
Thailand scientists are overjoyed t o  find that they have discovered a 
method uhich almost guarantees the chances of a w m a n  bearing a son, at 
least 3:l. In general it is observed by social scientists that families 
tend to repeat the patterns of child rearing that they themselves have 
experienced. Thus ue find that child-beaters produce child-abusers and so 
forth. Feminist Germaine Greer has said that the Western uorld had become 
a child-hating' society and the current accounts of child abuse corroborate 
1 
this. 
It is obvious that parenting is a traumatic experience especially 
for young inexperienced couples or parents coping uith social problems such 
as poor housing, marital breakdowns, sickness etc. This role of a parent 
requires fairly complex and sophisticated skills in human relationship such 
as redeployment of pouer and responsibility, physical and emotional 
adjustment. It is also circumscribed by status, income, and social milieu, 
subject to the influences of family, advice from medical experts and more 
mysteriously a heritage of folk uisdom uhich is a mixture of archaic superstitions 
as uell as much common sense. In the normal or average situation houever 
it is also obvious that knouledge of uorthuhile parenting practices could 
be taught t o  people. The fact that society virtually ignores this need in 
its citizens is surprising. We tend to assume that parenting is instinctive 
like theprocreativeact itself. It isobvious fromevenaquick glance 
back at history that its path might have been different if people had more 
1. Germaine Greer, quoted in the Editorial, lttg hwing hwt, 
Wellington, Neu Zealand,Harch 16, 1988. 
idea of uhat effect their child rearing patterns can have and understood 
the rationale (uhen there i s  one) behind some of them. There seems to  be 
no excuse nouadays for neglecting this vital area of human knouledge. I t  i s  
not only teachers uho need a basic knouledge of child development and 
psycho1 ogy. 
Our current situation is probably a reflection also of a tendency in 
the past for the young child's care to be principally the mother's domain 
and as she has not been educated to the same extent as male children her 
learning of these sk i l l s  has been passed on in informal ways within the 
family. Nou that both parents acknouledge more and more their dual 
responsibility for a child and as women achieve a more equal status perhaps 
this need for parent education ui l l  be acknouleged and catered for. We knou 
enough about children nou to help parents avoid major errors in their 
childrearing even if  ue knou that every child i s  unique and every parent- 
child situation to some degree. 
There are common patterns which a study of the evolving concept of 
childhood shous. It i s  true that even an interest in children has not 
always been healthy b u t  ue have developed beyond that self-conscious stage 
of seeing ourselves too much in our children and sacrificing them for our 
oun ends or of seeing children as a distinctly separate category from us. 
The eapathy ue need, to share our lives uith them as partners, i s  not 
something ue are magically endowed with at  the moment our children are 
born, i t  i s  accumulated from our oun upbringing and our formal education 
minimal though this may be at  present. 
In every age there have been people ui th the insight and understanding 
necessary to improve the lot not only of children but consequently of 
parents also, but their ideas have to be know and passed on re-examined 
and adapted to  effect ongoing change and inprove the quality of a child's 
life experiences. 
Erikson cane to the conclusion that: 
in our tire man rust decide whether he can afford to continue the 
exploitation of childhood as an arsenal of irrational fears, or 
whether the relationship of adult and child, like other inequalities, 
can be raised to a position of partnership in a more reasonable 
order of things.1 
Whatever we decide children always have to accept, for they are dependent 
on us. It is unlikely that there will be a perfect childhood for all 
children for many decades yet and we are of course haunted by the fact that 
there may be no world for them to be born into. At present with our fairly 
rigid system of compulsory schooling which tends to become longer they are 
virtual PRISONERS serving a sentence filling nearly a sixth of the average 
lifespan. If we do not improve our record of child care they are also 
likely to be, like so many children in the past, helpless VICTIMS. 
1. Erik H.Er i kson,Childhggd pqd Sol kdy, Penguin Books, England, 
1967,p.42. 
CHAPTER V 
HETAPHOR I N  EDUCATION 
The metaphors and images o f  schooling and teaching that ve acquire 
have profound consequences for our educational values and for  our 
views of hov schooling should occur.1 
Hany people u i t h  a par t i cu la r  in terest  i n  education have come t o  
recognize the ins ights  that can be gained from a study o f  metaphor, even 
though i t  has been accused, as David Aspin says of 'one o f  the cardinal 
2 
errors o f  logic--that of fa l l acy  o f  analogy.' Educational discourse 
i s  nevertheless replete v i t h  metaphors, beginning v i t h  Plato's Hyth o f  the 
Sun and Cave i n  Book V I I  o f  the Republic down t o  a more modern example 
i n  the Plovden report vhich informed us that  'At the heart o f  every 
3 
educational processs l i e s  the child.' A more recent example closer t o  
home occurs i n  the the Treasury b r i e f  t o  the incoming government i n  Neu 
Zealand i n  1987 which speaks of i ns t i tu t iona l i zed  education as a %ervicef: 
'Education can be analysed i n  a s imi lar  uay t o  any other service i n  terms o f  
1. E.W. Eisner, Ihe Educatigmg! hgginaiion, Hacmillan, Nev York, 
1979, p.261. 
2. David bspin, Metaphor and leaning i n  Educational Discoursef i n  
ne_t_gh_hr_s qf Ed_ucqt_ign_,ed. W. Taylor, Heinemann, London, 
1984.p.21. 
interaction and exchange in the face of uncertainty, information costs, 
scarcity, interdependence and opportunism.' Aware, that these terms which 
to them are 'analytically robust,' might seem harsh to educationists, they 
camouflaged them slightly in the chapter of the report entitled 'The 
Nature of Education1, as, 'functions1 of education: fulfilment, integration, 
economic, custodial; and the government's role was described as 'intervention'. 
Hetaphors of and in education are not meant to be taken l i terally.  
They serve as tools for describing, for analysing, for guiding teaching 
theory and practice. Hany of them have become outdated. In this chapter I 
refer to some of the more common or persistent ones and their origins and 
how these have influenced educational philosophy and teaching practice, for 
each new metaphor becomes a label for a nev school of thought and influence, 
although, as R.F,Dearden warned, they function 'as a symbolic image, 
2 
pregnant with meaning, and rich in emotional appeal'-- which i s  in itself 
astatement filledwith metaphor. Slogans becomediffuse in their meaning 
and open to various interpretations. Worse s t i l l  these 'catchphrases' 
often stand in place of true theory, and give r i se  to a belief that metaphor 
ought to be eradicated from education altogether. Tim Linzey finds that 
metaphors i n  educational discourse have 'putatively pernicious effects' and 
much metaphor i s  'merely aphoristic reference,' although he i s  willing to 
3 
use the# as heuristic aids once they are reduced to similes or models. 
Aspin disagrees: 'It i s  arguable that our educational theories would become 
sharper instruments, less liable to fallacy, if we vould dispense with 
1. Gqyelirent ktl~gg~eqt, Brief to  the Incomi ng tovernment, Vol . I I,  
Education Issues, published by The Treasury, We1 1 ington, New 
Zealand, 1987.pp.6,24,25,41. 
3. T.J.Linzey, University of Otago, 'How to Kill a Hetaphor,'a paper 
presented to the P. E.S. A. Conference flelbourne, August 1907.pp.28-9. 
1 
metaphor a1 together.' 
Aspin says that Stebbing also considers metaphor as simply confusing 
and emotional use of language whereas Science is seen as a model of logic, 
truth and reality; a belief modern philosophers and some scientists question 
[see chapter on Sciencel; and positivists, by eradicating metaphor, would 
also rule out much of our language, especially in the areas of religion and 
literature. This is one reason why metaphor has become once more the 
concern of philosophers. 
The use of metaphor, depends, in Aspinfs opinion, on what we believe 
about the nature of language and the function of metaphor within it. He 
concludes that 'there is a theory of meaning that gets over the problems 
that have to be faced by verificationist, mentalist, causal and other 
2 
accounts of linguistic meaning.' It requires us to look at how language 
is USED; whether with common agreement and definitivity, as in common usage 
of words like 'tablef 'deskf and 'chair,' or in the more 'open-texturedf use 
of uords. In this theory, context and manner of word use is of importance 
and by 'a process of interpretation or negotiation, we can establish our 
own agreements as to meaning and significance for the purposes we have in 
3 
mind and in the particular institutional contexts in which we operate.' 
That metaphors lose their novelty and become part of standard usage 
is part of the normal development of language: 
Hetaphors such as 'core curriculumf gain currency in proportion as 
they encapsulate and present particular conceptions of which the 
participants in educational discourse had previously an ill-informed 
awareness only, in a form of such innovation and attractiveness that 
1. David Aspin, ' Hetaphor and Heaning in Educational Discoursef in 
tMa_ehow~ of W~cqtion_, ed . W. Taylor, Hei nemann , London, 
1984.p.23. 
2. and 3. Ibid. ,p.27. 
their appropriateness is immediately judged by all to be beyond 
question. 1 
Aspin1s 'by all1 may be a slight case of hyperbole but ue can appreciate 
his meaning. What he does not mention is that it is generally one person 
or a group such as a research team uho crystallise this process or 
development of thought by coming up with an idea, phrase or uord to act as 
a catalyst. In this way ue get expressions such as 'team-teaching1 with 
its sporting connotation or qprogrammed-learningl in the era of computers 
and suggesting a quasi-logical operation. 
Taylor believes that in trying to make education comprehensible ue 
pile one metaphor on top of another 'Ordering and classifying for our oun 
purposes phenomena ue have already metaphorised, and often in the process 
destroying the meaning that these phenomena have acquired for those closest 
2 
to them.' An example of uhat he describes is the widely prevalent use of 
the term %ocationall uhich originally meant a 'calling1 and uas used to 
describe a life of uork in a religious institution and uas often applied to 
medicine and teaching. Nou it is used to describe any educational course 
designed to lead to employment. 
It is important therefore in Taylor's view to have a reflective 
auareness of metaphors and hou ue use them for they can be ' seductively 
3 
reductionist' and ue need to be auare that 'The metaphors of education 
represent the claims made by groups to impose their oun sets of meanings on 
1. David Aspin, I Hetaphor and Meaning in Educational Discourser in 
M a p h w s  gf Ed_ucat ion, ed, W. Tayl or, Heinemann, London, 
1984.p.28. 
2. William Taylor,'Hetaphors of Educational Discoursell in 
kt_a_phnr_: o_f bJuc_dut_hcn, ed. W. Taylor, Heinemann, London, 
1984.p.23. 
1 
experience.' Educational metaphors comprise what he c a l l s  *a shared 
2 
referent ial  library' t o  those who part ic ipate  in educational discourse and 
they are  a l so  drawn from many disciplines. 
There is another interesting factor vhich Taylor points out, that  we 
have metaphors such a s  Weberts 'world imagest, Popperf s 'world hypothesest, 
Black's 'archetypesf and Hacraefs 'root metaphors, a l l  referring t o  ideas 
and principles which ray in  fact never influence classroom practice, and 
that  educational discourse can be far removed from the task of teaching. 
Hany current reports on education re f lec t  t h i s  problem. Taylor himself 
uses an architectural metaphor t o  suggest the  necessity of marrying 
[another cormon metaphor!l theory and practice. What is said, thought and 
vri t ten about education, even vhen presented in scient i f ic  form, i s ,  a s  he 
says, intended to persuade or t o  convince. One might almost say that there 
are  no r ight  answers and only strong argument and opinion prevails. When 
backed by research i t  i s  a l l  the more convincing, so i t  f inal ly  comes down 
t o  rhetoric and the power t o  convince and persuade, an ancient a r t  a s  we 
have already seen and one moreover in vhich only a minority are highly 
ski l led and can therefore wield considerable power. All of which leads him 
to conclude that educational discourse is for the rost part 'a trop(e)ical 
3 
jungle. ' 
As Eisner sees i t  ve have been drawn too often into the t rap of 
emulating scient i f ic ,  military and industr ia l  language t o  describe 
education, and often t h i s  resul ts  in s implis t ic ,  mechanical solutions being 
sought. Control and standardized outcomes have been a preoccupation. He 
1. and 2. William Taylor,'Hetaphors of Educational Discourself i n  
Hetaehors of Educationfed. W. Taylor, Heinemann, London, 
l984.p. 17. 
3. Ibid, ,p20. 
sees that we need models that  a r e  heuris t ic  and useful and that  teaching 
needs t o  be recognized as  an a r t .  I t  is ironic a s  he says that  education 
usually comes under the umbrella of the a r t s ,  yet the conceptual tools  for 
studying and cr i t ic izing the a r t s  a r e  rarely used. For him the  cul ture of 
the  school functions a s  an organic ent i ty  that i s  ever changing yet seeks 
s tab i l i ty .  This f i t s  in  vi th  more current paradigms of education and other 
discipl ines  also. 
Eisner sees  that because language derives from a set  of images which 
a r e  often visual, when we consider what education is and what should be 
1 
taught 'Language seems t o  reinforce and legitimize these images.' A new 
word CAN create a new world. For t h i s  reason he agrees that we ought t o  be 
c r i t i c a l l y  aware of t h i s  factor: 
The dominant image of schooling in America has been the factory and 
the dominant image of teaching and learning the assembly line. These 
images underest i r a t e  the complexities of teaching and neglect the 
differences between education and training. 2 
The use of such metaphors implies technical acumen, suggesting 
systemization and rat ional i ty;  an illusion of control i s  created. What 
should concern us is that: 'Eventually the use of such language changes the 
aims of the enterprise...Education becomes converted from a process into a 
3 
commodity, something one ge t s  then sells. '  The lay public is reassured by 
such metaphors for ; 
Rationality has been conceived a s  sc ien t i f i c  in  nature, and 
cognition has been reduced t o  knowing in words, a s  a resu l t ,  a l ternat ive 
views of knowledge and mind have been omitted in the preparation of 
teachers, administrators and educational researchers.4 
1. and 2. El l iot  W.Eisner, Ihg Educational hgg&ainjgn, tlacmillan, 
New York, 1979, p.262. 
In this kind of atmosphere the intelligence needed to create poetry, music, 
or the visual arts simply does not count but only that which is measurable 
as in the form of scholastic achievement tests, for our view of learning is 
shaped by what we measure, the tacit ideal being as he says that of the 
hard sciences. Eisner believes that: 'The model of natural science on 
which much educational research is based is probably inappropriate for most 
1 
of the problems and airs of teaching, learning and curriculum development.' 
Hence there is little in research that guides practice. 
Knowing, like teaching, requires the organism to be active and to 
construct meaningful PATTERNS (my emphasis) out of experience. At 
base such patterns are artistic constructions. a means through which 
the human creates a concept of reality ... Pattern is an inescapable 
quality of the organization of thought.2 
The huran organism i s  structure-seeking and pattern-forming in his view, and 
to make such patterns requires an environment supportive of exploratory 
thought, but because the factors that influence schooling often have their 
origin far from the school such an environment rarely exists. Like others 
he see the dangers in rere slogans for they replace real thought and enable 
school practitioners to avoid dealing with persistent problems of 
practice. We talk about excellence in teaching says Eisner as if it were a 
single set of qualities and evaluate teaching with a single image of 
pedagogical mer i t. 
Taylor believes that an unreflective use of metaphors is dangerous 
and Aspin says they can also stop thought and development of ideas if we 
cling to them, he gives examples: fchild-centred',feducation for citizenshipf, 
'teacher-accountabi 1 i ty. ' If these are never questioned they become not 
1. and 2. Elliot H.Eisner, Ihe  Edlcational Iraq jnpmign, llacmillan, 
New York, 1979, p.265. 
agents for change b u t  ends in themselves in the narrow perspective of one 
metaphor. I t  has been said so often that the medium i s  the message and can 
massage us into lethargy. 
There i s  no doubt that 'metaphors help us the better to str ive 
towards grasping the visions and truths of their art if icers and attempting 
1 
however i q e r  fectly to share in thed  However they can mislead us and 
make us believe that we have arrived at  a 'truthf or 'lawf or a conclusive 
answer of some kind when in fact they may be only another step in our 
search for such. 'Truthf i s  an elusive concept and perhaps truism i s  
a more apt word in many cases. As Aspin says 'The creative imagination 
works in and through metaphor and presents us w i t h  an increased awareness 
2 
of alternative possible worlds.' loodman, he says has expressed this 
perfectly . . .' a metaphor i s  an affair betwen a predicate with a past and 
3 
an object that yields while protesting.' To extend his analogy, the 
liaison can be fruitful and give birth to new insights and new direction in 
teaching practice and to research in education. On the other hand such 
products can be weak, or flawed. They c a n a l s o d i e o r  outlive their 
usefulness. Aspin agrees with Davidsonls statement that : 
Hetaphor i s  the dreamwork of language, and l ike a l l  drearwork i t s  
interpretation reflects as much on the interpreter as on the 
originator. The interpretation of dreams requires collaboration 
between a drearer and a vaker, even if they be the same person; and 
the act of interpretation i s  i tself  a work of the imagination. So, 
too, understanding a metaphor i s  as much a creative endeavour as 
making a metaphor, and as l i t t l e  guided by rules.4 
1. David Aspin, ' netaphor and neaning i n  Educational Discoursef in 
klaehows of Educat i oq, ed. W. Taylor, Hei nemann, london, 
1984,p.34. 
2. Ibid. ,p.34. 
It is interesting to trace where some of the more dominant metaphors 
of education have come from. For a history of metaphor one has to turn back 
to Aristotle and for one of the earliest images of education ve also go to 
the Greeks as mentioned in the opening of this chapter. The first 
metaphor and model comes originally from Socrates and his approach to the 
slave boy 'It is a view of knowledge as a mode of vision or insight which 
must be stimulated by a teacher and what a teacher does in encounters wi th 
1 
a student.' In the Republic 'the metaphor for this kind of self- 
initiated activity ( in the section dealing vith the myth of the cave) is 
2 
an emergence out of the darkness into the light.' Aristotle spoke of 
self-realization as the attainment of happines or eudaimonia. The teacher's 
task was to encourage the habits of good disposition and moral behaviour 
and to instruct the development of the intellect, two separate areas of 
concern. 
The dominant metaphor in Aristotlefs thinking was a hierarchy, a 
kind of pyramid arising out of inchoateness, culminating in the 
abstraction of pure form. we might think of Dantels later representation 
of it in the INFERNO, describing the continual climbing in order 'to 
glimpse those things whose beauty nothing mars.. . . .'3 
In his SYMPOSIUM Plato describes the phases of his own intitiation into wisdom 
through the use of myth and metaphor to illustrate the power of the 
principles of good and beauty and their importance in one's life: 
Philsophers today rarely think in terms of a metaphor of ascent; nor 
do they think of knowledge as a representation of nature or of ideal 
abstractions or 'forms.' But there remains the image of the teacher 
struggling to rove others to become norm governed, to choose to 
aspire and live according to principles, to create orders in experience 
by means of concepts and  for^. Horeover, at least for sore, there 
1. Haxine Greene, Philosophy and Teaching, @nimiook of !k_sgargh on 
Teachingled. H.C.Wittrock, Hacmillan New York,1986, p.482. 
rera ins the society, u i t h  i t s  cacophonous voices and points o f  vieu; 
and there seers t o  be a desperate need t o  provoke ind iv iduals  sorehou 
t o  overcore self- interest,  t o  achieve sore u l t imate agreerent, t o  
transcend towards the 'real. ' The SYliPOSIUH o f fe rs  a metaphorical 
paradigm--perhaps o f  what education should be. 1 
Greene notes that ue cont inual ly  tu rn  back t o  these ear ly  ideas and she 
c i t e s  the current preoccupation w i th  excellence 'pr imari ly cogni t ive 
excellence' as an example, 
Schef f l e r  analyzed three dorinant ear ly  rodels o f  education the 
IHPRESSION, the INSIGHT and the RULE rodels derived respectively f ro# the 
wr i t i ngs  o f  Plato, Saint Augustine, Locke and Kant. Each o f  these began 
u i t h  a retaphor used t o  describe hou the v r i t e r  perceived education. 
The irpression model i s  the  simplest and probably the most uidespread. 
I t  bas ica l ly  considers knouledge as input fed i n t o  the learner who i n  t h i s  
case uas seen as a TABULA RASA by Locke. I n  t h i s  rode1 says Scheffler the 
r i n d  i s  seen as blank or empty at b i r t h  and increasing i n  grouth as 
information i s  deposited onto or i n t o  it. But as he perceives it, th is :  
I u p l i c i t  conception of the grouth o f  knouledge i s  false. Knowledge 
i s  not a standardized processing o f  sensory particulars--knouledge 
is ,  f i r s t  and forerost, erbodied i n  language, and involves a 
conceptual apparatus not derivable f r o r  the sensory data but irposed 
upon ther.2 
The r i n d  alone does not cope u i t h  in for rat ion,  there i s  also vhat he c a l l s  
guessuork and invention as well as cu l tu re  and custor. Horeover knouledge 
involves theory, i t  i s  a creat ive and ind iv idua l i s t i c  enterprise. Experience 
t e s t s  our theories but does not generate then. Hany facets o f  t h i s  process 
1. Haxine Greene, Philosophy and Teaching, Handbook of Research of~ 
Teachingled, H.C.Wi t trock, l i ac r i l l an  Neu York, 1986, p.482. 
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2. I s rae l  Schef f l e r  , 'Philosophical Hodels of Teaching, lWlosgehh 
F_o_u_n_dwtjgns g t  Edu_yhhgn,ed. S.H. Cahn, Harper and Rou 1970,p.387. 
From Harvard Educational Revieu; Vo1.35, Spring 1965. 
of learning have to be considered and they are inextricably linked. 
Context is important as many other writers also say. Scheffler argues 
that 'We need to feed in not only sensory data but the correlated verbal 
PATTERNINGS try emphasis1 of such data, that is ,  the statements about such 
1 
data that ue ourselves accept.' 
To store all accepted theories, Scheffler says is not the same as 
being able to use them properly in context, so a l l  versions of the impression 
model finally have th i s  defect: 'They fail  t o  make adequate room for 
radical INNOVATION by the learner... There i s  a fundamental gap uhich 
teaching cannot bridge simply by expansion or reorganisat ion of the 
2 
curriculum input.' I t  i s  interesting that he uses the metaphor of a 
bridge here for the uord i tself  has this intrinsic l i te ra l  meaning. 
The storage model s t i l l  persists and came under attack fairly recently 
by Profesor Marshall Gregory uho describes i t  as one of the governing 
metaphors ue rely on. He likens the storage model to the young bride's 
'hope chest1 into uhich she stuffs commodities for her dreams of the future. 
In the same uay young people are encouraged to store information as useful 
3 
and 'Memory i s  in fact the prirary mechanisr of rodern education.' 
Students believe that only factual material i s  true and important and they 
avoid problem-solving and discussion because i t  wastes time. Liberal 
education suffers as a result. Yet in real l i f e  as Gregory says most 
important decisions are made in situations uhere facts are distinctly 
1. Israel Schef f ler, 'Philosophical Models of Teaching, 1Phi!oso~hiK2! 
Foundations gf Ed_yc_qfio_n_,ed. S. M.Cahn, Harper and Rou 1970,p.388. 
Fror Harvard Educational Review; Vo1.35, Spring 1965. 
3. Marshall Gregory,'If Education Is a Feast, Why Do We Restrict The 
Menu?, A critique of pedagogical metaphors,~a_!bgqg Teaching, 
Vo1.35,Part 3, 1987,p.102. 
lacking. Students are led to 'think of al l  knowledge as consisting of 
1 
right and wrmg answers.' The effect of th is  i s  that they must feel 
that the knowledge they acquire does not really belong to them. 
Learning is storage produces three corollary metaphors, a l l  of them 
equally damaging to liberal education; TEACHERS ARE EXPERTS, STUDENTS 
ARE CLIENTS, and EXPERTS ARE MORALLY NEUTRAL CONDUITS OF INFORHATION. 
To accorplish th is  delicate procedure with efficiency and tact, i t  i s  
necessary that they should shut up, avoid wiggling, and above a l l  
avoid interrupting. Our pedagogy often t e l l s  them that they should 
behave in our classes the way many lawyers and doctors expect us to 
behave i n  their offices. The relationship thus produced i s  not one 
of cooperative learning, but one of professional distance.2 
His words ring very true in the light of the recent revelations about the 
3 
paternalism in medical treatment of women in New Zealand. If teachers 
pursue this kind of professionalism there is a danger that they become, 
thinks Gregory, experts who do not really l ive by their knowledge, that 
is do not practise what they preach, but transmit i t  dispassionately in 
professional settings; such teachers are not fellow learners with their 
pupils. 
One concern he has i s  that under this model we simply teach too much 
and give l i t t l e  time to thoughtful reflection. This i s  ; far cry he says 
from the model Socrates deployed even though we could hardly imitate him as 
a model in our tires. Like Eisner he i s  disrayed by the information-factory 
model he sees being pursued when we 'should be helping our students to 
evaluate information...teaching them how to separate tr ivial  from important 
4 
information, by using cri t ical  judgments, ethical standards, and logic.' 
1, Marshall Gregory, 'If Education Is a Feast, Why Do We Restrict The 
Henu? A critique of pedagogical retaphors,M!gqg leaching, 
Vol.35,Part 3, 1987,p.103. 
3. Sandra Coney,lhe Unfortunate E~ge~j~_e~~,Penguin,Neu Zeal and, 1908. 
4. Gregory, p.104. 
The storage metaphor i s  stultifyingly uti l i tarian and deceives young people 
into thinking that ue are g i v i n g  them information vital for their survival 
in the adult world. This he considers coercive and hypocritical on the part 
of teachers. Gregory blames those uho have been made disheartened and 
cynical by the large and powerful forces uorking against liberal education. 
'All education i s  based on values and forms values as surely as sunlit 
1 
trees cast a shadou,' A lovely image he leaves us uith for he believes 
2 
that 'the liberal arts  are too valuable to  be abandoned.' 
In the INSIGHT model as explained by Schef fler knouledge i s  conceived 
of as VISION. This idea derives from Plato and is found in the uritings of 
Augustine uho said that uords alone are mere noises and through them nothing 
i s  conveyed for 'language rust have a function uholly distinct from that of 
the signification of reali t ies;  i t  i s  used to prompt people in certain 
3 
uays.' Simply beli.eving what one is told i s  not to knou i t .  "For  
knouledge, in short, requires the individual hinself to have a grasp of the 
4 
rea l i t ies  lying behind the uords.' 
Schef f ler however be1 ieves that ue can understand statements before 
becoring acquainted wi th  their signified reali t ies for the syntax of a 
sentence i s  meaningful to us. He considers that Augustine confuses the 
meaning of WORDS uith that of SENTENCES. Word meanings we do have to know 
i n  order to understand. To be inforred however, he agrees, i s  no guarantee 
of knowing, for, 'neu INFORHATION, in short, can be intelligibly conveyed by 
1. Marshall Gregory,'If Education Is a Feast, Why Do We Restrict The 
Henu? A critique of pedagogical retaphors,Co!Me_qe Teaching, 
Vol .3S,Par t 3, 1987,~. 106. 
3. and 4. Israel Schef fler , fPhilosophical llodels of Teaching, 
th,i!o_$eeh_iha_! Foundation_s_ o_f E&cation,ed. S.H.Cahn, Harper and 
Row 197Olp.389. from Harvard Educational Revieu; Vo1 .3S, Spring 1965. 
1 
statements; new Knowledge cannot,' This notion of an ' interior l ight '  
is one I will return t o  l a te r  for i t  seems t o  me a s  pervasive a s  the growth 
metaphor but f a i l s  t o  a t t rac t  a s  much attention and may in fact be more 
worthy of interest .  
Where Augustinefs ideas vary s l igh t ly  t o  Plato's is in h i s  concept 
of will and t h i s  has led Hannah Arendt to  c a l l  h i r  'the f i r s t  philosopher of 
2 
the  Will' This indicates a rejection of cyclical views of t i r e  and 
history and according to Breene ' I t  opened the possibi l i ty  of imagining 
3 
what i t  might mean t o  move persons voluntarily t o  choose t o  learn.' 
The insight and impression models come from two opposing views but 
both are  cognitive models. Scheffler says that the impression model 
preserves heritage and culture, but has l i t t l e  t o  do with actual teaching 
and learning. He thinks that the concept of a vision of r e a l i t y  in the 
insight model is irpossibly simple for i t  does not 'make adequate room for 
4 
principled deliberation in the characterisation of knowing.' 
According t o  Scheffler Kant is linked with the RULE model where the 
emphasis i s  on reason and reason is always a ra t t e r  of abiding by general 
rules  and principles. Where the impression and insight model a re  peculiarly 
and narrowly cognitive i n  relevance, Sheffler sees  the rule  model as  
embracing conduct also. In t h i s  model 'teaching should be geared not 
simply t o  the transfer of information nor even the development of insight; 
but t o  the inculcation of principled judgment and conduct, the building of 
1. Israel Scheffler, Philosophical Models of teaching, in Philosoehical 
hu_n$htionq of Education, Harper and Rov, New York.p.390. 
2. Haxine Greene, Philosophy and Teaching, Handbook of Research oq 
Teachingfed. l.C.Wittrock, lacmillan New York,1986, p.484. 
autonomous and rational character which underlies the enterprises of 
1 
science, morality and culture.' 
Scheffler sees much value in the rule model yet finds it somewhat 
formal and abstract. As hesays the rulesof science arenot  fixed, they 
evolve and grow vith the advance of knowledge and they too form a tradition. 
For Kant, concepts and understanding are defined i n  terms of universals 
that serve as rules; and this view continues to have an effect on many ways 
of doing philosophy vith respect to teaching today: 
Kantls view of conceptual ordering of experience continues to exert 
the greatest influence as more and more theorists of teaching call 
attention to the importance of introducing students, not sirply to  
specific modes of inquiring, but to what Paul Hirst calls  'networks 
of related concepts'.2 
We are now aware says Greene that Kantf s universals are not so, and that as 
cultures differ so do the models, but i t  is thought that his notion of 
structures has permeated Piagetts distinctive structuralism. 
Jerome Bruner also believes that 'a principal task of intellect i s  
3 
the construction of explanatory models for the ordering of experience.' 
With th is  view the teacher's problem i s  to invent modes of access to the 
eapowering ski l l s  or techniques in the culture. This emphasison form and 
structure Greene finds dominant at  present and can be traced back to Kant, 
i t s  consequence i s  a cognitivist emphasis in teaching vhich relates in part 
to the focus of this  study: 
Definiteness in cognition, i t  has been said IS structure; what i s  
involved i s  an organisation of materials around focal ideas and 
relationships. Hany teachers, therefore, are asked to focus upon 
1. Israel Scheffler, Philosophical Hodels of teaching, in PhjlKsqeh&cai 
Foundations o_f Education, Harper and Row, New York.p.394. 
2. Haxine Greene, Philosophy and Teaching, H_qqdlock of rgsgqwgh on 
Teachingfed. H.C.Wittrock, Hacmillan New York11986, p.487. 
systems of notation and general ideas, or on the 'forms of knouledge' 
ue have already mentioned, the 'symbol systems' or the languages by 
means of uhich ue construct our uorlds or, rather, 'world versions', 
since (according to Nelson 6oodmant1978) there is no uorld underlying 
our versions of it.. . 'knouing is a s  much remaking as reporting.. . . .' 
Discovering laus involves drafting them. Recognizing patterns is 
very much a matter of inventing and imposing them.1 
Greene comments that ' teaching very likely, uill be more and more oriented 
to the stimulation of rule-governed reasoning; computational analogies 
2 
ray be taken more and w r e  seriously by students of thinking.' 
We must pass on these multiple live traditions thinks Scheffler for 
teaching is not simply as in behaviourist terms 'a matter of the teacher's 
shaping the student's behaviour or of controlling his mind. It is a matter 
of passing on those traditions of principled thought and action uhich 
3 
define the rational life for teacher as well as student.' These form 
what Peters has called standards, and he is quoted: 
To liken education to therapy, to conceive of it as imposing pattern 
on another person or as fixing the environment so that he 'grows' 
fails to do justice to the shared impersonality both of the content 
that is handed on and of the criteria by reference to uhich it is 
criticized and revised. The teacher is not a detached operator uho 
is bringing about some kind of result in another person uhich is 
external to him. His task is to try to get others on the inside of 
a public form of life that he shares and considers to be 
vorthuhile.4 
Peterst oun model is generally referred to as INITIATION, and here he does 
make it sound rather like getting inducted into a social club. 
In his overview of these models it is noticeable that the language 
Scheffler himself uses cones from very recent educational terminology for 
1. Haxine Greene, Philosophy and Teaching, Handlook of Rg:gpr$h on_ 
Teachinp,ed. H.C.Wittrock, Hacmillan New York, 1986, p.488. 
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3. Israel Schef f ler, Philosophical Hodels of teaching, in IWlWsoelihal 
~oundations of Education, Harper and Rou, New York.p.396. 
example: input, data and processing; a l l  metaphors from computing. 
For himself the model of education he favours is that  of INVITATION 'we do 
not impose our wills on the student, but introduce him t o  the many mansions 
of the  heritage in  which we ourselves s t r i v e  t o  l ive,  and t o  the improvement 
1 
of which we ourselves are  dedicated.' His own metaphor is that of the 
host who invi tes  one t o  share what he has t o  offer and i t  reminds one of 
the vords from St. John's gospel 'In my father's house a re  many mansions.' 
Quint i l ian ray have been the most influential educational thinker of 
Ancient Rome but he saw chidren a s  'vessels with narrow mouths' i n t o  which 
the teacher was to  pour oratory and grammar whilst Plutarch saw that  'Childhood 
1 
is a tender thing and easily wrought into any shape.' He certainly did 
3 
not see the child as an eapty pitcher but rather as  'a f i r e  t o  be kindled' 
and that  childcare and education resembled good husbandry. 
I t  is obvious that the metaphors of each decade will r e f lec t  the 
pursuits and in te res t s  current a t  that  time and i t  is no surprise  that  
teaching i s  seen to be analogous with training animals, t i l l i n g  the s o i l  or 
sk i l fu l ly  moulding or shaping clay vood or metal. I t  is only in  our own 
times of course that people have been likened t o  computers and automatons. 
Quaint a s  sore of the ear l ier  images now seem t o  be they are  s t i l l  prevalent. 
Each vr i t e r  on education is influenced by the language of the world he or 
she l ives  in. Hontaigne is a typical example drawing as  he does from 
images of horse training, farming and even nutrition and digestion. 
As Carol Clark points out in  her study of h i s  Essais these a re  not 
1. Israel Scheffler, Philosophical Hodels of teaching, i n  W~ill~sgehihg! 
royndrtios2 of Education, Harper and Rov, New York.p.396. 
novel but stock irages and rost cr i t ics  have seen in the striking iragery 
of these essays a reflection of his original approach to educational questions, 
an approach which they have characterised as being practical and concrete, 
in contrast to the s ter i le  dogmatism of his predecessors. In Clark's opinion 
tconcretel iragery had been a mainstay of argument on educational topics 
from ancient t i r e s  onwards. They were a stock-in-trade of rhetoric, t o  
convince and persuade where logic right fai l .  
One of Hontaigne's most frequently used images i s  that of nutrition 
and digestion as a rode1 of the educative process and had been s i r i la r ly  
1 
used earlier by Seneca and Erasrus. Where we in the twentieth century 
turn to scientific language to  explain e.g. the workings of the rind, the 
sixteenth century saw 'the relation of the teacher to the rinds of his 
2 
pupils invariably as one of agent to patient.' Teachers were often 
likened to craftsren: 'the dyer [used also by Platol, the potter, seal raker, 
and rost irportantly farmer---and his pupil with the raw raterial of the 
3 
craft--wool, clay, wax, earthortenderplant. ' '  All iragesonenotes 
are of things vulnerable to raking or breaking. 
Hontaigne, according to Clark only uses such irages once, and then 
in a Latin quotation, for he did not see the child's rind as a 'tabula 
rasa' but in a less passive role. The irage of 'the erpty vesself i s  
likewise not used by hir; 'but he does show considerable interest in the 
irage of the rind as a clay vessel, partly permeable by i t s  contents, bu t  in 
turn reacting on them by imparting the flavour of things i t  has previously 
1. Carol Clark, Ihg Web of ngtdehhl, French Forur Publishers, 
Kentucky, 1978, p.54. 
1 
contained.' Rather than being moulded the student i s  absorbent. I n  111-12- 
1015 t h i s  there i s  re i terated i n  ro re  complexity but the most consistent 
and strongest i rage used i s  the agr i cu l tu ra l  one. Clark says that  
'retaphors drawn f r o r  agr icu l tura l  pract ice are found i n  works on a l l  o f  
the a r t s  (they are corron i n  wr i t ings on s t y l e  and language) ... ,but they 
are corronest i n  wr i t ings on education.'... 'The p ic tu re  i s  always the 
same--the ever-vigi lant raster ext i rpat ing the weeds, sowing the good seed, 
h i s  pruning k n i f e  always at  the ready t o  el iminate any signs of unregenerate 
2 
nature appearing i n  h i s  charges. ' Sra l l  wonder then that i n  'De 
L1 ins t i tu t ion  des enfans' Hontaigne begins with a comparison from agr icu l ture 
but t h i s  i s  not extended. The only other s imi lar  reference i s  when he 
describes the care h i s  own father took o f  h i s  education and regrets that : 
'il nla recue i l l y  aucuns f r u i t s  repondans a une s i  exquise culture.' And 
suggests that  one reason was the 'champ s t e r i l e  e t  incorrode 'of h i s  own 
3 
temperarent. 
As Clark points  out Hontaigne does not see the pupi l  as 'a spr ig  o f  
fa l l en  nature' which needs pruning ( t h i s  phrase i s  f r o r  Sal iat) .  His ro re  
unconventional image i s  one l ikening the pupi l  t o  a c o l t  being broken i n  by 
i t s  raster. This r i g h t  seer a harsh irage t o  us but as she explains 
elsewhere, the re la t ionship betueen a horse and h i s  raster  i s  one o f  respect 
and control. nontaigne does use agr i cu l tu ra l  i rages because they are a 
l i t e r a r y  convention, but as he believed i n  being inventive with language he 
uses stock irages i n  unconventional ways. 'The idea o f  s o i l  as rediur,  
1. Carol Clark, Web of fdaghhy, French Forur Publishers, 
Kentucky, 1978, p.57. 
3. Ibid. ,p.60. 
determining the character of what i s  grown in i t ,  i s  extended in 1,51 from 
i t s  normal application to  the mind and i t s  productions, t o  society and i t s  
1 
productions i n  the form of art.' 
If one wonders why agricultural and horticultural metaphors are so 
common in education, i t  is presumably because children are so vulnerable, so  
dependent on adults for so long. This very vulnerability means that the 
adults have the power to choose their role and attitude towards them. Even 
now chidren are s t i l l  maimed, neglected, tortured, bullied, sold and 
exploited as cheap labour or used as mili tary fodder. Legislation has been 
used to try to  stamp out inhuman practices and the more institutionalized 
ones such as slavery, mining, chimney sweeping have been prohibited but 
society cannot merely by laws prevent the abuse and neglect of children. 
When flontaigne used conventional education imagery i t  was usually 'to 
2 
s t igmat ize thepract iceashesawit . '  Asawri terof thepre-scient i f ic  
period he uses imagery to convince rather than to  prove, 'the relative role 
of nature and nurture in the formation of human behaviour or of literary 
3 
style.' Writers of a later scientific age however s t i l l  use imagery and 
metaphors to explain educational imponderables. 
By the time of Rousseau 'The paradigm of the TABULA RASA has given 
way to a paradigm of the growing flower or plant, impelled to ripeness by 
4 
i t s  own ELAN VITAL.' I t  i s  the growth metaphor which i s  the most 
persistent. Peters according to Greene prefers Platofs image of education 
1. Carol Clark, Iltg Wgb of Mge)hr, French Forum Publishers, 
Kentucky, 1978, p.62. 
3. Ibid. ,p.64. 
4. Haxine Greene,Philosophy and teaching,flgdbggk of Reagqrch on 
Iggyh_ing, Hacmi 1 lan, London, 1986, p. 486. 
as a ' turning towards the l i g h t '  t o  that  o f  GROWTH for he believes that a 
concern about growth and self-determination ' pay too l i t t l e  heed t o  the 
1 
transmission o f  worthwhile content.' He also said that  the growth 
2 
metaphor i s  'dressing up our value judgments i n  ser i -sc ient i  f i c  clothes. ' 
and he and H i rs t  hold that the b io log ica l  metaphor presents a moral 
escape from educational issues, soc ia l  issues, and that behind the growth 
metaphor i s  the value o f  autonomy, and behind autonomy l i e  the soc ia l  
3 
values o f  toleration, respect for  persons, and fairness, t o  name a few.' 
Never the1 ess: 
Throughout the years the growth metaphor has served educators and a t  
least  one poet i n  several ways: the student has been the so i l ,  
knowledge the seed, and the teacher the t i l l e r  and sower; students 
have been the plants, communi t y  the so i l ,  the teacher the gardener 
or forester; students have been the f r u i t ,  experience the tree, the 
teacher the grafter;  and of course students have been weeds i n  the 
garden of l i f e  o f f  and on forever. I t  i s  correct t o  not ice also that  
opinion i s  not a l l  i n  harmony as t o  whether or how much 'natural growth' 
i s  t o  be valued, nor i s  i t  unanimous as t o  how the growth metaphor 
should be used i n  defense o f  an educational theory.4 
Dearden says that one searches i n  vain for an adequate d e f i n i t i o n  o f  
t h i s  growth concept, rather ' i t functions as a symbolic image, pregnant 
5 
with meaning and r i c h  i n  emotional appeal.' Such notions are found he 
says i n  Holres ( 'Our business i s  t o  grow') i n  Rousseauls Emile (17621, i n  
Froebells Education o f  Man (18261, i n  Holmes What i s  and What Might Be 
(1911), i n  Dewey's Democracy and Education (1916) and Experience and Education 
1, Maxine Greene, Philosophy and teaching,ljagdwmk of R e ~ ~ a ~ g h  en_ 
Teaching, Macmi l lan, London, 1986, p.480. 
------- 
2. David Nyberg, Pruning the Growth metaphor, I t te  Edhgd!on_a! fgwug, 
November, 1975, p. 27. 
5. R. F. Dearden, P$i!gsgehy of W)ayy  Education, Rout 1 edge 
and Kegan Paul, London, l968,p. 25. 
(1938) and volumes on c h i l d  developrent. 
Children i n  the  elementary t r a d i t i o n  aged but d i d  not grow i n  t h i s  
sense, i n  fact  everything designed for education f i t t e d  more i n t o  the 
concept o f  moulding rather than encouraging any natural grouth. Grouth 
impl ies b io log ica l  development and maturation, and c h i l d  development i s  seen 
as a process o f  continuing readiness for neu a c t i v i t i e s  such as ualking, 
ta l k ing  etc. Observation o f  such stages i s  wel l  documented even though 
there w i l l  be ind iv idual  variat ions and the exact roment o f  change i s  
almost imperceptible, As Dearden says t h i s  leads t o  c h i l d  development 
concepts being normative, based on the theoret ica l  construct ion o f  an ideal  
development pattern. This i s  uhere the teacher as gardener metaphor ar ises 
and the teacher i s  expected t o  be ever a l e r t  for the r i g h t  moment o f  
readiness t o  apply the correct kind of educational f e r t i l i s e r .  Dearden 
quotes Priestman: 
[Teachers] r u s t  regard themsclves as gardeners watching development, 
ready t o  feed the grovth t o  the best he may be; not uorr ied t o  make 
a l l  the plants the same, but t r y i n g  t o  br ing about tha t  they shal l  
grou, so that the whole garden sha l l  be a harmony.1 
It i s  the vagueness of these admonitions uhich perplexes us says Dearden 
for hou does one knov these signs o f  grouth and readiness and hou does one 
feed or st imulate grouth. I t  i s  assumed for instance that there i s  a point 
i n  time uhen one i s  ready for maths just  as there i s  a stage i n  babyhood vhen 
one i s  able t o  develop bladder control. The g r w t h  metaphor i s  b io log ica l  
but without reference points  that are b io log ica l l y  v i s i b l e  i n  the 
educational f i e l d  [another physical retaphorl. This concept o f  readiness 
also creates s i tuat ions uhere chi ldren are deprived o f  access t o  cer ta in  
things e.g. books, because i t  i s  assumed that  they u i l l  not be ready for 
1. R.F.Dearden,IV~g Phi losoehy of k j g g r y  Education, Routledge 
and Kegan Paul, London, 1968,p.29. 
1 
them but need merely to play. 
The Fraebelian doctrine of growth expounded also by Gessell and 
Stanley Hall presupposes an 'essential nature1 of perfection which given 
the right conditions will gradually ererge. Holmes describes this as akin 
to the acorn and the oak and Gessell sees it in terms of mirroring the 
cultural history of the race. The child in this view is therefore innately 
perfect. The tendency in such beliefs 'says Dearden is to ignore the social 
nature of man. 
Wordsworth and Rousseau would say it was the social world of man 
which destroyed this innate goodness. If we are unable to present to the 
child perfect growth conditions then we will never prove the growth theory 
to be right. On the other hand ascertaining what these perfect conditions 
would be is an almost impossible task. As Dearden sees it acceptance of 
this view of our 'essential naturef can mask authoritarianism. It suggests 
also that there may be no place for individual autonomy and implies a 
belief in the inevitability of PROCESSES. 
The growth ideology according to Dearden developed out of late - 
eighteenth and nineteenth-century Romanticism 'a nest from which both 
2 
Marxism and fascism emerged as two of its broods.' In the Marxist view 
the individual is merely an aspect of historical deterrinisn. In the 
growth theory the individual in the most extrere view is totally at the 
mercy of nature--and the individual is absorbed into history or 
'democracy1. Maslowts idea of self actual isat ion rodi fies this somewhat. 
Here growth is still a matter of laws which bring people to the point of 
1. R. F. Dear den, Ibg MKgsghy gf @ m y  Edu<gtlgn, Rout ledge 
and Kegan Paul, London, 1968, p. 31. 
self-actualisation bu t  they value privacy, detachment, meditativeness and 
independence. Dearden describes this as an ethical stance uhich has yet to 
be defended. (See Peters he says 1958 ch5 sect .2) 
Froebel made the most well known case for the growth metaphor 
'drauing on Schellingfs strong sense of identity between mind and nature to 
construct a profound conviction about the unity in a l l  l i f e  forms; and of 
1 
course he lef t  us the perfect single term for the metaphor: kindergarten.' 
In his Education of Han he said 'the young human being i s  looked upon as a 
piece of uax, a lump of clay, uhich man can mold into what he pleases.. ..' 
and said that parents could learn from contemplation of even the humble 
2 
ueed how perfectly nature creates beauty and harmony without force. 
Grouth theory i n  Dearden1s vieu does not bring us nearer to knowing 
uhat the aims of primary education ought to be. Froebells goal of 'complete 
unfoldedness' has been criticised by Deuey, for i t  'represents a vague 
sentimental aspiration rather than anything uhich can be intelligently 
3 
grasped and stated.' Yet Dewey said that the aim of education i s  growth 
or rather that education IS growth. From his uritings Dearden deduces that 
Deueyls belief i s  that nothing i s  of value to us unlesss i t  enters into our 
experience uith a realization of i t s  value, and a valuable experience i s  
one that has the tuo features of interaction and continuity. 'For Deuey, 
growth i s  the enjoying and further development of experiences realized by 
us to be valuable, and hence the aim of education i s  to bring about such 
1. David Nyberg,Pruning the Growth metaphor, Ihg Educational [or!~, 
November , 1975, p. 25. 
3. R. F. Dearden,I'le IWWoso~hy of W w y  Mug~hfi_on, Rout ledge 
and Kegan Paul, London, 1968,p.37. 
1 
growth.' But we can be mistaken in our judgment says Dearden as to what is 
of value, for notions of what is of value are subjective and education is 
often valued only in retrospect. He also points out that 'Dewey's theory 
of value would seem to share a general defect of all growth theories in 
that rich and integrated selves can be realized which are nevertheless 
2 
morally evil.' Which in turn presupposes that those who are looking for a 
theory for the airs of education cannot avoid the issues of morality. 
Behaving morally as Dearden says is something that has to be learned, 
it is not a natural adjunct of growth. He states that the theory of growth 
has value however in the ideal of a personal autonomy based on reason and 
independent of authority and believes that this is a basic or minimal ideal 
where growth is seen to be towards a chosen human ideal and not a mindless 
quasi-biological process. 
Analogies, however, are not identities, and sufficient confusions 
have core to light in the course of this critical appraisal of the 
growth ideology t o  invite the question whether this notion, when 
taken as a model of the educatonal situation, may not have outlived 
its usefulness. 3 
It is of little use in constructing a curriculum to look at the nature of 
plant growth he thinks or to search for some hypothetical notion of the 
'nature of the child', instead we draw on the wisdom of experience and what 
has been judged to be worthwhile, and in a liberal democracy it is possible 
to pursue the ideal of personal autonomy. 
It is not clear to me how he extracts this ideal of personal 
autonory from the ideology of growth unless he is saying that a concept of 
1. R.F.Dearden,l& Whosg~~y of frjrqly Educ~Ition, Rout ledge 
and Kegan Paul, London, l968,p. 39. 
grouth is acceptable if it includes personal autonomy uhich is contrary to 
uhat he suggested about the freedom implied in the grouth concept as being 
open to authoritarian interpretation i.e. grouth allowed uithin imposed 
constraints uhich is uhat schooling essentially is. One factor Dearden 
does not nention is that children uill grou with or uithout an education 
system. Grouth is inevitable. What education tries to do is to have influence 
on the rate and nature of growth encouraging it in certain directions 
through its formal institutions uhich are usually organised and controlled 
by pouer groups. 
The ideal of personal autonomy uhich Dearden holds dear is hardly a 
major factor in such a context. Personal autonomy is in fact anathema to 
many of the ideals of schools and those uho organise them. The curriculum 
for instance is designed for all children not for individuals. Teaching is 
done in groups. Testing is most often norm-referenced, Children uork to 
timetables and move by bells. Their work is measured , sequenced, tested. 
Often they have to uear a prescribed uniform and follou a code of rules 
peculiar to the institution in which they find themselves. The only autonomy 
a schoolchild has is in deciding whether or not to listen to or believe the 
teaching helshe is taught and to invent uays of flouting the rules. This 
pouer is most fully exploited in the secondary situation. Autonomy and 
institutionalised compulsory education appear to be imcompatible. 
In biological grouth says Nyberg a preexisting form is implied, uhich 
is either fulfilled or mutated, and leads to a theory of innate ideas, as 
propounded by Plato and considered by Descartes, Leibnitz, Kant , Hegel and 
Chomsky. The grouth metaphor is in fact a paradox if one believes in 
innateness. The metaphor appears in several different forms says Nyberg: 
El Education is grouth 
E2 Education for grouth 
E3 Education as Grouth 
61 6routh is education 
62 Grouth for education 
63 Grouth a s  education 
He then proceeds t o  prove that  'Education IS grouthf and Growth IS 
educationf a r e  i l logical  terms and should not be used. This also leads him 
t o  speculate on the fact that  any part ue a s  teachers play in  education is a 
form of interference in 'grouthf, each time ue make a decision on choice of 
content or hou t o  handle deviancy. He is assuming that people take grouth 
metaphors l i t e r a l l y  uhich is one of the dangers of any use of metaphor 
uhen in fact a metaphor i s  not a mere synonym. 
The copula gives the metaphor the strength of a factual statement 
uhen i t  is in fact intended t o  promote more than comparisons, analogies or 
s imilar i t ies .  A metaphor can go further than th i s .  What i t  proposes is a 
uay of looking, a neu uay of thinking. I t  generates a tension betueen 
ideas ue already are familiar with and i n  t h i s  space creates room for 
innovation and imagination. If ue take any educational metaphor too seriously, 
too factually, then we a re  missing the function of metaphors. I t  is true 
that  they often lead to theories and models of education, but i f  ue reify 
or inst i tut ional ize these then ue end up with the equivalent of a dead 
metaphor and our at t i tudes and thinking become fossilized. A.S. Neill for 
instance made the notion of growth something peculiarly h i s  oun. To him i t  
meant freedom and he advised parents t o  leave the i r  children alone, not t o  
interfere  so  much in their  natural development. 'Neil1 took from the 
notion of the  grouth the point that  you cannot force the pace of develoment, 
1 
nor can you turn a seed potato into a prize marrou." The important idea 
was t o  create  the optimal conditions for grouth. Rousseau and Neill are 
1. John Darling,Education a s  Horticulture: some grouth theor i s t s  and 
the i r  c r i t i cs ,  Jquwn_;! qf PhjMqza_ghy qf E~ucation,Vol.l6,No.2, 
1982,p179. 
similar in their thinking but Rousseau considered it necessary for Eaile to 
face up to the realities of life, harsh as they might appear. He is also 
manipulative in his use of pedagogical power whereas Neill is not. Rousseau 
has a blueprint in mind of what he wishes Emile to be, Neill has none. Both 
however stress the importance of understanding the child's mentality. One 
of the basic tenets of Growth practitioners says Darling is the need for 
protection of the 'plant1. There is however no notion of equality in the 
Rousseau Emile relationship. He fails to exhibit what Bertrand Russell 
felt one should have in such a position of authority and that is a sense of 
reverence. 
Darling himself sees no reason to reject the growth metaphor per se, 
limited though it may be, and realises that it leads to concerns such as one 
expressed by Lawton that it is sometimes interpreted in a laisser-faire 
attitude which achieves nothing but chaos. 
Those commmitted to the growth metaphor are concerned to highlight, 
through it, what they see as the perversities of traditional 
educational practice, whi le opposition to the metaphor reflects a 
more conservative approach to schooling. One's view of the 
metaphorls worth is thus a reflection of one's educational values. 1 
Darling says that Carl Rogers who is influenced by psychotherapy as Neill 
was writes in a similar vein to Neill e.g. 
if I trust the capacity of the human individual for developing his 
oun potentiality, then I can provide him with many opportunities and 
permit him to choose his own way and his own direction in his 
learning. 2 
Peters is very critical of the growth theory says Darling and s o  to a 
lesser extent is Hax Black who says ' It may well be that the overworked 
1. John Darling,Education as Horticulture: some growth theorists and 
their critics, Journal of Philosophy of Education,Vol, 16,No.2, 
1982, p.183. 
2. Ibid. ,p. 184. 
1 
analogy of the biological organism has served its purpose,' but he hirself 
believes that  the metaphor of the plant s t i l l  flourishes and r ight ly so. 
Greene presents a metaphor about the range of educational philosophy 
she has surveyed and finds that  'the searchlight of thought about teaching 
2 
moves over similar landscapes and simply pauses in different places.' The 
'triadic' process tha t  is teaching involves the same terms and much the 
sane dynamic for a l l .  The poetic language of Buber t e l l s  us that we each 
have t o  establish a relat ion t o  our own selves and Greene s t a t e s  that 
'Teachers must have in their  own minds and imaginations a view of what is 
3 
desirable when i t  comes to human learning and human l i fe . '  This is why I 
believe that  teachers need particularly t o  be aware of the language of 
education and especially the metaphors which dominate and charge i t .  
There are  l inks to be seen betwen the main sources of educational thinking 
and changes reflecting history, culture and pol i t ics .  Sometimes one metaphor 
dominates or becomes a 'bandwagonf, but once aware of them one can be 
eclect ic  and profitably select  or synthesize the most appropriate and 
develop one's own personal philosophy of teaching for just a s  no-one can 
make a metaphor for you so no one else  can t e l l  you how t o  teach nor will 
it always be the same experience. There is l i t t l e  doubt that  an appreciation 
of language is at  the heart of any rational or humane perspective of 
teaching and learning. 
Denis Lawton points out that the word curriculum is i t se l f  a 
1. John Darling,Education a s  Horticulture: some growth theoris ts  and 
their  c r i t i cs ,  Journal of Philosoeh_y of Education,Vol. 16,No.2, 
1982, p.183. 
2. Maxine Greene,Philosophy and teaching, Handiiook of Resea~ch 
Tmcmjnq, Hacmi 1 lan, London, 1986,~. 490. 
metaphor--'a course t o  be run1 and that its original meaning probably has 
l i t t l e  impact on us. This area of education abounds with metaphors such a s  
'core curriculum1, 'spiral curriculum1, 'streaming1, 'setting1 and 'banding1 
which a re  meant, a s  most metaphors are, t o  be illuminating or enhance 
understanding. In t h i s  vein i t  is possible, he says t o  examine curriculum 
metaphors as- building structures--as a plant-- a s  a product--as a commodity. 
He thinks i t  might be more profitable t o  examine their  nature rather than 
their  uses, whether for instance they a r e  radical,  conservative or reactionary. 
There a re  three concerns Lawton has with curriculum metaphors. 
Firs t ,  those which mislead rather than c la r i fy  and he draws on Dearden1s 
work in this ,  here metaphors are  stretched from one context and applied t o  
another e.g, the notion of a 'balance1 a s  in diet.  Such terms are  secondary 
rather than primary principles, and i t  is no use appealing t o  the secondary 
principles unt i l  we have sorted out the primary. There may be more consensus 
a l so  on what constitutes a 'balanced1 diet  than a 'balanced1 curriculum. 
The metaphor is therefore obscure, yet a s  he says there is often an assumption 
that such consensus in fact exists. 
Secondly Lawton attacks the use of the term 'objectives1 in curriculum 
planning because 'it is over-specific: an objective is a clear and LIHITED 
educational intention indicating not only a directon but a finishing point, 
1 
whereas the essence of education is that  i t  is open-ended.' An objective 
is often defined in terms of change in pupil behaviour which is measurable. 
Such terms a re  frequently used in business management. 
Teachers are often expected t o  plan in terms of 'units1 of work e.g. 
language unit on a particular topic. Once again the term i s  overlaid with 
1. Denis Lawton, 'Hetaphor and the  curriculum^, Maphhrs of 
Eflu_chLha, Heinemann, London 1984, p.83. 
connotations of measurement or packaging of teaching and learning into 
definitespecific amounts or 'doses1. Hoduleis another 'in1 word. One 
effect of this style of working i s  to treat the 'units l as self-contained 
and with l i t t l e  reference to  previous or later work, This tendency was 
brought hone to  re recently when supervising a trainee teacher uho had been 
given the slogan 'Catch ler teach ler  tes t  lee' which right prove a practical 
philosophy for the l ir i ted period of a teaching practice and each lesson 
within i t  but ignores the overall purpose of the work. I t  is l i t t l e  
different from the Air, Content and Hethod approach which used to be applied 
to each lesson plan. All of these overlook the necessary span and scope of 
teaching and spontaneous teaching and learning situations. I t  i s  not 
something to  be reasured out like medicine or food but an ongoing process 
preferably at  the learnerls pace or to  use yet another current term the 
'client1. The compartmentalizing of subjectsand the pressureof exar- 
oriented syllabi has probably led to th is  state.  I t  i s  possibly inevitable 
to a certain degree but I suspect as Lauton seers to, that i t  is also the 
effect of a certain way of seeing teaching, a retaphor taken fror areas 
such asbusinesssysterswith their efficiencystudies. When weuse such 
ter rs  in teaching we are in a sense dissecting a live organisr and hoping 
i t  will l ive through the process. Likeuise the term 'system1 i s  also 
unattractive, redolent as i t  i s  of the 'rechanisticl model. 
Lawton says the term 'objective1 i s  useful and useable i n  clear 
cases as uhen practical sk i l l s  are to be acquired but rany areas of the 
curriculum are indefinite in ter rs  of objectives e.g. Literature . Yet th i s  
i s  exactly what teachers are often asked to do in the pursuit of norr- 
referencing as i n  traditional exarinations. Poetry writing would be 
irpossible to assess yet we do assess paintings. This difficulty i s  the 
reason also for the increasing use of multiple-choice tes ts  where soretires 
even the authors cannot decide on the correct answers. 
A metaphor that works i n  one par t  of the curriculum may wel l  not 
work i n  another. Sequence may be important i n  Haths but not i n  Li terature. 
An obsession wi th  'sequence' i s  one o f  the p i t f a l l s  James Hoffet po ints  out 
'I believe--that sequencing en masse can only occur grossly over a very 
long haul and that speci f i c  sequencing--day-to-day and even month-to- 
1 
month--should occur on an ind iv idual  basis.' He believes i t  t o  be the 
biggest snare i n  the curriculum 'When educators speak of sequence, they 
2 
v i r t u a l l y  always mean for a group and most often for a year.' Hoffet 
believes we f a i l  t o  d is t inguish between b io log ica l  growth and sequence of 
subject matter and disregard how i n  fact people develop, which means 'You 
can't GENERALIZE for a whole peer group about anything so SPECIFIC as t o  
3 
what kind o f  reading or wr i t i ng  i t s  members1 growth demands ...' for t o  
be meaningful '6rowth means being able t o  do more things and t o  do o ld  
4 
things better, not merely hopping fro8 one stepping stone t o  another.' 
This i s  not t o  say that the teacher cannot work out a desirable sequence 
but that i t  i s  then used t o  s u i t  the pupi l  not vice versa. I n  fact he 
describes the normal sequence i n  language development from speech t o  dialogue, 
from int imate t o  remote audiences, fro8 vernacular t o  l i t e r a r y  style, from 
small immediate subjects t o  more remote, from recording-reporting-generalizing 
t o  theorizing, from perception t o  memory t o  rat iocinat ion, from present 
t o  past t o  potent ia l  and from chronology t o  analogy t o  tautology. This i s  
not a 'f ixed1 progression but a general ou t l i ne  of how one can expect a 
reader and wr i ter  t o  possibly develop. 
1. James Hof f e t  ,Actkve Wce,BoyntonlCook,U.S.A. 1981,p. 5. 
2. and 3. Ibid.,p.9. 
4. Ibid. ,p. 10. 
James Nattinger uelcomes the use of a neu method i n  language teaching. 
I t i s  knoun as CLT or Communicative Language Teaching, and he explains hou 
i t  i s  l inked t o  metaphor i n  general and indicates a move away from metaphors 
commonly used t o  describe language teaching. He says 'Any model, any theory, 
any descript ion i s  a metaphor o f  a sort, so most of the explaining and 
1 
learning ue do takes place metaphorically.' The f i r s t  t o  be used, 
according t o  Herron, says Nattinger uas a GYHNASTIC metaphor. I t  used t o  
be thought that just as muscles get stronger u i t h  exercise so i t  uould be 
u i t h  the r ind: 
Some o f  the impl icat ions of t h i s  metaphor are that  students are 
f u l l  o f  la tent  a b i l i t i e s  uhich, because o f  lack o f  training, have 
never been developed; that  teachers are t ra iners uho u i l l  d isc ip l ine 
them i n t o  pract ic ing these unused powers; and that language, the 
focus of t h i s  exercise, i s  a formal object uhich consists of meanings 
t o  be extracted and mastered.2 
Later audiol inguist ic methods embraced the PRODUCTION metaphor uhich l inked 
language teaching t o  the development o f  marketable and usable s k i l l s .  I n  
t h i s  schools are l i k e  factories. This resembles the impression model 
described by Scheffler wi th  i t s  focus on input and storage. 
l o r e  recent met hods have ca l led themselves 'humanistic' and 
'learner-centred' and i n  t h i s  the metaphor i s  that o f  the c h i l d  beginning 
learning o f  i t s  f i r s t  language. Teachers respond here t o  emotional and 
cogni t ive needs o f  t h e i r  students. 'Heaning i t s e l f  i s  something that 
3 
emerges as i t  isnegotiated. '  But e f fec t i ve  as i t  r a y  have been, second 
language learners are not chi ldren but experienced language users and 
processors so a more acccurate metaphor i s  needed and sought which u i l l  
1. James R. Nat t inger  ,Cobrun jcat  i v e  h g u l y e  & d i n g !  A Ngy 
kd lehm,  TESOL Quarterly, Vol. 10, No. 3 September 1984, p.392. 
r e t a i n  the best o f  the former one. 
Various strategies are used i n  the classrooms. Role playing 
designed t o  promote extended discourse i s  one. Process wri t i n g  with arple 
revision t o  encourage fluency i s  another. Readers are seen as 'act ively 
creating meanings on the basis o f  the discourse clues they find, just  as i n  
1 
speaking and uri t ing. '  This fo l lous Widdouson's idea that 'reading i s  
not a react ion t o  a text  but an INTERACTION between wri ter and reader 
2 
mediated through the text.' This indicates a trend away from the idea 
that a tex t  i s  simply a container o f  words s im i la r  t o  the metaphors o f  the 
mind as a container t o  be f i l l e d .  'In the neu retaphor...meaning i s  seen as 
3 
being attached t o  words when they are used i n  par t i cu la r  contexts.' 
Reading i s  therefore not f inding complete meaning but encoding. Stor ies 
with an element of surprise or mystery prove p a r t i c u l a r l y  useful as they 
encourage predic t ion and also ' fo lk ta les because they often contain in te r -  
4 
c u l t u r a l l y  predictable PATTERNS [my erphasisl.' 
What emerges from t h i s  work i s  a rea l i sa t ion  that rather than 
learning correct structures and applying them students learn by in teract ing 
verbal ly and as Hatch has said ' out o f  t h i s  in teract ion syntactic structures 
5 
are developed. ' Linguis t ics  has usually been concerned u i  t h  the formal 
propert ies o f  language learning rather than knowledge. The new f indings 
contradict the former premisses 'that monologue rather than dialogue i s  the 
basis of language; and that basic meanings are independent o f  an 
1. James R. Natt inger Jgllunhcatjve Language leach h g i  A Ney 
ttgtaehtmr, TESOL Quarter 1 y, Vol . 18, No. 3 Septerber 1984, p. 396. 
2. and 3. Ibid.,p. 397. 
4. and 5. Ibid.,p.398. 
1 
ind iv idual 's  par t icu lar  experience. ' 
New models of language st ructure and cognit ive discourse processing 
show a close l i n k  betven language comprehension and production and 
language content and ex is t ing  knowledge. Chafe has explored the re la t ionship 
between language and consciousness, and language and memory. We make 
meaning from language he thinks by focussing on semantic information, 
t rans lat ing surface structures as quick ly  as possible , and stor ing them i n  
memory . 
These stored serantic facts, he says, are 'schematic STRUCTURES [my 
emphasis1 consisting of an 'event,' 'action,' 'process,' or 'state,' 
and a number of 'participants' having expected case roles. These 
schematic strutures are themselves further integrated i n t o  the 
user's world knowledge, which i s  i t s e l f  organized i n  terms o f  
prototypical s i tuat ions ca l led FRAHES and SCRIPTS. These are 
complex cognit ive un i t s  that represent series of cause and e f fec t  
relat ionships about par t icu lar  subjects and frquently occurring 
episodes i n  our l ives.  Such knowledge-based structures are seen t o  
provide a framework for comprehension PATTERNS [my emphasis1 i n  
discourse as wel l  as t o  account for interference strategies, vhich 
are an extremely important par t  of discourse processing. 2 
From t h i s  description one's mental l i f e  appears almost l i k e  a movie 
record which can be stored, replayed, edited, rescripted and so forth. 
Where t h i s  f i t s  i n  t o  my proposition that  learning i s  closely l inked t o  
metaphor l i e s  i n  the fact that i n  t h i s  language teaching rethod, making 
mistakes, dealing with incongruities, i s  a l l  par t  o f  the process o f  
learning. Hy contention i s  that a mistake or a misunderstanding resembles 
a retaphor where the frames do not match or make sense just  as i f  one f i l m  
had i n  the middle of i t  a frame that  care from another f i lm. One r i g h t  
c a l l  t h i s  a metaphoric model o f  learning which has impl icat ions for 
teaching. 
1. James R. Nattinger,Cgr!ugbcatjvp Lmyupyg lgacwigyi 4 ngy 
tlgleehhr, TESOL Quarter 1 y, Vol . l8,  No. 3 Septerber 1984,p.399. 
Nattinger says that research into ar t i f ic ia l  intelligence i s  working 
along the same lines, that i s ,  exploring how we think. Studies of chess 
masters for exarple show that they do not 'seef individual chess pieces but  
4 clusters or chunks. These are again a form of patterning. What emerges 
from these studies i s  the awareness that ' I f  we understand how language 
works, cognitive researchers feel, we will be far along the path to 
1 
understanding how the mind works--in reasoning, learning and remembering. ' 
Computational metaphors are therefore in vogue, though language teachers 
feel that these may be modelled on structures that are too formal. They are 
also conscious that other factors such as environment and syllabus content 
also affect learning. Perhaps the new measure of the mind will be not i t s  
storage capacity b u t  i t s  metaphoric capacity. 
Montaigne criticised the pedants for their images of learning as he 
believed the human mind was not a t h i n g  of limited capacity but  infinitely 
extensible an idea accepted now generally acknowledged. What he saw in the 
pedants was a lack of elast ici ty of rind, they were too rigid. His own 
mind ranged over the current metaphors of his time and as Clark says his 
2 
imagery never stands s t i l l .  This i s  a facility we need to encourage 
and develop, for to question old retaphors, to accept new metaphors and to 
create new metaphors means to be forever adapting, learning and changing. 
The poet Rainer Maria Rilke said 'Imagination i s  required if we are to 
3 
create meanings or to reinvent our traditions.' Buber said that 'The 
1. James R. Nattinger ,Corrunicative Language Teaching: A New 
Metaphor, ES!tL_ Quarterly, Vol. 10, No. 3 September 1904,p.403. 
2. Carol Clark,Be_ Web_ of Ma_ph_hr_,French Forum Pubs.,Kentucky, 
1970, p.82. 
3. Maxine Greene, Philosophy and teaching, Hpndbook of Research 
Teachin~,ed.H.C.Wittrock~ Macmillan, New York, 1906,p.490. 
teacher must ins t i tu te  the k i n d  of dialogue that enables students t o  break 
1 
with the ko l lec t ive l  and establish some relation t o  their  oun selves.' 
Hartin Heidegger sau that  computing uas l ike ly  t o  become the dominant rode 
of cognition but if t h i s  uas fused uith 'meditative thinking' in which one 
is auare of one's relationship t o  the world and t o  nature then t h i s  might 
prevent technology from dominating cognition, uhich uas obviously the 
in tu i t ive  fear of  those language teachers vary of the  never language teaching. 
metaphors. 
Similar fears have been expressed by people such a s  6eorge Herbert 
Head uho sau the  protection of se l f  coming from a model of 'education a s  
'conversation1, belonging t o  a universe of discourse' and in uhich he 
thought that the personality of the teacher should disappear 'behind the 
2 
process of learning. ' Hore recently Paul Hirst speaks of conceptual 
frameuorks that are publicly shared. In t h i s  view the capacity t o  syrbolize 
is fundarental. Jane Roland Hartin thought t h i s  gave too much emphasis on 
development of mind rather than person. 
Her challenge dramatizes a grouing tension i n  approaches t o  
education and t o  teaching i n  contemporary philosophical thought. In 
one sense i t  might be vieued as  a tension betueen the pure 
cognitivists or the analysts and those with a more experiential or 
action-oriented view.. I t  might be regarded a s  a resurgent struggle 
betuen those oriented t o  rules  and norms in the Kantian tradition 
and those concerned ui th history, consciousness, and change. 3 
The part phi losophers play, says Greene, is in elucidating concepts and 
terminology. Wi ttgenstein for instance became concerned ui th discrepancies 
'betueen what is said and vhat is actually meant and h i s  work is considered 
a bridge betveen analysis and contemporary phenomenology. Husserl said 
that vhat was perceived depended on the standpoint of the individual 
1. Haxine Greene, Philosophy and teaching, @lhook of Rmyarck on 
Teaching,ed.H.C.Uittrock, Hacmillan, New York, 1986,p.490. 
------- 
2. and 3. Ibid.,p.492. 
perceiver and that ue need to break with the attitude uhich believes that 
the outside world is nothing more than a mass of sense data or a 
phenorenon conclusively defined by science in its rost unreflective rode. 
'The significance for the teacher lies in the stress on standpoint and 
interpretation, on the importance of refusing the taken-for- granted, on 
1 
the recognition that reality is constituted rather than simply given.' 
The need for the school to foster imagination is also evinced from the uork 
of Sartre who sau that freedom involved having a vision of possibilities, 
of alternatives. One needed to develop therefore a posture of interrogation. 
The general view seers to be that our uorld is only constructed 
through the meanings uhich ue impose upon it. Haurice Merleau-Ponty says 
Creene thought that it was the realisation that there is sorething hidden or 
'in reserve' or still unknown that enables people to 'break through the 
horizons of uhat they can grasp--to theratize,' to articulate , to learn in 
2 
an intersubjective uorld.' Teachers ray be doing little to get children 
to really think about this fact or to perceive that their taken-for - 
granted uorld is a social construction. 
Seldom do they [teachers] communicate the idea that what is taken 
for granted as normal and unchangeable is a reality huranly constructed 
over tire. That is uhy so little attention is paid to the interpretive 
rode of knowing. It is probably uhy there is so little questioning 
of the inequities in our society, the structures and organisations 
of schools, testing practices, regulations and controls.3 
This is apparent to many teachers uho do question the system, the syllabi, 
the tests etc., but for rany the world-as-is suits then and they see no need 
for change. A focus on retaphor in any sphere of the curriculur could help to 
awaken people to the false and ephemeral nature of reality. 
1, Maxine Greene, Philosophy and teaching, Hgndmook of Ikkgr~h on 
Ie_~c~~ng,ed.H.C.Wittrock, Macmillan, Neu York, 1986,p.494. 
2. and 3. Ibid.,p.495. 
In the introduction to k!aeho_r_z gf E k p t j g q  Taylor says that: 
In the literature on these topics it vas clear that ideas transported 
from their original fields of application vere being employed to 
describe, to legitimate and sometimes to explain, complex, multi- 
determined processes and procedures in vays that, however useful, 
vere often inappropriate t o  educational contexts.1 
Once removed might have been inappropriate but twice removed as many of 
them vere when applied to Third World countries or colonies they often 
proved woefully inadequate and inequitable as Hathev Zachariah explains of 
the period from 1950 to 1980. 
The dominant metaphors have been traced back to Greece and Rome and 
then via Europe from vhence they have percolated to other countries vhere 
educational institutions have been set up on the same models. The 
agricultural and horticultural metaphors applied to education are tvo such 
examples. Zachariah maintains that 'Many of our thought processes about 
education's role in development are animated largely by metaphorical v i e w  
2 
of people as clay or people as plants.' He is avare that metaphors can 
guide and enrich but they can also distort and confuse for 'as a semanticist 
3 
vould say about the use of symbols, the map is not the territory.' 
Post-var conditions necessitated a transformational role for education 
and this in his opinion 'bolstered the viev that it had a molding 
4 
mission.' Seeing people as clay presupposes that they are inanimate until 
formal education gives them life and this is given by people who have 
1. William Taylor ,lekae)hrz of Educatjon, Heinemann, London, 1984, 
p.1. 
2, Hathev Zachariah, Lumps of Clay and Groving Plants: Dominant 
Metaphors of Education in the Third World, 1950-1980, hea[gmi!e 
Ed_uc_a_&q R e _ ~ i ~ ~ ,  Vo1 .29, No. 1 1985, p. 2. 
4. Ibid. ,p.4. 
already undergone the process. Qua l i t y  varies i n  people just  as u i  t h  rea l  
clay and not a l l  pots are expected t o  turn out per fect ly  so the resul ts  
can be graded according t o  qua l i t y  and f inish. The molding process also 
has t o  be done quickly and e f f i c i e n t l y  and there uas aluays an assumption 
that Western methods o f  clay-molding were the most desirable u n t i l  time 
proved that  t h i s  uas not aluays so and c r i t i c s  spoke o f  'dysfunctions1 
wi th in  the system. Af ter  Vietnam some American scholars began t o  ask 
questions and t o  be prepared t o  l i s t e n  t o  others from the Third uorld. Then 
the more powerful countries began t o  be seen as exploiters, and economic 
growth for i t s  oun sake came i n  for cr i t ic ism. Growth i n  fact uas l im i ted  
t o  cer ta in  sections of society such as urban rather than ru ra l .  These same 
problems were being mirrored elseuhere and e f f o r t s  t o  reform educational 
systers t o  be 'more e f fec t i ve  i n  the i r  molding and t ra in ing  mission were 
meet ing considerable resistance .from entrenched bureaucracies and persons 
1 
or groups u i t h  vested interests.' Questions nou fami l iar  t o  us uere 
being asked such as uho benef i ts  most from education. 
One scholar David B. Abernethy came t o  the conclusion that popular 
education could both encourage and i n h i b i t  development--and equal i ty  uas 
not being achieved. The pervasive and deleter ious e f fec ts  o f  such things 
as hidden curriculum were beginning t o  be realised. The never metaphor o f  
the grouing plant emerged uhere chi ldren are expected t o  t h r i v e  i f  given 
natura l ly  conducive conditions. 
Zachariah believes that  dependency and c o n f l i c t  theories are also 
compatible with the grouing p lant  metaphor and that those uho tend t o  
Harxist theory are uorking u i t h  the plant metaphor uhere a l l  are assumed 
1. Hatheu Zachariah, Lumps of Clay and Grouing P1ants:Dominant 
Hetaphors of Education i n  the Third World, 1950-1980, ComparAhyg 
Education Review, Vol.29, No. 1 1985, p. 12. 
equal. I n  the dominant Soviet and Eastern European states education more 
closely resembes the c lay metaphor. I n  t h e u r i t i n g s o f  those uho eschew 
dependency theory they do not suggest revolut ion or overthrou of capital ism 
and explo i ta t ion but development o f  the ind iv idual 's  potent ia l  t o  br ing 
about change. He bel ieves that t h i s  i s  because they inher i ted the grouing 
p lant  perspective as h e i r s  o f  Deuey. 
Freire's work i n  Braz i l  says Zachariah recognized that e f fec t i ve  
learning takes place when i t  begins where the learner i s  and u i t h  h is lher  
needs and creates opportunity t o  use learning. His  concept embraced 
material and s p i r i t u a l  dimensions, the concept o f  education as the pract ice 
o f  freedom (not indoct r inat ion)  and the conscientization of oppressed 
people. I n  h i s  education process a l l  grou, both teachers and students. 
I l l i c h  prefers the p lant  metaphor t o  the clay one says Zachariah for he 
said: 
Education impl ies a growth of an independent sense of l i f e  and a 
relatedness which go hand i n  hand with increased access to, and use 
of, memories stored i n  the human community.. .This presupposes a 
place wi th in  society i n  which each o f  us i s  awakened by surprise; a 
place o f  encounter i n  uhich others surprise me u i t h  the i r  l i b e r t y  
and make me aware o f  my own. 1 
Samuel Bodes appeared at f i r s t  t o  uphold the c lay metaphor says 
Zachariah but la ter  wrote that 'An economic s t ructure able to  absorb a l l  
the educated i s  not possible under conditions of nat ional dependency, and a 
system o f  schooling which complements a l l  people's soc ia l  u t i l i t y  also i s  
2 
not possible.' 
An a l ternat ive t o  the grouing plant metaphor, tlao Ze Dong's China 
1. tlatheu Zachariah, Lumps of Clay and Growing P1ants:Dominant 
tletaphors of Education i n  the Third World, 1950-1980, k p a r a t i v e  
Education kwgy, Vol.29, No. 1 1985, p. 17. 
'apparent 1 y proved that rodern educational systems need not be heart less 
1 
sorting and selecting machines' and to prove that self-actualization for 
individuals uas a possible alternative to alienation and exploitation. The 
air uas a non-hierarchical social order. Whilst a state pays for education 
it will necessarily become bureaucratized and the clay retaphor dominates 
says Zachariah at the expense of the poorer people and Education uill not 
corpare uith arraments for priority of funding. Sore teachers uill still 
attempt to nurture the individual he thinks but to be more effective in 
terms of social justice schools have to becore more autonorous, in order to 
be agents for critical evaluation and reform. The rain question rust be 
uho benefits and at uhat cost. The air needs to be, thinks Zachariah, to 
build culture without proroting o"e group at the expense of others, which 
uill necessitate a less hierarchical social structure--less differentiation 
betueen ranual and rental labour and rore rerging of school uork and paid 
erployrent. One can only speculate says Zachariah uhere this evolution [ a 
neu paradigm1 uill occur. He seers to think it ray be an endless Sisyphean 
task. 
Hetaphors of education arise to fill the human need to rake the 
passage from childhood to adulthood meaningful both for the recipients of 
education and those responsible for organizing it. Every so often a 
concept of uhat education right be arises and captures the public 
imagination. The Outuard Bound school is just such a concept. Stephen 
Bacon has uritten of it as a conscious use of retaphor, a form of 
retaphoric education with close affinities to a parable or allegory, an 
1. Hatheu Zachariah, Lumps of Clay and Crouing P1ants:Dorinant 
Hetaphors of Education in the Third World, 1950-1980, Corparative 
Eciuritign I?g~kgw, Vol.29, No. 1 1985, p. 19. 
Yet Clever 1 ey J., Itg Wod~ling of M n p ,  Ceorge A1 len and Unwin, Sydney 
1985, says gardening and engineering metaphors prorinent,see p.225. 
approach t o  metaphor that has he says been used in psychotherapy by Hilton 
Erickson. In the outdoor experience students are exposed to experiences 
that he says are isomorphic uith their real life situations and they must 
use non-typical strategies to solve metaphoric challenges. This complex 
cognitive process he calls the transdirectional search. Essentially it 
means they are using past experiences to make sense of the present. 
In normal educational experience such as a lecture, the listener 
tends to perforr the transdirectional search on an intellectual 
level. Conversely when using metaphor, the transdirectional search 
goes beyond intellectual concepts and draws upon important emotional 
experiences. In addition, the metaphor usually matches the pattern 
of experience rather than single concepts. The process of matching 
a whole PATTERN [my emphasis] is so powerful that the metaphor and 
its real life correlates become inextricably 1inked.l 
In some ways this seems not unlike the total involvement small children 
have uith their play tasks. Action is the important ingredient says 
Bacon. There are covert psychological messages implicit in the activities 
of the course. The person undergoing the course is travelling an inner 
/ 
journey . What the instructor has to do is to find the meaningful context 
which most benefits the students and then lead them to it skilfully and 
elegantly. The wilderness represents a sacred space and has an archetypal 
attraction in Jungian terms which schools never have. The students thus 
participate in what are really age-old patterns of human development and 
this generates a special spirit on the course. The sense of a sacred space 
makes transformatory processes happen more easily and makes the changes 
2 
more profound and more permanent. Bacon sees the process as truly 
holistic and simultaneously pragmatic and sublime. His view is one alternative 
to the more usual metaphors of education, 
1. Stephen Bacon, I& conscloys Use of ilelpehht in flylya~d Bgynd, 
Colorado Outward Bound School, Denver, Colorado, 1983, p.9. 
Paivio has said that probably the most important practical outcomes 
of research on imagery and verbal processes uil l  be in relation to problem 
of education. One of the main difficult ies in teaching i s  that we cannot 
see into the student's mind. We can only 'read' the external signs such as 
attention, apathy, or responses such as questions etc. Even if teachers 
believe in beginning where the students are and with uhat they already knou 
there i s  no guarantee that a class will a l l  be at  the same place. Every 
student i s  different and even teachers expert in their content areas and 
uith good teaching methods and objectives s t i l l  have to 'key1 in to each 
learner to help him or her make sense of neu material especially. I t  i s  
almost like trying to tune i n  t o  a radio programre going on in each person's 
head and adding more to i t  without creating too much interfernece or blocking 
uhat is already there. The old metaphors of uax tablets, empty pitchers 
and tender plants are no longer viable unless one s t i l l  believes in uhat 
Freire calls  the 'bankingf method. The student i s  responsible for hisfher 
oun learning b u t  the teacher i s  s t i l l  the link in the process of acquiring 
neu knouledge, neu techniques or improving on old ones. letaphor can be 
seen as a kind of microcosm of the whole learning experience if ue consider 
i t  in the light of neu knowledge of hou the brain works, not merely as a 
vast catalogue system nor a busy computer but something more compl icated 
than either of these and capable of endless permutations of information. 
Petrie sees retaphor as an important element i n  the teaching method. 
His thesis i s  'that metaphor i s  one of the central ways of leaping the 
epistemological chasm between old knouledge and radically neu 
1 
knouledge.' What happens i s  that new information i s  processed 'from a 
1. Hugh 6. Petrie,Hetaphor and Learning, in Hetaehor I@g!$, 
ed. D.Ortony, Cambridge University Press, Neu York,1979,p.440n 
1 
given context of understanding t o  a changed context o f  understanding.' 
This makes sense i f  we consider that  t o  educate i s  t o  change a person. The 
na te r ia l  t o  be learned may be factual or log ica l  but i f  i t  i s  t o  be made 
the learner's own then metaphors, analogies and models can be cruc ia l  t o  
that process o f  making the new material i n t e l l i g i b l e  and accessible. When 
Pe t r ie  speaks o f  metaphors i n  t h i s  context he i s  assuming the in teract ive 
type o f  metaphor rather than the simply comparative. 'The in teract ive level  
2 
of  metaphor i s  par t i cu la r l y  appropriate . . . because i t  CREATES s i n i l a r i  ties.' 
Even though the metaphor may be a comparative one for the teacher who 
already knows the subject. To Petr ie  metaphor i n  t h i s  area i s  not merely a 
sentence i n  the l i n g u i s t i c  sense but an utterance meaning or speech act 
because of the importance o f  context. 
This notion seems t o  f i t  also i n t o  the idea that  Vygotsky has o f  
geological layers o f  understanding where a new layer can only be added i f  
the base layers are already there, that  i s  t o  say that  the new knowledge 
has t o  be understandable even through the metaphor, i n  terms of what i s  
already known. Petr ie  describes a student being t o l d  that  'The atom i s  a 
miniature solar system.Vhe student transfers t h i s  knowledge of the solar 
system and applies i t  t o  a new understanding of atoms recognising however 
that there i s  an anomaly, and accepting this.  'There i s  no rad ica l l y  new 
knowledge, for the cogni t ive structures remain the same; only the i r  f i e l d  
3 
o f  appl icat ion has changed.' I f  the student has not got such p r io r  
knowledge then the metaphor i s  meaningless, i s  understood only as an anomaly 
1. Hugh 6. Petrie,Hetaphor and Learning, i n  ljedaehwr q114 buyhh, 
ed. D.Ortony, Cambridge Universi ty Press, New York,1979,p.443. 
3. Ibid. ,p.444. 
or i s  taken l i t e r a l l y .  
L i t e r a l  language requires only ass imi la t ion t o  ex is t ing frameworks 
o f  understanding. Comparative metaphor requires simple extensions 
o f  the framework i n  the l i g h t  of a more comprehensive framework. 
Accommodation of anomaly requires changes i n  the framework o f  under- 
standing. 1 
Petr ie  not ices a strong s i m i l a r i t y  i n  t h i s  process t o  that which Kuhn 
describes i n  the changing paradigm o f  science. I n  the teaching s i tua t ion  
i t  i s  the teacher who usual ly provides the metaphors. They are s imi lar  t o  
the exemplars described by Kuhn, which allow theory t o  be applied t o  practice. 
I t  i s  the a c t i v i t y  of the student or 'ACTING i n  the ecology' that  i s  a 
v i t a l  corponent i n  the learning process. 
... metaphor i s  what enables one t o  pass from the more fami l iar  t o  
the unfamiliar i n  the sense that i t  provides one mechanism for 
changing our modes of representing the world i n  thought and language. 
I t  provides t h i s  mechanism not through a d i rect  label l ing, nor 
through exp l i c i t  ru les  o f  application, but rather because i n  order 
t o  understand an in te rac t i ve  metaphor one must focus one's ACTIVITIES 
on nodes of r e l a t i v e  s t a b i l i t y  i n  the world. Language bumps i n t o  the 
world at  those places where our a c t i v i t y  runs up against simi lar 
boundaries i n  diverse situations.2 
Petr ie  agrees with Searle who has said that  the process o f  construing a 
metaphor i s  a natural extension of ordinary thought and ac t i v i t y .  The 
teacher supplies a metaphor t o  help, which i s  i n  a way l i k e  set t ing a 
problem t o  solve a problem. The essence o f  i t s  success seems t o  l i e  i n  the 
in teract ion and a c t i v i t y  t h i s  generates. As Vygotsky says 'from act ion to  
thought' or Piaget 'to understand i s  t o  invent.' 
Valer ie Walkerdine i s  also interested i n  how chi ldren learn and 
considers the way chi ldren's thinking i s  i n i t i a l l y  t i e d  t o  famil iar 
contexts and as Hargartet Donaldson has said has t o  be 'prised out of the 
1. Hugh 6. Petrie, Hetaphor and Learning, i n  ljetqehgr and h u g h ~ ,  
ed. D.Ortony, Cambridge Universi ty Press, New York,1979,p.444. 
2. Ibid.,p.447. 
1 
old primitive matrix in which a l l  thinking is contained' in order t o  
approach formal reasoning. Shqbelieves that  children are  able t o  reason in 
familiar contexts because 'their learning involves being able t o  adopt 
positions i n  discourse in  relat ion t o  familiar practices and t o  operate 
2 
accordingly.' She explores how children work out context and considers 
that  'the crucial moment of understanding l i e s  in a specific relat ion of 
3 
signif ied t o  signifier.' In t h i s  she is guided by semiotics which s t resses  
that  the relationship between signs is not t o  be understood simply as  a 
l inguist ic  relation but a s  a social one. Unlike Saussure she does not 
believe that  we can understand the relat ion of language t o  thought without 
considering social practices, 
A practical example of what she means i s  i l lus t ra ted  by the young 
parents of a new baby who are a t  a loss  t o  interpret the baby's crying. To 
study the i r  words would not fully explain the i r  situation. Not only would 
one need t o  exarine their  language, but also gestures and actions and 
behind a l l  of these is the knowledge they may or may not have of baby care 
and current child rearing practices which may be influencing them. 'There 
is a his tor ical  and social dimension which we must include t o  understand 
3 
their  discoursem which does not create  the context but influences it.  
This approach i s  usually applied t o  the analysis of texts. As Dewey said: 
The conceptions of SITUATION and of INTERACTION are inseparable from 
each other. An experience is always what i t  is because of a 
transaction taking place between an individual and what, a t  the 
time, constitutes h i s  environment, whether the l a t t e r  consciously 
1. and 2. Valerie Walkerdine, From context t o  text: a psychosemiotic 
approach t o  abstract thought. from Children Ih_inkh!g ktwugh_ 
hguqge,ed.H. Beveridge, Edward Arnold, London, 1982, p. 129. 
consists of persons wi th  whom he i s  ta l k ing  about some topic; or the 
toys wi th  which he i s  playing; the book he i s  reading ( i n  which h i s  
environing conditions a t  the time may be i n  England or Ancient 
Greece or an i rag inary region); or the materials o f  an experiment 
he i s  performing. The environment i n  other words, i s  whatever 
conditions in teract  w i  t h  personal needs, desires, purposes, and 
capacit ies t o  create the experience which i s  had. Even when a 
person bui lds cast les i n  the a i r  he i s  in teract ing wi th  the objects 
which he constructs i n  h i s  fancy.1 
Walkerdine has observed young chi ldren and how they switch i n  and 
out of a vast repertoire o f  discourses. This has led her t o  recognize 
that  there i s  an i n i t i a l  opening METAPHOR which chi ldren recognize and 
in terpret  and has the e f fec t  o f  'ca l l ing up1 for the par t ic ipants  the 
relevant discourse. Children i n  one instance played with Lego and the 
opening metaphor was a comment about a b ig  crane, which object became, i n  
her words ' a crucial  l i n k  i n  the potent ia l  chains of meaning.' That i s  t o  
say that i t  triggered o f f  a whole discourse as the chi ldren played. 
... although features of the objects [as i n  the Leg01 themselves are 
crucial ,  what i s  important i s  that that these objects can never be 
understood except i n  terms o f  a speci f ic  discourse, such that  the 
objects are read metaphorically t o  produce the actual l i near  sequencing 
of the game. 1 
This seems t o  me not un l i ke  the way adults del iberately use a r t i f i c i a l  
s ta r te rs  such as the weather as topics for i n i t i a t i n g  discourse. I n  these 
children's games one word or phrase seems t o  be the impulse which d i rects  
the flow of the discourse. Nor does i t  seer t o  the author that the chi ldren 
are acting upon the objects i n  such a way that the language i s  a secondary 
process relegated t o  a leve l  o f  representation AFTER concepts are formed. 
I t seems more plausible t o  her t o  in fe r  that i t  i s  the re la t ion  o f  s ign i f i ed  
1. John Dewey, Experience and Education, inS.M.Cahn Philosoehjcai 
Foundations $1 E_pm.iign, Harper and Row, New York, 197Olp.236. 
2. Valer ie Walkerdine, From context t o  text: a psychosemiotic 
approach t o  abstract thought. from !MlM~en Ih jnk inq  Ihhgu gh 
hgupge,ed.H. Bever idge, Edward Arnold, London, 1982, p. 134. 
t o  s i g n i f i e r  which i s  determinant i n  s t ructur ing the course o f  the play, and 
i t  i s  the chi ldren who 'construct HETAPHORS out o f  s i g n i f i e d l s i g n i f i e r  
relat ionships t o  'read' the objects and that these are cruc ia l  i n  under- 
1 
standing the way that a par t icu lar  discourse i s  'cal led up1.' 
Walkerdine uses Jakobson's use o f  the term 'metaphor', for he says 
that language i s  characterized i n  terms o f  t v o  basic axes SELECTION 
(metonymy) and COHBINATION (metaphor 1. Formal reasoning involves the 
metonymic axis: 
I n  pract ica l  reasoning we determine the t r u t h  or v a l i d i t y  o f  a 
statement i n  terms of i t s  correspondence t o  the ru les  o f  a practice, 
whereas i n  formal reasoning t r u t h  i s  determined i n  terms o f  the 
in ternal  re la t ions of the statement i t s e l f .  To r e f l e c t  on the in te rna l  
re la t ions  alone we have t o  ignore the metaphoric content of a statement 
which might d is t rac t  from the focus on the log ica l  re la t ions 
entai led i n  the statement, namely by d i rec t ing  at tent ion t o  the 
pract ice to  which the statement refers.2 
I t  i s  easier t o  look for in ternal  meaning i n  wr i t i ng  or text, as i s  done 
with the scriptures. 
Walkerdine argues that the l i n g u i s t i c  system i t s e l f  provides the 
too ls  necessary t o  formal reasoning and so we can examine how chidren learn 
t o  r e f l e c t  consciously on the i r  pract ices and on the in te rna l  re la t ions o f  
the statements themselves. The psychologist Olson has claimed that we do 
not need t o  have recourse t o  explanations which focus so le ly  on the 
propert ies o f  the mind, we can observe them i n  technology such as writing, 
and Vygotsky and Luria thought s imi lar ly .  What i s  important for chi ldren 
says Walkerdine i s  that  the log ica l  re la t ions  o f  a task are embedded i n  a 
meaningful context. As proof of t h i s  she c i tes  t e s t s  done by flc6riggle and 
1. Valer ie Walkerdine, From context t o  text: a psychosemiotic 
approach t o  abstract thought. from C M d r g f i  Mfikifiq Mhuqh 
~~~gupge,ed.R.Beveridge, Edward Arnold, London, 1982,p.136. 
Donaldson where the tasks proved easier t o  do on a metaphoric rather than 
a metonymic axis. Formal reasoning she says draws its val idi ty  froe, and 
depends ent i rely upon, reflection on the metonymic axis--on the relat ions 
between s igns and not on their  metaphoric content: in  other words the 
beaning is in the textf  a s  Olson says. In t h i s  situation metaphor can 
cause confusion as  i t  d i s t rac t s  from concentration on the task, Mathematical 
discourses for example minimize the presence of metaphor. I t  has been 
shown that  children use metaphor in daily social practice but when approaching 
formal reasoning the metaphoric axis has t o  be suppressed. In t e s t  s i tuat ions 
they will r e l a t e  even abstract tasks t o  things they see and know. 
Walkerdine s t a t e s  that children learn to  t reat  statements in  
different ways a t  school and certain practices in early education lead the  
way t o  formal reasoning so that children a re  weaned from the authority of 
the teacher t o  the text. For instance in  maths gameschidren find i t  hard 
at  f i r s t  t o  distinguish between the rules  of the game and the rules  of 
discourse because they are a l l  presented in the same mode. Gradually they 
learn what is accepted behaviour such a s  whether t o  draw margins, use 
pencil etc. The emphasis is on the act ivi ty .  
... while there i s  considerable at tent ion paid t o  the rules  of the 
practice, there i s  very l i t t l e  evidence of teachers encouraging 
children to approach the problems using the discursive patterns of 
reasoning either in relation to  the  l imi t s  of practices or in  relat ion 
t o  statements themselves. 1 
This is because of the approach in primary schools and accounts thinks 
Walkerdine for the development of reasoning in terms of the internalization 
of action and not in discourse. When children t ry  t o  speculate they a r e  
often discouraged and led back t o  experience. 
1. Valerie Walkerdine, From context t o  text: a psychoseeiotic 
approach to abstract thought. from Children Thinking Throuqh 
~~~g~~q~,ed.H.Beveridge, Edward Arnold, London, 1982, p. 145. 
Whilst observing raths  lessons she noticed that teachers describe 
giving children experience of objects in order t o  teach them particular 
ratherat ical  concepts but what the  chidren actually do is perform a s e r i e s  
of translation exercises so that  'a statement embedded i n  a particualar 
practice is transforred into written numerals where the  meaning i s  internal 
1 
t o  the text.' I t  appears that children have t o  be led t o  the discursive 
forr  of ratheratical statements via a process which retains  the same 
retonyric forr  but gradually s t r i p s  away the metaphors. The teacher next 
leads them from utterance t o  written forrs  of the numerals and drawings a re  
used as  iconic retaphors for the blocks which have previously been used. 
The retaphor of 'making' is s t i l l  used and is physically demonstrated by 
the teacher roving her finger down the l i n e  as  she says 'makes'. The 
children begin to do the same and speak of 'carryingv also. One can see 
the children visibly roving from utterance t o  text and in cases uhere a 
child is not roving the teacher goes back t o  the expl ici t  use of metaphor 
even naming the blocks as  fhousesl and 'people'. What is so crucial here 
says Walkerdine is that the use of these familiar terms does not rake the 
2 
task more concrete or active but 'allows i t  t o  enter into a system of meaning.' 
Children do not have raw experiences of concrete objects: meaning 
is created a t  the intersection of the ra te r ia l  and the discursive, 
the fusing of signified and s ign i f ie r  t o  produce a sign. These meanings 
a re  located in, and understood in terms of, actual social practices, 
represented in speech a s  discourse. I t  i s  by analyzing the form and 
content of discourse, the processes of selection and conbination, 
of retaphor and metonyry, that  we can account for the or igins  of 
processes and reasoning. 3 
1. Valerie Walkerdine, Fror context t o  text: a psychoseriotic 
approach t o  abstract thought, from Children Thinking Itwfig) 
Language,ed.H.Beveridge, Edward Arnold, London, 1982, p.146. 
3. Ibid. ,p.l53. 
Young ch i ldren can s h i f t  i n  and out o f  discourses not because they possess 
reasoning s k i l l s  but because 'the metaphoric content o f  the  task allows 
1 
them t o  examine the task w i th in  the boundaries o f  a soc ia l  practice.' 
This they seem t o  do qu i te  na tu ra l l y  whereas formal reasoning has t o  be 
learned by gradually making metaphor i m p l i c i t  and leading students towards 
a text.  
Thomas Green agrees tha t  metaphors are nice but not necessary t o  
2 
learning except perhaps t o  gain re1 ig ious knowledge. He claims reasoning 
t o  be a superior mode. However, whi lst  Pe t r ie  may be confusing i n  h i s  
comments on anomaly i n  the l i g h t  o f  Walkerdine's observations and others i t  
would appear that  chi ldren need them and young adul ts  too a t  some stages of 
learning. According t o  Steven H i l l e r  what i s  more important than deciding 
whether metaphors are important t o  teaching pract ice i s  t o  examine the 
theories behind the practices: 
... the d i f f i c u l t y  i n  understanding the proper use o f  metaphor as 
a pedagogical technique stems from a f a i l u r e  t o  see tha t  metaphorical 
statements OUGHT t o  be applied and analyzed a t  the leve l  o f  the 
soc ia l  and psychological theories that are believed t o  be the 
theoret ica l  (and hence professional) underpinnings o f  practice.3 
Hetaphor may be central  t o  the 'conceptual structure'  o f  pa r t i cu la r  subject 
matter and only i n d i r e c t l y  ( i f  a t  a l l )  t o  the psychological theory. For the 
theory 'sets the stage' fo r  a possible use of metaphor. 
H i l l e r  believes tha t  'metaphorical statements are so f a c i l e l y  employed 
1. Valer ie Walkerdine, From context t o  text: a psychosemiotic 
approach t o  abstract thought. from Ch_i!d_~en Mhking Ihrtwugh 
~~g~uage,ed.H.Beveridge, Edward Arnold, London, 1982, p.153. 
2. Thomas F,Green, Learning w i  thout Hetaphor, innetaehhr yd ~htwujht, 
ed.D.Ortony, Cambridge Universi ty Press, new York, 1979,p. 463. 
3. Steven H i l l e r ,  Some Comment on the U t i l i t y  of Hetaphors for 
Educational Theory and Practice, Educational the or^, Univers i ty  
o f  I l l i n o i s ,  Summer 1987,Vo1.37,No.3,p,221. 
i n  educational and other contexts that  t h e i r  question-begging nature i s  
1 
o f ten overlooked. ' and 'they are a t  best p a r t i a l  explanatory accounts o f  
processes or states o f  a f f a i r s  not f u l l y  understood a t  the present and used 
2 
t o  j u s t i f y  psychological and social  theories for teaching practice.' We 
cannot, he says, say whether metaphors help one group wore than another. 
I t  may be just  as important as Green has suggested t o  t r a i n  teachers how 
t o  apply the techniques o f  l og ica l  inference t o  spec i f i c  content areas. 
Thomas St icht  who sees metaphors as condensed s imi les elaborates on 
t h e i r  use i n  teaching as propounded by Pe t r ie  and says tha t  i t  i s  possible 
t o  improve communication and reasoning s k i l l s  i n  ch i ldren and marginally 
l i t e r a t e  adults i n  a very short t r a i n i n g  period which a lso improves t h e i r  
a b i l i t y  t o  produce and comprehend metaphors. He sees metaphor as a too l  
which extends the capacity o f  act ive memory USING THE MEDIUM OF SPEECH t o  
help us memorize, encode and decode. Rhyme and rhythm are too ls  i n  a 
s imi lar  sense. 
I n  1975 Ortony discussed three ways i n  which metaphors helped 
learning, by COMPACTNESS i n  that metaphors transfer chunks of  experience 
from well-known t o  less  well-known contexts; by VIVIDNESS i.e. power o f  
imagery and by the INEXPRESSIBILITY thes is  or the hidden meanings which 
they carry  and which are never encoded i n  the language. Compactness and 
express ib i l i t y  both suggest that metaphor had i t s  o r ig ins  i n  ora l  
language. 
Pe t r ie  dwells on the use o f  metaphor as a teaching a i d  t o  tease and 
puzzle the learner o f  new knowledge but as St icht  says metaphors themselves 
1. Steven M i l l e r ,  Some Comment on the U t i l i t y  o f  Metaphors for 
Educational Theory and Practice, Educational Ihekry, Universi ty 
o f  I l l i n o i s ,  summer 1987,Vo1.37,No.3,p.222. 
are not always corprehensible t o  students especial ly when they come f r o r  
d i f fe ren t  cu l tures i.e. the experience i m p l i c i t  w i th in  them i s  unknown t o  
the students, and retaphors r e l y  on shared understanding. 
To comprehend the metaphor, the student must f i r s t  i n fe r  tha t  the 
teacher means the student t o  s h i f t  from a mode of cognition i n  which 
ideas are being f i t t e d  t o  an ex is t ing knowledge structure, t o  a 
metaphorical rode i n  which the construct ion o f  a t h i r d  knowledge 
st ructure consisting o f  the re la t ions educed between the two domains 
referenced by the metaphor i s  accorplished. 1 
One can imagine tha t . th i s  could be as confusing as i f  one was actual ly  
spoken t o  i n  several languages at  the same t i r e .  A possible analogy for 
t h i s  might be the changing o f  a key i n  music Students assume that utterances 
are sensible and the anomaly o f  a retaphor puzzles them as Petr ie pointed 
out. The student has t o  f i nd  some basis for t h e s i r i l a r i t y o f  the two 
domains i n  the metaphor. Both domains aust therefore be explained by the 
teacher and student t o  establ ish the basis of the analogical relat ionship. 
There i s  a need therefore for in teract ion with the teacher. This observation 
by St icht  emphasizes my thesis that  teachers need an acute awareness of the 
nature o f  metapor and i t s  potent ia l  for teaching purposes. As St icht  says: 
To understand the function of metaphor as a too l  for thought, we 
have t o  dist inguish between the too l  functions of retaphors when 
they are used i n  an i n t u i t i v e  manner, and those too l  functions 
involved i n  the u s e o f  metaphor as a 'metacognitive' too l  for 
creat ive problem solving, for theoret ica l  purposes, for l i t e r a r y  
effect,  or for the types o f  educational purposes with which Petr ie  
i s  concerned.2 
We are i n  fact says St icht b u i l t  t o  perceive re la t iona l l y .  
I t  has been found that adults sometimes lack the s k i l l  t o  form 
categories i n t o  which subjects and events may be sorted on the basis of 
sore s i m i l a r i t y  and the i r  l i t e r a c y  level i s  also inadequate. On a s i x  week 
1, and 2.Thomas 6. St icht,  Educational Uses o f  Hetaphor,infigtkahtmr 
M ~ q h ~ , e d .  D.Ortony, Cambridge Univers i ty  Press,#ew Yor k, 1979, 
p.480. 
course described by St icht  some such adults pract ised producing 
c l a s s i f i c a t i o n  matrixes--reading t e x t s  and then i n f e r r i n g  superordinate 
categories. The course was s imi lar  t o  one used by Silverman, Winner and 
Gardner t o  teach s e n s i t i v i t y  t o  s t y l e  i n  art, and comprehension and 
production o f  metaphoric language, t o  pre-adolescents. Huch discussion 
centred around s i m i l a r i t i e s  i n  t e x t  and di f ferences and the need for 
l a b e l l i n g  them. Such tasks use the 'cognit ive anomaly' described by Pe t r ie  
i n  teaching situations. To S t i ch t  t h i s  weakens i t s  value as a spec i f i c  
i ns t ruc t iona l  methodolgy but what i s  being learned i n  these s i tua t ions  i s  
not a new mode of thinking. That i s  true, what i s  evolving i s  a new 
perception for teacher pract ice and for f a c i l i t a t i n g  learning and a rea l i sa t ion  
tha t  'schooled persons seek re la t ionships i n  a greater va r ie ty  o f  s i tua t ions  
by appealing to  a broader range i n  which things, events, and processes 
1 
could be related.' He says that  Slobin has already t o l d  us that 'New 
forms f i r s t  express o ld  functions, and new functions are f i r s t  expressed 
2 
by o ld  forms.' t ra in ing  i n  analysis s k i l l s  may he thinks f a c i l i t a t e  the 
developmrent o f  metacognitive s k i l l  i n  the use o f  metaphor t o  s t imulate 
knowledge INVENTION not simply knowledge RETENTION. Novelty and surpr ise 
are not the prerogative of  metaphor says St icht,  ins ight  o f  a s imi lar  type 
can a r i se  even i n  maths and formal l og ic  when an unexpected conclusion i s  
reached, 
Jardine and Horgan were insp i red i n  the i r  research on analogy as a 
model for the development o f  representational a b i l i t i e s  i n  ch i ldren by an 
inc ident  one of  them observed. During a school lunchtime ch i ldren l a y  on 
1. Thomas 6. St icht,  Educational Uses of  Hetaphor, i n  l!e!aehh~ and 
buqht ,ed.  D.Ortony, Cambr idge Universi ty Press,New Yor k, 1979, 
p.484. 
the ground with their feet on the school railings. They said that they were 
'playing at graphs' which led the observer to conclude that: 
... it may not demonstrate the concrete ways in which children 
attempt to produce the abstract sense and significance of 
mathematical representat ion, but may perhaps demonstrate precisely 
the opposite. Even at their most abstract, the sense and significance 
of mathematical representations are sustained only insofar as they 
remain analogical to the concrete, embodied images or actions of the 
subject.1 
Concerned, as these authors are with the training of teachers they used 
analogy as a means of stimulating undergraduate students who themselves had 
to physically represent the measurements of a group, eventually reducing 
the information to figures as opposed to outlines, graphs etc., they came to 
an understanding of how the point of abstraction was reached and could 
presumably from this exercise appreciate a child's point of view and how 
complex the learning process can be. Teaching addition for example would 
not be simply a ritual that one went through but a thoughtful process which 
included imagining how the children could make sense of it. From these 
experiments the conclusions vere that: 
The apparently univocal, unambiguous concepts and categories 
acquired by children over the course of their development emerge as 
the fossi 1 ized residues of powerful, dynamic analogical processes, 
in which features of experience are twisted, fibre on fibre, and 
similarities, likenesses, patterns, correspondences and kinships are 
produced. This process ties new levels of experience with old 
without reducing one to the other and without denying or dispelling 
the kinship between them. This means that our experience and 
understanding of the world, as adults, itself bears a resemblance 
(sometimes a distant one, sometimes a close one) to that of 
children. Our ways of understanding the world are not equal to the 
conventional, fossilized residues of our schooling, but are living 
analogues to those of children.2 
Students in training come with fossilized ideas very often and need to be 
1. David H. Jardine and 6.A.V. Horgan,Analogy as a Hodel for the 
Development of Representational Abilities in Children, Educgti!aal 
Mtwry, Summer 1987, Vo1.37, N0.3~p.209. 
made a l e r t  ' to confront the prejudice o f  t h e i r  own experience and 
understanding.. .one could almost say t o  stop taking t h e i r  experience o f  
1 
the uor ld  l i t e r a l l y  and must begin t o  take i t  analogically. ' 
T ie  Linzey uas s i r i l a r l y  insp i red t o  use a retaphorical  device u i t h  
t ra inee educational psychologists a t  the Univers i ty  o f  Otago i n  order t o  
rake then auare of  the impl icat ions o f  some of  t h e  unintended inf luence o f  
t h e i r  assessrents and intervent ions on children. The students uere t o  
approach people such as s p i r i t u a l  mediums, p a l r i s t s  and t a r o t  card readers 
as c l ients ,  and t o  observe 'the leg i t imate and i l l e g i t i m a t e  processes tha t  
2 
these psychic health professional wereusing.' And i n  theensuing class 
discussion they were t o  coapare the psychicls i n f l u e n t i a l  powers wi th  t h e i r  
own. This 'experiment1 was designed t o  encourage the students t o  'play1 
u i t h  ideas , t o  extend the scope of  t h e i r  th ink ing i n  a novel uay: 
My in tent ion was t o  rake a type of  paradoxical in junct ion t o  engage 
i n  a pa r t i cu la r  type of heur i s t i c  ac t i v i t y ;  t o  look for senses i n  
which i t  r i g h t  be so. This type of  a c t i v i t y  i s  o f  course h igh ly  
confirmatory, i n fe ren t ia l ,  and induct ive i n  i t s  logic.  The use o f  
metaphor i s  a prorpt  to r a x i r i s e  the s i r i l a r i t i e s  between the tuo 
uses of  inf luence over cl ients. The a i r  was t o  broaden t h e i r  under- 
standing of how the educational assessrent process i t s e l f  r i g h t  
inf luence the c l ient .2  
This i s  no more absurd than teachers th ink ing  o f  therselves as 
gardeners or pot ters  or doctors, or t ra ine rs  or data prograrrers but a t  
least  these students kneu they were using a metaphor. S i r i l a r  'play1 goes 
on i n  role-playing and i n  uar-gaming. Teachers need t o  be aware of  the 
metaphors they teach by and have a duty t o  cont inual ly  examine and reassess 
t h e i r  uorld, i n  fact t o  keep learning wi th  the i r  students. 
1. David W. Jardine and 6.A.V. Horgan,Analogy as a Model for  the 
Development o f  Representational Abi 1 i t  i e s  i n  Children, Educationpi 
Theory, Summer 1987, Vo1.37, N0.3~p.209. 
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2. T.J.Linzey, How t o  K i l l  a Hetaphor, A paper presented t o  the 
conference o f  P.E.S.A., Univers i ty  o f  Melbourne, August 1987,~. 23. 
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Nietzsche's educational philosophy as analysed by David Cooper is 
based on Nietzsche's criticisms of existing systems and their aims. Cooper 
uses these as a basis for his own critique of education particularly the 
the current obsession, as he sees it in Britain, with technical and vocational 
education and he is also critical of the concept of initiation into the 
disciplines or forms of knouledge, that is a reified form of knouledge as 
presented in a school curriculum. 
'The death of 60d' says Cooper is Nietzsche's metaphor, not for the 
dissolution of religious faith, but for 'the devaluation of our hitherto 
2 
highest values.' This nihilistic or Eodless age he sees as a failure 
to grapple uith challenge and to be a negation of our uniquely huran 
nature, for 'The individual is something totally new and creating aneu, 
something absolute, all his actions entirely his own. In the last resort, 
3 
the individual derives the values of his actions from himself alone.' 
Authenticity or Eigentlichkeit is his metaphor for the individual. The 
pursuit of this authenticity can create problems for the individual uho 
reacts and cannot conform with the rules for instance of an institution. 
An example Cooper gives is Rickie Elliot in E.N. Forsterfs h g e s t  
Journey uho is faced with the choice of resigning from the boarding school 
or becoming a lposeurl. Hypocrisy isanathema to authenticity. Even 
'chi ld-centred' and ldiscovery methodsf says Cooper could compronise 
essential principles by forcing the pace. The teacher has to be aware not 
only of hislher own beliefs and values but those of the pupils because of 
1. David E. Cooper, Mhgqiicjty 3114 Learning, Rout ledge, Kegan 
and Paul, London 1983. 
2. Ibid.,p.l. Cooper says, see, for example, Zarathustra's Prologue, 
Ih15 Seakg hrpthystra, Vol . I p. 277f f . 
being involved in the forming of them. Teaching methods therefore need 
evaluation and decisions made as  t o  uho has the responsibility, school or 
society. One can see the dilemma here uhen considering current contentious 
issues i n  Neu Zealand such a s  secular versus Christian values in schools, 
Peace studies, Sex education and Union studies. Values can be indoctrinated 
a s  ue a r e  uell auare. To adapt one of Cooperfs comments ue have t o  bevare 
of putting Buddha on the paths of pupils uho do not knou that  they should 
k i l l  him. The nature of one's schooling is therefore v i ta l  according t o  
1 
Nietzsche and he condones the need for discipl ine 'at the right t inef  
For him learning and forging values is a personal endeavour. As Cooper 
says 'there is necessarily something lonely about the quest t o  forge 
2 
values and beliefs for oneself' As Hesse shovs in Dgrian i t  i s  
'the trying out of a uay, the intimation of a path' or finding vhat Cooper 
3 
c a l l s  'the individual essence' He also says that the Polonius type of 
knouing oneself represents the person a s  a multiplicity of selves and does 
not const i tute  the t rue search. Korzybski in Science h i t y  a l so  has 
much t o  say on this.  Solitary introspection of the kind recorded i n  Van 
6oghfs l e t t e r s  is he believes, not the vay t o  self-understanding. Katherine 
Mansfield bears th i s  out in her journal vhere she speaks of the reference 
t o  Polonius as  typical of the kind of exhortation ur i t ten in autograph 
books, t o  her disgust: 
Of course, i t  followed as  the night the day that i f  one was t rue  t o  
oneself...True t o  oneself! vhich s e l f ?  Which of my many--vell real ly  
that ' s  what i t  looks l ike coming to--hundreds of selves? For what 
1. David Cooper, A&hentici t y  2nd Learning, Rout ledge, Kegan and 
Paul, London 1983,p.5,ci t ing Aus Dem Nachlass der 
A~htzigerjahre~p.722. 
wi th complexes and repressions and reactions and vibrations and 
reflections, there are moments when I feel I am nothing but the 
small clerk of some hotel wiithout a proprietor, who has all his 
work cut out to enter the names and hand the keys to the wilful 
guests. 1 
What people lack says Cooper is an ability to distance themselves and see 
the real self and situation. Sincerity as Sartre has said is the power to 
reject and make choices. No-one can justify values for another. Inevitably 
'A paramount and constraining feature of oneself and one's society is the 
language system--the language in which beliefs and values one may want to 
2 
entertain must be expressed.' The Polonius model of inner search according 
to Nietzsche is wrong because it believes self to be the source of thought, 
when it is through thought that the '1' is posited: 'Your true being 
(wesen) does not lie hidden within you, but immeasurably high above you, 
3 
or, at least, above that which you usually take as yourself.' Which seems 
to suggest that we construct ourselves. 
Tim Linzey speaks in the same vein: 'The self is not to be viewed as 
some entity that is there waiting to be discovered. Rather, we quite 
4 
1 i terally construct ourselves in the process of actioning the decision.' 
He believes this is what Socrates meant in his Delphic aphorism 'Know 
thyself'. Hodels or mental representations, he believes, play a crucial 
part in this self determination. 'The understanding of the self then 
emerges from the apparent coherence or aptness of the metaphor, embedded in 
1. Katherine Hansfield,Ihe lettdls qnd Jmmp!? of Katherine 
Hansfield, ed. C.K.Stead, Penguin, England 1978,p.205. 
2. David Cooper, Authentici ty 2nd lepyn jn 4, Rout ledge, and Kegan 
Paul, London 1983,~. 11. 
4. Tim Linzey, University of Otago,'Self Esteem, Self Concept and 
Self Realization', Paper given at N. Z.A,R.E. Conference, Wellington. 
p.2. 
1 
the model.' Hodels may o f  course be undesirabe or unhealthy. To Linzey 
'This process o f  deciding or inventing oneself i s  one o f  the t r u l y  cruc ia l  
2 
human capacities. ' 
Apparently no wr i te r  has been more ins is tent  than Nietzsche that 
one's language i s  the repository o f  be l ie fs  and values uhose sudden 
3 
overthrow would divest that  language of sense.' So much so that he would 
prefer h i s  revaluations t o  be 'danced' rather than put i n t o  words because 
values are inherent i n  our uords. This explains h i s  'massive recourse t o  
metaphor; for i t  i s  only through t h i s  that the in t imate t i e s  between uords 
4 
and concepts can be loosened so as t o  free uords for neu employments.' 
fo r  Nietzsche then metaphor gives pouer and freedom and enables new 
ways o f  seeing and thinking. He also believed that our capacity for 
self-concern was at the centre o f  authentici ty.  People uho are not authentic 
' f a l l 1  i n t o  Mays of th ink ing and behaving which seer t o  them the norm. They 
go along with 'Das Manf. This frees them from personal responsibi l i ty.  
Heidegger believed the authentic person had resoluteness and Cooper refers  
us t o  Lionel T r i l l i n g  on the same topic. A coro l lary  o f  authent ic i ty  then 
i s  honesty. Peters and Dearden s im i la r l y  seek autonomy for pupi ls  says 
Cooper but what Nietzsche demands o f  man i s  based not on ra t iona l  calculat ions 
but on the essential nature of man which should l e t  him be open t o  new 
poss ib i l i t i es .  I t  i s  not enough for us t o  trace the o r ig ins  of our b e l i e f s  
and values which i s  mere 'geneaologyl i n  Nietzschels words. His concern 
1. Tim Linzey, Universi ty of Otago,'Self Esteem, Self  Concept and 
Self  Realization1, Paper given at  N.Z.A.R.E. Conference, Wellington. 
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3. David Cooper ,Ahthentici t y  2nd lmlming, Rout ledge, and Kegan 
Paul, London 1983,p. 14. 
is with a new kind of person who will create  new kinds of values, and who 
can be produced only through education or 'breedingf, not through social,  
po l i t i ca l ,  or economic reform and progress t breeding in t h i s  sense is not 
eugenics1 but he doubted whether educational inst i tut ions were capable of 
t h i s  task. The fault of seeing knowledge a s  useful was demonstrated in the 
German school system when i t  abandoned the  pursuit of the ideal man and 
concentrated on natural science and German studies  with a consequence that 
Cooper c a l l s  'the erosion of the original idea l i s t  s p i r i t f :  
The growing needs of army, s ta te ,  and the industrial economy 
transformed the system at  every level: the curriculum became more 
'relevant' ; teachers were appointed and disrissed according to 
po l i t i ca l  complexion; there was a growth in 'specialismsf, especially 
in  the natural sciences; and an examination system, for f i l t e r ing  the 
future servants of the s ta te ,  developed massive proportions, 1 
There a re  of course s t i l l  people now who would approve of just such a system. 
and t h i s  metaphor of education, a s  a form of 'reproductionf or the way a 
s t a t e  or power group guarantees its own needs a re  met and i t s  own perpetuation, 
is well documented by people such as  Bowles and Gintis. Cooper says academics 
retreated from t h i s  scene in  l a t e  nineteenth century Germany and t r i ed  t o  
pursue 'knowledge for i t s  own sakef. Nationalism also, says Cooper became 
apparent even in the school textbooks and i t  was against such a background 
that Nietzsche developed h i s  cr i t ique of schooling: 'For Nietzsche, teaching 
which aims towards 'realf goals, such a s  economic ones, cannot belong t o  
true education; nor can teaching whose aim i s  the acquisition of 'knowledge 
2 
for its own sakef.' His epi thets  about scholars who do t h i s  are  derogatory 
t o  say the least .  Cooper says t h i s  does not mean that Nietzsche disapproves 
of scholarship or practical a r t s  but they a re  not wholly what education i s  
1. David Cooper ,Authenficity y d  Learn 4, Routledge, and Kegan 
Paul ,London, l983. p.29. 
about. For him i t  i s  concerned wi th  ' L i fe f  and 'Nature' and i s  re la ted t o  
'understanding1 and 'wisdom1, even though he never gives a d e f i n i t i o n  o f  
what education is. Cooper says, there i s  i n  fact no equivalent word i n  
6er man. 
Wietzschefs c r i t i c i s m  of modern education i s  that i t  t r i e s  t o  make 
men 'currentJ. This coinage metaphor impl ies acquisitiveness, mate r ia l i s t i c  
aims, economic concerns. I n  fact t h i s  r i g h t  be applied t o  our present 
educational s i tuat ion where l i f e  and therefore even education revolves 
around a stable or f lour ish ing economy and the actual nature o f  our ' l i v ing '  
i s  r a r e l y  examined. I n  schools whose aims are pract ica l  or u t i l i t a r i a n  
'pupi ls w i l l  be trained t o  f i l l  those ro les  which the economy of the day 
1 
(or the day a f te r )  requires.' Even 'higher' education Nietzsche believed, 
can often merely 'furnish people wi th  the theories and ideologies that 
2 
presently prevail.' Huch of Kuhnfs c r i t i q u e  of Science i s  on t h i s  thene 
o f  i ns t i tu t iona l i sed  paradigms wi th in  which academics work. This monetary 
metaphor also s ign i f i es  what Cooper describes as a hedonistic or eudaemonian 
perspective. The c u l t  o f  specialism preva i l s  in, t h i s  s i tua t ion  and thus we 
lose any sense of h o l i s t i c  education. Examinations become mandatory and 
an emphasis i s  put on memory and speed o f  learning such as 6regory also 
decried, and which t o  Nietzsche i s  'incompatible with the development o f  
3 
that  s ta te  o f  mind which characterizes the educated sp i r i t . '  Nietzsche had 
par t i cu la r  loathing apparently for  the specious type of journal is t  who 
f lour ishes i n  t h i s  atmosphere, the media 'pundit1, t o  him a mockery o f  'the 
universal manf who would be syrbolised by 6oethe. 
1. David Cooper, Authgnt !city aid learn h g ,  Rout ledge, Kegan and 
Pau1,London 1983.p.34. 
2. and 3. Ibid.,p.34. 
The 'breadwinnersf and the 'old ra ids f  approach t o  education as 
Nietzsche c a l l s  them both s t i f l e  the ' so l i t a ry f  and ' innerf ran and 
consequently the authentic person. I f  you are not 'currentf then you f i nd  
yourself  ostracised, outside the rainstrear.  Cooper says the f i r s t  
approach i s  the 'technicistl view 'the idea that the technological power at 
ran's disposal i s  the fundamental feature o f  our t i res,  and tha t  t h e i r  
energies should pr imar i ly  be directed towards u t i l i z i n g  t h i s  power for  the 
1 
sake of  increased r a t e r i a l  welfare.' This rode1 of  ran as explo i ter  o f  
nature gives government the  power t o  harness and channel t h i s  energy and 
then the r a i n  purpose of  schooling i s  t o  supply the technic is ts  and the 
support syster they w i  11 need. 
A good example of  t h i s  'currentf  view i s  seen i n  the present outcry 
about the lack o f  qua l i f i ed  science and mathematics teachers i n  New Zealand. 
Speaking t o  the I n s t i t u t e  o f  Pol icy  Studies Megan Clark described how 'New 
Zealanders are avid consumers o f  the ver i tab le  feast o f  products and benef i ts  
o f  science and technology' but the education syster i s  f a i l i n g  t o  supply 
sc ien t i s t s  and technicians, creat ing what she c a l l s  a ' far ine i n  human 
2 
resources'. This ray be f a i r  comment on standards of  teaching i n  science 
subjects because of poor t ra in ing,  conditions o f  work, lack of  resources 
etc. but the in terest ing aspect o f  t h i s  i s  that  such demands are based on 
the assured need for a technological ly-or iented society and the need t o  
feed and supply industry wi th  the technical personnel i t  needs. What 
1. David Cooper,Authenticity and l.par.~ng,Routledge,Kegan and Paul, 
London, 1983.p.36. 
2. Megan Clark, senior lec turer  V ic to r ia  Universi ty o f  Wellington, 
speaking to  The I n s t i t u t e  o f  Pol icy Studies Serinar on 'Science 
and Technology: Attacking the 21stCenturyf. Reported i n  the Evening 
Post Wellington September 5 th 1987. See also Royal Society report  
on Science i n  Education i n  New Zealand. 
Nietzsche and Cooper criticise is the narrowness of the technicistls and 
scientist's view of education. 
The voices pleading for a more humanistic culture are rare. In 
Culture, Etjucation gtj So_c_re_ty Crouch speaking of the British experience 
says ' Worried simultaneously by the country's declining ability to produce 
a labour force suited to the needs of employers and by the cost to the 
Exchequer of pub1 ic education, the Conservative government is seeking to 
aake education for the mass of children who lack major academic ability 
1 
narrowly vocational.' He is not totally opposed to this movement believing 
that good teaching overcomes all constraints put on Education, but Roger 
Poole in the same journal speaks of humanist education being driven back 
2 
by 'monetarist philistinism in ever more complex forms,' What would 
Nietzsche say to us now? That technicism is hostile to life and Nature for 
a 'man before all else learns to live...in the workshop of the only mistress 
3 
there is, Nature.' Like Ortega y Gaset, says Cooper, who some years 
later saw technicism as the continuation of primitive pursuits by 
sophisticated means. 
Nietzsche's 'naturalf man is not the romantic or primitive view such 
as that of Rousseau. He is not as Cooper says in that "child-centred' 
horticultural pedagogy which portrays the teacher as a discreet nurseryman 
4 
gently tending the natural growth of the budding child.' What metaphors 
1. Colin Crouch,'Education and culture: grounds for cheerfulness', 
hlttu~e, Ecluyalign_ agd Society Yo1 .4O, no.4, Autumn 1906.p.369. 
2. Roger Poole, 'The end of a humanist enterprise', Culture 
Education 494 %<Lj~y,Vol .lo1 90~4' Autumn 1906.p.349. 
3. David Cooper, hthenkicity y d  lmrn jig, Rout ledge, Kegan and Paul, 
London, 1903.p. 36. 
does he use? Education i s  ' l iberat ion, c lear ing away of  weeds, rubbish, 
and vermin which attack the tender buds of  t h e  plants... it i s  the im i ta t ion  
1 
o f  nature where Nature i s  motherly and compassionate.' Which suggest t o  
Cooper tha t  Nietzsche sees d isc ip l i ne  as par t  o f  t h i s  care, 
The features which characterize the technic is t  view are: a ca lcu la t ive 
mental i ty i n  which nature equals stock, or property t o  be used, and human 
energy par t  o f  th is .  I t s  nature i s  t o  become exclusive and d r i ve  others out 
and i t s  rode o f  thought i s  calculat ive. 'Leisuref i s  the supposed ant idote 
t o  this.  Sc ien t i f i c  r e n t a l i t y  sees human su f fe r ing  as merely another 
problem t o  be solved. I n  p o l i t i c s  everything i s  measured i n  economic terms 
and questions o f  whether for  instance we pay enough at tent ion t o  education 
become whether we spend enough money on it. As Cooper says one of  the most 
powerful a l l i e s  won over t o  technicism i s  language and often by constant 
repe t i t i on  and misuse concepts change meaning t o  s u i t  the purveyor: 
A pervasive l i n g u i s t i c  device, of the f i r s t  importance, which 
technicism wins over i s  RETAPHOR. I do not mean iso la ted 
retaphorical  uses of  ind iv idual  words, but whole f i e lds  or systems 
of  metaphor i n  terms which we t a l k  about, conceptualize, and display 
a t t i t udes  towards, the world. For example, those systematic retaphors 
which const i tu te  'organicf and 'contractual l theories of  the state. 
I n  good times, people are free t o  create new metaphors, thereby 
suggesting new perspectives, dissolving o ld  associations, and 
paving the way for new conceptions. But i n  bad times, when rass- 
media, publ ic spokesmen, advertisers, and other mouthpieces share an 
outlook, retaphors can become one-sided and are warped t o  f i t  the 
outlook. 2 
Cooper gives the example o f  Heidegger's references t o  'dwell ingl and 'home1 
which have become imbued w i  t h  overtones other than what he meant by 'home1. 
Likewise m i l i t a r y  metaphors, Cooper sees p r o l i f e r a t i n g  i n  our technic is t  
society. We need t o  go no further than a focus on sports and business 
1, David Cooper, htthgntticity and Learning, Rout ledge and Kegan Paul 
London 1983.p.38. 
journal isr  and see how rany are used there. 
As for the not ion o f  ' leisure'. Nietzsche sees t h i s  as 'culture 
spice1 or f a i r l y  reaningless. To h i r  the r e a l  l i f e  i s  a useful l i f e .  This 
i s  not t o  be confused with education for employment such as Cooper says 
1 
Mary Uarnock espouses. She i s  inf luencing current thought but as Cooper 
says, nothing i s  said about the 'ethos1 i n  which teaching i s  t o  be done. 
This seers t o  be the reason for our marked lack of progress i n  education. 
We see i t  as a syster and plan i t  as e f f i c i e n t l y  as any business but 
without an overriding philosophy about what i t  i s  t o  be human i t  i s  
reani ngless. 
Education i s  o f ten described as i n i t i a t i o n  i n t o  d isc ip l ines or 
subject areas. This organisat ion o f  'Knowledger Nietzsche sees as f a i  1 ing 
t o  help people t o  know how t o  l ive,  for each person has t o  work out values 
and coping strategies for him or herself .  'Knowledgef i s  i n i r i c a l  t o  authentic 
l i v ing ,  but philosophical understanding he considers as essential. Nietzsche 
believed that  'guided i n  the r i g h t  ways, he [ the young person1 w i l l  succeed 
t o  that philosophical astonishment ... upon which alone.. .a deeper and 
2 
nobler education (Bildung) can grow.' and tha t  philosophical development 
would teach one how t o  understand s i tuat ions and be an ongoing development 
whereas the usual erphasis i n  schools s t i f l e s  philosophical thinking, which 
he c l a i r s  i s  the 'highest need1and 'natural i n s t i n c t f  of the young. He does 
not see philosophy as a 'subject' or 'd isc ip l ine t o  be k i l l e d  by examinations 
but as a way of understanding 's i tuat ions1 and helping one t o  form values 
and guide action, Moreover he thinks that  s c i e n t i f i c  discoveries have rade 
1. Mary Uarnock,Schog~~ of bugh-d,Faber, 1977. 
2. David Cooper ,_Authghticjty _and Learning,Rout ledge and Kegan Paul, 
London1983.p.53. 
l e s s  impact than the philosophical discussions they have given r i s e  to. 
Knowledge contrasts unfavourably with ryth, religion and morality 
because according t o  Nietzsche i t  is not concerned with values. For him 
philosophy has a distinctive concern with meaning and is occupied with 'the 
hieroglyphics of existence', with providing 'a picture of l i f e  a s  a 
whole.. . (to) learn from i t  the reaning of your life'... t o  understand 
reaning is necessary before set t ing values, b u t  'meaningf is not in  a 
grammatical or linguistic sense but a careful examination of language: 
... in particular the stocks and webs of cliches, metaphors, hyperboles, 
analogies, slogans, chat ter  and received truisms that attach t o  and 
envelop the 'situations1 which love, wealth, death, and so on, 
present. But more than that ,  these stocks and webs const i tute  the 
'situationsl...'Situations' are  encountered only in so far a s  they 
are conceived in certain ways by people. 1 
Nietzsche s t resses  that one's language i s  part of one's s i tuat ion and 
understanding of t h i s  situation; i t  is an integral and important part of one's 
l i f e  and must be acknowledged a s  such. And a s  quoted above metaphor is one 
part of this , part as  i t  were of the private and communal ambience in 
which one l ives ,  thinks, a c t s  and speaks. 
Cooper says that Nietzsche t r e a t s  'practical training in speech' and 
' l inguistr ic  self-mastery' which will involve a sharp ear for cant, misleading 
metaphor, and mere chatter, a s  a lholy duty' of education, What education 
can do is help people t o  cope in such situations. Sirply offering information 
is no guarantee of relevance or usefulness for a person in a real l i f e  
situation. One contradiction which Cooper points out, is, that  defenders of 
l iberal  education point t o  the rules  learnt as  one of the advantages 
gained. But in fact there a r e  no rules  in for example cr i t ic ism in English, 
yet criticism is encouraged. People tend t o  assume rules which do not in 
1. David Cooper ,Autheqtjcjty aid L E A ~  jng, Rout ledge and Kegan Paul 
London 1983.p.56. 
fact exist in subject disciplines. It is habit says Cooper which breeds an 
illusion of rules. 'This is why talk of a disciplinels rules, metaphorical 
as it is, is a serious ratter, for like many metaphors it can be a dangerous 
1 
one.' Cooper says it is the effect of the 'rule1 retaphor on the initiates 
into a discipline rather than its effect on the disciplines thetselves 
which is the main worry, and tells us that R.K.Elliot has warned of this in 
2 
his talk of orthodoxy and its dangers. It is in schools especially 
that tire and freedom to explore alternative views is limited, unlike 
universities where feverish criticisr may appear to be going on but much 
of this activity is 'mere virtuosity1 says Cooper. lore importantly, he 
declares that 'Authenticity belongs to lives, and therefore embraces rore 
than the beliefs, interpretations, and 'cognitive activities of man. 
Feelings, emotions, and the 'affective1 are also to have their place in 
3 
authentic living.' 
Nietzsche be1 ieved that 'Knowledge1 threatened emot ional capacity. 
We appear to think differently when, to solve problers e.g, racial tension, we 
set up committees etc. But Cooper sees that we need what Schiller has 
described as the capacity 'to make alien feelings our own' whereas simply 
piling up more information about them will not enable us to walk in their 
4 
shoes or get into their skin as Harper Lee had Atticus tell his children. 
1. David Cooper, Authenticity and lmrming, Rout ledge and Kegan 
Paul, London 1983, p. 61. 
2. Ibid.,p.62, citing R.K.Elliot, Education and Human Being, in S.C. 
Brown(ed. 1, 'Philosophers Discuss Education1 ,Hacmillan, 1975,pp65-6. 
4. Harper Lee,Ig Kill a hljny Bild,Penguin Books ,England 1967, 
p.35. Atticus to his daughter S~out...~You never really understand 
a person until you consider things fror his point of view--I 
'Sir?' 
'--until you climb into his skin and walk around in it.' 
6eorge B.Leonard says we should not blame the schools for demanding ' 'Right 
answers1, specialization, standardization, narrow competition, eager 
1 
acquisition, aggression, detachment from the se l f  .' These are what society 
has demanded of them. R.S. Peters has said that  education of the emotions 
2 
is 'getting people t o  see the world.differently i n  re lat ion t o  therselves' 
but the d i f f icu l t  question is whether t h i s  is a task for schools or one 
they are  capable of dealing with. 
Nietzsche borrows two metaphors from a long tradition in German 
thought. One is the metaphor of 'knowledge1 as 'destruct ivel and 'dissolving' 
and the other i s  of a 'screen1 or 'veil1. The scholar by study and 
analysis tends t o  'dissolve1 people. We have probably a1 1 known professional 
'experts1 who appear t o  lack human sympathy or empathy. Hore irportantly, 
he declares that 'Authenticity belongs t o  l ives ,  and therefore embraces 
rore than the beliefs,  interpretations, and 'cognitive1 ac t iv i t i es  of ran. 
Feelings, emotions, and the 'affective1 are a l so  t o  have their place in  
3 
authentic living.' 
For Nietzsche i t  i s  not that the person is a metaphysical en t i ty  
transcending whatever can be described in terms of ce l l s ,  roles and the 
l ike,  b u t  that  such descriptions are  private and abstract,  obtained in a 
parasitic way from the notion of the person as a unitary whole. Immersion 
therefore in disciplines, ray, Nietzsche feels,  sever t i e s  between persons 
and for th i s  reason he extols the vir tue of Literature, where people a re  
1. George %.Leonard, Education and Ecstasy, John Hurray, Great 
Britain, l9?Olp. 124. 
2. David Cooper, hhhgnn~~cjty pgd Learninq,Rout ledge and Kegan 
Pau1,London 1983, p.64,citing R.S.Peters,'Ethics and Education l ,  
Allen and Unwin, 1970,pp32-3. 
t reated as vhole persons. A good example Cooper gives of  the scholar v i t h  
a l l  h i s  erot ional  capacity atrophied vould be Casaubon i n  6eorge E l io t ' s  
novel Hiddlemarch, vho leads an a r i d  enot ional l i f e  v h i l s t  devoted t o  h i s  
worthless vork. 
Nietzsche ascribes a central  r o l e  i n  education t o  language. 
"Concepts. .. t a r e l  only possible vhere there are vords.. .ve cease t o  th ink 
vhen we t r y  t o  do so v i thout  the constraint o f  language..We can only ' f i x f  
experiences, and as i t  vere place them outside of  ourselves vhen we 
1 
conrunicate them to  others through signs.' The central  thought here i s  
a t t r i bu ted  t o  Wittgenstein and h i s  attack on 'pr ivate language'. As 
Cooper says 'To have a concept i s  t o  c l a r i f y  d i s t i n c t  items of  experience 
as being s imi lar ;  but c r i t e r i a  o f  s i a i l a r i  t y  are the interpersonal ones 
2 
provided by a public language.' This i s  vhat I bel ieve ve share mainly 
through metaphor-raking. Nietzsche says tha t  only vhere there i s  'a 
3 
uniformly v a l i d  and binding designation of  things'  i s  a concept possible. 
I n  an ear l y  a r t i c l e  he claimed that items i n  r e a l i t y  are not simi lar,  
'every concept or iginates through making a l i k e  vhat i s  not r e a l l y  a l i  ke' 
and 'everything of which one becomes conscious i s  thoroughly arranged, 
4 
s impl i f ied,  schematized, interpreted.' This prevai l ing desire for order 
and pattern, a central  in terest  i n  t h i s  vork, i s  one he recognises. Language 
has t o  cope w i th  our ever-changing needs for  i n te rp re t ing  the vorld. 
Nietzsche believes that  the % i l l  t o  pover' rather than se l f -  
preservat ion i s  the insp i ra t ion  for our fur ther  developrent. Presusably 
here he neans pover i n  the sense of  cont ro l  o f  our environment. Constructing a 
1. David Cooper, Authenticity and hrmlng, Rout ledge and Kegan 
Paul ,London, 1983, p.68. 
2. 3. and 4. Ibid.,p.69. 
descriptive language is one form power takes. For Nietzsche philosophical 
accounts of the world are  disguised descriptions of the GRAMHARS of language 
which have succeeded in their mission and object terns l i k e  ' t iger '  or '1' 
stand for 'fictions' constructed for interpreting 'the medley of sensations'. 
For Nietzsche there can be no descriptions of 'the t rue world' because 
there is no such world, as  we cannot think how i t  would be t o  be without 
thought. Truth and knowledge then, a s  standardly conceived, are necessarily 
1 
unattainable--'the greatest fable is that of knowledge' --and we continually 
seek new concepts of t ruth and knowledge. This presumably i s  one of the 
tasks of education. 
Grammar, Nietzsche says, deludes us into thinking that what we 
describe with words is rea l i ty  ' because of the sharp grammatical dis t inct ion 
between subject and predicate, we think of the objects as substances 
2 
dis t inc t  from the properties predicated by them'. Grammar seduces us 
into thinking of agents even where there are  none. A N  example is lightning. 
Which leads Nietzsche t o  say 'I am afraid we are  not free of 60d because we 
3 
s t i l l  believe in g r a r r a r . " l h i s  re f lec t s  a need that humans have for 
pawing moral judgments, requiring us t o  'interpret events.. .as events 
4 
caused by intentions.' Which leads t o  a 'deception' the sc ien t i s t  fears  t o  
commit, as  heir to  ear l ier  notions, deception as  fai lure  to  l i v e  in the 
t ruth of 60d and t o  have produced an account of rea l i ty  that matches the 
divine conception. Thus i t  is a moral, a metaphysical fai th  upon which our 
fai th  in science rests.  
1. David Cooper ,Aytheghiyjty aqd Lgplming,Routledge and Kegan Paul, 
London l983. p. 73. 
3. and 4. 1bid.,p.76. 
Our standard not ion o f  t r u t h  then i s  a Real ist  one. Which leads 
inev i tab ly  t o  the conclusion that  our w i l l  t o  t r u t h  i s  a w i l l  t o  power, 
meaning tha t  people tend t o  accept those theories and b e l i e f s  which give 
them power. Science for example helps t o  conquer our fear o f  the unknown, 
once again t h i s  appeals t o  our desire for order. Once we have a ' t ruth'  we 
are reluctant t o  give i t  away. Knowledge i t s e l f  becomes a form o f  power. 
Words therefore are horizons t o  our knowledge rather than t ru ths.  Those 
who uphold 'truths' do so because of the inherent power they receive from 
them. I f  we were t o  understand the nature o f  ' t ru th f  and lknowledgef 
Nietzsche believes we would better understand ourselves and our world. To 
unmask the falseness o f  t r u t h s  i s  o f  course t o  threaten those i n  power. 
Both Wittgenstein and Nietzsche, says Cooper, c lea r l y  th ink that many of 
our ways of  ta l k ing  must be overturned and reconstructed and for t h i s  
reason they both re jec t  'p r ivate languages', and both s t ress the int imate 
connection between grammar and thought. 
The impl icat ions o f  such thinking are however far  from negative or 
depressing, for as Nietzsche says 'The world has once again become ' i n f i n i t e 1  
for us, i n  so far as we cannot dismiss the p o s s i b i l i t y  that  i t  contains 
1 
i n f i n i t e  i n t e r p r e t a t i o n s . " A l s o  i f  we are aware that  the c r i t e r i o n  o f  
t r u t h  i s  power we are less  l i k e l y  t o  be misled or deceived. To him the 
most sublime form o f  power i s  that of the creat ive a r t i s t  'the power o f  the 
creative, f ree individual'. . .who can ' f i x  an image o f  what should be--they 
2 
are productive, i n  so far as they actua l ly  change and transform.' I f  
we re jec t  realism he bel ieves we can be more aware o f  t h i s  power and scope 
1. David CooperAutheit j c  j t y  aid Learning,Routledge and Kegan Paul, 
London 1983,p.81. 
which knowledge shares with art-- interpretat ive, creat ive power which i s  
free and not constrained and narrowed. Concepts then can be remoulded and 
through the 'death o f  6odf there w i l l  be a new appreciat ion o f  ind iv idual  
creat ion and the  in terpretat ion o f  ideas. 
I n  a sense Truth and Knowledge are unattainable and an a r t i s t  senses 
t h i s  i n  h i s  d issat is fact ion with h i s  work. The a r t i s t  goes on when others 
stop for he knows there i s  more t o  know and see and do. We have exaggerated 
the importance o f  the factual and t h i s  has t o  be reredied through education. 
The d isc ip l i nes  as we know them have so fa r  have only been gropings 
towards answers, towards t h i s  i n s t i n c t i v e  need we have for  order, sense of  
pat tern and design, 'Truth i s  no i l l u s i o n  i f  i t  i s  understood i n  terms of  
the order, coherence, and power over 'the medley of  sensations' which 
1 
b e l i e f s  and theories can afford.' 
One o f  Nietzscheys most important works, says Cooper i s  h i s  I$! b y  
Science which t i t l e  re fe rs  t o  the gai saber, the poet ic a r t  o f  mediaeval 
troubadours from Provencal, for he believes that the pursu i t  o f  t r u t h  
should share the same v i t a l i t y ,  exuberance and joy they demonstrate, above 
a l l  t h e i r  inventivenes, wi th  'the spinning o f  new metaphors, the suggestion 
of  new analogies, the cu t t i ng  across o ld  c lass i f icat ions,  the re fusa l  t o  be 
opposed by the weight o f  t r a d i t i o n  and orthodoxy: these are some o f  the ways 
2 
t r u t h  should be pursued and education should encourage.' In tegra l  t o  
t h i s  i s  the  need also for a conscience that would despise accepting any 
unquestioned be l ie f .  The greatest d i f f i c u l t y  we face i s  i n  having t o  use 
the same language t o  reconstruct the ideas already embedded so deeply 
through language use so far. 
1. and 2. David Cooper ,Aut$enhjcjty p@ ktmnjng, Rout ledge and Kegan 
Paul, London 1983.p.88. 
\ora l  betterment, says Cooper was once considered the p r inc ipa l  
purpose o f  schooling. Fashion, he th inks has changed because o f  the erphasis 
on 'child-centred1 education. His view ray be s l i g h t l y  exaggerated. I would 
have in terpreted t h i s  as what the c h i l d  NEEDS rather than WISHES, The 
d i f f i c u l t y  i s  how to  create authent ic i ty  i f  there appears t o  be a need for 
r o r a l  t r a i n i n g  when one conterplates the anarchist ic tendencies of  rodern 
youth. Cooper seers almost t o  accept tha t  i n  many places indoct r inat ion 
r i g h t  be necessary but i n  schools where r o r a l  education might not be a 
sisyphean exercise he can see that a concern for  authent ic i ty  has some 
value. Nietzsche thought that i n  h i s  country there was a f a i l u r e  t o  g ive 
a t ten t ion  t o  moral ra t ters ,  and commended i n  h i s  l a t e r  notes the r o r a l  
ideals  o f  ch r i s t i an i t y ,  as a r o r a l  code I S  necesssary for soc ia l  s t a b i l i t y ,  
that  i s ,  for  most of the populace . The 'overranf however has t o  be 
allowed t o  transcend th is ,  as, t o  Nietzsche, there i s  nothing educative about 
r o r a l  t r a i n i n g  which rust  use immoral means t o  gain i t s  ends. He also sees 
that  'suf fer ing i s  o f ten a precondit ion o f  ind iv idual  achievement, greatness 
1 
and self-real izat ion. '  This i s  a precept d i f f i c u l t  t o  accept although i t  
i s  a strong t r a d i t i o n  i n  the Christ ian re l i g ion .  Suffer ing can strengthen 
and r e f i n e  people but i t  i s  d i f f i c u l l t  t o  prove that such i s  necessary. 
Nietzsche gives a philosophical descript ion of  the nature o f  
authentic existence and what h i s  ideal  ran or overran could be i f  educated 
r i g h t l y .  Some o f  h i s  v i r tues  would be self-honesty; conquest o f  fear; mis- 
t r u s t  towards both received and 'scholar lyf  opinion; despising the pe t t y  
and the mediocre; a developed sense o f  h is tory ;  se l f -d isc ip l ine;  w i l l i n g  
nothing beyond onefs capacity; f u l l  awareness o f  what that  capacity is;  
1. David CooperAuthehticity 2nd kgrning,Routledge and Kegan Paul, 
London 1903,p.97. 
the ability to command and to obey; the refusal to regret or do the 'dirty1 
on one's chosen and considered purposes; abstention from merely negative 
criticism; the ability to 'laugh at1, hence stand at a distance from, hence 
be ready to alter how one has been; the power to turn sufferings and 
illness into new sources of strength; spontaneous, as against brooding, 
1 
calculative responses to treatment by others. These values he calls extra- 
moral or 'moraline freef. Whereas, Dewey, in 'tioral Principles and Education' 
in Cooper's opinion, falls into the trap of saying that the moral worth 
and work of the school system is to be measured by its social value and the 
primary air of the process is to produce the 'good citizen'. A current 
and interesting tendency [and a new metaphor--a social one1 which Cooper 
comments on, is the replacing of moral viewpoints eg. attitude to crime and 
punishment, with new categories, in fact speaking of it as a social disease. 
Nietzsche's values are not altruistic or selfless they pertain to the 
individual's good, not cormunity welfare, nor do they rest on a notion of 
equality--conscience is rejected as a form of self-betrayal and some 
suffering is to be accepted. His values then cannot be in Kant's terns 
universal. Uniqueness of the individual precludes this for Nietzsche. He 
sets no prescription for what man ought to be 'I am a law only for my 
2 
kind,' says Zarathustra 'I am not a law for all.' 
Cooper suggests that the imperative nature of moral judgments helps 
to distinguish moral from aesthetic judgments and Nietzsche does not consider 
his values as imperatives. For him, as for Dewey, a primary aia of education 
is to develop harmoniously the powers of the individual. For Dewey this is 
1. David Cooperhuthent icity pod htmjng, Rout ledge and Kegan Paul, 
London 1983,p.fll. 
1. Ibid.,l02.from Thus Spake Zarathustra trans. Kaufran p.521. 
- 
defined, a s  mentioned previously, in social terms, but not for Nietzsche who 
sees the product of such a system a s  unreal, unauthentic. 
Pity, for Nietzwhe is of two kinds; the  weak Christian pi ty  acting 
according t o  precept, and the 'moraline- freef or 'noble' pity. I imagine 
he means the kind we are  moved t o  by great drama a s  in Lear. This is the 
pity which is appalled a t  man's inhumanity t o  man, for i n  man "creature and 
creator a re  united', whereas most pity appplies t o  the 'creature in man.' He 
says 'My kind of pi ty  ... is a feeling ... I feel...when I see precious 
a b i l i t i e s  squandered.. .or when I see someone. ..lagging behind uhat could 
1 
have come of him.' Many teachers I believe would understand t h i s  k i n d  of 
pity. Most of us, he says wear masks, in order to  conform but the t ruly 
free s p i r i t  seeks solitude t o  shed t h i s  social mask. As he says there are  
l i t e ra ry  characters such as  the Master in The 61ass Bead Game and Siddartha 
who experience great d i f f i cu l ty  in choosing between the tuo worlds. 
Nietzsche i s  c r i t i c i sed  because l ike  Plato he speaks of educating an 
e l i t e ,  but my impression, through Cooper's portrayal of him and h i s  work , 
is that in h i s  conception of education one must s t r ive  for what might be, 
a perhaps impossible ideal,  the perfect person. Inevitably in each era 
there will be sore who s t r i v e  or achieve above a l l  others. These I take i t  
would be the overren, most l ikely a r t i s t i c ,  creative, free-minded creatures 
whom we should respect and cherish, for they will question our mores and 
force us t o  think ahead and think anew. 
Nietzsche asserted also that we should judge a society, not by its 
pol i t ical  forms, i t s  economic arrangements, or i t s  legal system, but by the 
nature of its education. Progress, and democracy as he witnessed i t ,  merely 
1. David Cooper Aut hent k i t ~  aid Learning, Rout 1 edge and Kegan Paul, 
London 1983.p. 106. 
be l i t t l ed  ran. For him the goal of educa t ion is  'the production of 
genius'. . .'a justifying ranf . ..a'higher type of ran'. He says 'Hy retaphor 
1 
for the (justifying) type is, a s  one knows, the  word 'overran1.. .' by 
which he reans a t ru ly  authentic individual and the ideal product of an 
ideal education. In Zarathustrals farous retaphor, ran, a s  he now is, is 
portrayed a s  on a rope slung between the beast and the  'overran1. He can 
crawl further only through the provision by the agents of the s t a t e  of t rue 
education. What he reans by 'justifying1, says Cooper, is that we accord 
suprere value t o  t h i s  creature for through him society i t se l f  will emerge 
into a new phase. In t h i s  sense he is a figurative syrbol not for what is 
or will be, but what right be, and society rust support h i r  to t h i s  end. I t  
is in t h i s  sense that h i s  philosophy seers  [ t o  re1 t o  be ant i thet ical  t o  
Christianity which sees 60d or Good in everyman but presumably those responsible 
for education rust in Nietzschels t e r r s  see a potential overran in every 
student. Our 1 i terary rinds have always pre-erpted us, for Katherine Hansfield 
2 
among others says the same thing '6enius l i e s  dorrant in every soul. .' 
Cooper can see that our rethods of education at  present tend t o  
denigrate the outstanding, special,  or different person with our 
preoccupation for equality. We a re  in fact a l l  trying to be 'current'. 
To a t ta in  the 'overran1 we have t o  be dedicated t o  Kultur, that i s  a 
transforming process which s t r ives  t o  a t t a in  something superior and more 
huran than the average person whose feelings a re  stunted by t r iv ia ,  
entertainment, stimulants etc, and who envies the genius who has escaped 
this .  For Nietzsche then education is not simply input of resources but a 
1. David Cooper Authenticity and Lmlnigy, Rout ledge and Kegan Paul, 
London 1983. pp. 114-5. 
2. Katherine Hansf ield, Journal of Kpthgrjng tignsfield,ed. Hiddleton 
Hurry, Hutchinson,New Zealand 1984. p37. 
task for those with the r i g h t  awareness o f  what confers value on human 
existence and who allow each person t o  reach for  h is lher  own po ten t ia l  as 
'overran'. The person Wietzsche saw as exemplifying t h i s  ideal  was Goethe, 
mainly because he was aware o f  h i s  own capacit ies and l imi ta t ions.  He 
apparently a lso attacked many o f  the 'isms' o f  h i s  day, t h i s  being the era 
o f  encyclopedic writ ings. His not ion o f  freedom also matched Nietzschets 
for he bel ieved i t  t o  be not a matter o f  possessing r i g h t s  or o f  absence o f  
interference from author i t ies  but as a property o f  one's personal i ty and 
t o  be displayed i n  d isc ip l ined creat ive a c t i v i t y .  Two metaphors he used t o  
describe types o f  people, they are 'ar is tocrat  ' and 'bourgeois' though .not 
used i n  a soc ia l  class sense. One i s  preoccupied with what one has, the 
other wi th  what one i s .  What the a r i s toc ra t  has i s  a sense o f  self-worth. 
A key mot i f  i n  Goethe also, says Cooper, i s  a sense of  harmony and wholeness, 
saying that  a person 'only achieves the unique and wholly unexpected when 
1 
proper t ies  are un i fo rn l y  united i n  him.' I t  has been said o f  h i r  tha t  
looked upon the world as an a r t i s t .  Hansfield said o f  him ' ... he d i d  
marvellous things. He was great enough t o  be simple enough t o  say what 
2 
we a l l  fee l  and don't say. And h i s  a t t i t u d e  t o  Art was noble.' 
Cooper concludes f r o r  h i s  study of  Nietzsche that  there are four 
foc i  for educators t o  consider, the philosophical; the l i n g u i s t i c ;  the 
aesthetic and the genealogical. The f i r s t  means 'the understanding [ i s  t o  
be I developed through education...of a type that  i s  geared t o  the ind iv idual 's  
self-conscious adoption o f  stances towards the s ign i f i can t  s i tua t ions  
1. David Cooper ,dythehtjcjty grid ka.niny, Routledga and Kegan Paul, 
London 1983. p. 129. Quoted from K.Vietor, 'Goethe: The Thinkerf ,Harvard 
Universi ty Press, 1950,~. 143. 
2. Katherine Hansfield Let ters  2nd Journalsr ed. C.K.Stead, Penguin, 
England 1977.p.255. 
1 
which he confronts as a human being.' Especial ly inportant i s  a concern 
w i  t h  language: 
... as long as (schools) do not accept as a holy duty the most immediate 
p rac t i ca l  t ra in ing  ( lucht )  i n  speech and wri t ing, as long as they 
s k i r t  around the mother-tongue as i f  i t  were a necessary e v i l  or a 
dead body, I do not count those i n s t i t u t i o n s  as t r u l y  educational.2 
Assessment o f  one's b e l i e f s  and values i s  possible only when language 
nuances are understood. I n  h i s  view ' i n  a sense a l l  words are metaphors, 
since they serve t o  combine, i n  t h e i r  f i e l d s  of reference, r a d i c a l l y  d iss imi lar  
3 
items.' Nietzsche c a l l s  words 'pocketsf i n t o  which people are constant ly 
p u t t i n g  i n  or taking out. He would probably agree with the person who 
described the work o f  teachers o f  Engl ish as t ra in ing  pup i l s  t o  be c r i t i c s ,  
for he had a par t icu lar  loath ing for the crassness and i n s e n s i t i v i t y  o f  
much journal ism, 
The l i n g u i s t i c  focus, w i l l ,  says Cooper, be on metaphor, wi th  
which sentiment I would na tu ra l l y  concur. 
By lmetaphorl I do not mean p r imar i l y  ind iv idual  words or  phrases 
used i n  non-1 i tera l  ways, but those large, organizing segments o f  
discourse i n  which things are spoken about i n  terms l i t e r a l l y  
appropriate t o  something else. Such metaphors are among the most 
powerful determinants o f  how we conceive things.. .[such as1 
metaphors which have had great inf luence i n  educational thought 
--the ch i ld  as a plant t o  be reared, say, or as a container t o  be 
f i l led. . . i t  i s  imperative t o  be sens i t ive t o  these metaphors ... 4 
Nietzsche warned us t o  be shy o f  them, t o  mistrust them. Metaphors says 
Cooper can be insidious and so interwoven i n t o  speech that the i r  impact i s  
not f u l l y  real ised by us. Which leads him t o  say: 'A teacher, i t  seems t o  
1, navid CooperAuthenhigity and k rn~ng ,Rou t ledge  and Kegan Paul, 
London, 1983.p. 133. 
3. Ibid. ,p. 137. 
me, can have few nore important tasks than to alert the young to, and 
1 
loosen the grip of, the many retaphors we live by.' 
Cooper discusses the problems in schools now and what could be done 
about ther. He does not seer to see how Nietzschels ideas could be 
implemented. One key he appears t o r i s s  in Nietzsche is the essential 
need for activity. I believe that Nietzschels reference to 'dance1 gives 
us the clue. Not in the sense of mere busyness but the kind of activity in 
which the whole person is involved such as experienced in truly creative 
endeavour. The type of work where pupils act and produce plays rather than 
merely reading them or where principles in science and maths are used and 
applied as described in ICE Epkly World would seer to be a rove in this 
direction. Hy interpretation of Nietzschels 'death of god' is that we tend 
to rei fy the ungodly as godly and we are driving youth mad with mixed 
metaphors, cliches and outmoded, even dead, retaphors. 
This chapter has looked at some of the dorinant retaphors of education 
and some of the thinking about metaphor itself and its relationship to 
education both theory and practice but not at educational administration 
as this is specifically dealt with in the following chaptet. It is fairly 
obvious that the metaphors which influence educational theory core from a 
wide range of sources and as Elliott says 'The chief importance of metaphors 
of  education, generally lies in their rhetorical function, which is to 
3 
stimulate imagination, to arouse feeling and to prompt action.' And 
'theories of learning are dependent on retaphors, because they are centrally 
1. David Cooper Authent icity pmJ Lggrmjng,Rout ledge and Kegan Paul, 
London, 1983. p. 139. 
2. Elwyn S.Richardson,ln Ihe E p ~ l y  kld,N.Z.C.E.R., Wellington, 1972. 
3. R.K.Elliott, 'Hetaphor, Imagination and conceptions of Educationllin 
tjetaehors 21 Wc_ptiog, ed. W. Taylor ,Heinerann, London, 1984,p.44 
concerned with ren ta l  acts and conscious processes or wi th  the operation o f  
ren ta l  rechanisrs below the leve l  o f  consciousness, a l l  o f  which are describable 
1 
only by retaphorical  reans.' 
Education i s  concerned wi th  many abstract concepts and i s  d i f f i c u l t  
t o  evaluate. I f  education reans changing people we need t o  know hou ue are 
changing ther, why, and for what purpose. Certain assumptions and b e l i e f s  
are i m p l i c i t  i n  education, f i r s t  that huran beings 'au naturel l  are u n f i t t e d  
for  huran society and r u s t  undergo soc ia l izat ion processes t o  f i t  ther  for 
a place i n  society. Decisions as t o  what t h i s  const i tu tes are based on 
authori ty,  soret i res claimed to  be Cod-given, t rad i t i on ,  physical exigencies, 
pressure groups, surv iva l  needs etc. Describing such necessary processes 
requires descript ive language which w i l l  conjure up benef ic ia l ,  phi lanthropic 
or nurtur ing images depending on the experiences, b e l i e f s  and a i r s  o f  the 
personls wi th  the power t o  irpose or create change. An educational word 
such as kindergarten i s  f i l l e d  with such meaning. As E l l i o t  asks, i f  
education i s  for  instance a l l  about PREPARATION what are we preparing for? 
Philosophers and soc io log is ts  p a r t i c u l a r l y  take a more h o l i s t i c  view 
o f  mankind than ros t  o f  us and see the larger patterns. Theodore Brareld 
i s  such a person who sees philosophy of  education as philosophy o f  
cu l tu re  and that r o s t  o f  our concepts o f  education core from sources 
dominated by four r a i n  conceptual f ie lds.  Because of  t h i s  he thinks that we 
need t o  r e f i n e  an anthropological philosophy of education for the future and 
one goal should be a transcending, converging rankind. He wrote t h i s  
i n  the ear ly  seventies when the cu l ture seemed t o  him t o  be one i n  a s t a t e  
o f  c r i s i s ,  so we do not seer t o  have roved far i n  h i s  chosen direct ion. He 
1. R.K.Elliott, 'Hetaphor, Imagination and conceptions of  Education, ' i n  
tlelaehhrr of khccIt~on_, ed. W.  Taylor ,Heinemann, London, 1984, p.38. 
takes an anthropological approach because culture and personality a re  
bipoloari t ies  of the same real i ty ,  neither can exist without the other. He 
sees teachers a s  putting into action what he c a l l s  a culturology of knowledge. 
In h i s  terms ORDER refers  to  PATTTERNS of relationship, and PROCESS re fe rs  
t o  the DYNAHICS of culture and sense of purpose and direction within the 
ordered patterns of relationship. Ins t i tu t ions  and faiths, rather than 
dealing vith,human cr ises ,  t o  h i s  mind appear t o  create habits of acquiescence. 
To him the U.S. seems a schizophrenic culture, both self-interested and 
competitive a s  well as  having generous, philanthropic social interests ,  
and where curiously he finds the culture saturated with supernatural fai th  
and science is seen a s  inferior t o  religion a s  a final source of protection 
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and authority. 
Brameld be1 ieves that because psychological problems are  dealt wi th 
psychologically the sociological problems a re  not dealt with but he 
foresees a time of cultural revolution and a shif t ing of cultural patterns: 
Frustrated a s  he so often has been by life-denying customs, by 
ignorance and superstitions, by cleavages in loyalty and other 
values, man has never approached anywhere near full  command of h i s  
own energy, creative intelligence, and strength. He has been ruled 
over far more frequently than he has ruled. He has been starved, 
hoodwinked, exploited, cajoled, intimidated, frightened far more 
often than he has been decently fed, well-informed, respected. 
encouraged, aroused. 2 
Everything Brameld says here has been reflected in education also and i s  
observed particularly in the images of childhood and schooling in the 
previous chapter. We a re  often jolted into re-appraising our bel iefs  
says Brameld when ' our cherished patterns conflict with someone else 's  
1, Theodore Brameld, Patte~ns of Educational Wiosoehy, Holt 
Rinehart and Winston, 1971, p.30. 
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patterns. ' 
The history of philosophy attests to its age-old concern with the 
totality of life and philosophy of education is likewise concerned with 
characteristics of unity. Schools are seen by Brameld as 'victims of 
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specialization. ' He also observes that there have been four dominant 
patterns of culture: essentialist, progressivist, perennialist and 
reconstructivist. They are only concepts, not real systems, and they each 
overlap. No one philosophy of education will slot neatly into any of these, 
what I would call sets and subsets within which one can identify various 
metaphors. 
That part of his work which looks at conterporary philosophic 
movements clearly indicates the sources of sore of our current metaphors. 
They are: Existentialism and the quest for authenticity reflected in the 
works of such as; Soren Kierkegaard, founder of the roverent, Kean-Paul 
Sartre, Gabriel Harel, Albert Camus, Karl Jaspers, Martin Heidegger, Ortega 
y gawet, Martin Buber, Paul Tillich. All testify to the struggle of the 
individual in the face of systemic, rational forms or 'essencesfof thought. 
Friedrich Nietzwhe was eventually counted arong their number and the 
philosopher-novelist Fedor Dostoevski. The ruthless power of modern 
civilisat ions to overwhelm individuality and personality was their concern 
and they particularly opposed objectivity, industrialism and war. Loneliness 
and suffering as part of ran's struggle they are also sensitive to and in 
Buber there is an emphasis on dialogue as a necessity for full human 
developrent. Neo- Freudianists include Rol lo Hay, Abraham Haslow and 
1, Theodore Brareld, Patterfis of Edugpkjgnil Philosoehy, Halt 
Rinehart and Winston, 1971, p.44. 
Carl Rogers, a l l  known a s  exis tent ial  psychologists. Other names are Carl 
Jung, Alfred Adler, Harry Stack Sullivan, Karen Horney, Erich Fromm, Abram 
Kardiner, and franz Alexander, a l l  psychotherapists, and Harold D. Lasswell 
a pol i t ical  scient is t  and theoris t .  All of them recognize the seminal 
influence of Freud but have modified h i s  concepts. They believe that 
environmental and especially social conditions are a s  influential as 
sexuality and aggression. For Sullivan interpersonal relat ions are a 
central concern. They a l so  believe that c ivi l isat ion can progress, and 
aany of the problems people experience are  seen as  e f fec t s  of outmoded and 
enslaving institutions. I t  is almost impossible t o  distinguish clear 
demarcations between the different schools of philosophy and the i r  adherents 
so more than one label is ascribed t o  some of them; Fromm for instance is 
regarded as  both Freudian and Harxist. 
Neo-Harxism says Brameld, emphasises man's struggle t o  f u l f i l  human 
needs especially economic ones. Terms formerly used such a s  class- 
consciousness have been modified with new terms such as  Brareld's own 
cul turology. Two names he mentions in this sphere are the Yugoslav philosopher 
6ajo Petrovic and Herbert Harcuse. In the area of Philosophic Analysis 
which is concerned with conscious logical mind the names of Ludvig Wittgenstein, 
Bertrand Russell, G.E.Hoore, Rudolf Carnap, Herbert Feigl, Horiz Schlick, 
Gilbert Ryle, C.E.Ayer, Hans Reichenbach and J.L. Austin are  the ones he 
gives. Wittgenstein is recognized as the outstanding figure here particularly 
for his  ordinary-language theory 'which maintains that the r e l i a b i l i t y  of 
thought is t o  be anchored l e s s  in the a r t i f i c i a l i t y  of philosophic and sc ien t i f i c  
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constructions than in familiar, habitual usages of everyday discourse.' 
Both he and Cassirer favoured mul t ip le  s ty les  and leve ls  o f  communication. 
Zen Buddhisr i s  not a philosophy according t o  the analy t ic  
philosophers says Brareld but has a f f i n i t i e s  w i th  existent ial ism. Both 
challenge the objective, neutral  and unemotional posture of  s c i e n t i f i c  
philosophers. I t s  h i s to ry  i s  ancient and among those wi th  a professed 
in terest  have been Alan W. Watts, Carl Jung, Mart in Heidegger, Huston 
Smith and F.C. Northrop vho made a plea for 'so l id  br idges o f  understanding 
across the vast distances of  space and time that separate some o f  the 
1 
greatest o f  a l l  c i v i l i s a t i o n s  i n  history. '  This i s  p a r t i c u l a r l y  
i n te res t ing  as the br idge metaphor i s  used once again. The leading exponent 
for the West has been the Japanese Zennist D.T.Suzuki . He describes Zen 
as being concerend v i t h  'the non-verbal, non-symbolic, and t o t a l l y  undefinable 
world o f  the concrete as d i s t i n c t  from the abstract...for Zen i s  t o  move 
wi th  l i f e  without t r y i n g  t o  in ter rup i t s  flow; i t  i s  an immediate awareness 
o f  things as they l i v e  and move, as d i s t i n c t  from the mere grasp of  ideas 
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and feel ings ABOUT things uhich are the dead symbols o f  a l i v i n g  rea l i ty . '  
This rather succinct ly ind icates vhy metaphors g ive us so much trouble. 
To understand Zen therefore means t o  undergo an in te l l ec tua l  
and emotional metamorphosis says Brameld. One can see even f ron  t h i s  
sketchy summary of  Brareld that many o f  the referencs quoted i n  t h i s  
study have been influenced by some o f  the names he categorizes. Nietzsche 
p a r t i c u l a r l y  seems t o  me t o  encapsulate the essent ial  problems i n  education 
vhich include t o  my mind autonomy, responsib i l i ty ,  freedom, democracy and 
accountabil ity, a corre la te  o f  responsib i l i ty .  Hov much freedom do ue need, 
1, Theodore Brameld, Patterns gf Educational Philosoehy, Holt 
Rinehart and Winston, 1971, p.80. 
or  are we e n t i t l e d  to, and our students, and i s  respons ib i l i t y  always the 
other side o f  t h i s  coin. Even the te rn  democracy has a fa lse r i n g  t o  i t  
now and has becone a metaphor for a kind o f  consensual form o f  represention 
vast ly  d i f f e r e n t  t o  i t s  o r i g i n a l  waning. Teachers face a pa r t i cu la r  
dilenna i n  def in ing the terns as they are i n  a special  pos i t ion i n  society, 
responsible as they are, l i k e  parents, t o  help the next generation move 
forward. 
The metaphors o f  and i n  education seem t o  f a l l  i n t o  two d i s t i n c t  
spheres as art icuated by DavidPrat t ,  they are e i ther  humanistic or 
technica l ly  oriented. Hy own inpression from the l i t e r a t u r e  i s  tha t  before 
we reach a stage where the humanistic tendencies take over and hopeful ly 
have a paradigm s h i f t  towards a synthesis o f  a r t s  and science we w i l l  be 
subjected t o  a period o f  s t r i f e  w i th in  education, during which period the 
dominant netaphors w i l l  be the m i l i t a r y  ones. 
The signs are already i n  evidence. One can see then i n  the panic 
react ions i n  America where there i s  great fear o f  being overtaken i n  the 
technological race by the Eastern countries, and a growing rea l i za t ion  that 
education or lack of  i t  i s  a t  the heart o f  t h e i r  seeming fa i lure.  Just as 
Sputnik caused mi l l ions o f  do l la rs  t o  be poured i n t o  science from the 
schools up, the pressure i s  on now t o  produce technocrats and technology 
when the needs for the future, i f  we have one, w i l l  be be for people who 
are global i n  the i r  v is ion o f  what i t  i s  t o  be hunan and whom one hopes 
w i l l  ex i s t  i n  a world that has achieved non-racism, non-sexism, and environ 
-mental balance and harnony. I n  the in te r im the m i l i t a r y  metaphors w i l l  
predominate as they already do on the technological front. War on ignorance 
w i l l  be the new catchcry as wel l  as war on want and on drug abuse and t h i s  
may deploy resources t r a d i t i o n a l l y  reserved for defence, fortunately,  
we now know more about the needs o f  ch i ldren and rea l i se  that  soc ia l  wellbeing 
is inextricably linked with education so perhaps the new war on ignorance 
will have some spinoffs for youngsters even if the end at present, the 
production of supertechnicists, hardly justifies the means. 
On the one hand there are the technologists, with their systematic 
procedures, military metaphors, and their behavioural and positivistic 
language. On the other hand, there are the humanists, with their 
intuitive thinking, poetic language, and their subjective and 
interpersonal priorities.1 
In areas wherecompetition is rife as in sports and business the 
language of war is already endemic. It will all depend on who controls 
power what the outcome will be, and at the moment the pendulum seems to be 
towards the technocrats vith their aggressive, industrial and economic 
muscles. Both sides use language as a powerful tool. 
Roger Poole giving his impressions of ten years editing of the New 
Universities Quarterly journal of Education speaks of the changing face of 
education as reflected in the new language of education. The humanism to 
which he and his editorial colleagues subscribe appears to be under flagrant 
attack. He goes so far as to say that under the present ministry the 
educational establishment has been dismembered. The schools look ravaged, 
local government passes on the resentment it feels, youth is disaffected by 
uneaployment and teachers feel forced to strike in the face of continual 
disparagement of their status. Universities have also fallen prey to the 
new wave of Benthamite aonetarism and 'Hanagerial interest1 which among 
other moves implemented differential payments for teaching and research. 
This leads Poole to the conjecture that under such a regime the favoured 
will be those whose work aligns most vith government policy, and the arts 
and humanities are the most likely to suffer. 
1. David Pratt,'Curriculum design as humanistic technology,lJournal 
~f Curriculua Studies, l987,Vol .19,No.2, 150. 
I n  t h i s  monetarist c l imate the word cu l tu re  seems t o  Poole t o  lose 
i t s  meaning as: 
We have watched as S i r  Kei th  Joseph has incapacitated, then 
humil iated the un ivers i t ies ;  l e t  the schools ro t ;  and consigned more 
and more young people of  a l l  ages t o  a fu ture where there w i l l  
jus t  be quant i ta t ive ly  less, and q u a l i t a t i v e l y  less good, education 
for the; t o  apply for.1 
Education i s  now interpreted he says, as ' s k i l l s '  re la ted t o  the needs of 
the marketplace. 'Per formance indicators1 are the new byword and applied 
even t o  the Arts. 
An e n t i r e  new terminological 'tone-row1 has been put i n t o  place. 
'Sk i l l sp  have been moved i n  t o  take the place of  ' ab i l i t i es1 ,  of 
knowledge, ta lent ,  capacity. 'Funding1 has been roved i n  t o  replace 
'suppor tl. 'Per formance indicators'  have been subst i tu ted for 
thought, research, teaching. 'Jobs1 have been moved i n  t o  replace 
'careers1. 'Tenure1 has been moved i n  t o  replace a l i f e - l o n g  devotion 
t o  a badly-paid and s o c i a l l y  disesteered choice o f  the low road. 
'6rant1 has been subst i tu ted for quinquennial plans'. 'Eff ic iencyf 
has been subst i tuted for  'quality'. 'Improvement o f  management and 
cost-effectivenessp, 'grant1 for in-service t ra in ing  of  teachers', 
' t ra in ing  i n  managerent', 'appraisal o f  per fornance' , 'redeployment 
o f  teachers so that  t h e i r  s k i l l s  can be put to  bet ter  use1 -- a 
whole sub-language o f  lanagement has replaced the r e a l  language of  
Culture, Education and Society.2 
The age of Newspeak has f i n a l l y  ar r ived and the language o f  management i s  
dominant and empowering t o  the po in t  where Poole believes that  'the r i g h t  
t o  manage1 appears t o  transcend a1 1 other r ights .  Succesful businessmen 
are thus roved across i n t o  ers twhi le  esoteric spec ia l is t  areas such as 
education and hospital  sanagerent usual ly t o  do a cost-cutt ing exercise 
i n  the nare of  e f f ic iency and good management but i n  pract ice hu r t i ng  the 
community i t  i s  supposed t o  serve. Even the term 'vocational1 which 
o r i g i n a l l y  meant 'ca l l ing1 i s  now used t o  denote paid employrent. 
The worst e f fect  o f  t h i s  new philosophy of  governrent by managers: 
1. Roger Poole,EtlQ Culture Education 8114 Society, Vo1.40, NO.~, 
Autumn 1986,p.350. 
Young people are regarded as uindowless monads i n  a pan-determined 
economic universe, helpless before aarket-forces ('Reality '1 and 
provided (or unprovided) with marketable 'sk i l ls1.  An intensely 
Pat r ic ian order regards the young c i t i zen ry  of  these is lands as 
mere Viconian 'clientsJ... 1 
Surpr is ing ly  he does not re fer  t o  tha t  other popular euphemism 'human 
resources1 but as he speaks o f  the s ta te  o f  the nat ion i n  B r i t a i n  ue i n  New 
Zealand can ui tness the same dehumanising movement here, uhere, as he 
observes 'ef f ic iency has replaced ethics, and uhere callousness has 
replaced concern. 
Evidence has been drawn on t o  ind icate tha t  metaphors are too 
iaportant and too powerful for teachers especial ly t o  ignore. When people 
are unaware of how language i s  used t o  control  them they are powerless. 
Without adequate understanding of  language ch i ldren are deprived and not 
merely i n  the sense o f  having a res t r i c ted  code. They are less than whole 
persons and i n  no uay can they become autonomous or authentic. Prat t  
speaks o f  the tuo poles o f  the curriculum continuum as humanistic and 
technocratic but perhaps the factor that should concern us most i s  what 
many observers, such as John Goodlad, whom he quotes have observed i n  
classrooms, a t o t a l  aimlessness. ' I f  there were cent ra l  concepts or chi ldren's 
needs and in terests  guiding the select ion o f  spec i f ic  learning ac t i v i t i es ,  
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they escaped our attention.' Cooper says that we need t o  be auare of  the 
metaphors ue l i v e  by. One might add t o  t h i s  a message for teachers especial ly 
that unless ue are auare o f  the metaphoric aspects o f  education ue are 
l i t e r a l l y  the b l i nd  leading the b l ind,  
1. Roger Poole, Culture, Education and Society, Vol. 40,No. 4, 
Autumn 1986,p.354. 
2. David Pratt ,  'Curriculum design as humanistic technology, *Jghriii! 
gf @r_d~u_!u_r W~hi~s, 1987,Vol. 19,N0.2, 158. 
CHAPTER VI 
EDUCATIONAL ADHINISTRATION 
A critical observation and examination of the metaphors used in 
schools should affect practice by exposing the often unconstious 
assumptions involved in the language we use. 1 
Formal education has evolved from being the prerogative of royal and 
religious elites to gradually embracing entire communities and in many 
countries is largely a responsibility of the state. Consequently it has 
become institutionalized. Education is generally perceived as a universal 
need and the right of every child although there is no guarantee that he or 
she will receive such. One reason is that provision of education is a 
costly undertaking, another is that this investment can be a source of 
friction because of competing aspirations within a society. Educational 
administrators responsible as they are for large numbers of people and 
funds either private or public are inevitably concerned with power and with 
politics. Criticism of education naturally devolves on administrators. It 
is currently endemic and reflected in the large number of commissions of 
enquiry both here in New Zealand and overseas. 
It has been demonstrated in a previous chapter that our view of the 
child is symptomatic of our view of education. Likewise our concept of 
1. Noeline Alcorn, 'Learning to Hanage Educational 1nstitutions:Some 
Theoretical Considerations1, Delta 35, New Zealand, Hay 1985 p.14. 
educational administration is influenced by our perceptions of teachers, 
principals and government agencies involved in education and also their 
perception of their role. An examination of the language used to describe 
educational administration reveals the dominant metaphors although Coladarci 
and Getrels uarn us that; 
An examination of the language of administration indicates a rather 
widespread reliance on metaphors, siriles and analogies. In one 
sense this can be vieued as the earmark of a young science. However 
we must be sensitive to the possibility that such language will lead 
to asking the urong questions and defining the urong problems. 1 
They are obviously of the school of thought which considers metaphorical 
language as unscientific and isprecise even though they acknouledge that 
they can be useful devices for comrunication. They are also concerned as 
they might well be that metaphors are often treated as literal and this can 
be dangerous. It may be that administration is as much an art as a science. 
A survey of some of the literature on the subject soon reveals a dichotomy 
between those who would prefer to systemize the whole area taking their 
models from systems theory particularly and those uho see it as a describable 
but not easily defined field of enquiry because it concerns human relationships 
and is inevitably influenced by findings in the Social Sciences. We speak 
generally of an education system and this term itself is called a root 
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metaphor by Tompkins. 
This chapter looks at some of the dominant metaphors in educational 
adrinistration, at the schools and their leadership and the uays in uhich 
they are organized and at the origins of sore of their ideas and practices. 
1. Arthur P.Coladarci and Jacob W.Getzels,Ihg !I! of b g t y  in 
EtkqJignal kh~~~qkl~a~~o~, School of Education, Stanford 
University, 1955, p.13. 
2. P.K.Tompkins, The functions of human comrunication in organization, 
in Hnndlgog of l??e_torical aid Cggrunicatign Ihegry, eds C. A. 
Arnold & J.H.Bouers,Allyn & Bacon,Nevton,HA,1984. 
Schlechty and Josl i n  are convinced that  metaphors shape behaviour 
and tha t  some comronly used metaphors shape the way school problems are 
defined but that most o f  t h ~ e  are inadequate t o  the task. 'Rather than 
l i b e r a t i n g  th ink ing about educational problems, these metaphors focus a t ten t ion  
1 
on so lu t ions that  are piecemeal and a t  vorst misguided.' The ones they 
disapprove of  are : the school as a factory; as a hospital ;  as a l o g  ; as a 
family; as a war zone. 
They vould prefer t o  use the  metaphor o f  the school as a knovledge 
work organisation, The factory image i s  scorned because 'it shapes the vay 
problems and solut ions are defined, i t  a lso shapes perceptions about how 
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r o l e s  and relat ionships should be defined i n  schools.* Pr inc ipa ls  are viewed 
as managers, teachers as vorkers and students as products. I t  also emphasises 
dominance and subrission, superordinationlsubordinat ion and passivi ty.  I n  
e f fec t  students are raw material t o  be processed and the vorst tendency i s  
that  they are then vieved as objects vhich i s  dehumanizing. There i s  also 
a tendency t o  believe that  t o  produce high qua l i t y  output one must be very 
se lect ive of  intake and 'defective products that vind up on the scrap heap 
3 
o f  soc ie ty  can be j u s t i f i e d  as the  necessary cost of qua l i t y  control.' 
I n  the hospital  model can be seen a desire for teacher autonomy and moves 
t o  diagnostic prescr ip t ive ind iv idual ized programmes of  teaching. School 
psychology v i t h  i t s  methods of  tes t ing  also f i t s  i n  t o  t h i s  model. I f  t h i s  
model were strongly enforced they bel ieve ve would see administrators 
relegated t o  a leve l  belov teachers and students and teachers would expect 
1. P h i l l i p  C.Schlechty and Anne Walker Joslin, Images of  schools, 
Teachers MMege Record_, Vo1 . 86, No. 1, f a l l  1984, p. 156. 
a one-to-one relationship akin t o  doctor and patient or c l i en t .  The log 
metaphor is the wish of some reformers such a s  Hark Hopkins and indicates 
t o  them a return to  the classics ,  high honour for teachers who will be 
more carefully selected and assurance of an environment with no discipline 
problems. In th i s  model education is offered only to  those who desire  it. 
The authors believe i t  is promulgated by an e l i t e  in higher inst i tut ions 
of education. 
The family metaphor is more often heard in schools themselves where 
teachers speak of ' their1 children. This model respects the uniqeness of 
the individual child, believes in  teaching the whole child and developing a 
relationship with him or her, and for t h i s  reason teachers do not l ike 
being separated from their  children even for in-service. The war zone 
imagery is heard in teachers talking about their work. 
The bat t lef ield imagery i s  sometimes used to convey the notion that 
students are 'troops t o  be commanded and armies to  be deployed.' At 
other times the suggestion is that students (and parents) a re  enemies 
t o  be conquered, that classes are ba t t l es  t o  be won, and that lesson 
plans are  matters of s t rategy and tact ics .1 
Establishing authority becomes a prime concern, corporal punishment i s  
approved of with expulsion a s  a threat. Teachers and administrators 
present a united front and sometimes expect extra pay for the i r  dangerous 
working conditions. 
All of the above are  used t o  describe schools yet none of  the^ 
adequately describes just what a school i s  and how i t  functions, there is 
some truth in a l l  of them. As Schlechty and Joslin point out t o  mix these 
metaphors can result in confused thinking and planning. They believe that 
because a school i s  very much preoccupied with work i t  has taken on board 
1. Phi l l ip  C.Schlechty and Anne Walker Joslin, Images of schools, 
Teachers Col leg! l?!c?rd_, Vol. 86, No. 1, Fall 1984, p. 160. 
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the language of  the factory. I do not bel ieve tha t  t h i s  i s  so. I rather 
th ink tha t  i t  arose o r i g i n a l l y  from the need for schools t o  prepare workers 
for the factor ies o f  the Indus t r ia l  Revolution and because 
administrat ion techniques i n  industry increasingly in f luence how schools 
are run. I t also stems from the a t t i t udes  o f  adul ts  towards young ch i ldren 
which I have deta i led i n  another chapter. Young ch i ldren have t r a d i t i o n a l l y  
been handled and catered for as i f  they were objects or possessions. Adults 
have a l l  the power even i n  schools and resu l t s  o f  schooling are measured i n  
a s imi lar  way toindustrialproductionmodels. T h i s i s  seen i n  the 
current obsession w i th  accountabi l i ty and performance ind icators  as 
described by Marshall Smi t h  and Jane David recently. Per formance 
ind icators  are as she says: 'S ta t i s t i cs  that  r e f l e c t  the health o f  an education 
1 
s y s t e r a n d t h a t c a n b e r e a d i l y  andrepeatedlycollected.' That isnorm- 
referenced test  resu l t s  from national standardized tes ts  such as the scholast ic 
attainment tes ts  i n  the United States. Harshall sums up what might be 
ca l led the publ ic perception o f  education ' An education system can be 
thought o f  as made up o f  three parts: input and resources, processes and 
2 
outcomes.' Such a s impl is t ic ,  reduct ion is t  view gives no regard t o  the 
nature o f  the ind iv idual  c h i l d  or the f i ne r  shades o f  meaning i n  the term 
'education'. It i s  mainly considered as such by those who are responsible 
for f inancing the system and those who view education as preparation for 
the labour market. Nevertheless I agree wi th  Schlechty and Jos l in  that  a 
school i s  not or should not be seen as a factory or  production l i n e  and for 
many o f  the same reasons which they give. 
1. Jane L.David, Aid or Threat t o  I~provement, Phi Dedtp b ~ q ,  
Harch 1988, p.499. Note a lso the use o f  a medical metaphor. 
2. Marshall S.Smi th, Educational Indicators,l'h_i D e H p  bees, 
March 1988,p.488. 
Schlechty and Jos l in  bel ieve that the medical metaphor cannot work 
because u n l i k e  doctors 'teachers have not been soc ia l  ised as professionals. 
Indeed, teachers do not even possess a common language t o  describe the i r  
actions. Without such a common language, p rac t i ce  cannot be submittted t o  
1 
c r i t i c a l  evaluation.' This same point  i s  re in forced by Peters who says 
elsewhere that  the teaching profession needs what other professions such as 
doctors and lawyers have, a body of  special ised knowledge. 
nark Hopkin's imagery of  the log metaphor i s  they th ink a nostalgic 
dream o f  bygone days and a panacea t o  weary teachers. This i s  so far 
removed from the r e a l i t y  i n  which most people teach and ch i ldren learn 
that  i t  i s  i n  t h e i r  terms impossible. 
The appeal of the family rode1 i s  obvious but 'not only do teachers 
2 
have too many chi ldren t o  know, they know students far  too short a time.' 
They d i s l i k e  the war zone metaphor because o f  i t s  negative connotations, 
although they admit that 'wars do dislocate problems and create the need 
3 
for solut ions'  a point I sha l l  re turn t o  l a t e r  for  as they say "What 
the persistent and widespread use o f  the war metaphor r i g h t  suggest i s  the 
4 
need for a new way t o  frame the educational debate.' 
Their own conclusions on t h i s  there are tha t  'The purpose o f  the 
school i s  t o  provide youth with those experiences that  adults bel ieve w i l l  
foster the a b i l i t y  t o  master, ar t icu la te ,  and use the  dopinant systems of 
5 
our culture.' Aaong some of these they mention the language and number 
systems. Others convey the dominant values we share and for  t h i s  they 
1. P h i l l i p  C.Schlechty and Anne Yalker Josl in,  Images of schools, 
Teachers College Record, Vol. 86, No. 1,Fall 1984,~. 161. 
-------- ----- 
2. 3. and 4. Ibid.,p.162. 
choose an overall metaphor that of KNOWLEDGE. 
Thus it can be argued that, broadly conceived , the purpose of 
schooling is to motivate, instruct, and support children in doing 
tasks that will foster the ability to use knowledge. Hence, it can 
be argued that the purpose of schools is to get children to do 
knowledge wor k. 1 
Their rationale is that in our society 'knowledge work organisations have 
emerged as one of the most important organisational phenomena in our 
2 
culture' as if this proved it justified. Knowledge does not necessarily 
equate with wisdom and one could also say that war was a dominant preoccupation 
of the twentieth century. However they cite Drucker as prophesying that in 
the next century knowledge work will be the doninant occupation of most of 
those who graduate from our schools. No mention of any idea of the vision 
of the good but a utilitarian vision of job-filling for the future. 
General management theory has in their view been of limited use in 
schools because as many critics have pointed out their models are based on 
factories, offices and rilitary organizations. Moreover: 
Implicit and explicit in this literature is the assumption that 
kinds of ranagerent styles and organisational styles that are appropriate 
to motivating, instructing, and evaluating persons who manipulate 
symbols and who manage people is fundamentally different from the 
organisational forms appropriate for dealing with persons who manipulate 
and produce physical oh jects.3 
Such misfits as, results-oriented management, which became measurement 
dorinated ranagememnt, and management by objectives, which became management 
by behavioural objectives, are their exanples of ill fitting techniques 
translated from business to education. Efficiency became confused with 
effectiveness. . The search for excellence in business had its appeal 
they say because there were and are resemblances between businesses and school 
1. Phillip C.Schlechty and Anne Walker Joslin, Images of schools, 
Iggrhgrl GAdgqe_ Ikkrd, Vol . 86, No. 1,Fall 1984, p. 163. 
2. and 3. Ibid.,p.l63. 
but not s u f f i c i e n t  t o  make them work for schools. 
Under t h e i r  new knowledge work metaphor students become ins iders  for 
they are the primary workers. I t  w i l l  succeed they bel ieve because 'the 
knowledge work metaphor provides for  in terpret ing and explaining some of  
1 
the resu l t s  o f  recent research on e f fec t i ve  teaching.' Here they see 
d i s t i n c t  pa ra l l e l s  between what has been found t r u e  i n  indust ry  wi th  
unsk i l led workers that ' t i gh t  supervision, c l e a r l y  defined tasks, 
immediate correct ive feedback, and careful  inspecton o f  how the task i s  
done are a l l  recommended s t ra teg ies i n  the supervision o f  unsk i l led 
2 
workers.' I n  schools the equivalents would be carefu l  monitoring, 
immediate correct ive feedback and the provision of  clear tasks wi th  a high 
probable success rate. Uhere they see a vacuum i n  the t ra in ing  o f  teachers 
i s  that teachers do not know how t o  move chi ldren on from being unsk i l led 
knowledge workers t o  higher order s k i l l s  or a b i l i t i e s .  They recommend 
teachers t o  look for the i r  models t o  the t ra in ing  s k i l l s  of people i n  such 
places as IBH and Hewlett Packard. 
So they replace the factory model with a business model taken f r o r  
the computer world and the teacher now becomes an executive manager, he1 
she moves o f f  the factory f l oo r  where the raw material  (students) used t o  
be procesed and now he1 she oversee them i n  the r o l e  o f  supervisor. So 
convinced are they o f  the bene f i t s  o f  such a renta l  move that they bel ieve 
tha t  teachers w i l l  see themselves i n  a new l i gh t ,  t h e i r  status w i l l  be 
enhanced and the i r  previous author i ty  re1 at ionship w i  11 be redesigned. 
Seldom do teachers teach ind iv idua ls  now, they say, so they can see no 
------------------- 
1. P h i l l i p  C.Schlechty and Anne Walker Joslin, Images o f  schools, 
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anomaly in t h i s  new role. Now the principal becores a ranager of managers: 
Resul ts-oriented management would probably replace management by 
behavioural objectives. I t  would probably becore corronplace that 
evaluative conferences would center on goal-setting, timelines t o  be 
met, products t o  be presented, and mutually agreed c r i t e r i a  for 
evaluating the  merit and worth of these products. These goal-setting 
conferences would probably be a time when when the teacherlranager 
could indicate the resources he or she would need i f  the t i re l ines  
were t o  be met and the products t o  be forthcoming.1 
This model is scarcely an advance on the factory model. They s t i l l  speak 
of products and there i s  a suggestion here of constant time pressure in the 
fore of time-lines. I t  describes a school as  i f  i t  were a robotic producer 
of information-filled personnel for the inforration machines. The authors 
a re  fu l l  of admiration for those who already work in t h i s  model, that is 
the leading computer companies who create novel responses t o  rarket conditions. 
This is a total  acceptance of business efficiency and profit-raking a s  the 
hallmark of success, the very things they have c r i t i c i sed  in previous 
school models. 
They also solve the problem of central isat ion versus 
decentral i sa t  ion by quoting their business gurus Peters and Waterman who 
say that 'The establishment and ar t iculat ion of superordinate goals and 
binding ryths i s  necessarily a function of the top adrinis t rat ion of the 
organization.. . . ..what the school syster i s  about, uhere the school syster  
2 
is going must be PREACHED t ry  emphasis1 fror  the superintendent's office.' 
Horal authority rust  reside with the chief officer. In the school, the 
leader must be the chief teacher 'the p e r m  who defines problems and 
3 
inspires others to solve them.' Leadership is more important than 
managerial s k i l l  and i t  is here that the responsibility for profi ts  or 
1. Phillip C.Schlechty and Anne Walker Joslin, Images of schools, 
Teachers Colleqe Record, Vol. 06, No. 1,Fall 1984,p.166. 
2. and 3. Ibid.,p.l60. 
resu l t s  l i es .  What schools can learn fror the  best run corpanies is 
that 'the function of the central off ice is problem identification, not 
1 
problem solving.' 
What Schlechty and Joslin urge us t o  do is t o  forget the older 
metaphors of education and grasp a t  the same ideals  which have created 
successful corpanies in today's corpetitive economy. They are  convinced 
that these same practices will work in the schools. No doubt that they 
would achieve resul ts ,  any change usually boosts production, i n i t i a l l y ,  
because change i t se l f  i s  a s t i rulus .  Whether ue would seriously accept 
their  suggestions i s  doubtful. They offer no proof that  their rode1 works. 
They presume that schools can function in the same way that the corpet i t ive 
adult working world does. Their emphasison building in guarantees for 
success ignores the fact that a large part of learning involves making 
ristakes. 
The wodels of excellence quoted from the work of Peters and 
Waterman is in fact misleading, for, in A Passion for  Ex~e!mence by 
Tom Peters and Nancy Austin, one of the schools held up as  a rode1 of 
excellence wrote in its charter the following metaphors: 
Education presumes a climate of care. 
The schoolhouse rust be a kind of hore. 
the student should feel known b u t  revered 
love of learning i s  an 
Schools are.. . to  serve 
Factors such a s  environment, 
also considered important: 
acquired tas te  
their coerunities as  havens of learning 2 
personality of leadership and vision were 
'Best private -sector leaders have a l i t e r a l  
Ph i l l ip  C.Schlechty and Anne Walker Joslin, Images of schools, 
legc$ers College ~ e c o r d ,  Vol. 86, No. 1, Fall 1984,~. 168. 
Tor Peters and Nancy Austin, A Pgi~s jo_q For Excg!~epge, Col l ins ,  
London, 1985,p.395. 
1 
p ic tu re  o f  t h e i r  vision.' Energy, commitment, involvement and empathy are 
also noted as essential prerequisi tes both i n  teaching and i n  leadership. 
They a lso quote from a successful leader the fact  that  the more pover you 
g ive t o  people the more respons ib i l i t y  they take. One m i l i t a r y  man 
speaks o f  'rhythm' and another person, o f  'a visceral  form o f  s p i r i t u a l  
2 
energy' The las t  remark may be moving nearer t o  the t r u t h  o f  the 
secret o f  success i n  education. 
One must be around tha t  which vorks, vhich sings, vhich has rhythm, 
which has passion, which has enthusiasm, before one can understand 
jus t  how broad the g u l f  i s  betven the losers ( that 's  defeat is t  t a l k )  
but things that are humming and things that  aren't. 3 
Passion appears t o  be the key t o  excellence, but i t  i s  a p i t y  that they 
s t i l l  t a l k  as our education system does, o f  vinners and losers. We s t i l l  
seem t o  have a ba t t l e  mental i ty i n  education as i n  sport. 
I t  i s  no surprise t o  core to  the end o f  the i r  exhortations and f i nd  
that  they are motivated not by t h e i r  concern for every c h i l d  i n  the next 
century but by the i r  anxiety as t o  whether t h e i r  country 'America w i l l  lead 
4 
or f o l l o v  i n  the search for excellence i n  the post indust r ia l  society.' 
They are prepared t o  s a c r i f i c e  much i n  order t o  be p o l i t i c a l l y  superior. 
One vonders hov such ends can ever j u s t i f y  the means they choose. 
They believe tha t  the family model requires too much ind iv idua l  
a t ten t ion  and concern yet the nev model advocates close supervision during 
time on task and constant feedback which must also be demanding i n  terms of  
time. They d i s l i k e  the Hopkins model vhich i s  concerned v i  t h  time for 
thinking, dreaming, and philosophizing, and i s  not work or task oriented. 
1. Ton Peters and Nancy Austin,A Passion FGL Excellence,Collins, 
London, 1985, p.409. 
2. and 3. Ibid.,p.409. 
Their own rode1 appears t o  take no account of of the huran need for play as  
well as work activity. The corpanies they wish t o e r u l a t e  a r e  involved in 
corputer technology where the  tasks are often repet i t ive [RSI a metaphor 
for t h i s  ? I and where 'workers' are, even more than in the factory rodel, 
part of a mechanical process and one in which in fact they therselves can 
be controlled by the sane machines. Factories in the U.K. are using computers 
t o  ronitor t i r e  at work, on task, punctuality, efficiency etc. and pay is 
automatically adjusted to  output--the machine controls the person--it has 
no conception of dealing with a functionary who is la te ,  t i red,  or possibly 
i l l .  
Schlechty and Joslin speak of schools transmitting culture but their  
view of culture seers very narrow almost a s  narrow a s  that of E.D. Hirsch 
who considers i t  to  be a massive acquisition of general knowledge on 
Nationalistic lines as he portrays in his  Cultural Literacy. Their metaphor 
is not an at t ract ive one for education in the broadest sense of the word-- 
school a s  knowledge and work organization--suggestive as  it is of concern 
mainly with symbol systems, irportant though these are. They assure a 
heavy bias towards acquisition of t h i s  specific aspect of cul ture and with 
an emphasis on accountability, efficiency etc. They appear t o  forget that 
learning goes on a l l  the t i r e  and is not always specifically task-based nor 
does i t  a l l  go on in school. Sk i l l s  ray be transferred in t h i s  way bu t  
transferring them across discipl ines  and raking the rental bridges between 
discipl ines  goes on through many other ac t iv i t i es ,  for  exarple one wonders 
how a school drama production would fit  into their scheme of things. 
1. Tor Peters and Nancy Austin,A Passion Excplience,Collins, 
London, 1985,p.401. 
2. Ibid.,p.409. 
One metaphor persistently used in any discussion on what constitutes 
a well run school is 'climatet. It is usually suggested that this is a 
distinctive characteristic and emanates particularly from the style of 
administration. It has led Newel1 to say that: 
No task of educational leadership is more important than the 
creation of an enabling climate, that is, a climate which enables 
people to function with increasing effectiveness. It is in this way 
that the leadership in an educational organization can provide for 
greater task accomplishment and continuing personal growth. Climate 
is an encompassing dimension in a school, and educational leadership 
is effective only to the extent that it serves as a force for 
improving school climate. 1 
F inlayson believes that the term 'school climatet ray be an ambiguous and 
outroded metaphor. In his experience people find it hard to define. It is 
recognized, but its meaning is often personal and idiosyncratic. 
From a study of bank customers by Schneider it was found that they 
form summary or global perceptions of a bank depending on how they are 
treated and how they perceive employeest behaviour to each other. So in his 
viev "individuals act as information processors and derive meaningful 
abstractions from sets of cues which they observe in their day to day 
2 
contact vith the bank.' These abstractions serve as frameworks for their 
experience. If we apply this to a school then according to Finlayson: 
This essentially psychological view conceptualizes the sense-making 
process at the level of the individual rembers of the school. It 
does not offer any account of the interactional, organisational and 
cultural processes in the course of which the meaning systems used 
by the mesbers are collectively built up and, in turn, maintain 
those processes. 3 
2. D.S. Finlayson,School climate: an outmoded metaphor?, Joumnp! of 
Curriculum Studies,Vol.19,No.2, 1987,~. 163. 
This seems a strange comparison t o  make as p u p i l s  i n  a school are not 
'customers9 and the school i s  not a f inanc ia l  service as i s  the bank, 
although there are people uho see i t  i n  market terms as a c l i e n t  service. 
Houever one can see a connection i n  that people do get an impression 
uhen they enter any i n s t i t u t i o n  as t o  i t s  atmosphere or 'climate1, uhether 
i t  be the behaviour they ui tness there or d e t a i l s  o f  furnishings which they 
notice, a l l  o f  uhich reg is te r  an impression and presumably leave a memory. 
I n s t i t u t i o n s  are l i keu ise  of ten judged by externals. Hou a sense of  school 
'climate1 i s  b u i l t  up i s  something we knou l i t t l e  about says Finlayson for 
research has concentrated large ly  on a s c i e n t i f i c  search for 'knouledgel , 
uhere 'effectiveness1 i s  measured quan t i ta t i ve ly  i n  term's o f  pupi l  
achievement. 
The term 'climate' i t s e l f  creates a problem says Finlayson, depending 
on one's v ieu of  language, which i s  our ' means of  symbolizing and communicating 
1 
experience' Empirical researchers use i t  as 'a means of formulating 
2 
precise and unambiguous descript ions of  r e a l i t y '  and consequently have 
prob lemsui th  d e f i n i t i o n s a s  i n  most o f  theresearch he hasexamined. For 
those uho bel ieve that  language i s  essent ia l ly  metaphorical he says there 
i s  no problem, for  they bel ieve tha t  language i t s e l f  p a r t l y  shapes the 
construction o f  r e a l i t y .  This i s  Salmondrs vieu, tha t  language i s  'an 
3 
instrument for the negot iat ion o f  meaning.' And Huff  has said that metaphor 
o f fe rs  a pa r t i cu la r  form of  language for discussing organizations, a language 
uhich has a ' logic and coherence d r a w  from huran experience i n  another 
1. D.S.Finlayson,School climate: an outmoded metaphor?, Journal of 
Curriculum Wi#higs,Vol. 19,No.2, l987,p. 164. 
2. and 3. Ibid.,p.l64. 
1 
area. ' 
for the  
tendency 
funct ion 
Pondy asserts that 'metaphors serve both as models o f  and models 
2 
situat ion. '  The l a t t e r  has a lso pointed out that we have a 
t o  regard organisations as 'products o f  conscious design uhich 
3 
according t o  the ra t iona l  model.' This has distracted us from 
c lose ly  examining the metaphors of  organizat ional theory. Ueick has apparently 
viewed them as anarchies, seesaws, space s t a t  ions, garbage cans, savage 
tr ibes, octopoids, marketplaces and data-processing stations. Others have 
compared them t o  footba l l  matches and theat re  dramas but Morgan has sa id  
that no one metaphor f u l l y  accounts for the t o t a l  nature o f  organisat ional 
l i f e .  In terest ing that he uses the term l i f e  which i t s e l f  suggests that an 
organizat ion has a l i f e  o f  i t s  own. 
Hetaphors therefore are used t o  help describe and explain the 
design, funct ion and workings of  complex organizations. For soc ia l  policy, 
Schon has said, that metaphors become 'an in te rp re t i ve  too l  for the analysis 
4 
o f  tha t  policy.' F i r s t  one has t o  be aware o f  the metaphors being used. 
The other thing we should be aware o f  says Finlayson is what Edelman 
has pointed out that metaphors are not merely l i n g u i s t i c  devices or t o o l s  
but have p o l i t i c a l  implications: 'By na ive ly  perceiving i t  as a tool, we 
mask the profound part  i t  plays i n  creat ing soc ia l  re la t ionships and the 
5 
'selves1 o f  those involved i n  the relat ionships. '  
Both 'climate1 and 'systemf have been described by Tospkins as 'root 
metaphors' which have i n  tu rn  been defined by Brown as: 
'those sets of assumptions, usual ly  i m p l i c i t ,  about what sor t  o f  
th ings make up the world, how they act, how they hang together and, 
------------------- 
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by implication, how they may be knoun. As such, root metaphors 
constitute the ultimate presuppositions or frames of reference for 
discourse on the uorld or any domain uithin itl.l 
So those who share similar metaphors are looking at their uorld or organisation 
through the same window as it uere, they share the sane paradigm in Kuhn's 
terminology. Burrell and Horgan, Finlayson says, point out that the major 
paradigm is generally functionalist uhich assumes that the social uorld is 
of an objective nature. 
In Finlayson's vieu the term 'school climatef is an example of that 
type of metaphor which represents dominant orthodoxy rather than generating 
new ideas it 'serves to inhibit creative thinking and to perpetuate approaches 
2 
and procedures of a particular kind.' Research tends to define it in its 
geographical and meteorological sense as something in the environment of 
the school. To identify this experience questionnaires have generally been 
used to determine individual experience of the organisation, which is often 
described by respondents as if it were a dimension of a human personality. 
From research done so far he finds there is no real consensus on the 
nature of 'cliratel. 
Anderson, in a review of the literature, tries to inpose some order 
on this hunt for a mythical 'beast1 which no-one can recognize. She assumes 
that 'climate1 is a holistic concept embracing the whole school and her 
typology explores four dirensions: the ecology, which is the physical external 
aspects; the milieu, characteristics of individuals in the school; the 
social system1 uhich includes the patterns of rules and operations; and the 
culture, uhich includes reflected norms, values, belief systems, cognitive 
1. D.S. FinlaysonlSchool cl irate: an outmoded metaphor?, Journal gf 
cwlc_u!ur_ !hhlgs,Vol. 19,No.2, 1987,~. 166. 
structures, and meanings of persons within the school. There is no mention 
of whether she studied the metaphors her subjects used but as Finlayson 
points out even the labels she used are metaphorical and function merely to 
sort the literature on school climate. He believes that researchers themselves 
are often misled by the language they use and that the findings they 
consider statistical are often in fact social. 
He is not surprised therefore that climate studies tend to attract 
criticism, he quotes Hichael Rutterls Eifteen Thouhand flours as an example, 
but he believes that to treat participants in a school merely as a source 
of data as Anderson does is 'to symbolically deny their identity as active, 
1 
choice-raking persons with values, feelings and concerns of their own.' 
In a causal model such as Anderson's, climate 'is given the status of both 
a dependent and independent variable. As the latter, it is given an 
instrumental role; it is seen as a means of realising some good more 
2 
effectively.' Reality is so defined that interaction and relationships 
becoee statistical rather than of personal, social or political significance. 
'Such thinking is consistent with the dominant scientific orthodoxy, with 
a rational view of decision-making in education, and with a systems view of 
3 
organization.' 
Researchers are therefore rather frustrated in trying to define 
climate. It is almost a rhetorical mythical beast 'The optimistic ones pin 
their faith on more sophisticated methodology while the pessimistic ones 
4 
seer to be inhibited from evaluating and exploring other metaphors,' because 
they are considered as belonging to the realm of folklore and culture and 
1. D.S.Finlayson,School climate: an outmoded metaphor?, Jouwnpl of 
fu_r_ric_y!u_r Studies,Vol .19,No.2,1987,p. 169. 
2. 3. and 4. Ibid.,p.l69. 
not s c i e n t i f i c .  
Anderson also bel ieves that the aim o f  such research i s  usual ly for 
purposes of  school control. Policy-makers want t o  cont ro l  that  which may 
be cont ro l lab le  but as Tompkins has pointed out meteorology i s  not aluays 
control lable. Research so far has the e f f e c t  o f  depersonalizing schools 
yet Finlayson asserts research i n t o  business organisat ions respects the 
ind iv idual  as i n  Peters and Waterman1s Search of Excm!!me. Checkland 
also has shown how ind iv idua ls  contr ibute t o  the creat ion o f  climate. He 
has argued that ' the hard use of  the system metaphor i s  inappropriate i n  
organizations and that i t s  assumptions about methodology requi re  considerable 
modif icat ion i n  order t o  acconmodate the complexities o f  the soc ia l  
1 
world.' 
Argyr is and Schon see the organization as a learning system and 
i d e n t i f y  sore of  the psychological and soc ia l  ba r r ie rs  which serve as 
constraints on learning. This says Finlayson, adds t o  a new metaphor current 
i n  DES publications, 'the thinking school' which c l e a r l y  appreciates the 
concept o f  c l imate and i t s  importance. I t  i s  possible as Finlayson says 
that the concept o f  'climate1 t o  which every ind iv idua l  contributes 
ray be a t  odds with the t rad i t i ona l  concept o f  the leader uho represents 
the group values and consensus model. The research i n t o  'climate1 r i g h t  
undermine academic t r a d i t i o n a l  concepts o f  school leadership and control. 
Coping with change w i l l  b r ing new metaphors, especial ly t o  symbolize new 
structures and methods, for  the o l d  one o f  climate may deny the contr ibut ions 
of  some of  the partcipants, i n  h i s  view. 
The not ion o f  'cl imate1 i s  not i n  i t s e l f  outmoded but the uays o f  
1. D.S.Finlayson,School climate: an outmoded netaphor?, lourgal  of 
Qmic_u!u,r_ W~@ie_s,Vol. 9,No. 2, 1907,~. 171. 
examining it have been too narrow. A similar problem exists in New Zealand 
with the the expression 'special character1 a term beloved of private 
schools which have integrated into the New Zealand State school system. 
This special character is something the owners of these schools and their 
communities believe in, and which the Government recognizes in its legislation. 
What is it? It is almost indefinable, but closely associated with the 
philosophy or ideology of a school which often has particular religious 
affiliations. 
Everything impinges on and is influenced by the schoolls character. 
It is as variable as weather and may be affected by quite small details 
and changes; the furnishings, the colour wheaes, the sex of its members, 
the size of the roll, the composition of the staff and the nature of the 
individuals within it, even their personal belief systems. It is, in a 
sense, a living ethos manifest only at any one moment for it changes over 
time. It is that which is sensually, perhaps aeshetically or even spiritually 
or cognitively experienced by members of staff, students, parents or visitors. 
Hany attest to its palpability. Yet it can be different for each person 
although many may identify from their experience similar things such as 
perhaps friendliness, particular type of discipline, efficiency etc. It is 
a pattern of experience which that organisation deliberately or not, willing 
or otherwise, creates for individuals and for the public. It can be as 
allusive and elusive as the nature of a personal relationship but has in 
fact no permanent individual existence for it is only 'alive1 when the 
organisation is in working rode as it were. The empty school in the 
holidays has lost it. Changes of staff upset its equilibrium. One has only 
to be in a school on a mufti day or during e x a m  or when the whole shoo1 
receives good or even sad news to be aware of this 'living l ,  changing and 
sometimes ephemeral nature of the 'school1. It is more than the ambience we 
l i k e  or not i n  a restaurant, a force generated not only by the method i n  
vhich the school i s  organised but composed o f  the ind iv idual  personal i t ies  
o f  both i t s  administration and c l iente le ,  an energy both created and dissipated. 
It may be as fa lse as the schoolls Lat in  motto vhich no-one understands or 
as rea l  as the smile v i t h  vhich one i s  greeted a t  the door. 
Climate i s  often described i n  terms generally used o f  human 
personal i ty.  Like human personal i ty i t  has potent ia l  for good or ev i l .  
David Reynolds discussing 'The Delinquent Schoolf and the factors vhich may 
encourage deviancy i n  pup i l  behaviour i n  a pa r t i cu la r  school says that 
'Further research from the U.S. has also suggested that  the academic 
'cl imate1 o f  high schools i s  an important inf luence on pupil ls scholast ic 
1 
attainment.' Administrators i n  schools can make pol icy  t o  create climate 
or inf luence i t  e.g. rules, uniform, imposed values, but l i k e  the 'hidden 
curriculum1 the t rue character o f  an organisat ion v i l l  manage t o  shov i t s  
own face because i t  i s  the sum o f  i t s  parts, t o  every viever and researcher 
and even t h e p e o p l e v i t h i n  it. I f  they look i n a m i r r o r  t h e y w i l l  see 
par t  o f  i t s  makeup. 
There seems t o  be general agreement that  education and i t s  administrat ion 
i s  influenced by retaphors, but t o  what degree, and whether those i n  vogue 
are useful, p rac t i ca l  or even desirable, or defensible, i s  sonevht debatable. 
The key f igure i n  the school scene and considered p a r t i c u l a r l y  responsible 
for the 'climate1 or 'tonef o f  the school [another abstract netaphorl, has 
t r a d i t i o n a l l y  been the the head, vhose r o l e  w i l l  nov be examined, before 
looking a t  metaphors i n  organisations vhich have been the dominant 
influences i n  school administrat ion so far. 
1. David Reynolds, The Delinquent School, i n  I t ~ g  ergmess gf Wogl~hy, 
eds, H.Hammersley t P.Woods, Routledge and Kegan Paul and Open 
University, 1976, p.219. 
The key figure in any educational ins t i tu t ion  is of course the 
principal or headmaster a s  he used to be called and th i s  is a species which 
Robert Protherough has chosen t o  examine through a study of l i t e ra ture ,  for 
he believes that  books have helped t o  shape a notion of what they are  or 
should be like. The general image in the  nineteenth century came from 
popular novels and he examines twenty such school novels or novels se t  in 
school from 1869 t o  1914. He finds in them that  'greatnessf tends to  be 
presented in superficial terms as  a matter of presence, outstanding physique 
and a commanding manner. So often are these described that they in fact 
seem t o  rerge into a composite figure: 
... majestic figures, creating a godlike effect of awe and terror ,  
outsize in terns of physique and personality and separated fror 
ordinary mortals by their powers of speech and by a special rhetorical 
style. 'Dignified1, 'grave1, 'stern1 and 'solemn1 are the epi thets  
most frequently used t o  describe these figures. 1 
The t i t l e  'doctorf also serves t o  separate him and he is of course never 
seen without his  cap and gown and appears only on formal occasions. This 
detachment is a singular mark of h i s  office. When he does appear he i s  
described most often as  'awful1. One is described as  'the personification of 
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majesty, dominion, ferocity and awe.' Boys a re  therefore not only 
awestruck by h i s  presence b u t  rendered dumb. 
These men rarely display a sense of humour and in fact their  voices 
often, bellow , roar and thunder . They a re  generally outstanding orators 
and a s  they a re  often clergymen they give sermons in voices that i n s t i l  the 
fear of 60d quite easily in their  young charges. They have a s ty le  of 
language which Protherough c a l l s  'headmaster rhetoric", Even 'Boyish 
1. Robert Protherough,Shaping the Image of the Great Headmaster, 
British Journg! of EduIqt jmg! Stud jg:, Vol . X X X  I I ,  
No.3,October 1984,p. 240. 
misdemeanours are descr ibed i n  elevated language, both t o  in tens i  f y  t h e i r  
1 
seriousness and t o  avoid the contaminat i o n  o f  commonplace terminology.' 
And punishment i s  also 'elevated by appropriate metaphors' so that  expulsion 
becomes surg ica l  'pruning' or removal o f  a 'malignant disease'. The 
o ra to r i ca l  s t y l e  i s  also evident i n  the habi t  o f  repe t i t i on  for e f fect .  So 
incomprehensible i s  he t o  schoolboys tha t  one author puts a completely 
2 
u n i n t e l l i g i b l e  speech i n t o  the mouth of one o f  h i s  headmasters. 
The most outstanding character is t ic  they a l l  have i s  tha t  they 
appear t o  do no work: 
Instead o f  being the leader o f  a group of  'assistants1 essent ia l ly  
engaged i n  the same work as himself, the head i s  increasingly seen 
as the organiser o f  a tear  o f  spec ia l is ts ;  h i s  author i ty  res ts  l ess  
on scholarship and more on h i s  management s k i l l s ;  i n  par t icu lar  he 
tends t o  be judged by h i s  public appearances. 244 
The an t i thes is  of these f igures i s  tha t  o f  the Doctor i n  Tom Brown's 
Schooldays who i s  seen i n  a wide va r ie ty  o f  ro les but according t o  
Protherough i n  a number o f  novels published ear l y  i n  the twentieth century 
the head i s  a very shadowy f igure i n  the background. So i n  most o f  the 
novels he has exarined, the head's major r o l e  i s  that of judge, executioner, 
p r ies t  and ronarch. He speaks t o  an ind iv idua l  only t o  admonish or punish, 
and l u r i d  d e t a i l s  o f  h i s  prowess at i n f l i c t i n g  punishrent are legion. 
V i r t u a l l y  a l l  the headmasters are described as preaching a f fec t ing  
sermons i n  chapel, addressing the school at pr izegivings or other 
occasions and pub l i c l y  denouncing wrongdoing. Their pos i t ion and 
power are emphasised by the accompanying ceremonial, the thronel ike 
chair ,  the surrounding acolytes.3 
His u l t imate power i s  t o  destroy a boy by expel l ing him, i t s e l f  a r i t u a l .  I n  
1. Robert Protherough,Shaping the Image o f  the Great Headmaster, 
erlWizh Jourwg! of Edulgtional Skudhies, Vol . X X X I I ,  
No.3,Uctober 1984,~. 243. 
essence what i s  described i n  most o f  these s t o r i e s  i s  a stage performance 
The essential q u a l i t y  o f  a headmaster, i t  seems t o  be suggested, i s  
tha t  he should be able t o  act out the accepted role, t o  p lay convincingly 
what i s  becoring a stereotype. There i s  something thea t r i ca l  about 
a l l  the major set pieces i n  these books.! 
Only i n  one i s  there a ro re  human headmaster who i s  aware o f  h i s  
role-playing, Grimstone o f  !fice !fgk~p(1822) who acts the tyrant  i n  school 
but i s  a lso portrayed as a lov ing family man. Nevertheless i n  school he 
behaves w i  t h  a l l  the mannerisms already described as t yp ica l  o f  headmasters. 
He i s  p a r t i c u l a r l y  adept a t  making boys fee l  shame and g u i l t .  Protherough 
bel ieves tha t  Anstey i s  mocking 'the unreal image of an omnipotent f i gu re  
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wi th  unquestioned power who suppresses any o f  the sof ter  human qual i t ies. '  
Even l a t e r  authors s t i l l  subscribe t o  t h i s  not ion of the headmaster as a 
'potentate', a 'majestic figurehead' before whom boys tremble with fear 
but whom they secret ly admire. As Protherough sums up 'Humanity has 
3 
disappeared: the o f f i c e  swallows up the ran.' 
What i s  the t r u t h  behind t h i s  v i v i d  but unedifying p ic tu re  o f  
headmasters and how do they they see themselves i n  r e a l i t y  ? Colgate 
i n  a se lect ion of r e f l e c t i o n s  on Ihe Role of the Head i n  1976, edited by 
R.S.Peters claims that 'The author i tar ian head i s  obsolete today' and 
Peters himself confirms that  t r a d i t i o n a l l y  i n  B r i t a i n  the autonory o f  the 
head was exercised i n  a very author i tar ian and pa te rna l i s t i c  way, and 
although he recognizes a need for au thor i t y  he believes that the a rb i t ra ry  
and dograt ic use of  author i ty  i s  uncalled for.  The schools need professional 
1. Robert Protherough,Shaping the Image of  the Great Headmaster, 
B r i t i s h  Journal of Educational Studies, Vol.XXXII, 
No.3,October 1984,~. 246. 
administrators but he sees also that the head should personify the values 
o f  the school, exercising wisdom and g iv ing moral leadership for  a school 
can never be t r u l y  democratic as most o f  i t s  members are immature and some 
are spec ia l i s ts  uhose expertise should be respected. Peters warns that the 
adopt ion  of business management techniques might however be more damaging 
than paternalism because the leadership s t y l e  becomes part of the hidden 
curriculum o f  a school and pupi ls  may learn from i t  undesirable values. At 
the t i n e  o f  wr i t ing he was unaware of any conception of a head which was 
not e i ther  paternal is t ic  or managerial and that the authors selected would 
i n  fact contr ibute t o  just  such a conception. I w i l l  b r i e f l y  summarise 
t h e i r  findings. 
1 
Bernbaum traces the h i s t o r i c a l  pos i t i on  of headmasters and says that  
t r a d i t i o n a l l y  they were chosen i f  they were well educated and had the 
r i g h t  personal i ty but the managerial funct ion i s  becoming more important 
because the job has become so complicated i t  rust  be done i n  a professional 
manner. The unique posi t ion of the headmaster emerged i n  the 
nineteenth 
century where the head was usually a gentleman and a clergyman. As schools 
grew larger d isc ip l ine became a problem and the puni t ive d isc ip l ina ry  
aspects o f  headship developed, the cane became part of the ro le .  
I n  answer t o  more str ingent demands from the public and af ter  various 
enquir ies and commissions la ter  i n  the century headships became open t o  
laymen, the powers of the trustees declined, an independent professional 
career i n  teaching became possible and not ions of responsib i l i ty  and service 
emerged. Arnold of Rugby t y p i f i e s  t h i s  new breed and teaching by example 
became a precept o f  the new style. A pat tern emerges from the structures 
------------------- 
1. G.Bernbaum,in Ibe lode of the t&pd,ed. R.S.Peters, Routledge and 
Kegan Paul, London, 1976. 
and condit ions ex is t ing then says Bernbaum which we can s t i l l  d iscern 
today. They became experts and were paid a salary but shortage o f  money was 
always a constraint and i t  was la rge ly  t h e i r  energy, commitment and s k i l l s  
which enabled them t o  survive. They were i n  charge o f  teaching sore o f  
which they d i d  themselves and also managed finance, accounting, recruitment, 
cont ro l  o f  s t a f f  and pup i l s  and kept up l i n k s  wi th  the ouside community. 
After 1902 inspectors had a r i g h t  t o  v i s i t  schools and Bernbaum bel ieves 
that  these men large ly  drawn from the major publ ic schools were mainly 
responsible for establ ishing the l i t e r a r y ,  c lassical ,  l i b e r a l  ethos and 
disinished the sc ien t i f i c ,  technical and commercial q u a l i t i e s  o f  the Higher 
Grade Schools. 
By 1914 biographies and memoirs were t e s t i f y i n g  t o  the Chr is t ian 
leadership, benign author i ty  and pun i t i ve  powers of the schools. By the 
19201s the general qua l i t y  o f  teaching s t a f f  had improved and the leadership 
ra ther  than the pedagogic r o l e  o f  the head received more emphasis. Control 
o f  s t a f f  was done by the conventional system of test imonials and references. 
After the Second World War and the 1944 Education Act the whole 
pat tern o f  secondary education changed. The development o f  large comprehensive 
schools and the wider in take challenged t rad i t i ona l  de f in i t i ons  of  headship. 
With compulsory schooling heads no longer had t o  worry about r o l l s  [no 
longer true1 but the i r  work became more concerned with cont ro l  and motivation. 
I n  large schools they were also exposed t o  sore challenges t o  t h e i r  power 
from large departmental groups and spec ia l is ts  w i  t h i n  t h e i r  ranks. The 
head's previous cont ro l  over the  curriculum was now diminished and there 
were sore areas of po ten t ia l  con f l i c t ,  po l i t ic ians,  teacher unions, l oca l  
author i t ies ,  an increase i n  fact  o f  what we would now c a l l  'pressure 
groupsf. The nature o f  the head's r o l e  was more often analysed, and questions 
were raised as t o  whether he should have a detached or d i rec t i ve  role. 
Hany heads of course still envisaged themselves in the traditional 
mode and a pamphlet put out by the Headmaster's Association called for 
maintenance of the head's unique position for the ideal was still conceived 
in charismatic terrs. Outside of schools however there have been increasingly 
critical views of this role especially says Peters since the sixties for 
education is now much more a ratter of public concern than it used to be. 
Bernbaum refers to a head who has written from his experience, F.J. 
6odwin, former headmaster and HHI, who advises that control and discipline 
are the first priority. The main difficulties he lists as, leadership, 
discipline, organisation, administration and above all personal 
relationships. He tends to follow the authoritarian tradition for he says 
that one must constantly walk about in the 'danger zones1 and be suspicious 
of fdemocraticl schools and staf froors. He rejects the newer managerial 
and administrative approaches in favour of authority, leadership, dignity, 
control and independence. This confirms Bernbaum's perception that headmasters 
are generally reluctant to give up their traditional role. Another interesting 
facet of his study is the background of headmasters, for he finds that the 
majority as in previous decades come from the same few schools and universities. 
They are more likely to delegate tasks which are specific but not those 
that relate to the generalised and personal qualities of leadership and 
control which they tend to see themselves doing quite well like 'getting 
onf with people, or manipulating people. Their lowest self assessments are 
mainly concerned with improving teacher performance and helping staff with 
discipline problems and they recommend their successors to be open to 
change and not conservative which in view of their own traditional stance 
seems anachronistic. 
The idea of training for educational management troubles W. Taylor 
because he thinks that we may thereby encourage people to behave in ways 
a n t i t h e t i c a l  t o  cer ta in  fundamental educational values. He quotes Jules 
Henry i n  support; 
One should not confuse the  so-called business e th i cs  based on laws 
of  contract, the s t a b i l i t y  o f  currency, and the re tent ion o f  the 
market-a sa t i s f i ed  market- w i th  moral p r inc ip les  that  govern the 
re la t ions  between human beings. 1 
Taylor i s  scept ical  even though others have found the approach worthwhile 
for  he believes that i t  can lead t o  a 'them' and 'us' re la t ionship instead 
o f  stressing shared values i n  a community and one of  the ongoing tasks as 
he sees i t  i n  any society i s  t o  i d e n t i f y  the minimum o f  ru les  necessary. 
Management pract ices moreover which r e s t  on naively conceived p r inc ip les  
are un l i ke ly  t o  be ef fect ive.  One might replace p r inc ip les  here with the 
ternmetaphors for thesame i s  true. Taylor observes tha t  despite the 
custod ia l  and soc ia l is ing tasks thrust  on t o  the school i n  recent years 
2 
'the school i s  pr imar i ly  an educative i n s t i t u t i o n '  and everything else 
which goes on i n  school i s  merely t o  t h i s  end. Which also leads one t o  
consider jus t  who the administrator i s  working for. 
Managerial t ra in ing  can never subst i tu te  says Taylor for the s ta tu re  
o f  the educated person as an educator. Professional competence i s  
d i f f i c u l t  t o  judge or t o  l a y  down c r i t e r i a  for: 
The subt le and elusive nature of  c r i t e r i a  o f  professional competence 
can take on meaning only w i th in  a cornunity o f  pract i t ioners, which 
alone can exercise the kinds o f  soc ia l  cont ro l  e f fec t i ve  i n  ra in ta in ing  
standards. Hi thout conscious and w i l l i n g  pa r t i c ipa t ion  by the 
ind iv idual  i n  such a community a l l  attempts a t  external evaluat ion 
are l i k e l y  t o  be ineffect ive.3 
Hanagement i n  business requires i n s t i t u t i o n a l  commi tmen t whereas 
1. Wi l l i an  Taylor,The Head as Manager, i n  I$! lode of the k d ,  ed. 
R.S.Peters, Routledge and Kegan Paul, London, 1976.p.41. 
professional comritrent says Taylor i s  always t o  a set o f  values and 
p r inc ip les  for practice. Current trends are weakening professional isr.  
Another suspect aspect o f  business ranagerent i n  h i s  view i s  tha t  ranagerent 
p r inc ip les  are assured t o  be s c i e n t i f i c  and tha t  behaviour w i th in  the 
system i s  ra t ional .  I f i n d  the same quarrel with the work knowledge organisation 
model presented by Schlechty. Taylor re fe rs  t o  Brian Davies who has said 
tha t  : 
One needs t o  be thoroughly scept ical  about the mixture of 
r e i f i c a t i o n  and over-generality constantly found i n  systems approaches, 
without denying t h e i r  possible heur i s t i c  value.! 
One danger pointed out i s  tha t  content and rethod rather than being 
p r i o r i t i e s  may be ignored altogether i n  a systems approach so tha t  one has 
s t ructure without content. 
Heads are paid t o  make judgerents says Taylor and the answers t o  
some o f  the i r  problers have yet t o  be found. He doubts whether current 
trends r e a l l y  assist  even though he acknowledges that  there are aspects o f  
management that  can p r o f i t  f r o r  a syterat ic  approach. He place @ore erphasis 
on empathy with ind iv idual  pup i l s  and s ta f f ,  an a b i l i t y  t o  f i n d  the connections 
between seemingly unrelated facts, knowing when t o  compromise and when t o  
take a f i rm  stand, as sore of  the f i ne r  points required i n  a head. One 
p r i o r i t y  must also be the kind o f  personal and professional growth that 
leads t o  an a b i l i t y  t o  make judgments for himself, h i s  p u p i l s  and h i s  
s t a f f .  f o r  t h i s  he see ro re  hope i n  the r i g h t  kind o f  education i n  
educational administration than he does i n  professional ranagerent training. 
What Taylor says here f i t s  wi th  my own view that the ranagerial  approach 
confuses education and t ra in ing.  They are not the sane, but d i f f e r e n t  and 
1. W i l l i a r  Taylor,The Head as Manager, i n  Ihe Role of the Hemi, ed. 
R.S.Peters, Rout ledge and Kegan Paul, London, 1976, p.45. 
complerentary. 
Hughes has noted a tendency among professionals t o  despise adrinis t rat ive 
roles but t o  be accepting of administrative responsibiity if and when 
these are  offered to  them. He s ta tes  that: 
The secondary school head i s  the CHIEF EXECUTIVE of a professionally 
staffed organization, and nay also be regarded as  the LEADING 
PROFESSIONAL of that organization. 1 
According t o  Chester Barnard ' executive work i s  not that  OF the organization 
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b u t  the specialized work in HAINTAINING the organization in operation" 
and t h i s  vork has two aspects for i t  goes on within and outside of the 
organization. 
What Hughes is draving attention t o  here i s  the fact that the head's 
role  i s  one vhich more than any other in the school l inks the school as  a 
system t o  the wider society and the systems within that.  External 
influences on the head affect the school considerably. 
In a study involving seventy-tvo heads in England and Wales, one of 
the findings was that: 
the occupant of an executive position , .who i s  granted l i t t l e  
authority and recognition by h i s  superiors, tends to behave in 
relat ion t o  his subordinates in  a cautious and defensive manner, 
vhich exposes him to as l i t t l e  r isk as  possible.3 
And the reverse was also true. This finding has been supported by other 
research in the United States and suggests a clear need for institutional 
autonomy. 
I t  say well be that professional i n i t i a t i v e  and the exercise of 
discretion cannot properly be expected from school executives who 
1. Heredydd 5. Hughes,The Professional Administrator: the case of 
the secondary school head, in Ihe E d !  of the li~id,ed.R.S.Peters, 
Rout ledge and Kegan Paul, London, 1976, p.  51. 
are  regarded and who regard themselves, as t he  powerless minions o f  
a cen t ra l  i sed and power f u l  bureaucracy. 1 
From t h e  study, two d i s t i n c t  fac tors  i n  t h e  concept o f  the head as leading 
pro fess iona l  emerged: a t r a d i t i o n a l  dimension, and an innovat ing (or cosmopolitan) 
dimension. These two aspects general ly proved t o  be independent o f  each 
other and not a n t i t h e t i c a l  aspects o f  a head's ro le ,  and l e d  t o  grouping o f  
heads as ABDICATORS, TRADITIONALISTS and INNOVATORS. The extended pro fess iona l  
who was above average i n  personal teaching and pastora l  emphasis and i n  
openness t o  external  p ro fess iona l  i n  fluences--whereas the others had one 
or more o f  these qua l i t i es .  An extreme abdicator he says' i s  probably non- 
ex is tent .  I n  the  opinion o f  the  researchers soee heads were over-extended 
and ca r r y i ng  too b i g  a respons ib i l i t y .  I n  l a rge  schools they found tha t  
good i n t e n t i o n s  for pastora l  care o f ten  became impossible t o  implement and 
counse l l ing  increas ing ly  became a delegated task. 
I n  conclusion Hughes s ta tes  tha t  ana l ys i s  shows that  
emphasis c o n f l i c t s  w i t h  basic features o f  t he  c h i e f  execut i  
the  ' innovat ive1 emphasis f i t s  more eas i ly .  A great deal 
the  pro fes iona l  admin is t ra tor  perceives h i s  own ro le .  I 
the ' t r a d i t i o n a l f  
vels ro le ,  bu t  
depends on how 
f modelled on 
t r a d i t i o n a l  stereotypes t h i s  may c l e a r l y  c reate  d i f f i c u l t i e s  i n  a l a rge  
organizat ion.  But i f  he takes a leadership r o l e  and encourages colleagues 
i n  t h e i r  j o i n t  e f f o r t s  " h i s  con t r i bu t i on  w i l l  be inva luab le  i n  enabling t h e  
combined exper t ise  o f  a pro fess iona l  s t a f f  t o  be mobil ised for  t h e  achievement 
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o f  agreed organ isa t iona l  objectives.' 
Robin Barrow consider ing the competence o f  heads explains t h a t  there  
1. Ileredydd 6. Hughes,The Professional  Administrator: t h e  case o f  
t h e  secondary school head, i n  I$! E d !  of tieid, ed.R.S.Peters, 
Routledge and Kegan Paul,London, 197Efp.54. 
i s  what he c a l l s  a natural  conception o f  a head and one that  he bel ieves we 
ought perhaps t o  hold on t o  even i n  changing t i res .  Because we perceive 
headship as a complexity o f  a d r i n i s t r a t i v e  tasks does not necessarily rean 
according t o  Barrow tha t  any of these are contingent factors  regarding 
headship. Nor r i g h t  charisra or the  a b i l i t y  t o  handle relat ionships. 
He also asks why an author i tar ian concept o f  the head's r o l e  
contrasts with a managerial concept. We have a tendency he thinks t o  t o  
rake assurptions that one type i s  incorpat ib le  with another, and he l i s t s  
sore o f  the catchphrases: Christian, gentleman, author i tar ian figure, 
paternal f igure, manager, counsellor, p r i r u s  i n t e r  pares, ad r in i s t ra to r ,  
chairran etc. He questions whether there i s  i n  fact a recipe for  what 
const i tu tes a head. What we can say i s  tha t  he i s  responsible for po l i cy  
decisions, for d i rect ing the school and deter r in ing objectives, not merely 
seeing that  these are met or carr ied out. This he says i s  a r i n i r a l  
de f in i t i on .  I t  i s  conceptual ra ther  than de f in i t i ve .  nost heads see t h e i r  
job as one of  'runningf a school. So we can def ine our conception o f  a 
head as 'one who has respons ib i l i t y  for  the running of the school i n  the 
1 
sense o f  deterr ining i t s  d i rec t ion  or a i r s  or objectives.' 
When we ask what i s  necessary t o  be e f fec t i ve  says Barrow 
tha t  i s  needed i s  competence and freedom, competence i n  select ing 
objectives, deciding p r i o r i t i e s  and deter r in ing pol icy. There 
deter r inate body o f  knowledge t o  draw on yet no novice teacher 
l i k e l y  t o  have the philosophic competence required: 
then a l l  
I educational 
i s  no set 
would be 
What 1 mean by a philosophic competence ray be characterized i n  
terms o f  such formal rquirements as consistency, coherence, concern 
for good reason, and impar t ia l i t y .  But perhaps i t s  two r o s t  important 
1. Robin Barrow,Corpetence and the  Head,inIhe R d e  of the ~&XI, 
ed.R.S.Peters,Routledge and Kegan Paul ,London, l976,p. 67. 
strands are the ability to recognize different kinds of questions 
for what they are and the ability to avoid conceptual muddle..... 
To have such competence is to be in a position to unravel complex 
issues and to treat then adequately, appropriately and reasonably. 1 
Such co~petence does not date and is not dependent on being up to date with 
2 
new theories, 'it is a skill that is tinelesss in its application.' 
Barrow does not accept the view that all knowledge is relative and 
3 
calls this idea 'an alternative strange doctrine.' His picture of a head 
emerges as one uhose talent lies in breaking practical issues (in the 
sphere of education) down into their separate parts; in recognizing what 
sort of procedure is appropriate to the resolution of each part; in knowing 
where to turn for expert advice and in understanding the lirits of any 
particular expertise and in setting any particular problem in the context 
of a wider perspective. He is the theoretician rather than the practitioner 
in that his task and his skill lies in critical reflection on various 
possibilities and in determining policy in the light of information, some 
of which may be fed to him by members of his staff, rather than playing an 
active part in carrying out that policy. This defines the 'running' of a 
school. 
There is also he says another dimension to be added to the mere 
skill of reviewing alternatives competently and that is the imaginative 
element, this to him is not nerely lateral or creative thinking. This 
definition of competence includes a 'dispositional element or character 
4 
trait..."Yet even with all of these things freedom is still needed; to 
1. Robin Barrow,Competence and the Head,inIhe Rode of iiipd, 
ed.R.S.Peters,Routledge and Kegan Paul ,London, 1976,p.71. 
2. Ibid. ,p.73. 
appoint staff, control the curriculum and allocate resources--othervise 
policy cannot be put into practice. This freedom may be curtailed by 
limitations within the staff. 
Barrov rakes no mention of the skills a head might have in 
influencing staff to do his behest. Charisma, he does not consider one of 
the prerequisite characteristics of a head, but vhere it exists it can be an 
asset if used vith good intent. Nor does the head have to be a moral leader 
even though one might not wish him to be an immoral influence but as far as 
administrative excellence is concerned this is not an issue, according to 
Barrov. His point is that qualities often perceived as desirable are not 
necessary whereas competence and freedom are vital, Hany of these other 
aspects are ones vhich can be delegated, and the ability to delegate is 
another dimension of competence, as is the ability to recognize and appreciate 
talent in other people. 
Barrov is of the opinion that no management course could ever 
adequately equip one vi th the diverse types of expertise a head needs. To 
assume that all heads should have all of the generally listed is to expect 
too much. He sees a head as a director of policy not an administrator--and 
on sharing decision making vith staff he says: 
There is only one purely rational vay of distributing authority and 
that is on the grounds of appropriate competence. He should be 
placed in any sphere who has authority deriving from his expertise 
in this sphere.1 
The rationale for a head will be that "y definition he vill have the sort 
of expertise that makes him an authority in the sphere of selecting 
2 
educational objectives and issuing practical directives.' Such 
1. Robin Barrow,Coepetence 
ed.R.S,Peters,Routledge 
and the Head,inI& Rode of the ljepd, 
and Kegan Paul,London, l976,p.71. 
expertise will differ from that of doctors 'in that i t  does not guarantee 
the same degree of unanimity amongst those who possess i t  and does not 
consist in coming up with answers t o  problems that can be deronstrated t o  
be unequivocably 'right'.' If a l l  s taff  had equal philosophic competence 
then decision raking could be shared. The head's philosophic competence 
gives him a right t o  res i s t  consensus. 'For consensus may sometimes be the 
outcome of prejudice, ignorance, inabi l i ty  t o  see the force of an argument 
1 
and so on.' Thesituation would bed i f fe ren t  if thehead were not auch 
more corpetent than his s ta f f .  If he is t o  be s i rply a chairman then there 
i s  a need t o  develop the philosophic competence of a l l  teachers. 
Authority i s  not easily accepted says Barrow and he questions 
whether any particular authority can be just i f ied.  His concern is t o  
argue that a certain kind of competence i s  necessary to  the proper running 
of a school and that possession of that corpetence i s  the justification for 
an individual's being trusted with authority. If heads a re  inadequate i t  
may be because their authority i s  resisted or that power does corrupt. 
One thing i s  obvious t o  Barrow and that  is that they are often badly 
chosen, e i ther  because selectors  are looking for the wrong qua l i t i es  or 
because i t  is diff icul t  t o  judge degrees of philosophic conpetence in 
different people, and perhaps we should lay more s t ress  on educating people 
for leadership. I t  is ironic he thinks that those who ca l l  for more 
democracy in schools are  also those who would l ike  t o  see l ess  study of 
educational theory but in h i s  view "There never has been, and there never 
2 
will be a short cut to  competence.' 
1. Robin Barrow,Competence and the Head,inIhe M e  of the Head, 
ed.R. S.Peters, Rout ledge and Kegan Paul, London, lW6,p. 87. 
The emphasis i n  Peter's select ion i s  mainly on secondary schools but 
Coulson examines the r o l e  o f  the primary head and looks a t  some o f  the 
factors  which sustain the concept o f  the t r a d i t i o n a l  paternal form o f  
headship i n  English primary schools. I n  h i s  study women are acknowledged 
because o f  the i r  being i n  the major i ty  i n  i n fan t  schools. 
Heads, says Coulson, have sore discret ionary freedom but are not 
autonomous: 
The ru les  of management are made by the Local Authori ty under powers 
delegated to  ther by the 1944 Act: they therefore lay  upon the head 
inescapable duties. 1 
Much depends on loca l  conditions but a head i s  generally f ree t o  in te rp re t  
h i s  r o l e  i n  a personal fashion. Coulson th inks that t r a d i t i o n a l l y  i n  
B r i t a i n  the head i s  seen more as a teacher than as an administrator 'the 
head expects t o  inf luence teachers by h i s  own exarple and t o  persuade ther  
2 
t o  i d e n t i f y  therselves wi th  h i s  aims and methods,' He also usual ly t r i e s  
t o  know every c h i l d  i n  the school and uses asserblies t o  communicate wi th  
them as a group. The head i s  also expected t o  protect h i s  s t a f f  from 
c r i t i c i s m  and interference by parents, and the chi ldren from the pernicious 
e f f e c t s  o f  the cormunityls values. [ In terest ing that the s t a f f  do not 
apparently view themselves as par t  o f  the comrunityl Change i s  also 
usual ly  brought about by the head. 
This very t r a d i t i o n a l  concept o f  headship, combining personal cont ro l  
and moral authority, comes o r i g i n a l l y  from the publ ic school t r a d i t i o n  which 
has been described previously, i t  resembles very closely, th inks Coulson 
the Vic tor ian pater f a r i l i a s  and i s  favoured by pr inc ipa ls  themselves. He 
1. A.A.Coulson, The Role of  the Primary Head,in I h e  Rode of the ljlad, 
ed. R.S.Peters,Routledge and Kegan Paul,London, 1976,p.93. 
bel ieves that primary school heads and teachers feel themselves t o  be more 
i n  loco parent is  than do teachers i n  secondary schools. It i s  a lso seen, 
because o f  i t s  caring nature t o  be womenls work. The close resemblance t o  
the maternal r o l e  also contr ibutes t o  the  paternal image o f  the head. He 
bel ieves women are less committed t o  the i r  careers and value pleasant 
soc ia l  re la t ions  at work. They are therefore more accepting o f  au thor i t y  
and so cu l tu ra l  norms o f  male super io r i t y  a t  work are thus upheld. Teacher 
immersion i n  the classroom work a lso removes her from concerns w i th  general 
school po l icy  and administration. 
Coulson re i te ra tes  what several authors have already said about 
teaching: 'There i s  no agreed body of  generalisable, pedagogic knowledge 
1 
underl ining primary school teaching. ' Personality i s  preferred above 
professionalism. This may r e s t  on a popular assumption that  child-bearing 
i s  natura l  and i n t u i t i v e .  A11 of these factors combine t o  make the p r i r a r y  
school resemble a family. 
A more ra t ional  concept o f  headship may come he bel ieves once 
teachers abandon what Hoyle has ca l led ' rest r ic ted profess ional i ty '  and 
move towards 'extended profess ional i ty f  where the work o f  teachers i s  seen 
i n  a broader context. This would lead, he thinks, t o  greater involvement 
i n  educational decision-making. The r o l e  of the head must develop, for no 
longer can we presume that the  t r a d i t i o n a l  head's values w i l l  r a t ch  those 
o f  society. Extended curr icu lua input from spec ia l i s t s  outside the school 
and wi th in  a s t a f f  have combined t o  remove the onus o f  a l l  decision making 
from the head. Practices such as team-teaching have also lessened the 
autonomy of the teacher who has a lso had t o  become involved i n  more co l laborat ive 
1. A.A.Coulson, The Role o f  the Primary Head,inlhe Rode of the &qd, 
ed. R.S,Peters,Routledge and Kegan Paul,London, 1976,p.76. 
decision-making. The r o l e  prev ious ly  he ld  by the  head has a l so  become 
shared by team leaders. No longer e i t he r  i s  t he  head a k i nd  o f  bu f fe r  
between the school and and t h e  community, bu t  fiore o f t en  now he i s  the l i n k  
w i t h  i t  and even br ings  outs iders  i n t o  h i s  school. He i s  a l so  more involved 
i n  soc ia l  and welfare problems than previously.  He takes t h i s  on mainly 
because he i s  t he  only one who has the time. 
The t r a d i t i o n a l  cen t ra l i sed  au tho r i t y  pa t te rn  p e r s i s t s  says Coulson 
because "At t h e  roo t  o f  t h e  primary head's paternal ism l i e s  t he  ego 
1 
i d e n t i f i c a t i o n  which heno rma l l y  has w i th  the  school.' He tends t o o v e r -  
i d e n t i f y  v i t h  i t . Th is  i s  an obstacle t o  t he  general p ro fess iona l i za t i on  
o f  teachers general ly-- for  ' the other s ide  o f  t h e  co in  o f  the  head's freedom 
i s  the  teacher ' 5  subject ion.  However benevolent and suppor t ive  the  
head's paternalism may be, i t  c u r t a i l s  the au tho r i t y  and r e s p o n s i b i l i t y  o f  
other teachers and the re fo re  adversely a f f e c t s  t h e i r  professional  
2 
status.' The pa t te rn  needs t o  change says Coulson f ro@ a 
p a t e r n a l i s t i c  one towards a more co l l abo ra t i ve  one. Th is  could be achieved 
he be l ieves by separat ing t h e  head's l e g i s l a t i v e  and execut ive functions. 
This could be done v i t h  a c o l l e g i a l  system--a c o l l e c t i v e  type o f  
au tho r i t y  but the  head would s t i l l  be needed as a coordinator.  Teachers he 
f e e l s s h o u l d  p a r t i c i p a t e  i n  theappo in tnent  o f  a head. Career teachersas 
Coulson c a l l s  thee i.e. long-serving h i g h l y  q u a l i f i e d  teachers could absorb 
many o f  the  head's t r a d i t i o n a l  admin is t ra t ive  and pub1 i c  r e l a t i o n s  functions. 
For t h i s  he be l ieves t h a t  they need t o  be t ra ined  i n  s t ruc tu r i ng  and 
analysing t h e i r  own experience for  wore e f f e c t i v e  use. 
1. A.A.Coulson, The Role o f  t he  Priwary Head,in Iktt of the k i d ,  
ed. R.S.Peters,Routledge and Kegan Paul ,London, 1976,~.  102. 
Coulson has referred t o  the majority of women in primary education 
and nearly always at  the assistant teaching level which he seems t o  believe 
i s  due t o  their  being l e s s  career oriented and subject t o  normative pressures 
from society which have become reflected in the t radi t ional ly paternalistic 
a t t i tude  of heads. In New Zealand Hargaret Halcolm found also that 'the 
sex role  stereotypes a re  strongly ingrained.' One reason i s  that 'In 
general, marriage is a career ASSET t o  a man, whereas i t  i s  a career 
1 
DETERRENT for women.' This is true in areas other than education also. 
Overseas reaearch has shown she says that women wi th careers in administration 
are  more l ikely than #en t o  be unfiarried. One wonders i f  the pattern was 
different and women predominated would we speak of a maternalistic or 
matriarchal school administration. She says that research in America showed 
that woren principals were more democratic; had schools with more positive 
teacher, pupil and parent a t t i tudes towards education; had higher degrees 
of professionalism; and demonstrated superior pupil per forrance. These were 
a l l  in prieary schools and as Halcolm says the  findings do not prove 
superiority but that there a re  more differences between people than between 
men and women. What is clearly evident though i s  that  'men are the gate- 
2 
keepers t o  positions of school management." And she noted as I have found 
also that with very few exceptions the l i t e ra ture  re fe rs  t o  male heads. 
Peters does say in his foreword that 'head1 is meant t o  indicate both 
i t s e l f  a metaphor suggesting presumably an important 
thinking centre. We speak of the ?body pol i t ic '  and 
school i s  a l so  thought of in anthropomorphic t e r r s .  
------------------- 
sexes but most of h i s  writers refer t o  heads a s  males. The word 'head' i s  
: part of a body and the 
i t  would appear that a 
1. and 2. Hargaret S.Halcolm,The Almost Invisible Woman,S%t ZB,No.2, 
Item 12, N.Z.C.E.R.,Wellington. 
Colgate says that in 1972 there uere c a l l s  for teachers t o  have a 
say in the selection of heads, male or female; for he is one of the rarer 
writers who recognize that both exis t .  Few heads in his opinion today 
presume t o  be the moral and sp i r i tua l  leaders that  they uere once expected 
t o  be but he also believes that if they become too self-cr i t ical  and 
doubtful about their  capacity t o  be leaders revolution will erupt. To be a 
head in h i s  terms implies a duty to  lead but t h i s  does not mean that  one 
can ignore changing at t i tudes t o  authority. 
Colgate supports what Peters has said that authority uhen questioned 
is not necessarily superseded but becomes rational ised and adapted. The 
comron analogy comparing the head to the captain of a ship generally draws 
criticism says Colgate but t o  him, the school, l i k e  the ship, needs sowone 
who knows where the school i s  going, for 'Schools which do not change are 
1 
not s table ,  they are stagnant. The head must be an innovator.' 
Colgate seems t o  assume that only the captain of a ship can know 
where i t  is going and how to get there. He accepts the managerial concept 
of the head's role  because it is more rational than the traditional authoritarian 
one and because the four questions which Barry and Tye have suggested that 
any head should ask hirsel f will require consultation with colleagues 
( Where are  you? Where are you going? How do you intend t o  get there? and 
how will you know when you have got there?). The framing of these questions 
refers t o  'his1 objectives not those of the school collectively. This 
reminds us of the k i n d  of so-called 'democratic1 discussions which Peters 
has referred t o  and which in rea l i ty  are merely consultation. 
A head must take responsibility for a l l  that takes place says 
1, H.A.Colgate, The Role of the Secondary School Head,in Ihe Rpde 
of the tieid, ed. R.S,Peters, Routledge and Kegan Paul, London, 
1976,p.112. 
Colgate but he does not say how a head copes with ideas and aims and 
values which c o n f l i c t  w i th  h i s  own. Presumably he would overrule 
dissension and use other people's ideas only when they were i n  l i n e  wi th  
his.  I t  i s  t rue  vhat he says however about the r i s k s  involved i n  br ing ing 
about change for students ray suf fer  i n  the process and he a lso reminds us 
1 
'No two heads are alike.... jus t  as no two schools are al ike. '  He 
bel ieves tha t  there i s  need for a new concept o f  headship which permits 
leadership but i s  not autocrat ic 
Another question he ra ises i s  why i s  i t  that we have d i f f i c u l t y  
ge t t i ng  ch i ldren t o  come w i l l i n g l y  t o  school, get t ing them i n t o  the 
' c i tade l f  as Peters has ca l led it. His own broad philosophy i s  t o  prepare 
pup i l s  for  l i f e - -as  they see it, i n  a t i r e  o f  rapid changes. Such a 
sweeping a i r  i s  l i a b l e  t o  draw f i r e  because i t  i s  open t o  such diverse 
in terpretat ions,  for some see school r e r e l y  as a t i c k e t  t o  a career and 
others looking further ahead see surv iva l  as the main task. 
Colgate acknowledges that outsiders, h i s  term, w i l l  expect schools 
t o  teach s k i l l s  t o  enable youths t o  become self-supporting and many w i l l  
judge by exar results.  'The society which foots the b i l l  for  education 
1 
r e l i e s  on competition for i t s  very survival. ' He himself would s t i l l  base 
h i s  moral values on the corrandrents even though many would consider t h i s  
an old-fashioned view. Colgate th inks  the head should be the decision 
raker but agrees that  the terns on which people are being consulted should 
be made clear.  I f  the head consults only wi th  senior s t a f f  then oligarchy 
i s  being subst i tuted for despotism. His answer would be t o  set up some form 
o f  comaittee structure. He agrees wi th  Bernbauds perception that since 1944 
1. H.A.Colgate, The Role of the Secondary School Headpin Ihe Role 
of thg ljeqd, ed. R.S.Peters, Routledge and Kegan Paul, London, 
1976,p.llS. 
a pyramid type of career structure has arisen in schools. 
The head therefore in Colgatefs view has a managerial and a pastoral 
role. Allotment of t i r e  is one crucial task and one problem in schools is 
the r igidly controlled use of time. In Britain he says that most courses 
for school adrinis t rators  a l lo t  sore time t o  methods of curriculum analysis 
because of i t s  perceived importance. 
Delegation i s  a necessity for 'He [the head1 cannot and should not 
2 
even t r y  to  know a l l  that i s  going on in the whool . "Not  enough time i s  
given for senior s taff  t o  accept a share of delegated tasks. 'As a resul t  
senior s ta f f  are  forced into a s i tuat ion where the routine thinking gets  
3 
done and planning gets shelved.' I t  i s e a s y  t o s e e  that th i s  leads t o  the 
continual c r i s i s  or maintenance type of ranageeent that others have c r i  t ic ised 
as  a faulty sanagement style. I t  also resul ts  in experienced teachers 
rarely getting the opportunity for 'hands on1 type of administrative1 
experience which would be a useful training for senior positions. In most 
LEAS says Colgate only the head i s  supernumerary to  the s taff ing allowance 
and unt i l  some senior staff a t  least  are  taken off this there is l i t t l e  
hope for improvement. 
Colgate also believes that teachers cannot undo daaage done t o  
chi Idren during their early years by circumstances beyond their  control.  
There i s  a l i r i t  t o  what schools can be expected to  do and they need t o  be 
aware that change can 
Heads usual 1 y 
------------------- 
have drast ic  e f fec t s  upon children. 
use the assembly t o  communicate with children but he 
1. H.A.Colgate, The Role of the Secondary School Head,in I h e  Red! 
of the k k # ,  ed. R.S.Peters, Routledge and Kegan Paul, London, 
1976,p.113. 
2. Ibid.,p.llS. 
3. Ibid.,p.i20. 
does not see t h i s  as des i rab le  because i t  i s  a eonologue ra the r  than a 
dialogue w i t h  t he  pupi ls.  On assessment he notes t ha t  'As a profession, 
1 
teachers do not  take k ind l y  t o  assessment o f  themselves.' 
Colgate t h i nks  we have tended i n  education t o  be l i eve  t h a t  leaders 
are  born not made but i t  i s  h i s  b e l i e f  t ha t  t r a i n i n g  i s  j u s t  as necessary 
as i t  i s  f o r  teaching, Heads are  l i m i t e d  i n  t h e i r  range o f  cont ro l .  They 
usua l l y  have no cont ro l  over s a l a r i e s  and s i z e  o f  p lan t ,  they a l so  o f t en  
work on shoestr ing budgets i n  t he  pub l ic  glare.  'Few people know how a 
factory,  a sh ip  or a hosp i t a l  i s  run  but everyone has been t o  school and 
2 
has ideas on how i t  should be run.' 
John Watts does not be1 i eve  tha t  au tho r i t a r i an  leadership i s  i n e v i t a b l e  
or necessary, and speaks on t h e  nature  o f  p a r t i c i p a t o r y  school government 
f r o8  h i s  experience as p r i n c i p a l  o f  Countesthorpe School i n  Le ices tersh i re .  
l o s t  heads c la im that  dec is ions  are  based on consul tat ion.  ' Yet none of 
t h i s  consu l ta t ion  cons t i t u tes  p a r t i c i p a t o r y  government i n  t he  sense...in 
3 
which [ i t 1  has been prac t ised a t  Countesthorpe s ince i t  opened i n  1970.' 
Here change was envisaged as a continuous process. One way t o  ensure t h i s  
was t o  i nvo l ve  a l l  s t a f f ,  f o r  'With the general growth i n  t h e  s i z e  o f  the  
schools there  i s  a danger t h a t  t h e  teacher aay come t o  f ee l  depersonalized 
4 
and alienated.' 
1. H.A.Colgate, The Role o f  t he  Secondary School Head,in I!! Ed! 
21 fie t h 4 ,  ed. R.S.Peters, Routledge and Kegan Paul, London, 
1976,p.124. 
3. John Watts,Sharing i t  Out: the  r o l e  o f  t he  head i n  p a r t i c i p a t o r y  
Government, i n  I$! Rde gf kpd,ed.R.S.Peters, Routledge 
and Kegan Paul, London 1976,~. 127. 
Heads usual ly i n i t i a t e  change but t h e i r  impact, i n  Watts view, 
general ly dwindles a f te r  about f i v e  years and where an 'authori tar ian 
progressive1 i s  i n  power he often creates d i v i s ion  vhich outside agencies 
can explo i t .  I t  i s  usual ly  the head who def ines the schools object ives and 
values and curriculum-- what i s  taught, and cont ro ls  in terna l  
organisat ion--who does what, and also organises the timetable, and d is t r i bu tes  
avai lab le  money--which i s  the most comnon cause of f r i c t i o n ,  chooses s t a f f  
and cont ro ls  media communication, At Countesthorpe a l l  o f  the  major po l i cy  
decisions are based on s t a f f  consensus, and student cont r ibut ions also, and 
sometimes input from parents and governors. A general meeting or l o o t  i s  
open t o  a l l ,  including non-teaching s t a f f  and students. 
A f i n a l  proposal w i l l  be the work of  many hands, a modif icat ion o f  
many ideas. Once i t  i s  r a t i f i e d  though everyone i s  committed t o  
making i t  work, because no one has imposed i t  from above without 
opportunity t o  shape i t  . l  
Watts says tha t  he enjoys administrat ive tasks but even these could be 
delegated, and he spends twenty-five percent of h i s  time teaching. The 
head's inf luence on committees may be author i ta t ive but not authori tar ian, 
and t h i s  authori ty i s  a t r u s t  that has t o  be won. For example he can give 
information t o  which he i s  p r i v y  from loca l  author i t ies  and knowledge of  
legal  obl igat ions. External author i t ies  s t i l l  contact him, for outsiders 
seen t o  need one person t o  represent the school. He i s  sensit ised t o  a l l  
the par t ic ipants  and t o  outside agencies and feels that  'The transmission 
of  pressure i s  through my bloodstream and I feel no g u i l t  about being paid 
2 
danger money.' His metaphor o f  headship appears t o  be tha t  of a 
1. John Watts,Sharing i t  Out: the r o l e  o f  the head i n  par t ic ipatory  
Governrent, i n  Ihg R d g  of the lleqd,ed.R.S.Peters, Rout ledge 
and Kegan Paul, London 1976,~. 131. 
pressure i n  a way suggestive of  the not ion of  steady s t a t e  i n  systems theory. 
At Countesthorpe c o n f l i c t  i s  resolved by open discussion and t h i s  
works provided a l l  par t ic ipants  can to le ra te  con f l i c t ,  use i t  t o  i d e n t i f y  
issues and make compromises t o  reach consensus leading t o  commitrent. This 
requires regular t i r e  for talking, and i n  the event o f  insoluble c o n f l i c t  
then Watts fee ls  he would have t o  leave. This time taken for decision- 
making tes ts  one's patience which i s  one stress o f  the job. Another i s  the 
need t o  switch ro les  t o  please outsiders who s t i l l  expect t o  deal with the 
school as an e n t i t y  through him alone, t h i s  factor w i l l  serve he thinks t o  
preserve the extant t r a d i t i o n a l  author i ta t ive model and even prevent the  
establishment o f  revolving headships. Also he found that  there are people 
including s t a f f  who almost seem t o  need an author i ty  f igure t o  rebel against. 
For such reasons he believes i t  w i l l  take a long time for  people t o  accept 
t h i s  concept o f  par t ic ipatory  administrat ion more generally. 
That Watts has f a i t h  i n  the system i s  obvious and indeed he warns , 
that  he has 'argued for a spreading o f  t h i s  power, for  sharing i t  wi th  
1 
teachers before i t  i s  taken i n t o  the hands of  non-educationists.' With 
growing power i n  l oca l  government 'Heads would become accountable d i rec t  t o  
councils, and education o f f i ce rs  give place t o  ch ie f  executives, c i v i l  
2 
servants w i  t h  who knows what not ions on education. ' Crystal-ball-gazing 
he sees the w h i s a  between heads and teachers as leading t o  a s i tua t ion  
where they w i l l  both lose power 'that w i l l  be garnered i n  County Hal l  where 
the o ld  autocrat ic head w i l l  then s i t  i n  a l l  h i s  remoteness under the new 
1. John Watts,Sharing i t  Out: the  r o l e  o f  the head i n  par t ic ipatory  
Government, i n  Ihe Ed! of the llpp~,ed.R.S.Peters, Routledge 
and Kegan Paul, London 1976,~. 135. 
1 
guise of eff ic ient  corporate management.' 
The words of John Watts now seer  strangely prophetic a s  ve see 
education increasingly controlled by economists. Hore recently Paul Bredeson 
of Ohio University asked the students in an educational administration 
course t o  ident i fy the metaphors of administration a s  evidenced in current 
l i t e ra ture  and from observation of five school principals in order t o  
exarine the i rpl icat ions of these, for: 
Although metaphors, l i k e  language i t s e l f ,  are  attempts t o  find a 
unity of experience and understanding for a f ie ld of study, practice 
--or even an en t i re  culture, the very vords and analogies used--ray 
limit the viev that one has of phenomena and the vorld.2 
Behaviour thus becomes a function of the vords ve use rather than the opposite. 
Social systems theory placed importance on ROLE and Blurberg and 
Greenfield said that 'Principals daily face pressures of carpeting irages 
3 
about vhat their  role  should be.' In research on effective schools i t  
vas also found that the 'behaviour of the school principal i s  the s ingle  
most irportant factor supporting high quality educational programs' and 
that 'vhile schools make a difference in vhat students learn, principals 
4 
make a difference in schools.' 
For ten days they shadoved the principals and found that 'None of 
the principals vas radically deviant from the principal 's role described in 
5 
most textbooks on educational adrinistration. '  But they had adapted the  
1. John Watts,Sharing i t  Out: the role  of the head in participatory 
60vernrent~ in Ihe R_de of the kid,ed.R.S.Peters, Routledge 
and Kegan Paul, London 1976,~. 136. 
2. and 3. Paul V. Bredeson, An Analysis of the Hetaphorical Perspectives 
of School Principals, Edukational Administratiog Quarterly,Vol.21, 
#oi, Winter 1985,p.30. 
The researchers found i n  the l i t e r a t u r e  a " r ich tapestry o f  metaphors 
1 
o f  the principalship.' H i s t o r i c a l l y  f r o r  the 18B01s a funct ional is t  view 
has dominated. They range from 'pr inc ipa l  teacher' t o  'bui lding 
administrators.' Knezevich has described the  pr inc ipa lsh ip  as 'a conste l la t ion 
of  posit ions. ' Others have eaphasi zed the management and leader functions. 
The school pr inc ipa l  also has been characterized as a consummate 
manager using Rintzbergls typology as employed by Kmetz and Willower; 
a combination administrator-manager and educational leader by Roe 
and Drake; a leader w i th  technical, human, and conceptual s k i l l s  
tha t  are practised i n  f i v e  ra jo r  funct ional areas--the ins t ruc t iona l  
prograr, s t a f f  personnel services, student personnel services, f inanc ia l  
physical resources, and school conmuni t y  r e l a t  ions--by Liphar and 
Hoeh; an organisational change agent by Small; a synthesis of 
appl ied philosopher, school manager, and behavioural sc ien t i s t  by 
Wayson; a p o l i t i c i a n  and f a c i l i t a t o r  by Riklos; and a wide va r ie ty  
o f  other character izat ions including broker, negotiator, gamesman, 
missionary, social  person and thermostatic person s t i l l  by others. 2 
Coonbs and Thurston have, says Bredeson, suggested that  'retaphors go beyond 
re re  theory bu i ld ing i n  administrat ion and represent cruc ia l  l i n k s  between 
3 
theory and pract ice. ' According t o  Sergiovanni the major views o f  
educational administration and t h e i r  predominant concerns are contained i n  
three generative metaphors; EFFICIENCY (the ra t iona l  mechanistic), the 
PERSON (the organic), and the POLITICAL DECISION RAKING (bargaining). 
From the pr inc ip les o f  s c i e n t i f i c  nanageaent and the inf luence of  
Frederick Taylor and Frankl in Bobbit 'The ra t iona l  mechanistic metaphor of 
4 
a wel l-oi led rachine epitomizes the not ion o f  e f f i c iency  i n  education.' 
And Weberls notions of bureaucracy have given us theories of  management. 
Bredeson says the custodial  functions o f  schools have been and s t i l l  
1. Paul V.Bredeson,An Analysis o f  the  Retaphorical Perspectives o f  
School Principals, Edl~ational Administration ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ g ~ ~ y , V o l . 2 1 ,  
Nol, Winter 1985,p.33. 
2. 3. and 4. Ibid.,p.34. 
are dominated by metaphors from these areas. From these we have inher i ted  
performance objectives, competency test ing, management by objectives, 
management informat ion systems, and planning, programming and budgeting 
systems. 
The organic metaphors generally guide the humanistic p r inc ipa l  concerned 
v i t h  growth and feeling. Bredeson bel ieves that ' 6etze11s and 6uba1s 
'soc ia l  systems model1 provides a two-dimensional way o f  combining the 
concern for eff ic iency, the nowthet ic ,  w i th  the needs of  the individual,  
1 
the idiographic.' This model he favours because of  the n i x  o f  metaphors 
i t  draws on, such as the missionary and the gardener, thus combining care 
for nur ture with purposeful action, though one wonders how psychological ly 
healthy i t  i s  t o  give s t a f f  smiley s t i cke rs  and personal g i f t s  as rewards 
for  a id ing the p r inc ipa l  i n  h i s lhe r  work. This seems redolent o f  
behaviourist  applications removed from the classrooms i n t o  the staffrooms. 
The t h i r d  oetaphor r e f l e c t s  t h e l i n k s o f  the school wi th  i t s  
environment: 
The metaphors i n  t h i s  sense envision the ind iv idual  and organizat ion 
as players and actors i n  a game, bounded by rules, v i  t h  divergent 
stakes and in terests  i n  the outcome of  decisions that  are made as 
the 'game ' i s  played. Bargaining and negotiating for  so lu t ions 
tha t  sa t i s f y  the competeing demands are the metaphorical m i l i eu  o f  
t h i s  strand.2 
Among the descriptions these have l e d  t o  are the the garbage can model, and 
loosely  coupled systems o f  administration. Principals become, amongst 
other things, ombudsoen, advocates, orchestrators, jugglers and brokers. 
This study of  p r inc ipa ls  found that  each of them displayed evidence 
1. Paul V.Bredeson,An Analysis o f  the Hetaphorical Perspectives o f  
School Principals, Educational Administratioq hgrterlylVol.21, 
Nol, Winter 1985,p.35. 
o f  eff ic iency, huranisr and p o l i t i c a l  bargaining. To describe each 
p r inc ipa l  i n  terms o f  one of  these three dominant metaphors would i n  Bredesonfs 
view be an oversimpl i f icat ion and a d i s t o r t i o n  of  the r o l e  o f  the head i n  
the school context. He rer inds us tha t  i t  r i g h t  be ro re  s ign i f i can t  t o  
look a t  metaphors o f  purpose 'which are ruch more deeply embedded i n  the 
1 
principalship.' 
Pr inc ipa ls  brought t o  t h e i r  task t h e i r  own perception of  t h e i r  r o l e  
as wel l  as there being a r o l e  envisaged by the t rad i t i ons  of  a school, 
coamunity expectations and such. How they adapted and set up rout ines 
re f lec ted  a l l  o f  these things. 
The pr inc ipa l  who envisioned the r o l e  as that o f  a chief executive 
o f f i ce r  carr ied out the respons ib i l i t i es  from the r a i n  o f f i c e  and 
functioned froa behind a desk, ruch l i k e  the common conceptualization 
of  a coamand center. The d isc ip l i na r ian  d i f fe red  i n  that he involved 
himsel f i n  almost every aspect of school operat ions and decision 
raking i n  which school d i s c i p l i n e  could possibly be an issue.2 
The a f fec t i ve  or person-oriented p r inc ipa l  kept out o f  the of f ice.  Each 
one therefore played h i s  part  according t o  h i s  own personal and profession 
na l  strengths. 
Hetaphors i n  t h i s  sphere 'reveal a great deal about the the shared 
c u l t u r a l  associations of the p r inc ipa ls  as wel l  as provide a p r o f i l e  o f  
ind iv idual  c r e a t i v i t y  and adap tab i l i t y  t o  the r o l e  o f  principal.. . [andl 
each pract iced [practised] the c r a f t  o f  the pr inc ipa lsh ip  w i th in  the 
3 
parameters o f  three broad retaphors o f  purpose.' They are: HAINTENANCE, 
SURVIVAL and VISION , which can be envisaged on a continuum. 
1. Paul V.Bredeson,An Analysis o f  the Hetaphorical Perspectives o f  
School Principals, Educational Adr jn js t ra t ion ggarhg~~y, Vol.21, 
Nol, Winter 1985,p.37. 
Haintenance, t ha t  i s  keeping the school open and running i s  seen as 
an ongoing task and a major respons ib i l i t y .  Where other people have o f ten  
def ined one o f  t h e i r  r a j o r  r o l e s  as tha t  o f  c u r r i c u l u r  leadership,  but 
many admitted t h a t  i n  t h i s  area they were aware o f  t h e i r  shortcor ings.  The 
erphasis on maintenance l e d  a l s o  t o  cormunication as a p r i o r i t y  o f t en  
through formal networks. 'Communication was seen as t he  l u b r i c a n t  t o  help 
t h i ngs  run smoothly and t o  he lp  prov ide and maintain a sense o f  secu r i t y  
1 
and a p o s i t i v e  s i t u a t i o n  f o r  learning.' 
Few o f  them saw the  need fo r  nuch change i n  t h e i r  schools except i n  
t h e i r  perceived need t o  rep lace some teachers. 'The system and i t s  
2 
cont inu ing operat ional  process were accepted as givens." 
Other research a t t e s t s  t o  the f ac t  t ha t  the  dor inant concern o f  
p r i n c i p a l s  i s  maintenance a c t i v i t y .  The maintenance metaphor dominates the 
d a i l y  wo rk t i r e  and tasks, lead ing Bredeson t o  wonder whether p r i n c i p a l s  are 
thus able t o  meet other r e s p o n s i b i l i t i e s  such as ex terna l  adaptat ion and 
goal attainment. The metaphor o f  su rv i va l  has severe l i m i t a t i o n s  as he 
po in t s  out: 
The emphasis on s u r v i v a l  f o r  p r i n c i p a l s  and fo r  t he  schools i n  which 
they operate i s  one t h a t  focuses on aeet i n g  i n r e d i a t e  needs and the 
mustering of the  8ost v i t a l  resources ava i l ab le  f o r  cont inued existence. 
the  immediacy o f  cr is is-based management i s  character ized by: short 
range planning, the  need fo r  draaat ic,  o f t en  harsh and autocra t ic ,  
act ions;  an environaent t h a t  i s  l i k e l y  t o  be s t ress fu l ;  educational 
p r i o r i t i e s  and time, resources, and energy a1 l oca t i ons  skewed towards 
the present; and l i t t l e  a t ten ton t o  long-range outcomes or  t o  the 
impl ica t ions  o f  a c t i v i t y  f o r  the  schools and the people i n  ther.3 
Socio-economic condi t ions are  p a r t l y  t o  blame fo r  the  prevalence o f  t h i s  
1. Paul V.Bredeson,An Analysis o f  the  Hetaphorical Perspect ives o f  
School Pr incipals,  Educational Adh ip is t ra t ion  ~ u a r t e r l y , V o l . 2 l 1  
Nol, Winter 1985,p.39. 
s i tua t ion  Bredeson believes: 'Financial surv iva l  was a powerful influence on 
1 
the pr inc ipa l 's  p r i o r i t i e s  and act iv i t ies . '  This i s  not hard t o  believe as 
we are a l l  fami l iar  w i th  the cake-stall syndrome which helps t o  keep our own 
schools supplied, sometimes with absolute necessities, so i t  i s  easy t o  
accept h i s  perception that  surv iva l  i s  a key metaphor i n  school administration. 
At the other end o f  the continuur i s  the metaphor o f  v i s ion  although 
a l l  t h r e e a r e  interrelated. Onehead saw t h i s a s h e r  most important task 
whi ls t  surv iva l  mechanisms were delegated i n  order fo r  her t o  concentrate 
on po l i cy  guidelines and f i s c a l  mandates. 
Broadly conceived v i s ion  i s  the pr inc ipa l 's  a b i l i t y  t o  h o l i s t i c a l l y  
view the present, t o  re in terpret  the mission of  the school t o  a l l  
i t s  constituents, and to  use imagination and perceptual s k i l l s  t o  
th ink beyond accepted notions of  what i s  p rac t i ca l  and what i s  o f  
immediate appl icat ion i n  present s i tuat ions t o  speculative ideas 
and to, preferably, possible futures.2 
[ In terest ing also that  the longstanding metaphor of 'mission' i s  used here1 
Tasks of  t h i s  'v is ionary'  nature took up less than f i v e  and one-half per 
1 
cent o f  the pr inc ipa l 's  t o t a l  number of d a i l y  tasks. Yet they saw that one 
of  t h e i r  main tasks was t o  comrunicate t h i s  v is ion t o  the school community. 
Parents were seen as good i f  they supported the school but few heads 
desired aore act ive pa r t i c ipa t ion  from them. 
Bredesonls f ind ings were 'That a l l  f i v e  p r inc ipa ls  shared a common 
3 
c u l t u r a l l y  standar[dlized irage o f  the pr incipalship. '  Role 
expectations were la rge ly  set by teachers, administrators, students, 
parents and professional t ra in ing  i n s t i t u t i o n s  a l l  o f  whoa stressed the 
1. Paul V.Bredeson,An Analysis o f  the Hetaphorical Perspectives of  
School Principals,  Educational &hinistratign Quarter!y,Vol.21, 
Nol, Winter 1305,p.33, 
dominant maintenance metaphor. So much time was spent in this area that 
vision became impossible. And most of them recognized the importance of 
curriculum involvement and leadership yet failed t o  demonstrate this. The 
principal in the researchers1 view 'has become the dumping ground for all of 
1 
the raintenance responsibilities in the school.' The role has become 
complex and 'The principalship has become a catch-all for all of the tasks 
2 
not accepted by other administrators, by teachers or the community.' 
Principals can of course, as Bredeson points out, feel more comfortable with 
all their BUSY tasks. Sometimes this is easier than long-range planning 
vhich provides no immediate tangible rewards. Avareness of this needs to 
be built into training for administrators. 
In conclusion Bredeson finds that 'The metaphor of vision offers the 
3 
most hope of the principalship, but it is also the most problematic.' 
Each head, in this study, was frustrated by the frenetic pace of their work. 
The role of the principal has become 'stagnant' and a hotchpotch of jobs: 
The challenge for principals is to examine their daily routines, 
their priorities, and their resources and see hov they night best 
function through being knovledgeable of the past, remaining vell 
grounded in the present, and continually looking to the future. 4 
Young children's perceptions of principals are equally interesting. 
In a study done in Nev Zealand Anne Smith found that the majority view of 
principals is that they are people vho punish, and it appears that children 
see the principal as quite a punitive figure. There were tvice as many 
1. Paul V.Bredeson,An Analysis of the Hetaphorical Perspectives of 
School Principals, Educations! Aiministrat igq ~u_?r_~e~~y,Vol.2l1 
Nol, Winter 1985,p.46. 
answers indicating the principal was a punisher than there were indicating 
that he or she was a rewarder. The principal was certainly seen a s  a 
powerful figure who has control. Sore thought one had to pay t o  be a 
principal and others thought you had t o  dress up in principal's clothes. 
These images do not seer far removed from the  forbidding and theatrical 
figures Protherough portrayed even though Colgate believes that  the authoritarian 
figurehead is obsolete, 
The same principals viewed themselves verydifferent ly.  They saw 
themselves as  rewarders and a s  liason people between the school and the 
community, male heads focussing on their position a s  boss and the women 
stressing organisation. Smith suggests that children judge principals and 
teachers by surface appearance or by reputation. She says that Rogers in 
1 
another study had similar findings. 
Peter Qin a New Zealand secondary school headraster believes that 
in the selection of principals physical strength and stentorian voice are 
s t i l l  qua l i t i es  sole  people look for in leaders. The stereotype prevails. 
His belief i s  that the demise of corporal punishment will eventually eradicate 
2 
t h i s  invalid conception of the ideal head. 
My own view is that  the raintenance of any school can be divided 
roughly into two rain areas, the building and ITS maintenance and the 
maintenance of the school as  an educational or learning centre. I can see 
no rationale for expecting an educational leader t o  concern hirsel f with 
the physical aspects of the school or any function that i s  not more direct ly  
involved with the teaching and learning that  i s  presumed t o  go on and i s  
1. Anne B. Snith, Children's Ideas About Teachers and Principals, 
No.2,1985,N.Z.C.E.R.,New Zealand. 
2. Peter Ruin, Authority Figures,Ig Awa-Iti, Porirua, 
New Zealand, June 10, 1988. 
the natural purpose of i t s  existence. In every school there is a need for 
two functionaries, one dealing with the  building per s e  as  a place where 
the other work can go on. In t h i s  respect a l ros t  every school has the same 
requirements so  th i s  should not be d i f f icu l t  t o  organise and a s  t h i s  is an 
area of high cost i t  night even be centralized and run t o  a s t r i c t l y  
mechanistic wdel ,  a s  a building is, i n  a sense a rachine for living and 
working in. The'factoryl r o d e l s t i l l h a s s o r e u s e s ,  for ranagerent of 
things, but not people. 
The ru l t ip le  roles  of heads a re  often compared t o  ranagers in other 
spheres than education. Henry Hintzberg says that t h e r e a r e  key roles in 
any management position. The overall impression his studies gave was that  
ranagers a re  not the ref lect ive,  systematic planners one r ight  suppose. 
They i n  fact work a t  a relent less  pace, their  ac t iv i t i es  characterized by 
brevity, and discontinuity. They are  strongly oriented t o  action and 
actually dis l ike ref lect ive ac t iv i t i es .  And unlike the headmaster in  
fiction these managers 'per form a number of regular duties, including 
r i tua l  and ceremony, negotiations and processing of 'soft1 (informally 
acquired, unofficial) information that l inks the organization with its 
1 
environment.' Contrary t o  folk wisdom ranagersdid not need a formal 
information system, they in fact favoured the verbal redia especially 
telephone c a l l s  and meetings. The job is corplex and forms a gestal t  even 
though patterns are hard t o  detect. The s trategic  data bank of the organization 
i s  therefore not in  the memory of its computers but in the minds of its 
managers and the best of them will use the best of the ranagement models 
used elewhere. 
1. Henry Hintzberg, The Manager's Job: Folklore and Fact,sgt, 
No 1, 1985, N.Z.C.E.R. reprint from Harvard Business Review. 
Having looked at sore of the practices and principles of heads it is 
interesting to compare these vith a recent vork on theories of educational 
management by Tony Bush vho believes that making relevant theory available 
to practitioners can promote a greater understanding of the managerial 
problems they meet daily. He stresses the importance of purposes or goals 
for ranagers of educational organisat ions and considers the relationship 
betveen theory and practice. Using a building metaphor to explain that 
theories and concepts provide the framevork for managerial decision-making 
he presents for consideration five major rodels of educational management, 
FORMAL models vhich enphasise hierarchical structure, rational processes 
and official authority--DEMOCRATIC, vhich stress authority of expertise, 
shared values and objectives and consensus dec ision-making--POLITICAL 
models vi th competing interests--SUBJECTIVE models open to individual 
interpretation and AMBIGUITY models vhich emphasize the unpredictable nature 
of organisations, their lack of clear goals and the fluid nature of 
participation in decision-raking. The variety of approaches reflects the 
many disciplines on vhich educational management dravs and an examination 
of these rodels vill undoubtedly reveal the metaphors on vhich they are 
part 1 y based. 
Bush finds Hatter's definition useful. It states that educational 
management is concerned vi th: 
... the internal operation of educational institutions and also vith 
their relationships vi th their environments, that is, the communi ties 
in vhich they are set and with the governing bodies to vhich they are 
formally responsible. 1 
Defining goals and purposes vhich are considered an important part of 
management is made difficult by the vagueness of stated airs of education. 
1. Tony Bush,Theories 
London, 1986,p.2. 
of Educational I M a j e m t ,  Harper and Rov, 
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The individuals involved in schools do not necessarily share the same 
purposes but the principal is obviously in  a strong position t o  asser t  his. 
An examination of the language used by administrators has already revealed 
some of the metaphors which determine their  policies. A head is caught 
between the  bureaucratic and professional demands of his  [or her1 role. 
Bush believes that the growth of the subject of educational administration 
re f lec t s  the view that training i n  management i s  important, however he 
finds that practitioners in school are wary of theory and there is a great 
variety of s ty les  in decision making. He believes in the use of theory for 
a s  Bolman and Deal have said 'We have t o  develop patterns and frames in 
1 .  
order t o  make sense of the complexities of everyday life. '  Reliance on 
one's own experience ignores the value of other people's experience and a 
change of context ray require a change of s tyle .  
Bush finds no one dominant theory in use, though there are  three 
characteristics. They tend t o  be normative, selective and often based on 
observation of practice. Theories which have come originally fro# industry 
or commerce often undergo different labelling in their new applications. 
As Cuthbert says : 'The study of management in education is an eclectic 
2 
pursuit. Hodels have been borrowed from a wide range of disciplines. ..' 
Bush has d i s t i l l ed  these into f ive models. In each one Bush says the school 
and the role  of the head are  perceived differently, as  Hangar expresses i t :  
Like i t  or not we do not see a REAL world that is t ru ly  here; each 
of us INTERPRETS h is  ENVIRONHENT and copes with i t  by f i t t ing  i t  
into meaningful patterns.3 
1. Tony Bush,Theories of Educational llpnaygjgnt, Harper and Row, 
London,1986,p. 14. 
2. Ibid. ,p. 18. 
Patterns once again. I t  does begin t o  seem that whatever area of human 
l i f e  one examines, patterns are  important t o  recognise. Parts  of the pattern 
1 
will be discernible from the language used and the metaphors therein. 
FORHAL models tend t o  t reat  organisations as  systems i.e. a complex 
of interdependent interacting units. The organisation is often hierarchical 
vhich can be demonstrated by charts  showing the pattern of formal 
relationships between individuals and the institution--the informal are not 
accounted for. Which has led Renshav t o  comment that  'most schools remain 
s t a t i c ,  hierarchical and paternalistic in character. Internally they 
2 
retain a tight authority structure.' Schools a s  has already been 
demonstrated ref lect  the patriarchal nature of society. In formal models 
schools are  seen as GOAL-SEEKING organisations. The head especially is seen 
as  having a particular aim for h i s  whoollsdevelopment. Formal models 
represent AUTHORITY as a product of position in the HIERARCHY. There is 
an emphasis on ACCOUNTABILITY--usually [in U.K. I t o  the local education 
authority and to the director of education. The head has RESPONSIBILITY 
for everyone in his  school. All of these factors suggest an authoritarian, 
fa i r ly  r igid structure of devoluted mainly male pover. Such an organisation 
ve night suspect could lack appreciation of the individual, of autonomy, of 
the unusual or the unexpected. Like other systems meant t o  produce goods 
of a regular standard t o  a set procedure there is a tendency for the 
'person1 t o  be lost  or alienated by the sheer efficiency of the organisation. 
If the 'status quo' i s  sat isfactory i t  i s  perpetuated and change is unlikely. 
Formal models therefore tend t o  enclose the school and t o  close i t  off from 
1. Hetaphors a re  emphasised vi th bold type in  t h i s  section on Bush. 
2. Tony Bush, Theories of Educational flgngger&, Harper and ROW, 
London, 1986,p.23. 
the environment. Yet as Talcott Parsons asserts the school is always part 
1 
of a wider system 'it is never wholly independent.' Structures can 
become so rigid they are difficult to change. Such models stress coherence 
and identity with the organisation is encouraged. The key concepts appear 
to be responsibility, hierarchy, accountabillity, authority and goals. 
STRUCTURAL models are essentially similar to formal models. Becher 
and Kogan have recognized the difficulty of introducing change into such 
models e.g. changes in curriculum--they say that: 'Many changes, including 
those generated from within, fail because they are unable to accommodate to 
2 
existing structural constraints.' Much depends they believe on the 
nature of relationships betwen the central authorities, the institution, 
the basic units of the system and the individuals. It has been pointed out 
that even where structures are not explicitly labelled differential 
salary and status distinguishes the PECKING ORDER of an institution. The 
style of organisat ion may also be perceived by staff or head as being 
democratic when the structures rake it definitely HIERARCHICAL. As Bush 
says 'Structures remain powerful influences on the nature and direction of 
development wi thin institutions,' or what Clark refers to as 'the heavy 
3 
hand of history.' 
The advocates of SYSTEM models emphasize the UNITY and integrity of 
the organisation and focus on the interaction betwen its corponent parts 
for 'QUALITY CONTROL and maximum effectiveness in a large educational 
organisation are possible only by the use of the systems approach' ... say 
1. Tony Bush,Iheoriez of Educational tlglage!ent, Harper and Row, 
London, 1986,p.44. 
1 
Lauder and Hyers, but one wonders what contro l  a school would have over 
e.g. Adrian l toleps acne, h i s  emotional development, h i s  re la t ionship wi th  
h i s  family h i s  g i r l  f r iend Pandora and h i s  neighbows--or whether i n  fact 
school has much control over qua l i t y  excepting i n  regulat ing what clothes 
t o  wear, times of attendance and behaviour i n  school time t o  some degree. 
We can a l l  t e s t i f y  t o  the fact that thankfu l ly  'qual i tyr i s  a factor 
schools have had l i t t l e  control  over so far. 
The dangers of a very successful systems approach seems t o  be t o  
endow the i n s t i t u t i o n  with a 'characterp as i f  i t  were an e n t i t y  i n  i t s e l f .  
We see t h i s  i n  the 'old school' a f fect ion and the 'aha  ra te ry  concept, the 
exhortations t o  think o f  the school's name and reputation as something one 
i s  personally responsible for. greenfield has noted t h i s  tendency t o  
r e i f y  organisations. I t  i s  assumed i n  the systems approach tha t  members 
share mutual goals. One consequence of t h i s  i s  that such organisations 
close themselves o f f  from external contact and cr i t ic ism.  Hore open 
schools c u l t i v a t e  relat ionships with the i r  environment e.g, parents, 
neighbourhood etc. Communi t y  schools are more often 'open' and colleges 
which forge l i n k s  with work places. Highly select ive schools and un ive rs i t i es  
are of ten 'closed1. 
Hoyle c r i t i c i z e s  the assumptions of system models 
Schools are ce r ta in ly  not organisations consisting of ca re fu l l y  
ar t icu lated par ts  functioning harmoniously i n  the pursuit  of agreed 
objectives. They are characterized by conf l ic t ,  malintegration and 
the pursuit o f  ind iv idual  and group interests. Nevertheless a cer ta in  
degree of systematic in tegrat ion i s  necesary for the i r  e f fec t i ve  
functioning.2 
He might have also added that they of ten spend a good deal o f  energy on 
1. Tony Bush,lViwwe_s of Educational haye~ent, Harper and Row, 
London, 1986,p.29. 
promoting the idea that they are successful. 
BUREAUCRATIC models as praised by Weber for t h e i r  EFFICIENCY st ress 
the importance o f  HIERARCHICAL au thor i t y  structures. Such organisatios are 
a lso GOAL-ORIENTED with power and decision raking flowing down from the  
apex o f  a PYRARID. Work i s  special ised and governed by RULES and 
REGULATIONS and advancement i s  on MERIT. Robots would do wel l  i n  such a 
syster  which does not erphasise personal relat ionships. I t  has been 
suggested by c r i t i c s  o f  t h i s  type o f  organisation tha t  i t  encourages 
CONPETITION. 
RATIONAL models erphasize managerial PROCESSES and the focus i s  on 
DECISION-RAKING. The manager r a t  i o n a l l y  and sys te ra t i ca l l  y analyses 
s i tuat ions,  i d e n t i f i e s  and evaluates possible action. As Cuthbert says 
'The ranagerent process i s  depicted as a r a t t e r  o f  systerat ic,  inforred, 
1 
r a t i o n a l  decision raking. ' They also depend on agreed ORGANISATIONAL 
OBJECTIVES and HIERARCHICAL STRUCTURES. Even though such rodels ray be 
ex t re re ly  d i f f i c u l t  t o  put i n t o  p rac t i ce  'Rational perspectives are the 
2 
dominant normative models despite t h e i r  p rac t i ca l  l imitat ions. '  
HIERARCHICAL models s t ress VERTICAL RELATIONSHIPS, v e r t i c a l  
corrunicat ion patterns and ACCOUNTABILITY o f  leaders who must take 
respons ib i l i t y  for the work of  t h e i r  subordinates also. One factor which 
encourages the dominance of heads i n  such structures i s  t h e i r  defined LEGAL 
AUTHORITY. As Bush expresses i t : 
I n  education several factors  tend t o  support t h i s  character is t ic  o f  
unidinensional leadership. O f f i c i a l  bodies and ind iv idua ls  behave 
as i f  the head or p r inc ipa l  i s  the fount o f  a l l  knowledge and 
1. Tony Bush,Ihegyjgs of Educational tiahayereit, Harper and Row, 
London,19fl6,p033. 
authority. The Department of Education and Science (DES) rode1 
articles of school managerent are unequivocal in stating that 'the 
headteacher shall control the internal organisation, management and 
discipline of the schooll.l 
Yet the head's difficulty in maintaining this role nowadays has been widely 
testified. The literature of education tends to describe a norm of 
behaviour in schools which is not always a reality. They may describe the 
organisation as it has been set up without reference to how it works in 
reality. As for specified goals, asBush says'It isoften difficult to 
ascertain the goals of educational institutions. Few schools have formal 
written statements of their objectives such as exist, for example in 
2 
University Charters.' [This will change in New Zealand if and when the 
3 
Picot report is adopted and implemented1 Whether goals, when articulated 
are ever set is hard to judge. To assure that all behaviour in an 
organisation is rational is a misconception in human terms for 
'Professional judgment is based as much on intuition and background of the 
4 
individual as on rational processes conditioned by the rule book.' 
Shaw, has gone so far as to describe reality by drawing an analogy 
5 
with guerilla warfare tactics as opposed to guided rissiles. Theorists 
also anthropomorphize institutions, speaking of schools as if they were 
human entities capable of articulating objectives. A forral view of 
schools with its emphasis on authoritative leadership tends to assure that 
policy flows from the top down, as it right do in a military organisation-- 
1. Tony Bush,kgl& gf Educat iogal ljanpgyoent, Harper and Row, 
London, 1986,p. 39. 
3. Administering fgr kglLgncg,Report of the task force to review 
educational adrinistration,New Zealand,1988. 
4. and 5. Bush,p.41. 
but in reality schools have a variety of people with expertise, authority 
and ability, to make their wishes heard. This is in fact one area of 
tension and sometimes stress among professionals who do not like being 
criticized by anyone they deem less competent than themselves. As lush 
says 'authority of expertise.. .ray core into conflict with positional 
1 
authority.' Formal models also take little notice of change. Speed of 
change nay preclude such things as rationality so they are only !'partial 
2 
descriptions of organisation and management in education. 
All theories tend to be normative says Bush but democratic models 
are particularly so and reflect the prescriptive view that management OUGHT 
to be based on agreement. Professional members have an authority deriving 
from their specialized expertise rather than any official authority vested 
in them as in formal models. Democratic models assume a RIGHT to SHARED 
DECISION HAKING. Consensus is really compromise reached by force of 
ARGUHENT and RATIONALISATION rather than by voting, 
DEWOCRATIC models assume that organisat ions determine policy and 
make decisions through a process of DISCUSSION leading to CONSENSUS. 
Power is shared among some or all members of the organization who 
are thought to have a mutual understanding about the objectives of 
the institution. 3 
This style according to Bush originated with the Collegial model in 
universities and an extensive committee system but is limited in some 
universities by franchise which makes it somewhat elitist. Polytechnical 
colleges have also largely adopted this system. Problems occur where 'There 
is a dichotomy in colleges between academic policy which is generally the 
1. Tony Bush,Ihggrigs of Ed!catigngl tlglpgeaent, Harper and Row, 
London, 1986, p. 43. 
3. Ibid. ,p.48. 
respons ib i l i t y  of the  'democrat i c y  academic board and resource management 
1 
vhich i s  usual ly the preserve o f  the p r inc ipa l  and heads o f  department.' 
This creates a tension between par t i c ipa t ion  and accountabi l i ty.  
I n  schools teachers general ly uant t o  pa r t i c ipa te  on decision making 
and i t  i s  generally considered tha t  the qua l i t y  o f  decision making i s  
improved by the i r  par t ic ipat ion.  Job sa t i s fac t ion  i s  increased vhich leads 
t o  greater com~itment. Par t i c ipa t ion  i s  also important says Bush because 
s t a f f  usual ly have t o  implement any changes i n  pol icy. Uhicher has 
described s i x  s ty les of decision raking: 
1, head controls decision making and announces these t o  s t a f f  uho are 
expected t o  comply. 
2. same as above but head gives reasons. 
3. Head begins process and leave s t a f f  t o  discuss before f i n a l  decision. 
4.Head i n v i t e s  colleagues t o  jo in  the ear ly  stages but then make f i n a l  
decision. 
5. S ta f f  involved a t  a l l  stages but head defines c r i t e r i a  determining 
choice o f  solution. 
I 
6. The head becomes an equal member o f  a corporate decision making body. 
A l l  of the above can be seen i n  the s ty les o f  the heads previously 
described. The l a s t  i s  the only t r u l y  democratic model and i s  seen at 
Countesthorpe vhere the f i r s t  head of the col lege said; 
The Hoot establishes i t s  oun const i tut ion, procedures and chairmanship. 
I t  meets as necessary, about once i n  s i x  weeks. Other decision 
making groups are responsible d i r e c t l y  or i n d i r e c t l y  t o  the Hoot and 
any ind iv idual  may challenge the i r  decisions through the Hoot.2 
A t  Countesthorpe Bush says t h i s  i s  a normative approach because i t  r e f l e c t s  
1. Tony Bush , Ihe~ ies  of Educat i onp i  flamgeggqt, Harper and Rou, 
London, 1906,p.5?. 
Watt's vision that participation is the most appropriate way to 
determine policy. Only one further step, that is involving the outside 
cormunity, could be added here and this is catered for in the Picot 
recomrendations. 
Where a head chooses his own staff and where the staff is fairly 
homogenous consensus is more likely to occur. Conflict breaks down the 
democratic model. One difficulty with such models is that it is no easy 
task to establish responsibility for organisational policy. Responsibility 
becomes diffused and as has been mentioned previously accountability is 
more difficult to pinpoint. External groups find this a particular 
difficulty. In the traditional structures the head is the first person 
outsiders look to, he represents the school to them. But as Bush says 
Veroic rodels of leadership are inappropriate when influence and power are 
1 
widely distributed within the institution." 
The democratic principal according to Bush is alrost always a successful 
practitioner responsive to the needs and wishes of colleagues and uses 
formal and informal means to test and elaborate policy initiatives. 
Authority in these situations comes from expertise rather than officially 
vested authority. Such a head's control is more subtle and 'typified as 
2 
the FACILITATOR of an essentially participative internal process." 
The role is described as 'pivotal' for it is still that of a leader 
constantly negotiating for his or her position. The most favourable aspect 
of such leadership is that helshe has as it were a finger on the pulse of 
the school and is not removed from even its nost minor activities by virtue 
of office. Such models says Bush are highly normative and idealistic. It 
is also a slow process and demands adequate constant participation, for 
enthusiasm and interest can dissipate among participants. Decisions may 
also be made wi thout adequate understanding and such models may underestimate 
conflict within education--conflict which may be long and drawn out in the 
battle to win consensus. It is feared also that 'The ideal of democracy 
1 
may succunb to the reality of bureaucratice power' and experts will hold 
sway. 
Important questions of accountability also 'lead inevitably to the 
conclusion that in educational institutions there cannot be more than a 
conditional democracy.' Critics believe that it is an unrealistic ideal 
and that the democratic model veils the persistent power of headship and 
the existence of inevitable conflict. Baldridge has even said 'Collegial 
2 
management is probably dying--if it ever existed at all...' 
In POLITICAL models decision making is a bargaining process in 
pursuit of the self interest of groups. Conflict is a natural part of 
this process and power is the prerogative not of formal leaders but of 
dominant groups such as departments. We usually regard central and local 
government and political parties as being concerned with politics and as 
Bush says 'It is useful to loosen this close identity between government 
and politics before seeking to apply political metaphors to educational 
3 
institutions.' He therefore recognizes that these 'labelsf are metaphors 
for they indicate styles of administration approximating to those of 
1. Tony Bush,Ihepliez of Educational fllnayg~gnt, Harper and Row, 
London,198blp,64. 
government. Some have described such a s  'micro-poli t ics. '  
In formal models i t  is the head vho usually introduces outside 
influences, but in pol i t ical  models groups a re  swayed by external forces 
and factors  which they introduce into the system. Resource allocation is 
always crucial ly  important but in tires of scarci ty  the pressures created 
aggravate the conflicting demands for them. Baldridge in summary says; 
The broad outline of the pol i t ical  system looks l ike  this: a 
complex social s t ructure generates multiple pressures, many forms of 
power and pressure impinge on the decision makers, a legis lat ive 
stage translates these pressures in to  policy, and a policy execution 
phase finally generates feedback in the form of nev conflicts.1 
A good example of t h i s  kind of conflict and pressure occured in recent years 
over fal l ing r o l l s  in  the secondary schools in New Zealand, vhen administrators 
vere forced t o  consider s ta f f  cuts vhich had t o  be discussed and negotiated 
vith s t a f f .  
Five different forms of power are  described by Bush; that  deriving 
from of f ic ia l  position; special is t  expertise; personal power; and that  
which comes from having control of the rewards, vhich creates  coercive 
power, or the abi l i ty  t o  enforce compliance which is more akin t o  authority 
than influence. Heads can wield a l l  or most of these and therefore 'have 
the capacity to  determine t o  a considerable extent the behaviour of their  
2 
colleagues.' Each compliance reinforces t h i s  power by a submission t o  the 
power of that  leader. 
A never and more equal concept i s  that  of relationship exchange. 
Bush believes the concept of EXCHANGE i s  a profitable vay of examining 
relationships in education. The head exchanges the 'goodsf he has t o  
of fe r  i n  exchange for cooperation. I t h i s  concept sounds l i k e  br ibery or 
bar ter1 Both part ies p r o f i t .  Teachers may negotiate exchanges themselves 
as i n  a l l iances or coal i t ions. Bush obviously considers t h i s  theory a 
p o t e n t i a l l y  useful one, and Baldridge i s  the leading wr i ter  on this. 
P o l i t i c a l  rodels focus more on goals of sub un i t s  than on the t o t a l  
organisation. C r i t i c s  say that p o l i t i c a l  models focus on c o n f l i c t  and 
manipulation and pol icy formulation rather than implementation, considering 
group in te res ts  more than the i n s t i t u t i o n  as a whole, but i t  i s  obvious that  
the p o l i t i c a l  model i s  o f ten pract ised i f  not i n  to to  then wi th in  i n s t i t u t i o n s  
that profess t o  be something d i f ferent .  
SUBJECTIVE rodels claim t o  consider the individual : 'Organisat ions 
are regarded as coaplex notions which r e f l e c t  the numerous meanings and 
1 
perceptions of a l l  the people i n  them. I have used t h i s  not ion myself 
i n  speaking o f  a schoolls character. So i n  subjective terms schools are 
soc ia l  constructions. Greenfield, says Bush, has been the r a i n  promoter o f  
t h i s  view of schools which counterbalances the dominant model from systems 
theory which has been c r i t i c i z e d  for i t s  focus on the i n s t i t u t i o n  as a 
concrete rea l i t y .  
Where individuals compete or c o n f l i c t  then even the subject ive rode1 
can a i r r o r  p o l i t i c a l  theories, but c o n f l i c t  i s  not a norm. I n  these models 
STRUCTURE i s  a product o f  HUMN INTERACTION and organisation models are 
seen as f ic t ions.  There i s  much t r u t h  i n  this, that designing a chart o f  
pos i t ions i s  no guarantee that the organisation w i l l  i n  fact  keep t o  the 
proposed model. Behaviour , process and individual purposes are considered 
rather than ins t i tu t iona l  goals. The only study o f  a school based on t h i s  
1. Tony Bush,Theor ies  of EducphLgnal # g n p g e w ~ ~ ,  Harper and Row, 
London, 1986,p.89. 
subject ive or PHENONENOLOGICAL approach which Bush knows i s  tha t  done on 
Rivendell school by Best e t  a]. I n  such models the school i s  not a monolithic 
organisation but each teacher has an in terpretat ion o f  the school. Structure 
i s  not imposed but created by the in teract ion of the part ic ipants. L i t t l e  
a t tent ion i s  paid t o  the re la t ions  between the organisation and the environment. 
Subjective models are pr imar i ly  prescr ip t ive and do not he th inks present 
a clear framework for analysis. It seems t o  fie that whi le an organisation 
could be examined i n  terms o f  any o f  the other models t h i s  subject ive rodel 
could also be applied because i t  would focus on aspects missed by the 
others. 
Greenfield's theory has apparently been the subject of much cr i t ic ism.  
As Bush says 'The focus on ind iv idual  meanings o f fe rs  an addit ional dimension 
i n  our attempts t o  understand schools and colleges but, on i t s  own, 
1 
subjective theory f a i l s  t o  explain processes and behaviour i n  education.' 
H i l l s  has said that 'when one examines organisations one noticeable feature 
2 
i s  the i r  s i m i l a r i t y  and high degree of order' and Bush says that 
teachers 'emanate from a common professional background which of ten resu l t s  
3 
i n  shared meanings and purposes.' So even the subjective model with i t s  
enphasis on individual differences does not change th is .  Subjective models 
counterbalance the emphasis on structure, rout ine and the depersonalising 
e f fec ts  which some models appear t o  have. Both types o f  models i f  used i n  
con junction give an overview of i n s t i t u t i o n s  and an understanding o f  the 
behaviour o f  individuals wi th in  them. 
ANBIGUITY models derive from the not ion that ambiguity i s  a major 
2. and- 3. Ibid.,p.l04. 
feature o f  decision making i n  most publ ic and educational organisations. 
Goals are not alvays clear. There i s a l s o a  degreeof uncertainty as t o  
the outcomes o f  processes, and e f fec ts  on individuals. The metaphor LOOSE- 
COUPLING has been used i n  t h i s  model t o  describe the tenuous l i n k s  between 
groups i n  such organisations, that  i s  t o  say there i s  a degree o f  f l e x i b i l i t y  
i n  the vorkings of each par t  o f  the organisation. Structures i n  large 
organisations are complex and often overlapping so 'charts conceal more 
1 
than they reveal about the patterns o f  re la t ionships i n  ins t i tu t ions. '  
Ambiguity models f i t  w i th  professional autonomy i n  such th ings as relat ionships 
with c l i e n t s  and i n  what i s  ca l led i n  t h i s  model FLUID PARTICIPATION i n  
decision making. Schools are subject t o  many inf luences i n  t h e i r  environments 
and long term planning and decision making are affected. Decisions are not 
alvays planned but made on ad ad hoc basis t o  s u i t  condit ions and needs. 
Ambiguity models s t ress advantage i n  decentralisation. The loose 
coupling o f  un i t s  i n  such an organisation i s  seen as a pos i t i ve  aspect: 'A 
loosely-coupled system can i so la te  i t s  trouble spots and prevent the 
2 
t rouble from spreading.' Cohen and Harch i n  1974 proposed a GARBAGE 
CAN model where they saw decision making i n  schools as fundamentally 
ambiguous, i t s  technology unclear and par t i c ipa t ion  f l u i d .  They distinguished 
three choices i n  decision making, by OVERSIGHT, FLIGHT, or RESOLUTION. 
Bush says 'The garbage can model has a clear appl icat ion t o  educational 
i n s t i t u t i o n s  vhere there are many par t ic ipants  v i t h  ready- made solut ions 
3 
t o  apply t o  d i f fe ren t  problems.' A1 1 other theories presume that  goals 
1. Tony Bush, Ihtwor jes of Eggcat ional  h g g e l e n t ,  Harper and Rov, 
London1l906,p.lll. 
are clear, whereas ambiguity models s t ress the i r  problematic nature and i t  
i s  believed tha t  i n  the process o f  decision making goals are discovered. 
Ambiguity models ex is t  i n  an ambiguous uor ld  uhere events and circumstances 
are always changing, and ensure that management i n  education i s  a hazardous 
and changeable ac t i v i t y ,  influenced by more than market forces. There i s  
ambiguity o f  purpose, p o w ,  experience and success. I n  these circumstances 
leadership can be par t i c ipa t i ve  or avoid d i rec t  involvement i n  po l i cy  
making and concentrate on s t ructura l  and personal matters. 
I f  heads choose like-minded s t a f f  they avoid problems i n  fol lowing 
t h e i r  chosen model. I n  ambiguity models leaders are sa id  t o  be p r imar i l y  
catalysts,  negot iat ing rather than commanding. Bush agrees that most 
schools have ambiguous features. 'So ambiguity perspectives can be 
regarded primar i l y  as analy t ica l  or descr ip t ive approaches rather than 
normative theories. They claim t o  mirror r e a l i t y  ra ther  than suggesting 
1 
that  organisat ions SHOULD operate as anarchies. ' The degree of  
unpred ic tab i l i t y  i s  exaggerated. P red ic tab l i t y  i s  dependent l a rge ly  on 
s tab i l i t y - - so  during t i m e s o f  change the ambiguitymodel f lourishes. Such 
models o f fer  l i t t l e  guidance t o  leaders-- and proponents o f  such theories 
as the garbage can model admit t h i s  but the i r  theory had not been f u l l y  
explored a t  t h i s  po in t  i n  time [Bush 19761 What t h i n  rodel, which Baldridge 
2 
has called, 'organised anarchy' does, i s  add another dimension t o  the 
other more usual ly favoured models 
Bush c a l l s  h i s  f i v e  models uindows or d i f f e r e n t  uays of looking a t  
educational i ns t i t u t i ons .  Taken together they g ive a p i c tu re  o f  
2. Ib id .  ,p. 124. 
administration in UK schools at least. One rodel may predorinate in a 
particular school but any one of the others ray also be reflected there. 
Influential factors Bush believes vill be; the size of the school, the 
organisational structure, the tire devoted to ranagerent and availability 
of resources. The rate and nature of change is also a powerful influence. 
Not one or all of these gives a complete picture of educational 
adrinistration as Bush agrees. Sore, such as Ellstror, have claimed that it 
is possible to use all of them to appraise organisations where 'the models 
1 
are viewed as corpatible, rather than as mutually exclusive alternatives.' 
This I believe is possible, for each rode1 is not only a view of the school 
but a way of seeing on the part of the researchers. If you look at a 
school through only one window you wil only see part of it. A school 
evolves and nay consciously or not adopt one or other of the models at 
different tires in its history. What Bush calls windows right equally well 
be described as retaphors, words such as democracy, bureaucracy, 
political, garbage etc. None of these can be taken literally and in no two 
situations vill the terns have precisely the same reaning. They are called 
rodels which as Black has shown are a type of metaphor, a way of 
perceiving. They help to describe and structure how reality is perceived 
by using something with which we are already familiar to illuainate or 
help structure a new perception. Forral models for instance have #any of 
the features associated with military organisations but this metaphor would 
probably have little appeal in educational circles whereas aodels fror 
business ranagement may seem innocuous enough until their irpl ications are 
fully explored. 
1. Tony Bush,lhgghjgs of &ational ltgqpyeaeqt, Harper and Row, 
London, 1986, p. 133. 
Gareth Horgan i s  auare that metaphors construct our uor ld  for us as 
he c losely  examines the images that pervade organizations. E f fec t i ve  
managers he says are s k i l l e d  i n  the a r t  of 'reading' si tuat ions, and i t  i s  
metaphors tha t  lead us t o  see and understand organizations i n  d i s t i n c t i v e  
yet p a r t i a l  uays: 
Hetaphor i s  often just  regarded as a device for embellishing discourse, 
but i t s  signif icance i s  much greater than this. For the use of metaphor 
impl ies A WAY OF THINKING and 4 WAY OF SEEING that pervade hou we 
understand our vorld generally. For example, research i n  a v ide 
va r ie ty  of f i e lds  has demonstrated that  metaphor exerts a formative 
inf luence on science, on our language and on hou ue think, as u e l l  as 
on hou ve express ourselves on a day-to-day basis.1 
I n  'reading' organizational l i f e  there i s  aluays, he says, some theory being 
applied. These theories are a l l  based on metaphors 'Hany o f  our taken-for 
-granted ideas about organization are metaphorical, even though we may not 
2 
recognize them as such.' 
The main metaphors he examines include organisat ions as; mechanisms, 
organisms, cultures, brains, p o l i t i c a l  structures, psychic 'prisons', 
states o f  f l u x  and transformation, for : 
By using d i f ferent  metaphors t o  understand the complex and paradoxical 
character of organizational l i f e ,  ue are able t o  manage and design 
organizations i n  vays that ue may not have thought possible before.3 
I t  i s  not d i f f i c u l t  t o  see the re la t ionship between h i s  metaphors of 
business organizations and those o f  education. 
Organizations that are designed and run i n  a mechanistic fashion are 
usual ly bureaucracies says Horgan and most are bureaucratized t o  some 
degree. The influences can be traced back t o  the m i l i t a r y  and he c i t e s  
Frederick the Great of Prussia 1740-1706 who had a v is ion of a mechanized 
1. Gareth forgan,llhgez of hypnizat ioq,  Sage publications, 
Cal i fornia, 1906,p. 12 
2. and 3. Ibid.,p.l3. 
army which he shaped from a mob, modelling i t  on Roman l ines  introducing 
ranks and uniforms, standardized regulations, increased specialization of 
tasks, the use of standardized equipment, the creation of a command language, 
and systematic training which involved army d r i l l .  !en were taught t o  fear 
the o f f ice rs  more than the enemy. We can see paral le ls  here with schools; 
uniforms, hierarchical levels  of authority, school rules  and discipl ine a l l  
being t radi t ional  facts  of school l i f e  and as  we have seen from the 
t radi t ional  images of headmaster he was usually a figure t o  be feared. 
Newel 1 has said that "School systems generally have adopted a line-and- 
s ta f f  type of organisation. This type of organization was taken from the 
military service and business, and has served the needs of t radi t ional  
1 
organizations. ' The mechanistic model persisted for good reasons; 
nechanistic approaches t o  organization have proved incredibly 
popular, partly because of their  efficiency in the performance 
of certain tasks, but also because of their ab i l i ty  t o  reinforce 
and sustain particular pat terns of power and control. The 
machine metaphor has particular appeal for individuals and groups 
who wish to  exercise a c lose control over people and their  
act ivi t ies . . .  2 
Charles Babbage advocated a scient i  f i c  approach t o  organisat ion and 
management emphasizing the impor tance of planning and appropriate division 
of labour, norgan l i s t s  the character is t ics  of the machine metaphor; 
goals and objectives are  se t  and aimed for, everything organized rat ional ly 
and eff ic ient ly,  every detai l  specified and every job detailed. I t  is 
largely a matter of planning and control. 
Adam Smith praised the division of labour in his yg_adth of nation: 
in 1776, and lax Weber with h i s  def ini t ion of bureaucracy noted that  
2. Gareth norgan,!mqes of b q a n ~ z a t i o n ,  Sage publications, 
California, 1986,p.38. 
bureaucratic forr and rechanisation of industry were comparative and he 
was interested in the social consequences of this. Hanagenent theorists 
and practitioners such as Frenchran Henr i Fayol, American F. W.Rooney and 
Col. Lyndall Urwick of Britain were all interested in problems of ranagerent 
which was seen as a process of planning, organization, command ,coordination 
and control, and their theories becare known by various acronyms such as 
HBO and PPBS. 
Frederick Taylor an American engineer pioneeered vhat is now known as 
scientific ranagerent which advocated tire and rotion studies, detailed and 
minute observation and organisation. Both industrial production and office 
work were influenced by this, but these methods although a growing trend, 
produced human problems for humans are not robots. Others in this vein were 
Frank and Lillian Gilbreth. 
William Taylor quotes the first director of the London Institute of 
Education who said 'Unless the machine can be stopped its use for the 
1 
educator is gone.' And Taylor also says that to conceive of human behaviour 
in terrs of r ~ h a n i s r s  is 'one of the oldest conceits of our language and 
2 
thought. " H o w e v e r  these ideas do not translate easily into the educational 
scene; 
... an interpretation of quality control drawn from industrial 
practice (those techniques of inspection based on sarplirg 
methods) is of only very limited application to the determination 
of quality in non-marketed goods as 'education. There are problems 
defining quality. The use of the word 'controlf implies a pattern 
of relationships that bears little relationship to the human reality 
of institutional and systers management. The production retaphor 
suggests a degree of precision in the process of inspection that we 
know cannot be achieved in educational settings.. . .The images invoked 
by quality control invite unheIpful corparisons with processes that 
1. Mi lliar Taylor, flgdaehhrs of My~ation~Heinemann, London, 1904, 
p.9. 
have little to do with education, and lend a superficial glamour to 
bureaucratic values.1 
One might imagine that these images would by now be outdated but in fact 
they are still givhg cause for concern to those interested in education 
in the fullest sense of the term and not merely as training. The current 
problem is that many people do see education as a marketable commodity and 
seek to impose the language of business onto education so that there is 
now a preoccupation with accountability, quality control and performance 
indicators. 
Henri Fayol in France focussed on middle management and to him 
poor methods were the result of a lack of theory. His principles of 
administration composed five elements plan, organize, command, coordinate, 
control, but he also emphasized flexibility and a sense of proportion, 
Fayol believed that training for administration could begin early. 
He said that 'it can and should be acquired in the same way as technical 
2 
ability, first at school, later in the workshop.' 
Roberts Ovens says that in 1887 'Woodrow Wilson was the catalyst 
who crystalized early thinking about the professionalization of 
3 
administration.' He stressed the importance of the search for principles 
and considered it a fit subject for university study. By the time of Fayol 
and Taylor says Ovens the Western world was becoming an 'organizational 
society'. Life was becoming more complicated, there was increasing conflict, 
labour unrest, revolution, and the rise of communism. In the new urban 
1. Wi 11 iam Taylor, llelapmms of Education, Heinemann, London, 1984, 
pp. 14-15. 
i n d u s t r i a l  society [ax Weber saw hope i n  bureaucracy as an idea l  form o f  
organizat ion i n  ideal  circumstances. Owens assigns Taylor, Fay01 and Weber 
t o  the era o f  s c i e n t i f i c  management between approximately 1910-1935. Luther 
Gulick and Lyndall Urwick wrote an i n f l u e n t i a l  book i n  1937 which promoted 
the ideas of; l i n e  and s t a f f ,  span of  control ,  un i t y  o f  command, and 
delegation o f  responsib i l i ty .  
Ovens c a l l s  the  next period the Human Relations movement from 1935- 
1950, which spawned the concepts of; morale, group dynamics, democratic 
1 
supervision and personnel relat ions. By 1938 Chester Barnard had 
s t y l e  o f  administraton was based on s c i e n t i f i c  enquiry involving 
psychologists, soc io log is ts  and p o l i t i c a l  sc ient is ts .  
Another popular metaphor o f  organisat ion says [organ i s  that which 
considers i t  an organism, and grew from the f rus t ra t ions  and problems 
associated with the mechanistic model. It focusses on 'needs' and environmental 
re la t ions.  'We are encouraged t o  understand how organizations are born, 
grow, develop, decl ine and die, and how they are able t o  adapt t o  the 
changing environments. We look also a t  re la t ions between species, and the 
2 
evolut ionary patterns found i n  the interorganizat ional ecology. ' Where 
organisation had previously been seen as a technical problem nou i t  was 
concerned about soc ia l  needs and how these affected work performance. The 
recognit ion o f  needs such as those out l ined by Abraham Haslow began t o  be 
taken i n t o  consideration. Beginning with the now wel l  known studies at the 
Western E lec t r i c  Company i n  Chicago under Elton Nayo, work motivation was 
2. Gareth dorgan,!r_aqg: gf ~lgaaization,Sage Publications, 
Cal i fornia, l986,p. 14. 
explored and psychologists became interested i n  hou work could be 
structured t o  modify systems i n  order t o  create motivation. Human and 
technical needs began t o  be seen as interdependent. 
The organism metaphor has strengths and l i m i t a t i o n s  says Morgan. 
There i s  an emphasis on understanding re la t ions  between organizations and 
t h e i r  environment and a perception that  improvement can come through 
at tent ion t o  'needs. l I t  also rea l ises that  i n te rna l  balance i s  necessary 
and that  there ex is ts  a range o f  options. I t  al lows for  innovation and has 
contr ibuted t o  the  theory and pract ice o f  organizational development 
especial ly through the contingency approach, tha t  i s  adaptgation t o  the 
environment. I t  focusses on 'ecologyf and interorganizat ional re la t ions  
but as he re r inds  us 'Sometires i t  i s  said that a uay o f  seeing i s  a uay o f  
1 
not seeing.' One l i m i t a t i o n  i s  that  we are l e d  t o  see organisations i n  a 
way that i s  too concrete 'Organizations are very much products o f  visions, 
ideas, norms, and be l ie fs ,  so that  t h e i r  shape and s t ructure i s  ruch more 
f r a g i l e  and ten ta t i ve  than the material s t ructure o f  an organisr.. .. .[and]... 
2 
they depend upon the creat ive actions of  human beings' Organizations, 
un l ike organisms, a l so  have a choice as t o  whether they wish t o  compete or 
t o  collaborate. They are not aluays un i f i ed  and there may be schisms and 
con f l i c t ,  so t h e e r p h a s i s o n u n i t y m a y  beaueakness. There i s a l s o  the 
danger says Morgan tha t  the metaphor may become an ideology, but one uould 
imagine that  t h i s  could happen to  any metaphor. 
The population-ecology view of organization i n  e f fec t  develops an 
equivalent ideology for nodern t i res ,  holding up a mirror t o  the 
organizational vor ld  and suggesting that the v ieu ue see r e f l e c t s  
a lau  of  nature. I n  e f fect ,  natural  law i s  invoked t o  leg i t im ize  
1. Gareth Horgan,jeages of 
Cali fornia, 1986,p.73. 
bgg~izat ion,Sage Publications, 
2. Ib id .  ,p.74. 
1 
the organisation o f  society.' 
The danger i n  t h i s  i s  tha t  ue f a i l  t o  see tha t  humans have p o w  t o  rake 
choices and inf luence the i r  uorld. 
The organism metaphor recognizes re la t ionsh ip  u i  t h  the environment 
on uhich i t  i s  dependent. Systems theory took the l i v i n g  organism as a 
model o f  hou organizations uork, as Horgan says 'Early systems theory thus 
2 
developed as a b io log ica l  retaphor i n  disguise.' Where the mechanical 
model sau an organisation or i n s t i t u t i o n  as self-contained just  as a machine 
can be, the sytems approach conceives o f  open as wel l  as closed systems. 
We can see from ear l i e r  descript ions of  schools tha t  some appear closed o f f  
f r o r  t h e i r  environments leading a singular l i f e  o f  the i r  own, a miniature 
uor ld  u i  t h i n  the world. Some exclusive and very t rad i t i ona l  educational 
i n s t i t u t i o n s  s t i l l  c u l t i v a t e  such exc lus iv i t y  and independence. 
Taylor re fe rs  us t o  Daviesand h i s  c r i t i c i s m  of  the systeas 
approach: 
I t may be useful t o  conceptualise the uhole complex of educational 
i n s t i t u t i o n s  as comprising a 'system1, so long as ue do not allow 
the neatness and s imp l i c i t y  o f  the model t o  become r e a l i t y .  Perhaps 
a l l  educational i n s t i t u t i o n s  display ce r ta in  'essential features1 .. . 
The point  i s  tha t  t h i s  uhole apparatus of  terms used t o  display 
relat ionships, f i  t,and order obscures ce r ta in  so r t s  o f  issues by 
sharpening our awareness of  others.3 
So he th inks  we should be f a i r l y  scept ica l  about systers theory. 
Ber ta lanf fy  himself said tha t  the theory could end up i n  reaningless 
analogies, for  instance i f  one considered the s ta te  an organism then the 
ind iv idual  could become subsumed u i t h i n  i t  l i k e  an unimportant uorker i n  a 
1. Gareth Horgan,lhjee of bjgnizat ion,Sage Publications, 
Cal i fornia, 1986,p.76. 
3. W i l l i a r  Taylor, The head as manager: sore cr i t ic isms,inIhg 
o! the_ tje_gd, Routledge and Kegan Paul ,London, 1976,p.45. 
1 
beehive. 
Systems theory 'has pervaded a l l  f i e lds  of science and penetrated 
2 
into popular thinking, jargon and mass media' said Bertalanffy. I t  has 
undoubtedly affected educational administration. I t  created the tendency 
t o  view the schools a s  models, be they formal, hierarchical, bureaucratic 
or whatever and to assure that  they go no further than that.  In fact as  
Bertalanffy points out i t  is precisely those non-linear (i .e.  non-rodellable) 
aspects of a system, the interaction within the system, that the theory 
at teapts  t o  deal with; going beyond structure t o  exarine the workings of 
the parts. I t  can therefore be examined on many levels, the physical, the 
intel lectual ,  the sp i r i tua l ,  the social ,  medical, philosophical, social ,  
vhatever...It looks not only a t  organization, naming of parts, assigning of 
r ights  and duties, but can also examine the functioning day by day , hour 
by hour, minute by minute, a s  recent s tudies  of schools (e.g. Hichael 
Rutterls [ifteen Itmqand Hgmry) have done. 
What can be missing is a hol is t ic  overview of a l l  the elements and 
how they achieve or otherwise the function society ascribes t o  the education 
%ysteml. Clearly these two do not always coincide, a s  the spate of current 
c r i t i c i s a  proves. Not only are the day t o  day workings put under the 
microscope but ve see that social policy may influence the outcomes a l so  
i.e. the school i t se l f  no matter how well i t  is organized and controlled 
ray not be able to produce the answers we ask for--we have t o  look at  what 
is going into the system and the l ikely future path of the 'material1 
coning out a t  the other end of the system for the l i f e  patterns available 
------------------- 
1. Ludwi g von Ber t a l  anf f y,  &!wnl Systglz ht~ry, George Brazi 1 l e r  , 
New York 1968,p.35. 
2. Ibid. ,p.3. 
e.g. jobs etc. w i l l  a f fec t  the ongoing business o f  the school because o f  
the at t i tudes,  background and aspi ra t ions o f  i t s  'cl ients1. These aspects 
uould be considered i n  the cu l ture view o f  organization. The 'systemf i s  
therefore not the uhole o f  education or even the sum of  i t s  par ts  but pa r t  
o f  a l i f e  -long process i n h e r i t i n g  inf luences f r o r  the past decades and 
wi th  concerns and influenced by the long range future. I n  t h i s  sense i t  i s  
p a r t i a t l y  l i k e  a ' I iv ing '  e n t i t y  or  organisr with a history, a l i f e ,  a future. 
An education syster i s  not schools, a department o f  education or 
c u r r i c u l u r  or merely uhat ind iv iduals  ext ract  fro# it, i t  i s  one facet o f  a 
cu l tu re  and an aspect o f  huran l i f e  and h is to ry  both of  the ind iv idua l  
and h is ther  society and t i r e .  As Ber ta lanf fy  says model- bu i ld ing has 
become so fashionable i t  i s  hard t o  imagine that h i s  idea a t  f i r s t  met w i th  
so much resistance, The growth of  cybernetics helped to  develop the theory 
but tha t  i s  only one par t  o f  a general theory of  systems. 
Kuhn describes s c i e n t i f i c  revo lu t ions as paradigms where i n  
t r a d i t i o n a l  science the 'parts1 are broken doun and put together again i n  
a l i near  fashion. Systers theory deals with more general, non-linear 
problems than the analy t ica l  w r m a t i v e  ones of  c lass ica l  science says 
Ber ta lanf fy  and 6ST as i t  has become knoun i s  not a search for vague and 
super f i c ia l  analogies but i t  would seem that  %ysterr as applied t o  education 
has i n  fact becore just  that. I n  a sense education i s  not a system but an 
ispingerent on human nature o f  other systems i t  i s  an e f fec t  or r e s u l t  not 
a syster  i n  i t s e l f .  For instance one could give d i f fe ren t  rep l ies  t o  the 
question 'Are you educated?' and 'What education have you had?" 
Corporate [body metaphor1 i d e n t i t y  i n  schools i s  de l iberate ly  conjured 
1. Ludwig von Ber ta lan f  fy, @mil Systesg Ihekry, George Br az i  1 l e r  , 
Neu York 1968,p. 19. 
as i t  i s  i n  corporations t o  i n s t i l  l oya l t y  ,pride etc. I n  the one instance 
the end motive i s  p r o f i t  i n  the  other the aims are more d i f fuse for one i s  
prescribing aims for chidren usual ly and the i r  future. Both physical 
and mental control  are also involved. 
The systems view looks at  the vorld i n  terms o f  re la t ionship and 
in tegrat ion says Capra and 'although we can discern ind iv idual  pa r ts  i n  
any system, the nature of the whole i s  always d i f fe ren t  from the mere sum 
1 
o f  i t s  p a r t s . V r d e r ,  patterns, relat ionships are a l l  i n tegra l  t o  a 
systems approach and systers are seens as e i ther  open or closed, wholes 
wi th in  wholes. I n  nature they already exist, i n  organizations we t r y  t o  
f i nd  them or create them a r t i f i c i a l l y .  The open systems are those which 
'have t o  maintain a continuous exchange of energy and matter wi th  the i r  
2 
environment t o  stay alive.' This i s  described usual ly with the not ion of 
'feedback1. A l i v i n g  organism unl ike an a r t i f i c i a l  system i s  self-regulat ing 
and has a self-adjust ing capacity, knovn as 'homeostasis1 and not t o  be 
confused with equilibrium. 
Whatever the l i m i t s  o f  the systems approach i t  helped say Horgan t o  
break out o f  the bureaucratic model and i t  establishes congruencies betuen 
d i f fe ren t  systems. Never metaphors have emerged since but the  o ld  ones 
s t i l l  pers is t  as Hedley Beare says 'School i s  too much an ins t i tu t ion ,  too 
overly an organization which derands human conformity. The school i s  one 
3 
of  the most heavily bureaucratized i n s t i t u t i o n s  i n  the world.' So t h i s  
theory has helped t o  change some o f  the more r e s t r i c t i v e  at t i tudes t o  
1. F r i  t jo f  Capra,I& @In jrtg hint, Fontana,London, 1982, p.287. 
2. Ibid.,p.291. 
3. Hedley Beare,School and Coemuni t y  as Educational Partners, i n  
Pol ic ies for Ikkideatia, ed. John Watson,N.Z.C.E.R. 1977,~. 175. 
educational administration, or at least given us another vay of looking at 
organizations even if some of them like many of the schools have not 
changed. It vas tvo British researchers Tom Burns and G.H.Stalker, Horgan 
tells us, vho established in 1950 the distinction betveen mechanistic and 
1 
organic approaches to organization and management. But as he reminds us 
2 
'Theories, like readings are interpretations of reality.' 
The principles of classical management theory as they became knovn, 
vere not alvays the right ones to follov for different businesses required 
di f ferent systems. Sore actually suited the bureaucratic style for some 
purposes especially for mass production but not in the smaller situations. 
To be successful the more mechanistic style requires a stable environment . 
The electronics industry developed in an organistic vay vi th everyone 
having input initially. 
It is interesting that theories of evolution should also have influenced 
ideas about business. Change is a matter of evolution says Horgan and 
'evolution is alvays a pattern of relations embracing organizations and 
3 
their environments.' What ve look for in organizations are collaborative 
relations and what we have learned he says is that 'organizations are open 
systems and are best understood as ongoing PROCESSES rather than as collections 
4 
of parts.' Through this viev ve become more conscious of the need for 
flexibility, perceive needs, appreciate interaction, consider a range of 
options and are prepared for innovation. 
1. Gareth Horgan,lhgge of hganizatjo~,Sage Publications, 
California, 1986,p.50. 
It i s  obvious tha t  the education system or a school w i th in  i t  i s  not 
an organism any more than a business i s  but i t  has p a r a l l e l s  with an 
organism, so that i t  can be imagined as such and planned and cont ro l led 
using t h i s  metaphor. What i s  lacking i s  i n  fact corporate i d e n t i t y  as 
a r e a l i t y ,  and where t h i s  does appear t o  ex is t  t o  some degree, as i n  
'character1, 'cl imatef, 'structure1 etc, i t  i s  an a r t i f i c i a l  'grid' over la id  
as i t  were on the group o f  people sharing a conmon physical base usual ly 
and wi th  common aspirations. The school i s  i n  existence for  the sake of  
the ind iv idual  and increasingly for the sake of  society, especial ly now i t  
seems for the economy o f  that  society. The most successful schools l i k e  
the most successful businesses nay have an organismic view o f  themselves 
and de l iberate ly  work i n  t h i s  way or are administered on t h i s  model. What 
organismic un i t y  the school does share i s  created by the systems metaphor 
which i t  consciously or not employs and serves. Such a netaphor ray be 
excel lent for planning as i t  gives a sense o f  structure, i t  enables one t o  
have a view, a lbe i t  a biased one, o f  the re la t ionship between the parts but 
no theory can ever mi r ror  pract ice exactly. 
A newer metaphor i s  the organisation as a 'brain1: 
The metaphor draws at tent ion t o  the importance o f  information 
processing, learning and in te l l igence,  and provides a frame of  
reference for understanding and assessing modern organizations i n  
these terms. And i t  points t o  a set o f  design p r inc ip ies  for enhancing 
these qual i t ies .  1 
The bra in  i t s e l f  has been described throughout h i s to ry  i n  many ways, with 
d i f fe ren t  metaphors, and Horgan examines two of these, the bra in  as an 
information processing computer and the b ra in  as a holograph. He believes 
that by using the b ra in  as a netaphor for organization we may improve our 
1. Gareth Horgan, I~pge~ of bganizaaign,Sage Publications, 
Cal i fornia, l906,p. 14. 
ability to organize in a manner that promotes flexibility and creativity 
for 'no man-made system comes close to matching the sophistication of even 
1 
the simple kinds of brains.' 
The metaphors used so far of mechanism, bureaucracy and organism 
have been useful for organizing people vhere planning relies on 
predictability but breaks dovn in situations vhere people are required to 
handle the unexpected and there is a need for sore degree of autonomous 
rational behaviour and adjustment, not merely acting in a process and 
product fashion. We need organizations which in fact act like rational human 
beings. The brain is therefore an obvious metaphor for organization to 
emulate in the sphere of organizational intelligence. Sometimes the brain 
metaphor is used says Horgan in relation to strategic management and 
control but less often is the organization itself vieved as a brain. 
What is nov knovn as the 'decision-making approach' vas pioneered by 
Herbert Sinon and his colleagues: 
his theory of decision making leads us to understand organizations 
as kinds of institutionalized brains that fragment, routinize, and 
bound the decision making process in order to nake it manageable. 2 
The use of computers has contributed towards this task and the information 
system becomes an integral factor in any organization. The question nov 
says florgan is vhether the organization itself is capable of learning. 
Cybernetics grev during the var he says from the desire to combine mathematics 
theory, engineering, social and medical science and conmuncat ions theory 
3 
'to create machines vith the adaptive capacity of organisms.' 
1. Gareth Horgan,lhges _of llljanizatjgn, Sage Pub1 ications, 
California, 1986,p.79. 
Current in te res t  i s  also in hov t o  use t h i s  in  organizations. 
The concept of negative feedback, a process vhich eliminates error 
is an integral part of cybernetics. Where t radi t ional ly a master plan with 
clear objectives i s  usually broached, vith a cybernetic approach one examines 
a l l  the poss ib i l i t i es  both positive and negative. A s i r i l a r  s t y l e  of 
planning knovn as  the RING1 i s  practised in  Japan says Morgan and can 
e l i r i n a t e  problematic factors before a plan goes into action. I t  i s  however 
a protracted process. 
A more exciting vay t o  view the organization as  a brain is t o  
consider holographic principles. Holography invented in 1948 by Dennis 
uses a lenseless camera t o  record information in a vay that s tores  
the vhole in a l l  the parts. Interacting bears of light create an 
'interference pattern' that sca t te r s  the information being recorded on 
a photographic plate, known a s  a hologram, vhich can then be illuminated 
t o  recreate the original infornation. One of the  interesting features of 
the hologram is that if i t  i s  broken, any s ingle  piece can be used to 
reconstruct the en t i re  image. Everything is enfolded in everything 
else ,  just as  if ve were able t o  throv a pebble into a pond and see 
the vhole pond and a l l  the vaves, ripples, and drops of vater generated 
by the splash IN EACH AND EVERY O N E  OF THE DROPS OF WATER THUS 
PRODUCED. '1 
In such a view of organisations then every part has the potential capacity 
of the vhole or the vhole is mirrored in the parts. I t  i s  nov thought that 
the brain functions in such a manner. This vould explain the massive 
computations i t  i s  capable of handling, far in excess of any known computer 
as  yet. 
Neuroscientist Karl Pribram of Stanford University has suggested 
that  the brain functions in accordance vith holographic 
principles: that memory i s  distributed throughout the brain and 
can thus be reconstituted from any of the parts. 2 
1. Gareth Morgan, Jgayes of hyanazdjgn,Sage Publications, 
California11986,p.80. 
The brain resembles a holograph in its patterns of connectivity. All parts 
of the brain are closely interdependent. We also know that the right and 
left brains combine to produce patterns of thought. The secret of the 
brain's capacity seems to rest on this connectivity. The principle of 
redundancy makes it extremely flexible and adaptive; that is, it allows for 
error and probability and allows new functions to develop. It is endlessly 
adaptive just as we might wish an organization to be. It has been suggested 
therefore that by: 
building patterns of rich connectivity between similar parts we can 
create systems that are both specialized and generalized, and that 
are capable of reorganizing internal structure and function as they 
learn to meet the challenges posed by new demands. 1 
For an organisation to function as a holographic brain would require 
that the principles of REDUNDANT FUNCTIONS and REQUISITE VARIETY were built 
in, that is simultaneous specialization and generalization. In effect no- 
one could turn around and say 'That's your problem ' for everyone would be 
involved and there uould be no fixed roles. 
The principle of linimum critical specification says Morgan suggests 
that managers 
facilitating or 
allow a system 
flexibility and 
and organizational designers should primar i 1 y adopt a 
orchestrating role, creating 'enabling conditions' that 
2 
to find its own forr. Such a design allows naximun 
requires that one should specify only what is absolutely 
necessary for a desired activity to occur. In a real life situation, at a 
meeting for example the role positions can circulate and change. Huch time 
can be taken if organization is completely random but: 
If, however, they use their autonoay to learn how to find 
1. Gareth tlorgan,~rhye~ of grygnizamioq,Sage Publications, 
California, 1986,p.97. 
appropriate patterns of  connect iv i ty,  they can develop a remarkable 
a b i l i t y  t o  f i n d  novel and increasingly progressive so lu t ions t o  
complex problems. Such systems t y p i c a l l y  f i nd  and adopt a pat tern 
graded i n  a h ierarch ica l  manner, i n  tha t  sets of subsystems l i n k  t o  
higher-order systems, but the pat tern i s  emergent rather than 
imposed. 1 
As yet very few organizations he says funct ion i n  t h i s  mode. 
Innovat ive organizations Morgan suggests need t o  be designed as 
learn ing systems. The Japanese s t y l e  i s  cybernetic. I n  h i s  view 'most 
organizat ions r e f l e c t  a bounded r a t i o n a l i t y  because they are populated by 
2 
people.' But holographic s ty les can break beyond the bounds o f  s ing le  
minds by combining the cognit ive capacity o f  the group. And as he says 
modern b ra in  research has shown that there i s  a side of  the b ra in  underused 
so far, that  i s  i t s  h o l i s t i c ,  analogical, i n t u i t i v e  and creat ive capacity. 
I f  new organizational designs can tap these creat ive p o s s i b i l i t i e s  
they w i l l  provide further means of  extending and transforming 
organisational capacit ies for  r a t i o n a l  action.3 
Organizations r e f l e c t  the i r  time period. Bureaucracy for instance belonged 
t o  the age o f  the wr i t ten word, whereas w i th  modern communications technology 
we can look t o  d i f ferent  ideas and methods and new metaphors. The b ra in  
metaphor does however tend t o  overlook the element o f  c o n f l i c t  that ar ises 
i n  human i n s t i t u t i o n s  and the r o l e  o f  power. The learning process he says 
requires a degree of  openness and s e l f - c r i t i c i s m  that i s  a l i e n  t o  t r a d i t i o n a l  
modes o f  management. 
One r i g h t  expect that  educational administrat ion would favour j us t  
such a model, involved as i t  i s  so c lose ly  with the process of  learning, 
however l o s t  o f  the evidence seems t o  po in t  t o  f i rm ly  entrenched modes o f  
1. Gareth Horgan,llhgee of kgaaization,Sage Publications, 
Cal i fornia, 1916,p. 103. 
3. Ibid. ,p. 101. 
administration. It is probably one of the slovest to change because it 
is rooted in a long tradition and because any experiments are difficult to 
justify. There is another reason for resistance to change vhich I suspect 
is nearer to the truth. Horgan says that the inclination of most managers 
is to cultivate secrecy, exclusion, and a perceived need to keep a tight 
rein on all operations. It i s  essentially the protection of personal 
pover. In the educational situation this pover is knovledge vhich has 
traditionally been acquired piecemeal through the long apprenticeship of 
schooling. 
any move tovards self-organization must be accompanied by a major 
change in attitudes and values, the realities of pover ray be 
reinforced by an inertia stemming from existing assumptions and 
beliefs. Learning and self-organization generally call for a 
reframing of attitudes emphasizing the importance of activeness over 
passiveness, autonomy over dependence, flexibility over rigidity, 
collaboration over competi t ion, openness over closedness, and 
derocratic enquiry over authoritarian be1 ief . For many organizatons 
this may call for a 'personality changevhat can only be achieved 
over a considerable period of time.1 
The reframing of attitudes could mean abandoning old metaphors and finding 
new or more appropriate ones. 
According to Horgan the rise of Japan as a successful industrial 
pover has made us increasingly avare of the relationship betveen culture 
and management. The metaphor itself is a vord originally applied to the 
tilling of land. We can in fact perceive of organizations as cultures for; 
Organization is nov seen to reside in the ideas, values, norms, 
rituals, and beliefs that sustain organizations as socially 
constructed realities.? 
The3e constitute patterns of shared meaning, Horgan proposes an 
interesting thesis that just a s  ve once defined ourselves by nationality so 
1. Gareth Horgan,~hage~ of 
California, 1986,p. 109. 
hggnizatigm,Sage Publications, 
now there i s  a tendency t o  def ine oneself by uork and pos i t i on  w i th in  an 
organization so that uorkers o f  a spec i f ic  type throughout the u o r l d  ray 
have more i n  common with each other than u i t h  sore o f  the i r  compatriots. 
I f  t h i s  not iceable movement increases then i t  could be one method o f  bonding 
across nations for he th inks tha t  : 'Ways have t o  be found o f  binding the 
society together again. ... and many o f  the r a j o r  c u l t u r a l  s i m i l a r i t i e s  and 
1 
dif ferences i n  the world today are occupational rather than nat ional  .' 
One o f  the character is t ics  o f  cu l ture i s  that  i t  creates a form of  
enthrocentrism says Horgan and t h i s  happens i n  the workforce also. Hierarchical 
structures for instance separate people by t h e i r  ro les  and tasks. Unions 
ex is t  t o  protect  t h i s  very phenorena and act i n  h i s  words as a counterculture. 
I f  one re la tes  t h i s  idea t o  the  educational system the s i m i l a r i t i e s  s t i l l  
ex i s t  for each ' level '  o f  teaching i s  c lea r l y  marked by d i f f e r e n t i a l  pay 
and soc ia l  status. School i s  a very elaborately constructed cu l tu re  u i t h  
i t s  r i t u a l s ,  t radit ions, and p r i va te  language. One i s  i n i t i a t e d  i n t o  i t  at 
an ear ly  age and although each has as ue have been t o l d  i t s  oun cl imate or 
character they a l l  have a g r e a t  deal i n  corron. I t  has a f f i n i t i e s  for 
instance wi th  other publ ic  i n s t i t u t i o n s  notably the prison system because 
most o f  i t s  c l i en te le  does not attend there vo luntar i ly .  
Culture shapes the character of organization says tlorgan and 
corporate cu l ture develops an ethos. Pos i t ive reinforcement i s  used by 
rany f i rms t o  develop t h i s  i den t i t y ,  for i t  does not develop merely from 
fo l lou ing rules. Organisational psychologist Karl  Weick describes the 
process through uhich ve shape and s t ructure our r e a l i t i e s  as one o f  
ENACTHENT. Culture- i s  'an active, 1 i v ing  phenomenon through uhich people 
1. Gareth Horgan,Ihayee of bypaization,Sage Publications, 
Cal i  fornia,l986,p. 113. 
create and recreate the  worlds i n  which they l i v e  ... [andl ... Organization 
1 
becomes the enactment o f  a shared rea l i ty . '  
I n  schools there i s  an awareness of  the cu l tu ra l  nature of  the 
curriculum 'The curriculum i s  ... interwoven wi th  the soc ia l  fabr ic  that  
sustains it.. .Comron education w i l l  be based upon the universal elements of 
2 
the cu l tu re  and such aspects o f  the spec ia l i t i es  as are of  general concern.' 
I t  i s  also said tha t  when a society roves from a class t o  a classless 
society remnants of the c lass cu l tu re  pers is t  i n  the schools. 
The t e s t  of leadership i.s o f ten how wel l  one can create t h i s  sense 
3 
o f  shared r e a l i t y  for 'cohesive groups a r i se  around shared understandings.' 
Modern organizations says [organ are sustained by b e l i e f  systems that  
erphasise the irportance of  ra t iona l i t y ;  t h e i r  f a i t h  i n  these processes 
i s  l ess  than ra t iona l  but: 'The myth o f  r a t i o n a l i t y  helps us t o  see 
ce r ta in  patterns of act ion as leg i t imate credible, and normal, and hence t o  
avoid the wrangling and debate that would a r i se  i f  we were t o  recognize the 
4 
basic uncertainty and ambiguity underlying many of  our values and actions.' 
The cu l tu re  metaphor provides the 'glue' t o  weld the organisat ion together 
and ' focuses at tent ion on a huran side o f  the organizat ion that other 
5 
metaphors ignore or gloss over.' I t  gives people however a fa lse sense 
of  power for they are of ten under cont ro ls  they are not f u l l y  aware of. 
P o l i t i c a l  metaphors focus on the sets o f  interests, c o n f l i c t s  and power 
1. Gareth t!organ,Ighyes gf hypnjzaajgn,Sage Publications, 
Cal i fornia, 1986,pp. 130-131. 
2. B.O.Srith,W.O.Stanley and J.H.Shores, Cul tura l  Roots o f  the Curriculum 
i n  curriculurrcguttgxt, k j y n  hwlge~&, Oliver and Boyd 
Edinburgh and Open Universi ty 19711p.16. 
4. and 5. Ibid.,p.135. 
plays that shape organisational activities. Organization says Morgan is 
intrinsically political even though the rerbers may avoid facing this 
fact. They usually, he found, prefer to think of themselves as rational 
entities untouched by politics. This is seen particularly in education as 
John Davies explains when he describes the traditional approach of those 
in education and how there is now 'a rejection of that long-enduring fiction 
that the schools of America are apolitical, and repeated emphasis on the 
closeness of the relationship between the polity on the one hand and the 
1 
education system on the other.' Politics are an essential aspect of 
organizational life Horgan asserts. We would do well he thinks to consider 
its original meaning: 
the idea of politics steas fron the view that, where interests 
are divergent, society should provide a means of allowing individuals 
to reconcile their differences through consultation and 
negotiation.2 
Politics to Aristotle for instance reant creating order out of diversity. 
By looking at organizations as systems of government we can he thinks 
appreciate aspects which are often ignored. When we use terms such as 
autocracy and derocracy we are drawing parallels he says with political 
systems. Studying organizations fror a political stance generally entails 
examining INTERESTS, CONFLICT, and POWER, and power influences who gets 
what, when and how. The primary source cores fror authority. He describes 
two types, charismatic which comes from earned respect and traditional 
fror position such as royalty, and bureaucratic or invested authority 
legitimated by procedural means or as a right because of ownership or on 
1. John L.Davies, 'The Politics of Education' sore theoretical and 
conparative considerations, in Politic_s of Eklkjog jn 
Zealand, ed.largaret Clark,N.Z.C.E.R.,Wellington, 1981,pA 
------- 
2. Gareth Horgan, h g e s  of Dlgagjgatjgg,Sage Pub1 ications, 
Cali fornia, 1986,pp. 142. 
merit  as i n  ameritocracy. A l l  o f  theseare  found he says i n  modern 
organizations. One can recognize t h e i r  p a r a l l e l s  i n  the education system 
from the mi lk  ron i to r  r i g h t  through t o  a v ice -chancellor or r i n i s t e r  for 
education. 
Control o f  resources i s  one source of  power and sorething has already 
been said about the power a head i s  invested wi th  and how competition for 
scarce reources c r e a t e s c o n f l i c t  i n  schools. Rules and regulat ions can 
a lso be manipulated as a power ploy, as i n  the example Horgan gives of  
'working t o  rule. '  Decision-making i s  another area where inf luence can be 
brought t o  bear and as he notes 'One o f  the r o s t  e f f e c t i v e  ways o f  get t ing 
1 
a decision i s  t o  allow i t  t o  be made by default. '  Huch power therefore 
l i e s  i n  the business o f  organizing such things as agendas. 
One area of cont ro l  that probably applies p a r t i c u l a r l y  t o  the educational 
sphere i s  i n  the control  o f  knowledge and information. Those uho 
2 
p o l i t i c a l l y  withhold in fo r ra t ion  are sometimes ca l led 'gatekeepers' for  
they can successfully prevent people from obtaining knowledge. The 
exarinat ion systems of  schools can be viewed i n  t h i s  l i g h t  i n  the sense 
that  cont ro l  over curriculum, books and resources can be a l i m i t i n g  factor 
i n  the personal acquisi t ion of  knowledge. 
New technology, as Horgan points  out, i s  increasingly used not t o  
d i f fuse  information but t o  cont ro l  access t o  i t  and t o  keep people under 
surveil lance. There is also the vested in te res t  i n  the power o f  being an 
expert t o  whoa other people tu rn  for information. What Horgan c a l l s  boundary 
management occurs where access t o  people i s  prevented by protect ive associates 
1. Gareth Horgan,I~hyeg of lllypnjzaaign,Sage Pub1 ications, 
Cal i fornia, 1986,pp. 166. 
and he c i t e s  the case o f  Nixon1s aides, who were said t o  have prevented him 
get t ing information on Watergate, as an example. 
The a b i l i t y  t o  cope with uncertainty and the control  o f  technology 
are two other sources o f  pouer that  Morgan mentions. As u e l l  as 
interpersonal alliances, networks and informal organizations wi th in  the 
r a i n  organizaton, for 'The s k i l l e d  organizational p o l i t i c i a n  systematically 
bu i lds and cu l t ivates such informal al l iances and networks.',. which i s  a 
1 
way o f  winning friends and pacifying po ten t ia l  enemies. One other major 
area o f  p o l i t i c k i n g  i s  i n  uhat he c a l l s  counterorganizations such as unions. 
These groups act as pressure groups and cope with the power of the organization 
by maintaining counter-power and t h i s  can be a career i n  i t s e l f .  
I f  leadership involves an a b i l i t y  t o  persuade others then i t  i s  
also def in ing r e a l i t y  for others. Morgan discusses three aspects of symbolic 
management, the use of imagery, the use o f  theatre and the use o f  garesranship. 
The f i r s t  ar ises i n  the language del iberate ly  used t o  conjure up, for  
example, images of group so l ida r i t y .  The thea t r i ca l  devices are the per formances 
enacted t o  convey power and may also be re f lec ted  i n  the arranged se t t ing  
o f  e.g. the o f f i ce  furnishings. T i r ing  and presentation are also used as 
power ploys for dramatic effect.  Sore people t r e a t  the uhole organization 
as a gare t o  be played, with s k i l l ,  and sometimes with cunning. 
Gender stereotypes also have t h e i r  part  i n  the power re la t ions  says 
Rorgan and 'Whether or not gender i s  perceived as a factor shaping power 
relat ions, the choice or inc l ina t ion  toward one gender management strategy 
or another can have a najor e f fect  on one's success and general influence 
wi th in  an organization. 
1. Gareth Morgan,Ilhgge of hjanjzaajon,Sage Publications, 
California, 1986,pp. 173. 
A paradox which Horgan found i n  these studies o f  power was that most 
people when interviewed expressed a fee l ing o f  powerlessness even though they 
appeared t o  have i n  sore cases considerable power. There were i n  fact  
s t ruc tu ra l  factors def ining t h e i r  stage o f  action. 
This deep structure o f  power leads us t o  recognize the importance o f  
factors  such as class re la t ions  i n  determining the r o l e  we occupy 
w i th in  organizations and hence the k ind of opportunity s t ructure and 
power t o  which we have access. I t  draws at tent ion t o  the way 
educational systems and other processes of  soc ia l i za t ion  shape 
basic elerents of cu l ture,  1 
Power both a t t rac ts  power and i s  a route t o  more'pover and yet Horgan f inds 
i t  d i f f i c u l t  t o  define. I t  i s  d e f i n i t e l y  connected, he thinks, t o  pat terns 
o f  dependence 'However i t  i s  far from clear whether power should be 
understood as an interpersonal behaviour phenomenon or as the r a n i  festat ion 
of  deep-seated s t ructura l  factors'--this i s  a question for the sociology 
2 
of  organization But from the  i l l u s t r a t i o n s  he has given i t  i s  possible 
t o  analyze sore of  the power ploys i n  operation i n  any organization. 
P o l i t i c a l  science, says Horgan, speaks of  p l u r a l i s t  and un i ta ry  
societ ies. The former i s  one where groups compete but where un i t y  cores 
from d ivers i ty ,  or where they are antagonist ic and rad ica l  change i s  needed 
t o  rest ructure society. The la t te r ,  an older view, i s  where there i s  a 
v i s ion  o f  a unitary whole, such as when the sovereignty o f  a s ta te  i s  
upheld. Organizations, are l i k e  microcosms o f  these larger soc ie t ies and 
each frame of  reference [or metaphor3 leads t o  a d i f fe ren t  s t y l e  o f  
3 
ranagemen t . 
Horgan found that  people avoid admitt ing that they are involved i n  
1. Gareth !organ, hayes of hypnlzation, Sage Publications, 
California,l986,pp. 183, 
politics in the workplace even though they observe and comment on its 
ramifications all around ther. We should, he thinks, accept the reality and 
use it for fruitful analysis and discussion. 
The political metaphor encourages us to see how ALL organizational 
activity is interest-based and to evaluate all aspects of organizational 
functioning with this in mind...The metaphor also helps to explode 
the myth of organizational rationality.1 
This myth helps to overcome the contradictory nature of organizations which 
in effect are competitive and cooperative at one and the same tire. 
The emphasis on rationality attempts to bind together a political 
system which, because of the diversity of interests on which it 
builds, always has a latent tendency to rove in diverse directions, 
and sometimes to fall apart.2 
The political retaphor helps us to accept the lack of harmony and unity as 
a necessary feature. We then have a better understanding through it of 
human behaviour in organizations and ue recognize the sociopolitical implications 
of different types of organization and the roles they play in society. The 
danger says Horgan is that once ue are alerted to the political nature of 
an organization it can raise our own poltical awareness and behaviour, and 
'its use may generate cynicism and mistrust in situations were there was 
3 
none before.' This he says is a very real danger and the metaphor can 
become a tool in our own personal political moves, Hany current writings 
on management use this as a ploy and breed a negative view of organizations 
as traps set merely to exploit people. 
This kind of thinking loses sight of the more general implications 
of the political metaphor, such as the Aristotelian vision of politics 
as a constructive force in the creation of social order, and the 
possibility of using political principles to examine and restructure 
1. Gareth Horgan, h g e s  of hggfiiaatiofi,Sage Publications, 
California, l986,pp. 195. 
1 
the re la t ionship between organizat ion and society. 
As w i th  the nature o f  metaphor i t s e l f  we re turn once more t o  A r i s t o t l e  and 
i t  seems that  we also have problems deciding whether one should a l i g n  on the 
s ide o f  the ind iv idual  or thegroup. Thisseews t o m e  t o l e a d  t o  the 
t r i c k y  question of e l i t e s  and whether we can ever escape the apparent 
necessity for  some people t o  take leadership ro les  which inev i tab ly  suggests 
tha t  they also have more power. The p o l i t i c a l  metaphor, th inks Horgan, nay 
e r r  on the side of  overstat ing the case for the individual.  
The al legory of  Platols cave explores the nature of  r e a l i t y  and how 
we perceive it. Huch of  what we consider rea l  i s  r e a l l y  i l l u s i o n  and some 
o f  our creations, says Horgan, become traps for us, and he describes such 
as 'psychic prisons,' a metaphor for  the way we construct an i l l u s i o n  o f  
r e a l i t y  and become trapped by our own thoughts, ideas, b e l i e f s  or preoccupations 
o r ig ina t ing  i n  the unconscious mind. This 'metaphor o f f e r s  many important 
1 
ins igh ts  about the psychodynamic and ideological aspects o f  organization.' 
Where Plato thought one should seek en1 ightenment through the pursu i t  of 
ob ject ive knowledge the rodern psychoanalyist believes that  we should seek 
t o  understand ourselves because we create or own world. This metaphor o f  
the psychic prison i s  r e a l l y  asking us to  what extent our organizat ional 
behaviour i s  shaped by our personal i t ies  and our repressions. In terest ing ly  
Many of  the ru les  i n  ear ly  churches were concerned he says wi th  con t ro l l i ng  
sexual behaviour and Hichael Foucalt considers that mastery and cont ro l  o f  
3 
the body i s  fundarental fo r  cont ro l  over p o l i t i c a l  and soc ia l  l i f e .  
1. Gareth Horgan, lraje$ of IlIgan~ggt~gn, Sage Publications, 
Cal i fornia, 1986, pp. 198. 
2. Ibid., p. 15. 
3, Ibid. ,p.208. 
'Historically a strong case can be made for the idea that anality has been 
the rajor form of repressed sexuality shaping the nature of 
1 
organizations.' This goes beyond individual personalities even though ue 
may see ample evidence of it in individual behaviour. So the unconscious 
concerns of individuals are reflected in the organization. Women are 
inclined says Horgan to see Freudian interpretations as unbalanced and 
analyse organizations in a different uay. They are particularly auare of 
male dominance and patriarchal structures and perceive a basic need to 
change fundamental organizational values. 
Beckerrs vieu of the way ve behave relates to the fact that ue try 
to create an illusion of immortality in order to cope with our inevitable 
derise. Thus organizational behaviour is seen as part of a quest for 
2 
immortality. Klein believes we build defences against anxiety. On 
this hypothesis Bion has described three typical behaviours called 
DEPENDENCY in search for a leader, PAIRING where a messiah is auai ted, and 
FIGHT-FLIGHT in which group fears are projected onto an enemy of some 
3 
kind. Organizational behaviour is soretires a defence against anxiety 
says Horgan. Blaming 'scapegoats' is a symbol of this type of behaviour. 
Sometimes aspects of culture in an organization may be clung to even 
in the face of pressure to change what Uorgan calls a kind of 'teddy-bear' 
syndrome. Fear of loss is significant and has been labelled the theory of 
transitional phenomena. What may be needed in fact is a substitute phenomena 
during the period of change. Jungean archetypes are also considered for 
1. 6areth Uorgan, hales gf lllgan~gpt~gn, Sage Pub1 icat ions, 
California,1986,p.209. 
they are found i n  drears, myths, and ideas o f  pr imit ive, ancient and 
nodern man 'structures o f  thought and experience, perhaps erbodied i n  
the s t ructure o f  the psyche or inher i ted experience, which lead us t o  rou ld  
1 
our understanding of our uor ld  i n  a patterned May. Thus they inf luence 
how wecope u i t h  the uorld. This idea i s  ro re  f u l l  explored he says i n  
the work o f  Robert Denhardt i n  i n  the_ $h_a_d_a_u of hganization_. 
Where bureaucracy i s  designed t o  r i n i r i s e  the huran factor Jung's 
th ink ing would lead us t o  accept the fact  that  t h i s  can never be removed. 
'The pathologies and al ienat ions we f i n d  i n  organizational contexts can, 
from a Jungian standpoint, be interpreted as a ranifestaton of t h i s  essential  
2 
uholeness o f  the psyche. Horgan re fe rs  t o  Fryels uork on mythology and 
l i t e ra tu re ,  which has been explored more f u l l y  i n  a previous chapter here, 
and which shous the preponderance of ce r ta in  themes for 'archetypal structures 
give people a sense of place i n  the i r  oun l i v e s  and i n  h is to ry  and thus 
help them t o  rake sense of uho and where they are i n  the grand order of 
things. Whether organizational l i f e  r e f l e c t s  these basic patterns has yet 
t o  be explored. What has been done so far  suggests that ue may a l l  be 
p r i r i  t i v e s  at heart, 'reproducing archetypal re la t ions t o  make sense o f  
3 
the basic dilemras o f  l i f e . '  
These psychic retaphors have been label led 'black hoIem by some, 
but, says Horgan, visions of confinement are usually accompanied by 
visions o f  freedor so perhaps ue have a source o f  creat ive energy s t i l l  t o  
be tapped. Huch o f  huran behaviour i s  s t i l l  mysterious t o  us but through 
1. Gareth florgan,Ihjes of kganization,Sage Publications, 
Cal i fornia, 1986,p.224. 
3. Ib id .  ,p.227. 
examining concepts such as  those described a s  psychic prisons we a t  least  
explore the aspects which we a l l  share and which must influence and 
affect  our relationships with each other especially in the groups and 
organizations in  which v e a r e  involved. David Bohm hassa id  that i f  we 
t r y  t o  study the world in causal terms: 
we will not discover the all-important 'laws of the uhole' embedded in 
the implicate order. To discover these we have t o  understand the 
movement, FLUX, and change that PRODUCE the world we experience and 
study. '1 
For our world is i t s e l f  in a constant s t a t e  of f l u x  and change. Morgan 
explores t h i s  notion by considering three different images of change. The 
f i r s t  i s  called Autopoiesis: the logic of self-producing systems. We 
usually suppose he says that change comes from the environment. But t o  
Humberto Haturana and Francisco Varela, two Chilean scient is ts ,  a l l  living 
systems a re  closed. They sel f-create and they sel  f-renew which i s  where 
the term autopoiesis comes in. Any patterns of interaction in which they 
might engage are  always self-referential.  'Thus a system's interaction with 
its 'environment' is real ly  a reflection and part of its own 
2 
organization.' The i r l i ca t ions  of t h i s  for people in  relation t o  organizations 
is fa i r ly  clear.  The person is always a separate en t i ty  to  the organization. 
I think of the analogy of a swimmer who enters a pool which is terporarily 
disturbed but not changed by himlher, and who i s  himlherself affected in 
sore ways whilst i n  the water and even la te r  but ererges the sane in 
essence as  before going in. In their  view 'There i s  no beginning and no end 
3 
t o  the system because i t  i s  a closed loop of interaction.' This 
1. Gareth Morgan, h y e s  pf Organ jzati_oq,Sage Publications, 
California, l986,p.234. 
conjures up a vision of endless sets within sets wi th in  sets l i k e  looking 
endlessly i n t o  a mirror which i s  not un l ike the holographic e f fec ts  Horgan 
previously described, Their version of how the bra in works i s  that  ' it 
establishes and assigns pat terns o f  var ia t ion and points  of reference as 
expressions o f  i t s  own rode of organization. The system thus organizes i t s  
1 
environment as part of i t se l f . '  We have become trapped i n  our thinking 
as observers they would say. Change has t o  come from 'random var ia t ions 
WITHIN the t o t a l  system. These ray stem from random modif icat ions introduced 
through processes of reproduction, or through the combination o f  chance 
in teract ions and connections that give r i s e  t o  the development o f  new 
2 
system relations.' 
Other research described by Horgan shows that systems can be transforred 
by randomness, f luctuat ions i n s t a b i l i t i e s  and quantum jumps. What i s  necessary 
i s a c r i t i c a l  level of support. Thistheoryisinopposit ion toDarwinian 
theory says Horgan. Systems do not adapt t o  the environment nor does the 
environment select the system configuration tha t  survives but 'It i s  the 
3 
PATTERN t r y  erphasisl, or whole, that evolves. ' 
Organizations which see themselves as discrete e n t i t i e s  are disadvantaged 
says [organ, the i r  egocentrisr l i m i t s  thee. Just as a face i n  a mirror i s  
dependent on a host of conditions for i t s  existence such as the b io log ica l  
processes that create and sustain the face and the physical and cu l tu ra l  
conditions required for the existence of the mirror, the def in ing features o f  
organizations are dependent on a host of less obvious contextual re la t ions  that 
1. Gareth Horgan,jghges of lllyanizaajgn,Sage Publications, 
California, 198Slp.23B. 
rust be maintained i f  the organization is t o  continue t o  exis t .  To 
pursue an unrealistic ident i ty  is therefore fut i le .  An awareness of the 
theory of autopoiesis enables organizations t o  face change and allows them 
t o  evolve in  an open-ended fashion. Successful s t ra teg ic  development 
can never be unilateral 'the process is always dependent on complex patterns 
1 
of reciprocal connectivity that can never be predicted or controlled.' 
These patterns of interaction and mutual causality are  circular says 
Horgan so we require a new way of thinking. Notions of positive and 
negative feedback go some way to explaining ther. Linear thinking says 
2 
Hagorah Haruyana leads t o  linear solutions whereas ' When we analyse 
systers  a s  loops rather than l ines  we invariably arr ive a t  a much richer 
3 
picture of the system under consideration.' Once again patterns are a t  
the base of physical and cognitive act ivi ty .  
Another facet of organization derives fror t radi t ional  thinking such 
as  Tao which ident i f ies  the oppositions within nature for 'the way of 
nature is characterized by a continuous flux and wholeness shaped by the 
4 
dynaaic interplay of yin and yang.' Essentially such thinking leads t o  a 
notion of a search for balance and developed what i s  called the dialectical 
method. Harx used t h i s  rethod to search for the 'primary tensions or 
contradictions shaping a given society, and t o  trace the i r  repercussions on 
5 
the detailed pattern of social l i fe . '  Contradictions and conflict are 
1. Gareth tlorgan,I~hges of !llggnjzpajon,Sage Publications, 
California, 1986,p.246. 
3. Ibid. ,p.252. 
a s  part of the nature of social l i f e .  Our society continues t o  evolve says 
Horgan through dialect ical  process even i f  sore of h i s  predictions have not 
eventuated and we see change a s  coming probably through ' irreversible 
pollution of the planet, f ror  pressures in  the Third World, or f ror  nuclear 
1 
holocaust, rather than from a revolution ini t ia ted by the working class.' 
One way of understanding change therefore i s  t o  examine i t  a s  Harx did a s  
the product of the tension between opposites and analyse these but our 
linear habits of thinking often prevent us doing this .  'A dialectical 
imagination invites us t o  embrace contradiction and flux a s  defining features 
of rea l i ty  ... landl...The choice that individuals and soc ie t ies  ultimately 
have before them is thus real ly  a choice about the k i n d  of contradiction 
2 
that i s  t o  shape the pattern of daily l i fe . '  
Organizational probleas cannot therefore be solved in a piecemeal 
fashion. Problems ray be, says Horgan, the natural consequence of the logic 
of the system which is one of the three described by him, either self-  
producing systems that create  themselves in their  own image, or the result 
of circular flows of positive and negative feedback, or alternatively a s  a 
product of a dialectical logic. Limitations he finds in t h i s  metaphor are 
that  i t  can be too idea l i s t i c  and can aeet resistance. Also ue see the 
logic of a situation more often in  hindsight than before. In trying to 
predict the future we a re  always s t i l l  embedded in the present and the 
past. 
[organ's final metaphor for organization is that  of Instruments of 
domination. Here the focus is on the potentially exploi tat ive aspects of 
1. Gareth [organ, h g e s  of lllgga~zation,Sage Pub1 ications, 
California, 1906,p.264. 
2. Ibid.,pp.265-267. 
organization that is how we use them for our own ends. This really examines 
the negative aspects of organizational life such as occupational health 
hazards and the effects on people of organizations concerned mainly with 
profit. Weber, says Morgan, analysed three types of donination as legitimate 
forms of authority or power; the charismatic, the traditional and the 
rational-legal . Like others he saw bureaucracy as a powerful dominating 
force. Horgan says that 'The real value of these perspectives is that they 
show how even the most rational and democratic forms of organization can 
result in nodes of domination, where certain people acquire and sustain a 
commanding influence over others, often through subtle processes of 
1 
socialization and belief.' 
This is easily seen in school administration structures which 
use several types of power control, particularly usurping the parental or 
natural [traditional?] authority over children by rationalizing that it is 
their future well-being which is their prime concern, and coercive legal 
power because schooling is mandatory as well as the bureaucratic 
hierarchies within the administration at school level and within state 
departrents of education. There are also charismatic leaders uho have 
influenced the philosophy of schooling, figures such as those considered in 
the previous chapter. 
ftorgan 
for 'the vay 
Nowadays many 
in education 
quotes Arthur Hillerls play Death gf a Salesman as a metaphor 
2 
organizations often consume and exploit their employees. ' 
of us are familiar with the redundancy syndrome and increasingly 
and in the labour market youngsters are led to expectations 
1. Gareth Horgan,l~hIj~e of 
California, 1986,p.278. 
Organization,Sage Publications, 
-- --------- 
that  are never f u l f i l l e d  because of  economic considerations. 
There i s  a strong case says Horgan for  assert ing that  organization 
has always been class-based, And even though domination and exp lo i ta t i on  
may be not be the intended or stated a i r s  they are often the e f f e c t s  o f  
organization that i s  i m p l i c i t  rather than e x p l i c i t .  Bowles and G in t i s  
i l l u s t r a t e  how with t h e i r  reproduction theory o f  education the system i s  
1 
u t i l i z e d  t o  protect and reproduce a dominant power group. I n  education 
i t  i s  the cont ro l  of knowledge and resources which i s  the dominant area of  
cont ro l  the 'gatekeeping' function that  has already been refer red to. I t  
i s  possible t o  see the modern s ta te  and mult inat ional corporations as 
2 
partners i n  systematic domination says [organ. 
The usefulness of  the domination metaphor as [organ sees i t  is that 
so-called ra t iona l  act ion can be dysfunctional or have unintended consequences 
and the retaphor draws our a t tent ion t o  t h i s  factor, whereas t r a d i t i o n a l  
theory often ignores values and ideology i n  a vain attempt t o  appear neutral. 
I t  enables us t o  examine the negative aspects o f  organization and t o  
enable us t o  understand such things as the 'them and usp att i tudes. 'The 
strengths o f  the donination metaphor thus provide the basis for a t r u l y  
rad ica l  c r i t i q u e  of  organization and organization theory' even though i t s  
c r i t i c s  would say that i t  i t  can lead t o  'a crude conspiracy theory of  
3 
organization and society.' But as Morgan has shown domination may occur 
because o f  the in terna l  log ic  o f  an organization and the aetaphor can 
I 
transcend the'conspiracy theory. Besides i f  one believes Hari lyn Ferguson 
1. S.Boules and H.Gintis, khd~gij~y i q  C a p i i a l j s l  A!erjrg, 
Routledge and Kegan Paul, London, 1976. 
2. Gareth !organ,lhaqez of O_rqanjzation,Sage Publications, 
Cal i fornia, 1986,p.313. 
there is also a nev vave of thinking vhich she calls the Aquarian conspiracy 
which is working positively towards a non-exploitative and more sharing 
1 
social system. The factor ve have to face up to perhaps is that dominance 
is not avoidable and we need to consider the nature of leadership, authority, 
responsibility and accountability, the very notions which educationists are 
also concerned about. As Horgan says: 
We live in a world that is becoming increasingly complex. Unfortunately 
our styles of thinking rarely match this complexity. We often end 
up persuading ourselves that everything is more simple than it 
actually is, dealing vith complexity by presuimng that it does not 
really exist. This is very evident in the vay fad and fashion 
dominate approaches to organizational analysis and problem- solving, 
an interest in one type of solution or set of techniques quickly 
giving vay to another.2 
The challenge he believes is to deal with complexity: 
by building on the use of metaphor--which is basic to our vay of 
thinking generally--we have a means of enhancing our capacity for 
creative yet disciplined thought, in a way that allows us to grasp 
and deal with the many-sided character of organizational life. And 
in doing so, I believe that we can find new ways o f  organizing and 
nev vays of approaching and solving organizational problems.2 
Newel1 vhen describing concepts of organization in education says also that 
prescribed ruIes for action have mainly been recognized as less useful than 
the capacity to analyse the condition of an organization and adapt and plan 
vith consideration for the future and the present situation. He says: 
Although the traditional concepts are still useful in certain 
respects, rodern organizational theory vhen utilized with administrative 
insight allovs more flexibility and requires less reliance upon 
fixed and rigid patterns. 4 
1. Hari lyn ferguson,Ihe Agya~uan h s e  jrwgy,Granada, Great h i  tain, 
1982. 
2. Gareth tlorgan,ilkiyes of Olga! jzgmjgn,Sage Publications, 
California, 19B6,p. 16. 
Nothrop f rye speaking o f  educational imagination said that anyone 
entering a profession had t o  at  least  make a gesture t o  recognize the ideal  
existence of a world beyond h i s  own interests. Peter Ramsay says that  
there are d i f f i c u l t i e s  wi th  the term professional isr because as Hi l lerson 
says there i s  adherence t o  a s t a t i c  model rather than an awareness o f  a 
process o f  developent. Some models are already proving themselves outmoded. 
Herdydd 6. Hughes for example believed that  the medical model was an apt 
one for schools ranagerent where analysts and c l in i c ians  corplement each 
1 
other's work. I n  view o f  the current s ta te  of medical organization i t  i s  
doubtful  whether such a model i s  now seen as an ideal one. 
Authority, responsibi l i ty,  accountabi l i ty and democracy seer t o  be 
the enduring terms i n  a l l  of the l i t e r a t u r e  yet none o f  the models adequately 
takes care of ther. Accountabil ity i s  a chimera says Taylor. Beeby says 
that terms such as hierarchical or democratic never t e l l  the whole story. 
Pol icy  does not s i r p l y  ' f i l t e r '  down, and Parsons said the same thing, that  
'people tlower down' t yp ica l l y  l u s t  exercise types of competence and 
shoulder responsibi 1 i t i e s  which cannot be regarded as simply 'delegated1 
2 
by t h e i r  fsuperiors'.' A 'system1 simply does not work l i k e  t h i s  as 
Beeby says: 
An education system can remain l i v i n g  and responsive t o  the needs 
o f  the chi ldren i n  i t s  care only i f ,  a t  every leve l  i n  the 
hierarchy there i s  room for the ind iv idual  t o  exercise imagination 
and initiative...3 
1. Heredydd 6. Hughes, Educational Administration Pure or Applied, 
i n  newsletter of the Commonwealth Council for Educational Administration 
No.35, October 1984. 
2. T. Parsons, i n  Adrini5t~qtizv_e ltmry i n  E&ation,ed. Andrew 
U. Halpin, Hacr i l  lan, London, 1950,p.46. 
Donald A. Schon sees most of the d i f f i c u l t i e s  i n  management occuring 
i n  problem-solving, and as he says problems are not given they are constructed 
by us. 'Each story constructs i t s  ovnv iev  o f  r e a l i t y  through the 
complementary process o f  NAMING and FRAMING' or vhat Devey ca l led the 
1 
'problematic situation.' Draving on h i s  social  po l i cy  experience Schon says 
once ve see a slum for example as a b l ighted area ve are convinced that the 
'b l ight '  nust be removed as i t  i s  seen i n  terms of a medical metaphor. And 
i n  t h i s  s i tua t ion  something i s  reroved that might destroy netvork and 
communi t y  support systems. The metaphors ve use consciously or 
unconsciously therefore seriously af fect  our vays o f  seeing and solving 
problems. We discover t r u t h  through vhat he c a l l s  s tory  t e l l i n g  and need t o  
search beyond the 'surface1 t o  the 'deep1 metaphors that  they reveal. We 
can become more avare of vhat he c a l l s  frame c o n f l i c t s  by looking at  
'facts' i n  d i f ferent  frames. We a l l  use t h i s  method i n t u i t i v e l y  says Schon 
but no technical term has been given t o  i t .  What happens i s  that: 
I n  each case the cognit ive vork involves par t ic ipants  i n  attending t o  
nev features and re la t ions  o f  the phenomena, and i n  renaming, regrouping 
and reordering those features and relations.2 
Works such as that c i t e d  by Gareth Horgan can go a long vay t o  making 
people avare o f  the metaphors dominating the i r  inst i tu t ions.  Some people 
recognize then. Sylvia Ashton-Warner described working i n  America as l i k e  
resisted, yet she believes i n  the need for leadership. I n  her 
school i t  seems that each day is :  
A shape contoured by benign rout ine vhich helps t o  s tab i  
------------------- 
exploring a nev cu l ture v i t h  no compass for she found 'authori ty '  t o  be 
approach at  
l i ze ,  vhich 
1. Donald A. Schon, Generative Hetaphor: A Perspective on Problem- 
Sett ing i n  Social Policy, i n  klgghhr @ M u g h t ,  ed.David 
Ortony, Cambridge Universi ty Press, Hev York, 1979,p.264. 
i n  tu rn  engenders responsib i l i ty .  fo r  i n  making a new kind of 
school, s t a b i l i t y  and responsib i l i ty  are major requirements for 
freedom o f  the mind.1 
She believes that we should t r y  t o  replace obsolete terminology with a new 
vocabulary of the future, for how can we t a l k  o f  'equality1 when we have 
terms l i k e  'head of department'. Much time and energy she says i s  spent 
discussing democracy but where she asks i s  the o r ig ina l  vision: 
Vision does not come i n  many a t t rac t i ve  packages but explodes i n  one 
mind alone, and i t  i s  fragmented and dif fused when a11 are equal, 
which i n  pract ice turns out t o  be 'A11 are authorities.' 2 
The metaphor she chooses for leadership i s  a very apt one: 
... I use the word 'conductor' i n  the tex t  o f  an in fan t  room, as o f  an 
orchestra where many playing together in terpret  one work, l ed  by the 
v is ion o f  one composer. I do not r e c a l l  seeing orchestras i n  
rehearsal stopping for pleasant conferences t o  change a passage i n  
the nusic since a l l  are equal and have EVERY RIGHT. Besides, 'conductor' 
concerns i t s e l f  wi th  something l i v ing ,  with unity, shape and rhythm; 
with a common in tent ion and, above a l l ,  wholeness. ..none of which you 
are l i k e l y  to see i n  'Head of Department.'3 
She may be ta lk ing o f  an in fan t  classroom but t h i s  i s  a r e f l e c t i o n  or 
microcosm perhaps of any educational i n s t i t u t i o n  or the whole system. 
tlacpherson examines the way educational administrat ion i s  a 
re f lec t ion  of our cu l tu re  and conceptions and how various people have 
explored th is .  There i s  much l i t e r a t u r e  influenced by Head for example 
which looks at the symbolism of ro les and patterns o f  i n te rac t ion  referred t o  
metaphorically as 'structures1 and the symbolism varies with each culture. 
One study by Silverman and Jones found that administrators were driven by 
the dominant metaphors o f  t h e i r  organisations. Seven meanings of structure 
for instance were apparent i n  a study by Hacpherson. 
1. Sylvia Ashton-Warner , lIeahbe[' in America, tassel 1, London, 
1972, p.172. 
Although structure is from a Latin word 'to build', and refers to 
the construction, the composition or the inherent patterns in concrete, 
observable, rechanical or organic systems, all meanings used by the 
R.D.E1s I Regional Directors of Education] were figurative. They 
were social constructs inferred from events over time. Converting 
the abstract to concrete, reification was widely evident, despite 
the metaphorical nature of the term. In sore settings reification 
went even further, into deification.1 
netaphors were being used he says to sustain a natural systems view of 
reality, to perpetuate a bureaucratic rationality and to legitimate a 
structural-functional way of valuing practices. Which leads tlacpherson to 
stress that 'all administrators should develop a socially critical 
awareness of their practices, especially with respect to the administration 
2 
of cultural capital. ..@ 
In summation he says that 'order is constructed in schools and 
systems through the dynamics of culture (myths, metaphors, rituals, 
language, ceremony) and through the systematic structuring of knowledge 
3 
[selection, organisation, transmission, distribution, control and justification).' 
'Development1 and 'reform1 are therefore metaphors for a dialectical 
process which he sees embedded in social contexts whereby in his words a 
facet of social reality is being constructed. In view of my own reading 
in this area this appears to be true, there is no escape from metaphor 
even in educational administration. 
1. R.J.S. llacpherson, Taking up and Justifying Organisation: The 
Creation and Control of Knowledge about being organised, in 
newsletter of the Commonwealth Council for Educational 
Administration. N0.41, 1986, p.8. 
3. Ibid.,p.lP. His use of 'mythf appears to be not the artistic or 
literary sense but in the more usual one in ordinary language of 
falsity of conception. 
CHAPTER VII 
HETAPHOR IN SCIENCE 
1 
'Hetaphor uas the beginning of uisdom, the earliest scientific method.' 
The history of science is also a history of scientists trying to 
cope with language. As Andrew Ortony says 'One of the dominant presuppositions 
of our culture is that the description and explanation of physical reality is 
a respectable and worthwhile enterprise--an enterprise that we call 
'science'. Science is supposed to be characterized by precision and the 
absence of ambiguity, and the language of science is often thought to be 
2 
correspondingly precise and unambiguous--in short literal. " l o  positivists 
this is so but the relativist view is that 'the objective world is not 
directly accessible, but is constructed on the basis of the constraining 
3 
influences of human knowledge and language. ' 
The nature of the language problem for scientists is rulti- 
faceted, First there is the need for naming of natural phenomena i.e, for 
labelling and classification. Then there is the need to describe scientific 
1. C.Day Leuis,Ihe Poetic hmje,Jonathan Cape, London 1947,p.25. 
2. Andreu Ortony ed.Netaphor:A Hultidieensional Problem Mpehh[ 
aqd Ihhugh~, Cambridge University Press, Neu York, 1971 .p. 1. 
3. Ibid. 
theories, discoveries and laws. Both o f  these areas inf luence how we speak 
and w r i t e  about science and a lso how i t  i s  taught and learned. Nowadays we 
are a lso interested i n  how the s c i e n t i f i c  mind works i.e. how new ideas 
come about and because of  an increasing study o f  language and o f  the 
nature o f  knowledge we have a whole range o f  flanguagesl which impinge on 
science i t s e l f  e.g. semiotics, semantics, symbolic logic. The rap id  growth 
of  w ience  has made s c i e n t i f i c  language a problem, as S i r  Arthur Qui l ler  
-Couch has declared disapprovingly : 
When i t  became an accepted custom for  each nation t o  use i t s  own 
language i n  s c i e n t i f i c  treat ises, i t  ce r ta in l y  was not foreseen tha t  
men o f  science would soon be making discoveries a t  a ra te  which l e f t  
t h e i r  s k i l l  i n  words outstripped; tha t  having t o  invent t h e i r  terms as 
they went along , yet being careless and contemptuous of  a science i n  
which they have no t ra in ing,  they would bombast out our d i c t i onar ies  
wi th  monstrously invented words that not only would have made Qu in t i l i an  
s ta re  and gasp, but would a f f ron t  the  decently l i t e r a t e  of  any age.! 
Then he goes on t o  describe h i s  horror at, the t o  us1 innocuous word 'ant i -  
body1, f a i r l y  harsh c r i t i c i s m  of  men of  science whose d i f f i c u l t  work i s  
compounded by having also t o  construct a language t o  describe i t .  Richards 
was a lso aware of such cr i t ic isms.  'These complaints are, commonly, tha t  
they are awkward or d i f f i c u l t  t o  pronounce or too long, and that  they are 
not l abe ls  but compacted descript ions or  explanations. The prejudice i s  so 
2 
strong that  even the lexicographers succumb t o  it." 
Lancelot Hogbenls Ihe k a b u l p r y  of Science i s  a useful overview o f  
general l i n g u i s t i c  problems i n  wience, p a r t i c u l a r l y  concerning the f i r s t  
problem for s c i e n t i f i c  language, that i s  naming, fo r  t h i s  purpose h i s  
d e f i n i t i o n  o f  science i s  'the wr i t ten record o f  man's understanding of  
1. S i r  Arthur Quiller-Couch,!! I h p  Art of Writing, from lectures 
given at Cambridge 1913-14, Cambridge Universi ty Press1193B.p.29 
2. I. A. Richards , W ~ o s o ~ h y  of ~~e_~kric,Oxford Univers i ty  Press, 
New York, 1936.p.76. 
1 
nature' , a h is tory  o f  more than f i v e  thousand years o f  inf luence from 
Egypt, Mesopotamia, the Phoenician colonies, the Greek world, China, Ind ia  and 
the Hosler world. He claims tha t  we have l i t t l e  appreciation of the impact on 
our own world o f  the inf luence o f  Western Christendom i n  the formation o f  
an in ternat ional  CONSTRUCTED vocabulary: 'This uor ld-wide vocabulary of 
Western science i s  the nearest th ing  t o  the lexicon of  a t r u l y  global 
a u x i l i a r y  that  mankind has yet  achieved. I t derives i t s  stock- in 
2 
-trade almost exclusively from two dead languages.' These are o f  
course La t in  and Greek, and i f  Shakespeare said he had l i t t l e  L a t i n  and 
less  Greek then apparently according t o  Hogben modern students have even 
less, since i t  became unfashionable i n  the school curriculum. However t h i s  
i s  not seen as a handicap i f  students core t o  Hogben's work ready 
3 
' to  make l i v e l y  associations with already fami l iar  terms' [ t h i s  sounds 
remarkably l i k e  another descript ion o f  metaphorl. 
The vocabulary o f  science enters ordinary language and becomes 
in ternat ional  at an ext raord inar i ly  fast  ra te  : 'What was yesterday the 
4 
jargon o f  the expert becomes an ingredient o f  the vernacular.' This word- 
bu i ld ing  Hogben approves of  but does not favour the modern habit  o f  forming 
acronyms such as used by n i l i t a r y  and sales people, because they are known 
only t o  the i n i t i a t e d  and are meaningless i n  any other language, whereas 
using ' t rad i  t i ona lp  eethods as w i  t h  h i s  example TELEPHOTOGRAPHY, we can 
recognize the roots o f  t h i s  word and, as he po in ts  out, w i th  a basic 
1. Lancelot Hogben FRS, I)! yocpbmlpry of kjgngg,Heineeann, London, 
1969.p.3. 
vocabulary o f  a thousand roo ts  we can have permutations o f  m i l l i o n s  of  
words. I t  i s  by t h i s  means tha t  we have coped wi th  the accelerated growth 
o f  s c i e n t i f i c  discovery and the need for new nares. Nor i s  there any need 
t o  study c lass ica l  authors as formerly, for a basic vocabulary can be rade 
avai lab le  and eas i ly  memorised as h i s  book deronstrates. 
Hogben sees Christendom as having stopped the development o f  pagan 
science--the rurder of Hypatia a symbol o f  t h i s  i n  A.D.415.--and the 
work o f  Augustine a par t  o f  t h i s  movement. Within four centur ies L a t i n  had 
been imposed as the Lingua Franca of  the monasteries o f  Western 
Christendom. It was only through necessary work on the calendar and on herbal 
medicine that  t h i s  stranglehold was released: 
Such was the s i tua t ion  i n  the  century A.D. 1150-1250 when monks such as 
Adelard t Abelard? I o f  Bath and Jewish scholars who had studied i n  the 
Hoorish seats of higher learning i n  Spain, c i rcu la ted L a t i n  t rans la t ions 
of  the Arabic tex ts  through which Western Christendom, l i k e  the Hosler 
world a t  an e a r l i e r  date, had access t o  the teaching of  Euclid, Ptolery, 
Galen and Ar is to t le .  These translations,especially (alas) o f  Ar is to t  le, 
moulded the teaching curriculum o f  the European u n i v e r s i t i e s  uhich 
took shape i n  the same period. 1 
He traces Western development i n  science fron t h i s  period. I n  
Hediaeval Europe 'Latin was everywhere the medium of ins t ruct ion,  and 
2 
knouledge o f  Lat in  was the gateway t o  study." 
By the rid-seventeenth century so rany more people were involved i n  
' sc ien t i f i c1  work and study and not a l l  had been trained i n  L a t i n  so i t  
diminished as the Lingua franca o f  science e.g. 'In 1687, Newton had 
published h i s  Pr inc ip ia  i n  Lat in.  Seventeen years la te r  h i s  Optics appeared 
3 
i n  English.' 
1. Lancelot Hogben FRS,Ihe k a b y l a r y  of ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ c ~ , H e i n e r a n n , L o n d o n ,  
1969, p.7. 
The need for a universal language o f  science prompted several 
people t o  t r y  t o  develop a special language for t h i s  purpose e.g. Wilkins 
and Leibniz; and Descartes had apparently also suggested such a need. None 
o f  these attempts became generally adopted and i t  was the work of  Linnaeus 
and Lavoisier which established a precedent w i th  t h e i r  systems o f  
c lass i f icat ion.  
Greek words had been used by the Romans for  the Greek science they 
had inher i ted but adapted t o  
o f  the world-wide vocabulary 
the La t in  used by men of  
This i s  one reason why Western 
the i r  own spel l ing: . . . 'a Greek component 
of Western Europe was already la tent  i n  
science i n  Hediaeval Christendom. 
science turned t o  Greek when i t  ran short o f  
1 
vernacular vocabulary resources i n  the eighteenth century o f  our era.' 
La t in  persisted longest i n  Teutonic countr ies one reason being says 
Hogben that they were less able to  adopt foreign inf luences i n t o  t h e i r  
language unl ike English which had already absorbed much French influence. As 
he says there was 'A well-established PATTERN for adapting any newcomer 
2 
from the same source.' German language had absorbed few foreign influences 
and Hogben considers t h i s  one reason why people such as Faraday could 
communicate more eas i l y  and more widely than h i s  German counterparts and 
B r i t a i n  developed a t r a d i t i o n  of popular is ing s c i e n t i f i c  work. Towards the 
l a t e r  par t  o f  the century French chemists such as Lavoisier were involved 
i n  language reform which was eas i ly  ass in i la ted by the B r i t i s h  because they 
3 
used a 'common stock o f  terminals.' 
1. Lancelot Hogben FRS,Thg hgbklary of Science, Heinewn, London, 
1969,~. 12. 
Hogben acknowledges our debt, p a r t i c u l a r l y  for language, t o  the 
Greeks, though he i s  c r i t i c a l  o f  the, t o  him, overrated inf luence o f  Plato 
and Ar is to t le ,  o f  whom he says : 
... the impact o f  h i s  IA r i s to t le l s l  teaching on tha t  o f  the Hediaeval 
un ive rs i t i es  of Western Christendoa was la rge ly  retrograde. He d i s  
-missed v a l i d  and incont rover t ib le  evidence which led  Empedocles (c i rca 
465 B.C.) t o  conclude that  a i r  has weight. Therewith he rejected the 
cogent case advanced by Democritus (c i r ca  430 B.C.) i n  support o f  a 
pa r t i cu la te  theory embracing a i r  and vapours as a third--what we now 
c a l l  gaseous--state o f  matter. He also bequeathed t o  pos te r i t y  a 
HYSTIQUE which discouraged a ra t iona l  approach t o  both the study o f  
t e r r e s t r i a l  grav i ta t ion and an understanding o f  combustion. 1 
Catholic Europe was studying Greek science through Lat in  tex ts  based on 
Arabic translat ions, for the study o f  Greek was not encouraged b y .  the 
papacy and Hediaeval un ive rs i t i es  d id  not o f fe r  Greek. By the f i f t een th  
century Byzantine refugees had brought Greek manuscripts t o  I t a l y  and once 
p r i n t i n g  from movable type began, Greek t e x t s  became widely available. The 
immediate e f fec t  says Hogben was not t o  inf luence s c i e n t i f i c  nomenclature 
but t o  cause re l i g ious  controversy. He found evidence of  few Greek terms 
before 1750 (i.e. i n  the Shorter Oxford Dict ionary).  By 1800 these had 
mul t ip l ied enormously, because o f  new discoveries, including ' l i v i n g  
creatures and t h e i r  parts, synthetic substances, un i t s  of measurement, 
2 
instruments and other inventions.' B io log ica l  c lass i f i ca t ion  was foremost 
among these i n  i t s  inf luence and ' any advance o f  b io log ica l  knowledge between 
300 B.C. and A.D.1600 was t r i v i a l  compared wi th  progress between A.D. 1600 
3 
and 1750.' This had three main causes; cormercial hor t icu l ture,  colonizat ion 
of  the New World, and the invention of  the microscope which despatched such 
1. Lancelot Hogben FRS, Ihe  !hcabk!pry of Scjencg, Hei nemann, London, 
1969, p.17. 
b e l i e f s  as tha t  o f  spontaneous production, from Ar i s to t le rs  time and teaching. 
Previously nost categorising had been o f  herbal medicinal plants. To cope 
wi th  the huge i n f l u x  of new f indings was a probler. 
Linnaeus published h i s  S~stemata _Ngty~ae (1735) and f i r r l  y 
established a t r a d i t i o n  of  g iv ing every organisr two names, generic (of 
genus) and spec i f ic  (of species). Later John Ray published h i s  Methodus 
Plantarum, The second volume of  the Systerata had, Hogben says, the most 
impact on science. Jung was also in terested i n  the wr i t i ng  of  a standard 
-ized p lant  taxonomy. Hogben says the beauty o f  Linnaeus' syster i s  h i s  
' meticulous c lass i f i ca t ion  o f  descr ip t ive terms t o  c l a r i f y  h i s  c lass i f i ca to ry  
1 
system for  plants.' At the beginning o f  the second volume i s  a corp le te  
glossary o f  a l l  adjectives used '(a) t o  l abe l  character is t ics  o f  d i f fe ren t  
2 
par ts  o f  a plant (b) t o  describe i t s  habit ,  s i t e  and uses, i f  any.' 
Another unique feature of the second volure reinforced the trend i n  
s c i e n t i f i c  nomenclature, that  of turn ing d i r e c t l y  to  Greek for word- 
bui lding. Linnaeus wrote i n  Lat in,  a l l  the descript ive vocabulary i s  
exc lus ive ly  Lat in  but the nares o f  a l l  the ra jo r  d iv is ions o f  the 
3 
c l a s s i f i c a t i o n  syster have Greek roots  'thus s ta r t i ng  a new fashion.' 'He 
was the f i r s t  therefore t o  establ ish a special ized vocabulary and a PATTERN 
fo r  using i t .  
I f  science consisted re re ly  o f  naming then t h i s  growth o f  s c i e n t i f i c  
vocabulary would have suf f iced but Lavoisier rakes i t  clear why t h i s  was not so. 
1.Lancelot Hoqben fRS,Ihe k p b y l a r y  of Science ,Heinemann, London, 
1969, p.24. 
2. Ib id .  p,24. 
by Guyton de Rorveau, Lavoisier, Ber tho l le t  and Fourcroy. What Lavoisier 
says on language i s  quoted by Hogben: Languages 'are are not merely 
passive signs t o  express thought, they are also analy t ica l  systems by means 
o f  which we advance from the known t o  the unknown and t o  a ce r ta in  extent 
i n  the manner o f  mathematics...an analy t ica l  method i s  a language and a 
1 
language i s  an analy t ica l  method...' He quotes from him at some length 
and what he says i s  very relevant t o  t h i s  thesis: 
I f  languages are r e a l l y  instruments fashioned by men t o  make th ink ing 
easier, they should be o f  the best kind; and t o  s t r i v e  t o  perfect 
them i s  indeed t o  work for the advancement of science...this method 
which must be introduced i n t o  the teaching of  chemistry i s  c lose ly  
connected with the reform o f  i t s  nomenclature. A well-composed 
language adapted t o  the  natural  and successive order of ideas w i l l  
br ing i n  i t s  t r a i n  a necessary and immediate revo lut ion i n  the method 
of  teaching, we shal l  have three things t o  d is t inguish i n  every 
physical science: the series o f  facts  that const i tu te  the science, the 
ideas that  c a l l  the facts  t o  mind and the words that  express them. The 
word should give b i r t h  t o  the idea; the idea should depict the fact.2 
One could go i n t o  endless debate on these statenents i n  the l i g h t  o f  present 
day th ink ing e.g. which comes f i r s t  the word or the idea, what i s  a fact,  what 
do we mean by 'mind1 or 'idea1, however Hogben believes that Lavoisier may have 
been insp i red by Linnaeus. This corre la tes with Holtonls view which I sha l l  
re fe r  t o  la ter ,  that metaphors can help t o  pass on ideas or germinate ideas i n  
3 
l a t e r  science, what Bergland c a l l s  the passing on of  'meres1 or what 
4 
Korzybski c a l l s  our 'time-binding capacity1. An excel lent example o f  
1. Lancelot Hogben FRS,Ihe Vocabulary of Science, Heinemann, London, 
1969,p.28. 
3. Richard Bergland,lhyt Fabric of III-II, Penguin Books, Austral ia,  
1985,p.7.The word comes o r i g i n a l l y  from Richard Dawkins I h e  
Sel f ish @r~~,Oxford Univers i ty  Press, Oxford 1976. 
4. A l f red Korzybski,Sciencg 2nd h j t y , T h e  Internat ional Non- 
Aristot lean L ibrary  Publishing Co.,Pennsylvania,l941, 2nd ed.,p.39. 
which is given by nary Hesse : 
6alileo1s success was not due entirely to the inspiration of a 
solitary genius, for it is possible to trace his method of 
combining experiment and theory back into the schools of the 
later Riddle Ages in Oxford and Italy, and to trace his new 
conceptions regarding motion back to the logical schools of Paris 
in the fourteenth century.....these early gropings towards a more 
adequate scientific method. .... It took centuries to find the right 
principles and methods of procedure. .. 1 
Hogben suspects that one reason for the growth of a chemical industry 
in Britain, France and Sweden was the diminishing of wood as a natural fuel 
source and the subsequent search for alternatives. Whatever the original 
reasons chemistry grew apace and vi th it the need for a revision of its 
language which 6uy de Horveau did in 1781-2 with specific instructions: 
1.Every substance should have a name in contradistinction to a phrase. 
?.Names should be given 'according to the nature of the things intended 
to be signified by them.' 
3.When the character of the substance is not sufficiently known to 
deternine the denonination, a name which has no meaning1 is better 
than one which conveys 'an erroneous idea.' 
&For 'new denominations, those which have their roots in the most 
generally known dead languages1 are preferable, so that 'the word may 
be suggested by the sense and the sense by the word.' 
5. The denoninat ions should be consonant wi th the structure of the 
natural language which accommodates them. 2 
Hogben believes that it was the compatibility of the French and English 
language which created rapport between their scientists. The French went on, 
to define units of temperature, calories, litres etc. Lavoisier did not 
survive the Revolution but his ideas did. 
Another form of labelling, known as eponymous, had sometimes been 
adopted by horticulturalists and also physicists. It was the fashion 
of naming after people or what Hogben disapprovingly calls 
1. nary B. Hesse, Science pnd fhe I&mn Imauination,SCM Press 
Ltd. ,London, 1954.p.32. 
2. Lancelot Hogben FRS, Ihe ba_bkLary of Science, Hei nemann, London, 
1969, p.32. 
tancestor-worship~; forgiveable he says only where there i s  no known 
antecedent i n  c lass ica l  language. Hogben never mentions metaphors, only 
s c i e n t i f i c  vocabulary, as h i s  a i r  i s  mainly t o  provide an easy key for non- 
c lass ica l  science students t o  understand s c i e n t i f i c  terms and t h e i r  
or igins. His ou t l i ne  o f  the h i s to ry  o f  s c i e n t i f i c  terminology makes us aware 
of  the d i f f i c u l t i e s  faced by sc ien t i s t s  i n  having t o  bapt ise as i t  were 
t h e i r  foundlings, and the need for  an in te rna t iona l l y  understood language 
t o  do th i s .  
Theodore Savory has presented a s imi lar  study of  s c i e n t i f i c  
1 
language and asserts that  we should be gratefu l  t o  those who supply or 
suggest new names for s c i e n t i f i c  phenomena, and agrees w i  t h  Hogben that 
most s c i e n t i f i c  words derive from Greece or Rome. Faraday appealed t o  
Whevell for su i tab le  words t o  describe h i s  results,  and thus ve got the 
terms 'anodef and 'cathodef. The sc ient is t ,  Savory believes, has an advantage 
over the l i t e r a r y  person because no emotion needs t o  be conveyed by h i s  
words, h i s  words come from a necessity rather than choice. His t e r m  and 
de f in i t i ons  must be clear because the dissemination o f  s c i e n t i f i c  knowledge 
i s  by the pr in ted rather than the spoken word whereas most other areas o f  
knovledge trace t h e i r  o r ig ins  back t o  the spoken vord. Pronunciation o f  
s c i e n t i f i c  terms i s  consequently not uniform. S c i e n t i f i c  words also do 
not change the i r  meanings [unless they are supplanted] as other words 
change t h e i r  associations i n  ph i lo log ica l  terms. I n  t h i s  respect he fee ls  
they come closer t o  the 'closed' symbolism o f  mathematics. Some have 
described science as an enemy o f  language because o f  t h i s  s t a t i c  nature. 
Yet he agrees that words such as ' u t i l i t y f  i n  wartime and 'atoaicl more 
recently, have become emotively charged i n  previously unforeseen ways. 
1. Theodore Savory,& hguugg of Science,Andre Deutsch11953. 
English s c i e n t i f i c  vocabulary began says Savory w i  t h  Geoffrey 
Chaucer and he l i s t s  references from h i s  work t o  i l l u s t r a t e  th is .  Shakespeare 
by corparison has few s c i e n t i f i c  references. The words Chaucer used, such 
as s a l t  peter, v i t r i o l e  and magnesia were taken from Lat in  and Greek. 
Bacon was the  f i r s t  t o  use the words 'acid' and 'dissection' i n  t h e i r  modern 
sense. I n  h i s  time the human body was a focus o f  in terest .  The vord 
skeleton does not mean bones says Savory but comes from skelete l i t e r a l l y  
'dried up1. As science grew so d id  the study of  semantics. Newton's 
theory of  g rav i t y  changed the meaning of the word and la te r  as the nature 
o f  l i g h t  was explored the word ether l o s t  i t s  o l d  sense of the mythical 
atmosphere breathed by the gods. 
One might ask where metaphor f i t s  i n t o  t h i s  s c i e n t i f i c  scene which 
seems so far t o  be concerned only with naming or catachresis, defined by 
#ax Black as 'the use of  a word i n  a new sense t o  remedy a gap i n  the 
1 
vocabulary.' There i s  a sense i n  which every s c i e n t i f i c  vord i s  a 
metaphor because i t  has been transposed froa i t s  o r ig ina l  use t o  match the 
s c i e n t i f i c  fact  or object, that  i s ,  the word i s  a br idge between the known 
or already named and the 'newlthat which already existed but i s  only newly 
known or discovered. I n  t h i s  sense language i s  a l l  metaphoric as Nietzsche 
believed, for a vord as so many have pointed out i s  only 'the sign for the 
2 
th ing s i g n i f i e d . V n o t h e r  name for Neu Zealand for  example i s  Aoteoroa 
meaning land o f  the long white cloud. Both nares re fe r  t o  the same country 
but have d i f fe ren t  or ig ins and referents. What the terms actua l ly  mean t o  
ind iv iduals  depends on innumerable factors including race, age, p o l i t i c a l  
1. Hax Black, ngdlls gr~d hdaphgys, Cornel 1 Universi ty Press, 
New York, 1952,p.32. 
2. R. I. Aaron, Ihe Itwory gf Universals, Clarendon Press,Ox ford, 
1952,p.16. 
and r e l i g i o u s  bel iefs.  The name i s  not the  place and the place i s  not the 
name. Metaphor i s  r e a l l y  an abstract term as one cannot adequately def ine 
metaphor, only the metaphoric, for each new metaphor i s  unique. As for the 
s ing le  word 
... a word i s  a conventional sign and a conventional sign i s  only 
s ign i f i can t  t o  an in te l l igence possessing a concept by which the 
s ign i f icance of the word i s  established. I n  other words as wel l  as 
a conventional sign there i s  also a natura l  sign or  the concept. 1 
Will iam o f  Ockhar who said t h i s  was discussing universals but I believe 
what he saysappl ies tometaphor also, H e s a y s a d i s t i n c t i o n  has t o  be 
made between two kinds o f  terms 'terms o f  f i r s t  in tent ionp and terms s ign i f y ing  
terms themselves and those are 'terms o f  second intent ion. '  He says 'the 
terms of  natura l  sciences, for instance, are terms of f i r s t  intent ion, 
2 
those of  log ic  are terms of  second intent ion. '  We tend he th inks t o  
confuse the sign and the th ing s ign i f ied.  A metaphor i s  
i n t e l l e c t u a l  abstraction. 
L ike Hogben Savory i s  concerned mainly with the 
i n  t h i s  sense an 
l e x i s  o f  science 
and does not explore how s c i e n t i f i c  theories a r i se  a how they becore 
transmitted t o  other people. The sc ien t i s t  avoids f igures o f  speech i n  h i s  
prose says Savory and a t te rp ts  t o  use emotionally neutral  words. f o r  t h i s  
reason he resor ts  t o  the closed symbolism o f  mathematics whenever possible 
as i n  the formulae of chemistry. Yet an example of how a s c i e n t i f i c  t e r r  
can be retaphorical  i s  given by Savory when he says that the word 'automatic' 
derived f r o r  autos, se l f ,  became applied t o  any kind of movement which care 
from a cause wi th in  the roving object: 
Thus the beating of  the heart and the p e r i s t a l s i s  o f  the in tes t ine  
1. R. I. Aaron,Ibg Ihglwly of ~-iygr_sa~~, Clarendon Press,Oxford, 
1952,p.16. 
2. Ib id .  ,p. 16. 
uere automatic. From t h i s  the phrase automatic machines uas meant 
t o  imply that the in te rna l  nature o f  the machine enabled i t  t o  
perform i t s  functions as i f  automatically, that i s  t o  say i t  
uas a comparative, almost a metaphorical description; and since a 
machine reacts unconsciously and always i n  the same way t o  the 
st imulus uhich sets i t  going, the adject ive acquired i t s  present 
meaning of  unthinking--invariable. 2 
Other wr i te rs  do recognise metaphor i n  science. Burke for instance : 
Indeed as the documents of  science p i l e  up, are ue not coming t o  see 
tha t  uhole uorks of  s c i e n t i f i c  research, even en t i re  schools, are 
hard ly  more than the pat ient repet i t ion,  i n  a l l  i t s  ramif icat ions, 
o f  a f e r t i l e  metaphor? Thus we have a t  d i f fe ren t  eras i n  history, 
considered man as the son of  60d, as an animal, as a p o l i t i c a l  and 
economic brick, as a machine, each such metaphor, and a hundred 
others, serving for an unending l i n e  o f  data and generalizations. 2 
An awareness of  metaphor i s  important because of  i t s  presence as an 
3 
organizing element i n  enquiry says Fernandez . 
Some sc ient is ts  not only acknowledge the usefulness o f  metaphors t o  
t h e i r  work but claim also t o  use a special  type of  metaphor. Exegetical or 
pedagogical metaphors help t o  explain theories such as 'electron cloud1. 
Such metaphors are an a id  t o  v i sua l i sa t ion  but are not aluays p a r t i c u l a r l y  
i n s i g h t f u l .  What Boyd c a l l s  ' theory-const i tut ive'  metaphors do more than 
th is ,  they act, as Kuhn has described, t o  establ ish fundamentally new 
theore t i ca l  perspectives. 
... metaphor serves as a non-def ini t ional mode of reference f i x i n g  
uhich i s  especial ly wel l  su i ted t o  the introduct ion o f  terms r e f e r r i n g  
t o  kinds whose r e a l  essences consist o f  complex re la t iona l  properties, 
rather than features of i n te rna l  const i tut ion. 4 
1. Theodore Savory,Ihe jamyupgf of kience,Andre Deutsch, 1953,p.69. 
2. James W. fernandez, 'The Performance of Ri tua l  Hetaphorsl, i n  The 
Sos ia l  UJe of kiaehor,ed J. D. Sapir hJ. C.Crocker ,Universi t y  o f  
Pennsylvania Press, 1977,~. 100. 
3. Ib id .  ,p. 101. 
4. Richard Boyd, 'Hetaphor and Theory Change:What i s  'Hetaphor" a 
Hetaphor f~r?~,ed.A.Urtony @taeh;r 2nd huqhh,Cambridge 
Universi ty Press, 1979,p.358. 
The more in terest ing retaphors Boyd bel ieves are those for which there i s  
no adequate paraphrase. There are examples i n  cognit ive psychology of  
references t o  computer-like huran a t t r i b u t e s  [ i n  a previous age the machine 
was a corron analogyl. Psychologists use words such as 'programming1 and 
l feedbac k1 because 'psychologists do not general 1 y speaking,now know how t o  
1 
o f f e r  l i t e r a l  parahrases which express the same theoret ica l  ideas.' This 
i s  i l l u s t r a t e d  by current debate over the term 'functionalism'. The cogni t ive 
content o f  theory-const i tut ive metaphors cannot be made exp l i c i t .  I t  i s  a 
perennial problem of  course t o  describe nature i n  anything but human terms 
because of  our own nature. Even robots, computers and other ran-rade objects 
tend t o  be basedeither on man himself or h i s  rode of thinking. We are 
rer inded once more of  our legs on tables and hands on clocks. Even 
computers have to  simulate the l i near  fashion i n  which ran speaks and 
thinks. 
These theory-const i tut ive metaphors becore shared property among 
sc ien t i s t s  whereas l i t e r a r y  metaphors belong t o  the i r  author's work, even 
though the reader has h i s  personal share i n  them tha t  i s  general ly a 
p r i va te  concern, aoreover the l i t e r a r y  metaphor once publ ic  rap id l y  becores 
outdated or c l iche or par t  of ordinary language. The s c i e n t i f i c  metaphors 
which Boyd speaks o f  are as he says Rore l i k e  conceits which other 
sc ien t i s t s  explore rather as the l i t e r a r y  c r i t i c  t rea ts  those of  the wr i ter .  
The sciences i n  general, and psychology i n  par t icu lar ,  are s e l f -  
r e f l e c t i v e  discipl ines, and the expl icat ion of theoret ica l  concepts-- 
metaphorical or not - - is  an essent ial  par t  o f  the task of  s c i e n t i f i c  
enquiry,2 
1. Richard Boyd, 'Hetaphor and Theory Change: What i s  'Hetaphor' a 
Hetaphor for?',ed. L o r t o n y  klgphhr ~III Ihgugh~,  Carbri dge 
Universi ty Press, 1979,p.361. 
2. Ib id .  ,p.362. 
Boyd describes l i t e r a r y  in te rac t ion  metaphors as having CONCEPTUAL 
OPEN-ENDENDNESS 'The funct ion o f  a l i t e r a r y  metaphor i s  not t y p i c a l l y  t o  
1 
send the inforaed reader out on a research project. ' Whereas theory- 
cons t i tu t i ve  metaphors d isp lay INDUCTIVE OPEN-ENDEDNESS. They are an 
i n v i t a t i o n  as i t  were t o  'explore the s i m i l a r i t i e s  and analogies between 
features of  the primary and secondary subjects, including features not yet 
2 
discovered, or not yet f u l l y  understood.' I think Boyd underestimates the 
power o f  l i t e r a r y  metaphors for  sparking iaaginat ive th ink ing and further 
metaphor-making, but i t  i s  t r u e  tha t  these renta l  processes go on mostly i n  
p r i va te  whereas sc ien t i s t s  tend t o  work together i n  teams and i n  
laborator ies and i n  that sense t h e i r  metaphors are common ' tools1 t o  work 
with, Metaphors then can be inv i ta t i ons  t o  research and 'Theory- 
cons t i tu t i ve  aetaphors.. .represent one strategy for the accomrodation of  
3 
language t o  as yet undiscovered causal features o f  the w o r l d b r  i n  
seventeenth century terms 'cut the world a t  i t s  joints1. He might equally 
have said that  they are o f ten  i n i t i a l l y  'guessesf which have s t i l l  t o  be 
proved. Garrett  has wr i t ten  of  the process by which new ideas are born i n  
science. He analyses i t  as having f i v e  stages: The problem, Frustrat ion, 
4 
Incubation, I l l u r i n a t i o n  ( the f lash of  genius) and Ver i f icat ion.  I t  i s  
obviously a t  the fourth stage that  metaphor plays i t s  part .  
I t  i s  i n  the nature o f  metaphorical language t o  be imprecise, non- 
1. Richard Boyd, 'Hetaphor and Theory Change:What i s  'Hetaphor"a 
Hetaphor for?' ,ed.A.Qrtony klaehor 51-4 lhuqhl,Carbridge 
Universi ty Press, 1979,p.363. 
2. Ib id .  ,p.363. 
4. A l f red B. Garrett,Ihe Flash of hhus, D.Van Nostrand Co. 
Ohi0~1962~p.4. 
referential and essentially heuristic as an empiricist theory of language 
would suggest says Boyd. His contention is that the terms of theory- 
constitutive metaphors may refer even though they lack explicit definition, 
but this is not imperative. A general theory of non-definitional reference 
is therefore required for: 
Scientific metaphors raise truly fundamental issues about language 
and linguistic competence, and the theory of reference required to 
understand them has several quite start 1 ing consequences, which are 
important both to an understanding of metaphorical language, and to 
an understanding of language in general. We shall discover, for 
example, that there is, in an important sense, no such thing as 
LINGUISTIC precision; there are rational strategies for avoiding 
referential ambiguity, but they are not a reflection of rules of 
linguistic usage. 1 
Putnam and Kripke say that we can refer to things by using 'terminology 
which bears the right sort of historical relation to antecedent introduction 
ceremonies, or by employing stereotypical descriptions which look like 
2 
definite descriptions but are not.' Field also suggests that there is a 
relation of PARTIAL DENOTATION between certain vords and features of the 
world which is importantly like reference. In a sense languages have a 
history or genealogy. Putnam believes that a PRINCIPLE OF BENEFIT OF DOUBT 
is appropriate when assessing the reference of terms in the work of 
previous scientists, and A DIVISION OF LINGUISTIC LABOUR involving 
deference to scientists and other experts is essential to reference. So 
scientists are aware of the lack of precision and definition in the nature 
of their work which is usually a collaborative effort. According to Putnam 
paradigms become essentially true when accepted over time. 
To Kuhn a paradigm is not a theory but a disciplinary matrix because 
1. Richard Boyd, 'Hetaphor and Theory Change:Hhat is 'fletaphor' a 
tletaphor for?' ,ed. A.0rtony ltgtaehhr giri Thught,Cambridge 
University Press, 1979,p.377. 
i t  i s  composed o f  ordered elerents. I t  i s  i n  a sense a metaphoric view o f  
the world, i t  can never be 'true1 or ' l i t e ra l1 .  S c i e n t i f i c  education has 
always placed a heavy emphasis on modelling, acquir ing o f  t rad i t i ona l  
modes o f  th ink ing and perceiving and requi r ing minimal personal in terpretat ion.  
A l l  models have s imi lar  functions. Among other things they supply a 
group w i  t h  preferred or permissible analogies and metaphors. By 
doing so they help t o  determine what w i l l  be accepted as an explanation 
and as a puzzle solut ion; conversely they ass is t  i n  the 
determination o f  the roster o f  unsolved puzzles and i n  the evaluation 
of  the importance of  each.1 
Each i n i t i a t e  learns the paradigms wi th in  uhich he or she w i l l  uork. But 
even when learning these paradigms the student does i n  fact create h i s  own 
knowledge 'Having seen the resemblance, grasped the analogy [uhich he has 
created for himself1 between tuo or more d i s t i n c t  problems, he can i n t e r r e l a t e  
syabols and attach them t o  nature i n  the uays that have proved e f fec t i ve  
2 
before.' With pract ice helshe acquires the ges ta l t  o f  the group or gains 
uhat Hichael Polanyi c a l l s  ' t a c i t  knouledgel learned by doing science 
rather than by acquiring ru les  for doing it. Kuhn bel ieves that  'our 
seeing a s i tua t ion  as l i k e  ones we have encountered before must be the 
resu l t  of neural processing, f u l l y  governed by physical and cheaical laws.,. 
recognit ion o f  s i m i l a r i t y  [uhich i s  the basis o f  metaphor1 must be as 
3 
f u l l y  systematic as the beating o f  our hearts.' I t  might even be genet ica l ly  
l a i d  dovn. Changeux i s  in terested i n  vhat i t  means t o  have mental images 
and i n  h i s  studies o f  neural a c t i v i t y  i n  the b ra in  i t  seers t o  be that 
'We become conscious of  the world by burning out the synapses that  lead t o  
1. Thomas S.Kuhn,Ihe Structure of S c i e n t i f i c  k~g~wtiopg, Universi ty 
o f  Chicago Press. l962,p. 184. 
1 
mental irages inconsistent w i  t h  the world outside.' He bel ieves a 
kind o f  Darwinism operates i n  which only cer ta in  neuronal a c t i v i t i e s  are 
stored and viable connections are burned i n  by experience and learning, 
which would account says Atkins for  an individual 's deep l i n g u i s t i c  structure. 
We t a l k  o f  knowing as seeing says Kuhn but we cannot see electrons and have 
t o  be s a t i s f i e d  with a metaphor. He suggests however that  eventual ly t h i s  
w i l l  not su f f i ce  and i n  the long run i t  w i l l  have t o  be el iminated i n  
favour o f  a more l i t e r a l  mode of discourse. This ra ises the question o f  
how we can do w i  thout metaphor. He considers decisions about theory t o  be 
'u l t imate ly  personal and subjective, some sor t  of mystical apperception i s  
2 
responsible for the decision ac tua l l y  reached-or the human element 
cannot be eradicated; sc ien t i s t s  he says make choices based on a m u t i p l i c i t y  
o f  human reasons and feelings. Translating a theory or world view i n t o  
one's own language i s  not t o  make i t  one's own for i t  may be used without 
being internal ized. The paradigr passes on through the process of  education. 
This conversion he l ikens t o  a gesta l t  switch. The puzzle solvers p lay the 
game t o  new rules, they work wi th in  a new paradigm, t h e i r  v i s ion  o f  the 
world i s  influenced by new metaphors which w i l l  also eventually be replaced. 
Kuhn large ly  agrees with Boyd and says 'Hetaphor plays an essent ial  r o l e  i n  
3 
establ ishing l i n k s  between s c i e n t i f i c  language and the world.' Metaphors 
change as the theories change. Science i s  a process of cont inual communication 
and dialogue breaking down o ld  paradigms and creat ing new or p a r t i a l l y  new ones. 
1. P.W.Atkins, 'No soul, and not Special1, a review of  Neuronal Ian: 
The Biology of  I i n d  by Jean-Pierre Changeux,Oxford, i n  London 
Review of Books 21 Hay 1387,p.18. 
2. Thomas S.Kuhn,Ihe Structure of Sc ien t i f i c  ~ e v o l u t i ~ ~ ~ ,  Univers i ty  
o f  Chicago Press. 1362,p. 133. 
3. Thomas S.Kuhn, 'Hetaphor i n  Sciencef, i n  Maehhr a@ Wughh, 
ed.A.Ortony, Cambridge Univers i ty  Press,Neu York 1373,p.415. 
Boyd overviews a l l  the theor ies i n  t h i s  f i e l d  so far  and proposes t o  
analyse the notion o f  reference i n  terms o f  EPISTEHIC ACCESS, tha t  i s ,  the 
use o f  a t e r r  w i l l  have t o  answer the question 'To which kind (or kinds), 
or property (or properties) o r  magnitude etc. does our use o f  t h i s  t e r r  
a f f o r d  us epidemic access?' As an example the term DNA p e r r i t s  s c i e n t i s t s  
t o  repor t  t o  each other t o  publ ish a r t i c les ,  prorote c r i t i c i s m  and debate, 
- and rakes possible verbal reasoning. " The use o f  language rakes possible 
not r e r e l y  the for ru la t ion o f  theor ies and p u b l i c i t y  and cooperation i n  
t h e i r  assesssment ; i t  rakes possible for reasoning (whether i nd iv idua l  or 
1 
publ ic )  t o  be VERBAL reasoning: t o  take place i n  words.' 
Boyd covers much of  the  same ground as Hesse i n  her work although he 
has no reference t o  her. Epistemic access then i s  a feature o f  language 
use and synthesises most o f  the current thinking about the nature of  
s c i e n t i f i c  language. I t  gives the non-scientist also a route t o  
understanding terms such as 'black hole1 by g iv ing access  t o  the 
expertls knowledge of  such a concept. Boyd argues that t h i s  i s  contrary t o  
empir ical  views of concept acqu is i t i on  i n  that the l a y  person does not have 
t o  acquire the concept 'black hole' for himself, he gains i t  v i ca r ious ly  as 
i t  were f r o r  those i n  the know--it i s  avai lable t o  him i f  he chooses t o  
use i t  at whatever level--and t o  learn rore about i t  i f  he so wishes--it 
can become par t  o f  h i s  language reper to i re  [h i s  stock o f  webs and ieages I 
even though he might use i t  w i th  l i m i t e d  knowledge o f  i t s  f u l l e s t  meaning. 
So acquiring t h i s  concept 'second-hand' as i t  were shows tha t  much of 
l i n g u i s t i c  competence i s  not d i s t i n c t l y  l ingu is t ic - -but  a general soc ia l  
and in te l l ec tua l  s k i l l ,  Huch o f  what i s  ca l led learning i n  science i s  
1. Richard Boyd, 'Hetaphor and Theory Change:What i s  'Hetaphor"a 
tletaphor for?',ed.A.Ortony ngtqehor 2nd buqht,Cambridge 
Universi ty Press, lY79,p ,383. 
j u s t  such acquisit ion, learning the jargon, the patterns, and never r e a l l y  
ge t t i ng  t o  g r i p s  with acquir ing personal meaning for oneself. 
Once s c i e n t i f i c  discoveries have been made i t  i s  not l i n g u i s t i c  or 
s c i e n t i f i c  r a t i o n a l i t y  which d ic ta tes the unique new referent for the  term 
i n  question says Boyd, but our need t o  accommodate i t  t o  our causal s t ructure o f  
the world, i t  i s  a rout ine feature of  the process o f  reference, and a 
rou t ine  response t o  the acquis i t ion o f  new knowledge. New knowledge 
therefore i s  acceptance o f  new meanings at d i f fe ren t  l eve ls  o f  accomrodation 
depending on whether one i s  a s c i e n t i s t  or a l a y  person. Boyd concludes 
that: 
I f  the a r t i cu la t ion  and refinement o f  a body of  retaphors a l l  
involving the same retaphorical  there proves t o  be genuinely f r u i t f u l  
i n  s c i e n t i f i c  theory-construction, then the only epistemologically 
p laus ib le  explanation i s  that most of the relevant retaphorical  
expressions re fer ,  and that  the metaphorical statements i n  quest ion 
--when interpreted i n  the l i g h t  o f  the non-standard re ferents  o f  
t h e i r  metaphorical terms--express important truths.1 
And furthermore: 
Reference i s  continuous i f  the te rn  i n  question continues t o  provide 
ep is ter ic  access t o  the same kind. Simi lar ly,  several roughly 
simultaneous uses of  sore terms are coreferent ia l  i f  they are 
embedded i n  patterns of  usage which a f fo rd  ep is ter ic  access t o  the 
same kind(sl2 
The e a p i r i c i s t  view, since Locke has been that s c i e n t i f i c  terms and method 
are precise and t h i s  precision comes from terms which are 'associated with 
fixed, conventional, and e x p l i c i t  de f in i t i ons  of the i r  extensions or 
referents'. . . and methods which involves 'Precision i n  reasoning, carefu l  
experimental design, d i l i g e n t  repor t ing of  data, proper cont ro l  o f  
I. Richard Boyd, Vetaphor and Theory Change:Uhat i s  'Metaphor' a 
Hetaphor f ~ r ? ~ , e d .  ti. Ortony lle_la_ehor pgd hu_ght,Cambridge 
Universi ty Press,1979,p.401. 
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experimental variables, prec is ion i n  measurerent.' The f i r s t  so r t  o f  
prec is ion i n  terms i s  a matter o f  fol lowing l i n g u i s t i c  rules. When Black 
says that metaphors lack s c i e n t i f i c  precision, Boyd believes i t  must be 
because they f a i l  t o  meet the f i r s t  o f  these empirical tests  o f  precision. 
To Boyd there i s  no l i n g u i s t i c  precision, there are no ru les  t o  follow. 
Boyd's explanation makes one th ink of  another metaphor, tha t  t h i s  
complex re la t ionship i s  l i k e  the network o f  a large family t ree  where 
re la t ionship i s  measured i n  blood t i es ,  marriage etc. and what he does i s  
show how metaphors bond ideas and l i n k  them sometimes tenuously, as i n  
f a r i l  y relat ionships, t o  others, I f  a metaphor becomes redundant or replaced 
by a newer model then t h i s  analogy s t i l l  f i t s  as i n  disease, death etc. or 
i n  nore extended family relat ionships. I f  'no ran i s  an is land1 ce r ta in l y  
i t  begins t o  appear that no word or metaphor i s  ei ther,  once i n  c i r c u l a t i o n  
i t  becomes public property and becomes, destroyed, popularised or re f ined 
according t o  huran i n c l i n a t i o n  and needs. I f  re ferents  or ostension o f  
general terms were precisely f i xed  says Boyd they could not 'cut nature at 
i t s  j o in ts1  as Hune and Locke rea l ised --and i n  the epistemic access view 
reference i s  a social  ra ther  than a pr ivate phenomenon. To cope with 
d i f f i c u l t i e s  ar is ing from t h i s  Boyd says we have t o  apply methodological 
p r inc ip les  of  ra t ional  enquiry--not l i n g u i s t i c  pr inciples: 
Assess evidence i n  the l i g h t  o f  the best ava i lab le  GENERALLY 
accepted theory unless compelling evidence d ic ta tes i t s  re ject ion.  
Rely on the advice o f  recognised experts. When your standards of  evidence 
contrast sharply with those o f  others, seek t o  i d e n t i f y  the source 
of  c o n f l i c t  and so on.1 
Boyd's approach i s  essent ia l ly  a d i a l e c t i c a l  one. 
1. Richard Boyd, 'Hetaphor and Theory Change: What i s  'fletaphor " a  
fletaphor for?', ed. A. Or tony Ma_etwr a_!( h u q h ~ ,  Carbr idge 
Universi ty Press,1979,p.405. 
Pylyshyn i s  not s a t i s f i e d  wi th  Boyd's approach. He sees the funct ional-  
analysis and systematic-reduction such as used i n  a r t i f i c i a l  i n te l l i gence  
and computing f ields, vhich he c a l l s  a top-down approach, as more useful  
and precise. He says 'any metaphor which leaves one fee l ing tha t  a phenomenon 
has been 'explained1 even though only a super f i c ia l  leve l  o f  funct ional 
reduction or process explanation has been offered, i s  t o  my mind (presumably 
1 
also by Boyd's c r i t e r i a )  unproductive.' This vould be t rue he claims of  
Boyd's example o f  !demon1 and Freud's metaphor o f  energy and flow--also o f  
a large number of metaphors i n  cogni t ive psychology. Hetaphors can be too 
comfortable he thinks--uhen accounts come t o  REST on them. He does 
appreciate that  metaphor i s  'not unproductive of research...on the contrary 
the very in tu i t iveness o f  the metaphor insp i res a bumper crop of  
experimental research. What i t  does tend t o  i n h i b i t ,  however, i s  the 
2 
process o f  functional reduction." Fo rh i rmetaphors  make too many 
assumptions and vhat might be a metaphor t o  Boyd could be l i t e r a l  t o  him. 
This same problem occurs of course i n  philosophy and l i t e ra tu re .  
Another problem with metaphor i s  that a t  f i r s t  i t  vas considered t o  
have no par t  i n  science--now i t  i s  recognized, there are adherents who see 
i t  as a p i vo ta l  par t  o f  science--others vho see i t  as only par t  o f  the 
process of  discovey, o f  explanation and teaching--and some vho vould prefer 
t o  el iminate i t  altogether because of  i t s  nebulous nature. There i s  now 
enough evidence t o  prove that  metaphor i s  i n t r i n s i c  t o  science. I t i s  as 
wel l  t o  be avare of the dangers of  metaphor which Pylyshyn reminds us of  
and i t  must be true as he says tha t  there are metaphors vhich do more harm 
than good. 
1. Zenon W.Pyl yshyn, Hetaphor i c a l  Imprecision and the 'Top-Dovn 
Research Strategy', i n  klpphhr yd T h u q h ~ ,  ed. A. Or tony, 
Cambridge Universi ty Press, 1979, p.431. 
Boyd concludes f i n a l l y  tha t  'there are no d i s t i n c t  p r inc ip les  o f  
l i n g u i s t i c  precision i n  science, but rather that  l i n g u i s t i c  prec is ion i s  
one o f  the consequences o f  methodological precision of  a q u i t e  general 
1 
sort .  A me taphorshou ldbeused insc iencehe th inksvhen  an important 
s i m i l a r i  t y  or analogy ex is ts  between i t s  primary and secondary subjects. 
'The imprecision o f  metaphors does not preclude t h e i r  employment as 
const i tuents o f  s c i e n t i f i c  theories.. . they re fe r  by v i r t u e  of  SOCIAL and 
i h e r s u b j e c t i v e  (as opposed t o  personal) mechanisms, vhich connect s c i e n t i f i c  
2 
research v i t h  independently ex is t i ng  (object ive) features of the vorld.' 
Dedre Gentner comes t o  s im i la r  conclusions about metaphors i n  
science and says that 'overlap i n  re la t ions  i s  necessary for the perception 
3 
o f  s i m i l a r i t y  betveen tuo domains.' I n  complex analogies i t  may be more 
d i f f i c u l t  t o  i den t i f y  the re la t ions  tha t  are t o  be preserved and there may 
be several relevant re la t ionships as i n  Rutherford1s solar syster model o f  
the hydrogen ator. 'A science analogy rus t  be seen as a system of mappings, 
not an undif ferent iated set of predicates t o  be judged simply by the i r  
4 
correctness i n  iso la t ion.  " 6 e n t n e r  uses the term 'analogy1 t o  cover 
metaphor, s i ~ i l e  and nodel. The s t ruc tu ra l  qua l i t y  o f  a good s c i e n t i f i c  
analogy requires bare spec i f i c i t y ,  usual ly t h i s  i s  something fami l iar ,  and 
the in te rna l  s t ructura l  character is t ics  require p r imar i l y  c l a r i t y  and richness. 
I n  expressive analogy such as ue have i n  l i t e r a t u r e  a r i c h  c o l l e c t i o n  of  
1. Richard Boyd, 'Hetaphor and Theory Change:What i s  'Hetaphor' a 
Hetaphor for?l,ed. A. Ortony lte_taphor huqht ,Carbr idge 
Universi ty Press, 1973,p.406. 
3. Dedre Gentner, 'Are S c i e n t i f i c  Analogies Hetaphors?',in HETAPHOR 
CrgbLg!~ aid ~gr_~pectives,ed.D,S.Miall,Harvester Press,Great 
Br i ta in ,  1992,p.lll. 
associations i s  valued whereas i n  explanatory analogy an abstract, wel l  
c l a r i f i e d ,  coherent syster o f  r e l a t i o n s  i s  valued. Gentner ra ises sore 
in te res t ing  questions as t o  whether the naive models o f  novices develop 
i n t o  those o f  the experts i n  stages para l l e l  t o  those o f  the development o f  
the topic and whether analogies s t a r t  o f f  r i c h  and unc la r i f i ed  and become 
pared down. She believes tha t  i t  i s  here that the creat ive process i n  
science ray be involved. 
Har t in  and Harre th ink  tha t  'we need retaphor because i n  some cases 
i t  i s  the only way t o  say what we mean since the ex is t i ng  serant ic f i e l d s  
o f  the current terminology r e f e r e n t i a l l y  related t o  the subject i n  question 
1 
are inadequate t o  our own thought.' They make a clear d i s t i n c t i o n  between 
a metaphor and a model or non- l inguis t ic  analogue: 
An object or s ta te  o f  a f a i r s  i s  said t o  be a rode1 when i t  i s  viewed 
i n  terms of  i t s  re la t ionsh ip  t o  some other object or s ta te  o f  
a f fa i rs . . . i f  we use the  image of  a f l u i d  t o  exp l icate the  supposed 
act ion of  the e l e c t r i c a l  energy, we say that the  f l u i d  i s  
functioning as a rode1 for  one conception of  the nature of  
e l e c t r i c i t y .  I f ,  however, we then go on t o  speak of  the ' ra te  o f  
flow1 of  an ' e lec t r i ca l  current1, we are using metaphorical language 
based on the f l u i d  model. 2 
This suggests that the rode1 precedes the metaphor, a debatable po in t  as 
one 'thinks1 the metaphor and then explains with the rodel. C l i ve  Sutton 
bel ieves that  'The model, j u s t  l i k e  the metaphor from which i t  i s  derived 
exerts a persuasive power upon those who take i t  seriously.' I t  i s  t rue  as 
Har t in  and Harre say that fur ther  metaphors 'spin o f f '  the o r i g i n a l  one, and: 
Speaking metaphorically on the basis o f  a model, a s c i e n t i s t  i s  
enabled not only t o  pos i t  but t o  re fer  t o  theoret ica l  e n t i t i e s  by 
the use of terms which transcend experience i n  that t h e i r  serant ic  
content i s  not f u l l y  determined A PRIOR1 by the empirical condit ions 
for the i r  application. leaning i s  not exhausted by the condit ions 
1. J. Hart i n  and R. Harre, 'Metaphor i n  Science', HETAPHUR Prgbhe!s 2nd 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ s _ , e d . D . S . H i a l l , H a r v e s t e r  Press,Great Britain,l982, p.89. 
1 
o f  asser tab i l i ty .  
Hetaphor i s  necessary t o  science as they see i t  for: 
The metaphoric employment o f  a term brings about a reordering o f  i t s  
semantic f ie ld, as wel l  as those of  the term with which i t  i s  used, 
so generating new intensional contents, most o f  which are yet t o  be 
explored. ..a r e a l i s t  construal o f  science requires predicates, o f  
which those created by metaphorical usage o f  ex is t i ng  empir ical  
predicates are the very exemplar. 2 
Lavoisier could speak o f  ' facts1 as i f  they were d iv ine ly  immutable 
but modern scholars doubt factual statements. Nietzsche said that  physics 
was only an in terpretat ion and arrangesent o f  the world not an explanation 
3 
o f  i t  and that a l l  t r u t h  i s  a human creat ion h i s t o r i c a l l y  conditioned. 
Science constantly looks for  order and patterns and t r i e s  t o  make language 
f i t  t h i s  task but language has a personal i ty o f  i t s  own and does not always 
oblige. Words br ing with them t h e i r  own l i f e  history, colour and associations. 
These can confuse the science expert as much as the i n i t i a t e .  They are 
inadequate too ls  for the complete understanding of science even retaphor 
which i s  a complex and sophist icated use of  language cannot adequately 
express the nature of the universe. As van Fraasen says 'Acceptance of  a 
4 
theory i s  not be l ie f . "  We are l i m i t e d  by our own humanity: 
Since Einstein we have to  l i v e  with the t r u t h  that we w i l l  never be 
able t o  understand completely the universe because the innate 
s t ructure of  our b ra in  i s  inadequate t o  do so. Even Einstein, 
although he calculated with the fourth dimension, was incapable of 
experiencing i t s  rea l i t y .5  
1. J.Hartin and R.Harre, 'Hetaphor i n  Science1, !WUPlQR Problems and 
Per2ee<tiv_e2,ed.D.S.Hiall,Harvester Press,Great Br i ta in ,  1902,p.lOl. 
3. Ibid., in t roduct ion p.xvi. 
4. Bas C. van Fraasen, hage_s of %ien~e,Universi  t y  o f  Chicago Press, 
1985,p.281. 
5. Holmar von Ditfurth,'Science Popu1arisation:Getting t o  the Heart 
o f  the Hatter1, U_N_ESC_E Feature2 No.754. 
This is seen as a positive factor by some people for it rakes us more 
tolerant, less dogmatic and von Ditfurth believes it brings us to where a 
religious sense begins, a conclusion nary Hesse would concur with. She tells 
us that scientists should no longer hold a positivist view, even though 
many still do, because 'in the light of modern physics it is no longer 
possible to regard science as a literal description of what exists in 
1 
nature.' She believes that linguistic analysis gives us insight into the 
nature of scientific meaning: 
... scientific theories describe nature in terms of ANALOGIES drawn 
from familiar types of experience. The analogies may be drawn froa 
classical aechanics (as in billiard-ball theories of the atom), 
from pure mathematics (as in much of modern physics), or even from 
voluntary human behaviour (as in animistic and theological types of 
'science1). Analogical description is not literal description as 
previous generations of scientists imagined, but neither is it 
entirely unrelated to the reality of nature. It owes its successs 
both to the fidelity to nature as revealed in experiments, and to 
the fertile imagination which selects appropriate analogies from 
familiar experience and familiar types of language, and thus 
exhibits relations between one aspect of experience and another.2 
There is a growing awareness of the importance of metaphor in 
science, 1.A.Richards said 'even in the rigid language of the settled 
3 
sciences we do not elirinate or prevent it without great difficulty." 
Shibles found that 'Whole philosophies and theories are seen to be expanded 
4 
metaphors. ' And David Hiall came to the conclusion that 'Philosophy, 
psychology, 1 i terary theory and science--all find themselves challenged to 
define their scope and aims by this presence at the heart of their 
1. Nary B.Hesse, Science 2nd the Huthaan hpgination, SCtl Press Ltd., 
London, 1954,p. 12. 
3. I. A.Richards,Philoso~~y of Wt~t~rj~,Oxford University Press,New 
York, l93S1p.92. 
1 
a c t i v i t i e s  t h i s  one phenomenon, metaphor. ' 
Shibles maintains that  each philosophy, school o f  science etc. i s  
based upon a number o f  basic metaphors (he includes analogies) vhich are 
then expanded i n t o  various 'universes of  discourse1. Gerald Hol ton says 
one might question t h i s  because i n  the face o f  reason and positivism, 
'metaphors by d e f i n i t i o n  are f lex ib le ,  subject t o  a va r ie ty  o f  personal 
2 
interpretat ions, and o f ten  the resu l t s  o f  an overburdened imagery.' 
Therefore they may be natura l  t o  the a r t i s t  but not t o  the  sc ien t i s t ,  and 
he quotes Turbayne as being c r i t i c a l  o f  some o f  the metaphors used by sore 
sc ien t i s t s  i n  par t icu lar  Descartes and Newton, on Hechanism. But Holton i s  
avare that l i ngu is ts  and h is tor ians have proved t o  us that metaphor i s  
l inked t o  our thinking a b i l i t y .  Holton speaks o f  our %toref o f  metaphors 
vhich i s  i nc l i ned  to  make one imagine a ren ta l  thesaurus o f  metaphors such 
3 
as those described by Carol Clark i n  Web_ gf tlelaehgr --but t h i s  i s  a 
r isnorer  i f  we believe that the best metaphors are products o f  'new' thinking. 
Holton believes tha t  'modern science began v i t h  a quarrel  over 
4 
metaphor'. I n  Book I o f  De Revolutionibus, Nicolaus Copernicus, speaking o f  
h i s  v is ion of  the universe c r i t i c i s e d  those vhose theories portrayed lack 
of  balance or aesthetic harrony vhich he sau as in teg ra l  i n  such a Divine 
creation: 'Yet the metaphor o f  u n i f o r r  c i r cu la r  motion as the d iv ine key 
for solving the problers posed by the phenomena--even i n  ant i q u i  ty--had 
1. David Mia1 1, ed.FEU#HtIR Prgbwgrs 5114 Pgkseect ives, Humani t ies  
Press Inc.,N.Jersey11982,p.xviii. 
2. Gerald Holton, Metaphors i n  Science and Education, Chapter VII of  
Msehhks gf Education ed.W.Taylor,Heinemann,London, 1984.p.92. 
3. Carol Clark,Ihe Web gf Cedaebhr,Studies i n  the Imagery o f  
Hontaignels Essais,French Forum Pub1ishers11978. 
infected the th ink ing from which the s c i e n t i f i c  revo lu t ion o f  the 
1 
seventeenth century came.' Such a metaphor as Holton po in ts  out i s  not 
merely one o f  A r i s to te l i an  transfer o f  meaning but what S i r  Ernst Gombrich 
2 
c a l l s  'a rest ructur ing o f  the world', Hetaphors then can have profound 
and long-1 ived influence. 
For a more recent example of the pervasive power o f  metaphor Holton 
c i t e s  the case of Thomas Young i n  1804 and h i s  ideas about the nature o f  
l i g h t  as a wave phenomenon--which i s  based on an analogy comparing l i g h t  
impulse tosound waves fromorgan pipes. This ' i n t u i t i v e '  leap, although 
i t  l a t e r  proved urong, was remarkable i n  tha t  he l inked two areas of  study 
formerly unconnected, but h i s  study o f  sound and h i s  observation o f  
Newton's r i ngs  had led  him t o  t h i s  remarkable conclusion. As Holton says 
one looks i n  one's students for evidence of  such imaginative thinking--and 
he also describes t h i s  as 'an examplar o f  the creat ive funct ion of  metaphor 
3 
i n  the nascent phase o f  the s c i e n t i f i c  imagination.' 
Other remarkable examples Holton c i t e s  are from Faradayls notebooks 
as wel l  as Fern and Haxwell. His favouri te i s  one by Einste in  described i n  
4 
h i s  own handwriting as 'the happiest thought o f  my l i f e ' - - t h a t  i s  
pertaining t o  h i s  theory o f  r e l a t i v i t y  i n  1907. As Holton says 'The urges t o  
f i nd  analogies, and thereby to  s impl i fy  and un i f y  the various branches o f  a 
science , are ac t i ve ly  a t  work i n  the background of  the research o f  these 
1. Gerald Holton, Hetaphors i n  Science and Education, Chapter V I I  o f  
@aehors of Edu<htiosed. W,Taylor,Heinerann, London, 1984.p.94 
3. Ibid. ,p.96. 
4. Ibid. ,p.96. c i t i n g  an unpublished manuscript from about 
1919 e n t i t l e d  i n  t rans la t ion 'fundamental Ideas and 
Hethods o f  R e l a t i v i t y  Theory, Presented i n  the i r  
Developrentl a t  the Einstein Archives i n  Princeton. 
1 
explorers.' I t  i s  p a r t i c u l a r l y  in terest ing that  these are from personal 
notebooks and give us an ins ight  i n t o  how tha t  mind was working a t  the time 
and how metaphor becomes a way o f  explaining sometimes t o  oneself--this i s  
important. There i s  no sense here o f  ornament or subst i tu t ion --the words 
used mirror the mind a t  that  moment i n  time. This i s  what makes such 
notebooks so fascinat ing t o  read, one almost enters i n t o  that  person's 
thought PATTERNS. Teachers could perhaps share more i n  the thoughts o f  
the i r  pup i l s  i n  science just  as the journal w r i t i n g  i n  English has proved a 
f r u i t f u l  area for  teacher -pupil dialogue. 
Liam Hudson f inds s i r i l a r  evidence i n  h i s  references t o  Watson's 
account o f  the discovery o f  the s t ructure o f  DNA ...' unless some very special 
t r i c k  existed, randomly twis t ing two polynucleot ide chains around one 
2 
another should resu l t  i n  a m e s s . V n  in te res t ing  mixture here of  metaphor 
and idiomatic speech. And Garrett speaks o f  Thonsonls ' ra i s in  pudding1 
model t o  describe the atom as a matr ix o f  p o s i t i v e  and negative charges of  
e l e c t r i c i t y  , which was prevalent u n t i l  h i s  pup i l  Rutherford cane along. 
Hetaphor then i n  science asHo l ton  discovers i s  sometimes an 
expression of  deep insight,  o f  bridge-building--not a l l  o f  which prove 
correct or productive but o f ten par t  of a rovement towards a solution. He 
f inds another sc ien t i s t  with a s imi lar  view and quotes him 'Wherever one 
looks i n  the h is tory  o f  p a r t i c l e  physics, one sees t h i s  magical 
transmutat ion, producing new theories from o l d  through a process o f  analogical 
1. Gerald Holton, Netaphors i n  Science and Education, Chapter V I I  o f  
llelaehgrs gf Educat ioned. W. Taylor, Heinenann, London, l984.p.97.  
2. L i a r  Hudson, Frqmes gf f h d ,  Penguin Books,U.K., 1968. Hudson 
i s  discussing the di f ferences i n  perception of  convergers and 
divergers and i s  here i l l u s t r a t i n g  wi th  excerpts from Watson's 
account o f  the discovery of  the s t ruc tu re  o f  DNA,in Watson,J.D. 
The !h~wle Wjj, Weidenfeld and Nicolson, London, 1968. 
1 
recycling.' Furthermore this writer believes that scientists are not 
'the passive DISCOVERERS of the unproblematic facts of nature.. . . . [but] 
2 
they actively CONSTRUCT their world.' Others take a different view 
such as Boyd who believes that rather than constructing our world with 
language 'Instead WE accommodate OUR language to the structure of a theory- 
3 
independent world. ' 
Holton is convinced that "there are not merely OCCASIONS for using 
metaphor, but NECESSITIES for doing so, as when trying to remove an 
4 
unbearable gap [an expression Einstein used1 or a monstrous fault.' Hol ton 
believes in metaphor because it is an 'epistemological necessity 'because of 
5 
the limits of induction-'Where logic fails, analogic continues.' Even if 
it doesn't bridge a gap it at least carries one forward. Once again this 
notion of essential movement in metaphor. Einstein, Holston reaarks, 
noted that 'we often select concepts without some logical necessity. They 
6 
are the product of the free ranging of the mind in 'a free play' rather 
than the result of 'abstraction1 from observation. Hetaphor he believed 
helped to cross the bounds between levels of the scientific system. 
Similar ideas says Holton occurred also to Francis Bacon, and Kant noted 
1. Gerald Holton,Hetaphors in Science and Education,Chapter VII of 
llgl;ehg~: irj Education ed. W.Taylor,Heinemann, London, 1984.p.98. 
citing Pickering,A. (1980)'Exemplars and Analogies'Social Studies 
gf Scierjce_, 10, pp. 497-508. 
3. Ibid. ,p.98.Citing David Boyd in tlglaehgr grid Thgyghi ed. Andrew 
Ortony, University of Cambridge Press, New York, 1979.p.408. 
6. Ibid.,p.98. Quoting Holton,6.'Einstein1s Search for the Weltbildl, 
Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society1l25~l),February 1981. 
that 'the imagination does not distinguish betveen li fe-uorld experience 
1 
and scientific experience.' Such experiences have even led scientists to 
describe ions for example as if they could be seen. 
One very interesting observation Holton makes is a reference to 
Gombrich vho said that 'the linear character of language makes it hard to 
hold in rind some concepts that become quite evident when put in diagrammatic 
2 
form.' This made re think of the times when one resorts to diagrams to 
explain for example a complicated Shakespeare plot to a class or the uay ue 
portray music as notes on lines separate for each voice or hand yet music 
is not truly linear. It is perhaps the linear style of our language vhich 
holds us back...as it must also be our uay of thinking, larilyn Ferguson 
believes this is so: 
We construct all our explanations on a linear model that exists only 
as an ideal...Semanticists like Alfred Korzybski and Benjamin Whorf 
warned that Indo-European languages trap us in a fragaented model of 
life. They disregard relationship. By their subject-predicate structure, 
they mould our thought, forcing us to think of everything in terms 
of sinple cause and effect. For this reason it is hard for us to 
talk about--or even THINK about--quantum physics, a fourth 
dirension, or any other notion ui thout clearcut beginnings and endings, 
up and doun, then and nou.3 
Gorbrich said 'This may be one of the psychological reasons for our 
4 
instinctive equation betveen seeing and understanding. ' (He say 'I see 
what you mean.') As Holton says 'The constraints of the two dimensional 
surface on uhich to drav or print must after all, affect our thinking 
1. Gerald Holton,Hetaphors in Science and Education,Chapter VII of 
k!ihrs Education ed. W.Taylor,Heinemann,LondonIl984.p.99. 
3, larilyn Ferguson,Ihe Ayuawign Consejrayy,Granada,Great Britain, 
1382,~. 160. 
4. Holton,p. 100.ci ting 60mbrich~E.H. 1972 Symbolic 1fiages:Studies in 
the Art of the Renaissance,London:Phaidon. 
1 
constantly.' Cicero too i s  quoted: 'The retaphors dravn f r o r  the sense o f  
s ight  are ruch ro re  v iv id ,  a l ros t  placing before the  r ind 's  eye vhat ve 
2 
cannot discern.' Holton says that  a catalogue of  s c i e n t i f i c  retaphors 
vould include rany ' visual izab le retaphors and ... anthropomorphic and 
f o l k l o r i c  retaphors. Human l i f e ,  the l i f e  cycle, and huran re la t ionships 
pervade, i n  soretimes only s l i g h t l y  disguised forr, the most sophisticated 
3 
s c i e n t i f i c  papers, and ro re  so, our textbooks.' Which i r r e d i a t e l y  rakes 
one th ink tha t  hunting for  these and discussing then could be an in terest ing 
exercise for students, 
Never sciences Holton says borrov the i r  retaphors f r o r  the 
established sciences yet they have dravn them fro8 basic huran experiences. 
'Body1 retaphors he says are common [Carol Clark found these vere often 
4 
applied i n  p o l i t i c s 1  and he says as Hacrae points out 'our experience of  
5 
our bodies i s  presc ient i f ic . '  [This can only mean tha t  the label  science 
d id  not ex is t ] .  Because science i s  constantly changing so i t  constantly 
needs nev language and new setaphors t o  describe new th ings or events or t o  
replace o ld  ideas and as Holton says the search for the new of ten borders 
on the tasteless. He senses a rove from retaphors o f  order and harrony t o  
more destruct ive [ev i l ? ]  connotations. As he says 'It i s  indeed the 
6 
terminology o f  a restless, even violent,  vorld.' On the contrary I keep 
1. 1.6erald Holton,Hetaphors i n  Science and Education,Chapter V I I  o f  
Hetaehws Ehcat igs ed. U. Taylor, Heinerann, London, 1984.p. 105, 
2, and3. Ibid. ,p. 100. 
4. Carol Clark,Ihe Web of tlelpeho~,Studies i n  the Imagery of 
Hontaigne's Essais, French Forun Publishers, 1978. 
5. Hol ton,p. lOl.HcRae, D.6. (1975) 'The Body and Social  Hetaphor'in 
Eenthall, J.and Pol herus, T,The Body as a Hediur o f  Expression, London, 
Al len Lane.p,67. 
f ind ing evidence o f  recurr ing images o f  l i g h t  and pat terns which i s  why I 
have stressed or enphasised these throughout t h i s  work wherever they occur 
i n  my findings. Perhaps even with metaphors one only sees what one i s  
looking for. 
Holton i s  aware also o f  the 'netaphoric' s ta te  o f  the student i n  the 
science classroom, head f u l l  o f  preconceived not ions and metaphors, o f  
which helshe i s  l a rge ly  unaware--some pecu l ia r l y  h i s fhe r  own, some of  them 
par t  o f  the fo l k lo re  o f  the time and place one l i v e s  in .  The richness o f  
netaphor i n  science (sore examples he gives are; b i g  bang, i ne r t i a ,  
negative feedback,.) may be e f fec t i ve  too ls  for the sc ient is ts ,  but 'pathetic 
1 
f a l l ac ies  for  students.' This i s  a neglected area i n  metaphor study, the 
two-way process involved between the metaphor-maker and the metaphor- 
unraveller, there has t o  be an area o f  shared understanding, o f  common 
knowledge and assumptions before a metaphor i s  meaningful. This i s  the 
area where knowledge can be transmitted, where learning and teaching can 
take place. There seems t o  be i n s u f f i c i e n t  evidence as t o  the e f fec ts  o f  
2 
metaphor on the 1 istener -receiver. For example when Berggren re fe rs  t o  
Ia rve l ' s  'green thought i n  a green shade' as an example of  an e f fec t i ve  
poet ic schema, we can take i t  that he and presumably other l i t e r a r y  c r i t i c s  
or philosophers would accept t h i s  as a eetaphor. What i s  unknown t o  us i s  
exact ly what Berggren visual izes or [vary o f  Richard1 s adroni t ion about 
l i t e r a l l y  'seeing'] what Berggren th inks about when he conteeplates or 
reads t h i s  metaphor. Just as in terest ing would be t o  know what I a r v e l f s  
thought processes were as he constructed t h i s  a t t r a c t i v e  line...and what 
1. Gerald Holton,fletaphors i n  Science and Education,Chapter V I I  o f  
Ma_plr_hr_s_ i n  Ed_gc_a_~~gn_ ed. W .Taylor ,Heinemann,London, 1984.p. 102. 
2. Douglas Berggren,The Use and Abuse o f  fletaphor, 1,1& Review of 
t W a _ ~ h y ~ ~ ~ ~ , V o l u m e  XVI ,  No. 2 Issue No.62,p.248. 
every reader since has thought. This we ray never know, but we need more 
research i n t o  the e f fec ts  o f  some such l ines. So often i n  l i t e r a t u r e  
the ' r ight '  in terpretat ion i s  ' f ixedf by the l i t e r a r y  c r i t i c s  who are 
revered and respected i n  matters o f  standards and taste. Too much so 
perhaps. Some readers and teachers are so imbued with the standards and 
b e l i e f s  o f  t h e i r  own teachers that  they are fea r fu l  t o  s ta te  t h e i r  own 
opinions. There are sore who w i l l  go so far  as not t o  teach e.g. a 
Shakespeare p lay they have not 'donep before, because they have not been 
taught what t o  think and say about i t .  One wonders i f  s imi lar  things happen 
i n  science, whether cer ta in  ideas or theories get misrepresented or omitted 
from school curr icula. Contentious issuessuch as theories of  evolut ion 
would obviously r e f l e c t  d i f fe ren t  viewpoints and no science teacher could 
possibly keep abreast of everything new i n  science. 
I f  one r e f l e c t s  on what Turbayne says about metaphors and myths--if 
we recognize that myths are untruths about t r u t h  which are d i f f i c u l t  t o  
explain or understand i n  ordinary language then several p o s s i b i l i t i e s  
emerge... they cater for 'simple' i n t e l l e c t s  for who@ the t r u t h  would be 
too d i f f i c u l t  t o  understand; there i s  no t r u t h  therefore we l i e  (or mythmakers 
or those i n  power do) about phenomena we cannot understand; or people are 
de l iberate ly  misled because those who know the t r u t h  (have seen the 
l i gh t? )  do not r e a l l y  want others t o  do the same. Symbolism of  myths and 
metaphor then becomes a way of  preserving e l i t e s .  Such i s  the e f fec t  o f  the 
1 
metaphors i n  some eyst ica l  poetry such as described by L u t f i  Abas. 
Hargaret Head believes that  the publ ic  i s  s c i e n t i f i c a l l y  
i l l i t e r a t e  because 'key' metaphors are not shared. She also not iced that 
1. L u t f i  Abas,Symbols i n  Kemalals Poems:A Study of  Signs i n  Hyst ical  
Poems inSemiotics Unfolding ed, Tasso Borbe,louton, Amsterdam, 1979 
pp.681-688. (Described i n  eore d e t a i l  p.142 of t h i s  study.) 
scientists mainly talk to other scientists, and it ray be true to say that 
one's language reflects and reveals one's world viev. Searle also has much 
to say on this. This area of difficulty is highlighted Holton believes by 
the work of such people as R.Horton on African Thought. Holton exarines 
some of the common metaphors of science including a particularly interesting 
one relating to the TASK of the sciences i.e. their function, and here he 
finds the rost dynamic one to be that of 'the mountaineer gradually ascending, 
and thereby gaining not merely the conquest of the peak, but the aesthetic, 
largely visual thrill of an OVERVIEW, encorpassing the vhole circular area 
below, from horizon to horizon, and, in the unearthly stillness at that 
high altitude, seeing at a glance the way the details of the landscape 
1 
belov fit together in one meaningful picture.' This is the sare metaphor 
I used myself in introducing this work but one which occurs in other works 
2 
such as Ibt Conscious 1:~ gf flelpetm~ in flytyprd &t.~n_d by Stephen Bacon in 
vhich he considers the philosophy of that type of instruction a paradigm 
which is "truly holistic' and in which he sees the individual's struggle 
with the vilderness as a parallel to the huran search for the sublire. 
Also in Richard Bergland1s I'e Fabrjc pf gild he sees the intellectual 
pursuit of knowledge as metaphoric expedition or exploration as T.H.Huxley 
who said in 1087 'The known is finite, the unknown infinite; intellectually 
we stand on an island in the riddle of an illimitable ocean of inexplicability. 
3 
Our business in every generation is to reclaim a little more land.' 
1. Gerald Holton,Hetaphors in Science and Education,Chapter VII of 
flgla_eh_o_rs i n _  Educatign ed. W.Tay10r1Heinerann,London,1904.p.106. 
2. Stephen Bacon,Ihe Conscious Use o_f fletqehor jn Outward Bound 
Colorado Outward Bound School ,Denver,Colorado, 1983, 
3. Richard Bergland,lhe Fabl jc  pf fljh~,Penguin,Australia11905,pP6 
citing Huxley,T.H. ,Collected Essays,Hacmillan,London, 1906. 
Bergland speaks of  p i tons o f  progress as when mountaineers mark t h e i r  
routes, and of  standing on the  shorel ine of wonder. He i s  aware tha t  'A 
special  k ind o f  tension at once l i n k s  us t o  and separates us from our 
i n t e l l e c t u a l  ins t i tu t ions. '  I t  may grow from th is :  'you and I are meant t o  
f i n d  new ' t ruths1 a t  the shoreline; the i n s t i t u t i o n s  are supposed t o  keep 
1 
the t r u t h s  a t  the centre.' H is  new paradigm i s  that  the bra in  i s  a gland 
not a repository o f  e l e c t r i c a l  impulses but a hormone secret ing gland 
working i n  cohorts with the other glands of  the body; I was going t o  use 
the word harmony, i n  a s ta te  o f  heal th  t h i s  would probably be more correct.  
He i s  aware that  h i s  view w i l l  be res is ted by the s c i e n t i f i c  establishment 
as most 'new1 ideas are res is ted u n t i l  i n  Kuhnls terms a paradigm s h i f t  occurs. 
I n  h i s  book he stated : 
Without comnitment t o  a paradigm there can be no science... the study 
o f  paradigms i s  what prepares a student for membership i n  a pa r t i cu la r  
s c i e n t i f i c  community, Hen whose research i s  based on shared paradigms 
are committed t o  the same r u l e s  and standards for s c i e n t i f i c  pract ice. 
. .sc ient i f ic  revolut ions are inaugurated by a growing sense that  an 
ex is t ing paradigm has ceased t o  function adequately i n  the explorat ion 
of  an aspect o f  nature.' 2 
This human desire and need fo r  the vision, the h o l i s t i c  sense i s  what 
draws people t o  meditation t o  the search for a sense of  un i t y  w i th  nature 
for  the reaning of l i f e .  For a time people believed science might o f fe r  
answers t o  questions which r e l i g i o n s  never seemed t o  sa t i f y .  Now more and nore 
there seers t o  be a movement towards a combination of  a l l  three. L i te ra tu re  
v icar ious ly  explains or mi r rors  l i f e  but there i s  a sense i n  which l i t e r a t u r e  
i s  a l l  l i es ,  a r t  also goes some way t o  appeasing t h i s  in terna l  desire for 
aesthet ic or s p i r i t u a l  harmony. There are sore who f i n d  the most sa t i s fac t ion  
1. Richard Bergland,Ibe E a b ~ j c  of ~j~~,Penguin,Austra1ia11985,p.6. 
i n  mathematics or i n  music. Whatever the pursu i t  there i s  a common thread, 
that  i s  the search for pattern, for order or at l eas t  a recogni t ion of  t h i s  
where i t  seers to  ex is t  and a d r i ve  t o  establ ish i t  a r t i f i c i a l l y  as i n  
taxonomies etc. Language gives order t o  thought or i s  i t  the other way 
about, which does come f i r s t  the word or the idea? There i s  a spate o f  
l i t e r a t u r e  now t ry ing t o  g ive us t h i s  h o l i s t i c  view e.g. Ih_g A_qwjan_ 
1 2 
young people as rap id l y  and painlessly as possible t o  t h i s  point 
un iversa l ly  and yet give them t i r e  and space t o  learn by and for themselves 
and t o  a r r i v e  at t h i s  l eve l  natura l ly  ; also for them t o  question our 
paradigms and t o  r e f l e c t  on possible new ones. The amount o f  s c i e n t i f i c  
knowledge now must be vast compared with that o f  a century or even a 
decade ago. We surely do not want t o  force or pressure-feed youngsters so 
we need expert methods which do not waste t h e i r  t ime and yet develop s k i l l s  
sequential ly or i n  tempo wi th  t h e i r  maturation. This i s  not an easy task- 
i t  surely means also that  we have t o  look at learning as a whole not merely 
wi th in  subject boundaries. Hore andmoreweneed to read ,  wr i te  and think 
across subject areas, not s i r p l y  wi th in  them. There i s  no reason why poems 
cannot be wr i t ten  about gases and atoms and why a r t  cannot study s c i e n t i f i c  
models. Each individual needs t o  develop h i s  or her own view o f  the world. 
The phys ic is t  says he i s  searching for the harmony which l i n k s  a l l  the 
phenomena he observes. Holton c a l l s  t h i s  the metaphor o f  the Weltbild-- 
3 
which can be traced from Boethe, Schleiermacher and Alexander von Hurboldt. 
2. F r i  j o f  Capra,Ihe h~ttjny hint, fontana, London, 1983. 
3. Gerald Holton,Hetaphors i n  Science and Education,Chapter V I I  of 
Hetauhors jn_ Education ed. W.Taylor,Heinenann,London, 1984.p. 107. 
What all seem to be striving for is a W a n d  
revieving Holton says ' Unification is the 
metaphysical and religious in inspiration.' 
ironic tonel that scientists have even been 
Unification Theory1 John Ziman 
Supreme Project of Science, 
1 
Holton says [vith slightly 
known to lapse into poetry on 
this matter. He sees the recurring metaphors of science as circles ever 
increasing, joining, rising, as linked to the dominant 'mountain-climbing1 
metaphor. The latest advances on this unification theoryvere reported 
after a recent 300th Anniversary to celebrate Nevtonls vork. It is nov 
thought that the elementary constituents of the universe are nothing but 
different modes of vibration of tiny string-like loops, called 
'super-str ings'--a new metaphor. 
Perhaps the most surprising finding in studies of scientific vork 
is the close resemblance to things normally described in the realm of 
religion. Holton quotes Einstein vho said: 'The state of feeling vhich 
makes one capable of such achievements is akin to that of the religious 
vorshipper or of one who is in love; his daily strivings arise from no 
2 
deliberate decision or programme, but one of immediate necessity.' 
An exalted aspiring state--is this vhat drives scientists--if so hov are ve 
to develop this joy , this excitement, this love, this sense of vonder and 
thirst for knowledge [visdom?l in our students? I am reminded also of 
the vords of Dr Paul Brunton : 'Scientists may lead the vay from sheer 
materialism into the discovery of the Spiritual Self. If they continue to 
investigate they vill ultimately find the Truth, for there is nothing else 
------------------- 
1. John Ziman,'What shall ve look into no~?', London Revjey of Book~, 
21 Hay 1987,p.16. 
2. Gerald Holton, Metaphors in Science and Education, Chapter VII of 
Hetauhorz iq Educpmjon ed. W. Taylor,HeinemannILondon,l984,p. 109. 
quoting from Holton,G.,Thefiatic Origins of Scientific Thought. 
Cambridge,Hass. ;Harvard University Press.p.378. 
they can find. Their path i s  get t ing narrower and narrower [ that metaphor 
1 
again! l . I t  i s  leading them inescapably towards the Spi r i t . '  
9 
Holton sees metaphors such as he has described as serving four 
functions : 
1. To serve the  ind iv idual  pr ivate ly .  
2. To serve the c i r c l e  of the indoctrinated. 
3. To serve both of  these and the more ignorant publ ic  
4. Chief ly t o  serve the more ignorant public. 
Writers I have mentioned such as ferguson and Capra are doing much work i n  
t h i s  four th  area. To share what Holton c a l l s  Ikey metaphors1 of science i s  
a d i f f i c u l t  task. This perhaps leads i n t o  a rather sensit ive educational 
sphere. From Plato's time on the problem has been how many e l i t e  can f i t  
on t h i s  metaphoric mountain top--can we a l l  make our way there? I f  t h i s  i s  
desirable how do we achieve t h i s  equal i ty  o f  outcome? The sc ien t i s t  c lea r l y  
2 
has a duty Holton believes, t o  be aware of  the 'metaphoric distance' 
between himself  and h i s  colleagues and students. letaphors need t o  be used 
wi th  care for they can be as misleading as they can be meaningful. A 
clear example of  mis-learning can core un in tent ional ly  froa p rac t i ca l  
demonstrations also, says Holton, reducing in foraat ion t o  media s t y l e  
presentation i n  order t o  teach and communicate, can seriously adulterate 
the o r ig ina l  concept. Any examiner i s  fami l iar  with learned but misunderstood 
concepts. For t h i s  reason Holton prefers  the  l i v e l y  personal presentation. 
An in te res t ing  anachronism i n  these days when other people are urging more 
use of  e.g. computer and programed inst ruct ion.  He sees a clear importance 
1. Dr Paul Brunton,Ihe lrml ha!jty,Rider B Co. ,London, 1970,~. 113. 
2. Gerald Holton,t!etaphors i n  Science and Education,Chapter VII of  
klphms Eckat~oq ed. W.Taylor, Heinemann,London, 1984.p. 110. 
i n  the personal dimension and the place o f  discussion. From h i s  own 
observations he has seen tha t  'the more successful demonstrations are 
1 
actual happenings . . .a personal commi tment.. . i s  the [necessary I element. ' 
What he does not mention which i s  probably j u s t  as important i s  the discourse 
which i s  usual ly  avai lable i n  l i v e  performances--and, as he says: 
The scientist-educator .of course negotiates eas i ly  the jump 
between the ground metaphor and i t s  debased forms that actua l ly  
come t o  the eye i n  the classroom.tvia fi lms, charts, diagrams etc.1 
But the new student may not be able t o  fol low him i n  making t h i s  leap, 
the more so as usual ly nothing i s  sa id  about any necessity t o  make 
one.2 
This i s  a t imely warning for a l l  teachers. There i s  s t i l l  a need for 
'bridge-buildingp--the person who helps us, who t r u l y  teaches, moves 
between the 'tenor1 and the 'vehicler the  'focus1 and the 'framep of  the 
metaphor; sometimes t o  help us construct our own personal metaphors o f  
under s t  anding. 
This i s  where metaphors are useful  t o  science p a r t i c u l a r l y  i n  the 
need for explanation. Berggren agrees for he says that an i n t e l l i g i b l e  
explanation rus t  be v i t a l l y  retaphorical  and here no less than i n  poetry 
stereoscopic v is ion i s  essent ial  and 'the bet ter  or more general ly 
3 
explanatory a theory is,  the more extensively metaphorical i t  has become.' 
What i s  perhaps rare ly  explained t o  ch i ldren i s  the fact 
par t  o f  science as they are o f  l i t e ra tu re .  
Holton says that Gorbrich has pointed out the d i  
that metaphors are 
f f i c u l t y  which the 
p r i m i t i v e  mental i ty has i n  d is t inguish ing between representation and symbol 
------------------- 
1. Gerald Holton,Hetaphors i n  Science and Education,Chapter V I I  o f  
h t g p h w s  i q  Ed_ucatio_q ed. W.Taylor ,Heinemann,Londonl 1984.p. 11 1. 
2. Ibid.,p. l l l .  
3. Douglas Berggren, The Use and Abuse o f  Hetaphor,lI, i n  I h e  Reviev 
of M p e h y s ~ y s ,  Vo1 .16,pt .3 ,  1962,p.460 
1 
Sperber explores this.  Holton's v iev  o f  metaphor i s  : 
I n  what I have said, I have associated myself with BOTH o f  two 
competing views o f  metaphor: I see metaphor act ing sometimes as a means 
for  the transfer o f  meaning across discont inuity,  as a br idge or boat 
i s  a means for t ransfer r ing a person across a r i ve r ;  [ t h i s  i n  i t s e l f  
i s  a dominant l i t e r a r y  metaphor3 or, i n  other cases, as a more 
ac t i ve  too l  o f  retarorphosis, o f  a rest ructur ing o f  a por t ion o f  the 
world view.In e i ther  case, the  metaphor has e x p l i c i t  or i m p l i c i t  
boundaries. Since the metaphor i s  always contingent on the context, 
i t s  boundary w i l l  a lso change as the context shifts...But whi le 
the detai led shape and power o f  a metaphor changes, I see a 
constancy that endures, and that  I regard as the the ra t i c  centre o f  
the metaphor. 2 
So myth and metaphor are a necessary par t  o f  the mystique of  science, what 
Hol ton c a l l s  the mythopoeic funct ion and he c a l l s  on Turbayne t o  support 
h i s  viev: '[Bel aware there are no proper so r t s  i n t o  which the facts  must be 
3 
allocated, but only bet ter  p ic tures or bet ter  metaphors.' 
Sort ing things out, making patterns, f inding l inks, making sense 
out o f  nonsense, t h i s  i s  what metaphor and science i s  about. Haking 
mistakes, get t ing things wrong, unlearning and relearning i s  part o f  an 
ind iv idua l ' s  growing and learning experience just  as i t  i s  a part  o f  science. 
Host o f  us have grown up be l iev ing that t o  be ' sc ien t i f i c '  i s  t o  be 
clear, precise, logical,  unemotional, ob ject ive and zealous i n  the perpetual 
pursu i t  o f  t ru th .  Sc ient is ts  are o f ten  portrayed i n  l i t e r a t u r e  and f i l m s  
for  example, as co ld ly  c l i n i c a l ,  l i v i n g  i n  a world o f  esoter ic beings who 
speak a language barely understood by ordinary aortals. I n  recent years 
science has come to  be i d e n t i f i e d  also wi th  the creat ion of  a f r ighten ing 
environment i n  which not only deadly o r g a n i s ~ s  are stored and c l a s s i f i e d  
1. Dan Sperber ,Rethhnkjny $ylbgljsl,Cambridge Universi ty Press, 1975. 
2. Gerald Holton,Hetaphors i n  Science and Education,Chapter V I I  of 
tle_la_e$o_rs i n  Ed_u~,llio_n_ ed. W .Taylor,Heinemann,London, 1984.p. 112, 
3. Ibid.,p.l13 c i t i n g  Turbayne,C.M.(1962I,Ihe dyth of ll4admr, 
Conn.:Yale Universi ty Press.P.217. 
but i n  vhich man's a b i l i t y  t o  t r a v e l  i n  space, t o  manufacture u l t imate 
weapons o f  destruct ion and even t o  play 60d v i t h  human genetics has further 
removed and elevated s c i e n t i s t s  as something akin t o  superhuman or inhuman, 
good or ev i l ,  depending on one's point o f  view. Our increasingly 
' sc ien t i f i c '  vor ld  espec ia l ly  the technology of  human communication systems 
has further heightened t h i s  sense o f  the pover o f  science. Brock Utne has 
wr i t ten  on t h i s  i n  par t icu lar :  
Nature i s  regarded as feminine, and the s c i e n t i f i c  quest as an 
essent ia l ly  v i r i l e ,  masculine adventure v i t h  penetration as the key 
t o  manly success.. . i n  Bacon's vords 'conquer and subdue her and 
(even) shake her t o  her foundations.'l 
Sc ient is ts  she says speak o f  'mastering' nature and science has become a 
dogma just  l i k e  Chr is t ian i ty .  She considers that they th r i ve  on competit ion 
as much as any soldier and the reason vhy they are insens i t i ve  t o  soc ia l  
respons ib i l i t y  i s  because as John Ziman says they acquire a set o f  ideas 
that  makes them part  o f  a cu l t .  They can become so obsessed with enquiry 
they lose s ight  of e th ica l  considerations. L ike V i rg in ia  Woolf she thinks 
that our compartmentalisation of  knowledge i s  p a r t l y  t o  blame. We know that 
our language structures our viev o f  the vor ld  and our concepts therefore 
betray our a t t i tudes and b e l i e f s  and mould our behaviour. For instance as 
Brock-Utne says the concept o f  vork i n  Harxist terms ignores the vork o f  voren. 
Likevise vomen are beginning t o  question male concepts o f  'securi ty '  and 
'defence? as v e l l  as 'science?. 
Yet 'wience' is a lso about searching and about learning. I t  i s  i n  
every childhood question 'Why ?',in every thoughtful gaze i n  vonder a t  nev 
l i f e ,  at  beauty i n  nature, and i n  the struggles t o  solve problems i n  
ordinary everyday si tuat ions. The science already knovn t o  us has helped us 
1. B r i g i d  Brock-Utne, Chapter 4'Science, Higher Education and Peace 
Research?, Educat i n q  Egr Emwe_, Pergamon Press, 1985, ppl l l-142. 
understand our environment and ourselves, we use i t  a lso t o  understand the 
past and t o  t r y  to  p red ic t  the future. Defining science i s  not easy now but 
i n  1858 Wil l iam Whewell could say with authori ty:  
The sciences t o  which the name i s  most commonly and unhesitat ingly 
given, are those which are concerned about the  material  world; 
whether they deal wi th  the ce les t ia l  bodies, as the sun and stars, 
or the earth and i t sp roduc ts ,  or the elements; whether they 
consider the d i f ferences which prevai l  among such objects, or the i r  
or ig in ,  or t h e i r  mutual operation. And i n  a l l  these Sciences i t  i s  
fami l i a r l y  understood and assumed, that the i r  doc t r i n e s  are obtained 
by a common process o f  co l l ec t ing  general t ru ths  from par t icu lar  
observed facts, which process i s  termed INDUCTION. I t  i s  further 
assumed that both i n  these and i n  other provinces of  knowledge, so 
long as t h i s  process i s  duly and leg i t ima te ly  performed, the 
resu l t s  w i l l  be r e a l  substant ial  t ruth. 1 
2 
He even spoke of  'doctrines o f  s o l i d  acknowledged cer ta in ty '  yet when we look 
t o  a more modern philosopher o f  science there i s  a much less  ce r ta in  tone. 
nary Hesse with a more h o l i s t i c  view than Hogben shows how an a1 ternat ive 
view has been established w i th  the a id  o f  philosophy, o f  soc ia l  science, 
hermeneutics and the sociology of knowledge. I n  her ea r l y  work kiggce arid 
3 
the Huran Imagination she traces the development o f  s c i e n t i f i c  thinking 
--- ----- --- ------- 
p a r t i c u l a r l y  the theor ies of  planetary motion and how they developed and 
how new knowledge was treated by science. According t o  Hesse our thinking 
has been strongly inf luenced by the Greek philosophers t o  whom a l i f e  o f  
contemplation was the idea l  as man's most noble facu l ty  was h i s  reason. 
The material  world was regarded as i n  some way a l i m i t a t i o n  or corruption 
o f  the perfect world o f  form and s p i r i t  so t h e i r  a i r  was t o  c u l t i v a t e  the 
soul t o  dwell on Perfection--which was t o  be found i n  the s t a t i c  and 
unchangeable features o f  the world. Contemplation therefore favoured 
1. Will iam Whewell ,D.D. ,t&Mory of S c i e h i f  j c  Idgpz Vol. 1, J. W.Parker 
and Son,London, l858.p.4. 
2. Ibid. ,p.3. 
mathematics and astronomy and cu l t ivated the be1 i e f  that  the heavenly 
1 
bodies were 'divine, eternal, uncorrupt ible and unchangifig.' Pract ica l  
work and experiments were not favoured. When t h i s  era went i n t o  decline 
because not everyone aspired t o  the ideal  l i f e  o f  philosophy people turned, 
says Hesse, t o  r e l i g i o u s  mystery c u l t s  from the East. History l i k e  the 
planets was assumed t o  go i n  endless cycles. Chr i s t i an i t y  brought new hope 
and purpose, she believes, e i ther  denying the main assumptions of  Greek 
thought or re- in terpret ing them. 
According t o  Hesse the new r e l i g i o n  was the Hebrew r e l i g i o n  of  the 
o ld  testamant--the new church was t o  ear ly  ch r i s t i ans  the Nev Israel--and 
we have s t i l l  not worked out, she thinks, the adjustment o f  these two views 
o f  l i f e - - the  Hebrev f a i t h  and Greek philosophy which s t i l l  held sway up t o  
the seventeenth century i n  matters o f  science. 
Augustine i s  acknowledged as the main inf luence i n  assimi lat ing 
Greek learning t o  Chr is t ian theology--but for him the earth vas t o  be 
studied not merely as contemplation and knovledge for i t s  ovn sake but t o  
assist  i n  the worship o f  60d. This was a period coping a lso with magic and 
astrology. In her words natural  science became the 'handmaid of  
theology', and i t  became usual t o  "look i n  nature for  a l legor ies and symbols 
2 
of  the d iv ine act iv i ty . '  She quotes Hichael Roberts on t h i s  type o f  
analogy: 
The four-element theory for example, was o f  very l i t t l e  value for 
the purposes of  chemistry or engineering, but i t  possessed one great 
merit which our ninety-odd element theory does not: i t  gave an 
account o f  the facts  of chemistry which was at the same time an 
a l legor ica l  p i c tu re  of  the r e a l i t i e s  of the s p i r i t .  The re la t ions  
of  earth, a i r ,  f i r e  and water, i t  seemed, corresponded i n  some way 
1. nary B. Hesse,Science 
London, 1954.p. 16. 
t o  the  re la t ions  of  body, s p i r i t ,  i n t e l l e c t  and love. The facts  o f  
chemistry, expressed i n  such terms, were subjects for. the poet, and 
science, philosophy and poetry were o f ten  one.. .it i s  d i f f i c u l t  t o  
say whether the works are t o  be taken as narrat ives o f  chemical 
experiments, as a l legor ica l  morality, or as symbolic poetry, or as 
a combination o f  a l l  three ... Even today, we f i n d  ourselves ta l k ing  
of  the world o f  r e l i g i o n  and a r t  i n  metaphors and analogies re la ted 
t o  a chemistry or physics which we know i s  obsolete. 1 
As Hesse says, nediaeval sc ien t i s t s  seemed t o  t r u s t  Greek and L a t i n  wr i te rs  
and d id  not t r y  t o  v e r i f y  t h e i r  s to r ies  of  b i r d s  and beasts with d i rec t  
observations o f  nature a t  f i r s t  but she sees evidence of sculpture 
drawings and i 1 luninated nanuscr i p t s  becoming increasingly na tu ra l i s t i c  as 
time went on. L ike Hogben she traces an impetus and stimulus given t o  
knowledge from the Arabic versions of  Greek t e x t s  once they became 
avai lable. Now Ar isot le 's  work became more widely known and something o f  a 
threat  t o  the church which Aquinas managed t o  avert  by welding the two 
systems of thought together, t o  the detriment o f  science Hesse bel ieves and 
which confirmed 'Ar is to te l ian cosmology as the  world view of the educated 
ran...whilst for ordinary people the Chr is t ian drama of  redemption was the 
unquestioned franework of t h e i r  l ives,  and they represented i t  i n  teres of  
2 
an astronomy which was more Greek than Christ ian. '  Consequently the i r  
'world' was shattered by the re jec t ion  of  t h i s  i n  the sixteenth and 
seventeenth century. Hesse explains the inf luence o f  t h i s  cosmology--for 
the Greeks: 
The only motion worthy of  d i v ine  beings was conceived t o  be c i r cu la r  
motion and the most perfect body ... i s  spherical, therefore the 
heavenly bodies and the earth must be per fect  spheres.. . I n  the 
heavens motion was na tu ra l l y  circular. .  .on earth and i n  the regions 
below the Boon motion was n a t u r a l l y u p  and down i n  s t ra ight  
1. nary B, Hesse,$gi%nce Ar~d I t~g  Hu!pn hpqination,SC!l Press Ltd., 
London, 1954. p.20,ci t ing Roberts,M., t'-lgddrn hd,London, 1937. 
Hesse also adds a footnote t o  the e f f e c t  that  an example of  
Robert's l a s t  point can be seen i n  L i t t l e  Gidding by T.S.Eliot. 
1 
lines...the earth being a t  res t  a t  the centre o f  the whole syster. 
I n  the  heavens r a t t e r  was ca l led 'aether1 which was considered eternal, 
unchanging and incorrupt ible. On earth were the four e lerents  earth, 
water, a i r  and f i re- -a l l  i n  ceaseless f l u x  and i n s t a b i l i t y .  Anyone who 
questioned t h i s  be l ie f  was i n  fact a heretic--and for such was Anaxagoras 
ex i led from Athens i n  the t i r e  o f  Pericles. The d i f f i c u l t y  o f  accepting 
such d i v i n i t i e s  was mit igated for the Chr is t ians by acknowledging that God 
had created these heavenly 'divine1 bodies.. 
The source o f  a force t o  create roverent was never adequately 
explained except i n  terms o f  ' sp i r i t s1  and ' i n v i s i b l e  angelsf--and heaven 
was considered t o  be out i n  space and h e l l  i n  the bowels o f  the earth. 
Dantels Div ine Comedy portrays just  t h i s  b e l i e f  syster (1314). I t  was a lso 
believed that  the roverent o f  the planets created music. Hesse i s  not 
averse t o  t h i s  ?nediaevalv not ion tha t  nature i s  symbolic o f  re l i g ious  
t ru ths  and wonders why we do not bel ieve that  'science i s  given t o  men tha t  
they ray g l o r i f y  60d through His work and that  they ray use i t  for ran's 
2 
good. ' 
The a l ternat ive theory t o  that o f  A r i s t o t l e  was Ptolewyfs theory of  
epicycles (A.D.150) which or iginated i n  the work of  Hipparchus o f  Rhodes i n  
the second century B.C., but because t h i s  included the earth as one of  the 
planets i t  was considered irpious, so Ar is to t le ls  theory was almost 
un iversa l ly  accepted throughout the Hiddle Ages as providing the ' t rue1 
descript ion o f  the mechanics of the universe. Some 'reconciled the two 
systems by thinking of  Ptolemyls epicycles not as descript ions of r e a l  
1. Hary B. Hesse,Scj%nce And Ihg !wag hmginati_on,SCH Press Ltd., 
London, 1954.p.23. 
motions, but as mathematical fictions, only useful for purposes of 
1 
calculation.' This vas the status quo until Copernicus vhen 'as one suddenly 
sees the solution of an anagram, or the rearrangement of the kaleidoscope , 
he sav the tremendous simplification vhich vould result from giving the 
2 
earth rotation on its ovn axis, and revolutions about the sun.' The novelty 
of this idea vas difficult t o  accept and little advance vas made until 
Galileo (1564-1642) vho has been described as the first scientist of the 
modern age, by combining mathematics and the use of a telescope. I have 
referred previously to Hesse saying that such methods combining experiment 
and theory can be traced back to the later Middle Ages, her point being I 
believe that ideas such as this do not come from a vacuum. She speaks of 
'these early gropings towards a more adequate scientific method...it took 
3 
centuries to find the right principles and methods of procedure.' Galileo 
did hovever supersede the Aristotelian system. Galilee's method vas to 
'idealize the real vorld, and vhen a first approximation had been made vith 
ideal conditions it is then possible to come back to reality and correct 
4 
some of the errors due to factors vhich have been left out.' This method 
says Hesse became the dominant one in science and the pursuit of knowledge 
generally. 
Folloving Galileo, Descartes formulated a law of dynamics that "a body 
1 
under no forces describes a straight line vith uniform velocity' --vhich 
still left the motion of the heavenly bodies unexplained--until the 
1. Mary B. Hesse,Sgl!knge Aqd hwginatigq,SCM Press Ltd., 
London, 1954.p.30. 
postulat ion o f  e l l i p t i c  o r b i t s  by Kepler. How he reached h i s  theory i s  'a 
1 
curious i l l u s t r a t i o n  of  how th ings happen i n  the ear l y  stages o f  science' 
Because he believed the  sun t o  be the most magnificent body i n  the 
universe he proposed, on fa l se  premises, that the sun forces the planets 
around rather as the spokes o f  a wheel push round i t s  rim, thus creat ing 
the f i r s t  step towards Newton's theory o f  grav i ta t ion that the curves 
described by the planets are e l l ipses.  
Seventeenth century sc ien t i s t s  o f  the new Royal Society i n  London 
were s t i l l  puzzling over t h i s  probler o f  the heavenly ro t ions  when Newton 
t o l d  ther  he had already solved i t ,  which when published gave us h i s  
P r inc ip ia  Hathematica i n  1587: 
For the f i r s t  t i r e  a s ing le  s i r p l e  hypothesis--that o f  g rav i ta t i ona l  
a t t rac tion--was capable o f  explaining both r o t  ion of  i nan i ra te  bodies 
on the earth and the motion o f  the solar system. This was conclusive 
proof that  Ar is to te l ian physics and Ar i s to te l i an  cosmology were i n -  
adequate, together wi th  the whole theory o f  the heavenly and 
sublunar regions, the rus ic  o f  the spheres, the p i c t o r i a l  representation 
of  heaven and h e l l  and the res t  o f  the imaginative world p i c tu re  of 
the Hiddle Ages. I n  i t s  place a new cosmology based on Newtonian 
mechanics began t o  emerge, a cosmology which has been ca l led the 
' b i l l i a r d - b a l l  universe1, i n  which r e a l i t y  was conceived so le l y  i n  
t e r r s  o f  pa r t i c les  o f  matter moving under t h e i r  mutual grav i ta t ional  
a t t rac t ion  and c o l l i d i n g  with one another i n  an i n f i n i t e  three- 
dirensional space. 2 
It becomes evident tha t  science i s  closely l inked t o  man's view of  h i r s e l  f 
and h i s  universe, h i s  place i n  i t ,  and h i s  b e l i e f s  and i t  becomes clear that 
each 'advance1 i n  knowledge i s  b u i l t  on the th ink ing o f  previous people and 
t h e i r  theories and also how c ruc ia l  i t  i s  that these are accepted by onels 
contemporaries. Also apparent i s  the way man has learned gradual ly t o  
combine observation, language, h i s t o r i c a l  knowledge, imagination, use of  
1. Hary 0. Hesse,Scignyg And ,The Huh;~ hginat ion,SCH Press Ltd., 
London, 1954.p.37. 
tools  and general knowledge . A rain idea ray core from one person but 
that person's thoughts a re  cast into a common pool and sore t i res  create 
ripples for a long t i r e  afterwards. 
Hesse sums up t h i s  developrent as  largely at t r ibutable  t o  
Christian influence; growing freedor from fear of demonic powers in 
nature; the growth of practical a r t s  and techniques (practical work not 
despised by Christians) and a rejection of the Greek analysis of matter and 
forr  a s  the basis of science. In her view i t  is Christianity which 
removes the ta int  of evi l  f ror  a l l  things in nature ran included, for to  
her thinking, 'in Hebrew and Christian thought evil in the world is not 
1 
inherent but i s  the resul t  of ran's disobedience.' She c i t e s  Sir Thomas More 
and Sir Thoras Browne in support of t h i s  argument and Bacon who 
considered man's fault t o  be arrogant rationalism instead of "recognizing 
2 
in ther [works of nature1 the stamp of the creator himself.' Aristotle, 
she says, had also recognized the design aspect in nature, but Greek 
thought looked to a study of nature as  subject for philosophy rather than 
control of the environment which Bacon extolled in his  works and which was 
stated in the aims of the Royal Society. 
Descartes had a l so  s tated that sc ien t i s t s  should not concern themselves 
with ul t i r a t e  answers because these can never be known. So t o  Hesse modern 
natural science only began when Christian presuppositions about nature had 
displaced those of the  Greeks. 
According to Hesse i t  was the seventeenth century which saw 'a subtle 
2. Ibid. ,p.4l,ci t ing Taylor,H.O.Ihbught and Exerezrjgn jn the 
Sixteenth Century,New York 1920,p.370. 
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change i n  the use o f  language and i n  the meanings o f  important words' -- 
subsequently leading t o  the d iv i s ion  between the  language of  science and 
the language of  poetry and re l ig ion.  Hichael Roberts whom she c i t e s  has 
studied t h i s  and shown how s c i e n t i f i c  ways o f  speaking about ' fact '  and 
' t ru th '  and the mechanistic outlook influenced and confused people. 
Hobbes had noted how words were abused by being used metaphorically 'that 
2 
is,  i n  other senses than they are ordained for.' Sc ient is ts  a t  t h i s  po in t  
were t r y i n g  t o  make t h e i r  use of language more exact and log ica l  and such 
was Royal Society pol icy. 
Thus the u l t imate r e a l i t y  o f  matter and the l i m i t a t i o n s  of  knowledge 
t o  the f i v e  senses became the habi t  of thought o f  ordinary men, not 
because they read the work of  Hobbes or of Hume, but because the 
very language they spoke was bet ter  adapted for dealing wi th  these 
aspects o f  experience than with the aesthetic and the emotional.3 
Thus p l a i n  speech became the primary form of  expression and t h i s  according 
t o  Hesse even influenced the Church and led  t o  l i t e r a l  t rans l i t e ra t ions  o f  
the Bib le  and a rove t o  r i g i d  fundamentalism. The e f fec t  on poetry she 
bel ieves was t o  make poets lose confidence i n  metaphor and create 
eighteenth century poetry d u l l  t o  our ears. 'Words l i k e  ' t ruth' ,  'reason' 
and 'knowledge' had narrowed i n  scope.. .they were interpreted with 
reference t o  the methods and resu l t s  o f  science.' 'Reason' became not an 
all-embracing idea o f  moral, aesthetic and i n t e l l e c t u a l  powers but purely 
log ic .  'Imagination' covered anything not included i n  reason. Coleridge 
was t o  c r i t i c i s e  t h i s  idea of  log ic  and wrote on the importance o f  t h i s  new 
concept o f  imaginaton. Truth was considered not t o  be found i n  poetry but 
only in that which could be tested by scientific method and described in 
plain unambiguous language. Science in effect became a new kind of 
'religion1 to dominate the Western world and which she says remains 
unshaken even by new findings. 
Biological evolution theories vere the first to dispel some of the 
mechanistic view, but in physics it persisted to the nineteenth century. A 
new study of man was also developing as Comte established sociology and his 
theory of three stages of human development, the theological, the 
metaphysical and the positive: 
In the theological stage explanations of natural phenomena is in 
terns of the actions of the gods, in the metaphysical stage it is in 
terms of abstract principles and forces, 6od being replaced by 
Nature, and in the positivist stage there is no attempt at 
explanation in terms of ultimate courses at all, but all facts are 
simply described in relation to one another. 1 
He introduced the idea of a new religion of Humanity or Positivist 
re1 igion. 
Ideas about evolution had filtered through the decades says Hesse 
long before Darwin articulated them --another example of how scientific 
ideas are themselves evolutionary--although as she says not every one saw 
development in terms of progress. Rousseau looked back to a primitive 
Golden Age which he considered we had lost. Darwin's Origin of Species in 
1859 seemed proof of historical progress. Herbert Spencer and Thomas 
Huxley vere aeong those who considered it a cause celebre. Lay interest in 
science increased at this point and people began to see the story of the 
developeent of science as the story of themselves and became consequently 
more sceptical of religion, a problemwhich liberal minds of the 
nineteenth century tried to address. 
1. nary B. Hesse,Scikqcg And IT! Hulqn Irqgination,SCl Press Ltd., 
London,1954.p.61. 
Hesse describes how the mechanistic view o f  the universe and 
especia l ly  the popular ' b i l l i a r d - b a l l  theory o f  atoms' as described by 
Newton and h i s  contemporaries was replaced eventually by three developments 
i n  physics; the electromagnetic theory o f  radiation, the theory o f  
r e l a t i v i t y ,  and the quantum theory. Clerk Haxwell was responsible for the 
f i r s t  theory, about the propagation o f  l i g h t  and electromagnetic waves such 
as rad io  waves. No way could be found t o  describe the motion o f  such waves 
1 
because 'A wave i s  not a physical th ing but a PATTERN i n  some material.' 
No mechanical model could approximate t o  the laether' or substance i n  which 
these waves were thought t o  move, so they [ that  i s  he and h i s  successorsl 
of fered a mathematical explanation ' for  a s c i e n t i f i c  explanation does not 
necessari ly require a model which can be p ic tured i n  terms of the motions 
2 
of  p a r t i c l e s  o f  r a t t e r . V h i s  was the f i r s t  theory t o  depend c h i e f l y  
on mathematical symbolism and hardly a t  a l l  on representational models. I t 
has since become typical o f  the theories o f  mathematical physics. Hesse says 
that the signif icance of  t h i s  d id  not reg is te r  for some time. This reminds me 
of  something Whewell said i n  h i s  e a r l i e r  philosophy o f  science, that  'Our 
fundamental ideas are not acquired from the external world by our senses, 
3 
but have some separate and independent or igin. '  For instance we have no 
facu l ty  for  forming an idea of space. I t  i s  not obtained by experience 
'whether we c a l l  the conception of  space a condit ion of  perception, or an 
idea, or by any other term, i t  i s  something o r i g i n a l l y  inherent i n  the mind 
3. Wil l iam Whewell ,D.D.!jstory gf Sc ign t l f j g  I r h s V o l .  1, John W. 
Parker and Son, London, 1858. p. 77. 
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perceiving, and not i n  the objects perceived.' Our senses are not necessary 
then i n  order t o  make sense, which means we are not constrained i n  our 
imagination and not sense-dependent . Richards made a simi l a r  po in t  that  
descr ip t ive language does not need t o  create 'pictures1. 
Hesse says i t  was r e l a t i v i t y  theory which f i n a l l y  displaced the 
f b i l l i a r d - b a l l l  i d e a o f  theuniverse. Hichelson and Horley found that  the 
speed of  l i g h t  was constant whatever the speed of  the body against which i t  
was measured. Einstein's conclusion from t h i s  gave us h i s  theory o f  
r e l a t i v i t y  'The essential point i s  tha t  the further we go i n  examining the 
u l t imate pa r t i c les  o f  nature the less  l i k e  pa r t i c les  do they become, and the 
2 
l ess  does t h e i r  behaviour conform t o  the laws of  Newtonian mechanics ' 
The consequences of t h i s  are: 
F i r s t  the absolute space-time system of  Newton i s  denied. The 
universe ceases t o  be a co l l ec t ion  of  b i t s  of matter moving about i n  
a boxl ike space wi th  absolute veloci ty,  and becomes a more immediate 
descript ion of our experience. Veloc i tyand t imeand the other 
q u a l i t i e s  o f  bodies become not ions [metaphors?l which are r e l a t i v e  
t o  someone measuring them--we begin t o  have as i t  were a r e l a t i v e  
human viewpoint upon nature instead of the absolute god-li ke view 
point imagined by c lass ica l  physics. 3 
Thus our notions of  r e a l i t y  becone less  s ta t i c ,  more imaginative, nearer 
perhaps t o  poetry and re l ig ion.  One i s  reminded also o f  Piaget and h i s  
b e l i e f  tha t  chi ldren have t o  invent knowledge as i t  were through t h e i r  own 
experiences. As Hesse says knowledge becomes our knowledge l im i ted  by our 
capacities. 
Laplace's theory of  determinism became outdated says Hesse because 
1. M i  11 iam Whewell , D.D.lj i4wy !I scien t i f i c  idrlgs Vol . 1, John W. 
Parker and Son,London, 1858.p.94. 
2, nary 0. Hesse,Sciknce ILe h h g n  hpqination,SCH Press Ltd., 
London, 1954.p. 74, 
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p a r t i c l e s  'do not have any simultaneous pos i t ion and veloci ty.  " S o  we can 
no longer bel ieve that human act ions are mechanically determined. She 
explains how mathematics has become increasingly important t o  science 
vhich no longer needs v i s i b l e  models for proofs and traces the  development 
o f  Euclidean geometry which a f te r  twenty-two centuries was outdated by 
Reimann about 1859 with new ideas about the geometry o f  space. She 
demonstrates how mathematics has become increasingly pure, abstract and 
d i f f i c u l t  for l a y  people t o  appreciate. The advent o f  symbolic l og ic  
replaced Ar i s to te l i an  syllogisms. People l i k e  Leibniz also considered that 
a log ica l  object ive language could be p rac t i ca l l y  applied i n  diplomatic 
work where confusion over accepted meanings sometimes causes discord, l i d -  
nineteenth century 6eorge Boole used calculus or algebra t o  construct a 
log ic  whereby Ar i to te l i an  log ic  wasrepresentedsymbolically. I t  had been 
assumed previously that ' a l l  proposit ions vere reducible t o  the subject- 
predicate form'--but i t  became evident that ' in  mathematics i t s e l f  the 
notions o f  inequal i ty,  the convergence of an i n f i n i t e  sequence, and many 
2 
other types of  argument cannot be put i n  the subject-predicate f o r m Y o m e  
hoped that  a l l  philosophy might be reduced t o  jus t  such a l o g i c a l  form--- 
but as Hesse states: 
Such a formal symbolic language can never be a subs t i tu te  for 
thought, because the appl icat ion of  a symbolic method t o  any e r p i r i c a l  
subject matter presupposes very careful  analysis o f  the subject- 
ra t te r ,  and a reasonable cer ta in ty  that i t s  essent ials have been 
grasped and properly expressed i n  language. I n  other words i t  
presupposes that the work of  c l a r i f i c a t i o n  has already been done, 
and i t  i s  precisely here tha t  d i f f i c u l t i e s  a r i se  which are not only 
confusions about the use of language, but are fundamental 
disagreenents about the nature of  the world. Again, there are some 
1. nary B. Hesse,Science And I h g  Hutan Igagination,SCl Press Ltd., 
Lond0n~l954.p.78. 
aspects o f  experience which are best expressed i n  language which i s  
f u l l  o f  retaphor, and sore necessary overtones o f  meaning are l o s t  
when a word i s  prec ise ly  and uniquely symbolized. The vagueness of  
l i v i n g  languages as compared with rathenat ics i s  the p r i c e  they pay 
for the i r  f u l l  a p p l i c a b i l i t y  t o  the world and t h e i r  capacity for 
growth. 1 
Nineteenth century developments tended t o  a type of  re la t i v i sm and a re jec t ion  
o f  absolutes. I f  t h i s  makes us d i s t rus t  log ic  when appl ied t o  the rea l  
world Hesse sees t h i s  as an advantage. Experimental knowledge i s  seen t o  
have huran and material l i r i t a t i o n .  I t  becare accepted that our understanding 
r i g h t  be f i n i t e  and tha t  the existence o f  a superior being who did 
understand was indeterr inable. Hesse sees t h i s  as a new humi l i t y  i n  ran 
which i n  i t s e l f  has re l i g ious  overtones: 'The new a t t i t u d e  i s  more 
consistent with the Chr is t ian view of  ran as a dependent creature whose 
2 
existence i s  essent ia l ly  boundup v i t h  that o f  theuniverse. '  So t o  her 
rat ional ism i s  not the  threat  for the twentieth century but re la t iv isa- - the 
b e l i e f  that  everything ' i s  r e l a t i v e  t o  h i s t o r i c a l  c ircurstances or to  the 
3 
psychological needs o f  the individual.  ' 
Humans tend says Hesse t o  explain things i n  terms o f  what i s  known 
t o  them even though these things therselves ray not be understood. Thus 
myth explains nature and i n  science explanations are of ten based on 
analogies as i n  wave theories l ikened t o  those o f  the sea. But she wonders 
i f  i t  i s  s t i l l  t rue t o  say that  "science attempts explanations i n  t e r m  of  
4 
pic tures and analogies drawn from the fami l iar  world.' Sc ient is ts  have 
usual ly adopted a p o s i t i v i s t i c  approach v i t h  an emphasis on data of sense 
3. Ib id .  ,p.SO. 
experience as described by philosophers such as Hume. They a l l  prefer 
experimentalresultstotheories. A n e w f o r m o f  posit iv ismhowevertends 
t o  avoid general statements about the nature o f  the universe. Toulmin she 
says i s  ce r ta in  that we should avoid general explanations from s c i e n t i f i c  
research. Too much o f  t h i s  he th inks tends t o  fa l se  not ions o f  science 
among l a y  people and d i s t o r t s  technical terms used i n  science. Hesse 
1 
quotes J.D.Berna1 as a lso bel ieving that  the funct ion o f  a theory i s  t o  
organize ex is t ing knowledge and can only be appreciated by the i n i t i a t e d  
involved with i t .  To him the sc ien t i s t  does not seek dogmatism and i s  
qu i te  s a t i s f i e d  with the uncertaint ies which are the nature of s c i e n t i f i c  
work. 
Hesse herse l f  can see no reason why ' s c i e n t i f i c  myths1 cannot be 
used i n  a wider f i e l d  i f  they have relevance, nor does she think that 
common t e r r s  used i n  science should not s t i l l  be par t  o f  common speech, for 
the inf luence flows both ways, and ' i t  i s  clear that  categories o f  i n t e r -  
pretat ion w i th in  science have been influenced by p reva i l i ng  re l i g ions  and 
2 
philosophical ideas .' Which, inc identa l ly ,  makes one wonder how 
i n  our own times when so much science i s  devoted t o  weaponry how much those 
involved become imbued with the ra t ionale for t h e i r  manufacture. Hesse and 
li ke-ainded philosophers feel some j u s t i f i c a t i o n  i n  mingl ing philosophy and 
3 
science. She quotes Waisman who has said that s c i e n t i f i c  concepts have 
an 'open texture1 or are not complete wi th in  themselves. Kant set a 
t r a d i t i o n  for philosophers t o  consider other knowledge as 'great ly 
1, nary B. Hesse,$~iW!cg @i I h e  Huh! ~~~ngination,SC~ Press Ltd., 
Londor1~1954.p.94. 
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outweighing s c i e n t i f i c  knowledge i n  importance' and considered re l i g ious  
and moral knowledge t o  be possible but dist inguished from s c i e n t i f i c  knowledge 
because o f  the dual nature of reason--pure s c i e n t i f i c  reason which sees the 
phenomena o f  nature, and p rac t i ca l  reason which can penetrate the essence 
o f  things. Opinion i s  divided as t o  how t o  in te rp re t  these two. Science 
seems t o  have distanced men and t h e i r  knowledge o f  themselves from the 
knowledge o f  things--a dichotomy which Hesse sees i n  Buberls 1 y d  Ih+. 
One knowledge i s  subjective, the other objective: 'The impersonal 
a t t i t u d e  of  observation, experiment, measurement, i s  replaced i n  personal 
re la t ionships by something more dynamic, i n  which demands are made and 
responses given and i n  which the whole personal i ty  i s  judged by the qual i ty  
2 
o f  i t s  response.' A r e l a t i o n  of  encounter can be achieved between 
people and t h e i r  world Hesse bel ieves and here she states what seems t o  be 
the basis o f  her own philosophical viewpoint: 'The deepest l eve ls  o f  our 
experience are not comprehended by our re la t ions  with other persons, but i n  
3 
the r e l a t i o n s  of  a l l  of us t o  the 6od who i s  the ground of a l l  existence.' 
This may be t rue  for her and for many others but not necessarily for a l l  o f  
her readers, though i t  i s  true as she says that poets have expressed the i r  
knowledge o f  60d through encounters with people or with the r e a l i t y  o f  nature 
i t s e l f .  Emmet, i n  her in terpretat ion of Buber c a l l s  t h i s  power o f  creat ive 
awareness 'spir i t . .  . i t seems t o  cone of  grace, i t  creates the moment of 
relat ionship, o f  communication of whole-ness; i t  i s  thus the bond of  unity;  
4 
and i t  comes with the promise that i t  w i l l  lead us i n t o  truth.' 
2. and 3. Ibid.,p.100. 
4. Ibid. ,p. 101. C i t i ng  Emmet,D.H. ,Ihe Nature gf IMgehy~isal 
Thinking, London, 1345,p.212 
One reads s i r i  l a r  thoughts by those who describe transcendental medi t a t  ion. 
Hesse bel ieves such experiences can be par t  o f  science as other s c i e n t i s t s  
have witnessed i n  the i r  perusal o f  other sc ien t i s t s '  journals and notes [see 
Holton on Einstein e a r l i e r  i n  t h i s  chapter1 As t h i s  area i s  not her r a i n  
there she does not pursue i t  but I w i l l  r e f e r  l a t e r  t o  Green and h i s  Shabby 
Curate o f  Poetry who has more t o  say on th i s .  The question Hesse i s  l e f t  
w i th  i s  whether s c i e n t i f i c  theories ac tua l l y  br ing us nearer t o  the r e a l i t y  
o f  th ings and whether knowledge has t o  be divided up i n t o  s c i e n t i f i c  and 
non-sc ient i f ic  contexts and att i tudes. Whitehead has a h o l i s t i c  view and 
Hesse herse l f  has demonstrated i n  her survey o f  s c i e n t i f i c  developments 
and p a r t i c u l a r l y  theories about the nature of  the universe, the i n t e r -  
dependence of  science and cu l tu re  . I t  i s  i n  the present century that she 
sees d i v i s i o n  between science, history, poetry and theology: ' i n  pract ice 
the business o f  science i s  carr ied out nore and more i n  mathematical terms 
which the layman cannot follow, and the resu l t i ng  s i tua t ion  i s  ra t ional ized 
by a theory which declares the languages o f  science and the humanities t o  
1 
be mutually untranslatable." 
A problem which a l l  philosophers o f  science have t r i e d  t o  address 
Hesse says i s  how to  d is t inguish between the various classes o f  descript ion 
science uses for example t o  describe ' real1 objects, sense experiences, 
r a t  i ona l i sa t ion  and experiences which are not avai lable t o  sense experience 
but do ex is t .  She describes the attempts of  people such as Hure, Pearson; 
Russell and Whitehead whose work she seems t o  favour. Purely l og ica l  
constructs do not eas i ly  apply t o  a l l  categories of  experience and 
controversy erupts over the respons ib i l i t y  for decisions. Descriptions of 
s c i e n t i f i c  perceptions o f  sense data alone are not considered acceptable. 
Inev i tab ly  she says we have t o  accept the explanations that s c i e n t i s t s  
themselves use when describing t h e i r  experiments--but l i n g u i s t s  can examine 
t h i s  language used i n  s c i e n t i f i c  concepts. 
The operational theory o f  concepts t r i e d  t o  define science i n  terms 
o f  operations only, but even t h i s  was not always possible because i n  some 
cases the actual physical operations are impossible; measuring space, for 
example. She quotes Dingle explaining how science has changed, The theory 
o f  r e l a t i v i t y  has changed the conception o f  the nature of  physical science: 
'Formerly science was regarded as the study of  an external world, independent 
o f  the observer whose experiments and observations were s inp ly  means o f  
f ind ing out how the world was constructed and by what laws i t s  behaviour was 
governed. The emphasis has now sh i f ted  from the nature o f  the world t o  the 
1 
operations of  experiment and observation. ' As Hesse expresses i t  more s inp ly  
we cannot regard measuring the diameter o f  an electron i n  the same way that  
we s ight  have measured a half-crown. On the other hand she thinks there i s  
no need " to  rush to  the other extreme and deny the v a l i d i t y  of any analogy 
2 
which has no immediate jus t i f i ca t ion . "  
The most d i f f i c u l t  problems about the status o f  concepts a r i se  
apparently i n  the modern quantum theory of  atoms for an observer i n  a 
laboratory researching t h i s  would 'see' nothing resembling an electron only 
photographs and instrument readings. Even where measurements cannot phys ica l ly  
be made they are s t i l l  deemed possible. I t  seems says Hesse tha t  'we 
cannot escape the conclusion that s c i e n t i f i c  theories involve two so r ts  o f  
1. nary B. Hesse,Science And Ihe  _Hutan hpgigptign,RH Press Ltd., 
London, 1954.p. 127. 
concepts--those which can be measured and therefore operationally defined, 
and those which enter into theories  as  part of the apparatus for correlating 
1 
observations.' !ore complex sc ien t i f i c  concepts cannot be operationally 
defined. We have to consider therefore two kinds of sc ien t i f i c  concepts 
the theoretical and the exper imental. To i l l u s t r a t e  how language describes 
such a theoretical concept Hesse describes the dynarical theory of gases 
developed during the nineteenth century. There is a relat ion between the 
volume in which a gas i s  contained, i t s  terperature, and the pressure exerted 
upon i t .  Boyle's Law says the volume varies inversely as  the pressure. 6ay- 
Lussacls Law says how the absolute temperature varies direct ly  as  the 
T 
pressure. This can be written as P = . These laws can be regarded says Hesse 
v 
as  first-order generalisations of the experimental results--sumrarising 
them in a convenient form. Eut, she says, a sc ien t i f i c  theory has t o  do 
more than this--and link t h i s  relat ion with other aspects of the behaviour 
of gases, their  chemical composition, behaviour near the point of l iqui  faction 
etc. 'This is where second-order general isations, or hypotheses are  required, 
2 
and where concepts usually enter which are not operationally definable.' 
In t h i s  s i tuat ion i t  i s  postulated that gases consist of a large number of 
similar par t ic les  (molecules) in random motion. Subsequently the dynamics 
of a system of such part ic les  is worked out to  see whether any of the 
relat ions arrived at  can be identified with the laws of Boyle and Lussac-- 
'Such a se t  of identifications, which will be mathematical equations, con- 
s t i  tu te  the DICTIONARY which t ranslates  the theoretical language of the 
3 
hypothesis into the experimental language of the laws.' The system of 
1, nary B. Hesse,Sgjgngg b!d Ihg Hum! hyjnation,SCH Press Ltd., 
London, 1954.p. 132. 
2. and 3. Ibid.,P.135. 
p a r t i c l e s  can be regarded says Hewe as a dynarical  MODEL, or ANALOGUE of  
the gas: 
I f  a model i s  t o  be s c i e n t i f i c a l l y  useful, i t  r u s t  be fami l iar  t o  
us, wi th  i t s  laws wel l  worked out, and i t  rust  be easy t o  extend and 
generalize i t  so tha t  i t s  other properties, which we have not so far  
used, ray be re la ted  i f  possible, with the other propert ies o f  
gases. The rode1 must have as i t  were, a l i f e  o f  i t s  own, which i s  
independent o f  these propert ies of  gases which we are using i t  t o  
explain. 1 
Analysis o f  rodels can be ca r r ied  out with most o f  the theories o f  modern 
physics--as examples she says 'the theory o f  heat conduction depends on the 
model o f  f l u i d  flow; a l l  wave theories and f i e l d  theories depend u l t imate ly  
on models taken f ror  hydrodynamics.. . and even quantum theory.. .can be shown 
t o  depend essent ia l ly  on the simple dynamics o f  par t ic les- - i t  rakes use o f  
2 
analogies taken from t h i s  theory, but with res t r i c t i ons  o f  meaning.' This 
i s  I suppose simi lar t o  l i t e r a r y  c r i t i c s  using terms such as tone, texture 
etc, t o  describe objects which i n  r e a l i t y  do not have these qual i t ies .  
Hesse says so re t i res  'the models used i n  physics are purely 
mathematical i n  character, and t h i s  i s  why the word analogue i s  generally 
nary B. Hesse,Scj%ncg And IT! Hian I g a y i n a t i o n , f  M Press Ltd., 
London, 1954.p. 136. 
She has an in te res t ing  and very relevant footnote here quoting from 
Lockels Essay Concerning the Huran Understanding, I V ,  xvi, 12,: 
'We see animals are generated, nourished, and rove; the loadstone 
draws iron; and the par ts  o f  a candle, successively melting, tu rn  
i n t o  flare, and give us both l i g h t  and heat. These and l i k e  
e f fec ts  we see and knov: but the causes that operate, and the 
manner they are produced in, we can only guess and probably 
conjecture. ANALOGY i n  these matters i s  the only help we 
have, and i t  i s  f r o r  that alone we draw a l l  our grounds o f  
probabi l i ty .  Thus observing that  the bare rubbing o f  two bodies 
v io len t l y  one upon another produces heat, and very often f i r e  
i t s e l f ,  ve have reason t o  think, that what we c a l l  HEAT and FIRE 
consists i n  a v io len t  ag i ta t i on  o f  the imperceptible r i n u t e  par ts  
o f  the burning ratter...A wary reasoning f r o r  analogy leads us 
of ten in to  the discovery of t ru ths  and useful productions, which 
would othervise l i e  concealed. ' 
Ib id .  ,p.137. 
1 
preferable t o  model' as the l a t t e r  aay suggest sonething mechanical or 
p i c tu re  - l ike.  Sat is factory  analogies may not ony explain a theory but 
2 
'give grounds for pred ic t ions and extensions o f  the theory.' She describes 
two extreme types of  analogy as used i n  science...minor ones used merely as 
heur i s t i c  devices and l a t e r  discarded, not appearing i n  a f inished work. A 
h i s t o r i c a l  example she c i t e s  i s  a 'mistakef such as tha t  o f  Keplerfs nodel 
o f  the sun and planets as a wheel hub wi th  spoke and rim. Hajor ones are 
p a r t i c l e  theory or an analogy which becomes generalised i n t o  a view of the 
universe and which say become as i t  were a public property. Weiner 
has suggested that huaan beings have been described s ia i l a r l y . .  .as 
machines o f  the i r  time, for exarple seventeenth and eighteenth century 
clockwork mechanisms described by analogies from dynamics, nineteenth 
century heat engine analogies based on thermodynamics, and current ly 
coamunication devices f ron  electronics: 'Analogies l i k e  these determine the 
phenomena t o  be taken i n t o  account, and therefore the d i rect ion of  
3 
research, and the whole framework of  a theory.' 
Hesse maintains tha t  some sc ien t i s t s  see a l l  analogies s iep ly  at the 
leve l  o f  aids t o  discovery. Hutten thinks that  ' t h i s  usage of  sodels never 
gives a r e l i a b l e  in te rp re ta t ion  because they carry surplus meaning froa 
crude atteapts t o  understand the world and may therefore seriously impede 
4 
the improveaent of knowledge.' [This sounds fami l i a r l y  l i k e  the 
c r i t i c i sms  of  metaphor i n  other areas o f  knowledge I But as Hesse 
says a l l  the i rpl icat ions of an analogy a s  for exarple in models are  not 
always fully appreciated when they are f i r s t  used. To her mind 'the heuris t ic  
function of analogies rust be regarded an essential part of sc ien t i f i c  
1 
theories.' She examines the meaning of the word analogy and says that in  
logic since the seventeenth century i t  has reant identity of sore of the 
characters of the things related by the analogy or observed characters 
stored in corron. 'Thus if analogues have properties Pi, P2,...Pn, in 
corron, and sore other properties different,  we can argue t o  possession 
of another common property Pn+l with sore degree of probability if the 
possession of PI,. . .Pn i s  relevant t o  the possession of Pn+1 but not 
2 
otherwise,' But i t  i s  d i f f i cu l t  sometimes t o  say how one 
property is relevant t o  another--when the properties of things ray be so  
similar in some respects and not others, for example things ray share common 
properties of size, colour and weight but only one ray be edible-- 'so an 
analogy is not reducible to  a l i s t  of resemblances and differences, but 
involves an element of direct recognition of association of properties, and 
3 
a valid argurent from analogy must ultimately res t  upon t h i s  recognition.' 
Therefore induction fro8 past experience t o  future experience, or f ro r  
particular observation to general laws is rather problematic in modern 
logic. ' In modern logic then i t  would generally be agreed that an analogy 
in science means simply an identity of logical or matheratical s t ructure 
4 
between cer tain parts  of a theory and the experiaental results.' 
Hesse says that  we cannot simply get r id  of analogies by use of abstract 
1, nary B. Hesse,Science A I I ~  Ibg Hula! hagi!aiign,SCH Press Ltd., 
London, l954.p. 141. 
2. and 3. Ibid.,p.142. 
mathematics 'rere i d e n t i t y  o f  sore aspects o f  s t ructure does not ind icate 
1 
why an analogy i s  useful i n  pred ic t ing fu ture experience.' This study 
should rake i t  clear tha t  the  use of  analogy and metaphor i s  a a time- 
honoured way o f  bu i ld ing up human experience. 
Hesse f inds that  Mediaeval scholars had greater ins ight  i n t o  use of  
analogical use o f  language than those o f  the  seventeenth century. Hodern 
log ic  only recognizes two types o f  re la t ion,  i d e n t i t y  and difference, they 
recognized three, one of  these being analogy. 'Put i n  terms of  the i r  
sub ject -a t t r ibute logic,  t h i s  meant that  q u a l i t i e s  could be predicated of  a 
2 
subject i n  three ways: univocally, analog ica l ly  and equivocally.' Her 
example i s  ' rabbit1 as anameof  species o f  animal i.e. predicated 
univocal ly o f  a l l  instances o f  t h i s  animal. I f  we use t h i s  word t o  describe 
a person t h i s  i s  analogical. I f  we use i t  as i n  'Welsh rabbi t '  i t  i s  t o  
equivocate. Because the person described as rabb i t  could be described i n  
other ways than as ' rabbi t f  t h i s  i s  not a good analogy she r e f l e c t s  and has 
'degenerated1 [strange choice of word1 i n t o  metaphor. She distinguishes 
between metaphor and analogy by the use o f  the word 'anger1 which can be 
univocal ly predicated of  human beings, but can also be used t o  describe 'an 
angry sky1 i.e. a metaphor which need not be used i f  we describe e.g, the 
weather condit ions ind icat ing a storm; but t o  describe a dog as angry she 
believes we are using something more than analogy [ t h i s  i s  i n  fact 
anthropomorphism of  which more l a t e r 1  i n  g i v ing  the dog a human at t r ibute.  
6od i s  a lso sometimes spoken of  as 'angryf i n  the same sense that people 
are angry. But as she says Hediaeval philosophers d id  not have t o  cope 
with our problem of using analogical language t o  describe unfamil iar 
1, and 2. Hary B. Hesse,zci%ncg And hmg~ni~~g~,SCtl Press Ltd., 
London, 1954.p. 144. 
structures  in  nature a s  produced by s c i e n t i f i c  experiments, To use matheratics 
in describing nature is always analogical 
What Hesse observes is a swing in philosophy from viewing theories 
as  univocal descriptions e.g. 'billiard-ball atoms1 t o  now regarding them 
as pure equivocation and t h i s  leads t o  more enquiry as  t o  how we use 
language. To her, 'scientific theories when verified ARE regular PATTERNS 
try enphasisl of natural phenomena, which may of course include the mind 
1 
and body of the observer himself.' This is an important comment, the 
acknowledgement that the person involved is a s  i t  were part of the process 
and has enormous implications for science and for language study. What 
philosophers seek to discover says Hesse is whether these patterns are part 
of the objective structure of the world which ue discover--or are they 
sorething we impose on what ray in fact be chaos. In summary these are the 
r e a l i s t  standpoint and the posi t ivis t .  Both imply different assumptions 
and Hesse sees  both as  correct. What created d i f f icu l t i es  in ear l ier  times 
with the naive real is t  or the mechanistic view was the fact that the way the 
world was explained was seen as the only way--until physics refused t o  
conform. 
But i f  we abandon such a restr ic ted conception of existence ... we 
leave the way open for an interpretation of experience which asse r t s  
the  real existence of a l l  patterns in nature which are expressed by 
sc ien t i f i c  concepts correctly used. We do actually recognize 
pat terns in observable nature which are as  much 'there1 as the 
more easily distinguished physical objects which are components of 
the patterns. Not only that but there seems also t o  be a kind of 
continuity between our perception of ordinary objects and our 
inference to such sc ien t i f i c  concepts as  the fundamental particles.? 
As Hesse concludes we may doubt our own fai th  in scient i f ic  laws yet we 
1. nary B. Hesse,Science fig! IT! Hulan hgination,SCH Press Ltd., 
London, 1954.p. 146. 
have f a i t h  that every day v i l l  be t o  a degree predictable and that our ovn 
microcosmic vor ld  v i l l  not d is in tegrate before our eyes. These are 
induct ive conclusions about the future: 
And such descriptions of experience i s  a l l  that  metaphysics can hope 
t o  achieve. Exactly the  same considerations apply t o  s c i e n t i f i c  
lavs and theories. They are regular PATTERNS [my enphasisl having 
continuous existence, vhich are discerned i n  present awareness. 
When they are discerned c l e a r l y  and expressed precisely [perhaps 
here she might have added..given the constraints o f  human language, 
l og ic  and l i near  th ink ing]  ve have exact ly the same f a i t h  i n  t h e i r  
continued functioning tha t  we have i n  the cont inu i ty  o f  physical 
objects, and for the sane reasons. 1 
Analogies i n  science, vhether mechanical, mathematical or  h i s t o r i c a l  can be 
considered says Hesse more or l ess  adequate--as long as ve rea l i se  they are 
descriptions-there w i l l  alvays be room t o  c r i t i c i s e  then not only 
s c i e n t i f i c a l l y  but also concerning the re l i g ious  and metaphysical nature o f  
the universe. To t r y  t o  d iv ide s c i e n t i f i c  and re l i g ious  descript ions of 
experience i s  t o  Hesse impossible. They may both deal v i t h  d i f fe ren t  vays 
o f  looking a t  the same experience but they inev i tab ly  overlap. 'Problems 
about ' rea l i t y1  or'existencel vould not vorry us i f  ve had not for so long 
been used t o  thinking o f  r e a l i t y  and existence i n  terms o f  hard material  
part ic les--the sort o f  existence a stone has, or one o f  6 a l i l e o f s  smooth b a l l s  
2 
r o l l i n g  dovn an inc l ined plane.' Whitehead has t o l d  us that "our 
d i f f i c u l t y  i n  understanding the PATTERNS of  a c t i v i t y  disclosed i n  modern 
science i s  due t o  our preoccupation v i t h  sense perception t o  the exclusion 
3 
of  other aspects o f  experience--those o f  emotions, purpose and so on. ' 
Others also think that  analogies o f  machines have dominated science 
1, Hary 9. Hesse,Scjgncg And Ihe !ban ~gpyination,SCH Press Ltd., 
Londor1~1954.p. 152. 
3. Ibid. ,p.157. 
for too long and that corparing the workings of the brain t o  par t i c les  in  
motion or even t o  electronic computing rachines ray be misleading. There 
is a tendency t o  believe that we should look for analogies in huran society 
i t s e l f  and there i s  says Hesse 'a recognition that science i t s e l f  needs 
some of the resources of poetry in  order t o  express its insights into huran 
nature, and that poetry and imagination are ways of attaining t o  the t ru th  
1 
a s  well as  logic and matheratics.' 
Hesse has sought t o  prove that science i s  inextricably 
linked with culture and rel igion,  In the light of her obvious Christian 
fai th  she see a fusion between science and religion rather than a division. 
She sees analogies as  essential t o  sc ien t i f i c  descriptions and so the work 
of science is to her a meld of rigorous analytical research imbued vith 
fai th  and imagination. Former times when there was less  division between 
a r t  and science seem to her t o  have been more humane. 
I t  is interesting t o  see that twenty years l a te r  in another work 
Hesse gives an interesting defini t ion of science saying ' i t  is essent ial ly  
a learning device, and a l l  the models of the structure of science describe 
2 
what areessentiallyrechanisrsof learning.' S h e a l s o g i v e s r o r e  
specific consideration t o  t h e  ro le  of metaphor and i t s  explanatory function 
3 
in science, adopting Black's interaction theory of metaphor which she 
believes gives a satisfactory conception of sc ien t i f i c  theories as  metaphors. 
The following diagrar will perhaps i l l u s t r a t e  how she appears t o  me t o  re la te  
1, nary B. Hesse,%jence &id I! Hymn Iajjnpthgn,SCtl Press Ltd., 
London, 1954.p. 162. 
3. Hax Black,ljoddis and ljelaehghs,Cornell University Press,New York 
1962. 
t h i s  t o  science: 
Black FOCUS FRAME 
Hesse SITUATIONS or REFERENTS 
Hesse PRIHARY SYSTEM SECONDARY SYSTEM 
e.g.Black man i s  a wol f 
He1 1 i s  a lake o f  i c e  
I n k i e n c e  T h e D o n a i n o f t h e  the EXPLANANS (explanat ion) 
Hesse EPLANANDUMto be explained) described i n  observation 
describable i n  language or the  language 
observation 1 anguage of  a fami l i a r  theory from 
which the model i s  taken 
e.g. Hesse sound i s  propagated by wave l o t i o n  
gases are co l lec t ions o f  randomly 
roving mass p a r t i c l e s  
Metaphors according t o  Hesse usual ly depend on a shared or common language 
with shared assumptions or b e l i e f s  termed 'reaningl which are not fixed, and 
i n  s c i e n t i f i c  contexts the primary and secondary systems may both be h igh ly  
organised by networks of  natura l  laws. What connects the two systems may 
be what other people have described as 'analogy1, ' in t imat ions o f  s im i la r i t y ' ,  
'a programme for explanation', 'a framework through which the  primary i s  
seen'. As Hesse says t h i s  does not mean that ANY secondary can be a source 
of  models for any primary. Random or unusual connections can be made i n  
a r t  or poetry. Hesse agrees with Black that metaphors are not s i r p l y  
comparisons. She in te rp re ts  metaphors as working by ' t ransferr ing the 
associated ideas and impl icat ions of  the secondary t o  the primary systems. 
These select, emphasise, or suppress features of  the primary; new s lants  on 
the primary are i l luminated; the primary i s  'seen through' the frame o f  the 
1 
secondary.' I n  the  fusion o f  the two, o r ig ina l  meanings sometimes s h i f t  and 
2. Mary Hesse, Revol u t jggs grid &nst ruc t i on: i n  the Ph jlosgehy of 
Scfggce,The Harvester Press,Br i tain, l90O.p. 114. 
merge. As she accepts the consequences o f  t h i s  i n te rac t ion  view for 
theoret ica l  models she see 'some incompat ib i l i ty  wi th  assumptions generally 
rade i n  the deductive account o f  explanation [something she delves i n t o  i n  
d e t a i l  i n  her book1 namely that  descript ions and descr ip t ive laws i n  the 
domain of  the explanandur renain empir ica l ly  acceptable and invariant i n  
1 
meaning t o  a l l  changes o f  explanatory theory.' 
A metaphor used for  the f i r s t  t ime i s  intended t o  be understood, 
otherwise i t  i s  nonsense and does not corrunicate. Accepting t h i s  i s  a 
re jec t ion  therefore of  ' a l l  views which rake metaphor a uhol ly non- 
2 
cognitive, subjective, emotive or s t y l i s t i c  use of  language.' Both l i t e r a l  
uses of  language and metaphoric she says fol low l i n g u i s t i c  rules. Rather 
than drawing a l i n e  between the two Hesse sees a need t o  trace out the 
various mechanisms of meaning-shi f t  and t h e i r  interact ions. She asks what 
i s  the REFERENT of a model or metaphor and f inds that  i t  seems t o  be the 
primary system. 
C r i t i c s  have said that  i f  ue take metaphor l i t e r a l l y  i t  becomes 
myth. Hesse concludes that  metaphoric use i s  not replaceable by any l i t e r a l  
expression. A theoret ica l  concept ray f a i l  because i t  i s  meaningless or 
false; she gives as an example 'heat i s  a f lu id1.  A feature o f  poet ic 
metaphor i s  i t s  i n i t i a l  impact and novelty. S c i e n t i f i c  metaphors d i f f e r  
i n  that  they may be unexpected but they are 
... meant t o  be exploi ted energet ica l ly  and of ten i n  extreme 
quant i ta t ive d e t a i l  i n  qu i te  novel observational domains; and i f  two 
nodels o f  the same prinary system are found t o  be mutually inconsistent, 
t h i s  i s  not taken (PACE the complementarity in terpretat ion of  
quantum physics t o  enhance t h e i r  effectiveness, but rather as a 
1. nary Hesse, Bevolut ion? and Beconstructions jn  the Philosoehy cf 
W_ence,The Harvester Press,Bri tain, l980.p. 115. 
2. Ibid. ,p. 116. 
challenge t o  reconci le them by mutual modi f icat ion or t o  re fu te  one 
of  them. Thus t h e i r  t r u t h  c r i t e r i a ,  although not r igorously 
formalizable, are a t  least  much clearer than i n  the case of poet ic 
metaphor. 1 
Sc ient is ts  i n  her view may be looking for per fect  metaphors whose referent 
i s  the domain of  the explanandum whereas l i t e r a r y  metaphors can be acceptably 
imperfect. I t  has occurred t o  me that  i n  l i t e r a t u r e  far  from the same 
metaphor having shared or s imi lar  meanings t o  a l l  readers even though the 
focus may have a generally shared understanding the f i n a l  in terpretat ion i s  
o f ten not publ ic  but personal and depending on ones experiences.e.g. metaphors 
i n  English poetry p a r t i c u l a r l y  older poems set  i n  Engl ish countryside wi th  
associations pecul iar t o  that country are not recognised immediately by a l l  
English speaking people, but they can be learned. This i s  seen when New 
Zealand ch i ldren read such poetry e.g. Keats' 'black purgator ial  r a i l s ' i n  
The Eve of  Saint Agnes are strange t o  them, p a r t l y  because the mediaeval 
s t y l e  of tombs i s  not known t o  most o f  them nor the re l i g ious  a l lus ion t o  
purgatory; another example might be the seasonal di f ferences and references 
assumed t o  be known. 
Hesse believes that 'the deductive model o f  explanation should be 
NODIFIED and SUPPLEHENTED by a view of theoret ica l  explanation as 
2 
metaphoric redescript ion of the domain of  the explanandum. ' Not a l l  
explanations are metaphoric, nor i s  metaphoric terminology i n  i t s e l f  
explanatory but the essence o f  a theoret ica l  explanation i s  that i t  introduces 
i n t o  the explanans new vocabulary or even new language. Having argued that  
the netaphoric view can sa t i s f y  the orthodox c r i t e r i a  for a s c i e n t i f i c  
explanation she concludes that: 
1. Nary Hesse,Revolut ions gmJ Rgconst r u c t  ions i n  the P h i l g s g h y  of 
Scigncg,The Harvester Press,Britain,1980.p.119. 
2. Ibid. ,p, 120. 
There i s  ONE language, the observation language, which l i k e  a l l  
natura l  languages i s  cont inual ly  being extended by metaphoric uses, 
and hence y ie lds the terminology o f  the explanans. There i s  no 
problem about connecting explanans and explanandun other than the 
general problem of  understanding how metaphors are introduced and 
appl ied and exploi ted i n  t h e i r  primary systems. 1 
This i s  a process that  we as yet do not understand but t o  examine the 
problem o f  the 'meaning o f  theoret ica l  conceptsf i s  a nove towards solving 
this.  f i n a l l y  she says ' I n  the metaphoric view...since the 'domain o f  the 
explanandud i s  described i n  terminology transferred from the secondary 
2 
system' the  o r ig ina l  language o f  observation must s h i f t  i n  meaning and 
extend vocabulary and there v i l l  be more l i ke l i hood  of  pred ic t ion even i f  
not t r u e  but i t  w i l l  be ra t iona l  because " ra t iona l i t y  consists j u s t  i n  the 
continuous adaptation of our language t o  our cont inual ly  expanding world, 
3 
and metaphor i s  one of the ch ie f  means by vhich t h i s  i s  accomplished.' 
The essential element that l i n k s  a r t  and science i s  I bel ieve 
metaphor. The area where, as I said i n  my introduct ion humans are at the i r  
most creat ive. I f  we look a t  how p r i m i t i v e  people and chi ldren observe and 
understand the world or how we often in te rp re t  i t  for them ve w i l l  see tha t  
i t  i s  deeply metaphoric--though i t  ray appear i n  the guise of  anisism 
(possibly totemism) and anthropomorphism. 
Anthropomorphism f igures qu i te  widely i n  chi ldren's l i t e r a t u r e .  
Janke and Norton say 'There i s  no consensus that a l l  anthropomorphism 
should be avoided i n  chi ldren's l i t e ra tu re ,  but science educators generally 
agree tha t  non-f ict ion science books should not a t t r i b u t e  human thoughts, 
1. nary Hesse, Reyglhtions 2nd Reconstructigns i n  the Ph i losghy  of 
Science, The Harvester Press, E r i  ta in ,  l980,p. 122. 
1 
motives, or emotions t o  animals or plants.' Yet these same authors 
' in  a recommended book ]he h a z i n g  Dandelion suggest a l i s t  o f  a c t i v i t i e s  
and one o f  these i s  'Pretend you are awant  and describe a dandelion p lant  
from that  perspective. Hov might the p lant  be useful t o  you? So the 
reverse process i s  obviously approved o f  ! 
Our a t t i t ude  t o  animals i s  confusing and i t  i s  considered by Austin 
Hughes that  'overemphasising the appealing or unappealing aspects o f  
2 
animals nay detract froa our appreciating serious study and description.' 
Furthermore ' The question of vhether or not ve are j u s t i f i e d  i n  a t t r i b u t i n g  
a purpose t o  an animal's act ions i s  one that i s  s t i l l  being debated by 
b io log is ts ,  psychologists and philosophers of  science. The consensus seeas 
t o  be that  i t  i s  better t o  speak o f  the function of  a b i t  o f  animal behaviour 
3 
rather than i t s  purpose.' Ue have alvays had apparently a tendency t o  
personify nature or natural  forces but t h i s  can cause r e a l  problems i n  
teaching science. For instance problematic statements involving the a t t r i b u t i o n  
of  purpose go beyond anthropomorphosizing other animals t o  i n  e f fec t  
anthroposorphosizing a1 1 of  nature. Along these l i n e s  teachers can somet imes 
nake careless statements such as 'A  hummingbird has a long b i l l  so that i t  
can reach i n t o  flowers and suck out nectar.' ' What i s  vrong i s  the 
impl icat ion that the hunaingbird has a long b i l l  for a purpose. Essent ia l ly  
such a staterent embodies an incorrect  in terpretat ion o f  the nature of  
4 
adaptation.' 
Hughes i s  c r i t i c i s e d  i n  a l a t e r  a r t i c l e  by Sharefkin and Ruchlis vho 
1. Dalmar Janke and Donna Norton, 'Good Tales fo r  Teachers' ,Science 
and Children, Yo1.20 No.6 March 1983. 
2. Austin Hughes,Science and Midr_en,Apr i l  1973,pplO-11. 
3.and 4. Ibid. 
believe that 'there i s  a conceptual level for young children below which 
1 
i t  i s  irrelevant.' Nor do they believe that teachers of young children 
should have t o  avoid 'any hint of anthropomorphism and personification in 
the i r  attempts to  communicate ideas... [because] children i n  the lower 
primary grades are  general 1 y a t  the pre-operational or concrete operational 
2 
stage of thinking' and anthropomorphism can help them t o  learn about their 
observed world. Which supports my earl ier  contention that much learning 
for children involves unlearning what they already knou. They say that  new 
ideas have t o  be linked t o  conceptpa child already has and in their  view 
these are often related t o  anthropomorphism and personification e.g. 
children re la te  easily t o  real  or imagined feelings of animals such as 
'the dog i s  happy t o  see you.' What they do s t r e s s  i s  that  i t  i s  
probably more useful for the teacher t o  be attuned t o  the child's 
individual cognitive level a s  manifested by his comments and responses than 
t o  be overly concerned with the precise scient i f ic  formulation. With good 
teaching that i s  sensitive as  well as  sound, no dichotomy needs t o  exist.  
As they say we can be sc ien t i f i ca l ly  precise and turn people off science. 
Where I agree particularly with these writers is in their  f inal  comrent 'We 
need more discussion of formulation of concepts so that  teachers may become 
expert in reconciling the needs of subject matter in  the l igh t  of what we 
3 
know about child development and the usage of words. ' 
In a study reported by Jay Elanchard and 6eorge HcNinch kindergarten 
children were more successful learning dissimilar groups of words fro# cue 
cards with anthropomorphic cues than from picture cards or plain word 
cards. Their conclusion was 'Perhaps anthropomorphism cues are  superior to  
1. 2. and 3. Belle D. Sharefkin and Hy Ruchlis, Anthropomorphism in 
the Lower Grades, Science q q ~  Chi!dren, larch 1974. 
exp l i ca t i ve - i l l us t ra ted  and no-picture cue condit ions because as at tent ional  
cues, they do just  that: focus attent ion. .. [because of  the]. ..misdirected 
tendency i n  young learners t o  ascribe humanness t o  non humans. This process 
focuses consciousness and a t  tent ion while probably engaging imagery or 
organizatidn processes tha t  can contr ibute t o  the act ive elaborat ion of  
words i n  memory. The elaborat ion a f fec ts  depth of processing as well as 
1 
storage and recal l . '  They bel ieve i t  i s  a transient phenomenon and would 
be abandoned i n  most ch i ldren as anthropomorphism gives way t o  a more 
na tu ra l i s t i c  viev o f  l i f e .  Thus i t  i s  the type and content o f  the p i c tu re  
that cont ro ls  the e f fec ts  which suggests that  i t  does not ha r r  word-learning 
i n  young learners. Perhaps what we are seeing here i s  also the beginnings 
of  the l a t e r  capacity t o  construct metaphors. 
Podendorf says t o  be wary of  oversimpl i fy ing science for chi ldren 
and avoid using the words ' a l l  ' , 'always1 and 'neverp--because 'Children 
need t o  become fami l iar  w i th  the idea that the natural  environment i s  an 
order ly  one and that there are d e f i n i t e  PATTERNS, C my emphasis1 but that 
there are also constant and newly found exceptions t o  almost a l l  of the 
ru les  and/or laws which make up the patterns.' She a lso c r i t i c i s e s  
anthropomorphism and teleology i n  chi ldren's science books, because they 
lead t o  wrong ideas and oversimpl i f ied ways o f  th ink ing e.g.'squirrels bury 
acorns i n  the ground so they w i l l  have food i n  winter.' 
Osborne and G i lbe r t  discussing students' conceptions which they br ing 
t o  science also mention the anthropocentric and egocentric views o f  
chi ldren for example t h e i r  use of the word 'force1 and the prevalence o f  
1. Jay Blanchard and 6eorge Hc Ninch, The Ef fects  o f  Anthropomorphism 
On Word Learning, iNMC[ Educ,Research, Vo1.78,No.2. 
2. I l l a  Podendorf, Character ist ics o f  Good Science Hater ia ls  For 
Young Readers, M.2.y kpwdg, Apr i 1 1974 pp. 425-431. 
animisr i.e. a tendency t o  endow objects with fee l ing and w i l l  or a 
1 
purpose. This i s  an area which needs much more research. Whilst we are 
developing and encouraging imaginative and creat ive ways of thinking, 
seeing and speaking p a r t i c u l a r l y  through reading we are lay ing down patterns 
o f  th ink ing which have t o  be broken up or reformulated i n  the chi ld 's r i n d  
i n  order t o  accormodate matheratical and s c i e n t i f i c  thinking. Could t h i s  
i n  fact be one reason why some people become l i t e r a t e  but not numerate and 
vice versa. 
Piaget was one of  the f i r s t  t o  study animism systematically. He 
refer red t o  i t  as 'the tendency among ch i ldren t o  consider things as l i v i n g  
and conscious' and t o  be part  o f  the development o f  the concept and of  
l i f e .  Huang questioned the prevalence of  animism and considered that i t  
was an i l l u s i o n  and Saf ier suggested that  ideas o f  animism had been fed t o  
children. Klinberg l ikewise thought i t  d i f f i c u l t  t o  prove i n  young children. 
Studies seer inconclusive except for Piaget's o r ig ina l  work which 
suggests that ch i ldren do not d i f f e r e n t i a t e  at f i r s t  between l i v i n g  and 
i n e r t  bodies as they do not have the c r i t e r i a  t o  make such d is t inc t ions.  
Bowd says that Susan Isaacs was one of  the f i r s t  t o  comment on the 
'ex t raord inar i ly  confusing and con f l i c t i ng  information' which we give ch i ldren 
about animals and 'There i s  probably no moral f i e l d  i n  which the c h i l d  sees 
so many puzzl ing inconsistencies' i n  our a t t i t udes  t o  animals as pets and 
2 
as a food source. I t would appear that t h i s  e n t i r e  area may need carefu l  
consideration and we need t o  c r i t i c a l  1 y examine what ressages we are conveying 
t o  ch i ldren r i g h t  from t h e i r  ea r l i es t  days. 
1. Roger J.Osborne and John K. Gilbert,A Technique For Exploring 
Students' Views of  the World,R~ys,Ei~~,, Vo1.15 1980 U.K. 
2. Alan D.Bowd.The Development o f  Be l ie fs  about Animals, 
Educational Research i n  the 1980'slVo1 .2,Collected Papers AARE. 
Hetaphor i s  a way of thinking, a way of looking, a way of learning 
and a way of teaching. For t h i s  reason i t  has to  be important in any human 
act ivi ty  but perhaps especially t o  science. For the child coring t o  formal 
science lessons there is a body of knowledge already discovered and many 
laws t o  be learned. From infancy however t h i s  child has been sc ien t i f i ca l ly  
exploring t h e  world data around him or her, probing, touching and tast ing 
in i t i a l ly .  Later there are  the endless questions which perceptive (or 
perhaps trained 1 parents patiently t ry  t o  answer, There i s  also the 
' scient i f icf  play with water, sand, building blocks, trucks and t ra ins  etc. 
Learning has been mainly experimental experience. Good teachers t ry  t o  
continue t h i s  process, adding sore and more experience to  extend concepts. 
For the science teacher however t h i s  creates a mixed blessing for hisfher 
students come with rinds ful l  of ideas and be l ie f s  which are f i r r l y  embedded 
and which do not always accept or f i t  into the body of scient i f ic  knowledge 
which the teacher believes helshe is there t o  share with then and pass on. 
1 
Roger Osborne and Peter Freyberg discovered in their  study that even 
several years of teaching would often fa i l  t o  change studentsf bel iefs  and 
at t i tudes e.g. that human animals ARE an i ra l s  in biological terms. Hany 
pupils cannot accept such a term because social ly  and aesthetically i t  goes 
against their  bel iefs  about people even though a s  we know very young 
children identify people and animals in the same category. 
" L i t t l e  empirical work has been done on the role  of explanation in 
1 
the teaching and learning of science' according t o  Pope and Gilbert. 
1. Roger Osborne and Peter Freyberg,Learniny i n  science , Heinesann, 
New Zealand, 1985. 
1, tlaureen L. Pope and John K. Gilbert,Explanation and Hetaphor:Some 
empirical questions in science education. h o e e q n  Joucungi of 
Science Egu_~hUgn_, 1983,Vol &No. 3. 
1 
They be l ieve that  i f  the funct ion o f  metaphor i s  as described by Pe t r ie  
t o  'provide a ra t ional  bridge from the known t o  the rad ica l l y  unknown' 
then i t  r u s t  be important t o  explanation i n  science. They f i n d  l i t t l e  
evidence o f  empirical research i n  t h i s  area, apart from that  done by Hesse. 
Such studies they feel must consider theories o f  knouledge, processes o f  
teaching and learning, and the r o l e  of metaphor. Theories of  knowledge 
adopt t vo  polar positions, the r e a l i s t  and the const ruct iv is t .  To the f i r s t  
r e a l i t y  i s  a stable arrangement o f  subdivisions of  object ive facts  whereas 
t o  the second r e a l i t y  i s  personally negotiated and each enquirer perceives 
a d i f f e r e n t  world, factual knowledge i s  therefore negotiable. 
The teaching of  science they say, i s  also affected by one's view o f  
the nature o f  man and associated epistemology. Here they re fe r  t o  the 
f indings o f  Pope and Keen, the f i r s t  model i s  the 'cu l tura l  transmission' 
view where the teacher i s  the 'engineer1 and the student the 'machinet. 
The romantic ist  view as they c a l l  i t  stresses personal development, i n t r i n s i c  
goodness wi th  emphasis on health, growth and emotional development. The 
'progressivist  view they perceive as one i n  which the student's environment 
encourages act ive th ink ing and: 
The acquisi t ion of  knowledge i s  seen as an act o f  change i n  patterns 
o f  th ink ing brought about by exper ient ia l  problem-solving si tuat ions. 
Rea l i t y  i s  the in teract ion of  human beings v i t h  the i r  environment- 
the emphasis i s  on an act ive person reaching out t o  rake sense o f  a 
universe by engaging i n  the reconstruct ion and in terpretat ion o f  
experiences. The d ia lec t i ca l  nature of  'conversation' could be 
taken as an appropriate metaphor here.2 
f i n a l l y  there i s  the 'deschooling' view that  knowledge should not be seen as 
1. Petrie'H.6. ,Hetaphor and Learning. I n  I&tpehg: and Ihgught , 
edited by A.Ortony,Cambridge Univers i ty  Press, 1979, pp.43B-61. 
2. Haureen L. Pope and John K. Gilbert,Explanation and Hetaphor:Soae 
eapi r ica l  questions i n  science education. htwgpean Jgurn_al gf 
$c_jen_re Educati~n_,1903,Vol.5.No13.p.250. 
purely an in te l l ec tua l  concern. Relevance and the emotional as wel l  as 
i n t e l l e c t u a l  l i f e  of the student are the key themes here. 
Black said that  every metaphor i s  the t i p  of a submerged model and 
t h i s  Pope and Gi lbert  agree with. Furthermore teaching s ty les  v i l l  r e f l e c t  
the dominant model o f  that  person's v iev  o f  h is lher  role. This v i l l  be 
ind icated by the s t y l e  o f  questioning and o f  explanations. A l l  o f  the 
models can be discerned i n  analyses o f  teachers at vork but more evidence 
i s r e q u i r e d .  ' T h e t e a c h e r v i l l h a v e a p e r s p e c t i v e o r  f r a m e o n t h e n a t u r e  
1 
o f  knowledge and i t s  development, i .en, they w i l l  have a personal epistemology.' 
Those v i t h  a r e a l i s t  view v i l l  put the emphasis on facts and may viev 
p u p i l s  as tabulae rasae. The r e a l i s t  w i l l  a lso concentrate on l i t e r a l  
language forms, the 'construct iv ist '  on ' the language of the possible1. 
2 
'Of the l a t t e r ,  the fietaphor i s  the most h igh ly  developed form.' 
Here a lso the use o f  fietaphor v i l l  be influenced by the teachers1 
perceptions o f  the i r  uses and as Pope and Gi lber t  declare: 
We have no information on WHAT metaphors are included i n  science 
teachers1 explanations, HOW OFTEN they are used, and WHY they are 
included. We should know more, and be able t o  r e l a t e  the 
in fornat ion t o  the theory o f  knovledge held by an ind iv idual  
teacher. 3 
We need t o  know vhere teachers stand on the rea l i s t / cons t ruc t i v i s t  dimension. 
Edge has said that metaphors from s c i e n t i f i c  or technological achievements 
can r e s u l t  i n  dehumanisation. I have refer red elsewhere t o  the current 
object ionable phrase 'hunan resources1. We need t o  knov, say Pope and 
Gi lber t ,  what view or model i s  being projected towards students for the i r  
1. Haureen L. Pope and John K. Gilbert,Explanation and Hetaphor:Some 
empirical quest ions i n  science education. h r o x g q  Jourqai of 
Science Education1l983,Vol.5.No.3.p.251. 
own th ink ing w i l l  undoubtedly be influenced by the language used i n  teaching. 
P e t r i e f s  po in t  that students u i l l  i n te rp re t  metaphor according t o  t h e i r  own 
ex is t i ng  structure o f  conceptions has already been refer red to. 
They would l i k e  to  see more research i n t o  the use of  metaphor i n  science 
teaching and obviously favour the const ruct iv is t  approach and consider 
K e l l r s  metaphor of 1man-as-scientist9 a good s ta r t i ng  place t o  break down 
the supposed d iv is ion between the 'experimenter and sub j e c t f  i n  research. 
tly own view would be that  each model they have described has i t s  uses a t  
some point  i n  the school curr iculum and that by developing only one view 
even i n  a s ing le  subject area we once again const r ic t  learning styles. 
What i s  more important i s  that teachers especial ly trainees should understand 
jus t  how they are using language, what e f fec ts  i t  has i n  the classroom on 
t h e i r  students, themselves and the subject under consideration. 
Osborne and Freyberg found i n  t h e i r  study that  the word ' l i v ing '  
caused much confusion for science students, !any thought that f i re ,  clouds 
and sun were ' l i v ing '  because e.g. f i r e  lconsumesf wood--the sun 'diesf:  
We say the f i r e  i s  l i v i n g  because i t  behaves AS IF  i t  were l i v i n g .  
We t a l k  of a ' l i v e f  wire and the ' l i v ing f  b ib le .  L ike the word 
ANIHAL, the word LIVING has two common meanings--a s c i e n t i f i c  one 
and one used i n  everyday language. The problem for  pupi ls  i n  science 
classrooms i s  t o  learn t o  t e l l  which of  these meanings i s  intended 
on a par t icu lar  occasion.1 
Problems ar ise i n  classroom s i tua t ions  also where teachers and students do 
not share the same meanings and where 'Pupils s i r p l y  f a i l  t o  construct 
2 3 
meanings from the teacher's f low o f  words.' As Barnes has shown 
ch i ldren often learn t o  play the teacher's game and give an a i r  o f  knowing 
1. Roger Osborne and Peter Freyberg, I-gamning i n  $&nee, Heineaann, 
New Zealand, 1985.p.32. 
by using fami l iar  but improperly understood terms. Bernsteinls learning 
1 2 
tcodesl and Corsonls ' l ex i ca l  bar1 also operate i n  t h i s  s i tuat ion.  
Osborne and Freyberg say: 
Children exposed t o  s c i e n t i f i c  explanations can only generate 
meanings from t h e i r  own view of  the world and the i r  own meanings for 
the words used i n  explanations. Appreciation of  viewpoints based 
on our s c i e n t i f i c  h i s t o r y  and technological cu l ture can only develop 
slowly. As Gibran so eloquently expressed i t  no man can reveal t o  
you ought but tha t  which l i e s  h a l f  asleep i n  the dawning o f  your 
knowledge1 . 3  
Adults they say have learned t o  cope with mul t ip le  meanings 'often by 
u t i l i s i n g  l i n g u i s t i c  or other contextual clues. Pre-adolescent ch i ldren , 
however, usual ly  have d i f f i c u l t y  i n  recognising when a metaphorical rather 
than a l i t e r a l  reaning i s  intended. Analogies, too, can lead t o  
unanticipated 'meanings1 being acquired--not only verbal analogies but 
4 
those implied i n  diagraamatic r e p r e s e n t a t i o n s . V h e i r  answer i s  t o  
suggest tha t  teachers confront the r e a l i t i e s  o f  classrooa learning; appreciate 
the importance of  chi ldren's ex is t i ng  ideas; t r y  to  understand these ideas 
and t o  r e a l i s e  how chi ldren's ideas compare with the view o f  sc ient is ts .  
I t  i s  obvious that an important factor i n  t h i s  approach would be t o  ra i se  
teacher1s awareness of the  complexities o f  language including an appreciation 
of  the nature and functions of  metaphor. 
Beverley Bel l  says tha t  learning i n  science i s  conceptual change from 
the non--scientif ic ideas o f  the world which the c h i l d  br ings t o  the 
classroom, i t  i s  about construct ing new ideas by generating the l i n k s  
1. Basi 1 Bernstein, 'On the Class i f icat ion and Framing of 
Educational Knowledge1, i n  hgy lgdqg qr~d Cgqmrgl, ed. H. F. D. Young, 
C o l l i e r  Hacmillan,London, l97l .  
2. David Corson,Ihg Lgx icp l  Ilk, Per gamon Press, 1985. 
3. Roger Osborne and Peter Freyberg,Lea~minj Sciencg , Heinerann, 
New Zealand, 198S1p.56,citing Gibran,K. I$g b&A,Heinemann, 
London, 1926. 
between ex is t i ng  knowledge and incoming s t imu l i  and accepting new ideas as 
par t  o f  one's b e l i e f  system. She th inks we have probably neglected the 
r o l e  o f  feel ings i n  t h i s  area and not only are the questions teachers ask 
important but how they ask them. Also how of ten she wonders do we include 
the special in terests  and experiences o f  g i r l s  who of ten enter science 
1 
because o f  social  issues and concerns. Similar concerns are voiced by 
Janet Burns who sees science teaching as: 
... a type of teaching that i s  based on a science governed by facts 
and rules, stemming from the science o f  Newton and Galileo. I t ' s  an 
objective, value-neutral, detached, dispassionate pursuit.. . 2 
And which she believes most women are not interested in.  I t s  nature i s  
such that i t  d raw predominantly convergent thinkers i n  her view, and t h i s  
resu l t s  i n  a dogmatic, fact-oriented d isc ip l ine,  a science based on the 
idea of  one absolute answer and from which divergent th ink ing i s  excluded. 
Divergence however i s  rewarded at the highest leve ls  'because u l t imate ly  i t  
i s  divergence that i s  essent ial  for breaking new ground and making new 
3 
discoveries. ' An acknowledgment o f  the value of metaphor and an appreciation 
of  the uses of language i n  science teaching p a r t i c u l a r l y  could help t o  
break doun r i g i d  a t t i t udes  that  have made science a male-dominated area for 
so long. An acknovledgeaent that science teaching needs rev is ion was 
highl ighted by a repor t  i n  B r i t a i n  which recognized that  'the factual and 
theoret ica l  content o f  many ex is t ing courses w i l l  need t o  be sharply 
1. Beverley Bel l ,  Curriculum Of f icer  Dept. Education N.Z.,speaking 
a t  a W.I.E.R. meeting Wellington on Science Education: Current 
Issues and Concerns June 25 1987. 
2. Janet Burns, Science Research Off icer,  V i c t o r i a  Universi ty 
Wellington, quoted by Har i ta  Vandenberg i n  Science with Sex- 
Appeal, N. Z. L istener January 30,1908,p.23. 
3. Ibid. 
1 
pruned' without los ing any o f  the d i s c i p l i n e r s  r igour .  The document 
also t e s t i f i e s  t o  the perceived need for science t o  bear r e l a t i o n  t o  
pract ical ,  social ,  economic and p o l i t i c a l  issues o f  our times. This i s  
r a t i f i e d  by Ferguson who says that  'an educational system that pushes 
2 
' r ight  answers1 i s  s c i e n t i f i c a l l y  and psychological ly unsound.' She sees an 
increasing need for  divergence, c r e a t i v i t y  and h o l i s t i c  att i tudes. 
C l i ve  Sutton says that i n  our a t t i t u d e  t o  science teaching we could 
learn from ear l i e r  sc ien t i s t s  for apparently Thomas Huxley i n  h i s  publ ic  
lectures discussed the or ig ins of  words such as yeast, leaven, s p i r i t  and 
alcohol, and ' I n  so doing he shoved science as a human endeavour, a struggle t o  
make sense o f  and describe aspects o f  the world and he avoided i s o l a t i n g  i t  
3 
from other areas of  knovledge.' Sutton i s  convinced that metaphor i s  
iaportant t o  science for 'it i s  indeed through f igures of  speech that those 
who generate new ideas are able t o  br ing order t o  the i r  perceptions, the 
phenomenon o f  how they are used deserves the close at tent ion of  anyone who 
4 
i s  in terested i n  the development o f  thought.' Teachers help learners t o  
'see1 by using simi les and analogies.. .'they are acts o f  persuasion.. . [ for1 
setaphorical language, and the imagery behind i t , i s  a major cognit ive aid, 
5 
a Beans by which new thoughts are begun.' He says that the p a r t i a l  
1. Marcus Chown, School science for a l l - -but  who pays?,New Scient is t  
March 1985,p.8 
2. tlar i 1 yn Ferguson, I h e  Aguawian hqse jracy, 6r anada, Great B r i ta in ,  
1982,p.331. 
3, C l i ve  Sutton, 'Metaphorical Imagery: A tleans of Coping Ui t h  Complex 
And Unfamil i a r  I n  format ion i n  Science1 ,Durham 2nd Newcastle 
@arch bweg, Vol. IX1No.467,Spring 19811p.218. 
recognit ion o f  the importance o f  t h i s  i s  a par t  o f  the  cons t ruc t i v i s t  
approach and the impl icat ions for teaching are not yet vorked out. We are 
nov concerned v i  th  'knovledge re-creation by ind iv idual  learners.. .each 
1 
learner has t o  rebui ld  i t  for himselfe , as the Bullock report  reminded us. 
One could rake a comparison between r e l i g i o n  and f a i t h  as an analogy 
for o ld  science teaching and the  nev. The former t r i e s  t o  indoct r inate by 
precept, t ra in ing  and vhat some vould c a l l  indoctr inat ion, the l a t t e r  by 
t r y i n g  t o  convert by models, personal searching and pract ice. Sutton believes 
as I do that  rhetor ic  and teaching are not far apart 'at l eas t  par t  o f  the 
teacher's job seers t o  be t o  persuade the learner i n t o  ce r ta in  ways o f  seeing 
2 
things.' others viev i t  more as induction i n t o  established concepts. 
One problem nov as he sees i t  i s  t o  balance both views. Pursuing both at 
once he th inks could lead t o  over-guided discovery and pseudo-open questions. 
To my mind one has to  be ec lect ic ,  using an amalgam of  the best o f  old 
methods and the nev. 
Hov chi ldren see things says Sutton can be the growth po in ts  for 
learning even i f  they have t o  be changed or abandoned l a t e r .  Figurat ive 
language as he says, teases the mind i n t o  act ion and rather than being vary 
o f  analogies ve should push them t o  the i r  l i m i t s  
Pe t r ie  argues that  metaphors are heur is t ic  necessit ies i n  teaching 
science especially vhen students are faced v i t h  the d i f f i c u l t y  o f  
understanding complex problems and metaphor vould be used t o  b r ing  about 
conceptual change--by creat ing anoral ies  for the student. By vorking out 
such anomalies students vould f i n d  t h e i r  ovn way t o  the t ru th ,  that  i s  
1. Cl ive Sutton, Vetaphor ica l  1magery:A leans of  Coping M i  t h  Complex 
And Unfamiliar Information i n  Science',Durham and_ Nevcastle 
Research Reviev, Vol. 1XlNo.467,Spring 1901,p.219. 
construct t h e i r  own experience i n  order t o  create a new paradigm. Green on 
the other hand believes that  metaphor i s  not a v i t a l  part  o f  the pedagogic 
process although i t  could be used as a teaching device. He sees learning 
sorething as akin t o  f ind ing the missing preaiss i n  a joke and where 
learners core t o  a probler d i f f i c u l t  t o  solve they are s imi lar  t o  those who 
do not see a joke. I n  t h i s  case i t  i s  not j us t  metaphors which they need, 
what they are r e a l l y  faced with i s  not an anoraly but a paradox or apparent 
contradict ion. 'What we want i s  t o  lead students t o  see a way of  holding t o  
1 
the t r u t h  o f  both propositions. ..without th ink ing they are i n  opposition.' 
The tension experienced by the student i s  not created by a retaphor as 
Petr ie  bel ieves but what Green c a l l s  'a paradox i n  the r i n d  of  the student 
1 
on the basis o f  premisses he already accepts' and which require use of  
h i s  imagination. The point both Green and P e t r i e  sake i s  that the student 
i s  working out h i s  own explanation and raking retaphors i n  h i s  own r ind, 
and both are aware o f  the need for i raginat ion. The metaphor, or exemplar 
as Petr ie  c a l l s  i t ,  does not have t o  be of fered by the teacher; the retaphoric 
process can be going on i n  the student's own head u n t i l  he f inds something 
t o  l i n k  wi th  the new information. 
As Green says, what we have going on [unfortunately]  i n  many classroors 
i s  not a t rue  learning s i tua t ion  but one where "Truth passes f r o r  the 
3 
professor's notes t o  the students wihout going through the head of  ei ther. '  
The teacher or textbook might use metaphor, sodel or analogy t o  give clues, 
t o  demonstrate a theory or law, but the student aust br ing h i s  or her 
1. Thomas f .6reen, 'Learning w i  thout Metaphor' ,nekpehgl agd Ihguyhh, 
ed.A.Ortony, Cambridge Universi ty Press,New York,1979,p.468. 
2. Ib id .  
own mind t o  bear on the issue and so r t  out the new information, possibly 
constructing personal metaphors t o  do so. I f  there i s  no 'dialogue1 i n  
h is lher  head or no discussion or act ive pa r t i c ipa t ion  i n  the classroom 
then the new knowledge may not be ass in i la ted or accommodated adequately 
but be merely another i tem o f  stored information which i s  he ld  or borrowed 
but not personally owned or i n  Green's view i t  i s  l i k e  a joke which i s  
neither understood nor appreciated. 
So sc ient is ts  observe the world, they formulate theories, they 
examine phenomena and describe and c l a s s i f y  v i  t h i n  the constraints o f  
language conventions. Where a word doesnot ex is t  they invent one 
generally f a l l i n g  back on the ancient languages of Greece and Rome or they 
put an o ld  word t o  new use, catachresis. I n  fo r ru la t ing  theories they 
of ten have recourse t o  metaphor, i n  fact there i s  some basis for saying 
they th ink i n  metaphor. They ce r ta in l y  use i t  t o  describe and explain 
and also use closely re la ted  models and analogies. Children and pr imi t ives 
tend t o  in terpret  nature anthropomorphically. Laymen and students learn 
the i r  science par t l y  through the process of  metaphor which helps to  bridge 
and fuse o ld  and new knowledge. Where s c i e n t i f i c  knowledge was once 
considered a fixed body of  data, o f  facts  and t ru ths  i t  i s  now more 
generally perceived as an evolving 'view1 rather than s i ~ p l y  a growing 
'body1. I t  has i n  some respects become s imp l i f i ed  even though fragnented 
and specialised. As one science wr i ter  said we no longer have t o  record 
and not ice every f a l l i n g  apple, but i t  i s  also acknowledged that some 
' t ruths1 are almost unavailable, incomprehensible or a t  l eas t  beyond our 
l inear  th ink ing t o  f u l l y  comprehend, Tru ly  pure th ink ing which i s  not 
dependent on sense data i s  probably only possible i n  the area o f  
nathematics. 
For chi ldren we create an unbelievably complex scenario for then t o  
operate in. Consider for instance the stories of Father Christmas, the 
tooth fairy and bogeymen of Victorian times who still exist for many 
children. Then the myths, legends and fairy stories and fables and stories 
of animals who speak and have teaparties. This is without the religious 
ayths which Geering claims we all believe in, noreover the modern child is 
assaulted every day vith a barrage of metaphors and symbols from television 
films and advertising. It would be interesting to know how much confusion 
is created in a child's rind and how much or if any of this is helping to 
establish and nurture his or her own creativity and imagination. 
One interesting area of potential research vould be finding out how 
children develop a scientific or mathematical bent as opposed to a literary 
one. We need to knov whether this is something to do vith brain function 
and development of patterns of thinking (left-brain right-brain differences 
perhaps) or is it as I suspect a fault in our ways of teaching and 
learning, that is, in our education system. There is a scarcity of 
information in this area. People are often channelled into arts or 
science at the later stages of schooling but any bias to one or the other 
is probably developed much earlier. Hudson studied the stereotyping of 
artists and scientists and came to the conclusion that: 
..,we are bound to envisage the intellectual growth of the 
individual, the evolution of his characteristic frame of mind as the 
product not only of his genetic endowment and hormonal secretions, 
but of a continual traffic vith his context--with parents and 
teachers, examinations and curricula, prejudices and myths, 1 
The retaphors we live by as Lakoff and Johnson called them would no doubt 
be an important part of this background. 
Before beginning this study I believed that aetaphor vas important 
to science mainly for teaching purposes that is as a heuristic device for 
1. Liaa Hudson, F~amnes of t h d ,  Penguin, 1968, p. 103. 
t ransmitt ing knowledge p a r t i c u l a r l y  for 'bridging1 from the known t o  the 
unknown. I had l i t t l e a p p r e c i a t i o n o f  howruch i t  i s  involved i n  the 
raking of  science i.e. i n  theory formulation--nor d i d  I real ise that  the 
area was such a contentious one. Sc ient is ts  appear t o  be divided i n  t h e i r  
own opinion as t o  how t o  describe science and what const i tu tes meaning and 
truth. To set the context for my research I found Hogben and Hesse useful  
as they gave me an overview of  science which as a non-scientist I needed. 
Hesse found tha t  our struggle t o  a r t i cu la te  science i s  part o f  our nature 
and c lose ly  l inked t o  our awareness of  our s p i r i t u a l  re la t ionship with the 
earth and our t i m e o n  i t .  Hogben d e a l s m a i n l y v i t h  terminology but t h i s  
helps one t o  appreciate that science has t o  draw on the common language 
stock or semantic f i e l d  t o  which we a l l  have a c l a i r .  I n  doing so i t  gives 
o ld  words new meanings and creates new words from old. Because language 
can never be precise enough, these ' labelsf  have an in -bu i l t  capacity for 
misinterprat ion and misuse. They are also subject t o  change (e.g. spel l ing, 
pronunciation, use and in terpretat ion)  and t o  redundancy as they are 
replaced or  rejected i n  the l i g h t  o f  new theories. The language o f  science 
therefore i s  not f ixed but i n  constant f lux. Hesse gave me a sense of  
h i s t o r i c a l  perspective also, though she manipulates her ideas on science 
t o  nake a statement about Chr i s t i an i t y  rather than leaving us t o  our own 
conclusions. There i s  nodoubt even from my b r i e f  glimpse i n t o  the world 
o f  science that  many sc ien t i s t s  speak of  Ve l ig ious l  experiences. Also as 
Hesse po ints  out, our thinking, which inf luences our language and vice 
versa i s  a lso influenced i n  turn by the social ,  p o l i t i c a l  and re l i g ious  
cl imate i n  which we l i ve .  Changes o f  a t t i t u d e  and b e l i e f  can be detected 
i n  the aetaphors of science just  as i n  a r t  or l i t e r a t u r e .  
The t o o l s  that  have been used i n  science have increasingly developed 
sophist icated techniques and extended thereby the parameters of s c i e n t i f i c  
invest igat ions thus creat ing more problems i n  descript ion and analysis. 
Logic, maths and a r t i f i c i a l  languages have a l l  been used t o  summarise such 
f ind ings but even these have t o  be 'translated' eventually i n t o  conventional 
predicate structures and percolate down t o  the lay  leve l  and the publ ic 
view o f  science t o  give us a general understanding of  the universe and our 
pos i t i on  i n  i t  even i f  as Green said the s c i e n t i s t s  themselves are always a 
step or leap ahead o f  us. Ortony makes a comment on metaphor i n  science 
education which puts the whole issue i n t o  perspective: 
I have suggested that  the transmission of  new s c i e n t i f i c  ideas and 
theories i s  but a special  case o f  purveying ideas that are new ( fo r  
the intended audience). We have a word for t h i s  general a c t i v i t y  
'teaching'. 1 
There i s  no doubt that  the p rac t i t i oners  of  science and o f  a r t  aust 
inev i tab ly ,  eventually, cone closer together. For t h i s  we need a f u l l e r  
understanding of  the human mind and an increased awareness and appreciation 
of  the f i ne r  nuances o f  language and I bel ieve that Korzybski rakes the 
clearest statement about th is :  
The main d i f f i c u l t i e s  ahead are neuro-semantic and neuro-linguist i c  
because for more than 2,000 years our nervous systems have been 
canalized i n  the inadequate, intensional,  of ten delusional, a r i s t o t -  
e l i a n  orientations, which are re f lec ted  even i n  the STRUCTURE OF THE 
LANGUAGE ue habi tua l ly  use. 2 
Everything created i n  nature i s  a work of  a r t  fashioned by sore 
superhuman force to  a design or pat tern uhich sc ien t i s t s  attempt t o  understand. 
This i s  d i f f i c u l t  because the scope i s  so vast and never s t a t i c  and even 
apparently inanimate objects are ac t i ve  i n  an atomic sense. To comprehend 
the grand design the sc ien t i s t  can only examine those parts of i t  ava i lab le  
1. A. Ortony, ed.nelMaebhr arid kughh, Cambridge Universi ty Press, 
1979, p.15. 
2. A l f red Korzybski, $cleric! art1 h j i y ,  The In ternat ional  Non- 
Ar is to te l ian L ibrary  Publishing Go., Pennsylvania,l933, p .xv i i i .  
t o  h i s  senses and theorize imaginat ively about the rest.  The work i s  l i k e  
that  o f  one doing a giant jigsaw where the pieces have no clearcut edges or 
colours. A r t i s t s  on the other hand appear t o  fashion pieces of t h e i r  own 
and thereby capture something o f  the essence o f  creat ion i t s e l f  i n  t h e i r  
own creat ive acts. They im i ta te  as i t  were the patterns o f  the pattern- 
raker. L i ke  sc ien t i s t s  they combine the use o f  a l l  t h e i r  human facu l t i es  
both physical and sp i r i t ua l .  
The l i n k  between a r t  and science appears t o  be made by metaphor and 
pat tern, Sc ient is ts  cannot escape metaphor any more than a r t i s t s  can. 
Hetaphoric expression seems t o  be an inherent par t  of our complex make-up, 
far from being superfluous or merely s t y l i s t i c  as once thought, i t  has 
proved t o  be both ra t iona l  and necessary even i n  science. 
Benjamin Lee Whorf has said that s c i e n t i f i c  words are often 
conveniently vague, markedly under the sway o f  patterns i n  which they 
occur. That i n  fact science and poetry are al ike, for they r i s e  above 
l i t e r a l  reference and rundane d e t a i l s  ' l i f t i n g  towards Arupa (the pat tern 
world par excellence), towards the world o f  i n f i n i t e  harmony, sympathy and 
1 
order, o f  unchanging t ru ths and eternal things,' A term l i k e  
stardust, he says, has no reference of  i t s  own but 'reference i s  the 
lesser par t  o f  meaning, patternrent the greater. Science, the quest for 
2 
t ru th ,  i s  a sor t  of d iv ine madness l i k e  love.' 
1. Ben janin Lee Whor f, quoted i n  Sgramtics, ed.K. Thurman,Houghton 
I i f f l i n  Co.,Boston,p. 12. 
2. Ibid. 
CHAPTER V I I I  
IETAPHOR I N  PSYCHOLOGY 
And how could a psychoanalyst o f  today not rea l i ze  that  h i s  realm of  t r u t h  
i s  i n  fact the word...l 
I f  we wonder a t  a l l  how and why language studies r e l a t e  t o  
psychology we have only t o  examine the work of  Jacques Lacan. Jan Hie1 
w r i t i n g  of  him says that the object o f  psychoanalysis i s  as Freud discovered 
--the unconscious, and t h i s  i s  observed and studied i n  dreams and free 
association. Lacan reminds us, says Hie l  'that a l l  the material  ava i lab le  
t o  the analyst i s  verbal: what i s  analyzed i n  the psychoanalytic interview 
2 
i s  not the pat ient 's dreams but the pat ient 's repor t  o f  h i s  dreams." 
Which i s  the reason why Freud spent so much t i n e  analyzing pat ients1 language. 
As l i e 1  says ' l ingu is t ic  analys is  i s  i n  fact the method appropriate t o  the 
3 
study of  the unconscious.' Freud had t o  invent h i s  own terms, says Hiel ,  
because L inguis t ics  was not established as a d i sc ip l i ne  but Lacan has shown 
that  they are v i r t u a l l y  interchangeable wi th  those o f  s t ruc tu ra l  
1. Jacques Lacan 'The insistence of  the l e t t e r  i n  the unconscious' 
i n  Structuralism ed. Jacques Ehraann, Anchor Books U.S.A., 
1970,~. 103. 
2. Jan Hie1 'Jacques Lacan and the s t ructure of  the unconscious', 
i n  Structuralism ed. Jacques Ehrmann, Anchor Books U.S.A., 
1970,p.98. 
l inguist ics ,  vhich has led him to the conclusion that 'The s t ructure of 
1 
the unconscious i s  the s t ructure of language.' loreover, 'our 
theory of the personality must be revised t o  account for the peculiar 
2 
dominance of language and l inguist ic  s t ructures  in it . '  In Freud's 
theories of the ego 
fascinated by his  ovn 
the f i r s t  t i r e ,  the 
the child is noted in early development as  being 
image--'This represents for the child, usually for 
3 
image of i t se l f  as  a unified controllable body.' 
This leads presumably t o  the ab i l i ty  t o  imagine oneself a s  another. [Children 
and adults are  also getting feedback from others a s  to  vhat their  ' i ragel is l  
Language develops l i  kevise: 'The abstractive nature of language, vhich in 
4 
fact rakes human knowledge possible, arounts t o  a similar denial of reality. '  
We understand our environment by naming and describing i t  but even when not 
engaged in dialogue ve s t i l l  enjoy denying real i ty .  I take t h i s  to  mean 
that ve 'play' vith ideas and words even vhen not engaged in using them 
for comrunication and these uses are in a sense a r t i f i c i a l  because vords 
are a r t i f i c i a l  they have no rea l i ty  in the vorld we observe--any functions 
they have a re  vhat ve ascribe t o  them or are in the very nature of language, 
vhich ve do not ful ly  understand. In discourse vith others ve have t o  
observe conventions such a s  grarrat ical  correctness, courtesies , r i tua l s  
etc. b u t  in our own minds language has free rein. 
This language vi thin us is vhat l i e l  describes a s  the 'forgotten 
language' of the unconscious 'an archaic language lurking beneath our 
1. Jan l i e l  'Jacques Lacan and the s t ructure of the unconscious1, 
in s t&tura l i sm ed. Jacques Ehrrann, Anchor .Books U.S.A., 
1970,p,98. 
supposedly objective discourse, just as  our primal narcissism lurks beneath 
1 
a l l  our relations t o  others.' Hie1 says that ve have an illusion of 
autonory, objectivity and s t a b i l i t y  vhere ve should recognize inter- 
subjectivity and becoming. 
In psychoanalysis normal dialogue is suppressed and the language of 
2 
the patient 'recovers the archaic language.' Lacan says 'that vhat the 
psychoanalytic experience discovers is the unconscious in the vhole 
3 
s t ructure of language.' [ Which makes r e  vonder vhat relevance t h i s  must have 
t o  l i t e ra ture  vhere presurably vr i t e r s  indulge in  just such language i.e. 
i t  has no practical purposeful function except usually for pleasure. I 
Language and i t s  structure exis t  before any individual rakes h i s  
entry into i t .  Sufferers from aphasia have language d i f f i c u l t i e s  'which 
divide naturally betveen the tvo poles of the signifying effect of what ve 
4 
ca l l  here 'the l e t t e r 1  in the creation of meaning.' A speaker i s  
therefore 'a slave of language' whose being is in nature, society and 
culture which la t t e r  Lacan says could vell be equated vi th language. Lacan 
therefore sees l inguis t i cs  as  being a t  the centre of a l l  sc ien t i f i c  
5 
studies and as  having created a revolution in knowledge. The essence 
1. Jan Hiel, Jacques Lacan and the structure of the unconscious1, 
in Strugtuhqijs! ed. Jacques Ehrmann, Anchor Books U.S. A , ,  
1970, p.99. 
2. Jacques Lacan, 'The insistence of the l e t t e r  in the unconscious1, 
in Structuralise ed. Jacques Ehrmann, Anchor Books U.S.A,, 
1970, p. 103. 
3. Ibid. ,p. 103. 
4. Ibid. ,p.  103. 
5. In a footnote he gives h i s  definition of ' l inguistics '  as  the 
study of existing languages in their s t ructure and in the laws 
related therein excluding cormunication and information theories. 
o f  t h i s  i s  described i n  the fo r ru la  he gives us: 
i.e. the s i g n i f i e r  over the s ign i f ied.  Which idea he a t t r i b u t e s  t o  
Saussure. 
The s i g n i f i e r  and s ign i f i ed  are seen as ' d i s t i nc t  orders separated 
1 
i n i t i a l l y  by a barr ier  res is t i ng  s ign i f icat ion. '  The mystery o f  language 
l i e s  i n  the  way we can use a word ' i n  order t o  say something qu i te  other 
than what i t  says.' That i s  t o  say that the s i g n i f i e r  does not answer t o  
the funct ion o f  representing the s ign i f ied.  One amusing example he uses t o  
i l l u s t r a t e  h i s  point i s  the use of  the words tLadies' and %entlemenV as 
used t o  designate publ ic t o i l e t s .  Even i n  sentences, correct grammar and 
l inear  s t ructure are not i n  themselves s u f f i c i e n t  t o  make sense. The clue 
he says t o  t h i s  systery l i e s  i n  Hetonyny. 'We sha l l  designate as metonymy 
then, the one slope of  the e f fec t i ve  f i e l d  o f  the s i g n i f i e r  i n  the 
2 
const i tu t ion o f  meaning ... the other, i t  i s  metaphor.' 
Hodern poetry, he says, has 'taken us qu i te  far i n  t h i s  domain by 
showing that  any con junct ion o f  t wo s ign i  f i e r s  would be equally s u f f i c i e n t  
3 
t o  const i tu te  a metaphor.' I n  h i s  mocking tone he adds that these two 
have of  course t o  be as disparate as possible t o  const i tu te  'poetic spark1 
or 'metaphoric creation1. But, says Lacan: 
The creat ive spark o f  the metaphor does not spr ing from the 
conjunction o f  two images, that i s  o f  two s i g n i f i e r s  equally 
actualized. I t  springs from two s i g n i f i e r s  one of  which has taken 
1. Jacques Lacan 'The insistence of  the  l e t t e r  i n  the unconscious' 
i n  Structuralis! ed. Jacques Ehrmann, Anchor Books U.S.A., 
1970,p.105. 
2. Ibid. ,p. l l 4 .  
the place of the other i n  the s ign i f y ing  chain, the hidden s i g n i f i e r  
then remaining present through i t s  (metonymic) r e l a t i o n  t o  the res t  
o f  the chain...One word for another: that  i s  the formula for  the 
metaphor.. 1 
Furthermore: 
We see, then, that metaphor occurs a t  the  precise po in t  a t  which 
sense comes out o f  non-sense, that is ,  a t  that f ron t ie r  which Freud 
discovered, when crossed the other way produces vhat we generally c a l l  
'witl(Witz).. 2 
So, as Lacan expressses i t ,  we fol low the l e t t e r  i n  search o f  the t r u t h  we 
c a l l  Freudian. Freud's work i s  rep le te  wi th  ph i lo log ica l  references and 
'everywhere the apprehension o f  experience i s  d ia lect ica l ,  w i th  the proport ion 
of l i n g u i s t i c  analysis increasing just  insofar as the unconscious i s  d i r e c t l y  
3 
concerned.' This i s  why Lacan believes that  the ' l e t te r  o f  the discourse' 
i s  where we need to  look for an understanding of  the unconscious. 
Freud af f i rms th is ,  says Lacan, when he i n s i s t s  that  the dream i s  a 
rebus and must be understood 1 i tera l ly .  Dream images are s ign i  f iers--'they 
4 
allow us t o  spe l l  out the 'proverb1 presented by the rebus o f  the drear.' 
However 'the image's value as s ign i  f i e r  has nothing whatever t o  do with 
4 
what i t  s ign i f ies .  ..' which i s  presumably the sane as saying tha t  a nane 
i s  not a person or a word i s  not the th ing  tha t  i t  s ign i f ies .  Lacan says 
that the r e a l i t y  of t h i s  has confused psychoanalyts who lack l i n g u i s t i c  
t ra in ing.  
Enstellung, translated as d is tor t ion,  i s  vhat Freud shows t o  be the 
1. Jacques Lacan, 'The insistence of  the l e t t e r  i n  the unconscious', 
i n  Wucturgfis!, ed. Jacques Ehrmann, Anchor Books U. S. A,, 1970, 
p. 115. 
2. Ib id .  ,p, 116. 

the object re la t ion,  using the reverbrat ing character o f  meaning t o  
invest i t  with the des i re  aimed a t  the very lack i t  supports. The 
sign - placed between ( 1 represents here the re tent ion o f  the l i n e  
- which i n  the o r ig ina l  formula marked the i r r e d u c i b i l i t y  i n  which, 
i n  the re la t ions between the s i g n i f i e r  and s ign i f ied,  the resistance 
o f  meaning i s  constituted. 
( I n  a footnote he adds tha t  the sign ' represents congruence) 1 
Presumably the 'resistance he speaks o f  here 
described as 'tension1. Then secondly: 
Sf 
f (-1 S'S (+ Is  
S 
i s  vhat other wr i te rs  have 
the metaphoric structure, ind icates that i t  i s  i n  the subs t i tu t i on  
of  s i g n i f i e r  for s i g n i f i e r  tha t  an e f fec t  o f  s i g n i f i c a t i o n  i s  
produced which i s  creat ive or poetic, i n  other words which i s  the 
advent o f  the s i g n i f i c a t i o n  i n  question. The sign t between ( 1 
represents here the leap over the l i ne -  and the cons t i tu t i ve  value of  
the leap for the emergence of  meaning. 2 
(footnote S1 i.e, prime) 
Lacan speaks of  the Freudian universe, as people have spoken of  the 
Copernican universe, for h i s  discovery also helps, t o  assign man t o  h i s  
place a t  the centre of the universe. The question for each o f  us i s  whether 
'1 am1 the same that I speak o f  or i s  my thought separate from myself: 
,..it i s  no less t rue i f  I take myself t o  the other, metaphorical 
pole i n  my quest for meaning, and i f  I dedicate myself t o  becoming 
vhat I am, t o  coming i n t o  being, I cannot doubt that  even i f  I lose 
myself i n  the process, i n  tha t  process, I aB. 3 
Lacan seems t o  be asking whether we can discover ourselves, our being, 
through words. What we ought t o  say, he says, i s  'I am not, wherever I am 
the p layth ing of my thought; I think o f  what I am wherever I don't th ink  I 
1. Jacques Lacan, 'The ins is tence of  the l e t t e r  i n  the unconscious1, 
inStructuralism,ed. Jacques Ehrmann, Anchor Books U.S.A., 1970, 
p. 123. 
1 
am thinking.' This seems t o  be an essential mystery for: 
This two-faced mystery is linked t o  the fact that the t ru th  can be 
evoked only in  that dimension of a l ib i  in which a l l  'realism' i n  
creative works takes i t s  vir tue from metonymy; i t  i s  likewise linked 
t o  t h i s  other facet that  we accede t o  meaning only through the 
double twist of retaphor when we have the unique key: the S and the 
s of the Saussurian formula a re  not on the same level, and man only 
deludes himself when he believes h i s  t rue place is at  their  axis, 
which is nowhere. 2 
At least ,  says Lacan, until  Freud discovered it; the unconscious, whose 
rea l i ty  is immediate and whose force cores from the truth and in the 
dimension of being. 'The double-triggered mechanism of metaphor is in fact 
the very mechanism by which the symptor, in the analytic sense , is 
3 
determined.' Hetaphor is in fact the bridge, the connection or 'spark1 as 
Lacan c a l l s  i t  linking the trauma and i t s  s ignif ier .  We hold a memory, 
says Lacan, in which is found 'that chain which i n s i s t s  on reproducing 
i t se l f  [body metaphors for retaphor again1 in the process of transference, 
4 
and which is the chain of dead desire.' For the t rue nature of neurosis 
i s  a question which being poses for the subject "from the place where i t  
5 
was before the subject came into the world.'(Freudls words) 
This 'being' i s  'that which appears in a lightning moment in the 
void of the verb ' to  beJ.' Freud's doctrine of the ego i s  reduced t o  a 
narciss is t ic  relation--'And he grouped within i t  the synthesis of the 
perceptive functions in which the sensori-motor selections a re  integrated 
1. Jacques Lacan, 'The insistence of the l e t t e r  in the unconscious1, 
in Wugth~a!isa_, ed. Jacques Ehrnann, Anchor Books U. S. A , ,  1970, 
p. 126. 
2. Ibid. ,p. 126. 
4. Ibid. ,p.  127. 
5. Ibid. ,p. 128, 
1 
which determine for man what he c a l l s  rea l i ty . '  
The resistances which obstruct the message of  the unconscious are 
mechanisms o f  defence. Among them are: 
Periphrasis, hyperbaton, e l l i p s i s ,  suspension, ant ic ipat ion,  
retract ion, denial,digression,irony, these are the f igures of  s t y l e  
(Quint i l ian ls  f igurae sententiarum); as catachresis, l i t o t e s ,  
antonorasia, hypotyposis are the tropes, whose terms impose themselves 
as the most proper l a b e l l i n g  o f  these mechanism 2 
Lacan asks whether we can r e a l l y  see these as mere f igures o f  speech 
'vhen i t  i s  the f igures theaselves which are the act ive p r i n c i p l e  of the 
3 
rhetor ic  o f  the discourse which the pat ient i n  fact utters.' He believes 
that we have resisted freudls discovery because we get used t o  r e a l i t y  and 
repress t r u t h  t o  avoid b e s t i r r i n g  ourselves. We must face the fact, he 
says, that  'The unconscious i s  neither pr imordial  nor i ns t inc tua l ;  what i t  
4 
knows about the elementary i s  no more than the elements of  the s ign i f i e r . '  
The end for nan--to Freud--was "0 es war, so l1  I ch  werden. I must 
come t o  the place where that  ( i d )  was.' A goal of reintegrat ion, harmony 
5 
and reconci l iat ion. His discovery, says Lacan, shows a rad ica l  heteronoay 
i n  man. Others have sa id  'Know thysel f1  but what Freud says we can a t t a i n  
i s  not the object o f  knowledge but "that vhich creates our being' which can 
be seen i n  our whims, aberrations, phobias and fet ishes as wel l  as i n  our 
ordinary behaviour. 
1. Jacques Lacan, 'The insistence of  the l e t t e r  i n  the unconscious1, 
i n  ~ ~ r u c t u r a l i s m ,  ed. Jacques Ehrmann, Anchor Books U.S.A., 1970, 
p. 129. 
To Lacan Freud has made tremendous impact on our times and he 
accounts for such by saying that  : 'the s l i gh tes t  a l te ra t ion  t o  the 
r e l a t i o n  between man and the s i g n i f i e r  ... changes the uhole course o f  
1 
h is to ry  by modifying the l i n e s  which anchor h i s  being.' Which i s  why, i n  
h i s  estimation, Freud 'founded an in tangib le  but rad ica l  revolution.' 
Unfortunately, says Lacan, mere psychological categorizers, such as many 
p rac t i t i oners  have become are not fo l lou ing the path he cleared, for 'Freud 
by h i s  discovery, brought wi th in  the c i r c l e  o f  sc 
being and the object which seemed before t o  mark 
Lacan uishes us t o  understand that: 
ience the boundary between 
2 
i t s  outer limit.' 
I f  the symptom i s  a metaphor, i t  i s  not a metaphor t o  say so, no 
more than than t o  say that man's desire i s  a metonymy. For the 
symptom I S  a metaphor uhether one l i k e s  i t  or not, as desire I S  a 
metonymy for a l l  t ha t  men mock the idea.3 
We have yet t o  discover, says Lacan, what l i n k s  metaphor t o  the question o f  
being and metonymy t o  i t s  lack. 
Lacan's i n te rp re ta t ion  of  Freud puts metaphor a t  the very centre o f  
our being. Whatever A r i s t o t l e  to ld  us about metaphor came eventually t o  be 
re la ted t o  a r t i f i c i a l  uses of  language for rhetor ic ,  in f la ted,  persuasive 
speech, as though f igures of  speech vere something added t o  natural  nat ive 
language. Lacan's arguments, based on Freud's findings, presuppose a 
f a c i l i t y  for such l a n g u a g e u i t h i n u s a l l .  I t  hasbeen said that theeyes 
mirror the soul but from uhat Lacan has said i t  i s  language which gives the 
clue t o  our nature. We are uhat we say and think, and dream, and we say 
1. Jacques Lacan, 'The insistence of  the l e t t e r  i n  the unconsciousf, 
Wuctb~agze, ed. Jacques Ehrnann, Anchor Boooks U. S. A,, 1970, 
p .  135. 
2. Ibid. ,p. 136. 
and think more than we know or understand. 
What Lacan wrote in 1957 is interesting because he foresees the 
importance of the close study of language in areas where formerly i t  r ight  
never have been considered important. I t  is true,  a s  he says, that i t  is 
not the world which changes but our vision and understanding of i t  and 
people l ike  Freud have enlarged this.  Lacan1s own work drew such criticism 
in France from some of his  sc ien t i f i c  colleagues. Freud's advice t o  mankind 
is not unlike some of the more ryst ical  maxims given t o  us by religious 
leaders, one is reminded also once again of those mysterious words 'In the 
beginning was the Word.' The search for t ruth embraces a l l  disciplines-- 
especially Linguistics--Lacan would no doubt say. 
Liam Hudson says that when he f i r s t  studied psychology ordinary 
language was ignored. His only awareness of metaphors was of those which 
vere dominant a t  that time, such a s  the brain as  a telephone exchange, ran 
studied as though he vere a ra t  and one's career path perceived as  a se r ies  
of hurdles or progress up ladders. He became gradually aware that the mind 
might in fact be organised not l ike a mechanism but l ike  a culture, and 
that the metaphors one l ives  by are not always appropriate. He also found 
himself trapped into a mental set  which assumed people were stereotypes. 
Research methods vere also se t  into established patterns of action. 
I t  gradually became the task of psychologists t o  'illuminatelor explain the 
workings of inst i tut ions,  but metaphor was s t i l l  an awkward topic even among 
linguists: 
Although we vere shaking ourselves free from certain patently 
maladaptive metaphors, arbi t rary or even positively obstructive in 
their  effects ,  we were s t i l l  not free t o  t e l l  ourselves what we were 
doing. Oddly, metaphor remained a taboo topic.1 
1. Liam Hudson 'The Role of tletaphor i n  Psychological Research1, in 
fk!g#or_s of Education ed. W.Taylor,Heinemann,London 1984,pp.68-78. 
A heightened awareness o f  metaphor came t o  Hudson a f te r  reading 11 
Bejng Bile by William Glass (1976) which describes how an author wr i tes 
sexual or e r o t i c  material, Vetaphor i s  the key t o  t h i s  'the secret l i e s  i n  
seeing sentences as containers o f  consciousness, as constructions whose 
purpose i s  t o  create conceptual perceptions.' M a s s  p.86) He wr i tes o f  
wr i t i ng  as though one gave b i r t h  t o  a work. Once again we see that  words 
take on human1 i k e  connotations. 
Hudson was also irpressed by Lakoff  and Johnson's kla[hghs We Lip! 
By (1980) for they too claim that our ideas are grounded i n  terms of  our 
ideas about the physical and that  we can discuss meanings jus t  as we can 
discuss grammar. As a consequence Hudson f e l t  free t o  discuss and examine 
metaphors i n  Psychology. To do th is ,  he found one often has t o  ignore 
t r a d i t i o n a l  boundaries between subjects. 
I n  h i s  work of  f i c t i o n  I h e  Ny1nho_tw_et~(197!) he was not t o t a l l y  
s a t i s f i e d  w i th  i t  as a novel but experienced the strange feel ings one has 
as an author, a 'creator1 of  f i c t i o n a l  people who do i n  fact seer t o  him 
very rea l ,  yet the narrator seems: 
An unconritted, s l i g h t l y  unpleasant figure, he seems t o  stand for 
the voyeurism o f  psychology; our tendency t o  pry i n t o  the l i v e s  o f  
others, rather than l i v i n g  wholeheartedly for ourselves. He is an 
EtlPTY ran; the embodiment, perhaps, o f  the emptiness that  l i e s  at 
the heart of empiricism i t s e l f . 1  
I n  h i s  book on images i n  works of a r t  Bodies gf Krmhdje(1982) he has 
explored, as a psychologist, the 'curious network of  re la t ionships between 
a r t i s t ,  model, inage and spectator ' that  a r i se  when we choose t o  make a 
p i c tu re  as an a r t i s t  or photographer. I t  i s  i n  photography tha t  he f i nds  
more perception of the nature of  metaphor for ' cer ta in  psychological ly 
1. Liam Hudson1The Role of  metaphor i n  Psychological Researchl,in 
Vetaphor i n _  E_d_u_c_gt_io_n_ ed. W. Taylor , Heinesann,London 1984,p.73. 
significant metaphors recur: f ie lds ,  paths, thresholds, defensive barr iers  
abound.' We assume, says Hudson, that metaphors are VAGUE but in  photography 
t h i s  is not true. A 'field1 is a specific f ie ld with ident i f iable  formal 
proper t i es .  Psychologists, he believes, have neglected such detai 1 : 
We can easily be more precise, photography suggests; and i t  is 
important that we should be 50, because i t  i s  i n  detai l  and 
nuance that the dialect ical  dance between theory and evidence 
acquires whatever value i t  possesses. 1 
There is a danger in psychology, says Hudson that we t rea t  people too 
simplistically. There are  subt le  complexities t o  be considered which 
transgress the boundaries of individual subject areas. We tend t o  focus he 
thinks on the simple and 'An excessively tidy or reductive psychology could 
d i s to r t  those events i t  is supposed t o  explain.' I t  i s  as we re f lec t  on 
the subject i t se l f  that he thinkswe becomeenthralled by metaphor. A 
r igid adherence t o  a particular metaphor in research perhaps can be 
successful but misleading. On the contrary says Hudson 
By analogy, I see no reason why psychology and the social sciences 
should not serve a s  a 'laboratory of metaphor1; one in which we 
test  and taxonorize, becoming knowledgeable about the points where 
metaphors and models, theories and heuristic devices, fuse. Rather 
than living unwittingly, unreflectively, in  the grip of certain 
metaphors, we could learn t o  pick and choose.2 
One pervasive metaphor or myth which concerns him is the polarity seen 
between for instance hermeneutics , study of l t ex t s l ,  and science. One is 
seen as  'soft1 the other 'hard1, one seeking lilluminationl the other 
'control1. They create a tension and ambivalence which he perceives as  
desirable rather than unhealthy for people are inconsistent or bifurcated 
in nature, he sees th i s  in himself, and believes that i t  i s  exactly this 
kind of puzzle that psychology should seek t o  understand. 
1. Liar Hudson 'The Role of Hetaphor in Psychological Researchlin 
llelaphtmr ~IJ  Education, Heinemann, London11984, p.75. 
The business world also exp lo i t s  the psychological i ns igh ts  afforded 
by an understanding o f  metaphor, and t ra in ing  manuals for business managers 
g ive many instances o f  th is .  J u l i u s  Eitingtonls work i s  typ ica l .  I n  t h i s  
he describes the heur is t ic  uses of  analogy and metaphor. He c i t e s  i n d u s t r i a l  
psychologist Harry Levinson using a spider-web metaphor t o  explain man's 
necessity for communication v i  t h  other people: ' In sum, the irages, 
thoughts, fantasies that we constant ly create i n  our heads can only be 
1 
understood and thus managed by in te rac t ion  w i  t h  others.' 
A metaphor ind icat ing resistance t o  change i s  known as the 'Wallenda 
Complex' a f te r  a high-wire a r t i s t  who probably could have prevented a f a t a l  
f a l l  i f  he had not been so conditioned t o  re l y ing  on h i s  a b l i t y  t o  keep h i s  
balance with a pole only. According t o  E i t ington t h i s  same metaphor has 
been used by an in ternat ional  peace advocate. 
I n  the t ra in ing s i tua t ion  personnel work out metaphors t o  simulate 
t h e i r  s i tuat ions or problem e.g, t o  describe a s ty le  o f  management. 
Hetaphors are considered more potent than analogies 'because they encourage 
2 
(demand) a greater change o f  perspective'. Success has even been found 
i n  problem-solving when groups assume the problem i s  solved and work 
backwards from the solut ion: 'The imaging process l e t s  us create our own 
panoramic view of the s i tuat ion,  with the he lp fu l  opt ion o f  t rac ing 
causeslevents backward and thus understanding more ob ject ive ly  the forces 
3 
and factors a t  work.' 
Another re la ted problem-generating and solving approach i s  
1. Ju l i us  E. Eit ington,Ihe hllgy Trainer, 6 u l f  Publishing Go., 
Texas 1986.p. 136. 
3. Ibid.,p.l38. This idea i s  a t t r ibuted t o  Dr Warren H.Schmidt o f  
U.C.L.A. 
morphological analysis where a t t r i bu tes  and elements are combined i n  a 
matr ix t o  break the f ixed views and ideas we generally have. The purpose 
o f  most o f  these techniques i s  t o  force creat ive and l a t e r a l  thinking, t o  
use both sides of the bra in  ra ther  than re l y ing  on t r a d i t i o n a l  modes of  
operation. Will iam 6ordon o f  Synectics, Inc., Cambridge, Hassachusetts i s  
quoted as saying that  one has t o  rake the strange fami l iar  and t h i s  i s  
where analogies are useful t o  b u i l d  new ideas onto o l d  and break down 
natura l  conservatism. I n  such s i tua t ions  sometimes people are even asked 
t o  imagine themselves as inanimate objects. I t  i s  said that  creat ing 
symbolic analogies can aid mate r ia l l y  i n  creat ive problem solving, j us t  as 
the phrase ' protoplasmic k iss '  i s  said t o  have inspired the neurologist  
1 
Ramon Y Ca j a l  . 
Psychologists, says Roger Tourangeau have concentrated mainly on two 
problems; how metaphors are recognized and how they are interpreted. He 
sees metaphors as asking us t o  pro ject  one system onto another. Presumably 
ra ther  l i k e  putt ing a g r i d  over a map or one O.H.P. on top of another. The 
not ion of  things f a l l i n g  i n t o  'natural  categories1 or domains i s ,  he says, 
a popular one i n  psychology, and metaphors ' involve two systems, o f ten 
drawn from d i f fe ren t  domains of  experience. Despite the i r  fundamental 
incompatibi l i ty,  the two systems can stay married because the one serves as 
2 
the model for the other.' 
Hetaphors do not aluays create semantic anomaly says Turangeau and 
l i t e r a l  interpretaton of metaphor does not always v io la te  the r u l e s  for 
------------------- 
Jul ius E.Eitington, I h g  Minninq Trainer, 6u l f  Publishing Co., 
Texas 1906.p. 151. 
Roger Tourangeau 'Hetaphor and Cognitive Structure1, i n  ngdaehhti 
Erob&enz PIII Perspectives ed. David S.Hiall,Harvester Press,Great 
B r i t a i n  1982, p.18. 
sentences t o  be 'sincere and relevant i n  contextv. Suggested tes ts  for 
metaphor therefore of ten f a i l  because a metaphor o f ten deals wi th  tuo 
apparent incompatibles. Yet 'not j u s t  any tuo subjects can j o i n  t o  make a 
1 
metaphor.' [perhaps he should have said 'meaningfulf retaphor for the  
juxtapos i t ion alone surely creates technica l ly  a metaphor1 
We pro ject  our oun system o f  b e l i e f s  on t o  our in terpretat ion of  
metaphor, says Turangeau 'Comparison is.. .the l a s t  and least  important step 
2 
i n  i n te rp re t ing  a aetaphor.' 
I n  h i s  oun research Tourangeau found that  readers in fe r  some larger  
context for a metaphor. I n  one test ,  subjects vere given sixty-four 
metaphors that exhibited d i f fe ren t  combinations of  congruence and agreement. 
Another group rated them for preference. Ratings indicated a negative 
re la t ionship betueen congruence and l i k i n g  and a pos i t i ve  one between 
agreement and l i k ing .  On the whole they preferred metaphors whose tuo 
subjects uere draw from d is tant  domains and those uhich confirmed t h e i r  
p i c tu re  of  the p r inc ipa l  subject. This seems t o  ind icate that  ue l i k e  
ideas uhich r a t i f y  what ue already know and bel ieve and yet we also appreciate 
novelty. Says Tourangeau 'Novelty i s  one o f  the important determinants o f  
3 
our response t o  a metaphor.' A f inding uhich uould not have surprised 
Ar i s to t le .  Understanding a metaphor takes several stages :'During the main 
one ue recognize the metaphor, i n f e r  i t s  subjects, create p a r a l l e l  b e l i e f s  
4 
about the p r inc ipa l  subject and compare these b e l i e f s  t o  our o l d  bel iefs. '  
1. Roger Tourangeau 'tletaphor and Cognitive Structure1, i n  llelaehhri 
Problems 191 tkspect?ves ed. David S.t l ia l l  , Harvester Press, Great 
B r i t a i n  1992, p.22. 
Like other wr i ters  Tourangeau i s  forced t o  use metaphor t o  describe 
metaphor, he c a l l s  i t  a system o f  b e l i e f  which 'gets neu l i f e  i n  a 
1 
foreign land and takes root  among the a l i e n  corn.' To Tourangeau metaphor 
' tests1 what we already bel ieve or th ink  we 'know1. As he says more 
research needs t o b e d o n e o n  t h e u s e o f  metaphor. I t  would be in te res t ing  
t o  know jus t  how and why a mind takes f l i g h t  i n t o  metaphor, why some do 
t h i s  constant ly or frequently and some ra re ly  or never, and at what age one 
f i r s t  recognizes metaphors or consciously uses them i n  speech and i n  wr i t ing.  
We could probably also p r o f i t  from knowing nore about how a t rans la to r ' s  
mind works when t rans la t ing idiom f ro*  one language i n t o  another which r u s t  
be a s i m i l a r l y  complicated task o f  matching ideas, descript ions and concepts. 
Translators such as those of Lacan whom I mentioned ear l i e r  and of  Derr ida 
bemoan i n  the i r  introductions the d i f f i c u l t i e s  of t rans la t ing such expressions 
as e.g. French word 'propref wi th  a su i tab le  English synonym. With Lacan 
the t rans la tor  even advises readers that they r e a l l y  ought t o  see the 
o r ig ina l  t o  get the t rue  sense of the work. 
Furthermore, metaphor i s  so bound up with our selves, our ways o f  
th ink ing and expression tha t  i t  takes on almost human character ist ics-- 
something Fontanier recognized i n  h i s  t rea t i se  on metaphor (Les Figures du 
Discourse 1830) He said 'Even though i t  i s  not a body but an act o f  mind, 
discourse...has nevertheless, i n  i t s  d i f fe ren t  ways of  s ign i f y ing  and 
expressing, sorething analogous t o  the di f ferences of  form and 
2 
character is t ics  that are found i n  r e a l  bodies.' 
1. Roger Tourangeau, 'Hetaphor and Cognitive Structure', i n  tlelgehhr 
h b i g n s  and Pewspec t ives,ed. David S.Hial1, Harvester Press, 
Great Bri tain, 1982,p.34 
2. Pierre Fontanier, quoted i n  Ihe Rude of t!e!pghoh,Paul Ricoeur, 
Universi ty o f  Toronto Pres~~1977~p.52.  
I n  h i s  studies o f  mind cont ro l  Jose S i l va  found that  the  b ra in  i s  
moreenergetic when i t  i s  less active. At lower 'Alphawavel frequencies, 
s im i la r  t o  our half-awake s ta te  before sleep, the bra in  receives and stores 
more information but i t  i s  hard t o  keep a l e r t  a t  these frequencies. The 
exercises he has developed c a l l  for  relaxed concentration and v i v i d  ren ta l  
v isual izat ion.  
Training i n  meditation techniques allows a person t o  tap i n  t o  t h i s  
source of  creat ive thinking. S i l va  claims that anything ' forgotten1 i s  
associated with experience tha t  i s  never t r u l y  forgotten. For t h i s  reason 
tag associations are memory a ids de l iberate ly  created t o  help remember 
in for ra t ion.  He says ' a l l  experiences leave memories f i rm ly  imprinted i n  
1 
the brain.' He also believes that dreams can be de l iberate ly  'programmed' 
t o  help solve problems. These dreams he speaks of are not the same as those 
subjected t o  Freudian in terpretat ion.  His idea tends t o  f i t  i n  wi th  my own 
be l ie f ,  unproven, that dreams, rather than coring from the unconscious 
begin i n  the conscious s ta te  and then become embedded i n  the unconscious 
from which sleep arouses them i n  higgledy-piggledy fashion. S i l v a  bel ieves 
that  we underestimate the power o f  uords and of ten d u l l  our appet i te  for 
l i f e  with negative words. 
There are two basic p r inc ip les  t o  h i s  theory of  mind control .  The 
fact that we can only think one thought at a t i r e  and our concentration 
transforms i t  i n t o  action. This has led him t o  bel ieve i n  the power o f  
se l  f-healing, or mind over matter by the pro ject ion o f  pos i t i ve  images. 
He describes r i n d  control  as the s ta te  such as Brahrs al legedly went i n t o  
when creat ing compositions, and described by Sigmund Freud, i n  a paper on 
1. Jose Si lva and P h i l i p  Hiele, I h g  Sidyg nihd Control M h g l ,  
Pocket Books, Simon and Schuster, New York, 1977,p.43. 
Listening. Other a r t i s t s  and s c i e n t i s t s  have described the same. I 
bel ieve Keats cal led i t  a s ta te  of  'yeastiness1. What I begin t o  wonder i s  
whether the power t o  produce metaphors i s  symptomatic of a s imi lar  ' ins tant1 
s t a t e  o f  c rea t i v i t y .  
At normal working levels,  says Silva, the mind i s  bombarded w i th  
various s t imul i .  At the re laxed  l e v e l  moreconcentration and focus i s  
possible. I t i s  a type of self-hypnosis vhich we may often experience 
v i thout  f u l l y  rea l i s ing  what i t  i s  or how useful or important i t  can be. 
S i l v a f s  f indings evolved from h i s  knowledge of e l e c t r i c i t y  and a 
perception that  the human b ra in  might vork i n  a s imi lar  fashion. I n  
studies o f  h i s  techniques w i th  r e n t a l l y  disturbed pat ients  they seemed t o  
show that relaxat ion diminishes t h e i r  anxiet ies simply because i n  a relaxed 
s ta te  they are not possible. Greater feel ings of  warmth and love seemed t o  
be aroused which led him t o  vonder i f  the s ta te  ve c a l l  'love1 or i t s  
energy i s  a factor t o  be considered, as 'Perception i s  improved a t  the 
relaxed leve l  of mind and body, andc lear  thought and judgment are 
1 
enhanced.' I t  may therefore be true, as Freud has suggested, says Silva, 
that  a therapy of  the future e ight  depend pr imar i ly  on the mobi l izat ion o f  
energy. 
Perhaps ve have not taken enough account o f  t h i s  need for re laxat ion 
i n  learning si tuat ions, and one vonders i f  school environments and some 
teaching methods are i n  fac t  not f u l l y  conducive t o  learning and mind 
enhancement. As Si lva says: 
The l e f t  herisphere consciousness dominates most o f  our everyday 
l i v i n g  and i s  favoured by the educational system as v e l l  as by the 
soc ie ta l  a t t i tudes of  the Western World. I t  i s  ob jec t i ve ly  
1. Jose Si lva and P h i l i p  Hiele, Sjlya njhd Control Hethod, 
Pocket Books Simon and Schuster, Nev York,1977, p.194. 
oriented, and usual ly associated v i t h  the generation of much Beta 
bra in  vave ac t i v i t y .  Right herisphere consciousness seers t o  be 
p r imar i l y  subjective, receives secondary consideration i n  our 
education, and f inds i t s  greatest expression i n  the arts.  I t  i s  
general 1 y accompanied by Alpha or Theta brain-wave emanations. 1 
Hethods such as those advocated by S i l v a  e f fec t i ve ly  encourage ro re  use of  
the  brain's potent ia l  and encourage r ight -bra in  function. 
Betty Edvards confirms t h i s  neglect o f  r ight -bra in  potent ia l  i n  her 
vork on developing innate a r t i s t i c  a b i l i t y  which she claims ve a l l  have: 
The object of draving i s  not only t o  shov vhat you are t r y i n g  t o  
portray, but also t o  shov YOU. Paradoxically, the rore c l e a r l y  you 
can perceive and drav what you see i n  the external vorld, the r o r e  
c lea r l y  the viever can see YOU, and the rore you can knov about 
yourself. Thus ... drawing becores a metaphor for the a r t i s t .  2 
She sunaarises the character is t ic  funct ions of both sides of the b ra in  and 
i n  the r i g h t  rode she places 'Analogic', that i s ,  seeing likenesses betveen 
things; understanding retaphoric relat ionships. Draving she describes as a 
way t o  quieten the ceaseless hum o f  a c t i v i t y  around us. I t  i s  s im i la r  i n  
e f fec t  t o  what Si lva spoke of. She also says that the 'school vo r ld  i s  
mainly a verbal, symbolic vor ld '  where sore learning s ty les  e.g. the v isual  
3 
are not catered for. Nev knowledge about the brain v i l l  she bel ieves help 
us t o  develop teaching and learning s ty les  vhich 
... v i l l  enhance chi ldren's i n t u i t i v e  and creat ive powers, thus 
preparing students t o  meet nev challenges v i t h  f l e x i b i l i t y ,  inventiveness 
and imagination and wi th  the  a b i l i t y  t o  grasp corplex arrays o f  
interconnected ideas and facts, t o  perceive underlying pat terns o f  
events, and t o  see o ld  problers i n  new vays.4 
Hetaphor-raking rust  surely be one of  these creat ive forms o f  th ink ing 
1. Jose Si lva and P h i l i p  Hiele, Siiva njhd Control  MIgd, 
Pocket Books, Siron and Schuster, Nev York, 1977,p.214. 
which weneed todevelop and encourage. Which i s a l l  themore reason why 
we need t o  understand how and why they work. Edwards has another idea which 
seems excellent. She says tha t  when we teach young ch i ldren new words, 
rather than simply g iv ing them nares or 'labels1 t o  learn we should 
explore the concepts. For instance i n  naming a tree one could encourage 
imaginative ideas about the nature of  the tree, i t s  s t ructure and funct ion 
i n  the environment. I n  t h i s  way we teach them that a naae i s  only a pa r t  
o f  the object and we hopeful ly keep a l i v e  a sense of  wonder. As i n  drawing 
pract ice the desire should be t o  see ever more deeply. 
Al lan Paivio i s  aware o f  the  complexity o f  t h i s  phenomenon o f  
l i n g u i s t i c  c r e a t i v i t y  pa r t i cu la r l y .  As he says 
... semantic product iv i ty  must be regarded as a sa l ient  design of  
eetaphorical language, j u s t  as syntact ic product iv i ty  i s  o f  language 
i n  general, despite the r e p i t i  tiousness of spec i f ic  grammatical 
constructions i n  everyday speech. However we know even less about 
the psychology of  semantic c r e a t i v i t y  than we do about syntact ic 
c rea t i v i t y ,  and the former must be counted among the most 
challenging theoret ica l  problems that  confront those who are 
interested i n  a s c i e n t i f i c  understanding of language behaviour. 1 
He quotes research on proverbs which f a i l e d  t o  provide any adequate theory 
t o  describe the semantic re la t ionship between a proverb and i t s  
in terpretat ions.  He bel ieves that  recent studies of  memory and cognit ion 
do throw some l i g h t  i n  t h i s  area. The perceptual basis o f  metaphor has 
been explored, he says, by such people as Susanne Langer (1948) and Arnheim 
(19691, also by Roger W.Brown (19581, Asch (19581, Osgood (1953) and Werner 
and Kaplan (1963). None however 'explain how perceptual processes and images 
achieve t h e i r  abstract functions, nor how they become l inked t o  language, 
but they do emphasise the pr isacy o f  such processes i n  the o r i g i n s  of  
1. Al lan Paivio,~Psychologica1 Processes i n  the Comprehension of  
Ietaphor l ,  flefaetmr g ~ p  Thhughf,ed. Andrew Ortony, Caabr idge 
Universi ty Press,Mev York, 1979,p. 150. 
1 
metaphor .' 
Other research shows that  imagery is somehow involved in the 
comprehension and recall of some metaphors but i t  i s  not clear why t h i s  is 
so. As Paivio says metaphorical imagery may be quite different  from 
l i t e r a l  imagery. I t  appears, says Paivio, t o  be of a symbolic or abstract 
nature. Halgady and Johnson came t o  the conclusion in their s tudies  that 
when we interpret a metaphor the constituents a re  encoded in to  a single 
feature representation. Verbrugge and HcCarrell(1977) 'concluded that 
metaphor processing involves the recognition of an abstract resemblance, or 
abstract relationship, between the vehicle and the topic domains, which is 
2 
more than the sum of the a t t r ibu tes  of each constituent .' They could not 
however, say what was the precise nature of t h i s  abstract perceptual 
relation nor how i t  a r i ses  from the separate parts.  
Paivio discovered that  there is no comprehensive theory t o  explain 
the workings of metaphor based on studies of imagery. He believes research 
into memory may be more f ru i t fu l  for i t  has been found that 'pictures are 
recalled better than words, and concrete words that readily evoke irages 
3 
are recalled better than abstract,  low-imagery words .Vhen  subjects were 
required t o  learn pairs of abstract nouns sometimes they blended the two 
into one image e.g. 'boy scout' represented 'chance1 and 'deed1. This is 
significant says Paivio because 'the metaphorical connectiomn was constructed 
by the subject hirself ,  in a manner analogous to  the discovery of the 
1. Allan Paivio, 'Psychological processes in the Comprehension of 
Hetaphor' , Maehgr Ihmqh~, ed-Andrew Ortony, Cambridge 
University Press, New York, 1971,p. 157. 
1 
common ground between the vehicle and topic o f  a novel metaphor.' Similar 
f indings care fron Paiviols own reseach with Katz(1975) where subjects had 
t o  learn p a i r s  including sore nonsense words associated w i th  instances of 
several concepts, sore low and some high i n  imagery value. The subjects had 
t o  learn the concepts and the resu l t s  showed that  the i ragery value of the 
conceptual categories, as wel l  as iaagery instruct ions, f a c i l i t a t e d  concept 
acquisi t ion. As Paivio says ' The study i s  relevant t o  metaphor in terpretat ion 
because such in terpretat ion i s  analogous t o  concept discovery. The subject 
r u s t  discover what the vehic le  and topic have i n  common i n  a semantic, 
2 
conceptual sense.' 
There i s  also considerable evidence according t o  Paiv io  tha t  imagery 
contr ibutes t o  the comprehensibil ity of sentences because i t  provides an 
addit ional (subjective) re fe ren t ia l  context for the in te rp re ta t ion  of  a 
sentence; so i t  seers reasonable t o  assuae that i t  also contr ibutes t o  the 
comprehension of  metaphorical expressions. However the the context could 
be inappropriate i f  i t  dravs at tent ion t o  l i t e r a l  aspects says Paivio. He 
makes no mention of the  age o f  the subjects, presumably adults, because 
ch i ldren of ten have d i f f i c u l t i e s  with metaphor and there i s  a lso evidence 
such as that  referred t o  by Col in Rose that there are people who have poor 
powers of  iaagery, depending on vhether the i r  neuro l inguis t ic  learning 
3 
s t y l e  i s  predominantly visual,  aural or kinesthet ic.  
Paivio asked some o f  h i s  students t o  comment on h i s  own statement 
that  metaphor i s  a solar ecl ipse i n  that i t  both obscures and enlightens. 
1. Al lan Paivio, Psychological Processes i n  the  Comprehension of 
fletaphorl ,fletaghor a114 Ihhuqht, ed. Andrew Or tony,Cambridge 
Universi ty Press, Nev York, 1379,~. 164 
3. Col in Rose,Accelerated lmlming, Topaz, England, 1906. 
He found tha t  most focussed on the vehicle and only one on the topic, 
suggesting that  both s t ra teg ies are possible but one may be preferred. 
The most relevant o f  h i s  f indings are that dual coding enhances the 
p o s s i b i l i t y  o f  f inding a ground i n  long-term memory; tha t  integrated images 
make for e f f i c i e n t  information storage; imagery ensures processing 
f l e x i b i l i t y ;  and top ic  and vehicle can both be r e t r i e v a l  cues for relevant 
in for ra t ion;  also that  verbal processes keep search and r e t r i e v a l  on track 
by suggesting images which may help t o  select 'appropriate1 data from our 
memory banks. 
Relevant research f indings are scarce says Paivio, mainly because 
comprehension i t s e l f  i s  not f u l l y  understood, fur ther  study o f  metaphor 
can add t o  t h i s  because both ' 'ordinary language1 and metaphor are 
1 
continuous phenorena, invo lv ing comon cogni t ive and l i n g u i s t i c  processes. ' 
I t  seems ue cannot understand hou and uhy people use language i n  the ways 
that  they do, i f  we do not understand how they think, hou they acquire 
language, and how the two are connected. When we examine metaphor,its 
creation, use and in terpretat ion ue are looking a t  only one corpl icated 
par t  o f  an obviously coaplex f ie ld .  
Some o f  the more recent findings. on learning are described by Col in 
Rose, previously re fer red to. His i n te res t  i s  i n  memory , par t i cu la r l y  
hou i t  re la tes  t o  language acquis i t ion and as i t  i s  exemplif ied i n  the work 
especial 1 y o f  6eorgi Lazanov and h i s  Accelerated Learning Programaes. What 
Rose has t o  say i s  relevant because he stresses the importance of  
v isual izat ion and association as aesory aids. There are fundaaental 
techniques the brain uses, recognizing patterns and connections, sor t ing 
1. A1 lan Paivio, TPsychological processes i n  the Comprehension o f  
Metaphor I ,  Mpphh~ pr14 h u q h t ,  ed.kdrew Ortony,Cambridge 
Universi ty Press, New York, 1979,p.171. 
and linking, which i s  of course what metaphor does. Hy own conclusion is 
that how metaphor works i s  probably i l l u s t r a t i v e  of one way the brain 
uorks. A metaphor encapsulates thought in a condensed form in a memorable 
'chunkf. We may have been deceived by our pleasure in metaphor into not 
taking i t  seriously unt i l  quite recently and there is obviously a long way 
1 
t o g o .  ' P l a y i s c e n t r a l  t o l e a r n i n g '  saysRose. P l a y i n g u i t h w o r d s i s  
something we a l l  enjoy. I t  i s  a step further in t h i s  'game1 t o  link words 
and ideas and t o  create associations--the basis of retaphor. Such child- 
l i k e  play can be s t i f l e d  he believes by schooling. 
I t  must be obvious t o  teachers that a rich fund of ideas, images and 
words has therefore t o  be made available t o  young learners. The 
fascination children naturally have for words and ideas i s  corroborated by 
Joy Cowley, celebrated New Zealand author, in a ta lk she gave world-wide 
in 1907. She said a child brings t o  a book three g i f t s  which feu adults 
have, a sense of uonder, a readiness t o  accept new experiences and 'Then 
there i s  the feeling for the quirkiness of words: rhyre, rhythm, 
a1 1 i terat ion,  nonsense language, doggerel, animal sounds--they are a l l  
appetising to the early reader. She i s  keen t o  explore a l l  the fun that 
2 
language has t o  offer .' Hetaphor-making i s  an extension of t h i s  aptitude, 
interest  and faci l i ty .  
Rose says "We remember things that have poverful associations for 
3 
us.' I t  is considered likely that we use only about ten per cent of our 
brain, maybe less  and the measure of i t s  potential i s  the number of 
1. Colin Rose, Accelerated Learning, Topaz, England, 1906,p.92. 
2. Joy Cowley, 'The Healing Power O f  Language1, New Zealand b t g n e ~ ,  
January 16-22, 1988. p.35. 
3. Colin Rose,p.l. 
connections i t  can make: 
The b ra in  i s  the only organ tha t  expands through use. The more i t  
i s  used e i ther  t o  acquire facts  or i n  the process of  creat iv i ty ,  the 
more memory associations are formed. The more associations are 
formed, the easier i t  i s  t o  remenber prev ious ly  acquired information, 
and a lso t o  form new associations,i.e. create new ideas and 
concepts. This i s  a v i t a l l y  important 'v ir tuous c i r c l e f ,  and 
reading i s  the key t o  fo r r i ng  i t ,  1 
Ian  has so far  i n  h i s  h i s to ry  concentrated on material  problems says Rose, 
and has achieved much i n  t h i s  area but phi losophical problems have s t i l l  t o  
be resolved. To do t h i s  requires that  we develop both sides of  our brains 
for: 
We are t ra ined t o  th ink i n  a pat tern we c a l l  log ica l .  ..and t h i s  seems 
t o  invo lve one side of  the brain--the l e f t  side. Learning methods 
are general ly not designed t o  st imulate the developrent of the 
side of  the b ra in  that processes concepts--the r i g h t  side.2 
The l e f t  deals mainly with language and mathematical processes, l og ica l  
thought, sequences, anal ysis--'academic pursui tsl, whereas the r i g h t  deals i n  
wusic and visual iapressions, pictures, spa t ia l  patterns, and colour 
recognition, also conceptual thought and abstract concepts. He dispels many 
of  the 'myths1 about the brain, such as that those who are a r t i s t i c  aust be 
poor at aaths and that  the bra in  can become overloaded or deter iorates with 
age. Novelty aids memory says Rose and most novel experiences are 
encountered i n  onels youth. Other aspects such as relaxat ion, exercise and 
nourishment are a lso important t o  i t s  functioning. An in terest ing 
conclusion with which Katherine lans f ie ld  would have concurred i s  that 
every normal c h i l d  i s  born a potent ia l  genius but needs a r i c h  environment 
and plenty o f  learning opportunities. 
There i s  no learning without memory says Rose, and no agreewent on 
1. Col in  Rose, &gelerafed kirmigg, Topaz, England, 1986,p. 10. 
2. Ibid.,p.l l 
how i t  works. We have short and long-term memory which may be likened to 
the random access rerory of computers and storage or read-only memory. I t  
is known that  reading aloud helps t o  register (encode) material a lso that 
short term memory has a f i f teen second span which has been proved by 
observation of t ranslators  and court reporters. The time taken to learn 
something is a l so  shortened if i t  is spaced out and active involvement 
enhances rerory rather than passive learning. Interference or distraction 
affects  our memory and causes us t o  forget. People think of memory as i f  
i t  were a jug of limited capacity, says Rose, in fact i t  i s  i l l imitable  
and more l ike  a branching t ree  with potential for adding branches. 
Stories  are good rerory aids says Rose and the more elaborate the 
story the bet ter  because a story links words t o  be remembered and causes us 
1 
to build up visualisations and 'the plot provides an associative thread' 
so that one has only t o  recall a there t o  trigger recall of the material. 
Rose says 'If you create a powerful visual irage between two words I th i s  
is what a metaphor can do1 rerembering one will trigger recall for the 
2 
other.' Also a l i s t  of items learned in picture form is  more easily 
learned than an equivalent printed l i s t .  This requires dual encoding, 
which is what Paivio referred t o  also. The ideal says Rose i s  not just 
3 
dual but multiple encoding. He refers  to Reber (1967) as  saying that shared 
relationships betveen words are  often subconsciously recognized and when 
some grand chess masters play blindfo!d i t  i s  not each piece they recall 
but the overall patterns involved. Emotive , abstract words a r e  the 
hardest t o  remember because one cannot 'seep them so easily. One secret of 
1. Colin Rose,Ak~elerate$ !mmning, Topaz,England, l986,p.45. 
2. Ibid.,p.45. 
re ro r i s ing  i s  t o  absorb the pr inc ip les involved and get an overa l l  
view jus t  as i n  a new place you would look a t  landmarks f i r s t  'This i s  a 
1 
spontaneous and natural mapping pr inciple. '  Which i s  s imi lar  t o  how we 
cope w i th  a jigsaw when we have no p ic tu re  guide and apparently t h i s  
mapping i n s t i n c t  was v i t a l  t o  p r i m i t i v e  ran and even today some Afr ican 
t r i bes  evidence a higher degree of v isual  or eidect ic memory than most 
Westerners. It i s  a fact says Rose tha t  the  s ing le  most important factor 
i n  re ro ry  i s  visual rerory. t Which leads me t o  wonder i f  cartoonists have 
t h i s  v isual  capacity h igh ly  developed. Are cartoons a kind o f  metaphor?] 
The experiences of the day, says Rose, are reviewed during sleep and 
assimilated i n t o  new patterns o f  thought, be l i e f ,  and fu ture behaviour 
during dreams. I t  has been said by Chris Evans that 'we sleep i n  order t o  
d r e a m h n d  by Pa t r i c ia  Gar f ie ld  'Dreams continue work begun during 
2 
consciousness. ' 
Another memory a id  i s  'chunkingf or breaking new r a t e r i a l  i n t o  
assimi lable par ts  jus t  as we remember the alphabet or phone numbers 
de l iberate ly  l im i ted  t o  a par t icu lar  length. Sentences are normally o f  a 
length for us t o  cope with, as are phrases i n  music, and rhythm also ass is ts  
memorising, as praying monks discovered. I n  fact when one considers many 
o f  the aspects of church r i t u a l s  they seem t o  have exploi ted much of  the 
psychology we are now learning t o  use for teaching. One th inks of  candles 
and windous and music and rosary beads, a l l  aids t o  concentratrion on the 
top ic  i n  hand, and i n  Hediaeval times i t  was i n  churches that  drama had i t s  
beginnings. Hotivation, repet i t ion,  mnemonics a l l  help also but h igh ly  
visual association between words or ob jects  i s  the strongest memory factor 
1. Col in Rose, Accelerated kp rq lqg ,  Topar,England, 1986, p.40. 
2. ibid.,pp.50-51. 
and i t  i s  believed that  ve are capable o f  perfect visual re ro ry  fo r  as 
Rose says the bra in  i s  not a sponge but a vast networking system. 
Every new fact or concept you learn adds t o  and l i n k s  up v i t h  the 
ex is t i ng  network, So vhen you encode something new; i t  not only 
forms a l i n k  t o  the ex is t i ng  network, i t  also provides yet another 
hook onto which s t i l l  more associations can be hung or connected. 
So the more you rererber the greater i s  your capacity for fu ture 
learning and remembering. 1 
Association therefore i s  a v i t a l  factor i n  human memory. I t i s  not surpr is ing 
then that  humans express themselves i n  retaphors which make use of  t h i s  
vast network o f  stored associations t o  create nev and unique expressions. 
Furthermore says Rose the b ra in  does not process thought i n  a 
s t ra igh t  l i n e  log ica l  sequence ( the l e f t  bra in  r i g h t  but the r i g h t  b ra in  
does not) but connections are sparked and associations triggered. One vord 
se ts  o f f  others i n  response and t h i s  can be shovn i n  p i c tu re  form. Thus i f  
information i s  presented i n  t h i s  form i t  accurately r e f l e c t s  how the bra in  
works wi th  i t s  memory maps. I t  i s  i n te res t ing  when one r e f l e c t s  how 
ch i ld ren  are captivated by p ic ture books and comics even vhen the i r  word 
knovledge i s  l i r i t e d  and theseo f ten  lead i n t o  reading. Our e idect ic  
memory i s  cal led hyperamnesia or super memory and appears t o  be a r i g h t  
b ra in  capab i l i t y  which i s  more obvious i n  chi ldren up t o  age ten. 
There i s  evidence that our educational att i tude, v i t h  i t s  emphasis 
on log ic  and 'hard1 facts, ra ther  than f r ivo lous images, ray have 
educated eidect ic memory out o f  us.2 
E.R. Jaensch found more evidence o f  i t  i n  schools where sensory a c t i v i t i e s  
were encouraged and Professor Key said that anyone who wanted t o  make 
greater use o f  h i s  brain-stored i n f o r r a t i o n  'rust learn how t o  move 
1. Col in  Rose, Accelerated h r g i g y ,  Topaz, England, 1986,p.63. 
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information from the unconscious in to  the conscious level of cognition.' 
The Ancients apparently understood the importance of rhythm and memory and 
could chant en t i re  s to r ies  such a s  the I l iad 'to the heart-beat rhythr of a 
2 
softly-playing lyre' many parts  of which were remembered by the l is teners .  
Confucius also deemed music necessary t o  the superior man. I t  is believed 
that rhythm is a t  the heart of the  Universe and the Natural World. Even 
plants have proved susceptible t o  music. All of which says Rose f i t s  in 
vi th  the ideas of those Baroque composers who always believed that there 
vas a sacred geometry t o  the Universe, and a r t i s t s  who discovered the Golden 
lean. 
Hany of these ideas have been implemented in the language classses  
of Seorgi Lozanov whose work Rose describes. Essentially he creates  a 
learning environnent designed t o  encourage more balanced l e f t  and right 
brain act ivi ty .  Consequently the atmosphere is relaxed, students are 
encouraged t o  be confident of the i r  learning abi l i ty ,  a hol is t ic  view of 
the material t o  be learned i s  presented rather than going fron easy s teps 
t o  harder. The most unusual aspect i s  that music i s  used t o  implement 
learning so that not only i s  language heard and seen and spoken, sometimes 
in  unison, but music plays in t h e  background so that a l l  senses are  involved 
and a rhythmic pattern matched t o  the learning process, Dr Budzynski has 
written: 
Apparently the right hemisphere processes verbal material better i f  
i t  is coded in rhythm or emotion. When someone speaks in a monotone, 
only the verbal, dominant hemisphere is activated. If the speaker 
adds intonation, the non-verbal side s t a r t s  t o  pay attention. 3 
A11 that Rose says supports a new approach part icular ly effect ive 
for teachersof  languagewherememoryplayssuch a la rgepar t .  I t  is not 
concerned with metaphor as such but nevertheless there are a t t r ibu tes  of 
metaphor such a s  the linking and association of ideas that f i t  in  t o  these 
same ideas about the importance of association and how our minds a re  now 
thought t o  work, something more than an electr ical  c i rcu i t  or a computer. 
Husic, says Peter Kline, makes you familiar with the language you are 
studying -- i ts  patterns and rhythms. The other aspect that the accelerated 
learning programres emphasise is 'play1, that is the fun aspect of learning 
which most of us lose after going t o  school. I t  r ight  even be, says Rose 
the daytire equivalent of drearing. Emotional involvement or a high s t a t e  
of arousal encourages learning. [any writers on metaphor have pointed t o  
the pleasure we take in metaphor because of i t s  novelty. Words can excite 
us because of their associative powers, 
Patterning i s  central to  our human nature. Rose says that  as  Science 
delves into the nature of matter we are finding that a l l  matter i s  in a 
s t a t e  of vibration. He quotes Dr Donald Hatch who says 'We a r e  finding that 
1 
the universe is composed not of matter, b u t  of music.' Different notes 
i n  music create patterns. Stephen Halpern has written 'the forms of snow 
crystals ,  the mandala faces of the flowers, actually resonate t o  the 
harmony of nature. Crystals, plants and human beings can be seen a s  rusic 
2 
which has taken on form.' 
1. Colin Rose,Agcelk~atgd Learning, Topaz, England, 1986, p. 100. 
2. Ibid.,p.lOl. 
3. All of the above suggestions for ease of learning, music, 
rhythm, drama etc. a re  coebined in musical drama such a s  opera. 
When we create images in words, in  poetry we are  likewise creating 
patterns or looking for them. Hetaphors balance tuo ideas creating harmony 
where i t  d i d  not appear t o  previously exis t ,  because there a re  connections 
throughout nature that we have yet t o  discover. A physicist Robert Beck 
has said 'The earth i t s e l f  has a brain wave. There i s  no longer any 
1 
question that man is a bio-cosmic resonator.' We receive and send forth 
the energy patterns of our environment, As Rose says we need t o  tune 
in. 
Even one's individual personality can be seen as  a pattern according 
to Rose because the body vir tual ly recreates every seven years therefore 
vhat you are  i s  what you have created irrespective of the body you once 
had. He says that Socrates knev so long ago that the essence of teaching 
is to help people t o  ar t iculate .  Once you ar t iculate ,  reaory is captured, 
As such as  eighty per cent of the brain's function i s  visual thinks Win 
2 
Wenger. Articulation is important because i t  involves whole brain activity. 
The conclusion of a l l  of these findings is that children will learn 
best i f  a l l  the learning modes are  involved, auditory, visual and kinesthetic. 
What ve seer  to  have lost  sight of in schools i s  the fact that the brain 
can cope with a vast amount of inforration. We attempt t o  help children by 
breaking knowledge up into what ve consider assiai lable  parts  and in so 
doing we destroy the necessary global or hol is t ic  viev that  humans need to 
make sense of incoming information: 'Being exposed to a lo t  of material, but 
picking out parts in a planned sequence and seeing hou those par t s  fit into 
3 
the uhole.' The l a s t  part of t h i s  statement i s  the most important. 
1. Colin Rose, Accelmrgtgd h ~ n ~ g g ,  Topaz, England,p.l04. 
2. Ibid. ,p.lSf. 
3. Ibid.,p.220. 
As teachers we think we have learning wel l  under cont ro l  when we are well 
organised, knowledgeable and enthusiastic, but as teachers we tend t o  forget 
t o  see things from the students view and i n  h i s  or her l i f e  context. The 
whole process i s  mirrored I believe i n  the phenomena o f  metaphor which i s  a 
process o f  association, v isual isat ion,  transfer o f  ideas and creat ive 
thinking. To encourage creative, imaginative and independent th ink ing i s  
one of  our main goals. 
Lacan draws our a t ten t ion  t o  the fact that  language, both conscious 
and subconscious, i s  a t  the heart o f  the psychoanalystls work and that 
language gives man only a retaphorical  sense o f  meaning and of  h i s  own 
being. Hudson l ikewise draws at tent ion t o  our need t o  examine language and 
p a r t i c u l a r l y  retaphors because they are nore corplex and more powerful than 
we have previously assumed, often con t ro l l i ng  us and leading for example 
i n t o  r i g i d  thinking such as produced the t rad i t i ona l  dichotomy between a r t s  
and science. 
Those who have most t o  gain from such understanding have been quick 
t o  la tch  on t o  uses o f  the new in for ra t ion.  Thus i n d u s t r i a l  psychology 
explores new ways o f  changing behaviour and imoproving performance i n  the 
workplace. Tourangeau adds l i t t l e  that i s  new but i s  aware that  metaphor 
i s  l inked t o  our a b i l i t y  t o  enlarge and add t o  our personal mental f i e ld .  
Jose S i l va  almost stumbled on h i s  information i n  h i s  study of  the r i n d  as 
i f  i t  were an e l e c t r i c a l  c i r c u i t .  His b e l i e f s  t i e  i n  also with 
t r a d i t i o n a l  techniques for mind control  as employed i n  yoga. 
The importance o f  meditation, concentration, v isual isat ion,  relaxat ion, 
and a c t i v i t y  are emphasised by Silva, Edwards and Rose. Paivio supports 
the ieportance of  v i sua l i sa t ion  i n  perception, understanding and for ra t ion 
o f  concepts. Rose f i nds  that  research on accelerated learning shows Memory 
t o  be a t  the centre of  learning. I t  i s  d i f f i c u l t  t o  bel ieve h i s  statement 
that we are capable o f  remembering everything ve learn, i f  we wish. So far 
i t  would seem tha t  we have underestimated our own capacity for learning and 
for creat ive thinking. Geniuses of  the past appear t o  have coordinated both 
r i g h t  and l e f t  bra in  a c t i v i t y  and i f  we attempt t o  do t h i s  i n  schools we 
may revolut ion ize education. I t  seems t o  me tha t  r e l i g i o u s  leaders have 
used and understood many o f  these techniques without our perceiving them as 
such. Celebrated yogis, such as Paramahansa Yogananda have demonstrated the 
almost superhuaan powers we are capable of  i f  we learn t o  concentrate and 
tune i n  t o  our subconscious which flay be i n  fact  our greatest source of 
1 
knowledge. 
Howard Gardner and El len Winner summarised at a Chicago conference 
2 
some o f  the research on metaphor. Children were tested on the i r  competence 
i n  select ing paraphrases of metaphors and i t  was found that u n t i l  middle 
childhood chi ldren tend t o  in terpret  metaphors l i t e r a l l y .  They were decoded 
more successfully i f  encountered i n  a s i tuat ional  context. I n  another 
simile-production t e s t  where chi ldren had t o  add an appropriate ending t o  a 
short story there was a paucity of appropriate metaphoric productions a t  
every age but the highest number o f  appropriate metaphors came from the 
youngest ch i ldren which supports those who bel ieve i n  the natural  c r e a t i v i t y  
o f  childhood. However t h i s  same group produced a large number o f  inappropriate 
metaphors. I t  i s  d i f f i c u l t  f roa t h e i r  f indings t o  decide whether the 
younger ch i ldren have a special capacity or vhether i t  i s  a symptom o f  the 
way t h e i r  thinking i s  organized. 
The researchers were also puzzled by the  l i t e ra lness  of  middle 
1. Paramahansa Yogananda, htgbjgjrry gf a Ygji ,  Cal i fornia, 1979. 
2. Howard Gardner and El len Winner, 'The Development of Hetaphoric 
Coapetence:Implications for Humanistic Disciplines.' i n  
~eta~hor_,Sheldon Sacks,University o f  Chicago Press11978,pp.121-139 
childhood respondents and wondered whether t h i s  was a cu l tu ra l  inf luence or 
a developmental 'stage'. They were also in t r i gued  by the r ight -bra in  
le f t -b ra in  controversies and subjected brain- injured pat ients  t o  tests. The 
left-hemisphere pat ients  w i  t h  language d i f f i c u l t i e s  a1 1 had t rouble para- 
phrasing the  metaphors and the r ight -bra in  pat ients  were reluctant but 
usual ly of feted an appropriate response. W i  t h  response t o  p ic tures 
depict ing the metaphors the resu l t s  were surpr is ing. The aphasics made the 
r i g h t  se lect ion and the r ight -bra in  group i n  contrast t o  aphasics and 
normal cont ro l  group chose the l i t e r a l  depictions. Which led  the 
researchers t o  conclude that 'metaphoric competence i s  not o f  a s ing le  
1 
p i e c e . " U h a t  the aphasics seemed t o  be able t o  do was t o  'map' a 
pa r t i cu la r  f igure o f  speech onto a s i tua t ion  where i t  was l i k e l y  t o  be 
uttered, even though they could not put i n t o  words the precise l e x i c a l  
meaning of  that  utterance. 
More recent ly  Jerre Levy has reainded us tha t  we should not th ink 
i n  terms o f  the bra in  working as two separate halves for the i r  a c t i v i t i e s  
are integrated: 
When a person reads a story, the r i g h t  hemisphere ray play a special 
r o l e  i n  decoding visual information, maintaining an integrated s tory  
structure, appreciating humour and emotional content, der iv ing 
meanings from past associations and understanding metaphor. A t  the 
same time, the l e f t  hemisphere plays a special  r o l e  i n  understanding 
syntax, t rans la t ing wr i t ten words i n t o  t h e i r  phonetic representations 
and der iv ing meaning from complex re la t ionships among word concepts 
and syntax. But there i s  no a c t i v i t y  i n  which only one hemisphere 
makes a contribution...real c r e a t i v i t y  and i n t u i t i o n ,  whatever they 
may enta i l ,  almost ce r ta in l y  depend on an int imate col laborat ion 
between herispheres ... and i t  i s  qu i te  impossible t o  educate one 
hemisphere a t  a time i n  a normal brain.3 
1. Howard Gardner and El len Winner, 'The Development o f  Metaphoric 
Competence:Implications for Humanistic Disciplines.' i n  Oq 
Maphgr,Sheldon Sacks,Universi t y  o f  Chicago Press, 1978,p. 136. 
2. Jerre Levy, 'Right Brain,Left Brain:Fact and Fiction1, kyc$t~loyy 
hda_y,lay 1985,p.44. 
Buky has noted that i n  a psychotic s t a t e  a high nurber o f  
metaphors ray  be used and can be syrptomatic o f  anxiety. They are e i ther  
used wi th  too great a connotation gap or more of ten are considered a 
1 
r e a l i t y  as i n  paranoia. 
Hetaphor i s  a problem area for  psychology as i t  i s  fo r  other 
d i sc ip l i nes  not only because the phenorenon i t s e l f  i s  not f u l l y  understood 
and has special  relevance t o  psychology, but because i t  i s  endemic i n  the 
language here as everywhere else. 'Hetaphor i c a l  language has crept i n t o  
2 
s c i e n t i f i c  discourse ' warned Hartrann, K r i s  and Loeuenstein. A problem 
Freud was aware of  when he said that 'the perception of  our thought 
processes occurs only with the help o f  words' and i t  i s  cormon knowledge 
that 'the language of inner experience i s  f i r s t  and foremost 
3 
metaphorical.' His own models were metaphoric. He had what i s  claimed t o  
be an anthropororphic rode1 of the r i n d  and s ta tes that ' i t  i s  the task of  
s c i e n t i f i c  psychology t o  t rans la te  back i n t o  intrapsychic t e r r s  the language 
of  events found i n  myths, delusions, and re l ig ions,  and t o  ' t ransfor r  
4 
metaphysics i n t o  retapsychology. ' 
Whether anthropomorphisr can or should be removed from psychology i s  
debatable say Grossman and Siron, for  'The physical metaphor impl ies a 
5 
physical rodel.' However they f i n d  that  i t  i s  not necessary t o  'purger 
1. Bela BukyltThe System o f  Hetaphors Seaiot ica l ly  Consideredl,in 
seiaioair: hfoldinq, Tasso Bor be, Houton, 1983, p. 789. 
2. Wil l iam I.6rossman and Bennett Simon U.D. (New York), 'ANTHROPOMORPHISH, 
Hotive beaning and Causality i n  Psychoanalytic Theory, published by The 
Div is ion o f  Psychiatry, Uontefiore Hospital, Albert Einstein College 
o f  Hedicine, i n  kychoptmplytjg Study o_f the j id ,  Vo1.24,l989, p.81, 
the c l in ica l  theory of anthropororphic language, for, 'Anthropororphic 
language is in no way incompatible with systematic study of individual 
cases.. . t i t l  is not unscientific. I t  serves a number of useful purposes... 
1 
there is no other language available.' 
One could c r i t i c i s e  research such a s  that  described by Gardner and 
Winner a s  te l l ing us more perhaps about s t rategies  used t o  cope with 
retaphor than about retaphor i t se l f  or about how people create them and 
why. As Paivio has said there needs t o  be more reseach in t h i s  area which 
would not only lead t o  an understanding of imagery and verbal processes 
b u t  would shed light on 'the processes underlying the discovery of new 
2 
metaphors' and also of the creative processes involved in a r t  and science. 
3 
Vygotsky for whom 'A vord i s  a microcosm of human consciousness' 
and h i s  s tudies  of children's forration of concepts and the nature of language 
and thought are  exactly the type of research that u i l l  a ss i s t  teachers in 
understanding how children learn and thus enable them to be more ski l led in 
teaching. 
At present we are not much further on than vhen Shakespeare asked '0 
t e l l  r e  where i s  fancy bred or in the heart or in the head?' 
1. Hi 11 iam I. Grossaan and Bennett Simon H. D. (New York), 'ANTHROPOHORPHISH 
Motive, Heaning and Causality in Psychoanalytic Theory, published 
by The Division of Psychiatry , Nontefiore Hospital, Albert Einstein 
College of ltedicine, in ky~hgacaiyttc Study of the Child, Vo1.24, 
1969,p.108. 
2. Allan Paivio, Iaageey and Verbal Processes, Hol t ,  Rinehart and 
Winston,U.S.A.,p.531. 
3. Lev Vygotsky, i3gught y d  hmgupge, NIT Press Cambridge, 
Hassachusetts, 1987, p.256. 
CONCLUSION 
A word is dead unless i t ' s  in your head. 
A consideration of the nature of metaphor reveals a wide range of 
be l ie f s  and at t i tudes towards t h i s  aspect of language, ranging from Aris tot le 's  
assertion that i t  i s  a sign of genius through those who disapprove of i t  
a s  a dis tor t ion of language and t ruth t o  more recent claims that i t  cul t ivates  
intimacy and i s  not only unavoidable but necessary t o  human thought and 
worthy of academic study. I t  appears t o  have evolved from recognition a s  a 
clever rhetorical device used t o  entertain and persuade, t o  a real isat ion 
that  our perception of the world and ourselves i s  closely related t o  our 
use of language and metaphor in particular so that one sees  a preoccupation 
in ea r l i e r  times with classif icat ion and more recently an interest  in 
theories  of language. No ultimate definition of metaphor emerges but 
dominant or root metaphors are recognized a s  playing a powerful role  in the 
structuring of social identity. There appear to  be no rules for metaphor 
but patterns emerge which a r e  quite dis t inct ive such as  those evident in 
p o l i t i c s  or l i t e ra ture  or education. The most extreme view is taken by 
Nietzsche who sees language as completely metaphoric and imposing meaning on 
the world but not truth. 
from a l i t e ra ry  point o f  view metaphor i s  seen a s  a vi ta l  l i f e  force 
and a power found particularly in myths and poetry, songs, folktales and 
f a i r y  tales. Hany metaphors, espec ia l ly  re l i g ious  ones, have been taken 
very seriously as i n  the Chr is t ian view dominant i n  the  Hiddle Ages where 
the world was viewed as a book o f  6od1s metaphors. The metaphors i n  
l i t e r a t u r e  r e f l e c t  the preoccupations o f  each age as ue see i n  the discernibIe 
s h i f t s  from Classical times t o  the  inf luence of  Chr i s t i an i t y  on the Hiddle 
Ages par t i cu la r l y ,  through t o  the  Romantic view and the pervasive e f fec ts  
o f  a r i s i n g  industr ial ism and s c i e n t i f i c  viewpoint. The ear l i e r  the language 
tha t  i s  examined the more evidence there i s  that there i s  a strong l i n k  
between language andrel igiousawareness. H a n y w r i t e r s t e s t i f y  t o  the 
essent ial  mystery o f  poetic power which appears t o  be both v is ionary and 
pr imi t ive.  When ordinary language f a i l s  toexpress the deepest human 
fee l ings i t  i s  metaphor which enables us t o  express ourselves at least  
p a r t i a l l y .  Religious wr i t i ngs  such as the Bible display the complex 
process of  human endeavour t o  express the conviction that  l i f e  has a purpose 
and that  one needs t o  become attuned t o  those revelat ions claimed by prophets 
and leaders of  the past. Truth i s  var iously described as unvei l ing or 
enlightenment, a metaphor which pervades our language and i s  the most 
puzzl ing and mysterious o f  a11 o f  those encountered i n  t h i s  study. It  i s  
t h i s  sometimes metaphysical aspect o f  metaphor rather than i t s  s t ructure 
which rakes i t  d i f f i c u l t  t o  describe and define. 
The metaphors describing ch i ldren reveal a human dilemma, which is ,  
how t o  prepare young people for  adulthood vhen adul ts  are o f ten  ch i ld i sh  
and ignorant themselves or overridden by concerns such as those o f  economics 
and uncertain of the nature or purpose of t h e i r  own l i v e s  trammelled as we 
are with Iegacies o f  our forbears. Our a t t i tudes have varied therefore 
from considering chi ldren as aninals and receptacles of s i n  t o  tender 
p lan ts  or precious possessions, and i n  the process often denying them the 
autonomy or authent ic i tywhich some haveclaimed i s  the i r  r i g h t .  The 
metaphors of childhood a r e  inextricably linked with those of education, and 
history shows us that the wielding of power over children has often been a 
dorinant concern of parents and society. The ins t i tu t ions  of education 
ref lect  both the power s t ructures  of national po l i t i cs  and the more recent 
dorinance of industrial organizations and bureaucratic management styles. 
All of these are further complicated by the insights and influences of the 
modern social sciences so  that an examination of the metaphors in any area 
such a s  education or educational administration re f lec t s  the diversity of 
opinion in society and the  dominant influences of certain leaders or groups 
who are able to  impose their  metaphors on others. 
What emerges is the idea that the vorld is constructed through the 
meanings vhich we impose. These meanings are  individually realised but 
#any of them are shared, so that  in human groups there a r e  common metaphors 
for which we have a general agreement as  to  meaning. Nevertheless meaning 
is always individual and i t  is the development of t h i s  faculty of creating 
t h i s  meaning or personal understanding vhich i s  the main concern of 
teachers. This is where metaphor has a particular value for i t  has been 
demonstrated that i t  can form the vi ta l  link in helping t o  transform what one 
might cal l  public meaning into personal knowledge. Teachers play a crucial 
role  in establishing an appreciation of those meanings, evidenced in language 
and thought, both those which their  pupils bring with them into the school 
s i tuat ion,  and introducing them t o  more particularized meanings and metaphors 
of for e x a ~ p l e  the various subject disciplines, For t h i s  reason teachers 
need an appreciation of the complexity of language and i t s  psychological 
nature as  well as  its use a s  a comnunication tool. A study of metaphor 
could help then t o  develop t h i s  necessary insight and enable them to be 
more c r i t i c a l l y  aware of the nature of language, its irportance in the 
development of children, and t o  real ise  the rich diversi ty  of metaphors 
in a l l  areas of knowledge and aspects of human l i f e ,  not just in l i t e ra ture  
where i t  has traditionally been thought t o  belong fa i r ly  exclusively. 
From the foregoing chapters i t  is evident that there is a sense in 
which a l l  language is metaphor a s  Nietzsche said and that  the Bible i s  one 
large and rather glorious metaphor, Dead metaphors we give scant attention 
t o  they are  the everyday tools  of communication their original references 
almost forgotten, their  more subt le  inferences lost  unless they become 
entangled in a new metaphor. For wit, charm, and insight we look particularly 
t o  the poets whose f a c i l i t y  with metaphor i s  almost unquestioned. We 
real ize that  there a re  others who manipulate words and metaphors for less  
worthy a i r s ,  the clever use of the poet's a r t  in advertising is prominent. 
Just one recent example will i l l u s t r a t e  th i s ,  the advertisement in question 
shows a secretary, woman naturally, attending to a photocopying rachine 
with the caption 'Hy Hero'. This i s  a complex distortion of facts  not only 
by suggesting that the machine i s  a person but also of the traditional 
notion of hero, for the heroes alluded t o  here are those of eminence in 
sport,  rugby in particular which has been described by a New Zealand 
1 
headmaster as the dominant metaphor in New Zealand. The idea of the 
machine a s  something t o  be venerated and the notion that  sporting prowess 
and health and f i tnes  of the male particularly i s  something t o  be worshipped 
a re  also incorporated. So the advertisement cleverly encapsulates a whole 
range of modern thought including sexist a t t i tudes t o  women in the work 
force yet a t  the same time suggesting that technology is supportive by 
making routine work easier.  
1. Peter L!uin,The National tletaphor,Ie by? M, New Zealand,Bth July 
1988. 
We also see that metaphors o f  a d i s t i n c t i v e  type of ten occur i n  patterns. 
P o l i t i c s  for  instance has t r a d i t i o n a l l y  been described wi th  body metaphors 
for we have always spoken o f  the 'bodyr p o l i t i c  and diseases af fect ing i t .  
There has been a tendency t o  th ink o f  metaphor as a l i t e r a r y  a r t  or s k i l l  
which wr i ters  p a r t i c u l a r l y  exercised but that  the ordinary persons ra re ly  
practised. The r e i f i c a t i o n  o f  l i t e r a t u r e  has had t h i s  effect.  
Psychoanalysis has done much t o  encourage s e l f  expression and introspect ion 
and as has already been noted autobiography i s  a modern genre. 
The school curriculum has more than a share o f  the blame for the 
a t t i t u d e  towards metaphor t rea t ing  i t  mainly as a l i t e r a r y  technique 
unaware that i t  i s  a basic mode of human th ink ing but general information 
on how the mind works i s  a f a i r l y  recent phenomenon encouraged great ly by 
the modern in terest  i n  the computer as a bra in  and v ice versa, also enriched 
by modern medical knowledge of  the brain's s t ructure and chemistry. The 
emphasis t r a d i t i o n a l l y  has also been on vhat t o  teach and sometimes how t o  
teach rather than on how people learn. Undue emphasis has been given t o  
memory and not enough t o  the process of  thinking. 
There i s  general agreement especial ly among f u t u r i s t s  that we are 
l i v i n g  with outmoded metaphors inher i ted from previous generations. These 
have led  t o  the exp lo i ta t i on  o f  the earth's r iches and a concept o f  man 
himself as a kind o f  machine or an extension of  one. The metaphors of power 
and p o l i t i c s  i n  organization r e f l e c t  t h i s  qu i te  c lear ly .  The schools also 
r e f l e c t  the society i n  which they ex is t  so they too have treated vhat 
seeaed the more important or useful s k i l l s  as p r i o r i t i e s  thus neglecting 
those areas which ac tua l l y  enhance our natural  advantage over animals, 
mainly our a r t i s t i c  capacit ies i n  language and i n  a r t  and a knowledge o f  
our story, p a r t i c u l a r l y  those myths and metaphors through which our ancestors 
made sense of  pr imal concerns which we s t i l l  work t o  understand. 
I f  t he  Tower o f  Babel d iv ided us  o r i g i n a l l y ,  wars have a lso  done much t o  
fragment the people o f  the earth. Even r e l i g i o n  designed l i k e  the  myths t o  
help us l i v e  i n  the  world have o f t en  merely served t o  f o s s i l i z e  ideas which 
d i v i de  us fu r ther .  Perhaps a r e a l i s a t i o n  t h a t  language i s  a t  the  very 
cent re  o f  our being and tha t  metaphors p a r t i c u l a r l y  have great power over 
us even though they are  sel f -constructed or i n f l i c t e d  may go some way t o  a 
r e a l i z a t i o n  t h a t  many o f  our perceived d i f fe rences a re  semantic only. 
The metaphors o f  today reveal  our c o l l e c t i v e  psyche or unconscious. 
Some o f  t h e  more i n t e r e s t i n g  ones and very easy t o  discern are  i n  t he  
language o f  sports. Armed warfare has i t s  own d i s t i n c t i v e  language and 
aetaphors. llany o f  these have now t rans fe r red  t o  t h e  spor t ing  scene. The 
no t i on  o f  spor t  as a compet i t ion or contest encourages the use o f  terms 
normal ly associated wi th  b a t t l e .  One only has t o  look  qu i ck l y  over t he  
spo r t s  sec t ion  o f  a d a i l y  newspaper t o  prove t h i s .  I n  one day for  instance 
the  f o I l o v i n g  words and phrases surfaced from a New Zealand Sunday paper: 
Barry jtgbq experienced oppos i t ion  
HcKenzie b_iMges r i v a l  
B e i l i s s  pledges l o y a l t y  t o  home 
Champion New Zealand bowler Peter B e l l i s s  l a s t  n i gh t  knocked 
suggestions that  he would be deser t ing  New Zealand.. . ( Ian Gaul t 
Edgarf s w i g n  sagged.. .Rod Latham.. ,the most q p l i p a t  con t r i bu to r  
Wood wins n a i l b i  t e r  ytmmou_t t o  q u a l i f y  (Tennis) 
. . .s ix  v_igkir_s_ c_a_u_gh~. .  (Cr icket )  
Graeme Al len  won't clefend h i s  No 1 p l a t e  t h i s  year 
The match was becoming a v i r t u a l  bene f i t  f o r  yterans (Cr icket )  
Harvey i s  renowned for h i s  v i g t o q  over Norman,. .Norman narrowly 
escaped de_f!at_.. .swept h i s  oggo_ge_qt aside. ..mercilessly trounced h i s  
best f r i end  and third-seeded compatr iot  ... (Squash) 1 
These few samples i nd i ca te  the tone o f  much spor ts  report ing,  for  
i n te rna t i ona l  sport  p a r t i c u l a r l y  seems t o  represent a k ind  o f  war and 
p layers  f i g h t  t h e i r  way through compet i t ions a t  many l eve l s  t o  represent 
1, Dor in ion Sunday Times,New Zealand, 1s t  February 1900. 
their  countries. I have underlined 'reign, l 'gallant' and 'veterans1 because 
the f i r s t  two suggest overtones of royal or knightly behaviour such as  the 
crusaders displayed and for which they won favours and honours. Likewise 
sports representatives win medals and cups rather l i k e  the spoi ls  of war. 
We speak of old soldiers  as  veterans and now aged sportspersons a re  so 
labelled. Strange a s  i t  ray seer on reflection sportspeople are  also often 
knighted for their  services t o  sport but in r e a l i t y  t h i s  is for the glory 
they have brought t o  their country in the eyes of other countries. The 
fever with which we greet the Olympics is symptomatic of our at t i tude.  
Patriotic fervour r i ses  in a s p i r i t  akin t o  that experienced under the 
siege of international war. I t  is not only in male sports that this 
aggressive conpeti t ive language predominates. I t  is just as endemic in 
reports on women's sports also. 
The epitome of t h i s  martial aspect of sports  is portrayed in an 
a r t i c l e  from the same paper in which Sinon Barnes describes the intense 
aggression which seers  l ike  pure hatred a s  displayed by boxing champion 
Mike Tyson towards h i s  opponents in the ring. 'With such men as  Tyson 
1 
violence is sanctified.' Barnes says boxing creates its own legends, 
building people up a s  idols and heroes especially with a person l ike  Tyson 
who seems t o  represent escape from poverty and a racial  ghetto. But Bore 
pertinent perhaps i s  what he says about the sport i t s e l f  in comparison to 
others: 
tlost ran-to-man sports are a form of s tyl ized duelling--with a 
racket and a b a l l ,  or vhatever. Theenmity, theat tacking,  the 
defending a re  a l l  metaphorical. 
There is no metaphor in boxing; i t  is the real thing. Boxing i s  
real fighting, perfectly genuine violence, a past i re  whose perfectly 
genuine aim i s  to  cause brain damage in the opponent,. .no wonder 
the contestants are  awesome rythic men. 
1. Simon Barnes,Dhgjn jgq b d q y  'TiTes,New Zealand, 1st February 1988. 
To Barnes, and rany would agree with him, boxing i s  therefore not a sport. 
It i s  i n  fac t  open war, one ran against another. As he says the other sports 
rake a pretence o f  bat t le .  I an not so sure that  boxing i s  the only one 
worth r e f l e c t i n g  on, some of  the behaviour o f  players and spectators seers 
remarkably savage a t  t i nes  i n  other spor ts  also, soccer hooliganism i n  
Europe i s  a par t icu lar  example, and concerned l i k e  some warr iors wi th  
gratui tous glory, which has even been labe l led  as pat r io t ism by the 
part ic ipants. 
I t i s  hard t o  imagine such fervour being applied t o  red ica l  or  
educational issues a1 though u i t h  the present Aids c r i s i s  the world ray 
un i te  i n  a 'war1 on t h i s  as i t  has nanaged t o  do on diseases I ke  seallpox. 
Sone other areas also r e f l e c t  t h i s  strong competit ive element i n  t h e i r  
nature, the business world i s  p a r t i c u l a r l y  prone t o  using a s imi lar  kind 
o f  language. I t  w i l l  be in terest ing t o  see i f  medical language takes on 
more be1 1 igerent  tones. 
Cartoons are r e a l l y  metaphors because they seem t o  have rany o f  the 
features o f  metaphor i n  t h e i r  d i s to r t i on  o f  rea l i t y ,  the tension they 
create and the ' t ruthsf they attempt t o  portray. Host wr i ters  on metaphor 
assume i t  i s  a verbal event but Sol Worth f inds that car icatures do display 
a metaphoric node and the same i s  t rue  o f  f i lms  also. I always th ink o f  
Vincent Ward's f i l n  Vigil as a metaphor o f  New Zealand with i t s  sense o f  
p r i n a l  desolat ion and I an sure everyone has t h e i r  own par t icu lar  one which 
captures many of  the elerents o f  a place. 
Worth thinks o f  metaphor as a s t ruc tu re  rather than an a r t i f a c t  or 
chunk o f  speech or wri t ing. 'Betaphor i s  a conrunicational code depending 
upon the recognit ion of  s t ructure and the assurption of  i n ten t ion  on the 
par t  o f  the 'ar t icu la torJ ,  'a r t is t1 ,  'producer1, or 'creator1 o f  the form 
1 
we are t o  t r e a t  as metaphor.' What Gombrich has spoken of  r e l a t i n g  t o  
v isual  metaphors are the same 'aspects o f  metaphor tha t  are r i c h l y  manipulated 
2 
by f i l rmakers and painters.' A l l  are concerned wi th  in terpretat ion 
and communication and wi th in  bounds o f  soc ia l  knowledge and personal 
be l ie fs .  
b caricature, l i k e  a picture, i s  neither t rue  nor fa lse but, l i k e  a 
metaphor, i s  a s t ructure that reveals a set o f  meanings intended t o  
communicate a cer ta in  set of re la t ionships wi th in  some understood or 
understandable context or bounds. 3 
I f  we consider a p o l i t i c a l  cartoon fo r  instance, i t  has l i t t l e  e f fect  i f  we 
are unaware of  the p o l i t i c a l  sphere w i th in  which those caricatures operate 
or cannot recognize the exaggerated features of  those prominent p o l i t i c i a n s  
there exposed. When Ricoeur speaks of opposition, clash, and s h i f t  o f  
context i n  regard t o  metaphor Worth can recognize these as features o f  
cartoon a r t .  The shots o f  a f i lm  [or the frames o f  a cartoon1 create a 
s im i la r  e f fec t  'From t h i s  c o l l i s i o n  o f  ideas comes a synthesis--a new idea, 
4 
depending on the previous shots but not being merely additive.' 
The nature o f  retaphor, metonymy, c l i che  and syrbolism i n  f i l e  i s  
very wel l  explained and i l l u s t r a t e d  i n  a work by Barr ie Hclahon and Robyn 
Ruin. They po in t  out that te lev is ion commercials coreunicate the unknown 
i n  terms of  the known. Sometimes a displacement occurs as when a food or 
dr ink i s  represented by analogy v i t h  a healthy or recreat ional aspect o f  
l i f e .  We know that the two things are a nisratch but the displacement gives 
a d i f f e r e n t  emphasis t o  the values by stressing the healthy or happy 
1. Sol Worth, Seeing Metaphor as Caricature, Neu L j t e t g r y  hloyy, 
Vol. V I ,  No.1, Auturn 1974, p. 200. 
4. Ib id .  ,p.200. 
elements. As Wayne C. Booth has expressed i t  advertisers s e l l  us 
1 
happiness. HcCahon and Ruin l i k e n  t h i s  t o  a conjuror's t r i ck ,  for  i t  i s  
i n  t h i s  way that we are unable t o  accuse them of false advertising, News 
items are metdnyfiic because they take snippets o f  news and present them as 
2 
i f  tha t  were the whole event. 
What Worth says about metaphor i n  general i s  something schools need 
t o  be aware of: 'Knowing about metaphor means knowing how t o  organize the 
universe wi th in  our minds, knowing systens o f  myth, o f  grammar, o f  behaviour, 
value and a r t  as they are defined by our group now, and have been i n  the 
3 
past. Cultural  knowledge says Worth helps us t o  use t h i s  marvellous 
s t ructure o f  hunan thought. I t  i s  my contention that i f  we do not b r ing  
t h i s  awareness t o  our pup i l s  we are depriving them of a f u l l  understanding 
o f  themselves and the world i n  which they f ind  themselves. Mari lyn 
Ferguson be1 ieves that formal education has shattered our a b i l i t y  t o  ponder 
4 
and th ink and make creat ive connections 'good a r t  and good science.' She 
also th inks that we are a l l  born with creat ive capacities, they are not the 
5 
'franchise o f  a favoured minority.' For her, meanings emerge from 
context and connectedness so we need people t o  help synthesize and p u l l  
6 
things together. 'Context1 i n  her view i s  'that which i s  braided together' 
and 'Content i s  r e l a t i v e l y  easy t o  grasp once i t  has been given a 
1. Wayne C. looth,gn led_aghhy, ed. Sheldon Sacks,Universi t y  o f  
Chicago Press, Chicago, 1979, p. 66. 
2. Barr ie HcBahon and Robyn Quin,kq! haqes, Hacni l lan,  Australia, 
1986,p.195. 
3. Sol Worth, Seeing Hetaphor as Caricature, Ney L j j g r a l y  Histkry, 
Vol. V I ,  No.1, Autumn 1974, p.208. 
4. and 5 ,  Marilyn Ferguson,Ihe Ayuawjan h s ~ ~ ~ p c y , G r a n a d a ,  London, 
1982, p.332. 
6. Ibid. ,p.333. 
1 
framework.' Shecitesaprogrammedesigned t o h e l p c u l t u r a l l y  deprived 
children which taught thee t o  make connections 'in effect how t o  think 
2 
metaphorically.' Impressive improvements occured and were sustained. The 
originator of t h i s  approach J.J. Gordon 'believes that learning i s  based on 
making connections that re la te  the new t o  the familiar, an a b i l i t y  that  has 
3 
been discouraged in many people.' Ferguson has decided that 'Demysti fication, 
4 
decentralization, and despecialisation are  the order of the day.' 
Patrick Creber speaks of t h i s  need t o  encourage children t o  appreciate 
figurative language, not just in traditional exercises of recognition of 
types of tropes and translation of what he terms ossified language but t o  
see 'the distincton between figurative language that is now purely l i t e r a l  
( the face of the clock or the legs of a chair) .,.and figurative language 
5 
which i s  merely s t a l e  and outworn...' They should be led he thinks t o  
"compare the relat ive inadequacy of l i t e r a l  language with what Ted Hughes 
6 
has called the 'explosive corpressionJ of poetry or poetic prose.' Not to  
admire i t  but t o  appreciate i t  and they should be encouraged t o  search for 
figurative language in their  own writing 'They rust think, not admire; they 
rust see why such language is used and in what way i t  i s  interesting t o  the 
7 
reader.' What Creber says about poetry is true about a l l  a r t ,  for as 
8 
Picasso has told us 'Art i s  a l i e  which rakes us real ize the truth.' 
1. Harilyn Ferguson,Ihe AjgiI3ign h z e j r a c y ,  Granada, 
London, p.333. 
2. Ibid.,p.2. and 3.p.334 
5, and 6.J.W.Patrick Creber, Sense and Sensihiyity , University of 
London Press L t d . ,  1967, p. 125. 
8. quoted in Chain Potok,tjy is je_v,Penguin, England,1972. 
The Opies have pointed out t o  us says Creber that much of children's 
oral t radi t ion is 'part of an essent ial ly  primitive private world--and we 
1 
need t o  respect this.' What we need he says is t o  create opportunities 
for en joyable, wide, vigorous experiment. He even speaks of l e t t ing  them 
'wallow1 in metaphor. 
The Logans have also said that we should dispel the idea that the 
creative person i s  odd or eccentric and recognize that c rea t iv i ty  'is 
2 
a character is t ic  not alone of the a r t i s t  but also of the scient is t . '  
They found that  there IS a high level of correlation between I .Q .  and 
creat ivi ty  just as Getzels and Jackson found, but creat ivi ty  is not assured 
by this alone. What a re  more important are  such factors a s  re la t ive  absence 
of repression, lack of se l  f-defensiveness, and awareness of people and 
phenomena in theenvironment. They tend t o  def inecrea t iv i ty  in  terms of 
or iginal i ty  a s  opposed to conformity. A new definition I would propose 
re la tes  t o  the abi l i ty  t o  make l inks between experiences and inforration, 
t o  recognize patterns, t o  create patterns, t o  see unity in disunity and 
harmony where none existed before. Novelty or newness is s t i l l  a c r i t e r ia .  
I t  i s  a process and product of recognition. Nearer to  my definition would 
be Spearnan who defines creative thinking a s  a process of seeing or creating 
relationships with both conscious and subconscious processes operating. 
He believes that when two or more ideas are  presented, a person may 
perceive them t o  be in various ways related ( near, a f t e r ,  the 
cause of, the resul t  of,  a part of,  etc.) He also holds that  when 
any i ten and a relat ion t o  i t  are cognized, then the rind can 
generate in i t s e l f  another i t ea  so related.3 
1. J.W.Patrick Creber, Sgme yd %q:imiyity , University of 
London Press Ltd., 1967, p. 133. 
2. Li l l ian 8.Logan and Virgil 6. Logan l k i g q  f g ~  Creative Iwhdn_g 
tlcGraw-Hill Company of Canada, Toronto, 1971, p.2. 
He might have been describing exactly how a metaphor is constructed and why 
and how i t  works which is essent ial ly  the crux of my thes i s  that  an ab i l i ty  
not only t o  recognize metaphor but t o  develop a fac i l i ty  in making them is 
a desirable aim of education and part of what has loosely been termed the 
encouragement of creat ivi ty ,  which has often become merely se l f -  
expression--when sometimes by a process more l i k e  serendipity real a r t  or 
real new knowledge is created. 
Barchillon say the Logans saw the thinking process as  involved in 
creation into two kinds: C06IT, t o  shake and throw things together and 
INTELLIGO, t o  choose and discriminate from many a1 ternat ives and then 
synthesize and bind together elements in new and original ways. I have 
stated previously that  most human 'creations1 are a synthesis of already 
existing elements. I agree with the authors statement that  adults have t o  
1 
real ize that 'creative performance i s  the prerogative of every child.' 
nevertheless when I observe as  I have done recently the s t y l e  in which 
s t a t e  nurseries enter tain rather than teach youngsters rakes me wonder at  
what points we leave children t o  be creative and whether we don't 
sometimes need to be more involved with them, perhaps they need to see more 
a r t i s t s  and craftstmen actually a t  work. There are few children now who are 
able t o  actually observe their  parents working a s  was possible when 
ar t isans worked from their  own homes. Work rather than being an integral 
part of l i f e  i s  a separate act ivi ty ,  perhaps we need new metaphors for work 
also. Each time I see the children producing 'works of a r t f  by pasting onto 
paper various de t r i tus  fror  suburban homes I wonder i f  t h i s  is truly 
creative play. The need t o  create has t o  come from within so that only the 
2. Lillian H.Logan and Virgil 6. Logan Design fo! Crgamiiye hlhing 
flc6rav-Hill Company of Canada, Toronto, 1971, p.8. 
right circumstances need to be provided and sometimes the right stimulus as 
from music or a story. 
Children need to learn to recognize and appreciate patterns. The 
creative act says Koestler 'does not create out of nothing, like the 60d of 
the Old Testanent; it combines, reshuffles and relates already existing but 
1 
hitherto separate ideas, facts, frames of perception, associative contexts.' 
This activity is at the basis of learning and at the crucible stage of science. 
And culture is pattern also: 
Culture' is not merely a conmon code or even a common catalogue of 
answers to recurring problems; it is a common set of previously 
assimilated master patterns from which, by an 'art of invention1 similar 
to that involved in the writing of rusic, an infinite number of individual 
patterns directly applicable to specific situations are generated.2 
nargaret Mead speaks of the importance of pattern in her studies of 
universal cultural patterns and conplains that there are few people who 
are able to work in this mode of pattern recognition, for 'the separation of 
the arts and sciences has been accentuated, and fever students of seaiotics 
3 
are aspirant poets or painters or musicians, playwrights or dancers.' For 
which she blames the changes in education where: 
no pattern has been crystalllised by literary and artistic selectivity, 
and ideological interpretations of history, and where there are no 
adult guides through the confusing raze, with rare exceptions, the 
young anthropologist, linguist, semioticist, today does not yet have in 
his or her own person the kind of sense of pattern which the previous 
pattern-seeking generation had.4 
1. Arthur Koestler, I! W131st jn  the IIayhjng, Picador, London, 
1967,~. 184, 
2. Pierre Bourdieu,Systems of Education and Systems of Thoughtfin 
Knouledpe gqj Cgnmrgi, ed. Hichael f.D.Young,Col lier Macrillan, 
London, 1971,p. 192. 
3. Margaret Mead, from Intuition to Analysis in Comaunication 
Research, Serjgticg, Journal of the International Association for Semiotic 
Studies, Vol I, 1969, Mouton, The Hague,p. 19. 
I r o n i c a l l y  one a id  they nou have i s  the technology t o  record and analyse 
and synthesize patterns that  can be c lea r l y  docusented. Rather than seeing 
larger  patterns they are uorking from the ricrososm as i t  were t o  the 
macrocosm or s t ruggl ing as she says ' to f ind new personal in tegrat ion 
1 
w i th in  t h i s  kaleidoscopic and fragmented uorld.' I t  i s  only uhen ue 
2 
recognize structures that ue can challenge thee says Col in Evans. And 
Terence Hawkes i s  convinced that  i t  i s  metaphor uhich binds the cu l tu re  
together, i n  a rough un i t y  o f  experience, and ' in  the long run the ' t ru th f  
does not matter because the only access t o  i t  is by means o f  metaphor. The 
3 
metaphors matter: they are the truth.' Hetaphor sa id  Pa t r i c ia  Parker i s  
4 
a s t ructur ing pr inc ip le .  Fundamental i n t e l l e c t u a l  patterns ue acquire 
says Bourdieu, have much of  the i r  basis i n  schooling, uhich in te r io r i zes  
master-patterns, and : 
the Sapir-Whor f hypothesis i s  perhaps never so s a t i s f a c t o r i l y  
appl icable as t o  i n t e l l e c t u a l  l i f e ;  uords, and especial ly the f igures 
of speech and f igures of  thought that are character is t ic  of a school o f  
thought, mould thought as much as they express i t . 5  
One o f  our basic problems i s  that  the various schools o f  thought are not 
always i n  agreement, science versus a r t s  being symptomatic of such divergence. 
Hart i n  Green wr i t i ng  from a humanist standpoint examines the prevalent 
1. Hargaret Read, From I n t u i t i o n  t o  Analysis i n  Communication 
Research, &r_loticp, Journal o f  the In ternat ional  Association for Semiotic 
Studies, VolI,1969, Houton, The Hag~e~p.20. 
2. Col in  Evans,Authority, Knouledge, and The Academic Conference, 
~~?n,g~~~er_?,Vo1.8,No. 1, lY85,pP80. 
3. Terence Hawkes,l!dpehhr, Hethuen and Co.Ltd., l972,p.91. 
4. P a t r i c i a  Parker,The Hetaphorical Plot, i n  f_ed_aeb,rl Qgbr_e_r_s 
r g s p e c t  ives, ed, David H ia l l ,  Hurani t i e s  Press, Neu Jersey, 
1982,p.155. 
5. P ie r re  Bourdieu,Systems o f  Education and Systems of  Thought,in 
Knouled_ge_ a_n_d_ Control, ed. Hichael F.D.Young,Collier HacriI lan, 
London, 1971,p. 195. 
t r a d i t i o n a l  and insidious dichotomy between the Sciences and the Arts. 
Auden sa id  o f  sc ien t i s t s  'Unfortunately, poetry cannot celebrate them, 
because t h e i r  deeds are concerned u i t h  things, not persons and are, therefore 
1 
speechless.' I t  i s  i n  fact  language which they both share. Every s c i e n t i f i c  
theory and act ion begins with thought which develops i n t o  an a r t i cu la ted  
spoken or w r i t t e n  form, i s  developed fur ther  by l i n g u i s t i c  acts shared with 
others, passed on (Bergland1s 'meres' 1 t o  fu ture generations--embodied 
sometimes i n  s c i e n t i f i c  'things1 e.g, drugs etc. for human use. This supposed 
d iv i s ion  l i k e  the l e f t / b r a i n  r i gh t /b ra in  paradigm i s  b l ind ing us t o  fundamental 
t ru ths  about human nature and potent ial .  Schools are often the worst 
perpetrators o f  t h i s  schism, s p l i t t i n g  the a r t s  and sciences qu i te  r i g i d l y .  
Green wr i tes i n  defence of  C.P.Snowfs Rede lecture on 'The Two 
Cultures1 a r e p l y  t o  Leavis who accused Snow o f  being ignorant o f  cu l tu re  
and of  l i t e r a t u r e .  Green sees t h i s  'bat t le1 between the two men as symbolic 
o f  how far apart the two cu l tures bel ieve themselves t o  be, and says only a 
few wr i te rs  t r y  t o  bridge t h i s  gap including Stephen Toulmin and Jane Goodfield. 
We need he th inks someone who can do t h i s  for  l i t e ra tu re .  As Green says 
the saddest aspect o f  t h i s  debate i s  the absence of appreciation on each 
side for t h e i r  respective in te l l ec tua l  a b i l i t i e s .  He believes that t ra in ing  
i n  science needs t o  be made broader and l i t e r a t u r e  narrower: 
There i s  much more humi l i t y  and real ism about the i r  educational 
problems among sc ien t i s t s  than arong humanists. L i te ra ry  students 
must be made t o  see that they are not merely acquiring taste, but 
reasoning .... It i s  too easy t o  get through l i t e r a t u r e  examinations 
by mere sensitiveness, jus t  as i t  i s  by mere nechanicalness i n  
science exaainat ions.. .both sides need t o  move towards a aiddle 
mode, a more generally i n t e l l e c t u a l  mode. 1 
1. Hart i n  Green, Science 2nd the S$pbby Cu!tite of h t ~ y ,  Greenwood 
Press,Connecticut, 1964,Citing W. H.Auden,The Dyerf sHand, 1963. 
I t  would not take long he th inks t o  make science a more humane d isc ip l i ne  
i f  teachers were so t ra ined and syllabuses changed. Exactly jus t  such 
changes are apparent i n  the current rev is ion  o f  the form 1-5 science syl labus 
i n  New Zealand. Research (e.g. Learning i n  Science Project)  showed that  'many 
students including the most able and senior students may not have lea rn t  
the s c i e n t i f i c  ideas as intended; tha t  much o f  the learning has been r o t e  
and not meaningful learning ... i t  i s  not j us t  a matter o f  reviewing WHAT i s  
1 
taught but HOW i t  i s  taught.' What was being taught,also o f ten  seemed 
divorced f r o r  students? own in te res ts  concerns and experiences. I t  i s  also 
now rea l ised that a knowledge of the kinds of  ideas students have i s  
important t o  the teaching process for: 
Before they begin formal science education, students have 
constructed for themselves understanding of  phenomena i n  the i r  bio- 
l og ica l ,  physical and technological worlds. These tend not t o  be 
the current ly  accepted sc ient i  f i r  ideas and explanations. For example, 
many secondary students th ink o f  matter as continuous and non- 
par t icu la te ;  that  l i g h t  does not t rave l  far from i t s  source; or 
tha t  plants obtain ready-made food f r o r  the soil.,. Students are 
ac t i ve  i n  making sense o f  t h e i r  world. They are act ive i n  making 
l i n k s  between new information and what they already know, i n  order t o  
construct an understanding for themselves. These understandings may 
not be the ones ant ic ipated by the teacher. 2 
Snow believes the PATTERN o f  B r i t i s h  education must be broken 
because the Western world i s  s t i l l  managed by a l i t e r a r y  culture. Green 
bel ieves tha t  i t  i s  prejudice which hinders progress, but that  "humanely 
taught, science t ra ins  the mindlVprepares one for l i f e 1 ,  as f u l l y  as 
literature....not that  i t  can...serve the i n s t i n c t  for conduct as f u l l y  as 
literature...but...the i n s t i n c t  for t r u t h  i s  probably b e t t t e r  served 
3 
(better sat is f ied,  discipl ined, toughened) by science.' 
1. and 2. Report o f  the Second Meeting o f  the Form 1-5 Science 
Revision Commi ttee, Auckland Ju ly  1986. p. 1. 
Another tendency Green notes is for people t o  define their cul ture 
in  terms of their country and that  perhaps we need a more universal 
reaning. He says that some people despise popularisation of science because 
they believe truth can only be conveyed in esoteric language which needs t o  
be specially learned for each subject. t This might be called an exclusive 
or e l i t i s t  rode1 of education1 But in Green's view the world we now l i v e  
in, threatened by disaster,  is one where we have a responsiblity t o  inform 
and be inforred for 'we hardly know what i t  is we stand for, fight for, or 
1 
are  threatened for.' He believes that  thinking people need t o  believe 
in something, roreover ' I t  i s  only when they tpeoplel travel from one area 
of thought t o  another and part ic ipate  imaginatively, that they get a feeling 
2 
of exhilaration and corrunity.' 
William Stanley affirms t h i s ,  saying that 'science has failed t o  
3 
f i l l  the gap l e f t  by the decline of metaphysical and theological traditions. '  
He believes that the pursuit of excellence has become a rere  catchphrase--a 
slogan based on a technocratic conception of society, and would l ike  t o  
see a return t o  the Classical concept of character formation and c i v i l  
involvement, for we seem t o  have los t  the original purpose of education and 
he speaks of a metaphor of cultural c r i s i s .  We need #ore than physical travel 
perhaps t o  broaden our minds. 
Green says that Fontanelle ranaged t o  make science amusing and 
fashionable and c i tes  Fred Hoylers book on the s t a r s  as  a good example of 
what we need. Green is concerned that  ' The imagination of the rodern 
1, Hartin 6reenrSyjenyg and the Whby Curpte of Poetry,  
Greenwood Press,Connecticut, l964.p.36. 
3. William Stanley, Christopher Lasch as  Social Educator, 
Eflucaliona! Ihegry, Vol. 37, N0.3~p.235. 
intelligentsia, in its most highly developed forms, is unbalanced, misshapen; 
1 
it is over-literary. ..' Science for the layman has to remedy this deficiency. 
He describes Polanyils P_ws,on_gl Knowled_qe_ and his philosophy of science to 
support his argument : 
Empir ical evidence alone [says Polanyi I has never constituted 
scientific proof; the beliefs in astrology or witchcraft had a great 
deal of evidence to support them.. .The Copernican revolution 
satified people's reason, not their senses; indeed it went against 
their senses. Einstein, too, had no new facts, no observations to 
offer, but a new rational scheme...Evidence alone, outside a structure 
of belief is of m a l l  value scientifically. ... even science has its own 
passions; lives by them. Both the heuristic and the controversial 
passions are essential components of science, and researchers do not 
work simply by doubting their own or other peoplels propositions. 
Doubt can, of course be a heuristic principle, but so can faith. fax 
von Laue discovered the diffraction of X-ray crystals because he believed 
nore conpletely, more concretely, than other people in the theoretical 
picture of crystals and rays they all shared. ..We must accept a 
different and more netaphysical idea of truth. We can only explain 
the validity of even scientific theories by adnitting the idea that they 
make contact with a hidden reality...Simplicity, SYHHETRY [my 
e~phasisl economy, are the marks of rationality, not the marks of truth 
as a whole, even scientific truth. We cannot account for our acceptance 
of scientific theories without acknowledging our response also to their 
beauty and their profundity, two other categories of reality, and not 
objectively knowable. 2 
Polanyi believes that acts of canprehension cannot be measured by purely 
objective standards 'that skilful knowing is like skilful doing; both are 
performed by subordinating a set of particulars, either as clues or tools, 
to the shaping of a skilful achievement, whether theoretical or practical. 
Green elaborates on this: 
What manifests itself within the uork of art [speaking of literary 
writings1 in skills of imitation, invention, formal patterning, etc, 
manifests itself in the other books in other skills--of definition, 
of generalization, of argument ... It is all one node of intelligence, 
theoretically unsystenatized, but organically very unified.'3 
Green sees the newer l i t e r a t u r e  as saying more about what const i tutes 
the happiness and holiness o f  persons, yet a t  the sane time becoming more 
inaccessible t o  sc ient is ts  and v ice versa. He claims that Vo l ta i re  created 
the broadly in te l l i gen t  layman o f  the eighteenth century and that  George 
E l i o t  spoke for the educated mind o f  her day and that  the r a i n  s c i e n t i f i c  
ideas o f  today are no more d i f f i c u l t  for us t o  grasp than Newton's were i n  
h i s  time. He believes there i s  a growing be l ie f  that  a r t  y ie lds  nore 
t r u t h  than any other i n t e l l e c t u a l  a c t i v i t y  and that the l i t e r a r y  mind has 
unique power t o  influence people. Generally, l i t e r a r y  rinds, he thinks, 
tend t o  get hyster ical i n  tone, which he sees even i n  hiasel f, but he believes 
that "the r e a l l y  intense and pure imagination ... has a way of transcending 
1 
i t s  own l imitat ions. '  Science he thinks can moderate the l i t e r a r y  mind 
and arrest i t s  impulsiveness for 'Science i s  the power and magic of today; 
2 
l i t e r a t u r e  i s  the sense o f  i nsp i ra t ion  and prophecy.' The best wr i ters  he 
believes, employ some s c i e n t i f i c  precision and ' I f  our imaginations are t o  
work on the stars, the sea, the flowers, i n  any vigorous way, we must know 
things about them. He i s  convinced that the l i t e r a y  r i n d  'cannot grasp 
3 
the idea o f  ten thousand people. I t  can hardly count above two or three.' 
I an sure aany would not agree with him. There are wr i ters  e.g. Tolstoy 
whose canvas can take i n  a whole country, a war or a revolut ion, and 
paint ings such as Pirasso1s Guernica which can embody the horror and pathos 
o f  a large scale human drama. Solzhenitsynls Nobel speech i n  defence of 
l i t e r a t u r e  immediately comes t o  nind where he speaks of the great and 
blessed property of Art : 
2. and 3. Ibid.,p.51. 
Art and l i t e r a t u r e  can perform the miracle of overcoming man's 
character is t ic  weakness o f  learning only by h i s  own experience...Art 
re-creates i n  the f lesh a l l  experience l i v e d  by other men, so that  
each man can make t h i s  h i s  own. 1 
Speaking o f  National cul ture: 'Nations are the wealth o f  mankind, they are 
i t s  generalised personal i t ies: the smallest o f  them has i t s  own par t i cu la r  
2 
colours, and embodies a p a r t i c u l a r  facet o f  Godls design.' He also defends 
the a r t i s t ' s  r i g h t  as apparently Camus did, t o  express nothing but h i s  
personal experience and h i s  in t rospect ive re f lec t ions,  because h i s  g i f t  i s  
inborn. So the a r t i s t  i s  seemingly dr iven by forces he cannot u l t imate ly  
f u l l y  understand or cont ro l  but uses merely t o  serve. 
f a r  from seeing s c i e n t i s t s  as potent ia l  saviours for sankind 
Sozhenitsyn says 'the s c i e n t i s t s  have made no pos i t i ve  attempt t o  becose an 
important, independently motivated force among mankind. They shy away i n  
whole congress-loads from the suf fer ing of  others: i t  i s  more comfortable 
3 
t o  remain wi th in  the f r o n t i e r s  of science.' However he bel ieves we each 
share i n  the respons ib i l i t y  for  e v i l  i n  the world--even the wri ters-- but 
he sees l i t e r a t u r e  as a un i f y ing  force 'a s ing le  great heart beating i n  
4 
response t o  the cares and sorrows of  the w o r l d . V n d  f i n a l l y  what i s  t rue  
for science and a r t  'Hankind can only be saved i f  a l l  men are concerned 
5 
about everything' then we w i l l  be able t o  see more c l e a r l y  and f i gh t  
6 
against l i e s  for ' One word o f  t r u t h  outweighs the whole world.' 
1. Alexander Solzhenitsyn, 'One Word O f  Truth' ,The Bodley Head, 
London 1972.p. 14. 
So Green sees a need for science and art to work together as does 
Hesse and Solzhenitsyn. How this is to be achieved they do not say. Some 
unifying force has to be generated, Traditionally the study of philosophy I 
has attempted to be this synthesiser. We seem to need something at school 
level and at early adult level. The study of education and sociology 
attempts to be overseers in this sense but for children we need to think 
of something new, and I am inclined to think it will be in the area of 
language that we will need to re-consider how it is learned and applied. 
An early understanding of metaphor in a11 subject areas could possibly be 
the catalyst that helps us to rake sense of what is often disparate 
knowledge. If we usewords automatically without seriously considering 
their multiple levels of meaning then we are merely mechanical. 
Green's criticism of the literary rind has some truth, for all art is 
circumscribed by frames and perhaps 'our culture now lacks any integrated 
body of intellectual experience that includes both the really powerful 
1 
categories--the scientific and the literary.' HcCulloch is aware of 
this too, the piecemeal nature of research in education for instance and 
the lack of an overview which he believes history of education can help to 
furnish, and which must be aware of, and critical of change, especially of 
control of knowledge: 'Education is concerned only partly with the dissemination 
of knowledge. It is also about transmitting values, to the young and 
throughout life. So in our historical study we will be involved in distinguishing 
the knowledge and values of societies, and how they account for continuity 
2 
and change in power, authority and social organisation.' 
1. nar t in Green, Science and the !ihgiby Cmtg of hewry, Greenwood 
Press,Connecticut, 1964.p.53. 
2. Gary HcCulloch, Education in the Forming of New Zealand Society: 
Needs and Opportunities for Study,NZARE,Honograph Nol, J~nel986~p.27 
Green a l so  sees  the unfortunate sexual polar i ty  ascribed t o  science 
and a r t  and which Hudson described in Fmres of !lad. This is exacerbated 
by the predominant military bias in much science. He quotes physics t ex t s  
for example as  being fu l l  of references t o  explosives, bridge-building etc. 
However one of the e f fec t s  Green sees is that s c i e n t i s t s  assure an a i r  of 
personal a r id i ty  and the l i t e ra ry  persons suffer a sense of impotence and 
consequently hysteria. Perhaps as  Capra says we need to think rore androgynously 
because our perceptions of real i ty  are  inadequate for the times we l ive in  
dorinated as they have been by outroded and patriarchal s ty les  of thinking 
1 
and a mechanistic Cartesian world-view. 
Green says that  science does contain the kind of t ruth nost non- 
sc ien t i s t s  are unaware of. As an i l lus t ra t ion  he describes what happens 
when matheratical and physical or chemical facts cone together with s i rp l  i c i  ty 
2 
of s ty le  fusing with 'the beauty of the largest kind of pattern.' We each 
need he says to  work out our own relationship t o  science and decide what 
culture is. Ferguson a f f f i r r s  th i s  same idea: 
We are duty-bound t o  search, question, open our ninds.. . [for] the 
rost  powerful transformative ideas fro# modern science connect l i k e  
parts of a puzzle. They support each other; together they form the 
scaffolding for a wider world view. 
Each of these major ideas i s  a vhole in i t s e l f ,  a system for 
understanding a spectrum of phenomena in our l ives  and in society, 
Each also has uncanny paral le ls  t o  ancient poetic and mystical 
descriptions of nature. Science i s  only now verifying what humankind 
has known intui t ively since the dawn of history. 3 
She i s  aware of the overlap of poetry and science. Green speaks of 
1. Fritjof Capra, The hwjny kjnt,Fontana,Great Britain,1902. 
3. Hari lyn Ferguson, I~II Aqu_arjan_ hasp i rac  y, Granada, Great Britain, 
1982,~.  163 
being effect ive in a similar way. Green says the responsibility for healing 
the two cul tures  l i e s  with the l i t e ra ry  person because the i r s  is the 
language of more general discourse. To him physics appears t o  have a 
s i r i l a r  ro le  in  science t o  the modern novel in l i t e ra ture  'it has 
presented i t s e l f  as  the ultimate achievement of the irpersonal rode of 
1 
knowledge' and is just a s  'pure1 a s  rodern l i t e r a t u r e  and although 
i t s  consequences are  social i t s  purposes are not. He also believes 
that s c i e n t i s t s  tend t o  be insulated fror others by their roles, and the 
nature of the inst i tut ions in which they work, and t h i s  is further 
compounded by their  language and methods and isolat ion in  their  work. He 
believes university teachers should be humanist but he does not define the 
term, except t o  say that they must be corr i t ted t o  the whole scope of rodern 
knowledge, and feel responsible for teaching others, not be1 ieving for instance 
that i t  has t o  be obscure l ike  El iot ' s  description of poetry. Science 
fiction he says was excoriated by Scrutiny which i s  syrptoratic of current 
patronising a t t i tudes  t o  things sc ien t i f i c ,  Polanyi he says has described 
Harxisr a s  believing that a l l  knowledge rust t r y  t o  be purely sc ien t i f i c  
and objective but he (Polanyi 1 believes that ' Only a society vhich shares 
2 
a faith can rake individual faith possible.' Therefore l i t e ra ture  world- 
wide rust be free. The sare thought as  Solzhenitsyn t o  vhor I referred ear l i e r .  
To be social ly  responsible says Green one has t o  be sensitive t o  
language and l i t e ra ture  and therefore a l i t e ra ry  training i s  a v i ta l  part 
of onels education, not necessarily t o  be an a r t i s t  but s i rply a craftsman 
is suff icient .  Hodern s ty le  he says is not ' l i terary1 in the traditional 
1. Hart in  Green,$: jeme 2nd the Shabby Curate gf bwly, Greenwood 
Press,Connecticut, l964.p.69. 
sense a s  i t  can be passionate, angry, c r i t i c a l ,  dis t rustful  of huran 
nature, rebellious against t radi t ional  standards. For every ci t izen l i t e ra ry  
sens ib i l i ty  he believes could ass i s t  ther  t o  see through propaganda, t o  
judge logic. I t  can also foster a concern for culture a s  a whole and a 
concern for education which leads one to a concern for the whole l i f e  of an 
individual in  society. Thus we value uniqueness and people do not become 
s t a t i s t i c s  even if that is how they are represented and one develops scepticism 
about po l i t i ca l  and econonic remedies. This development of sensi t ivi ty  t o  
people then i s  special t o  l i t e ra ture  and creates  in sore writers themselves 
too much sensi t ivi ty  t o  cope as  we have witnessed and in others i t  produces 
eccentricity or violent extremism. Others have 'a deep intuition of the 
1 
sources of evi l  in the individual and of disorder in society.' Some give 
us al legories  of personal experience. Green questions why i t  is that we 
look t o  such people for social wisdom when they cannot real ly  deal with 
rore than one or a few people in  their view. Scient is ts  he believes also 
contribute t o  our understanding of what i t  is t o  be human and show evidence 
of insight,  hurour,idealise and sensi t ivi ty  of the same order. 
One factor which keeps the two cul tures  apart says Green i s  that the 
context in  which the scient is t  works i s  one where much government money is 
spent. 'The research scient is t  finds himself in contexts of power, and 
soretines in  positions of power, u t te r ly  alien t o  the research scholar in 
1 
1 i t e r a t u r e . V n  the other hand the l i t e ra ry  person has l i t t l e  
appreciation of the humour, idealism and conmon sense which Green says forms 
the nucleus of sensibi l i ty  in science: 'Hostility t o  science...is a form of 
stupidity, which teachers of l i t e ra ture  everywhere should be actively 
1. Hart in Green, Science and the Shabby Curpte of hewry, Greenwood 
Press,Connecticut, 1964.p.99. 
1 
stamping out.' Green himself whi lst  teaching l i b e r a l  studies a t  a 
College o f  Advanced Technology 1962-3 t r i e d  t o  put h i s  ideas i n t o  practice. 
He found tha t  generally speaking, i n  such ins t i t u t i ons ,  l i t e r a t u r e  and 
language studies are divorced from each other. Language i s  reduced t o  
exercises i n  mechanical appl icat ion o f  ru les  and pract ice i n  these. Ideas 
are not involved yet i t  i s  l i t e r a t u r e  that  needs to  be taught so that the 
students r e a l i s e  that i t  i s  'a mode of  knowledge, a t r u t h  d isc ip l ine,  j us t  
2 
as much as t h e i r  oun.' Green r e f l e c t s  tha t  feu o f  us learn new a t t i t udes  
except as a resu l t  o f  acquiring new information. What he considered these 
students needed was i n  fact the l a s t  th ing  they or t h e i r  tu to rs  considered 
necessary, for they could only perceive of  English as a technical subject. 
One n ight  imagine that perhaps Science F ic t i on  could prove t o  be the 
magic l i n k  between science and language a r t s  but not according t o  Green. He 
has already said that  'The s c i e n t i f i c  s e n s i b i l i t y  i s  oriented towards the 
3 
species, the l i t e r a r y  towards the individual. '  The s c i e n t i f i c  mind i s  not 
in terested ei ther,  he says, i n  the ways i n  which ind iv iduals  d i f f e r  but i n  
the large features o f  whole societ ies and although the best o f  these novels 
might exc i te  the imagination he says they are ra re ly  sat is fy ing.  He claims 
that  i t  i s  not a genre but a sub-genre and i s  an t i - l i t e ra ry .  
Rel igious s e n s i b i l i t y  can also be fostered by science, says Green. 
Huch s c i e n t i f i c  work leads the mind up and out t o  those enormous 
distances of s ize before which reason quails; or t o  those recurrent 
glimpses of being i t s e l f ;  t o  h a l f  the sources of  a l l  re l i g ious  
feel ing. ftoreover, i t  leads one out o f  those complexities o f  s e l f  
- interrogat ion, those orgies o f  metaphor-making, i n  which so much 
1 
potential religious feeling gets dissipated amongst literary people. 
According to Green the average cultured mind finds the idea of progress 
crude and tends to a cyclic view of history. The literary person for 
example has people like Homer and Shakespeare as measures of uorth, not 
expecting anyone to transcend them. Yet in science and naths for example 
ue are all nore knouledgeable than people of the past. Bore importantly 
'Teachers of science don1 t make a point of demonstrating their subject's 
interactions uith other nodes of intelligence, as teachers of literature 
2 
do.' He reminds us that 'science is an exercise for the uhole mind, 
including the imagination, just as history and literature are--in fact it 
3 
is one of the humanities.' Even textbooks can be liberally conceived 
and he cites Gerald Holtonfs introductory physics course a5 an exanple. He 
discusses other similarly laudable works and says that they explain science 
as the expression of human personality in the same sense as art, politics, 
history and philosophy do. Koestler's biography of Kepler for instance 
illustrates that it is only the uhole ran's successful self-discipline that 
can be called the scientific aethod. He believes also that it is not in 
pointing out irrationalities that ue prove the fact that science is one of 
4 
the humanities for 'The real romance of science is its rationalizing power.' 
Colin Evans also believes that ue rust become more skilful at 
cormunicating across boundaries uith people who do not share our 
preconceptions: 'He must find better uays of talking, better uays of 
1. Hart in Green,Sg jgqge aqd the Shabby Q w m t g  21 k w r ~ y ,  Greenuood 
Press,Connecticut, 1964.p.137. 
3. Ibid. ,p. 142. 
4. Ibid. ,p. 153. 
1 
v r i t i n g ,  bet ter  vays o f  in tegrat ing our ta l k ing  v i t h  our wri t ing. '  
The age of  n ih i l i sm said Nietzsche vould give vay eventually t o  "an age 
vhich v i l l  carry heroism i n t o  the f i e l d  o f  knovledge and vage vars for the 
2 
sake o f  principles.' Truth as Raymond Wilson says ' i s  located i n  the 
psychology of  those vho subscribe t o  i t  and has no independent existence o f  
3 
i t s  ovn,' 
David Prat t  t e l l s  us tha t  i n  opinion p o l l s  i n  the  U.S. the a r t s  are 
always accorded the lovest status. Yet as he says there i s  basic human need 
t o  express oneself i n  t h i s  medium, and 'these a r t i s t i c  impulses atrophy i n  
4 
most childrem a f te r  they s t a r t  school.' One reason he th inks i s  that  
5 
a r t i s t i c  c r e a t i v i t y  i s  s t i l l  seen as 'a ' g i f t '  received by an e l i t e '  
The prevai l ing ethos o f  the school i s  above a l l  one of ' l e f t  b ra in  
reductionism, "here only ra t iona l ,  nurer ical ,  proposit ional,  and 
verbal a c t i v i t i e s  are valued. The i n t u i t i v e ,  creative, spat ia l ,  
appositional, and a r t i s t i c  q u a l i t i e s  ( r i gh t  bra in)  are regarded as 
f r i l l s ,  peripheral t o  the  serious business of schoo1.6 
The evidence here has suggested that both science and the a r t s  can 
p r o f i t a b l y  use both sides o f  the brain. The sc ien t i s t  uses i n t u i t i o n  and 
the a r t i s t  needs discipl ine. Hou can ve hope for un i t y  i n  a uo r ld  vhere ve 
ourselves are lopsided i n  our thinking, l i t e r a l l y .  For too long ve have 
f a i l e d  t o  integrate the dual a c t i v i t i e s  o f  the bra in  and the consequent 
mu l t i p le  aspects o f  learning. Hou much huean misery and confusion ue may 
1. Col in Evans, Authority, Knowledge, and the Academic Conference, 
hjngugrg!e, Vol.8,No. 1, Jan. 1985, p.85. 
2. David E. Cooper, Authent ic i ty  gr~d Lggrming, R.K.Pau1, London 
1983,~. 1. 
3. Raymond Wilson, Metaphors i n  sore Nineteenth and Twentieth century 
Fict ion, ndgehws  gf Education, ed.W.Taylor e t  al .  ,Heinemann, 
Universi ty o f  London, 1984,~. 117. 
4. 5. and 6. David Pratt ,  Curriculum for  the 21st Century,~du~hl~~grJ 
h g d a ,  Winter, 1983, p.43. 
have caused by failing t o  develop whole people is incalculable. This i s  
probably what Katherine lans f ie ld  f e l t  intui t ively when she said; 
I t  seems to r e  that  what one aims a t  is t o  work with one's rind and 
one's soul TOGETHER. By soul I mean the 'thing1 that  makes the mind 
real ly  important. I always picture i t  l ike  this .  My rind i s  a very 
complicated, capable instrument. But the inter ior  is dark. I t  CAN 
work in the dark and throw off a l l  kinds of things. But behind that 
instrument l ike  a very steady gentle l ight  is the soul. And i t ls 
only when the soul IRRADIATES the mind that what one does ratters.1 
The question for teachers i s  how we are t o  enable students t o  achieve this 
integration in their own personalities. As Katherine said at  the end of 
t h i s  l e t t e r  "I t ' s  awfully, t e r r ib ly  d i f f icu l t  t o  get at. ' Perhaps if we 
make sure that people understand the part that metaphor plays in their own 
makeup and how the world about them is organized then we ray rove some way 
in the right direction. The essential element that links a r t  and science i s  
I believe metaphor. The area where, a s  I said in my introduction, humans 
a re  at  their  most creative. If we look at  how primitive people and children 
observe and understand the world or how we often interpret i t  for the8 we 
will see that i t  i s  deeply metaphoric--though i t  may appear in the guise of 
animism (possibly toterism) and anthropomorphism. 
Kathleen Raine goes so far as  to  say that in our materialist  secular 
society 'We are simply not educated in these things which above a l l  make us 
human.. ... To recreate a corron language for the comrunication of knowledge 
of sp i r i tua l  rea l i t i es ,  and of the invisible order of the psyche, is the 
problem now for any ser ious a r t i s t  or poet, as  i t  should be for 
2 
educators.' She rakes the point that the goldsmiths, painters and sculptors 
2. Kathleen Raine,T& &mr_ hulney of a he!, 6eorge Bra t i l l e r ,  New 
York, 1982, p.13. 
of the past whose work ve admire were not simply indulging i n  f c rea t i v i t y l  
or 'self-expressionf nor were they breaking with the past or going against 
t r a d i t i o n  but were i n  fact fed by i t . 'They were making use of the shared 
knowledge o f  a s p i r i t u a l  t r a d i t i o n  that i l luminates t h e i r  work, as i t  
i l l un ina ted  the iner l i v e s  o f  those who par t ic ipated i n  i t s  un i t y  o f  
1 
culture.' Once again the notion that we need that  l i n k  with the past. 
The poet nay wr i te  from inspi rat ion or i n t u i t i o n  but h i s  imagination 
i s  fed, as that of Yeats, by forays i n t o  other cultures and vide experience. 
This kind o f  knowledge is ,  she believes, 'no less essential  t o  the production 
of works o f  imagination than i s  the knowledge of, and respect for, the 
2 
'laws of nature1 essential  t o  those who launch space missiles.' Such 
knowledge she real izes cannot be quantif ied. Such knowledge of course has 
l i t t l e  appeal t o  those who want everything t o  be accountable or subject t o  
rigorous testing. P ra t t  says that we need teachers who above a l l  else have 
the personal a t t r i bu tes  o f  'Warmth, openness, concern, commi tment, and 
3 
responsiveness' for they w i l l  cu l t i va te  the personal and social  qua l i t i es  
o f  the i r  students. But there i s  sore needed than th is .  Even the warmest, 
most open, comnitted, and responsive person can be misguided. Each o f  us 
carr ies i n  our heads a metaphor of what i t  i s  t o  be, and t o  be a teacher, 
and t o  teach. I f  we never examine these models then we f a i l  not merely t o  
be current but also t o  be dynamic self-renewing open systems. As Bertalanffy 
says we need t o  seek not equi l ibr ium but homeostasis, sel f-renewal, re- 
energizing. We need t o  be aware of the outmoded cl iches i n  education and 
1. Kathleen Rainellhe i nn !~  Journey of a hwk, George Braz i l ler ,  
New York, 1982, p.13. 
3. David Pratt ,  Curriculun for the 2 1 4  Century,Educpkjgn 
C_pngdp, Winter, 1983, p.46. 
i n  soc ie ty  for as Kenneth Burke said 'renls modes o f  syabolic act ion are 
1 
s i r u l  taneously entanglings and entanglements.' We need t o  know how t o  help 
our students t o  untangle them. We also need t o  know more about how the 
r i n d  works and current studies of  the b ra in  are enabIing us t o  do j u s t  
that. Those who organize the schools for  us, l ikewise need t o  be aware o f  
the retaphors they r u l e w i t h ,  a n d a r e r u l e d  by. They need t o e x p l o r e  the 
larger  concepts such as democracy and equity, etc. so tha t  each o f  us knows 
whether we are being aided or exploited. Paulo F re i re  saw the need for 
l i t e r a c y  as a path t o  t rue  derocracy but perhaps we have not s u f f i c i e n t l y  
considered jus t  what i t  i s  t o  be l i t e r a t e .  The word i s  i n  fact i r o n i c  
because perhaps we have been too  l i t e r a t e  and need t o  be, not i l l i t e r a t e ,  but 
t o  coin a word metal i terate, that  i s  being able t o  appreciate the i n t r i c a t e  
nature of  the language we use and developing consummate s k i l l  i n  using it. 
Before we reach t h i s  utopia i t  r i g h t  be necessary as Harshall Gregory 
thinks t o  f i g h t  for the l i b e r a l  arts,  for 'Those o f  us who f i gh t  for the 
l i b e r a l  a r t s  are f i gh t ing  for the l i f e  of the mind i n  society, for the 
freedom of  our students1 in te l l ec ts ,  and for the  v i s ion  o f  a better world 
2 
they might want t o  create.' Trends are going against us he thinks. 
We have seen how s c i e n t i f i c  or ra t iona l  thought care t o  be the 
dominant mode of thinking, epi toaized I believe by people such as Robert 
Thouless who believed that analogies have been usefu l  i n  science only up t o  
the point where theories could be expressed as matheratical equations. To 
him only the s c i e n t i f i c  method has value because i t  i s  based on facts, but 
1. Kenneth Burke, ktmgguye $2 SyrbgIwjc ktim, Univers i ty  of Cal i forn ia  
Press, 1966,p.viii. 
2. t larshall Gregory, I f  Education i s  a Feast, Why Do We Rest r ic t  the 
Henu? A c r i t i q u e  of  pedagogical Hetaphors., !M!eqe kqgh_inq, 
Vol.35,part 3, 1987. 
as we have seen even science changes i t s  course as the paradigms and 
metaphors s h i f t .  Thouless saw our only hope for  universal understanding t o  
come from a more ra t iona l  approach t o  problems. An e f f i c i e n t  democracy, t o  
him, vould be one based on dispassionate reason ' I t s  meabers would be 
educated t o  d i s t rus t  erot ional language and the r e s t  of the stock i n  trade 
1 
of  the exp lo i te rs  o f  crooked thinking.' But now there are voices i n  t h i s  
ra t iona l  desert which science has led  us in to .  Geraldine McDonald for 
instance i s  aware of how resources have been deployed i n  the areas of  
science and technology t o  the detriment o f  aesthet ics and the humanities. 
We need a more b a l a t k d  view she thinks or, i n  her words, 'a descript ion of  
2 
successful constel lat ions of  procedures, places and people.' She hopes 
that  "By the end o f  the century i t  w i l l  be the tu rn  of aesthetics and the 
3 
humani t i es. ' 
Jerome Bruner also thinks that  we need t o  help make the schools 'a 
4 
su i tab le  eetaphor for l i f e , '  for  he f i nds  tha t  they now r e f l e c t  the 
doninant greed o f  society. He wants t o  design school environments tha t  lake 
people clever,  and he speaks o f  networks that  allow people t o  help 
themselves, and uses a scaf fo ld  metaphor t o  i l l u s t r a t e  the development of 
learning. He says that g iv ing ch i ldren material  i s  not enough, they need 
toys that challenge then, structured materials. He i s  adarant that 'language 
i s  our best model o f  tutoring.. .Human knowledge and i t s  acquis i t ion are 
I. Robert H. Thouless, W g i g h h  ~III @gmkgd Wnk ing ,  Hodder and 
Stoughton, London, 1974,p. 191. 
2. and 3. Geraldine HcDonald ,Educational Research i n  a Science 
and Technology future. &! Zealand Journal of Educatjgnai 
Studies, Vol 20,No. 2, November 1905, pp. 130-9. 
4. Jerone Bruner, Schooling Children i n  a Nasty Climate, f'sychglogy 
Today, January 1982, p. 58. 
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social,  dependent on language, on stored culture, on social modes 
1 
of transmission.' But ve have not examined these closely enough he thinks 
for ve have been too busily occupied vith individual achievement, 
I am not trying t o  argue for a curriculum that vould be only a r t s  
based, on the contrary vhat ve seem to need is an integrated a r t s  science 
model t o  combat the dominance of science and technology a s  a t  present and 
and t o  combat an apparent decline in appreciation of the humanities. In a 
more recent a r t i c l e  Pratt speaks convincingly of the need for nev curriculum. 
The Greek s tory-tel lers  he said understood the pover of symbols. They 
recognized that  living requires two complementary kinds of resource: 
'technical veapons for aggressive resolution of immediate obstacles, as vel l  
2 
a s  the gentle means of guidance to  ultimate goals.' Now ve have vhat 
he c a l l s  'the technologists vith their systematic procedures, military 
metaphors, and their behavioural and pos i t iv i s t i c  language. On the other 
hand, there are the humanists, vith the i r  intui t ive thinking, poetic 
3 
language, and their subjective and interpersonal pr ior i t ies .  ' They 
both a s  he says speak different languages. 'Conventional curriculum technology 
can deal vith knovledge and sk i l l s ,  b u t  i t  cannot provide useful guidance 
t o  teachers seeking to develop in their pupils a t t i tudes,  values, intui t ion 
4 
or in t r ins ica l ly  valuable experiences.' Their instrumentalism which 
pays at tent ion to means and ignores ultimate ends also leads t o  a tendency 
t o  t rea t  everything including people as  a commodity. Their writing purveys a 
1. Jerome Bruner, Schooling Children in a Nasty Climate, kyghglgyy 
M p y ,  January 1982, p.63. 
2. David Pratt ,  Curr iculum Design as Humanistic Technology,.lg~l~~~ 
o,f cu_r_r_imulu_r Whig, 1997, Vo1 .19, No.2, p. 149. 
sense of moral vacuity even if t h i s  is not a personal a t t r ibute .  The 
humanist view is not without its c r i t i c s  a lso and he detai ls  some of these 
but the question i s  how t o  profi t  from the best of both. His suggestion is 
t o  return t o  Maslow's hierarchy of needs which focusses on the cl ient .  
Peter Abbs reminds us that an aesthet ic  and creative education has 
not generally been understood but is often seen as  a mode of therapy and 
free self-expression when in fact i t  i t  is a training in various forms of 
discipl ine for 'all education whether i t  be in the natural sciences or the 
1 
humani t i e s  shouId be aesthetically conceived. ' He stresses  the 
importance of pattern, of harmony, of rhythm in a l l  of one's act ivi t ies .  To 
achieve teaching which embraces these ideas is he says absorbing, demanding, 
severe and relentless. 
Robert Dearden in speaking of curriculum planning shows a t  the saee 
time how deceptive metaphors can be. He c i t e s  the instance of the qNational 
needr a s  a claim t o  justify the intervention of the Secretary of State in 
defining the schools curriculum in the U.K..  Also in various surveys released 
a t  the time of his writing he searched for fundamental curricular principles 
in these documents and found instead, that terms such asfbalancer and 
'coherence1, were frequent 1 y used. He questions their  usefulness, for one 
can speak of balance with regard to  a l ros t  anything. When speaking of 
food values for example i t  does not necessarily mean equal weights of food 
a s  he points  out. An inspectors1 report on the B.M. i s  one he gives a s  an 
instance where i t  was said that 'education s tudies  should be more coherently 
2 
buil t  round a unifying thread of vocational relevance.' The same word 
1. Peter Abbs,Pheomai fo r  a Ngy Coilgje, Heineaann, London,1977, p.56. 
2. Robert Dear den, Balance and Coherence: Some curricular principles 
in recent reports. Cgh[jd_ge_ Jo_u_r_n_a! of E$u_c_gt jo_n_ Vol -11 Pt .2, 
1981, p.112. 
'coherence1 i s  also used o f  the school curriculum. The metaphors assume 
tha t  we know what 'balance1 and 'coherence1 r e a l l y  mean i n  t h i s  sphere but 
they are as Dearden says 'vapid'. And the not ion o f  'national need1 i s  he 
th ink  merely a euphemism t o  disguise the fac ts  o f  economic l i f e :  
Thus Ih_e Sgh_o_o_! C_u_r_r_igu_!ua_ a f f i rms  i n  i t s  second paragraph the 
apparently child-centred p r i n c i p l e  o f  developing ind iv idual  po ten t ia l  
t o  the fu l l .  I n  the fol lowing paragraph i t  defines that  po ten t ia l  
w i th  references t o  the r e a l i t i e s  o f  adult  l i f e  and, i n  the paragraph 
next a f te r  that, adul t  l i f e  i s  defined i n  terms of  a technology-based 
economy. 1 
What Dearden i l l u s t r a t e s  here i s  the  complexity of metaphors with which we 
can become bamboozled p a r t i c u l a r l y  by po l i cy  documents and not only i n  
education. Each person reading such a document br ings t o  the reading h i s  or 
her own concepts o f  such things as 'balance1 and 'coherence', and c lever l y  
wr i t t en  statements can deceive us by appealing t o  a l l  pa r t i es  concerned, 
unless thay are aware of the language traps wi th in  them. Dearden's concern 
i n  t h i s  instance i s  not t o  discuss the metaphors p a r t i c u l a r l y  but t o  po in t  
out the pragmatic current approach t o  curriculum planning from a mainly 
economic po in t  o f  view, but h i s  comments speak also i n  my view o f  the 
dangers of  inappropriate or inadequate metaphors, sofiething we need t o  be 
ever a l e r t  to, 
The r ichest repository o f  metaphor i s  our heri tage o f  fo l k  ta les  
f a i r y  tales, myths, legends and B i b l i c a l  stor ies, and i n  our c u l t u r a l  s tore 
of prose, poetry and drama. Young Toki i n  Pgtdki by Pa t r i c ia  Grace had h i s  
own s t o r i e s  t o  explain h i s  being and Grace says that our s to r ies  are given 
t o  us but many people never receive t h i s  g i f t .  Although they have never 
1. Robert Dearden, Balance and Coherence: Some curr icu lar  p r inc ip les  
i n  recent reports. C@lvidqg Journal of Edu_ratjgn Vol. 11 Pt  .2, 
1981, p. 116. 
been t o t a l l y  neglected they have suffered from the t a i n t  o f  doubt cast 
over them since c lass ica l  times when metaphor gradually began t o  be vieved 
as ornamental rather than elemental. This l e d  t o  a treatment o f  l i t e r a r y  
language as something esoteric, h igh ly  refined, 'precious' and above ordinary 
mortals. Nov that ve are more avare o f  the t rue  nature of  metaphor ve can 
apreciate the fact that i t  i s  a normal aspect o f  language and indeed o f  
thinking. I t  i s  not only a l i t e r a r y  s k i l l  t o  create a metaphor i t  i s  par t  
o f  the creat ive process through vhich ideas are expressed t o  convey nev 
ideas as i n  science and t o  enl iven ordinary language for ve a l l  appreciate 
v i t ,  novelty and humour. I n  our own times p a r t i c u l a r l y  ue have become more 
conscious also that i t  can be put t o  less desirable purposes such as l i es ,  
propaganda and decei t fu l  adver t is ing but the rea l i sa t ion  of the  pover o f  
language can transform one's th ink ing and one's outlook as i n  Portnoy!: 
Complaint vhen he suddenly rea l ised that words are more than 'bu l le ts '  o f  
1 
comnuncation f i red  a t  people, they are ' l i t t l e  g i f t s ,  containing meanings.' 
The d i f ference betveen o ld  and nev metaphors i s  l i k e  the di f ference betveen 
fresh and preserved food, both sustain l i f e  but ve knov vhich ue prefer 
when i t  i s  available. 
Language i s  also l i k e  nusic. There are i n f i n i t e  patterns o f  music 
yet t o  be discovered just  as there rus t  be o f  language. We are pattern- 
rakers recognizing even i n  our I i m i t e d  l inear  fashion associations, structures, 
opposites, l inks, s i m i l a r i t i e s  and v i t h  t h e . a b i l i t y  t o  create neaning for 
ourselves. I t  has been said that  metaphor i s  'an instrument for  the act o f  
creat ion vhich 6od f o r g e t f u l l y  l e f t , . . i n  the ins ide of  one of h i s  creatures, 
as an absentminded surgeon sevs 
1. P h i l i p  Roth,pgrt%n_oyfs 
p.221. 
up one of  h i s  instruments i n  the  b e l l y  of 
Cmelahnt, Gui I d  Pub1 ishing, London, 1982, 
1 
his patient.' It is just as well he did for imagine how dull the world 
would be without it. We would have to cope with a restricted vocabulary of 
dead aetaphors and there would be no incentive to be creative or imaginative. 
In recent years the English syllabus in New Zealand has attempted to 
raise consciousness about language with the study of various registers as a 
part of its work. However there is still a legacy of reverential attitudes 
to literature and a treatment of metaphor merely as a literary technique to 
be understood in teres of other people's writing. In a recent survey of 
2 
children's writing metaphor was scarcely mentioned. The new emphasis on 
journal or process wri ting encouraged particularly by Donald Graves has 
gone sore way to encouraging creative self-expression in children which 
goes further than the free and easy imaginative or creative writing that 
was once part of the week's roster of English work, for now proof reading 
and editing techniques are also explored. The ideal is for everyone to be 
a confident critic of both his or her own work and that of others. We also 
need to be convinced that every person is a writer as much as they are a 
speaker, just as Betty Edwards tries to convince us that we are all natural 
artists, i f  we would only use both sides of our brain. 
One task for teachers and administrators must be to create the 
necessary integration of science and art across the curriculum so that new 
metaphors of meaning arise and make learning the pleasure that it can and 
should be. There is also need for more reflective examination of the power 
of figurative language in educational discourse, Hetaphors are bridges and 
teachers especially are bridge-builders, 
1. J.David Sapir, The Anatomy of Hetaphor,in Ihe @rial Use of 
klqehor, eds. J.D.Sapir, and J.C. Crocker,University of 
Pensylvannia Press, 1977. Attributed to Ortega 6asset. p.32. 
2. IEA Study of Written Composition, Dept. of Educ.Wellington,l987. 
Eisner i s  convinced o f  the importance o f  metaphor: 
Hetaphor breaks the bonds of conventional usage t o  exp lo i t  the power 
o f  connotation and analogy. I t  capi ta l ises on surpr ise by put t ing 
meanings in to  new combinations and through such combinations awakens 
our senses, ltetaphor i s  the arch enemy o f  the stock response.. .What 
i s  i r o n i c  i s  tha t  i n  the professional socal izat ion of  educational 
researchers, the use of  metaphor i s  regarded as a sign of  imprecision; 
yet nothing i s  more precise than the a r t i s t i c  use o f  language. 
retaphoric precision i s  the central  vehicle for reveal ing the qua l i t a t i ve  
aspects o f  l i f e . 1  
Ernesto Grassi describes Rhetorical language as preeminent for  i t  deals w i  t h  
our most urgent problers concerning the nature o f  man. Ins ight  i n t o  re la t ions  
i s  bas ica l ly  not possible through a process of  inference he says, but 
through IN-SIGHT as invention. Vico cont inual ly  erphasises t h i s  as primary 
over that which he c a l l s  ' c r i t i c a l '  i.e. purely ra t iona l  thought. 
The metaphor i s ,  therefore, the o r ig ina l  form o f  the in te rp re ta t i ve  act 
i t s e l f ,  which ra ises i t s e l f  from the par t icu lar  t o  the genera1 
through . representation i n  an image, but, o f  course, always v i  t h  
regard t o  i t s  importance for human beings. The Herculean act i s  
always a metaphorical one and every genuine metaphor i s  i n  t h i s  sense 
Herculean uor k. 2 
And Cicero thought we surpassed ourselves he says i n  t h i s  ingenious ac t i v i t y .  
The universal question we a l l  ponder i s  the meaning o f  l i f e  and we 
have looked i n  the past t o  enlightenment from s p i r i t u a l  advisers, guides 
and prophets who have of ten spoken i n  mysterious retaphors. We s t i l l  look 
t o  these but consciousness o f  l i f e  as a pat tern helps us t o  understand that 
we are perhaps only a thread i n  an i n t r i c a t e  l i f e  tapestry, only one mover 
i n  the dance, one voice i n  the song. As Raymond Wilson says there i s  simply 
no way o f  dist inguishing the dancer from the dance and i f  ve assume that 
there is ,  t h i s  ray simply be a re f lec t ion  o f  the uay our language, as opposed 
f . E l l i o t  U. Eisner, Ihe  Educkie' Igagjnitjm, Stanford University, 
1979, p.200. 
2. Ernesto Grassi, Rhettwrjc at N~jY~gsgehy, The Pennsylvania 
State Univers i ty  Press, 1980, p.7. 
1 
t o  others, organizes our thinking. 
The more universal the ind iv idual  consciousness becomes the more we 
are one with other people and our past, then we can fee l  a t  one with nature 
also, but unless we can see and understand such a metaphor we are constant ly 
r i s l e d  and confused. And i f  the sceptic or more ' s c i e n t i f i c 1  reader 
doubts the relevance o f  t h i s  metaphor for understanding the world we l i v e  
i n  and the way we l i v e  i n  i t  then I draw h i s  or her a t tent ion t o  what 
Fr i t j o f  Capra has found: 
The PATTERNS sc ien t i s t s  observe IN NATURE ARE INTIHATELY CONNECTED 
WITH THE PATTERNS OF THEIR HINDS; w i  t h  t h e i r  concepts, thoughts and 
values. Thus the s c i e n t i f i c  resu l t s  they obtain and the technological 
appl icat ions they invest igate v i l l  be conditioned by the i r  frame o f  r ind. 
Although much o f  t h e i r  deta i led research w i l l  not depend e x p l i c i t l y  on 
the i r  value system, the larger paradigm w i th in  which t h i s  research 
i s  pursued v i l l  never be value-free.2 
I t  i s  impossible for a human being t o  be corp le te ly  ob ject ive even about 
the material  world about himiher. I have stressed the word pattern here 
as I have done throughout t h i s  work because every area o f  research has thrown 
up the sane idea tha t  we organise our conception of  the world i n  terms o f  
patterns, that we recognize patterns, seek them out and create them, 
because they are so much a part  of nature and are even re f lec ted  i n  the way 
we appear t o  think. Bergland y y s  'It i s  no accident that  mankind's f i r s t  
paradigms involved patterns; i t  i s  d i f f i c u l t  t o  conceive of  models for  
2 
thought that do not involve patterns i n  one way or another.' And 
fur ther  on when discussing the bra in  as 
that  d r i ve  thought are found a l l  over the 
------------------- 
1. Raymond Wilson, lletaphors i n  some 
Fict ion, tle_ta_eh_hr_s of kJucation, 
London, 1984,~. 117. 
2. F r i t  j o f  Capra, hwwrng hjnt, 
a gland he says 'The mechanisms 
body and, wherever they l ive,  they 
Nineteenth and Twentieth Century 
eds, W, Taylor e t  a l l  Heinemann, 
Fontana, London, 1982,p.77. 
3. Richard Bergland, Ihe Eitbfic of ~ ~ ~ ~ , P e n g u i n , A u s t r a l i a ,  1985,p. 15, 
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function a t  their  highest level by recognizing the molecular patterns of 
the combination of hormones that rodulate thought.,.. The mind is made 
pattern dependent and cores t o  share in the ubiquitous secret  of 
1 
evolutionary survival: pattern recognition.' Capra asser ts  that: 
The conception of THE UNIVERSE AS AN INTERCONNECTED WEB DF RELATIONS 
is one of two major themes that  recur throughout lodern physics.77.. . 
Hodern physics thus pictures matter not a t  a l l  a s  passive and inert  
b u t  a s  being in a continuous OAKIN6 and vibrating motion whose 
RHYTHHIC PATTERNS are determined by the  rolecular,  atomic and nuclear 
configurations.2 
This same weblike structure i s  a lso seen in language where time and again 
reference is made t o  alrost  human aspects of speech. Words are  born, die, 
have families are  related t o  other words, a re  constructed a s  'figures' of 
speech. We spend a great deal of our thinking t i ~ e  raking connections or 
relations between the8, making associations a s  Jung recognized i s  one of 
our rain tasks and he used word associations as  a way into the human 
mind. We perhaps need to remember what Richards said that 'words are  not a 
redium in vhich to copy l i f e .  Their true work is t o  restore l i f e  i t s e l f  to  
3 
order .' 
What we can see in the history of education and in writings on 
education are  recurring metaphors which give us an insight into the nain 
tenets on which the theory ,philosophy and practice of education have 
become based. Two of the recurring key metaphors are  'growth ' and l ight .  
The 'growth1 metaphor has been well analysed and explored but I have found 
very l i t t l e  on the 'light' metaphor which is even more prevalent and not 
only in writings on education but other spheres also, particularly religious. 
1. Richard Bergland, Ihe fabrig of ~j~~,Penguin,Austra1ia,1985,p.109. 
2. Fri t jof Capra, I)! h r q j g g  hint, Fontana, London, l982,p.79. 
3. I . A .  Richards, Ihg R~fics_oehy _of h!tgrjc, Oxford University 
Press, New York, 1936,p.125. 
Light  as F r i t j o f  Capra po in ts  out i s  a d i f f i c u l t  concept for i t  i s  both a 
p a r t i c l e  and a wave, or a t  least  these were the concepts o r i g i n a l l y  used, 
u n t i l  i t  was real ized that these proper t ies  depended on the experimental 
s i t u a t i o n  i t  was i n  or on the in te rac t ion  i t  vas forced t o  make v i t h  
apparatus. This i s  a pecu l ia r i t y  says Capra which i s  met cont inual ly,  tha t  
two terms which seen opposite are used of  one phenomena. He c a l l s  t h i s  
not ion one of  complementarity vhich Bohr has suggested might equally wel l  
serve other areas than science. The c lass ica l  not ion o f  s o l i d  objects has 
been demolished 'Subatomic part ic les, then, are not 'thingsr, i n  turn, are 
1 
interconnections betweenother 'things1 andsoon . '  T h i s i s h o w  modern 
physics represents the un i t y  o f  the universe. Heisenberg i s  quoted as 
expressing i t  thus: 'The vor ld  thus appears as a complicated t issue o f  
events, i n  which connections of d i f f e r e n t  kinds a l ternate or overlap or 
2 
combine and. thereby determine the texture o f  the whole.' 
I f  t h i s  has far-reaching impl icat ions for science then i t  rust  also 
apply t o  teaching. Gregory Bateson, says Capra, has argued that i t  should be 
used as a basis for ALL def in i t ions,  and tha t  t h i s  should be taught t o  our 
ch i ldren i n  elementary school. Anything, he believed, should be defined 
not by what i t  i s  i n  i t s e l f ,  but by i t s  re la t ions  t o  other things. He 
might wel l  have been ta lk ing about metaphor for t h i s  i s  exact ly what t h i s  
consunaately sk i1  f u l  verbal 'creature1 does, enables us t o  rake abstract 
connections vhich help us t o  recognize wholes where before we perhaps only 
dimly sav parts, Haybe we need t o  know more about the nature of  l i g h t  
i t s e l f  t o  understand the many references t o  i l l um ina t ion  as a source of or 
route t o  wisdom. I n  Colin HcCahonls pa in t ing Gate I11 1970 there i s  what 
1. F r i  t j o f  Capra, Turning hint, Fontana, London, l982,p. 69. 
2. Ibid.,p.70. 
r ight  be a prophetic message 'As there is a constant flow of light we a re  
born into a pure land.' 
I t  is the a r t i s t  of course who recognizes t ruths  before the r e s t  of 
us. Keri Hulue for instance says that  she has been writing about 
herself in  the hope of 'making a pattern' but what she has created 
1 
instead, t o  her mind, is 'an oldspiderweb.' So t o  rakesense of i t  a l l  
ue need thespider .  She ends a c o l l e c t i o n  of s to r ies  with the following 
observation on the term Windeater: 
There isn't such a word, eh. There's a lot  of us around though. 
I caae across the term a s  a g i f t ,  i f  you like, a sor t  of 
found g i f t .  For instance, you break up a perfectly respectable 
word, happily married in a l l  its component parts: you know 
i t  means several things, l ike  a loafer or a braggart. Or a 
woaan who takes part in certain r i t es .  Or i t  can mean the 
acquisition of property without any return being made, as  
well a s  a spell that is cast t o  punish sorebody behaving in 
such an unaannerly fashion. That's when i t s  a whole 
unbroken word, but i f  you s p l i t  i t ,  a power leaks out and 
becores a woaan trying t o  make sense of herself and her 
living and her world. 
Which a l l  goes t o  show the charming naivety of us humans. 
Sense of a world indeed. 
Any attempt t o  define the world or a word is pretentious indeed. B u t  i f  
a11 we have is language then we need a s  teachers to share the power over i t .  
1. Keri Hulme,le Kaihgu Wjndlatgr, Victoria University Press, 
New lealand, 1986,p.237, p.235. 
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